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Beatles `Reunited' On
Labels
Hold
$6.98
Imports
Add
500 000 Cutout Disks Hefty $ To
For Country LPs
NATIONAL SURVEY

HOROWITZ
NEW YORK -The Beatles may
Br IS

Solidifying
As Meeting For
Crossover Units
AES

TRAI\IAN
NEW YORK -With the first AmBr STEPHEN

recorder /reproducer built by
TEAC, and four new Technics by
Panasonic tape units- including two
Eluaset prototypes -the 55th AES
further cemented its emergence as
the meeting-place for professional
audio crossing over to the high -end
consumer market.
This significantly growing "semi /Continued on page 49)
pex

Retail Sales

never come together again as an act,
despite continuing bids, but they
will shortly begin appearing in cutout bins across the country, joined in
one of their all -time hit albums. "Let
It Be."

JOHN SIPPEL
LOS ANGELES -There's plus
business and profit in retailing import LPs, a national survey reaffirms. Peter Nance of Record Town,
Austin. Tex.. has sold 70 three -LP
sets of "Lotus" by Santana, recorded
By

Some the years after release. almost a half-million overstock units
of that prestigious Apple Records
title have been purchased by Surplus Record & Tape Distributors.
Rochelle Park, N.J. The deal caps
months of negotiations to clear complicated rights so that the sale might
take place.
Surplus just recently accepted delivery of some 190,000 "Let It Be"
(Continued on page 18)

live in Japan. at about S22 each.
Doug Ackerman, Lieberman One Stop, Minneapolis, remembers a
Deep Purple in 1974 that sold over
2,000 to his retailers before the U.S.

Millen ium. Portland, estimates that he
did over $300.000 in 1975 with imrelease. Don McLeod. Music

ports.

(Continued on page 18)

CAP CANADA'S
RETAIL PUSH
AGUSTIN GURZA
NEW YORK -Capitol Records/
EMI of Canada has undertaken a
major expansion of its retail store
operation. adding eight new stores to
the 22 already in operation throughout the country.
By

Brian T. Josling, vice president
and general manager of the Sherman /Mister Sound Retail Division,
headquartered in Toronto, states
that the current expansion, which
includes the addition of still more
Continued on page 65)

By SALLY HINKLE

NASHVILLE- Though ABC/
Dot has slashed the price of its country albums from 56.98 to 55.98 and
CBS Records continues to hold at
55.98, labels are maintaining a $6.98
list for country product with further
increases possible when the financial ramifications of the new copyright legislation become apparent
in 1978.

Out of 14 labels surveyed, 10 are
listing LPs at $6.98 -four of those
considering escalations if necessary -three at55.98. and one at $4.98
ironically considering a decrease.
Although some labels feel recent
price rises have hurt the sale of
(Continued on page S4)

Court OKs Watergate Tape
Release; LPs Due When?
MILDRED HALL
WASHINGTON -Warner ComBy

German Sales Decline
With Pickup Forecast
WOLFGANG SPA 11R
& MIKE HENNESSEY
HAMBURG
Despite disappointing sales in the second quarter.
By

-

Tila

the newly crowned country must Entertainer of The Year"
makes his debut on MCA with ha latest album "Love Revival. Rapidly
climbing the country charts and containing such hits as "Good Woman
Blues." and the title track "Love Renewal." Available on MCA Records and
(Advenivemerrq
tapes. Another country winner. (MG -2204)
Mel

overall volume for the record industry in Germany continued to show a
cumulative advance for the first six
months of the year as compared to
the same period in 1975.
The Federal German Record
Assn. reports that sales of LPs advanced 7% for the half -year segment, with prerecorded tapes spurting ahead by 35% while singles sales
dipped by 2 %.
A massive increase in sales was ex(Continued on page 10)

munications' plan to put some 20
hours of Nixon Watergate tapes on
LP, in the wake of Tuesday's (26)
U.S. Appeals Court decision to release 30 of the tapes to the public
and the media, has an uncertain
timetable at this point. It could be a
malter of several weeks, or many
months before the release of the
tapes.

The decision also opens the way
for other manufacturers to produce
their own Nixon -Watergate LPs
since the tapes are destined to become public record. (Sec related
story in this issue on page three.)
Former President Nixon's attorney. Herbert J. Miller, has announced that he will try for a Su-

(Continued on page

721

COMING OUT.' the second album by Manhattan Transfer on Atlanti

Records and Tapes, produced by Richard Perry. has yielded

is first

single

"HELPLESS." as the group continues its fall lour across the U S Novem
ber 6th marks their long -awaited return to New York for a night at Carnegie
Hall, to be followed by dales at the MGM Grand Hotel in Las Vegas. Bos-

tons Symphony Hall, and the Latin Casino Capping the tours New
Year's Eve weekend at Chicago's Mdl Run Theater
(Adrwsuunienr
(Advertisement

band
the alpha
...marc than beginning
a

T-Bone Burnett,
Steven Soles and David Mansfield added their magic to the
Rolling Thunder Revue. With David Jackson and Matt Betton.
they are now The Alpha Band, oitithey play rock & roll that
«'ill survive the warp of time and space.
You experienced its brilliant beginning, when

-

a

remarkable debut album on Arista Records
www.americanradiohistory.com

the alpha ban
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Bee Gees Top Artist
List At Radio Forum
It
i.

iik

.
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LOS ANGELES -Sonic of the most interesting performers In tllc music
world -including the Bee Gees -will perform during the ninth annual International Radio Programming Forum Dcc. l -4 at the Marriott Hotel in New
Orleans, announces Paul Drew, vice president of programming for RKO Radio and chairman of the Forum. The convention opens Wednesday ( I) with a
cocktail party highlighted by a show
lumbia Records, both on the Forum
by Barry Marlyn & the Legends Of
Advisory Committee.
Jazz on Cresent Jazz Records; this
Friday night, ABC Records vice
group has performed all over the napresident Larry Baunach in Nashtion, featuring traditional dixieland
ville is coordinating a performance
jazz.
by Doug Sahm.
On Thursday, there will be an
Saturday night, the Bec Gees on
awards luncheon; England Dan and
RSO Records, who will be on tour,
John Ford Coley of Big Tree Recwill perform prior to the awards cerords, currently on the chart with
emonies conducted by L. David
"Nights Are Forever Without You,"
(Continued on page 24)
will perform prior to the awards.
Thursday evening, during a paddlewheel steamer trip on the Mississippi, people attending the four -day
educational event will be able to
hear live entertainment by a Columbia Records group and probably by
an Epic Records artist or group. The
CHICAGO -In an effort to
event is being coordinated by Chuck
broaden the product base of
Thagard and Bob Sherwood of Coracked outlets, Lieberman Enterprises is experimenting with a program called "Rare Wax."

DISK RIGHTS EQUAL TO PRINT

Industry Gets New Role
With Nixon Tape Verdict
By

LOS ANGELES -Last week's ruling by a Federal Appeals Court that
a record company can have access to
the Watergate covcrup trial tapes
along with the broadcast media,
catapults the phonograph record
into a new role.
"This is the first time that the
courts have said that records have
the same rights as newspapers to
public record information," ex-

/
X'
`RARE W N

Superstars Battle
For Chart Lead;
Twofers Abound
B. PAL I. GREW

LOS ANGELES -A battleground
of superstars is sparking an intense
fight for top album sales positions.
Such artists as Stevie Wonder,
Earth, Wind & Fire, Elton John and
Led Zeppelin, are all out with new
releases prior to the holiday sales penod sand an interesting aspect of this
activity is the commercial viability
of the double LP, which three of the
aforementioned artists have re-

The experiment initiated in mid October, has introduced "materie"
merchandise on labels such as Alligator, Arhoolie, and Biograph,
into 50 of the rack supplier's prime
accounts.

Albums on Blue Goose, Del mark, Flying Fish, Folkways,
Golden Era, Jazz Archives and
Mark 56 also are being racked in
the program that covers seven
states. The disks are merchandised
under a "Rare Wax" banner in two
display rack pockets.

Other non -mainstream labels
gaining rack distribution through
the plan include Radiola, Roun-

íJ'va..

I

By

ELIOT TIEGEL

claims Mickey Kapp. president of
Warner Special Products. "And
that's kind of landmark."
Warner Communications, parent
firm of Warner Bros. Records and
Warner Special Products, had filed
suit along with ABC, CBS, NBC, the
Public Broadcasting System and the
Radio Television News Directors
Awn. for access to about 30 tapes
played during the Watergate cos-

Lieberman Trying To Broaden
Sales Base Via Esoteric LPs

ALAN PENCHANSKY

der, Spotlite, Stash, Sunbeam, Takoma, Xanadu and Zim.

"lt

puts a little touch of folk,
blues, bluegrass and nostalgia into
all these racks:" explains Hal
Brady. head of House Distributors
in Kansas City, who conceived

"Rare Wax" jointly with Doug
Ackerman. Lieberman's national
one -stop manager. Brody, who
specializes in small labels, supplies
the "Rare Wax" product to Lieberman and selected the 40 titles with
which the program began.

"They've tamed over what they
consider 50 of their best department store racked accounts to me,"
Brody explains. "I picked titles
that I thought would mainly spice
them up, make their racks look a
lot nicer than the ones across the
street."

The program was introduced in
the 50 Lieberman racks that are
"most like record stores," Brody
says.

"They know they have certain
high traffic areas that are going to
sell a certain number of albums,
and if they just make them a little
nicer and more unusual, people
are going to come and see what
they have."
Basically, they've asked me to
put these things in because this is
my area of expertise," Brody says.
According to Van Vanyo, Lieberman's national album buyer, it is
still too early to judge the results of
the experiment. Vanyo says the
program is being supplied through
Lieberman's Minneapolis warehouse to racks in North and South

Dakota, Minnesota, Wisconsin,
Iowa, Nebraska and Portland.

leased.

A look at Billboard's Top LP &
Tape chart this week shows four of
the top IO spots being held by twofers, with a fifth almost certain to be
in the top 10 next week.
The reasons for this twofer surge
sedades a live album boom producing double jackets and an increasing
consumer perception that there is a
cast -per -side bargain in a multi record set
The disks involved are Stevie
(Continued on page 14)

Casablanca And

Filmworks Merge

VIP Opening Unique Retail Unit
L.A. Outlet Will Specialize in Discontinued Product
LOS ANGELES -The VIP retail
record chain is set to open a specialty
outlet here to deal with discontinued
and old, hard to obtain merchandise
only. No first line stock will be carried.
The shop, believed to be the first
of its kind in the nation, will carry a
full line of albu ms, singles and tapes.
LP prices will range from 29 cents to
$2.99, singles 7 cents to 49 cents and
tapes 99 cents to S3.99.

Into New Combine
1

LOS ANGELES -In an unusual
merger for the record industry,

Casablanca Records last week
merged with Filmworks Inc., independent film production firm. Peter
Guber, Filmworks founder, and
Neil Bogan. Casablanca founder,
become chairman of the board and
president, respectively, of Casablanca Record and Filmworks Inc.,
the new firm.
Firm's first film project of CRF is
currently being produced in Bermuda, where Guber is making the
Benchley best seller, "The
Deep," for June 1977 release for
Columbia Pictures. Benchley previously wrote "Jaws."
The firm's second venture will be
"Six Weeks," a current Fred Mustard Stewart bestseller, screenplay
for which will be written by David
Seltzer, author of the "Omen."
'Columned on page 7 2)
Peter

,/

WILLIAMS
knowledge, not only of old records,
but of early record trends.
He will also depend on catalogs
and label experts in the field of oldBy JEAN

Cletus Anderson, owner of the
chain, has reportedly purchased
500,000 singles to go with his already
packed warehouse of LPs. The merchandise, he says, will date back as
far as he can get it.
The outlet, which is 3,600 square
feet, has 2,400 feet of shopping space
and 1.200 feet of warehousing space.
Anderson is purchasing product
from "grave dealers," most of whom
are on the East Coast. He refers to
"grave dealers" as outlets which cater to only outdated or discontinued
merchandise.
He notes that the most important
element in running an operation of
this kind is hiring persons who are
thoroughly versed in dated records.
"The success of this type of operation lies in the hands of the record
buyer.
"We can easily go down the drain
if we do not stock the right product,"
he says. His new buyer must have

im to advise him. He is also dealing
with distributors who have the merchandise on hand or are in a position
to obtain it.
He currently employs 45 people in
his eight existing outlets and will
add four for the new shop, which is
set to open Friday (5). Operating

erup trial of former Attorney General John N. Mitchell, former Richard Nixon presidential aides H.R.
Haldeman, John D. Ehrlichman and

former Nixon campaign lawyer
Roben C. Mardian.
The tapes had been surpressed
from public availability by U.S. District Judge John J. Sirica, the presiding Judge at the coverup trial, until
the former aides of then president
Nixon had gone through all their legal appeals.
Kapp, assigned to the project to
produce two albums, one a massive
compilation of around 22 LPs for
schools and libraries and the other a
deluxe two record set with excerpted
transcripts, photos and selections of
tapes together with a documentarytype narration, all based solely on
the around 22 hours of dialog played
for the jury and participants at the
coverup trial, is pleased with the recent Appeals Court ruling for more
than company reasons.
"Tite croup's ruling means anybody can take the tapes and put out
an album: it's in the public record.

(Continued on page

72)

IRS PROBE
IN CHICAGO

INTENSIFYING
CHICAGO -The IRS probe here

of promotional album

sales appears

to be gaining momentum.
"I really got the impression that
they wanted the word out about the
investigation." reports the owner of

two outlets selling promotional albums, who recently was visited.
"1 think they know that some
stores are buying samples from
promo men, got that impression,"
the merchant states.
The retailer says a single agent arrived in the late morning and stayed
only IO or 15 minutes.
"All he said was, we're investigating the sale of samples, and right
away he added, don't worry about
any samples you may have, were
only concerned with whether people
who are selling them arc paying tax
(Continued on page m2)
I

hours will be noon -8 p.m. seven days
a week.
A massive advertising campaign is

underway

primarily with radio

spots. He is advertising on KGFJ,

KUTE, KBCA, KJLH and KDAY,
all in the Los Angeles area. He is also
utilizing black oriented newspapers.
To launch the new facility, he is

initially advertising the yet unnamed

alone. His usual
(Continued on page 48)

store

CBS, KING'S ISLAND VENTURE
NASHVILLE -CBS Records

Country
Campaign
Doubles
LP Sales
Ry GF.RRI

WOOD

re-

ports country LP sales doubled in a
four -state area through a unique artist development campaign in cooperation with the King's Island entertainment park near Cincinnati.
Approximately $350,000 worth of
country product was sold through
the Cincinnati CBS branch. much of
it attributable to the joint venture
centered around a double weekend
of country concerts at King's Island.
Enthused about results. CBS marketing officials are considering similar functions at other major national
theme parks and expanding the concept from country to pop and soul
acts as well. Disneyland. Knott's
Berry Farm and Magic Mountain
are West Coast possibilities, along
with Disney World in Florida and
other attractions across the nation.
"This probably doubled our busi-

n.s,"

comments Bob Ewald, branch
manager of CBS Records in Cincinnati. "The marketing scheme provided business for King's Island
during its off-season and was a
healthy boost for our prepack album
program."
Using 1,500 radio spots at six key
stations, prepack LPs, catalog product, national and local advertising
dollars, point -of- purchase materials
and CBS artist appearances, country'
album sales tripled all forecasts in
the four -state territory of Ohio, Kentucky, Indiana and West Virginia,
"We might try to set up something
for an entire month next year,"
Ewald says. "I'm looking for all our
branches to get involved across the
country with various parks."

The

October

King's Island
(Continued on page 58)
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merchandising

thrust was aided by

General News
N.Y. Concert

Scene Grim;
Clubs Bright
JIM FISHEL
NEW YORK The changing
By

DUAL PREMIERES -East and West Coast benefit premieres were held for Led
Zeppelin's "The Song Remains The Same," with Swan Song, the group's la
bel, hosting post flick parties in New York and Los Angeles. At Manhattan
bash, Robert Plant, left, and John Paul Jones of Zeppelin get their commem
orative awards from Nancy Setapen of the Save The Children Federation
which was the recipient of the benefit proceeds there.

complexion of the concert promotion market here has undergone yet
another facelift, with the Beacon
Theater shuttered after only 30
months of operation, promoter Sid
Bernstein awarded exclusive use of
RadioCity Music Hall for live music
shows, and a number of new and established area clubs suddenly
emerging to make their presence felt.
While this city has always been
considered a "hard nut to crack.' the
continuing demise of available facilities has begun to make the outlook
grimmer.
Besides the recent shuttering of
the Beacon, promoters have been
(Continued on page 19)

TV SOUND: A PROBLEM

Like a 3 -Act Play, Audio
Dependent On Many Variables
This is another in

a

serres on the

deplorable condition of television
sound. This week. Oliver Berliner.
et grandson of Emile Berliner. inventor
mof the disk record. who himself is u
a record producer. music publisher und
mdesigner of recording studios. und in-

n

solved with video for te. offers his insight into why audio for video is so
bad.

ft

OLIVER BERLINER
LOS ANGELES The case of

.

m

2

By

television sound an be regarded as
a three -act play. Most television pro O gramming is recorded. Only certain
Z specials, some sports and local news
are not Consequently, we first encounter the audio limitations inherent in videotape. Video recorders do
not possess the audio bandwidth,
signal -to -noise ratio and low distortion found in studio audio recorders.
Furthermore, the oxide on videotape is oriented for segmented quad ruplex recording rather than longi-

tudinal.

Consequently.

audio

orientation has been sacrificed by
the tape manufacturer in order to
maximize the video quality.
To add desalt to injury, many tv
series are still shot on film. where the
audio was first recorded on 1/2-inch
tape, then transferred to film and

later transferred to videotape. Thus
we see audio that has been dubbed
twice prior to airing and on equipment of limited quality.
In the case of a live music show
such as the Grammy Awards. where
everyone deplores the fact that the
stars don't sound as they do on their
records, here are the reasons: ( I ) The
musicians and instruments used arc
rarely identical to those on the
record. (2) The show eminates from
an acoustically poor building. (3)
The sound mixer is different and not
used to working with the artists. (4)
He doesn't have all the recording
studio reverb capabilities and gadgetry. (5) Mike placement must suit
video requirements and limitations
and the mikes themselves will be different. (6) Insufficient rehearsal
time. Thus. even giving him a
recording -grade mixing console. the
tv audioman can never duplicate
what took untold hours in ones favorite recording studio.
Television studios are rarely located at the transmitter site, thus
usually video is sent from studio to
transmitter via studio transmulter
link. a microwave point -to-point relay. The audio portion may be carried along. or more than likely
sound will go separately via tele-

NO EMI OR RCA DISTRIBS

phone company landlines incorporating a number of amplifiers and
equalizers.
Programs going nationwide will
go by microwave relay for both
audio and video, with some 30
mountaintop relay stations required
for cross -country carriage.
Or they may go by satellite
wherein although the "path" is a
long one. the number of relay stations is reduced to one, thus substantially curtailing noise, distortion and
even frequency -response problems.
But a Grammy Awards Show
originating in Hollywood must firs
go all the way to New York for
switching and other master contro
functions, then be routed back to all
the local stations.
(Continued on page 72
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Casablanca U.K. Office By Early '77
Its

I

LONDON Casablanca will

I.RRI ANDERSON
upen

its own promotion and marketing
office to augment distribution in the
U.K. by February, or even "set up
independently here ourselves." says

Casablanca president Ned Bogart.
The decision on whether to go the
whole way and set up as an independent hinges on whether Casablanca can find a U.K. distributor
within a reasonable time. Casablanca's deal with EMI has been terminated some 12 months prematurely "by mutual agreement" and
the label's expected move to RCA
won't take place.
Bogan says he will not he signing
with RCA in Britain. It had been
strongly reported that RCA would
get the license and managing director Gerry Oord had himself made it

known that he was basing d ms-ii.
sinus with Bogan to that end.
"The deal will not take place." Bogart says, "even though my friendship with Gerry Oord is well known
and of long standing." Emphasizing
that the failure of the deal, which he,
his vice chairman Richard Trugman. and his vice president Mauri
Lathower had come to Britain to
negotiate, was not a matter of money
or contract details, Bogart explains:
"What I must find is the right attitude. enthusiasm and promotion.
The so- called 'unreasonable demands' of Casablanca are what have
made our artists so well known
Ihroughnulthe U.S., Canada. South
America, South Africa and Europe.'
Bogart's dissatisfaction with his
(Continued on page 62)
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LExecutTurnlobIeJ
Jay Emmett, Emanuel Gerard, David H. Horowitz and Kenneth Rosen appointed tu the newly established office of the president at Warner Communications Inc., New York. The office of president will share in decision and policy making
duties with the chairman of the board of
WCI. Emmett, Gerard and Horowitz are executive vice presidents and members of the
board of WCI, while Rosen comes to WCI
from International Travis Corp., a merchant
banking firm where he is president.
Jimmy Bishop joins CBS Records Division
Horowitz
Bishop
New York, (as exclusively reported in Billboard. Oct. 16) as vice president of music publishing. He w as executive vice
president and general manager at Philadelphia International.... David
O'Connell joins Pickwick. Woodbury, N.Y., as vice president of administration. O'Connell was recently president of Phonodise Inc.. distribution arm of
Polygram, U.S.... Steve Bedell, president of the Wes Farrell
Music Group, the music publishing division, has been upped
to executive vice president and chief operating officer of the
Wes Farrell Organization, Los Angeles, including all of its
various divisions and companies. In addition to his new
chores, he will continue as president of the Music Group....
At A &M Records, New York, Martin Kirkup has been named
creative services director and will he responsible for the direction of artist relations, product management and publicity.
Jenson
Diane Pastuszak moves into the newly created position of office manager. In Los Angeles. Gary Culpepper named manager. air administration. another newly created position. Culpepper will be the liaison between
a &r and other label departments.... At C BS. Jay Jenson named Southwester n
regional country marketing manager. Dallas. Brian Langlois appointed to the

_J<t_

,

Midwestern regional country marketing
manager post, Chicago. Dan Walker assumes
the Western regional country marketing
manager position. Los Angeles. and Zim
Zemarel becomes Southeastern regional
country marketing manager. Baltimore. Also
at CBS, New York. Gordon Anderson has
been upped to national director of promotion, the associated labels, CBS Records. Ed
Walker
Langlois
Haynes will replace Anderson as director of
sales and artist development.... John Leffler appointed vice president of special products at Springboard International Records, Los Angeles. He comes
from Capitol Records where he was national manager for special markets....
Norman Thrasher has been named national promotion director for r &b product at Monument and Sound Stage 7 labels,
Nashville.... Promotion changes at Fantasy.
Berkeley. Calif.: Debbi Ellison assumes the
duties of associate national promotion
coordinating information from label staff
and distributors. She will also be responsible
for Fantasy's weekly bulletin. Cristie Joy
Marcus joins as associate national promo tion, assisting national promotion director
Lo¡ryer
Zemarel
David Marshall with radio promotion, primanly with secondary markets.... Jeff Milne named Midwest regional country promotion manager at U.A. Records. Nashville.... Pat McCoy joins Life song Records as West Coast regional director, promotion, Los Angeles. McCoy
was national director of promotion at ABC Records.... Judi Brown gets new
job of manager. press and artist relations for
DIM Records, New York. She comes from
Arista Records where she was publicity coordinator.

*

Thrasher

.30
68, 70
74
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*

Paul Johnson, vice president of promotion
at Motown, Los Angeles, has left. Prior to
joining Motown, Johnson worked for Atlantic Records in New York.
*

t

*

Sidney H. Giber promoted to vice president and director of business affairs at SESAC. New York. He was vice president and director of marketing services. Also at SESAC. New York. Nat Lie berman promoted to director of broadcast services and general licensing from
collection manager and director of computer operations.... At George Pincus
& Sons. New York. Rich Schneider joins the
staff in charge of artist -writer acquisition. He
was a freelance writer.... Another writer
and lecturer, Om Kumar Joshee. joins Peters
International, New York. as manager of the
Indian department. Joshee will release and
promote Indian product in the U.S.... Don
Putnam joins Peer- Southern organization's
Nashville staff. He was associated with MuOrden
Guber
sic Mill, The House Of Gold and Quadrophonic Studios. ... Jessica Josell appointed head of national telephone
record promotion for Morton D. Was & Associates, New York.... Ron Willman, Billboard's Eastern sales manager, promoted to assistant sales director,
reporting to Tom Noonan, director of sales. Based in New York, Willman will
assist Noonan in all aspects of sales direction, budgets and assignments.

-

Stan Bly relinquishes his post as vice president in charge of promotion at
Pltonogram /Mercury, Chicago, and will move to Arista Records, New York
with the same title. Bly replaces David Carrico.
*

26, 28

1141/4

*

Jane Halter joins Futsche Grammophon's classical division statt: New
lurk. She comes from High Fidelity /Musical America magazine.. Paul W.
Van Orden named general manager of General Electric's housewares and
audio business division. Bridgeport. Conn.
.

"

Produced by Dove Mason for Treucom A.G.

Fourteen classic tracks by one of the strongest performers rock has yet produced, unspoiled by
overdubs, studio tricks or other fancy stuff. Simply two records' worth of Dave Mason at his best -live.

Dave Mason's "Certified Live:' On Columbia Records and Tapes.
PG 34174
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OUR "SEVEN 'N' ONE"
JAZZ SALE IS ON THRU NOV. 30th., 1976
& INCLUDES ALL RECORDS & TAPES IN OUR 4 CATALOGS.
SEE YOUR SALESMAN OR CONTACT US AT BELOW ADDRESSES FOR DETAILS...
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MILDRED HALL
WASHINGTON -Record manufacturers and consumers will soon
begin to feel the costs of final air and
By

NEWS BUREAUS & REGIONAL OFFICES
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Cleaning
Of PVC
To Cost
water emission control standards for
polyvinyl chloride plants, recently
announced by the Environmental
Protection Agency (EPA).
Some 58 plants producing the
chemicals used in making records,
and hundreds of other plastic products, will have added capital costs totalling about $198 million, according to the EPA.
The price of vinyl chloride resins
to manufacturers could go up about
7.3 %, with a passed -on cost hike to
consumers of about 3.5% maximum.
the agency estimates.
There will be some additional
costs in the future, as plants maintain profit levels while meeting air
and water pollution guidelines. EPA
estimates a further increase in vinyl
chloride resin costs of 2% and a maximum raise of I% in consumer
prices.

EPA regulations give the plants 90
days to meet emission standards of
no more than IO parts per million
discharged in air or water. However,
waivers of up to two years can be
granted in some cases. Vinyl chloride has been found to cause a rare
type of cancer. but only in its pure

chemical form.

Original suggestions for a zero
pars per million standard were discussed as impractical and not really
necessary by EPA.
EPA says that while substitutes

could be found, and some already
exist, they do not have the more desirable characteristics of polyvinyl

chloride. Improved substitutes
might be found -but these. too,
could produce bad effects on health
or environment, so the EPA prefers
to deal with a known and tested
chemical.
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Military Discounts
LOS ANGELES -The more than
600 stores in the Army and Air Force
Exchange system worldwide will offer the largest number of album titles ever at a 50- cents- per -album discount from Nov. S through Dec. 31.
The holiday buying specials will
include 150 different titles, most of
them current best sellers, with some
important catalog titles and a few
holiday -oriented packages.
Last years program at the same
time ran under 100 titles.
I

ON THE ROAD- Buddah artist Michael Henderson visits Bad Records in his
hometown Detroit to autograph posters and LPs for e lineup of his fans, prior
to a series of concerts in Washington, D.C., back in Detroit, and Ohio.

Harrison, Dark Horse Now
On WB After A &M Stint
LOS ANGELES- George Harrison and his Dark Horse label have
settled an A &M contract and will
now be distributed worldwide by
Warner Bros.
Harrison's next LP "331/4" is being
rushed by WB for mid -November
release, with a single "This Song"
coming even sooner.
Other acts on Dark Horse are Attitudes and Kenny Burke who will
both have new albums out before
the end of the year, plus Splinter and
Stairsteps.
Dennis Morgan, Dark Horse label
manager, will have offices at Warner
Records headquarters in Burbank.
Bob Cato is creative consultant for
Dark Horse. For the moment at
least, Dark Horse will rely on
Warner staff and not hire any full-

Texas Man Lands
2 Year Jail Term
NEW YORK -James E. Hays,
doing business as Sunland Sound
Co., was sentenced to two years in
jail in Texas and given a $4,000 fine
after.pleading guilty to four counts
of infringing copyrights in a sound

recording.
Judge William T. Sessions of Federal District Court in El Paso. Tex..
sentenced Hays to a year in prison on
each of the four counts. However,
the prison sentences on the last two
counts are to be served concurrently
with those of the first two counts.
The sentences are the result of an
FBI raid on Sunland Sound Co.,
where more than 8,5008-track tapes,
duplicating equipment and raw materials were seized.

timers in promotion or elsewhere.
says

Morgan.

Ex- Beatle Harrison has had big
sutxxss on his seven Apple Records
solo albums distributed by Capitol.i
The upcoming WB album will be his
first LP since his Apple artist contract ended. Harrison issued other
artists on his Dark Horse deal with
A &M which started in 1974.
Harrison won the 1973 album of
the year Grammy with "Concert For
Bangladesh." an all-star benefit extravaganza. All of his albums since
1970 have been top 10. He had two
No. albums. "Living In The Material World" in 1973 and "All Things
Must Pass,' which charted for 38
1

weeks in 1970.
These two No. I albums each pro-

duced a No. I single, "My Sweet
Lord" in 1970 and "Give Me Love
(Give Me Peace On Earth)" in 1973.

London Session
LONDON -Singer Bill Roberts is
in the studio recording "Be My
Woman Tonight" with Mike Berry
producing. George Pincus. president
of George Pincus & Sons Music
Corp. is in London overseeing the
production.

Valli TV Hoster
LOS ANGELES -Frankie Valli
has been set to guest host the fifth
annual Dick Clark "New Years
Rod:in' Es-e" special for ABC tele vision. The show will originate from
the Ambassador Hotel here, and live
from Times Square in New York.

WB's Songs In a New `Sheet' Magazine
NEW YORK -Copyrighted sheet
music is available to consumers at a
rate of up to 150 songs a year for VI
through a new venture called Sheet
Music Magazine.
Already in print, the independent
publication is hoping for a projected
250,000 circulation.
The initial editions are being
copyrighted by Warner Bros. Music
for the magazine. which pays the
publishing firm royalties for use of
the music.

The magazine has e multi -year
contract with Warner Bros. Music,
says Ed Shanathy, president and
partner with Robert Cornwell in the
magazine. But, says Shanathy, the
magazine is also looking toward
other publishers to reproduce their
music,

Arnold Rosen, manager of the
standard and educational division
www.americanradiohistory.com

of Warner's,

will
give Warner's product additional

also contain editorial and advertising copy geared to both the profes-

exposure in a market the publisher
does not often reach. And, says
Rosen, it will provide additional revenue,
"We agreed to a fixed amount that
Sheet Music Magazine will print
and they will pay us on that print,"
says Rosen.
According to Rosen the magazine
may pick any title in the Warner's
catalog, but the publisher must give
approval on every title. retaining the
option to reject publication of any

sional and amateur musician.

says that the project

song.
Rosen says that the venture is the
first of its kind for the publisher, al-

though Warners did contract for a
similar arrangement for one issue of
another magazine several years ago.
Sheet Music Magazine will be
published nine times a year and will

1

Distribution of Sheet Music
Magazine is initially only through
the mails with subscriptions costing
SII for one year and S20 for two.
The publication had an initial printing of 3,500 copies.
Each issue will reproduce 10 or
more complete music sheets, full

with lyrics, guitar fingering diagrams and chord letterings for orsize,

gans.

The first issue of the magazine includes such standards as "As Time
Goes By." current hits like "The
Hustle" and classics like "The Entertainer" by Scott Joplin.
Sheet music normally retails for
$1.50 per song, with folios runnin
to 59.95 and more.
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SIX MONTHS FIGURES IN

German Sales Slow Advance; I
Tape, LPs Up; Singles Down
Continued from page l

mer had a markedly depressing elfeet on sales but industry opinion is
virtually unanimous that there will
be a substantial sales spurt in the last
quarter of this year to produce an
overall sales increase for the year of
between 10% and 15 %.
Dr. Gerhard Schulze, joint managing director of Teldec, cites two
reasons for the summer sales slump.
"First of all it is a product of the economic recession; we had a similar
situation in 1966 and 1967. While
the recession is on. people spend
money on records and tapes because
they cannot afford consumer durables, television sets, white goods
and so on. Then, as we begin to pull
out of the recession, more expensive
items and records and tapes suffer.
There has, for example, been a big
improvement in automobile sales
over the last few months.
"The second factor is the really
hot weather which inclines people to
spend their leisure time out of doors
and not inside listening to music."
Wolfgang Arming, deputy director and marketing chief of Deutsche

perienced in the first quarter of
1976. But high retailer stocks remaining after the peak Christmas
selling season are blamed for the
slump during the next three months.
During the second quarter, singles
sales dipped by 15% and LP sales by
7 %, but tape sales improved by 12%
compared with the sante quarter last
year.
Record exports were up 10% in the
first six months of 1976 compared
with the same period in 1975.
On the whole, the long, hot sum-
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Grammophon,

shares Schulze's
view about the depressing effect that
the general economic recession can
have on record sales. But he is optimistic about the overall sales picture
for 1976 "even though the absence
of any positive new trend in music
means that the market is not so vigorously healthy as it might be,"
Most industry leaders agree that
the major problem the record business has to face is still that of direct
imports. Arming believes that in a

country like Germany, which is so
open to international product, direct
imports can rob a licensee of between 30 and 40% of sales on a big selling album.
To combat competition from imports, recommended prices on LP's
dropped from 22 marks to between
18 and 19 marks and some companies have abandoned recommending prices altogether. But this
has by no means solved the problem.
"Bear in mind," says Dr. Gerhard
Weber, director of Metronome,
"that product originating in the U.S.
and U.K. accounts for between 65%
and 70% of album sales in Germany.
(Continued on page 62)

WCI's 3rd Qtr.
Best In History
YORK -'The recorded
music and music publishing division
had the best third quarter in its history, with revenues and pretax income both showing gains in comparison to last year's very strong
third quarter," comments Steven J.
Ross, Warner Communications Inc.
chairman, on the three months

-

Income from the three labels
Warner Bros., Elektra/Asy'lum and
Atlantic -WEA International and
Warner Bros, Music for July -September was $15.143 million, a gain
of $549,000 or 4% from the pnor
year, on sales of 590.984 million, a
10.6% increase from the 1975 figures

of $82.253 million.
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2160 Patterson St., Cincinnati, Oslo 45214

For the nine months of 1976. income is up 30.5% to $45.062 million,
from $34.53 million last year, on operating revenues of 5272.168 million, nearly 23% ahead of the
$221.423 million for the similar 1975
period.
Equally important, the combined
music division is providing more
than 48% of corporate operating revenum through the first nine months
of 1976, up from 45% a year ago, and
51% of pretax income from oper(Cnntinued nn page 1 4)

EMI LEADS
U.K. LABELS
IN 3RD QTR.
ADAM WHITE.
LONDON -EMI has surged to
capture almost 25% of Britain's alBy

bum and singles sales, according to a
third -quarter market survey prepared by the British Market Research Bureau.
The survey gives EMI 24.7% for
singles and 24.3% for albums, more
than double that of rivals CBS and
WEA. The singles sales represent a
dramatic 9.7% increase over EMI's
performance in the same quarter of
1975.

Setting the pace for EMI has been
(Continued on page 63)
www.americanradiohistory.com
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LABEL CONCLUDES MEET

E/A October Sales
Biggest In History
NAT FREEDLAND
LOS ANGELES- Elektra /Asylum
greatest hits collection from Linda
By

Records shows October 1976 as its
highest selling month in history. says
label president Mel Posner as E /A's
top 10 executives returned from a

Ronstadt.
Early 1977 will see an album by
the reunited Bread and from Queen,
which starts a U.S. national tour Jan.

corporate planning meeting in

18.

Hawaii.

Joe Smith, E/A
to a decision at the

almost unprecedenledly
strong product lineup for the next90
days indicates even higher sales levels for E /A, says Posner. The label
will release new albums before the

An

end

of the year by

the Eagles, Joni

Mitchell, Jackson Browne and

a

chairman. came
Hawaii meeting
to bid on established acts for the label in 1977. With 39 albums released
on E/A in 1976, Smith expects about
45 LP releases next year and a con tinuancc of the label's traditionally
selective roster policy.

Storer Profits Soar; Net
For 9 Months Is a Record
MIAMI BLAL'll Storer Broadcasting here reports near -doubled
1976 third quarter profits of $5.3
million over 1975's 52.7 million. For
the first nine months of 1976, profits
tapped 1975's by $19.3 million to
$11.1 million. Each of the 1976 period revenues represent a new high
for Storer.
Part of the spectacular gains are
due to selloffs of non -broadcasting
divisions which showed losses last
year. Storer sold its aircraft leasing
operation to Delta Airlines and also
divested itself of the Boston Garden

Angeles, W(/BS in 111am1, 1VHt\ in
New York and WSPD in San Diego.
Broadcast related grosses for the
third quarter jumped some 30% to
$30 million from $23 million. The
nine -month broadcast grosses were
up some 28 %, to $90 million this year
versus $70 million in 1975.
Storer put into effect a five for
four stock split at the end of October.
There are now 4,876.444 shares each
earning a 25 cent quarterly divi-

dend.

arena and Boston Bruins hockey
team.

New Denver Studio

Storer is now almost entirely a
broadcaster again, with seven television stations and cable television

ity called American Recording Stu dins, Inc.. is opening here. In the
equipment lineup arc a Quantum 20
x S console. Otan 8- track, and Tascam 16 -track tape machines as well
as JBL monitors.

operations in four states. The conpany also has five radio stations;
WJW in Cleveland. KGBS in Los

DENVER--A new

I6 -track

facil-

1

The
from
boys
"The
Are Back InTown"
Boys
are back.

Mercury announces the release of Thin Lizzy's new album,

www.americanradiohistory.com

ënerot News

RCA In

Merger
Of A &R
toc to the disLOS ANC;I
satisfaction by agnts with being musically categorized, RCA Records
has consolidated its pop and r &b
artists and repertoire departments
into one contemporary music section Mike Berniker, division vice
president, popular artists and repertoire. will head the do ismon.
The crossover record situation for
both black and white acts has
sparked the concern of categorization by these performers.
The label feels that it's time to stop
sectionalizing its music. However, its
marketing approach for pop and
r &b music will still concern itself

merchandising,
sales and promotion channels.
Ron Moseley. formerly division
vice president. rhythm and blues artists and repertoire, will he named di-

with
REAL'SPITFIRE' -Winding up joint promo with RCA. J.L. Marsh and Mont
gomery Ward Northern California stores on Jefferson Starship's "Spitfire'
LP. the winner of a real Spitfire auto is picked by, from left, Charlie Rice, RCA
Bay Area sales manager; Terry Friend, Ward's metro merchandiser; Jim Newhouse, Marsh branch manager; Max Clark, Ward regional merchandiser, and
San Francisco's Spitfire auto representative.
A

traditional

vision vice president, special markets.

He will continue to work with
black acts. coordinating special markets planning and development programs with the label's sales. mer-

chandising

and

promotion

representatives.
RCA points to David Bowie, Dar ylc Hall and John Oats, Vicki Sue
Robinson and the Savannah Band
as acts which have crossed into other
areas. It is also pushing the Tymes
and D.J. Rogers into crossover situations.

SACEM, French
Jazz Players In

Logging Dispute
PARIS Jarr mu +iii.in, here have
threatened to sue SACEM, the
French copyright society, because
they claim the existing method of
logging selections played at dances.
through jukeboxes and in discotheques is unfair.
They blame inadequacies in the
sampling system upon which
SACEM bases its allocation.
Its agents attend dances. listen to
jukeboxes and records in discos.
note the names and then strike a
kind of average. It is said that under
these conditions music can be
played without a specific composer
receiving any performing money at
all.
SACEM has made it clear that the
system in use is the fairest it can employ. However, the musicians point
out that it is extremely rare for jazz
numbers ever to be included and for
the creators of the music to receive
their dues.
The jazzmen demand talks with
SACEM to try and find a way
around the problem. They point out
that they are not primarily concerned with profits and therefore do
not belong to any of the existing
trade organizations

One -Stop Expands
LOS ; \ \til_I.I S Pat Blunda,
veteran St. Louis distribution executive, has moved to 1919 Washington
there, doubling his one- stopping
space to 11.000 square feet I'S's
One -Stop. Blunda says call es pand
more into serving the region s retailers. Blunda. one -lime Columbia and
Mercury branch manager there. employs six, including his son, Perry.
PR's Om-Stop originally opened
:n April 1972. after Blunda left
Tean.an,enca
www.americanradiohistory.com
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Billboard photo

by

Catheone Dera

FAN -The legendary Les Paul surprises WB star George Benson backstage at a recent SRO date at Keane College, Union, N.J., to congratulate him
on the success of his "Breezin' " LP, on Billboard's Top LPs & Tape chart for
30 weeks Benson is on a national concert swing.
NO.

1

Mancini In Publishing Split
S -Henry Mancini is taking over sole operation of NorthLOS ANG1
ridge Music and lie, other publishing firms, thus ending a working partnership
with Larry Shayne that started to 1958.
However, Shayne retains joint ownership of' Northridge Music and other
firms holding Mancinï s major song hits such as "Peter Gunn." "Charade."
"Pink Panther" and "Mr. Lucky."
Shayne will continue independent publishing from Hollywood. He is already affiliated with Richard Harris. Marvin Hamlisch's "Chorus Line" sage.
Avco Embassy Music, Pat Williams and Livingston & Evans.

Court Holding $500,000 As
Stax's Debt Fight Goes On
ELTON WHISENHUNT
MEMPHIS -U.S. Bankruptcy
3. During this litigation, mean Judge William B. Leffler has issued
time. Stax Records had gone into
a restraining order against the IRS
bankruptcy owing millions of doland record producer Johnny Baylor
lars to creditors.
tying up more than 5500.000 until a
4. The New York court recently
hearing Nov. 5 to decide if bankrupt
ruled in Baylor 's favor, ordering the
Stax Records creditors are entitled to
money returned to him plus interest
any of it.
of $35.000 for a total of $541,834.
5. Higgs, trustee for Stax crediThe restraining order was re1C1
tors, learns of the ruling and has his
quested by attorney W. Otis Higgs
attorney, William R. Bruce, file the
Jr.. trustee for Stay creditors.
petition (20) before Judge Leffler,
The money involved, $506.387,
contending the money belongs to
was seized from Baylor by the IRS
Stax and should be seized to pay
during 1972 when the federal govStax creditors.
By

ernment was investigating payola in
the recording- broadcast industry.
IRS agents seized S 140.000 in cash
from Baylor he was carrying in a
suitcase when he stepped off a flight
from Memphis to Birmingham in
November 1972.

The intricate legal situation developed. chronologically, in this way:
I. IRS seize the money from Baylor in 1972. Baylor. owner of KoKo
Records. produced the hit by Luther
Ingram "If Loving You Is Wrong. I
Don't Want to be Right."

Baylor filed suit in the U.S.
District Court in New York seeking
return of the money.
2.

Railroad LP

HONOLULU -A void in the
vaults of Hawaiian music has been
filled with the release of an album
called "Hawaiian Railroads" (3-San
Records JSR 68771, produced by
composer- musician Marcus Schutde
Jr.

The album is a reflection of the
golden era of the Hawaiian rail road-a musical minor of the times
when locomotives hauled sugar cane
from the field to the mall.
The album features a clutch of local artists performing songs about
the old lifestyle.

Mexico, Britain Woes Up
As Peso, Pound Go Down
LOS ANGELES - Both Mesra+'s
and Britain's economic problems
were compounded last week when
the peso dropped to 26.5 to the dollar. losing more than one third of its
value, and the pound hit a record
loin of 51.5720.
It was the peso's second drop in
less than two months and followed
the Mes,ran Government's annou,i ,iient that it had decided to
let the currency float once more. Just
prior
or to us lust.
rst float. the peso's value
was 12 -1.
The plunge provides U.S. tourists
in Mexico with exceptional bargains
but U.S. stores along the border.

which count on Mexican citizens for
trade, are suffering. A number are
asking fix federal :aid. The Inter-

national Monetary l and is trying to
shore up Mexico's camomy with a
$950 million loan.
In Britain, the pound has steadily
lost ground compared with major
currencies in 10 other nations. Compared with five years ago, it has lost
nearly half its value.
Although tourists may lind bargains in both countries. this trend is
not likely to continue. Shopkeepers
in Mexico have been raising prices
to compensate for the peso's loner
value. Unfortunately. those higher
prices also affect the local populace
Both countries have similar problems- double -digit inflation and increasing balance of payments deficits,
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Superstars Pre -Holiday Chart Battle With Double LPs
Continued front page

3

Wonders "Songs In The Key Of
Life." setting a new career for Wonder by staying at No. for the fourth
straight week on both the pop and
soul charts; Led Zeppelin', "l'hc
Song Remains The Samc," debuting
at number 3: Peter Frampton's
"Frampton Comes Alive." now at
number 5 after 10 weeks at No. I this
year; and Lynyrd Skynyrd's One
More For The Road" at 10.
For Led Zeppelin it is the third
consecutive album release to debut
in the top three on the chart. And
two of those three LPs are twofers,
including 1975's "Physical Graffiti,"
which was No. for six weeks.
For Frampton it is the 38th
straight week in the top 10 -a total
number of top 10 weeks surpassed in
the '70s by only two albums; Carole
King's "Tapestry" and the original
Decca album of "Jesus Christ: SuI

I

perstar."
The album that should give twofers half of next week's top 10 is Elton John's "Blue Moves." John's last
double album, "Goodbye Yellow

Brick Road," was No.

I

for eight

weeks in 1973. and went on to be
write the No. album of 1974.
I

"December is the best month for
retail sales," notes Steve Boudreau.
buyer for the I0 -store Music Plus
chain. "and manufacturers know
that if they don't have the product in
the stores by Thanksgiving. they
won't catch the Christmas trade.

"At this unte of year buyers won't
balk at a double album's price. because it's a gift. It may be that some
of these double albums had come
out in February or March, they
wouldn't have such high list prices
But with a Stevie Wonder or Elton
John you could have a $15.98 list
and it would still sell. When artists
reach a certain point and have absolute mass acceptance. the price
doesn't matter; people will buy it"
The increased acceptance of twofers seems to also be tied to to the rising popularity of live sets, as indicated by the Zeppelin, Frampton
and Lynyrd Skynyrd LPs as well as
by Earth, Wind & Fire's "Gratitude," a No. LP last January that
I

is

now number 178, and by Kiss'
"Alive," which was in the top IO at
the same time and is now number

ular on the road can use
bu t are popular
a double live album to draw attention to themselves

191.

Two acts that did this are Kiss and
Frampton. who. prior to their big
platinum double live sets this year,

Other double live LPs on the current chart are Rush's Mercury set
"All The World's A Stage" at 59;
Bob Seger& the Silver Bullet Band's
"Live Bullet" on Capitol at 149; and
David Bromberg's half-live, halfstudio Fantasy set "How Latell Ya'
Play

Til"

at 129.

Just as live albums have become

popular due to the vast improvements which have been made in mobile recording equipment. many acts
that decide to put out live sets are
preferring the double album, which
can easily accommodate 80 minutes
of material. and as such permits a
concert to be reproduced relatively
unedited.
Well- established but not necessarily singles -onented acts like Zeppelin, Lynyrd Skynyrd and Earth.
Wind & Fire can use a double live
album as a alternative to a greatest
hits el; while other acts like Rush,
Seger and Bromberg. that haven't
yet built a strong record following

L_

had never even made the top 30 on
the album chart, much less had a hit

single. Significantly. the big breakthrough singles from the Kiss and

Frampton double live sets. "Rock
And Roll All Nite" and "Show Me
The Way," had fizzled as singles
when they were lifted from previous
studio albums.
The other all- studio twofers on
the chart reflect an eagerness to cap
nal ze on the consumer's increasing
willingness to pay a higher list pnce
to get an ultimate music dollar bargain.
The Beatles have four double pocket sets on the chart, including
"Rock 'N' Roll Music," a retrospective that reached number 2 in July
and is now perched at 104; the
"1962 -66" and "1967 -70" greatest
hits sets from three years ago at positions 113 and 130; and the White Album from eight years ago at slot S4.
t

,

.ipitol double -picket reMore
packages include the Beach Boys'
Endless Summer.' which hit No. I
two years ago and is now perched at
91, and the Steve Miller Band's "Anthology" from four years ago. back
on the chart at 183.
Other studio twofers on the chart
are Quincy Jones' new dual new material- greatest hits set "I Heard
That" at 43 and the MCA "Car
Wash" soundtrack at 118, which features a score composed and produced by Norman Whitfield.
The entertainment value of these
twofers is obvious. Most of them list
for 57.98, just a dollar more than
most shingle- pocket LPs. The Capitol Beach Boys and Steve Miller sets
list for just $6.98. which is in fact, a
dollar less than the list pnce of such
single sets as "Chicago X."
Even the most expensive twofers
cost the same or less than two single pocket sets. Stevie Wonder's package, which also includes a special
EP, checks in at 513.98. the Beatles'
White Album lists for $12.98 and the
new Led Zeppelin set lists for 51 1.98.
The three other double album Beatles' sets an the chart, list for 510.98.

New Companies

Sandy Music Productions has
been formed in New York by Jerry
Fowers. The company will serve as
an advertising agency with a personal management division. Ii is located at 420 East End Ave.

r

*

Spicewood Enterprises. Inc., a
production company, formed in
Chicago by jazz vocalist Helen Merrill. The company's first project is an
album. near completion, featuring
Merrill and John Lewis, formerly of
the Modern Jazz Quartet. Also on
the album are Hubert Laws, Richard Davis and Connie Kay. Address

of

the new

firm

is

PO Box 11946.

Chicago, Ill. 60611.

*

*

Madison Ave. 10017. Telephone
(2121 832-8041.

*

Jomewa Music, a division of Interflow, Inc., has been formed in
New York to publish music in the
fields of jazz. MOR and the children's educational market. Jordan
Ramies is general manager. Location
is 135 E. 65th Street, (212) BU 85176.
*
*
*

Vie Chirumbolo has formed VCI
Records, a contemporary music lahet in New York Address is 424

R

t

Sunbird Records, a pop and country oriented label, has been formed
by Waltner Enterprises, with a single
release "Boogie Man" by Jason
Chase. The label is located at 14702
Canterbury. Tustin. Calif. 92680.

*

*

*

Circle T. Entertainment Corp,, a
talent agency, has opened offices in
Nashville with the acquisition and
reorganization of the Showcase Talent Agency. The firm may be contacted at 50 Music Square West.

.r

al

(6151 329 -0540.

Pipe Dreams Opens Wis. Warehouse
LOS ANGELES -The three -store
Pipe Dreams chain is now being
serviced out of its own 3,000 squarefoot warehouse in Green Bay, Wis.
Owner Tom Morgans bought the
storage building at 402 Dousman
adjacent to one of his local stores to
serve not only his own stores, but to
possibly one -stop others in the area.
A fourth store will be opened next
spring near Green Bay.

WCI's Qtr.

('wumued from page 10
atmg units. compared to just under
50`4 for the similar 1975 penod.
Neither Ross nor David Horowitz.
WCI executive vice president, were
able to comment further on the mu.
sic division's bnght third quarter
picture, due to the recent WCl tender offer of up to 2 million common
shares in exchange for a 9in`8 subordinated sinking fund debenture. due
1996. At the rate of $27.25 pnncipal
amount per common share. WCT
could raise $54.5 million on the 2
million shares, reserving the nght to

Mans Nicosia, last with the Hear
Here three -store Chicago chain, is
general manager of the warehousing
area. Steve Cook remains as buyer.

*

Colo.. has formed four firms which

will operate

$15.54 million was
the $12.512 million
earned last year, with operating revenues of $188.438 million increasing

nearly 14% from the 1975 period.
For the first nine months, net income of $47.159 million is 18%
ahead of the poor year, on operating
revenue; of $565.014 million, nearly
15 a ahead of 1975.

www.americanradiohistory.com

individual com-

as

panies. Companies are Major Productions. Inc., NorthStar Records,
Inc.. Stardust Music Inc. and Star-

flight Management, Inc. Informa-

Music Plus Offers
El Chicano Concert
LOS ANGELES -Music Plus and
Shadybrook Records team up Friday (51to present a live concert by El
Chicano to promote the group's new
LP "This Is ... El Chicano." The
concert will he free and held at the
retailers' parking lot in Hollywood.
Some 300 albums will be given away
on a first -come basis, according to
Joe Sutton, label president. Some
51.500 in radio spots will announce

tion concerning the firms may be obtained by writing P.O. Box D,
Boulder, Colo. 80306. Telephone
(3031443 -4211.

*

*

*

Lou Fogelman. one of the owners
of Music Plus. "has been sensational," Sutton says. "I called hint and
said I needed help to break this album. He said: 'Let's do a live conMembers of the group will also
visit several of the 13 outlets in the
chain to sign autographs.

Dog Ear Frolics

the event.

CHICAGO -Dog Ear Records.

Ariola, NBC Tie
LOS

ANOLLLS- Arcola Records

and NBC -TV are cooperating is a
national promo to jointly publhaee
Peter Nero's disking of "Tara's
Theme" and the network's showing
of "Gone With The Wind" Nov. 8.
Jay Lasker, Anola chief, is coordinating the campaign with the web.

...

Big Heart Publishing, Los Angeles, opens an ASCAP firm. Mermaid Music. located at 9454 Wilshire Blvd., Beverly Hills, Calif.

Centerfold Enterprises, formed in
Len Angeles to cover record production, music publishing. talent and
concert promotion. Firm, located at
8732 Sunset Blvd., Los Angeles,
(2131 659-8771. is owned by GWE
Pty. Ltd. of Australia. President of
the U.S. company is Geoffrey
Edelsten.

WCI record -setting third quarter

of

*

NorthStar Studios in Boulder,

accept more shares.
net income
24% above

*

a

three -outlet retail chain here, celebrated its second anniversary with a

party at Rainbow Bndge Studios in

suburban Libertyville, Monday
(25). The chain and the recording facility both are owned by Dharma
Records here, which took advantage

of

the fete to announce the signing
of Care Of The Cow, an electric -folk
quartet whose first album will be released in January.
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FTHE BILLBOARD BOOKSHELF
A

Special Selection for Billboard Readers

Now. the answer to all your questions can be found in this

comprehensive volume. Who wrote which song and when, Who are the
publishers, Where did it come from? What show was it in and when
did it Open, Was it on Broadway or in London's West End? Who
recorded it and when, Which film was it in and when? Who sang it or
played it? Who recorded it? What was the record number? Who made
the best selling recording? Where to buy a copy of a song?
1034 pp 5'4 x ß!'. S ?5 00

-
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PLAYBACK
fascinating account of the astonishing year -by -year
rise of America's popular music business; plus Dexter's own
experiences with such stars as Frank Sinatra, The Beatles. Peggy Lee,
Duke Ellington. Billie Holliday. Ella Fitzgerald. and scores of others. It
traces the evolution of the technical achievements in recording plus
the financial side of the recording industry Includes an invaluable
listing of hundreds of big band theme songs. 224 pp. 6 x 9.
33 photographs Index $9.95
By Dave Dexter A

Special 1 /2 Price Offer

-

ON THE FLIPSIDE. By Lloyd Dunn Alter 23 years as a
top executive wish Capitol Records in Hollywood. the

author recalls experiences gleaned from a million miles
of travelling around the world in pursuit of songs, artists,
and music markets. 192 pp. 6 x 9. Regularly 58.95. Now
54.50 (Non -Returnable)

More ..

.

THE DEEJAYS. By Arnold Passman The first lull story
of the Iosal chieltans who manipulate popular taste with
every spin of the turntable 320 pp 51/4 x Bva $795

o

MORE ABOUT THIS BUSINESS OF MUSIC: Revised
and Enlarged Edition. By Sidney Shemel and William
Krasilovsky For anyone involved in any phase of the
music business 204 pp. 61/4 x 91. $10.95

THIS BUSINESS OF MUSIC: RevIld and Enlarged Edition. By Shemel and Krasilovsky The most practical
guide to the music industry for publishers, writers, pro.
ducers, record companies. artists. and agents. 544 pp

9'/. S15.00
CLIVE: Inside the Record Business. By Clive Davis with
James Willwerlh Covers his years al Columbia Records
epa

x

300 pp 61/4

x

93/4

58 95

REVOLUTION IN SOUND: A Biography of the Recording Industry. By C. A. Schicke
traces the complex
technical and commercial origins of the industry from
Os infancy to GIs current 4- channel dilemma
Billboard
^a^ ro 55'7 xe 5695

"-
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THE MUSIC /RECORD CAREER HANDBOOK. By Joseph
Csida An encyclopedic guide to beginning and developing more than 30 different careers in the creative.
commentary, business. and educational areas of the
music and record industries. Clearly written by a
former editor -m -chief Of Billboard Includes careers in
pop. contemporary, rock, taza. rhythm and blues. soul
country and western, and folk. 376 pp. 51/2 x 81/2 $14.95
THE SONGWRITERS' SUCCESS MANUAL. By Lee
Pincus Here is a practical and creative advice to the in's
and out's of music publishing Includes. licensing
ASCAP and BMI. contract. foreign royalty situations.
copyrights, potential areas of income, terminology, get.
ling your songs recorded. producing recording sessions.
types of music publishers, and much more 160 pp
83/4

a

54. 5695 (paper)

HOW TO WRITE A HIT SONG ...AND SELL IT. By
Tommy Boyce. Foreword by Melvin Powers. Inlernationally acclaimed songwriter shares his professional lips
with amateur songwriters everywhere. 160 pp. 81/4 x

103.

$7.00

THE VAUDEVILLIANS. By Bill Smith Here, at last, some
of the greatest comedians. singers. hoofers and acrobats lea the "inside" story of daily late on the vaudeville
circuit 278 pp 614 x 9v.. 95 photographs. 59.95
BILLBOARD INDEX 1971. BILLBOARD INDEX 1972.73.
Guides lo all the articles contained in Billboard's 1971,
1972 and 1973 issues Billboard Index 1971- Hardcover
Edition $15.95, Paperback Edition 311 95 Billboard Index
1972.73 Available in Hardcover Edition only. $29.95

Revolution in Salmi

BILLBOARD BOOKSHELF,2160 Patterson Street, Cincinnati, Ohio 45214
Please send me the books listed below.
understand that They may be returned within 10 days
of receipt for full credit or refund if am not
satisfied with my purchase.
Please print.

including
enclose payment $
applicable sales tax in the stales of N.Y., Ohio,
Calif.. Tenn Mass., N.J
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NEW YORK
was Eke an old time Hollywood movie premiere
with police holding back enthusiastic fans fighting for a glimpse of the
stars. But it was rock stars they were
seeing: Led Zeppelin, in town for
the opening of its film "The Sung
Remains The Same."
And inside the Cinema Theater
the audience was as enthusiastic
over what they were seeing on the
screen as they would have been at a
live performance. Because that's
what the film shows: Led Zep at
work in its 1973 concerts at Madison
Square Garden.
But it was also more than that, it
was a close look at some of the most
faceless stars since Howard Hughes.
Though they rank in popularity with
the Rolling Stones and the Who,
with the exception of Robert Plant,
they do not publicize themselves or
their appearance, only their music.
But the film changes all that It
shows more of Led Zep, both
home as modern day country
squires, and in their dreams and fantasies, each unique to the individual.
Manager Peter Grant dreams he's
a gangster, shooting down plastic
Nazis. Bass player John Paul Jones
has two sides, thundering through
the countryside on horseback wearing a grotesque mask, than taking it
off to come home to wife and children. Robert Plant is the romantic:
with sword in hand he battles for the
vanishing maiden. Jimmy Page is
the visionary seeker, in search of
rebirth. And drummer John Bonham is down to earth, cutting wood
and driving a "hot rod."
Such is the inner working of Led
Zep's vision, hinted at in its music
I

convenient volumes are hundreds of reviews of
records which appeared in High Fidelity magazine in 1974 and 1975
Classical and semiclassical exclusively. Included is information
about corresponding tape releases. whether in Open Reel. Cartridge. or
Cassette Format. The reviews are organized alphabetically by composer
and further categories. Each book is an index of all performers
reviewed in the previous year. plus performers mentioned in the texts.
Each volume. 500 pp. 5Yz x 81/2 $14.95
In each of these

Led Zeppelin's Closeup
Is Much More Than That
-It

DIRECTORY OF POPULAR MUSIC

RECORDS IN REVIEW
1975 and 1976 Editions

FILM REVIEW

,

Ao;-

high -decibel quadraphonic barrage
that shows the band at its best. It is
culled from three concerts the band
played in New York and include-.
such songs as "Dazed And Con
-

fused,' "Stairway To Heaven."
"Whole Loua Love" and others.
The technical quality of the film is
so good, and live Zeppelin concerts
are so rare, that "The Song Remains
The Same" becomes an event in itself. And it is one that many fans will
return to sec.
Swan Song, Led Zeppelin's label,
is also releasing a double album
soundtrack from the film.

ROMAN KOZAK

Jazz Fiddler
Venuti Tapes LP
CHICAGO -Jazz fiddler Joe Vc
nuti has recorded an album for FIving Fish Records here, that highlights the close ties between swing
jazz and the "western swing" country music tradition.
The recording also features the
talents of Jethro Burns, mandolinist.
formerly of Homer and Jethro, Eldon Shamblin, former guitarist with
Bob Wills and the Texas Playboy,
and steel guitarist Curly Chalker.
Bruce Kaplan. president of Flying
Fish Records, says the album will be
released early next year. It was taped
here at PS Studios.

FILM FESTIVAL TIES INDUSTRIES

`Music & Movies' Series
Begins Lengthy S.F. Run
CONRAD SILVERT
the American premiere of D.A. Pen'
SAN FRANCISCO -The Pacific
nebaker s profile of David Bowie: a
Film Archive at UC Berkeley, coshowing of Robert Franks' unresponsored by KSAN -FM, Pacific
leased documentary of the Rolling
Stereo and KQED -TV, announces
Stones 1972 U.S. tour: and many
an extensive series of film showings
rare shorts of the Beatles.
tided "Music And The Movies," to
The most remarkable part of the
run at Various Bay Area locations
festival
is an eight -part series, three
Saturday (301 through Dec. 21, makhours each, of jazz films from the aring it the most comprehensive such
chives of John Baker, an Ohio law festival ever held.
yer who is the world's leading col KSAN executive producers David
iector of jazz film materials. This
Bramnick and Jeff Nemerovski are
series spans a 50 -year period. and incoordinating the program, along
cludes many unique prints. such as
with Archive director Tom Luddy,
the only known film of Charlie
KQED's John Burks and Michael
Parker (who plays in 1951 with
Goodwin.
Dizzy Gillespie). a six -minute short
The festival is also a tribute to
discovered
Ralph Gleason, and will show sevby Baker this year.
Pacific Archive director Luddy
eral of the late writer /producer's
despairs that few quality films about
"Jazz Casuals" television series inmusic are being made today: "Music
cluding shows with Duke Ellington.
was better documented in the 20s
the John Coltrane quartet and Louis
and 30s than in the past 20 yearsArmstrong. Also shown are the Fanthose old films aren't creaky. dead
tasy film "Payday" (Gleason was
one -shots, they're creative." Luddy
producer), Gleason's two -hour, 1968
admits there are recent exceptions
film of the Monterey Jazz Festival
such as Les Blank's films on blues.
and his 1965 Bob Dylan press conOther festival highlights: three
ference.
American premieres of films on
KSAN publicist Abby Melamed
Duke Ellington. Ben Webster and
says the station is donating $25.000
John Handy; two films with Miles
air time to advertise the festival. PaDavis soundtracks, "Elevator To
cific Stereo helped underwrite the
The Gallows" and "Jack Johnson":
program and provides point- of -purtwo films scored by Charles Mingus,
chase displays. KQED -TV, aside
"Shadows" and "Mingus ": a series
from mailing programs, will air a
of "Cartoons That Bop." including
three -hour special tribute to Ralph
By

Gleason.

Although the majority of films
have jazz subjects, a vast spectrum of
music is represented, including several rock /pop films. These include
www.americanradiohistory.com

and now reinforced by the Film. Led
Zep fans will love it. It is what they
always expected Led Zep would be
closeup, and here it is on film.
And through it all is the music. a

several feature -length Disneys such
as "Make Mine Music" (1946); several programs featuring country.
blocs. Silk..al.a and even the Br:i-

-Lli.

.

ta.

United Artists and Jet Records announce
The Great Electric Light Orchestra New World Record
display competition.
To celebrate the release of ELO's greatest and fastest selling album ever, "A New World Record ",
we at UA and Jet records would like everybody to get in on the action. The ELO "Display-a-Thon" is
an open competition for everyone and anyone who stocks, merchandises and sells records
Just use your imagination PLUS the wide array of point -of- purchase materials prepared for "A New
World Record" and anything else, and you can win:
First Prize ...$1,000.00 Second Prize...$500.00
Third Prize...$250.00 Plus Ten Prizes of $50.00 each.
Prizes will be awarded to those stores with the best, and we mean THE BEST, displays of ELO's
Album "A New World Record" and point -of- purchase materials, as submitted by photos from the stores.
On Your Mark:
The judges are:
The Great ELO Display Competition will run from
Artie Mogull, President, United Artists Records
November through December 1, 1976 and stores may
David Arden. Co- chairman. Jet Records
Phil Skalt. VP, Operations Manager. UA
submit as many photos as they wish, but the winners
Thom Williams, Director of Creative Services, UA
Ria Lewerke, Art Director. UA
will be selected based on the best single display.
1

Get Set:

The materiale are:

All the display material you need is available from your
distributor, or call Joe Carbone at UA Contest
Headquarters, Hollywood, Calif.

Shirls
24" and 13" Mobiles
30" x 30" LP Blow -up Posters
16" x 20" Image Posters
12" Easel Backs
4" Slickers
Divider Cards
24" Diameter Logo Light Display
T-

(213) 461 -9141. All entries must
be sent to and arrive at your

distributor's office by
December 15, 1976.
Good luck.

Warren Hildebrand

Philadelphia, Pa.

Harvey Korman
Piks Distributing
Cleveland, Ohio

Ail South
New Orleans. La

Margo Grover
Atta Distributing Corp.
Phoenix, Arizona

Tom Colson
Benl Record Distributor
W. Seneca. New York

Mike McKenzie
Arc -Jay -Kay
Detroit, Mich

Jack Bernstein
Hedicher Bros. of Dallas
Dallas. Texas

Susan Salslone
M.S Distributing of San Francisco
San Francisco, Ca.

Bill Tallant
South Seas Record Distributors
Honolulu, Hawaii

Jerry Steinberg
The Jos. M Zamo'ski Co.

Mike Gallney
Heiiicher Bros of Atlantn
Atlanta. Ga

Andv Anderson
Bin Distributing

Harvey Maybrown
Malverve Distributing Corp.
Long Island City, Now York

Harold Davis

Bob LaValle
Heilir.her Bros, of Florida
Opa Loca, Florida

Frank Spann
Stan's Record Service
Shreveport, La

George Mull
Malcerne Distributing Corp.
Boston, Mass.

Bill Swearingen

Jack Hon
Music Cuy Records Distributor. Inc
Nashville, Tenn.

Dan Alvino

Richter
ABC Record and Tape Sales Co.
Seattle, Wash.

Lenny Raklitl
Universal Record Distributor

Barry Friedman

Ed

M S

Distributing

Sun Valley. Ca.

Baltimore, Maryland

Distributing Co
Morton Grove, Ill
M S.

He,ticher BrOs. Of Mmneapolis
Minneapolis. Minn.

Charlotte.

M S.

N C

Distributing

of Denver

Denver. Colo.

EM!ies will be judged on the basis of originality, visual impact and artistic
{
merit and the decision of the judges will be final.
www.americanradiohistory.com

Employees and then families of
United Artists Records. its affiliates
advertising and promotional
agencies, the judging organization
are not eligible. Void wherever
prohibited by law. Ail federal, state
and local laws and regulations
apply. local slate and lederal
taxes it any are the responsibility
Of the winners.
v¿'

1976 United Artists Music and RecordsGroup.Inc.

General News

Imports Adding $ To Retailers
Continued from page

His best .tore

1

McLeod may well be the biggest
import LP retailer in the U.S. Hs
Import business grew so that he's established Intergalactic Trading Co..
which will nationally distribute
+.500 rock, jan.. and folk titles from
all over the world. His 3,500 titles are
available in a binder for S5 and a
trial three -month subscription to his
supplements is $1.50.
His Washington neighbor, Kim
f larns of Campus Music, Seattle.
stocks 1000 Import titles. Like most
retailers into imports, both are avid
collectors. who prefer the superior
foreign pressings and album artwork.
Import retailers admit that quality
worldwide has fallen off with the
PVC crunch, but they prefer German pressings. The Santana sale in
Austin is attributed largely to the
Ime pressing and the extensive. expensive collateral artwork in the
German- produced deluxe package.
Nance says.

Howard Ring, who operates seven
stores in the Northeast out

of Boston,

says Interested.

knowledgeable store
personnel is the most important factor in moving imports and his contemporaries echo his sentiment.

in Meriden, Conn
Manager Mark Ransom is credited
with the success. He in turns points
up Andy Mitchell. who heads imports in the outlet. Mitchell was essentially a collector during his undergrad days at nearby Trinity
College in Hartford, where he did a
weekly show. "London Scene,'featuring imports. Mitchell actually
brought his listeners along with him
when he went to work for Ransom
after graduation.
Their best selling tool is a simple 3
x 5 -inch card, on which they hand letter a brief description of the sales
point of a stocked import title.
When a customer bnngs the LP to
the register, they tear off the card
and tape it back on the LP still in
stock. Their biggest seller was
"Tubular Bells" by Mike Oldfield.
They moved over 200 before the
U.S. release. Ransom favors old
blues and bop Imports, which he
buys from Record People in Manhattan. Most dealers buy their imports from Jem or Peters International.
John Marmaduke of the Hastings
stores, based in Amarillo, Tex., notes
that the Peters catalogs are an excellent sales medium. He finds import

A &R men

should select
hit songs.
Not search
for them.

Is

IDEAL ARTISTS

OR

MANAGERS OFFICE

BUILDING FOR SALE
brownstone -type bldg of
approx. 12,000 sq. h. Beautifully
designed 2.500 sq. ft. suite available for owner Bldg. used for
numerous T.V. shows. Major
street exposure. Must see. Principals only contact.
3 -story

hit starts with
great song.
We've got your number'
Call ours.
a

GRUBB & ELLIS CO.

SUDDEN RUSH MUSIC
750 Ka000ck Street
Bronx. N Y 10463

Jack Stark
(213) 278 -2190

(212) 884 -6014
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500,000 Beatle Cutout,
Continued from page

fans will readily buy them if they are
placed on sale,
The Marmaduke stores are doing
a pilot study in their new Amarillo
outlet, the first to stock imports.
Again Marmaduke reflects import
LP dealen when he says they build
image. And they build image with a
consistent buyer.
His manager, Mary Howell, recalls one of his first customers
bought $100 on his first visit. And
he's returned. The store stocks 150 titles, but will buy monthly from new
releases, Marmaduke says. They've
devised a red, white and blue divider
card, reading British Imports.
And all stores successfully selling
imports isolate and spotlight the de-

partment. Harris of Campus Music
has imports near the register at the
door. All have overhead signs. Licorice Pizza in Southern California has
its own large fixture. Those really established import retailers are introducing individual key artist dividers.
But word -of-mouth and radio entice customers. Lou Fogelman of
Music Plus, the Los Angeles chain.
started a one -hour import LP show
on KWST -FM here several years
ago. Now store manager- turnedbuyer Steve Boudreau co -hosts a
four -hour once per week segment on
imports with John Clark Wednesday
nights on KNAC -FM, Long Beach.
They get "some advertising allow ance' from firms like Jem, but Music Plus largely subsidizes the show.
Tim Stone, who operates Galactic
Zoo, Los Gatos. Calif., with his
brother, Grey, bought a one -hour
show on KRVE, the local station. It
garnered such a following that the
larger -watted KOME, San Jose, invited the duo to DJ a two -hour show

that one third of the business they do
in their 1,600 -foot store is imports.
Customarily, they find people calling from the Bay Area, 60 miles
north, to locate imports and driving
120 miles to pick up a hard -to -get
LP.

Lew Garrett, buyer for the burgeoning Camelot stores, is stocking
500 to 600 titles in N. Canton, Ohio.
The stores use a divider card imprinted with a British flag. Lee Hartstone of the 73 -store Wherehouse
chain buys -in enough on a new release to put from two to five LPs into
select stores. He finds imports less
important to his volume than several
years ago. because there is more simultaneous worldwide release on
important new product.
Bob Higgins of the Record Town
chain, Albany. N.Y., will buy imports for the first time over the nest
four months. He's getting calls. forcing him to stock them. Steve Libman, who runs the Music Scene
chain out of Atlanta for David Kaye.
says the soon -to -open Oz store (Billboard. Oct. 23) will carry a large
stock of import titles. a forerunner In
imports coming into the SI.:
Scene stores.

Almost universally, imports are
sold for about $ I over the pnce of a
U.S. counterpart. Several person,
contacted find good response to specials on imports. Established import
stores stock singles, charging from
$1.69 to $2.29, while EPs hover
around $2.49 cross -country. All report single delivery is too slow un
new release and reorder.
How does one know of import
availability outside of Jem and Peters' mailings? Most stores in imports
subscribe to Music Week, Musical
Express, Melody Maker and Transoceanic Trouser Press.
'.lust store; have found good rap.
poi with progressive stations in
their areas, taking albums from their
stock to the station for promotion.
www.americanradiohistory.com

of unsold

1

packages originally distributed by
United Artists and another 300.000
released by Capitol.
Shipment to dealers is already underway, says Manny Wells. Surplus
executive. "It shouldn't take me
more than two months to unload the

entire lot."
In an earlier warehouse clearance,
Scorpio Distributors. another major
cutout dealer, Croydon. Pa., acquired more than 21/2 million non Beetle units-LPs, tapes and singles

(Billboard. July 17). Although the
original offering listed "Let It Be"
among titles available, that album
was withdrawn when permission for
its sale was withheld.
The complex legal tics still bind-

items shipped t,

sales.

Countrywide, however, has only
recently picked up a y' ruty of
Shelter albums unload.d together
with a major selloff by MCA (Billboard, Oct. 23).
Bulk of the MCA product, said to
number about three million units, is
understood to hase been sold to
"seven or eight" top merchandisers,
among them the major national rack
operators.

Rock Ratings Up
t)RK Since the beginning of its fourth season in national
syndication. the television series
"Don Kirshner's New Rock Concert" has substantially increased its
NI

ing rights to some of the older Beatle
material requires approval from representatives of each member of the
group. This was finally achieved in
the case of "Let It Be," even though
it is known that at least one of the
parties involved was reluctant to
agree to the deal and so permit the
album to undergo treatment as "distress" merchandise.
Wells, who has a bullish attitude
toward the cutout market, has also
recently acquired "about I million
units" from a major West Coast label. He refused to identify the
source.
Another "couple hundred thousand" Stax Records titles in the la-

V,

1

ratings in three major markets. according to the series' distributors,
Syndicast Services, Inc.
The firm claims the musical tv
series has increased its share of the
audience by 5% in New York and 8%
in Los Angeles. A marked gain was
also shown in Chicago which had
been carrying the show for only two
weeks at the time of the ratings survey.

bel's "Very Best Of ..." series was
purchased by Surplus only two
weeks ago. discloses Wells. Among
the last product to be released by
Stax before its recent bankruptcy action, it includes sets by Isaac Hayes,
Johnnie Taylor. the Staple Singers
and the Dramatics.

"There's plenty of stuff around for
anyone who can raise instant cash."
says Wells.
He considers this time of the year
particularly good for the acquisition
of cutouts and overstock as manufacturers seek to dear warehouse
floors and show strong year -end
cash positions.
This view is not unanimously held
by all cutout wholesalers. Stanley Sirote, of Countrywide Record & Tape
Distributors, Jericho, N.Y., for instance, considers this a "slow time."
Much better, he says, in early spring,
when manufacturers tally up returns

Notice
Be

advised that all recordings

of

Dionne Warwicke

were at

one

which

time owned or

controlled by Scepter Records
Inc. are owned or controlled
by Springboard International
Records, Inc., 947 U.S. Hwy.

Rahway, New Jersey. The

1,

industry

is

hereby advised not

to deal with anyone in rela

iron to these master record

other than Springboard International Records, Inc., or its
licensees.
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General News

N.Y. Concert Scene Undergoing Changes, Hard Times
41.

Co,:unued fÌ1,,,1 p,,4,

4

that 111.111) sunecrl hill! asl. arc
now consenting to break in new material al these venues.
In conning weeks, acts scheduled
to perform at this triumvirate of 400 seaters (except the Other End which
1,0111

forced to scramble for venues since
Carnegie Hall with its 2,800 seats Is
off- limits to rock shows, 2.700 -scat
Avery Fisher (which was closed tinremodeling until recently) doesn't
have that many open dates. and
Madison Square Garden has become a difficult facility to work. with
its uncertainty at the gate (a maximum of 20.000 scats to fill) and the
growing security problems (outside
of the hall) which have plagued
many shows.
At present. the only other remaining large facilities are the Palladium
(formerly the 3.489 -seat Academy of
Musicl, which is used exclusively by
Ron Delsener although he says out side promoters are welcome to use
the hall; the 4.000 -seat Felt Forum.
which has suffered many of the
same security problems as the Garden; and the Uris Theatre. when it is
torr open to pop
and rock shows like the
upcoming holiday stand by Barry

.cut., 217) Includc L.1111 ( urycll.
Tower of Power. Melanie, Manfred
Mann, James Cotton, Eric Anderson, The Ozark Mountain Daredevils and other established acts.
One of lise more important clubs

IIIlu the spotlight Is (ti(i(S
Omfug,
and
a lower Manhattan dub
that has emerged as the high kingdom of "punk rock," spawning such
acts as Patti Smith and the Runtimes.
The success of C'RGR has given
to break

birth tu several other punk rusk
showcases including Max's Kansas
City and the newly opened On The
Rocks.

Another major showcase to
(Continued on page 82)

..

Manilow.

of this shortage. many
groups are bypassing New York City
to play in the fringe areas -the Capitol Theatre in Passaic, NJ., and the
Nassau Coliseum in Uniondale.
Because

m.

Long Island.
The decision to close the Beacon
was made by Stephen Metz and Steven Singer of Vidicom Systems, operators of the ball. In the past 21
years. this facility served as a home
for many independent promoters
( Delsener,
New Audiences, Don
Friedman).
Metz and Singer cite several reason for their closing. which they say
was forced. These include: the inabilty of independent promoters to
purchase headline acts because of
the refusal of talent agencies to comply: the completion of Avery Fisher
which took away any chance of using the facility for the New York
Philharmonic; the failure of government and private arts councils to respond to requests for money grants:
the loss of independent investors at
the last minute: and the spiraling

nr

OF

of maintaining

the facility.
Recently, Metz and Singer instituted a lawsuit against Ron Delsener
for antitrust, restraint of trade. slander, libel and breach of agreement
(Billboard. Oct. 23).
"Because of the shonsightcdncsss
on the part of certain talent agencies
and managers. New York will remain a one venue /one promoter
town, until such time when our lawsuit is settled by the courts." Metz
cost

r

3 HOURS

AND FUN BITS!

says.

During the past two years. several
promoters have been using Radio
City Music Hall for concerts. but last
week the management of this 6.200 hall enlisted Sid Bernstein as its
exclusive promoter.
He will concentrate his efforts
towards the hall's special presentation period from Jan. 13 through
March 2. During this period each
year. the facility suspends its traditional stage and screen format
Many top -name acts bypassed
this city during the summer and
played the Nassau Coliseum. instead, or Roosevelt Stadium in Jersey City which was promoted by
John Scher (of the Capitol Theatre).
The club scene, which many
people felt was floundering several
months back as a one club (The Bottom Line) market has changed
drastically. Many new clubs have
a.-- popped up and made a dent as
showcases for new acts, while the established venues have continued to
stay healthy.
The Bottom Line. the Other End
and My Father's Place have conninseat

ued to

ca

-
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XA$ HITS

BilIboord Best-Selling
Christmas Records
WHITE CHRISTMAS BING CROSBY SLEIGH RIDE THE RONETTES
FELIZ NAVIDAD JOSE FELICIANO JINGLE BELL ROCK BOBBY
HELM SANTA CLAUS AND HIS OLD LADY CHEECH AND CHONG
LITTLE SAINT NICK BEACH BOYS MARRY CHRISTMAS DARLING
HAVE YOURSELF A MERRY LITTLE XMAS
THE CARPENTERS
FRANK SINATRA CHIPMUNK SONG THE CHIPMUNKS CHRISTMAS SONG NAT "KING" COLE SANTA CLAUS IS COMING TO
TOWN FOUR SEASONS ROCKIN' AROUND THE CHRISTMAS TREE
BRENDA LEE SNOOPY'S CHRISTMAS ROYAL GUARDSMEN STEP
INTO MY CHRISTMAS ELTON JOHN 12 GIFTS OF CHRISTMAS
ALLEN SHERMAN GREEN CHRISTMAS STAN FREBERG FROSTY
SAW MOMMY KISSING SANTA
THE SNOWMAN CRYSTALS
CLAUS FOUR SEASONS and many more super hits!

Treat your listeners to the warmest, wackiest Christmas
party of the year. Treat your station to a great program idea,
a fantastic audience promotion and a sure -fire sponsorship
package, THE CHARLIE TUNA CHRISTMAS PARTY!
In association with the editors of BILLBOARD we assembled
a collection of the best -selling pop Christmas hits of all time.
Over 30 solid gold singles, super hits by superstars!
Then we added a super ingredient, CHARLIE TUNA. L.A.'s
nuttiest top -rated personality (KITS), Charlie adds a generous helping of madness to this 3 -hour super special. Foolish
phone calls, ridiculous interviews, stupid Xmas stories, hilarious happenings of all sorts.
Beat the Christmas rush (and the competition). Get your
demo order in early for THE CHARLIE TUNA CHRISTMAS
PARTY.
USE OUR TOLL -FREE NUMBER

800 -423 -2694
OR USE OUR TOLL -FREE COUPON

O /CCN\o2

I

O'Connor Creative Services
P.0 Box 8888, Universal City, CA 91608
Please rush demo and costs for exclusive market rights
for THE CHARLIE TUNA CHRISTMAS PARTY to
TITLE

NAME

STATION

ADDRESS

I

...

for established acts. to the
www.americanradiohistory.com
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CITY

STATE

ZIP

TIICE
Rudordr The ReeNosed RendeU

AL i:0or>:x
Wrong

Act Like N.thitq:L

4

PUTTY GRITTY DIRT BAND

\.v
I.h.h.,c 1l..nn 4H4
1h,Irun.aal It...,

Dirt, Silver &Gold

Corner
Including House At Pooh
Boyan9les Jamaica Lady
Will The Circle Be Unbroken

Mr.

I !Id).

ELO
"A New World Record' UALA679 -G
BRASS CONSTRUCTION

"Brass Construction II" UALA677G

Tltiitrag
Real
At, 1varv.1v9
In<l..ali..9; lt.0
Fa.a.11
1..

AB f Mont For Christmas
Rock, Around The
Christmas Tree
The CWerK * song

Have Vturselt

Santa Ba

Little Christmas
The Chsttmmas
Song
The uttAe Drummer
Boy
Do It Hear
What/ Hear I

n

Telephone Line

WAR

"Platinum Jazz" BNLA690G

/

CHRISTMAS

UALA669R
RHYTHM Or BLUES CHRISTMAS
UALA650 -R
SILENT MOVIE
Soundtrack UALA672 -G
EARL )(LUSH
' Living Inside Your Love" BNLA667 -G
BOBBI HUMPHREY
" Bobbi Humphrey's Best" BNLA699 -G
REAL THING
-Real Thing" UALA676 -G
AL KOOPER
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eff Wald has a reputation for being a tough, demanding professional. This toughness is among
the reasons he's been successful. Billboard's Ed
Harrison, who doesn't flinch when people get
tough, experienced both the anger and warmth
of Wald. This is his report:
The sun is still cutting through the dense Tuesday morning
fog as Jeff Wald, the feisty manager and husband of Helen
Reddy sits down to breakfast in his florally decorated Brentwood home, complete with tennis court, pool and security

guard at the iron gate.
A seven-inch Sony color television

is

at the

distant end of

office. Their loose tongue conversation peppered with expletives is indicative of the long standing relationship.
There is nothing obtrusive or ostentatious about Wald's of.
fice. One wall is completely adorned with photos of Helen and
him with dignitaries and celebrities. Behind his desk are
Helen's eight gold and three platinum albums.
Laurie Waldstein, Wald's personal secretary and sister -in
law(she married Jeff's brother Peter)enters with a phone log.
ready to record the day's incoming and outgoing calls. She assumes her regular position in front of a table with a phone
nearby. Already stationed on the table are two large Rolodex's
tightly crammed with names and phone numbers.
Within minutes of his arrival in the office, a rapid success.

knows

Stars'
dramatic
r
r..
headlines that will flood supermarkets all over the country. He
is already suing an Australian magazine for reprinting it and
now threatens to take aim against its author and the magazines themselves. "I agreed to do an interview for New West,"
he says. "Meanwhile its being syndicated all over the (expletive deleted) country. never would give an interview to the
(expletive deleted) Star."
But the excitement is not over yet. Next door, in Olivia Newton- John's management office, a strange man walked in and
spilt gasoline in one of the offices. Panic strikes. Wald drops
everything and races outside to investigate the disturbance.

composte has been disturbed.
reputation for dis rtin, r uo
I
lazed

He

I

A Day In The Life
of JEFF WALD
The Kid From The Bronx Makes
Good As Helen Reddy's Manager

the table with the morning news on. The maid places his

breakfast before him (chocolate milk instead of coffee) as
daughter Traci, 131/2, loins him. Helen is still asleep.
Wald, diminutive in stature, is dressed in a pale blue shirt
and navy leisure suit. His constantly worked on tan is still vis.
ible. Between bites, he discusses the press, the gossip mong.
ers and his New York roots. The maid clears the table as Wald
prepares to drive Traci to school.
The Wald car: beige Rolls Royce convertible, license plate
PS 79 BX, a tribute to his Bronx elementary school. Driving
down Sunset Blvd. to the Westlake School in Beverly Hills, he
puts on a tape of the Eagles. whom are among his favorites
along with Linda Ronstadt and the Spinners.
Approaching the San Diego Freeway overpass. Wald calls
Bruce Wendell, vice president of promotion at Capitol Records, on his car phone to discuss plans for the release of
Helen's new single "Gladiola." already delayed by a Capitol
warehouse employes strike. But telephone reception is poor
and Wendell's voice is inaudible. "We're getting interference.
I'm near the freeway. Call you at the office later," says Wald
hanging up the phone.
After dropping Traci at school, Wald returns home to find
Helen and 31/2.yearold son Jordan finishing breakfast.
Jeff calls Burt Sugarman, executive producer of the "Midnight Special," the tv show Helen has permanently hosted for
the past 11/2 years. There is a taping later that day and Jeff
confirms what time Helen is to be there and what songs she
will sing.
The phone rings and Jeff is quick to answer. It's Sen. John
Tunney whom Wald has been supporting during his re -election campaign. Wald has indulged himself in politics, coordi'
nating fundraisers in the way of benefit concerts for various

democratic candidates including Gov. Jerry Brown. Between
Helen and himself, they have directly and indirectly raised
over $1 million. In fact, Wald was a Brown delegate to the
Democratic Convention in New York last summer.
Back in the Rolls with the top down, Wald careens down
Sunset, wheeling around turns, manipulating the Rolls like
it's a small sports car.
He explains why Helen has hosted the "Midnight Special"
and why she is never seen on any prime time tv shows. "The
show gives her the status and prestige of her own show and
the identification with youth. She hasn't let Vegas become the
focal point of her career. If she becomes too overexposed and
too accessible on tv, album sales will hurt," he says.
Wald pulls the Rolls into the parking lot in back of his Sunset Blvd. office. Inside, on the wall behind receptionist Char
maine Smith are plaques of Helen's Grammy nominations, a
letter from Jimmy Carter and other honors.
Wald makes himself comfortable behind his desk as childhood buddy Elliot Roberts of Lookout Management whose
clients include Jom Mitchell, comes in with his customary
morning greetings. Roberts occupies the adjoining upstairs
-

ion of calls begin. Laurie commandeers the phone as Jetf hurriedly spouts the names of those to be called.
Artie Mogull, president of UA Records hasn't arrived at his
office yet; Robert Strauss, chairman of the Democratic National Party is giving a speech; Allan Leonard, attorney for Neil
Diamond and Bob Dylan is in a meeting and Jerry Moss, president of A &M Records is in flight Wald shakes his head in be
wilderment at his bad string of luck. "Get me Lee Phillips," he
says to Laurie. figuring his luck will change. But the results are
the same as Phillips is indisposed.
Pausing for a brief intermission from the phone. Wald talks
about a K -Tel type tv record offer featuring contemporary
stars in which all royalties will be donated to the California

farmworkers.
"Call Famous Amos and get some cookies delivered," he
says to Laurie. Next to Wally Amos himself. Wald is chief
stockholder in the profitable cookie company along with Artie
Mogul) and Marvin Gaye.
Paula Shore, Helen's personal secretary for three years,
with her infant son Mason nestled in her arms comes in to discuss an NBC tape of an animated film of "Angie Baby" which
won a European award and will be shown on the "Midnight
Special."
A temporary moment of silence transcends the office. Then
Wald, with contempt. talks about grand fury investigations
into payola with the Clive Davis case in point. "It all you had to
do was lay some money on someone, wouldn't have busted
my ass on 'I Am Woman' for nine months trying to get it
played," he says.
Wald is meticulous in everything from the way he dresses to
the orderliness of his office. A typed sheet with the day's
agenda is carefully mapped out with people to call and ap
pointments to keep. Despite constantly changing schedules,
he manages to stay on top of everything. "It's really hectic
keeping tabs on both Jeff and Helen," says Laurie. "But with
Helen doing the movie, they're more stationary." Reddy is
currently working on a Disney film 'Pete's Dragon," the largest budgeted musical since "Mary Poppins."
In the morning mail is a package from Hong Kong with
press clippings of Helen from Japanese newspapers and
magazines. Wald breaks out in laughs as he flips the pages.
since he can't read a word of it except Helen's name.
Before he can continue with the mail, the phone rings and
Wald suddenly becomes more solemn. He learns that a recent
story that appeared in New West and New York Magazines
about his personal life will be syndicated to the National Star.
Wald is furious. "Don't tell me anymore," he says to the voice
on the other end as he buries his forehead in his hand.
Immediately after the conversation. he tells Laurie to call
Grant Tinker, Mary Tyler Moore's husband and Joe Hamilton,
Carol Burnett's husband, who along with Roger Smith and
himself were the principles in the story.
Wald is adamantly upset over the article. His previous reI
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e.Iiboard photos by Bonne Tiegel
Jeff Wald is a man of words. Extreme left, he makes a business
call from his home and is a man of moods and actions in the
accompanying series shot in his office.

Both office staffs congregate in front of Wald's office After
the confusion simmers, Wald returns to his desk and continues opening the mail.
The remainder of the mail includes a letter asking permission to use lyrics of Helen's songs. a political tip sheet. telegrams and the trades.
Wald is on the phone again with his attorney. His attempt to
prohibit the New West story from appearing in the Star has
become top priority. "I want someone on this today." he says.
planting the receiver firmly on the phone.
Laurie waits by her phone ready to obey Wald's next de.
mand which come sporadically but fast. The pace gets heavier
and intensifies as Wald gets lumpy. Attorney Abe Somer calls
and Wald quizzically asks "They can't do that, can they ?"
As the tension subsides, Jeff calls Helen at home to check if
her dress for the "Midnight Special" has arrived from
Georgio's.
The calls begin again. The list in Laurie's message book
gets longer. Lee Phillips returns Jeff's call but by now he is
confused as to what he called about. "What did call him
about?" he asks Laurie. She shakes her head. "I'll call you
back in a minute," he tells Phillips.
Steve Gold, manager of War and a close friend of Wald calls.
The conversation picks up in tone, filled with expletives, but in
a friendly way. "We're having a contest who can shout

y

I

louder," he says.
Wald asks for

.111

book called "Limo" which he
recently bought with intentions of producing the movie. Films
and comedy (besides politics) are his new avenues of interest
as he talks about other managers who are getting into film
a

copy of

a

production.
"I want Bob Dolce," he tells Laurie Dolce is talent buyer for
the "Tonight Show" and Wald is trying to get the book's authors Dan Jenkins and Edwin Shrake as guests. He is also trying to place them on the "Dinah" and "Mery Griffin" tv
shows.
The Famous Amos cookies that Wald ordered an hour ago
still haven't arrived. "Where the hell are the cookies ?" he
shouts to Paula. "See what happened to them."
Elliot Roberts casually strolls rito Wald's office as Jeff begins skimming the trades. His brother Peter, a doctor al Ce
dars -Sinai Medical Center arrives to meet Laurie for lunch.
Wald studies a list of movies he wants ordered for private
screenings in his home, shouting out the names. In the meantime, Laurie is confirming reservations at the Beverly Hills Ho
tel for the authors. scheduled to be in Los Angeles the end of
October.
The cookies aryi<'e. Laurie transplants them from

CAI

paper bag to the glass cannisters in front of the bar across
front Jeff's desk
Freddie DeKordova, producer of the "Tonight Show" calls
Jeff to further discuss the possibility of having the authors as
guests. Wald asks him if he's read the book he sent over.
Charmaine pokes her head in with a message. "Okay, l'll
take it. Tell her to stop calling me "Mr Wald'," he whispers to
Laurie.
During the stall lunch break, Helen arrives at the office, ac
companied by Jack LoCicero, the Wald chauffeur for the past
11/2 years. Helen cradles Paula's son Mason and as Laurie, Pe
ter and Paula assemble, the scene resembles a family gather
mg.
Eagles manager Iry Azoll, dressed in T shirt and jeans,
loins the festivities, helping himself to a handful of cookies
Helen checks Jeff's movie list.
its getting late and Helen leaves for rehearsal at the Disney
lot. Jeff leaves his office moments later for one of his frequent
visits to Capitol Records. Today he wants to see Wendell about
Helen's new single.
The top of the Rolls is still down as Wald cruises down Sun
set, the Spinners on tape. "My relationship with Capitol is
more subdued now," he explains. "They're finally learning
how to do things right after seven years. always knew what
had to be done," he says referring to promoting Helen's records.
Wald wields the car into the Capitol Tower parking lot but is
skeptical of leaving it unattended with the teamsters picket
ing in front. He stalks each floor like a man who owns the
place, peering into offices in search of a friendly lace. He is
almost a permanent fixture at the Tower as the secretaries acknowledge him with "hello Jeff." as he passes each desk.
Wendell is at lunch so he briefly visits Bruce Garfield, publicity director. The next door he invades is that of Dan Davis, vice
president of merchandising. Wald sits himself in front of
Davis' desk and asks to see the trade ads for Helen's single.
I

Wald's office is replete with
photos and gold records
(top). Above, Helen Reddy
and Jeff share a chuckle with
Iry Azoti

Wald checks an ad with Capitol's Dan Davis (left). At NBC he
and Helen prepare for her "Midnight Special" hosting appear
ance (center).

with
Mike Rollins, head of variety programming for
the network.
On the set at NBC (below), Wald confers

Helen.

Wald carefully scrutinizes them, checking for errors. Pointing
to a discrepency, Wald tells Davis "From her eighth gold al.
bum," referring to her "Music, Music" LP from which "Gladiola" is culled. "Put an eight here next to gold." Davis
agrees.
Wald heads for the elevator and pushes the top button
marked " E" where the executive offices are located. Knowing
exactly where he's going, he admits himself into the office of
Bhaskar Menon, president and chief executive officer of Cap
tol Records. But Menon is on the phone and asks Wald to
leave him to his privacy so he can go over Helen's new con
tract. Wald offers no resistance and exits. He checks for messages with his office. makes a few quick calls and realizing
he must meet Helen at the studio, leaves the Tower.
Arriving on the Disney set at the Burbank studios. LoCiero
the chauffeur, is standing next to a Mercedes limousine, while
Helen is inside the studio showering after an exhausting rehearsal.
While waiting for Helen, Jeff turns on the limo tv to watch
the news, something he rarely misses.
With Helen in the Rolls, the drive to nearby NBC for the
"Midnight Special" taping, is b¡ief. Jeff slowly brings the car
to a halt in Helen's designated parking space as NBC tour onlookers sneak peaks of them entering the studio.
At the "Midnight Special" set, country singer Johnny Rodrr
guez rs rehearsing. Without any fanfare, Jeff and Helen go
directly to her dressing room.
A script of the show is on the couch while the closed circuit
tv lets Helen know how the rehearsal is progressing.
Jett sits relaxed on the couch. Helen begins to needlepoint.
A member of the show's crew enters to discuss the script. Jeff
takes control of the discussion and lets it be known which
songs Helen will sing and when. " 'Gladiola' will open the
show," he says.
The cue card holder enters next as Helen rehearses reading
the cards, making sure her pronounciations are correct. Jell
doesn't like the way a line in the card reads and demands it be
changed. It promptly is.
The small dressing room quickly dills. Stan Harris, producer
of the show, walks in and welcomes Helen back after a sum
mer hiatus.
Another crew worker enters with the fundamental papers
.

Wald gleefully watches Helen perform behind "Midnight Spe
Ellen Brown and producer Stan Harris
coal' a6S1STYTft Bt O
above). Then it's departure time fôr.Jeff and Helen.
&

that must be signed including a W4 form. "He signs everything," says Helen pointing to Jeff. He swiftly scrawls Helen's
signature on the dotted lines, a proceedure he is quite adept
at handling.
It's Helen's turn to rehearse her songs. Jett assumes his position next to Harris, directly in front of the stage. Helen is
loose onstage. As she begins to sing "Gladiola" Jett patrols
the set. shaking hands and exchanging salutations with crew
members, his eyes always fixed on Helen.
An unauthorized photographer from an amplifier company
catches Jeff's attention. Jeff rapidly approaches, hands him
$10 and confiscates a roll of film "Helen could wind up
standing next to one of his company's amplifiers." he says.
explaining his actions.
Helen is pleased with "Gladiola" and continues with the
rest of her songs. Jeff studies the script with the writer and
takes a seat on the side, constantly checking with the director.
From the side, Jeff motions to Helen with his hand, but she
doesn't acknowledge. He casually walks to the stage and whispers in her ear. When the rehearsal ends, Jeff asks, "Can't
you get a better set ?" referring to the bland backdrop. Both
return to the dressing room.
The dressing room phone rings and its Abe Somer, telling
Jeff there's no way of stopping the National Star from reprint
ing the article.
Two hours before showtime. Helen resumes needlepointing
while Jeff sinks back against the couch. Mike Weber, Helen's
road manager. delivers some inbetween snacks from a local
take -out dive that none find very appetizing. It's been a long
day and both Jeff and Helen are frequently forced to munch
on junk food during tapings. He calls his children and lets
them know what time to expect them home.
Jeff calls the control booth, demanding an outside channel
on the dressing room tv. Within minutes, the "Midnight Special" set is transformed into the YankeeKansas City playoff
baseball game. "I lived two blocks from Yankee Stadium,"
says Wald, naming the old Yankee teams position by position.
Helen picks up her head from the needlepoint and is clearly
unenthused about baseball.
Time has come for Helen to go into makeup. Jeff escorts
her to the makeup room and continues down the corridor to
Burt Sugarman's office where the entire "Midnight Special"
crew is copying a pre show Chinese dinner.
The ballgame is on in Sugarman's office but no one is paying attention Sugarman is absent. From the moment of his
entrance Jeff has become the dominant figure in the room;
joking with the crew, snapping out witty one -liners, placing
food in everyone's plate while the crew enjoys his company.
On the return to Helen's dressing room, Jeff stops to pay a
visit to Waltman Jack- Following some casual festering, he
leaves and returns directly to Helen's dressing room.
As the audience is seated, the preshow excitement and anticipation is heard through Helen's dressing room door. Dina,
Helen's hairdresser, is putting the finishing touches to her
hair. In the background, Woltman Jack is introduced. Helen
changes into a red gown.
A crew member brings Martha Reeves, scheduled to appear
on the show, to Helen's closed dressing room for a formal in.
troduction. Following a series of non-answered knocks on the
door. Jeff yanks the door open and pushes the visitors away
demanding not to be disturbed. The two walk away from the
dressing room in a state of bewilderment as Jeff slams the
door- "Martha Reeves is probably all shook up." he says to
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Jeff calls Wendell again. "He's back from lunch only now
he's having dinner," he laughs as he shakes his head.
Helen asks Jeff whether or not she should wear a bracelet.
Jeff says yes and Helen straps it around her wrist
The dressing room tv is now returned to the "Midnight Special" set. Comedian Billy Braver opens the show but Wald
does not find him amusing and is visibly upset that Helen
must follow him. Immediately he calls Harris in the control
booth. "He's got five minutes and that's it or else Helen
leaves," he says threateningly.
Braver continues his monolog while Wald's anger inten
sates. Again he is on the phone to Harris. "I want that (expletive deleted) off now." Wald's demands are met and within a
minute Braver has concluded his act. Wolfman Jack introduces Helen as the applause mounts. Jeff takes a seat in the
rear, his glowing eyes always on Helen's motions.
The tape rolls as she moves into "Gladiola." The taping con
tinues without interruption until Helen has completed her
part. As the next act, Wild Cherry, takes over center stage,
Helen and Jeff return to the dressing room. Work is over. Fol.
lowing a quick change, the Wald's exit the studio undetected.
It's been an exhausting day with neither Jeff or Helen hay.
ing anything substantial to eat. Leaving the studio, they enter
the Rolls and are left to themselves for a late dinner at Gat
sby's. After dinner, it's back home where Jeff Wald and Helen
Reddy can relax like any loving couple.
Art direction: Bernie Rollins
-

"My relationship
with Capitol is

more subdued now.

They're finally
learning how to do
things right after
7 years," referring
to Helen's records.
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Rsdio-TV Programming
Research On Quantitative Basis
EDITOR'S NOTE' This article,
bylined br research rpecrahsts Steven
J. Gaspar and his partner Ernie
Burke. explores the growing need and
uses of research at radio stations.
r;aspar previously perfnnned research

'or programming consultant Bu::
Bennett.

Today. he operates a reseaeeh firm in Los Angeles called RaaiaMusico which deals primari/e in
resting new records for record companies via a coast -to -coast testing
group. Gaspar also privately consults
radin stations in research method,

dog)'-

We are entering a period where
research is becoming more vital to
the increased success of our business. The question we must ask ourselves is whether the ty pe of research
used to measure degrees of success is
the sante type to use in making decisions regarding the design of our
products. be it records or radio.
Quantitative research does a lot
for us in our respective trades. It enables us. through the charts, to measure a record's growth. allowing us
the important comparison to other
records. With ratings, it allows us to
sell commercials for a high rate if
our station has more people listening
to it than our competitors. If we
don't, our value is rated accordingly.
The best form of quantitative
research is done by the cash register; that is the bottom line to busito

ness.

What can he done in between the
drawing board and the cash register
to help us achieve our goals? Do we
rely on the system which measured
our success or mediocrity? Is that
system adequate for measuring creative decisions or marketing challenge? Let's examine the premises
we're working with.
Let's start with radio. Radio is

day part was strong. do you alter the
rest of the day to sound identical?
Perhaps some changes are in order. hut
feci the methodology of
that rating system is such, that three
1

ratings must occur within a small
margin of difference between them
before any conclusive results can be
assumed about the programming
content.
Even then, what part of your programming was faulty? Do you try
and assume this with a computerized breakout of tune -out or turnoff according to ARB? If you do,
then maybe you're the one that's
faulty and you should be replaced.
Arbitron and other surveys are
fine for measuring quantitative results of given media programming,
but only for generalized trends of
appeal. With all the variables in human behavior, it becomes obvious
(Continued on page 35)

faced with the system of Arbitron.
This rating service is used to determine how well you, the programmer,
did in attracting your audience to
your station. It accomplishes this
task by mailing a random sample of
diaries to persons within "presumably" your signal's "marketing" area
(after all you are trying to sell/market your station). The persons receiving these dianes are supposed to
list the times and stations they listen
to in the course of the week. They're
returned and "weighted" to fit the
sample proportions. The results are
then run through a statistical package and presto. You're a winner or a
loser. But it is not all that righteous.
You see, the survey was right only
for the sample taken. If your audience, 18 -24 male, was the result of
only one returned diary, do you
make program changes? If you do,
it's your poor judgment, especially if
you did fair in those surveys prior.
But let's say you didn't do well for
the last three ratings. according to
ARB. What do you do? Do you presume the whole thing didn't work
and change format? Because one

2

By

ANGELES- Except for the
whimsy of fate, countless hours of
LOS

with the complete agenda will be
announced within the next week.

Moorhead, chairman of the awards
committee and competition, Al
Coury, president of RSO Records,
Los Angeles, and Richard C. Ashby
of the Roben Stigwood Organisation, New York, have been
coordinating the event with the aid
of Jimmy Page of Showco in Dallas.
The group is currently on the top
of the Hot 100 Chart of Billboard

with "Love

Right."
The entertainment, of course, is
only a fringe benefit of the four -day
stries of conferences and seminars
that will include some of the most
outstanding radio and music authorities in the wurld..5, list of the speakSo

To register, radio personnel
should send 5135 and non -radio
personnel $175 to: International Radio Programming Forum. Ninth
Floor, 9000 Sunset Blvd., Los Angeles, Calif. 90069.
After Nov. 8. radio personnel will
be charged a late fee

of

5160 and
fee of 5200.

non -radio personnel a
This fee covers luncheons, dinners,
entertainment events, all work materials, and entrance to all sessions, including the exhibits.
In addition, on a first come basis,
registrants are entitled to special
rates on a reserved block of hotel
rooms as long as they're available.

'

radio history might have disappeared forever over the airwaves
into oblivion.
But Charles Michelson, a young
man working in his father's export
business in New York, backed into
an international transcription business and radio history with radio
shows such as "Dragnet," "Gun smoke." "The Shadow," 'The Lone
Ranger, ""Gang Busters," "Sergeant
Preston Of The Yukon," "The
Green Hornet" and "Fibber McGee
& Molly."
It all started when his father, a
purchasing representative for an
Australian import firm called Hoff nung& Co. which imported records,
among other things, one day received an inquiry regarding radio
transcriptions. He asked his son to
take care of the inquiry. Michelson
went to see the late Frank Walker at
RCA.
"Mr. Walker handed mea 16 -inch
wax disk. I told him no one would be
able to play it. He said: 'You're a
young fellow. do like I say'."
From Walker, Michelson received
52 shows of "Omar, The Wizard Of
Persia." He crated

I am enclosing a check or money order in the amount of:

D Non -Radio Station

t

Please check

You can charge your registration if you wish:
D Master Charge Bank No
BankAmeritard Card No.

Diners Club Expiration Date
American Express

Marriott Hotel. New Orleans,

REGISTRATION FEE DOES NOT
INCLUDE HOTEL OR AIRFARI

Personnel: $175 (before Nov. 8)

Radio Station Personnel /Students/Military /Spouses:
$135 (before Nov. 81, $160 after Nov. 8

0
0

at the

Signature
Registrant

a

Please print
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Company /Station

Title

Address

City

State

Zip

All information on hotel rooms will he sent immediately upon receipt of your reservation. For further infarma
tion, contact:
Diane Kirkland. Billboard. 9000 Sunset Blvd 12th Floor, Les Antele. Cali( 90069 12131 2:3.040
Would you be interested in a Bayou eta "n'
_
With uh
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...0 like

i

meet .luring
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shipped them on a steamer to Australia and forgot about them.
But a month later came a cable
asking for more.
"That got me started. It was during the Depression. I didn't want to
work in the export business. I made
a trip about 1937 to Los Angeles and
when I got back to New York I was
the representative for Earnshaw Radio Productions which produced
"Chandu The Magician, "The
and others.
In those days, most of the major
radio shows were live. And one of
the deals Michelson made was with
Street & Smith to make transcrip-

eine- on-One Mecting time'
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Then came television. Radio
shows began to wane. ln 1955 Michelson established a tv division and
acts today as U.S. program purchasing agent for the National Television
Network in Australia, TransglobalTV of Tokyo, the ABS -CBN TV
Network in Manila. Thai -TV in
Bangkok, Thailand, and others.
The transcriptions laid fallow.
gathering dust.
(Continued on page 35)
.a.

Bubbling Under The

HOT 100
101- -UVING TOGETHER (In Stn),
Soul Train 10773 (RCA)

Whispers,

102- UNDISCO 0108, Funkadelic, Westbound
5029 (20th Century)
103

-UTTLE 10E,

Swine, Starday

Red

144

(Gusto)
104 -SHE

KNEW

NEVER

ME,

Williams,

Don

ABC: Dol 17658
105

-RIDE

A WILD

HORSE, The

Sei-0 lettes,

Chelsea 3053
106

-1A10 BACK LOVE, Major Harm, WMOT
4007 (Atlantic)

107 -ONE LAST MEMORY, Impact, Atco 7064
106

-ITS

SO EASY

(Listen

To

Mel

Denny Laine,

Capitol 4340

.

REGISTER NOW for Billboard's Radio Forum. Complete this registration form and mail to
Diane Kirkland, c/o Billboard. 9000 Sunset Boulevard. 12th Floor, Los Angeles 90069.

The International Radio Programming Forum

CLAUDE HALL

them up and

BILLBOARD'S INTERNATIONAL RADIO PROGRAMMING FORUM

Please register me for
December 1-4, 1976

1111

Transcription Hobby Pays Off

ers

3

CANDID MIKE -Jerry Rogers, program director of WSGA. Savannah, and
WSGA air personality Andy Ryan, center, interview Peter Frampton, right,
shortly after Gary Wright and Frampton broke house records at the Savannah
Civic Center. Station features a Top 40 format.

OLD RADIO SHOWS ON RISE

Bee Gees Top Artist
List At Radio Forum
Conrrnue l /rain page

01E4

109

-SUN, SUN, SUN, lakki, Pyramid 8004
(Roulette)

110- DANCIN' MAN,

El

Chicano. Shady bra-k

4503?

Charles Michelson: Except for him,
the Shadow wouldn't have been
around long enough to know very
much at all.

Bubbling Under The

Lions of "The
days, the show

Shadow," In those
originated from the
WOR studios, New York, over the
Mutual Network.
"I sold it on transcriptions outside
the Blue Coal area ... everywhere
else in the nation, overseas, too." He
estimates that Mutual might have
cleared 200 -300 radio stations for
the network show; he usually had
another 300400 stations signed up
for the transcription service.

Oh Henry!
LONDON- Arcade

Records,
through RCA's special products division, has placed an initial order for
400.000 double LPs of "Henry Man cini-40 Greatest," a special package
that is being offered in stores
throughout Great Britain.

Top LPs
201 -THE

BEST

OF

SRM .2 7507

202 -CHOCOLATE

(

ROD STEWART,

Mercury

Phonogram)
MILK -Courir',

APE!

RCA

0758

203 -RUSH -2112,
Mercury
589(1079
( Phonogram)
204-VAN McCOY- Rhythms 01 The World, HUL
HL 69014
205- TYMES- Turning Point, RCA APLI 1836
206- STEELEYE SPAN -Rocket Cottage, Chry
salis CHR 1123
207 -MARY KAY PLACE -Tonde! At The Capri
Lounge, Columbia PC 34359 (As Loretta
Hager's)

208 -80881

HUMPHREY'S

BNLA699

C

BEST -Blue

Note

(United Artists)

EARLAND -The Great Pyramid,
Mercur¡ SRM
1113 ( Phonogram)

209- CHARLES
210_JESSE,

-.

Drag, Bearsville BR 6964 (Wa

Rough Side
Bros

i

.101

$ces

dory

This week, a young man will walk onto
a high school stage in Tucson, Arizona
and present our 100, 000th live assembly
program. We believe no touring organization
on earth performs as often, or for as much
total audience as we do.

radio stations that share our success,
we offer the applause of America's teenagers.
To the

141

In just a few weeks, another exciting production
will be ready for national tour. We're proud
to be affiliated with a new sponsor

who is offering the best incentives ever
to participating stations.
For details about sharing our success
story, call us.

We think you'll like what you'll hear.

Rick "lrow Productions
Muiti -Media Education
7320 York Rood, Philadelphia. Po. 19126
215 .635 -6200

www.americanradiohistory.com

1

Ploylist Top Add Ons

(10/28/76)

PRIME MOVERS- NATIONAL

TOP ADD ONS -NATIONAL

ROD STEWART -Tonight's The Nigh( (W
B

WINO- Fresno

personnel
PRIME MOVERS -The two
products registering the great
es1 proper t tonate upward
movement on the station's
playlist; as determined by sta
ion personnel
BREAKOUTS -Billboard Chart
Dept. summary of new prod.
acts exclusive of Add Ons and
Prime Movers.

NORMANCONNORS -Yooka My Starshp

Nadu'slheme(AMA)

(Boarish)
A

RISS- Belh)Casablanca120.11

BOSTON -More Than

-T he MtckO)The

GORDON UGHTF00T

Edmund FNteeoid(Reprise)

RODSTEWMT- lomgM's The igM (W.B

Have To Be

A

Dancing (W

R0DSIEWART- lonighl's The Night
(Gonna Be Alright 1DV )13

e FeNLke

our

-to,

BAYS

BOSTON-MOre Ihan

A

Woman (20th

IEDNUGENT-

MBA-femando(Mkntic)

(KRONOR /PERA080DDNIR:

*

PRIME MOVERS.

RODSTEWART- Toniga!stile Night
(Gonna Be Alright) (W B ) 2918

LEO SAYER

-)e,

Malt

Dr*,

Me feel Lise

(Portrait)

NR

ROO STEWART-

loft phis

RODSTEWART- longht's The Night
(Gonna Be Alight) (W B.)19 12

Nleht (W.B

The

92

CROALI -to
BOSTON -Mole
LEO

Are The Woman

than

A

0500 -Vau WEt

rAlAri

henna (Epic,
Dam .'g
Ne fen

TOP ADO OILS.

tir

AI

KHI- LasMgeks

I:nn Ha" lo
SILVERS

RREFALL- YoukeTheWoman(AkntO)
MARILYN MLCOOBWLLYDA0S)R.
Don't Have To Be AStar (ABC)

*

IC

BOSTON

-Lo Angeles

-Tor

-Mae

CAPTAIN AND

nn

Than

A

IM

MSP -Alt lakeCdy_

loar

(RAM

SAIPMAHOMEY- BlessMySoul(ABED
WALTER

D.

BREAKOUTS

D*

MIR FRAMPTON-DoYouFeel(A6M)

CORDON

I

To

Portrait)

Canna BeAlrigM) (VI

B)

IW (BE Tree)
EWMM -lene Me TASO)
WalloW

BOSTON-More Than

A

BTENNILLE-MuskralLove

SPINNERS- Rutheband Man(Miantic)

NCUMMIN05-Stand

SPINNERS- Rubber:and Man (Atlantic)

(

BAYCfY ROLLERS- Only Want

To&With

BEAM-Marc Man(MOhroom)11

6

a. BURTON CUMMINGS -Stand
(Portrait)

0*

KCBQ-SMYDkgo

(Buddah) 10

MIAYKAYP(ACE-BabY&YIGAlumbul
sYLVERS-Kot

lilt

YVONNE

llLMM -teer

RODSTEWART-TOnight
(Gonna Be Alright) (W 8

FlREfALI-Youke the Woman (klantul

(

(EWHO

ROOSTEWART- tonight's The Night
(Gonna Be Mug hl I (WS.) 21 14

AODSTEWART-ToniehlYTheNight
)

l0

3

tE05AYEA -You Make Me Feel Llke
oancine (W B) 24 18

111109-Sacnm

D

So

Right (RS0)

SPINNERS-RubberbandMan(AlantM)
BOSTON-More Than A Feeling (Epne)2316

* ROOS7EWMT-TdnyhtslheNight
(Gnnna Be

AN

s

Me

I

ROD STEWART- Tonight'sThe
11.1

*

Midwest Region

(Rauli

Eat

Ur

EMyIS-you ooni

TOP ADD ONS:
P.

R00 STEMMT -Tn

(bl

SPINNERS

pa

Tee

-I, NvpMrbaro
c

CUMMINS -Slang lall

BURTON

You

(Big Tree)

B

10

)

6

-Mu The

live

A

Oream(Pdtdor)

(Gonna

DAN

Win,

L

101111

Wnnard

-i

/ORO COLEY -A,cos

(W

ERIC

(*MOOR(

1)21.10

=ht) IlY B.)136

(AIM)

IGreedt)
(Columbia)

17

N

Up(Turnl) Loose)

12

RODSTEWART- loaght's the Night
(Gonna Be Alright) (W B) HA 20

Slarsh('

18

RITCHIE FAMILY- The

ape

159

CD

W ODOMS-IUL

MARILYN MrG00 L

S

BCE

&st Disrnlnionn

PETER FRAMPTON -Do You Feel

(91.13.1

To Be

Cose la Y<u IM;

NUT DIYM-Yon

GM- Loa

S.

Nett tld0l

WLS- Chicago

(ALM)

AB-15

RREFALL- Youke The Woman(AWnlc)

ABBA- fernando(Atanllc) 1210

EEO SAYER-You Make Me Feel Lihe

Oanung(VI

KNUSFIA-Dalu
AFee(eg(Ep,c)
ENGLAND DAN A JOHN FORD COLEYN,ghts Are Forevn Wdhoul You (Bq Tree)
(M010 «016.10

MONO-Chiap
ENGIAN00M/10HNFORDCOLEYNnghts Are FixewrWithout boo(Big Tree)

Rageras (Repot)13.7

D.

NONE

BARRYDeV0R10M8 PERRY BOTMINNadia'sTheme (ALM) 13 2

SPINNERS- Rubberhand Man

(Illmlic)

ROD STEWART- Ton lehl's The

NO

14.9

-)Ooh Want Tolle With

%VON -Cheap
NONE

Cry

(W8.1
NONE

CAPTAIN&TEMNILIE- M uskrat Love
(ARM) 12 10
ROD STEWART- Tomghl's The Night (WB)
14

AMAZING RH171I61 ACES -The End Is gal
In Sight (ABC(

Man(kaRIN)

Bekright) (W.B.)

BAYC)TTROLLENS
You(kala) 51

MINT -0Pam

hebt Love

RODSTEWART- TOmgM'oThoNigbt
(Gonna Be AVight) (W.B.) 27 12

CORDON LICHTFOOT -The Wreck 011he

XF1I -Fl. Worth

8

CAPTAIN& TENN RAE(RAM) 155

BOSTON -More Than

ELECTRICUGNT ORCHESTRA-Linn' Thing

Illmled ktn)s)

-IN ever Cry (W.81N6

23 16

ALICE COOPER

RODSTEPMRT-TonrgM'sTheNleht
IGomu BtahighU (W B )18-1

ROD STEWART-

www.americanradiohistory.com

(ya B

(Gadanu)

bnl

WXY- OWMmatrty

NONE

D*

IM Him

BREAKOUTS:

80TM10-

RODSTEWART- Tonghl'sThe Night

17

13Q(WI(TQ)- PMkbrgh

SPINNERS- Ruboerband

s

TOINILLE-MUSknl Lon iAIM

L

new ToBeA Sur fABCI

AICECOOPER- IN ever

o ROD STEWART- Tonight's The Neill
(Gonna Be Alright) (W 8 )161
(8uddah)37

ENGELBERIHUMPEADINCK- Aver The
Conn' (Epics
DONNYGERRAl10- Greedy For Your love

R00 STEwDKI-1on,(nl

A15S-8010

Edmund Fdrgerao (Reprise)10.7

NORMAN CONNORS -You Ale My
CREW -Detroit

PRIME MOVERS

CAPTAIN

GORDON LIGHTFOOT-TheWreck 01 The

CUPTON- HelloOMFnend(RSO)

STYX- Mademoaelle

(Eon)

*

The Woman (All ontrcl

91

HUMPER001GN -Mar lee Sonn

TYRONE DAVIS -Give

Discolnlon

(Gonna

WCUE- Mron,ONa

rin tee heel

Nero Cry

Best

3526
AODSTEWART- Torught's The Nrght

He

he

Nadla's ThemeOACM) 22

Edmund

DAWDDUNDAS- teans0n(Chrysalis)

Ill.',

BREAKOUTS:

T

COMMODORES- Just ToBeClose To You

OSMONDS -ICanl

Dallai¡

(Marlin)

ENCELBERTHUMPERDINCK
lone' (Epic)

NiaM IW B
Man (AIUnby

SAYER-You MoS Mn Feel Lae

a

Don't Have To Be ASlar (ABC)

D.

2

RODSTEWART-TOmgM'sTMNrghl

PRIME MOVERS:

Nriht(W.B.)

IDI SPMNFS -TM RumaWNA Mu, ;Rms.:,
FIMTALL-toi Pee The Wallin (a ^aott

(Portrait) 4027
FMEFALL -You Are
2418
KRBE- Roustan

t0

)

GORDONLIGH1F00T-The Wreck Cline
Fun, und FAt get ald (Reprise) 6.3

ruse)

Iola.n

FIECTRIC LIGMOWCHESTRA- Lmn'Mng
(United Mists) 25 18

ALES-The End is Md

10119101

RITCHIE FAM I LY-

The Ntehl

WEAL- Columbus

ENatteRT

BEEGEES- Love

B

)

-Houdon

MUF -Dallas

De SPINNERS- Rubberhand Man (Atlanl¢)

21

SPINNERS-RubDerband Man (Atta MK)

e10

Feeling (Ethel

(Marlin)

(Marlin)

(VI .8.)24 16

)-CinànaG

IGOnna Be ANnghH(W

AULE COOPER

B0ST0N-MOre Than *Feting

(Gonse gt Alr,ghU (W,B

lile

LEO SAYER -You Make Me Feel

I{AfY-Bakrs6dd

CDMMm6-Stand

A

RITCHIE FAMILY -The Best Dace

Best DacotoTown
(Marlin)
WAILER MoCOO L BILLY DAVIS -You

ENGLAND DIM/JOHN fORDCOLEY-

ENMEBEIIrHDMPE1mftJE -Aller 1M faro
014.)
air, 1M NgA) (N e
Roo slower

rN1laND

Dancing (W.8

D.

-'nuke The Woman (Atlantic)

Nightske Forever WHMut

YoukeMyStanhip

UNDAAONSTAOT-ThalH Be The Dar
(Asylum) 19 5

1115

8

D.

D. ERN IEf ANDY- The

I

RNDE- Sammenlo

lme(apmn

en

JR-

BURTON CUMMINGS- Stand Tall

20

AUCECOOPER-INeverCry

SPINNERS- RobberbadMan(AIIadoc)
HOD
NORMAN CONNORS-

Gee

BOSTON -More Than *Feeling

-An lose
YVONNEEWMAN- Love Me(RSO)

7

Never Cry (W 8.)

LIGHIf00T -The Wreck 010e

D.102 (VMRO .FM

Man(Mushraom)95

NaOM's Theme (ABM) 11.6

KUV

Fall

Nigh se

The

s

nero

BARRY DeVORZONI PERRY

TOP ADD ONS.

BARRY DEY0RZ0N /PEMYBOTNINIR.

BPortiURTOad)

FIREFALL

North Central Region

Srarshrp

CAPTAIN RTENNMIE- Muskrat Love
(A8M) 158

HEART -Maps

DUNDAS-leansOn(Chrysalis)

You(kala)19

-Tooke My

STEYIIUT- Tonught'sThe Night
Gonna Be Alright) (0.0.1

KFAI-An&rserdko
DAVID

-I

2822

3830

ROD

(AGM) 31.23

-I

eOTUN

PERRt

L

hin082l

Near

JOHNNY KALLUM- the Big Debate (Bane)

KYA-San Francisca

D.

13

CAPTAIN

Francisco

MARILYN cGOO /BILLY DAVIS -Yoe Don't
Have To Be A Star (ABC/

Feeling (Epc) t8

KEEL- Shnwpart

W/BI

WSAl- Croonnah

SYLYERS- Hot 4ne(Capdo!)

o

MARILYN U E000 BILLY DAVIS -You
Don't Have To Be A Stu (ABC) 2822

; ¡v,1ABC1

KILT

ENGLAND DAN/JOHN FORD COLEYNights Are
Without You (Ore Tree)

26 18

37 29

B)

COOPOI

AMONG

Edmund Fitzgerald (Reprise)

25 19

CAPTMNBTENNILLE-MushatLove
(ALM) 168

DDOBIEBROS.-ItNeepsYouRunnirYe

D.

-:tant lot IPanad,
N)NN /W0 COIEy' -Ngn.

NORMAN CONNORS
(Buddah) HB 20

27.21

JOHN VALENTI -And Nog You Want (Aoo

SULSMD CROFTS -Baby Ell Give It

ENGLAND DAN/IONN FORD COLEYNnghlsAre Forever Without You (Big Tree)

KW-Anaheim

Oev00WN

BURTON

WMGC -Cleveland

MORE EWMAN -Love Me(RSO)

RODSTEWART-TOnlght'sTheNMM
(Gdose 8e AlngM) (W,BJ 22 10

A

Dace)rTo«n

(Pose,)) 26

IOC-San

ape,

-More Than

LEO

D

YVONNE

Sue

SPINNERS- Rubberband Man(Mlaobo)

/ELK -Denver

Ter,

teebne

Mena

ba,eloBeASUrtABC)

ENUAND
T,

-lmn

MARILYN MaC00 a

BURTON CUMMINGS- Stand Tail

Ae

ORCMESTM

NaeJs Theme IALMi
R00 StEYIARr- To.ahl

Up(Turn It Loose)

RUPTOR CUMMINCS

L

lone

in

BOSTON -More Than

-Hal Lnne(Capilo0

ALICE COOPER

,

DAN

UDR

firs, Orin

BREAKOUTS

MARILYN MrCOO /BILLYDAWS JR. -You
WWI Hare To Be AStar (ABC)

Alt The

De SILSOUIORCHESTRA- NiceA AASMSIy
tSa(smt)
ENGLMDDMLIOHR FORD COLLTNighl'ske forever Without Yo(BI0 Tree)
D* SPINNERS- Rubbtrband Mao (Mhistm)

Rght(RS0)20.14

RITCHIE FAMILY -The Best

Fritmd(RS0)

17

o ENGELIERTHUMPEADINCKLavin (Eps)208

PRIME MOVERS.

BARRr

)14.8

(Mashr)OB 22

RODSTEWART- Tonight's The Night

KIIS-LmMgeks

*

257

YoutW 8.)
BURTONCUMMINSS -Stand Tall

IACKSON- Feellnes(UA.I

ERIC CLAPTON- Helto Old

1

No/10 IW

Meckeal

STLVERS

ENGSLBERTHUMPERDIMCK- AherThe
Loom' (E p
27.21
ROD STEWART- Ion ieht'i The Night
(Gonna Be MIN 120 12

Y., (foci

RNMLLE-

,

BOSTON

(Cdumbul

Century)

Thai

Umled ArtatSO

1

tined Mel,

I

icROli

.

War -tee

MINK

BILLY08Y15 -You
ASlar (ABC)

So

Want&

0111-New Orleans

Neil (R50)25-16

TYRONE DAVIS -Give It

KENNYNOUN- Like ()Name(20th

PRIME MOVERS

ROD STEWNn

)W.8J22.9

í0B)165

Never Cry

Southwest Region

NOCL- Cleveland

RCPX -Salt Labe Cnt

SW ABC,

2622

BEE GEES- LooeSoRìght(RSO)24.19
RDAY

inn

-I

6

-Yo

BLUEOYSTERCULT- (Don't Fear) The
Reaper (Columba)

-no

Be A

feel(A&M)12-

-Love

You

EIECTRK EIGHT ORCHESTRA -Loin

HB

ELECTRIC

BEE GEES

o KISS- Beth(Casabana1141

SNNNOS- RMbte'Nd Nan (AlUnhel
MANIrN ILKOO AND BILLY DAVIS,.

IDI

ROD STEWART

(Man

-I Never Cry (W

TO

DML10HNFOROCOLEY-

HALL&OeTES -OO What You
What You Wanl (RCA)

An011ot You Want (Pinola)

ALICE COOPER -INe vet Cry

Nada n Theme (ABM)

ALICE COOPER

&Cku

Nights Are forever Without You (Elie Tree)
H8 24

ELLIMAN-Love Me(RSO)

YVONNE

BARRY DEVORZON / PERRY A017UN

Be

TO

Molo «n) NB 23

ENGLAND

TOP ADD ONS.

Con) Have To

PETER FRAMPTON-Do You

COMMODORES -lust

KW -Take

JOHN VALENTI-

WRILYNMd000

toWThing

ENGLANDOM/IOHNFORDCOLEYNlghts Ale Forever Without To,, (Big Tree)

TWO)

ids

Aoo

Daco)n Town

(Marlin)
I

24 17

WEN -Bowling Greet

(UST)

Pacific Northwest Region

RITC HIE FAMILY -The Best

D.

SPINNERS- Rubberband Man (Atlantic)

YVONMEEWNM -love Me(RSO)

ELECTRIC LIGHT ORCHE57RA-

(Unitedklets)

BURTONCUMMINGS -Stand Tall
(Portrait) 29.10

MAC-Tacoma

BREAKOUTS.

Thine

WIET -Erie. Pa.

BEEEEES- LoveSo

RREFALL- YOU Are The Woman (Atlantic)
CAPTAINLTENMILLE- Muskral Lave
(AMA) 6.1

SPINNERS- Rub :erbend Man (Atlantic)
1812

0*

(Wank)

D*

YVONMEEWWMI -Love Me(RS0)

BURTONCUMMIRGS -Stand Tall

NONE

-Und

OM/10HN FORD COLEYNIghls Are Forever Without You (Big Tree(

WAXY -Louisville

Mt

ELECTlI000HT ORCHESTRA -Lion Ring

2216

RODSTEWMT- Tonight's The Night
(Gonna Be Alright) (W B.) 19.13

111RB- Spolune

ROD STEWART-

CAPTAIN L

14.6

WC-Tulsa

KLSS- Beth (Casabanca) 2215

(Epic)

110 SAYER-You Mahe Me Feel
Dancing (W1)21.17

KB10- Las Vegas

TwghEs TM Night (W81
IENNIUL -Mm «al Soit MAO

Oog Ea! Dog

165

ENGLAND

ENGLAND DAN /JOHN FORD COLEYNighlsAre Forever Without You( Big Tree)

ENGLAND DAN/JOHN FORD COLEYNights Are Forever Without You (Big Tree)

Nadrá s Theme (RAM) 20.11

o

Bodto ht)(W.B.(22.9

ROD STEWART- Tonight's The Night (W.8.)

o

7

AMAZING RHYTHM ACES -The End Is Not ln

STYX- Mademoiselk(AEM)

KING -Seattle

Century)

SPINNERS- Rubberbamd Man

Z9G(WZZMFM) -Grand

RIM

ALICE COOPER- I Never Cry(1Y.8.) 25.16

(UA.)

)

125

RODSTEWART- TonlgM's The

Men.

AMBROSIA-Cart Let
GARRY

D*

)

(Poitrail)26-19

o

HUDSON BROS.- Nei(' Wanted (At lsla)

feeun( IEpei

A

B

BURTONCUMMINGS -Stand Tag

7

SU, ISBE,

(Gonna Be Mnghl)(W.B

LoAo

loom' (Epic)
CREAM LTENNILLE- Muskrat Low

Sight(ABC)

KISS-Beth (Casabanca) 13.9
feel

OAw000NDAS- leans On(Chrytalis)

ELECTRIC UCHT ORCHESTRA

ROD STEWART- Tonight's She Night

Dancing 2917

LEO SAYER -You Make Me

KQEO- Muquerque
MANEYII Mc000 L

-Sk

RGW- Portelnd

BTIR -Twon

Da

WGRD- Grand RapNk

EWMM -Love Me(RSO) 2415

EN6ELBERTHUMPERDINCK -After The

(Portal)

WRIE- Erie,_Pa.

(UM)

FUNKY KINGS

Dancing (W.B )24.19

{Any,

lPatia,t)29.18

IItune

BURTOMCUMMINGS -Stand Tall

(AMA) 02

tall

CAPTMNATENNILLE- MuskatLove

LED SAYER -You Make Me Feel Like

You

BLUE OYSTER CULT- Morel Fear)The
Reaper (Columbia)

RODSTEWART- Tonight's The Night
(Gonna Be Akrghl) OVAL) 168

Century)
YVONNE

Dancing (W.B.)30 25

To

AMBROSIA-Cant let AWomen (20th

2418

LEO SAYER -You Make

Hr Inn Wahn

BURTON CUMMINGS -Stand

(Columbia)
1

Thane

(Motown) 10.7

NILLE- Muskral love

TYRONE OAVIS- (GIVeIt Up) Turn

NONE

flAÜau-rw

TEN

(AIM)(69
KIOY- Staklon,GM.

iels A

MARILYN McCOOMD BILLY DAVIS -Yin
Dent Have To BeAStar (MC)

TOP ADO ONS

COMMODORES- 1usdto Be Close

CAPTAINL

DIANA NEWTON -IOHN -Every Face
Story (MCA)

MKT ORCHESTRA- Ism'

(United Artists)

19

14

14 8

MRBC_PMeo,e

Pacific Southwest Region

Feeling (Epic)

ELECTRIC

Have To Be A Star (ABC)

I

ROMA- OUabaru City

PIPEZ- Pdishy!

ENGEIBERTHOMPERDINCB-Alter The
Loon' (Epcl

MARILYN McC00/ BILLY DAVIS -You Dont
Have lobe A Slar (ABC)

Feeling( Epic(

-Nadia s Theme (ON)

WPC -Flint, Mot,

RARRYOEV0R2oNANDPERRY80ENINBOSTON -More Than

-You Don
BURTON CUMMINGS -Stand Tall (Portrait)
BEE GEES -Love So Right (RSO)
MARILYN McCOO AND BILLY DAVIS

B )

BARRY DeVDR2OM AND PERRY BOTBIN JR.

KRM- Phoenu

ONS-The two key prod
ucts added at the radio stations
hated. as determined by station

BREAKOUTS- NATIONAL

CAPTAIN AND TENNILLE- Muskral Love (OEM)

)

BURTON CUMMINGS -Stand Tall (Portrait)

ADO

Regional Breakouts &Notional Breakouts

*

PIoyI'ist Prime Movers

Based on station p(aylists through Thursday

(D) SPINNERS- RubberDand Man (ACantic)
LEO SAYER -You Make Me Feel Luke Dancing (W

ction
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A

11

lucent's
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Night (W 81
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Two sides of
Sinatra you've never heard:

"Like A Sad Song"

(written by John Denver)
"Dry Your Eyes'
(written by Neil Diamond)

Reprise RN

1377
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MONO

NDE- Infuna_pldb

WET

Mc000 /BILLYDAVISto 8e&Slat(ABC)

MARILYN
Nave

You Don

CAPTAIN

WIRY MANILOW -TbisO esFoe

You

Dancing )W. 13

(heu)

Male Me Feel

FINEFALL-YOUhe

The

14 6

+

Dancing (W
BEE

ENGLAND OAN/JOHM FOND COLEYNightsAf Forever Without You 1B4 tree)

3

MARYMY PLACE- Baby Soy (Conn bu)

D

(neon Without

h./

You (Big

SAnR -Ines Mao Me

2115

lo

RODSIEWART- lomght's The Night
(Gama Be Alright) (W.B.) 2011

MUGS-Lae

So

STRAIYBS-10n1y Want MY Love T4Gro

MANN-Blinded

*

ROD STEWART- Tonight

BOStON-More

Than

Opt)

AFeehg

15.

o

-lane So Rgbt LASO'
(D)SPOUERS- Rolteolod Man (Aanhc)
BU

WIRL-Peona,IIL

LEO 001E11-Ines Make Me feel iole

BURTONCUMMIN6S-StandTall
(Pentad)

OVA

Il)

105S-Beth(Casablana)1066

GEES

-toe

So

(Patron

Rgirt (T60)

WABC -New York

R00SSEYIMT- Tooghl'sTlmNghi
(Gann Be Nrght)(W B (24 -I

LIRLERIVERBAND-It'sALong Way
(Hanest)

MARB,YN Mc000/BILLY DAN51R,-You
Don't Have Tolle A Star (ABC)

Southeast Region

LEO SAYER -You Make Me Feel

Dancing (W 8

WLLLLOATES- She'o Cone (RCA)10Y

ALICE COOPER

like

-I never

CO,

(W8.)15

-Muskrat Love

*

Mid -Atlantic Region

D*

::-C?".

E

an,

GOROONUGHTPoOT- The Meek OlTbe
Ulrike dFdzgaaId(Reptse)Ill

SPINNENS119

TOP ADO ONS

RubbabandMai(Atlaitu)

NNNI -New Yak

1110A-DesMoees
DEVORZON/PERRYBOTNINIR.Nadia's theme (ABM)

SUMMIT- rweeht

BANre

!MOWN

No.'s

Theme PALM,

mood F:UgeoM

AUU COOPER-I New Cry iW B
lo) SeIMLIBS-Rvbbelbawd Ilan i/11atlKi

DRIB IMLS-DownTOln/e Town

(SOuI)94

IACIS0M5-EnloyYCUr se' IMol

l8

own

BARRY

A

l

Tht

KART

De

NO 31 e
WW1 IR-

ELECTRIC

f

MAMLYN Á8C00

PRIME MOVERS

3

ROO

(Atlantic)

Man(Mushroom) 139

Not

LIGHTORCNESTRMIniri Thng

BONSTADT-Thatll Be

1

-a la (eel

NOIE

li

NONE

D*

Dancing (W B.)

BMBYDEVORZON/PERRYIIOIRINIB.-

RREEALL- YoukelneWomen(Nlan1K)

Nadii s

RREFALL -YOUNe TheWoman(Atlantic)
21

ROD

14.7

11

BOSTON -More

feel

PERRY CASHMAN -Be be,

Babyl lore You

BINTOMCOMMUNINKS- Stand Tall
(Portrait H8.18

103
CORDON UGHIFO0T -The Wreck01The

Edmund drgerald (Reprise)
F

WINO -Rochester. N.Y,
BURTON CUMMINGS- Stand

ldl

NARY McGREGOR

NONE

HUDSON BROS
D.

ALICE COOPER

ENIEIBERT NUMPERDINCK- After The
Lavin' (Epic)

-

-Torn Between

Too

Help Wanted (Arista) 30

PETEA FRAMPTON

Bol

-I

Never Cry 01

B

120.16

NONE

-0o You feel)A&AA)22

SOLVERS- Hot

SPINNERS-Rubberband Mao (Mbntac)

2922

B

)14

4

Al

SPINNERS

-RubberbandMan (Allants)

BARRY OEVORZON/PERRTISOTKIMIR.-

Nadu

's

Theme (AGM)83

BUNTONCUMMINGS-Slandloll
IPortra4126- )6

SANBORN- Smile (W -8.) 40.2

MINT-MoeNgomery

8

LT.D. -Love Babd(A&M)

L one

-Atlanta

(Capitol)

D

EWMAN- loveMe(RSO)

NORMAN CONNORS-

BOSTON

-Mae Than AFeelrng(Epc)

SPINNERS -Rubber band Man

(Mantle)

AUCECOOPER- Never Cly(W.B )18

18

12

BARRY

PAULDAWS-MedKmeWoman(Bang)

Nadiá SThemelAIM719

ROD STEWART -Tonne W's The NigM (Vi .8.)

EN6fLBERTHUMPEROINCR- Alter
Conn' (Epic)

The

10

A

ROD STEWART-

-lore

Have

Toile

A Star

(Gonna Br

PETER

)12

AUCE COOPER- Bevel Cry

(Gonna Be Nnghl)(W.B.) 13.7

WOt- Washington

B

(W

13

)18

13

WQNM -Reami

KISS-141h (Casablanca)

D

Best ONCo

In

lows

FRAMPTON- Do You Feel(AAM)

&1ENN(UE- Musluat love

RODSTEWART- TooMM's The Nght
(Canna Be Night) (W B) I8.1 l

WTMA- Chatuton,S.C.
NONE

EMOTf01F5- FLowns(Co(umbn)N819

GORDON UGHTFOOT- The Wreck OOThe

ROD STEWART -Tonight's The Night

Edmund Fiuterald(Repnse) 14.8

(Gonna

www.americanradiohistory.com

19

YBONNEELLIYAM-LoveMe(RSO)
LEO

5MER-You Mike

& AMAMI(IV

8.)17.1

MRFella*

OancmgONB.)
SEE

CFES-loveSo Right (RS0)16.12

BOSTON -More

BRICK- Dad(Bang)
(AGM)10-4

NOME

ne

14

5

SPINNERS-Ruhberhand Man (NMnlic)
168

NAAT-LNINRoCA

MARILTMMcC00'BILLY DAVIS-You Don't
Hart To Be A Slat (A8C)

Me(ASO)

(ABC)

Nnghl) (W

-I

D.

BURTON CUMMINGS-SlandTall
(Portrait) 18-10

WTOB- Winslon/SNIem

MARIL171400 /BH.LYDAWS -You Omit

reeling(Eprc) IC

Ton4M'sThe NAM

RODSTENIDt0- ToeigNt'oIheNigNI

De RITCHIE FAMILY
(Mahn)

I I

ROD STEWART -Tonight's The Night

BOSTON -Mae Than

*

(Conn ReAinghq(W.B.) 22.8

WSGA- Seranmh,6a.

EIUMM

YOUkeMySnnh

(Buddah) 156

DEV0N1O14/PERRTBOTKIN-

CAPTAIN

0*

Never Cry (W.B )12

EEECIRICUGHTORCHESTRA- lwn'lning
(DA I

YVONNE

BEEGEES-Love SoRrgnl1490120 IU

(Capitol)

-I

DAVIO

SPINNERS -Rubberband Man (Atlantic)

WFOM

NONE

Ib
STEVE MILLER BAND -Roden Me

0*

II

WRNO -Boston

sTTC- MademnRete

like Oreamm' (2016

B )

YVONNE

?6

-Rapd City,

-I

WKIX- Raleigh, N.C.

AUCECOOPER

NPG6- Washington

(Portrait)

NONE

D

line (Capitol)

Century/

BOOSTEVIMT- Toaagot'sTBe Night

167

15 4

NOR -Omaha

KKLS

SPINNERS -Rubberband Man (Atlantic)

(Coma 8e Ahighl) (W 0.1 163

(Capitol)

FIRE-Saturday Night

+ FUNMOEUC- Undaco Kid (20th Century)

KENNY NOUN

WNHfM- PhibddphM

RODSTEWART- Toghl's fkeNgm

STEVE MILLER BAND -Rook'n Me

EARTH, WIND AND

(U

(Columbia)

-Manta

SILVERS -HO

/MEN/ 1N

D

A

EEECTRICEIGNTORCHESTM-lnai Thing

YoBoodie (Bang)

)19.1

Mo ENO)

NSGN-Dirmmgham

247

WIB6- PhAadelphia

D

MIN) (P78

Night

The

CAPTAIN&TENNI UO- Moohrallove
(Á&M) 136
WBRQ

lie

Dancing (W B.)

Thant Feeling(Epic)

Cocoa Be

1913

1.E0 SAYER -You Make Me

(Moteoe)

NODSTEIYMT-Tonight'slheNight

WSW -Charlotte

SIEYIMT- Tonight's

(Gonna Be

RITCHIE FAMILY -The Best Disco ln Town

(Gonna Be

16

COMMODORES -lusl To 8e pose T %Yo

GORDONLI6HTF00T-TheWredOlThe
Edmond fitzgerald(Repnse)8.1

1610

MUSCLE SHOALS HORNS -Bump De Bump

MIL-Buffalo

18148- gaeanCily

HEART -Magic Man(MUShroom)

RODSTEWNR- Tonight's TheNighl
(Cocoa Be Alright) (W 8.) 10.1

none (*.(3

ROD

ROOSTEWART- Tonights The Night
(Gonna 8e Alright) (W.0 ( 21.15

STEWMT- Tallith l's The Night
(Gonna Be thigh') (W 0.163

Theme (ARM) 19

Make Me feel Like

Dancing (W B.)

LE05AYER -You Mahe Me Feet Like

IMa11i0 18.12

(UA)

+

NONE

LEO SAYER -You

Edmond Fitzgerald(Repeise) 135

AUCECOOPER- (Never Cry(W.B.(

(KA ad)

ELECTRIC LIGHT ORCHESTRA -Ente Thing

(Corked)

lovai (Reprise)

AFnling(EPi')25

NORMAN CONNORS -You AreMySlarshn

NERC- 8irmwghMm

BUNTONCUMMINGS -Stand Tall

GORDON U6NTTOOT -The Wreck 01 The
tine (Caplan

Oa

BUNNNCUMMIN6S-StandTaR

Feel Like

T,

BRICK -Dau(Bang)HB-1l

(Buddah) Hß-14

ENGELBERTHUMPERDINCK- After The

WKBW-BuNale

REP- Mianapoln

*

SPINNERS -Rubberband Man(AUes::(u)

CAPTAIN&TENNILLE- Muskat lore
(ABM) 17 7

MOIL- Philadelphia

+ BOSTON-Mare Thal

D*

Tote Close To9ou

NAYS- CbartoOs

2.93(W26C411) -ANaito

ABBA-F coronae (Atlantic)11,5

-You Make Me

a[

Fahr

IS

(AIM)

STEYWIT- Tonight'sTne Night
(Gonna Be No:UBt)(W B )

Reaten,

ENGLAND DAN/10HNFORBCOLETNo ants Are
Without You (Brgloee)

PETOFRAMPTON- Dorm) Feel (AIM)20.

p

(Buddan)

BURTON CUMMINGS -Stint Tag

(Portal)

ROD

LT.O.- love BalhdINGM)
-You Are My Stash

WIEW- Ghattasooga

WQXI- Atlanta

Sur NBC)

EWMAN -tae Me 1050)
PWS -So sao
GUMS 0(5101 ANO

Sil805 -'Ni

MMGY- Mionapis

GORDONUCATFDOT- TheWreckPflke
Edmond Fitzgerald (Repnor)116

MIS-You

PEAT

Daft

AUER FRAMPTON- Dorm, Feel (AEM17.2

(Portrait)

IILLr DaRO -Vnu

ANO
A

YVONNE

Song

NORMAN CONN ORS

EEO SAYER

Má00

Nang To Be

BREAKOUTS.

WfRT-Nbany

The Day

MARILYN MeCOO /BILLYOAVIS -You
Nave To Be A Star (ABC)

-Rubber hand Man (Atlantic)

COMMODORES -Just
(Motown) 14.9

20

NODSTEWART- Innignt'stheNight
(Gonna Lie Alrighl)IW B )27 21

(AWN.)

SPINNERS

lon:c 1E90

Bella d(ABM)

BURTONCUMMINGS -Stand Tall

Be A 5ur (ABC,
-Dau (Ban)

STEWART- Tenghts The 0(30010E)
-Mae Tito A Teeung (Lau)

MANLYN

I

13

KISS- Beth (Casa bbna(21.14

UNOEI

whirs- Memphis

llore to
ENES

B0ST0N-MoreThen AFeeling(Epu)19

KOWB-Minnupolis

NEAP-Mar

lmn'Thing

WAPE- )eohstiv0le

BREAKOUT'S

(UA)

Right IRSO)22-16

The Woman

2117

CORDON UGHTfOOT- TheWreck01Tne
Edmund Fitzgerald (Reprise) 1-2

(Repos)

BEIER FRAWTON

50(6(05-Hot lire (Capital

ABBA- Fernando (Nlanlic)19-12

FIREFALL-Youke

ENGLAND DAN/JOHN FOND COLEYNrghls he Forever WIlhout You ¡6g Tree)

2520

1

i

*

WP1R-Nbany

SPINNERS-Rubberband Man (NUotic)

So

Feeling(Epg36

ENEELBERTNUMPERDINCR -After The

LT.0,- Lore

BOSTON

GEES-Love

BARRYOEVOR20N /PERRY BOTRINIR:
Nadu s Theme (AVM) 28 19

LEpel

CAPTAIN&TENNILLE-MuskralLove
(A6 kl) 102

BEE

A

inn)

GORDON UGNIFOOI -The Wreek 01 The

ENCüßim HDMPERDtNCA-Ae.0 tre Low,

NONE

D.

-More than

ELECTRIC UGHTORCHESTRA-

Man (Altani.

fair

To Have It

WMF(- Oaylooa Beach

PRIME MOVERS

ROD

SPINNERS-Robberband Man tA!lanhr)

0

BATS -Yoo Maie Me Feel tole

K./SPROUT-The isu.nband

-St,Lois

O

W

TAYIOR- Womans Doi

(981

5

ABBA- Fernando(Nlantic)8-4

IC

Dancing (W.11)

(PIin.

BURTON [UMMINGS -Stand Tan
LEO

CAPTAIN &TENNIILE

BRAND 00N /IOHNFORECELEYNghts Are forever Wdhout You (Big lice)

28-20

Id

(Colombia)

16

)

23

NNBO- Memplis
LEO SAYER -You Make Me Feel Like

BOSTON

(kola) 139

B) 27

8EE GEES-Love SO Right (1/5O)14-O

(Á1M)208

SPINNERS- RubbelbandMdn(AtlanlK)

r-

-You AleTheWanan(Nlantic)

SILVERS -Hot Lire (Capitol) 21.18

COMMODORES -Just To 8e Close To You

WPU- Nee York

D.

AUCE COOPER- (Never Cry (W

MANHATTANS -INmda Miss You

JAMES
(W.B 1

ROWANS-II Only Could

LT.O.-t ore Ballad (A&M)3315

AXON

MANILOW-Itos One's For You

(kata)18,14

WPRO- PrMidenc

BEEGEES- Love So Right (850)

lhere

(Portrait,

103

WQPO- Lakebnd,Fla.

TOP ADD ONS

KSLQ3M-St Louè

n

Bunt Feeling (Eprc)26

2822

I

13 4

)

18-12

19

SPINNERS- RubberbandMao(Atlantic)

CAPINN&TENNILLE-MmhratLove

0*

FIREPALL

BARRY

D*
en

(AGM)

BURTONCUMMINGS -Stand Tail

(UA)

Oatoot

)

BURTON CUMMINGS -$land Tat

(Conn BeAlughl(( .A

SPINNERS-Rubberbarld Man(Nlanhc)

BOSTON-More

Or (W.8.1

RODSTEWART- Tonight's The Night

Song(Buddah)

ELECTRICU6NTORCHESIM -Loam Thing

AIKECOOPER-I Never Cry (W.BJ

AUCE COOPER -1 Never

GUOYSKNIGHT&TNEPIPS-SoSadThe

D.

ENGEIBERTNUMPEROINCR- After The
loam' (Repose)

(Portrait

MtC00/BILLY DAVIS-You Dont
IoBe A Star(ABC) 10,1

ST

WMM- NashviNe

UMMINGS -Bland Tall

BURTON

WUT -Rkhmond,Va,

DAVIDDUNDAS- JeaosOn(CloYselis)

BREAKOUTS.

AUCECODPEA -1 Never Cry Of 8.1.21

O(WRBQ-FMI- Tampa /51. Petersburg

MARILYN

WERC- Nadtad

I

13,10

Oancmg(W.8.1 40.32
IQ

(Gonna Be Nnght) (WES) 105

RODSIEWART-Tomghl'slheNaght
G?nra Be Nnght) (W.B.)13 4

FIREFALL- You keTneWOman UllanhCI

LEO SAYER -You Make Me Feel Like

OEY0R2oN/PERRYBOYNINJR.Nadla'sTheme(AGM)18.9

ROD STEWART- Tomghl'SThe Night

like

(Coded)

BARRY

GEES

122.17

Me Feel
LEO SAYER- You Make
(W
B
Danane
)

-I Never Cry (WB.)

R00 STEWART- Tunighl's The NeglI
(Gonna Be Ainght)(W.B ) 106

(Porlraitl

Have

feel Like

BURTONCUMMINGS -Slant

BURTONCUMM(N6S-StaRdTRR

at

(

8

WLAC- Nasheilte

Dont

AUCECOOPEA-I Never Cry(W.B,)

GORDON LIGHIFOOT- the Wreck 01 the
Edmund f ilggerald (Reprise( 7 a

Ike Mdnl

ALICE COOPER

WTBE- Baltimore

Mau

Dancing

r 105(WBINAM) -aundo

Have To Be AStar (ABC) 15 9
Of The

LEO SAYER -You Make Me

(Gonna Be NngM) (WO.) 23.14

MARILYN McCOOrBILLYDAWS- You

lovers

Light

By

Tal

MARYMCGREGOR -Torn Between Two

PRIME MOVERS:

Never Cry (W B.)

+ CAPTAIN & IENNKLE- Muskrat Love
(ABM) 105

LEO SAYER -You Make Me Feel Like

Dancing (W

-I

tovm'(Epo)

RnM (0501

WZUU6M- Marraukee

MANFRED

feel Like

19 8

t"l

NODSTEWART-Ionght'AT2r1

EWGELBERTHUMPERDINCK- Alter The

lAUanlic)

(

WORC- Wortroter,

E

Mots)
RREFALL -YOU Are The Woman(N

(Motown)15-10

AUCE COOPER

GORDONUGHTFDOT- (BeWreck
Edmund letzgerald(Repnse18-4

lac arome

Feel

GION610 -Knights lnWhde Satin

BUTIAIDSSMANNANBANDWhepenng /Cher Chet/La femme (RCA)
ON.

COMMODORES -lust To 8e Close To You

(Portrait) H8.19

10600 CUMMINGS-Land lall 'Ronan,
10

B

D.

WCAO- Ball wore

Right (1150) 17.7

BURTON CUMMINGS- Stand

ENGUMN000N /IOHN FORD COLEY -

Nights he

So

LEO SAYER -You Mahe Me

TOP ADO ONS

(Mmownl

GEES- love

Dancing (W

IMUMEMT -Do That Stul(Ceset*I.)

)30.16

SPIN NERS -Rubberband Man

Northeast Region

COMMODORES -lust To Be Cl000TO You

B

WORD-Sparlaahrg,S.C.-

D. BRICK- Daulenng)

NONE

pair FM-Boston

Id 15

WOO-Milwaukee

NONE

Love

like

LEO SAYER -You Mahe Mo Feel

1

NaOn's Theme (A6MIS1

Woman(At!antic)9

!ENNUI-Muskrat

5,000 VOLTS -Di.MassKoo(Pnvale Stock)

die

I.

BARRY DEVOR20M/PERRYBOTKINIR.-

R85- 8e1h(Caublana)

G

1.100 (WWII FM)- Miami

(AIM)

BEE GEES-Love So Right (RSO)
LEO SAYER -You

W6H- Washington

FM-Boston

*

Ploylist Prime Movers

(10/28/76)

Based on station playlists through Thursday

-Farga, N.D.

Ploylist lop Add Ons

lhanAFeelmg(EpK)

23.

19
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Top Requests /Airplay

Playlist Top Ad Ons

Regional Breakouts
(10/28/76)

Based on station playlists through Thursday

Top Requests /Airplay -National

Top Add Ons- National

STEVIE WONDER

THIN LIZZY- Johnny The For (Metcury)
BOB SEGER E THE SILVER BULLET BAND

-Night

-It

personnel
TOP REQUESTS /AIRPLAYThe four products registering
the greatest listener requests
and airplay: as determined by
station personnel.
BREAKOUTS- Billboard Chart
Dept. summary of Add 0ns and
Requests /Airplay information
to reflect greatest product ac
(nifty at regional and national
levels

Western Region
BOe SEGER L ME SILVER BULLET BAND -

h)ni Mar. (CAL t)4l
Hem LIIIY -mil my The Fo
PHOEBE SNOW

II)!IN-t

ILTOM

lo.

-II
.

Sa ICatm

IMGVRare'I

M.

TIMOR -The son, paeans

Sm

The Same

STIME WONDER -Sang In

IM My

O ail!

Il am.
MGM ORCHESTRA -A new year:
Record Hand AnMsl
ROBERT PALMER -Some Paapr C.a., Do Whn
ELECTRIC

Lk

They

OWanell

BREAKOUTS
BOB SEGO L HK SILVER

Man

ro,M
ELTON

MIN
1101

-Npht

SILVER LURID SAID

AIanlCaa.l)
(WM)
-Dame (RCA)
WNW BlUESMNO -Cold P..A(S.el
PURE PRAIRIE LEAGUE

TRIM

LIIIe-lonme

The

Fa(YeKUryI

PNOEAESNOW-Illaklie
NOWT

ICaIaMYI
Tan t1ow417Aet

MOM -Some Pm.

LW (WW1

IRElOY-btene

ba Gs nel0

(S

BUIIEI AND -

tlam.l
IOINARMATRAONG-WM)
WIC CLARION -No Rayne tobe(RSOE

ROBNTBOWER-LosMNWDMIbrmaid)
WINOfM -Noe Orieana(TamQ.M1)
MAAANOND-To lMMean(ABC)

CEIMAAUESBMD-Gad POtedISel
PHOEBE SNOW-11 Looks UM 5eow(Fa.mbul
110 L12IT- mn The Mia Memn l
IMSAS-Lenorenae lMUhn<r)
ELECTRK LKAn OICNESMA-ANewllaid
Rood lUndedMtalsl

ELFCIIK LIGHT OICHFSTA-ANeWa1d
RecorO(UnledMaU)
PNOFBESNOW -II balm Lne Snow (Caumbu)

ELEOMIONN-Blue

MortslMG

ei
Same

(San5aL1
ROW WEE-Gull Meth ACM
BZOILIORIOEHNY-SeNUe(IMalder)
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Storyall produced
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Rodio-TV Progromming

VoxJox
LOS ANGELES
Jonathan
Schwartz is back
at WNEW -AM in
New York doing
the Sunday morning shift; he'd
been out of radio for
MX months
writing a novel called
"Pnvate Thoughts
From
tor." Schwartz was on The Equathe AM station when he left radio.
him from WNEW -FM but recall
days.
Brian K. Graham, program
director,
and 6 -10 a.m. air
personality Melinda Roberts of K WAV,
an FM station in Monterey. Calif..
have received a plaque for helping
break
"Afternoon Delight" by the Startand
Vocal Band.

-

1

.

*

*

*

Mary Norton and Jesse Maxenchs

have Joined Enc Small & Associates.
San Francisco. Eric Small, probably
one of the best radio engineers in the
nation, says: The decision to complement my activities with an individual such as Jesse was necessitated

by the increasing customer interest
and acceptance of the Orbane
Broadcast Optimod and additional
products to be announced soon."
Maxenchs was marketing manager
of Beier Electronics Laboratory, Devon. Pa. Norton, once with RKO
headquarters in New York assisting
the vice president of broadcast engineering. had been with a Boston ac-

counting /consulting firm, but many
of you may remember her from the
days she worked in record promotion for Buddah Records.
*

Arbitron

*

*

expanding its special
ethnic market studies to include the
Houston -Galveston radio markets
in regards to black listeners and
Miami and San Antonio in regards
to Spanish-language listeners. Last
years reports, you may remember,
showed that only about 50% of all
listening done by blacks is to black
radio stations.
is

*

*

*

Agora Recording Studios. Cleveland, is producing and syndicating an
hour radio show called "New World
OfJazt'; FM -100 in Oklahoma City
is airing it Sunday nights.... KKOK
in Lompoc, Calif.. is looking for a
first ticket country music air personality. male or female. Pay isn't sensational, but the station is great and
it's a good place to work and you
don't have to have 47 years of experience. Talk to manager Todd Thayer.... Lineup at WFEC 114-EEC)
in Harrisburg. Pa., includes Alexander 6-10 a.m.. Buzz Bowman IO a.m:

KFRO Automates
Tex. -KFRO,
managed by James R. Curtis Sr., has
switched to the automated Con tempo 300 syndicated programming
service -an adult contemporary format- produced by Drake -Chenault

LONGVIEW.

Enterprises, Los Angeles.

By CLAUDE

music director Supermax 2.6
p.nt., Greg Allen 6- midnight, and
Chuck Morgan nudnight -6 a.m. Say.
people. I don't mind mentioning
your on -air names. but I'd also like
to know who Alexander In The
Morning and Supemtax really are.
So, when you write, please use your
real names and your airname in pa2 p.m.,

rentheses.

W ITY in Dan ville,111., is now featuring disco party show two nights a
week 10 p.m.-2 a.m. The shows team
up Nancy Jean, the midnight -6 a.m.
personality at the radio station and
Al Sacharow. the 9 p.m.-4 p.m. disco
Jock at the Big Barrel in town. Show
seems to be going over well at both
establishments.... WLAV, an FM
station in Grand Rapids, Mich., now
has two females on the air -Carmen
"Carmen" Brown from WMUK in
Kalamazoo, Mich., 10 p.m.-2 a.m.,
and Patty Haze 6 -10 a.m.
*
* *

If you'd like

demo of The
Charlie Tuna Christmas Party," a
three -hour radio special featuring
Christmas hits and fun bits, call 800423 -2694, toll free. The show is produced in cooperation with the editors of Billboard. And doing the cooperating were executive producer
Harry O'Conor and producer Jack
Hagerman.
*
*
*
a free

Marc (Marc Phillips) Gonzer,
who'd been with WCVS in
Springfield, Ill., is looking. His address is 2541 Lowell Ave., No. 3,
Springfield. Ill. 62704.... Wes Gibson and Robin Lynette Smith were
married live on KUTY, Los Angeles.
Todd Waddington, 1612 Rogers
Dr., Fayetteville. N.0 28303. wants

John Howard (Chucker Kerr) Thayer
to contact him.

*

*

*

Richard Rumick, Chicago, writes
that he agrees with Mike Miller, who
recently wrote in from Scranton, Pa.,
mentioning that Larry Lujack, now
at WLS in Chicago again, and Dan
Ingram, still of WABÇ in New York,
are two of the very best entertainers
to rock radio. "Many of us who are

IIAL1.

avid readers of your column are very
tired of heanng about Robert W.
Morgan and Charlie Van Dyke. I
have heard them both, when they
worked in Chicago and in Los Angeles on KHJ. Neither can hold a
candle to Lujack or Ingram. I must
admit that Charlie Van Dyke has the
best voice I've heard in broadcasting, but in talent he and Morgan
are far behind Ingram and Lujack."

*

*

*

Lee Maher has replaced Skip
Dees as music director at KGLR in
Reno. Maher will continue his 10
a.m.-3 p.m. air shift. Our format
easily accommodates new product
and we are very promotion.oriented
in terms of contests, album giveaways, or anything the creative mind
can conjure."

*

*

Paul Bergquist has been appointed president of Philips Broadcast Equipment Corp., Mahway,
NJ., the firm that markets professional radio equipment as a subsidiary of North American Philips. He'd
been manager. Midwestern sales, for
RCA. ... Roger Ashby, air personality at CHUM in Toronto, recently
flew to London to conduct an interview with Robert Plant of the Led
Zeppelin and the result is an hour
special on the group over the station
and others in the Chum Group,
Canada. Rick Hanson, production

director at CFRW in Winnipeg, produced the show.
*

*

*

Mike Addams of WRKO in Boston has been writing a column of
music information and the top 30
records on the radio station. Called
"The Inside Poop," it's sent to 106
different high schools throughout
New England free. Great idea....
The NBC Radio Network, headed
by Jack Thayer, has been broadcasting a series of radio highlights
from the old days. commemorating
the 50th anniversary of the National
Broadcasting Co. The 55- minute
programs lifted back to life bits from
shows such as those by Bob Hope.
Fibber McGee & Molly, etc

Montana's KMTX Aim Is
Progressive For Masses
HELENA,

Mont. -KMTX,

a

5,000 -watt station located at 950 on
the dial. has hit the air here with a

"progressive mass appeal music format featuring albums and singles."
according to program director Grant
West. He suggests that the format of
the station will parallel that of
KISW in Seattle or WCCO -FM in

Minneapolis. "We will be a highly
formated. technically accurate pro-

KMPC DJ Seeks Key
L.A. Area Disco Info

LOS ANGELES -To capitalize on the dises craze, K M PC all -night air per .unality Sonny Melendrez has decided to have a contest on the air to locate the
city's top disco and top disco disk jockey.
Monday (I), Melendrez will call Mary George at Tiffany's and ask her to
play her favorite disco hit. Each night, he'll be dialing a different disco, inducting- Red Onion in Woodland Hills and Red Onion in Los Angeles and the
Disco 9000 in Los Angeles. Last week. he was trying to track down more discos.
Besides broadcasting the phone calls -disco jock and music-he'll tape each
of the phone calls. When he runs out of discos (he estimates in two or three
weeks of nightly calls), hell produce a tape of all of the calls and play them
back over the air and ask listeners to vote.
The winner will not only win a trophy, but be named the best disco and
disco jock in Los Angeles.

gressive radio station programmed
for the 18-49 year old."
Staff at the station includes Rick
Biocca sign -on until 10 a.m., Jeff
Quinn 10 a.m.-2 p.m.. Eric Chase 2 -6
p.m., Grant West 6 -10 p.m., music
director Dave Peters IO p.m.-1 a.m.,
and Ann Carmen on weekends.
West says that after about six
months of tuneup time and budget
setting, "we'll go 24 hours."
Music at the station will practically have no boundaries, ranging
from Al Caiola to Floyd Cramer to
America or the Allman Brothers.

WBT Syndicating

Lightfoot Special
CHARLOT-EE, N.C. -WBT has
based a 30- minute documentary on
Gordon Lightfoot's hit single "The
Wreck Of The Edmund Fitzgerald"
and is syndicating the show for $100.
The show was written by WBT personality George Woods and is produced by John Lambis. It comes
complete with three custom promos
and features Delores Ulrich, the
daughter of the captain of the Fitzgerald. Dick Taylor narrates. Demos
available on request.
www.americanradiohistory.com

At KMEN in San Bernardino.
Calif., operations manager Bill
Wade has Darren Gregory in the 6slot, A. J. Martin IO a.m.-3
p.m.. Gary Roberts 3 -7 p.m.. BIII
Tanner 7- midnight, and Shannon
midnight -6 a.m. ... Ron McCoy,
who used to program KNAC in
one Reach. Calif is sitting in as the
IO a.m.

1

.

7- midnight

personality

through
Nov. 16. McCoy has been trying h,
become a music performer down in
Texas
Beverly L Mire is the new
music director of WCOZ in Boston
She'd been the music 000rdinatoi.
but used to do the music for WB7.AM, Boston.

Old Radio Shows On Rise
Continued Irani page 24
In 1965, his secretaries in his New
York office started to throw them
out with the trash.

"But

got a little nostalgic about
those old shows. I decided to take a
crack at them; surely someone besides me wanted to hear them again.
I sat down and wrote letters to 20 radio stations such as WGN in Chicago, KMOK in St. Louis, Out of 20
letters, I got 12 acceptances -enough
to go through the routine of pressing
I

again."
Today, the shows arc all on high
quality reel -to-reel tape. Would you
like to hear 320 episodes of "The
Life Of Mary Southern?" Would
you like to hear Nick Carter again?
How about the Great Gildersleeve?
If you don't have a radio station, you
might still be able to buy some of the
commercial pressings. There are at
least half a dozen albums circulating, some of them on Mark 56 Records, a label operated by George
Garabedian out of Anaheim, Calif.
Garabedian will sell you "The
Shadow" on album for $6.98 list,
along with albums of Flash Gordon,
Little Orphan Annie. Captain Mid-

night, Tom Mix. Jack Armstrongthe "All American Boy," Will Rogers. the Major Bowes Original Amateur Hour, or the Green Hornet.
But, as for the original radio
shows and the rights to play them on
the air, it's Charles Michelson, who
Just recently moved his headquarters
to Los Angeles.

"Pirating has become somewhat
of a problem." he says. "It grew out
of World War II when the networks
gave the Armed Forces carte
blanche to record the shows and
send them overseas. Wire and tape
recording were coming in about that
time. A lot of soldiers either kept the
old transcriptions or made tapes.
"I don't mind the collectors trading around among themselves. In
fact, I encourage them, to a degree.
There are radio collector clubs ...
must be easily 5,000 to 10,000 radio
buffs out there. How do I know?
When we were closing out our office
in New York, I wanted to get rid of
the 16 -inch disks and I had many.
many phone calls asking for them.
"Why are those shows still so popular? It's an old saying. A good story.
well told, will last forever."

Research Aids Success
Continued from page 24
that one system, one method, one
empirical set of numbers cannot
possibly supply all the answers.
Record companies are no smarter
than most of radio, if not for the
most part worse. This industry sells
its products daily to radio programmers who are told how great it's
doing at "W -so- and -so" or it's heavy
and hot in "Ditto's Tip Sheet."
That's about as credible as telling
them that by wearing a particular
cologne, they will be as sexy and appealing as Ali. What makes the difference is who likes the record and
by what standards that judgment is
made. If "K- so-and -so" supposedly
gets "great phones," it's important to
know how the calls arc tabulated,
how many "great phones" actually
is, and compared to what other

standards of acceptance (other
known hits). etc.
This is qualitative.
Request lines can provide us with
good information, provided they're
taken with a certain degree of reliability and broken out in proper
methods. Sales reports can be very
good, if they are done with some
level of mathematical equality. The
"good, excellent, poor, etc.," of measuring sales is a sloppy excuse for research. Those words must have a set

problem that can arise is in the
methodology used: a set structure
must be followed.
Record companies have the opportunity to do pre -release market
testing with control audiences. much
the same way radio stations do call
out research. You see, random samples arc only necessary when you arc
testing a complete cross- section of a
market Since rock music audiences
are available for controlled study.
-

record companies can and should
conduct studies on new product
much the same way other manufacturers do items from toothpaste to
soup.
Both mediums should consider
the advantages of good research.
Granted, research is more work
and it may not put you in first place,
but it could make your marketing
strategy more effective and give you
a notable improvement in sales.

45 rpm RECORDS
BY MAIL

All Original Artists
1949 thru 1972
pop country rock
soul big band

aliume favorites

of

precise mathematical equivalents
or else your research is caught in a

semantical quandry.
Call -out research could be one of
the most informative methods for
programming direction yet. Once
the method is set up and controls are
established, you can vary your survey to whatever direction you like.
You can survey your current listeners,

your competitor's listeners,

shared audience, any demos, or any
other select grouping. The only
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Talent

Captain & Tennille Dive Into
TV Unafraid Of Its Pitfalls
AMERICAN FLYER
"Lee Me Down Easy " -81
members d other groups, American Flyer

was formed in October 1975,
Comprised of lour past
signed to UA this past March, and had its brsl album released in August.
Craig Fuller had founded Pure Praise League m the early '70s, working on its last Iwo RCA albums,
ucludmg "Bustin Out." which was reissued last year with great success, even producing a top 30

single in "Arnie."
Enc Kalman

a

member of the Blues Magoos. the longdwed group that hit

in 1967 on

Mercury. He is

"Love Has No Pride "
Steve Katz started in a group with Maria Muldaur and lohn Sebastian before joining the Blues
Protect. which hit m 1966 67 on Verve Folkways He and Al Koper then laid the groundwork for the
1969 breakout of Blood, Sweat 6 Tears After leaving the band, Katz worked with Lou Read and Elliott
best known, though,

as

miter

the

of Linda Ronstadt's classic

Murphy.
Doug Yute helped found the Velvet Underground, with Lou Reed which broke in 1967 on Verve.
Yule later retorced Reed for his 1974 "Sally Can't Dance" sessions and

waked with Elliott Murphy

on

the "Night Lights' album.
George Martin produced the group's debut single and LP, which

with perhaps

us

similar to his work with America,

more earthy sound reminiscent of Jackson Browne.

a

(212) P18.1433, while bookings are handled
Beverly Hilts. (213) 274.7451

The manager is Dennu Katz of New York,

Ringe of the William Morris agency

re

by Bob

Lion Country In
Music Concerts

It's also unusual for an act as hot
as Toni & Daryl have been on records in the past 18 months to do anything that might tamper with its success formula. But with a track record
of four consecutive top five gold singles and two straight top 10 platinum LPs. the Dragons are obviously
betting they can be a hit on two
fronts.
The early returns are firmly backing up that belief. The Nielsen ratings have been excellent, as are the

Lus ANULLLS -Lion Counts)
Safari, in nearby suburban Orange
County, will put on its first concert
Sunday (7) with a Bluegrass Festival
in the circus tent.
Five bands will play 10 a.m. to 6
p.m. and admission is included in
the $4.95 adult price and $2.95 child
price. Dobro specialist Mike Auldrige is headlined, with regional
groups filling out the rest of the bill.

MARY KAY PLACE
"Baby Boy " -84
The lady who has etched one of the funniest

Unsurpassed in Quality

GLOSSY

characterizations on television as Loretta Aug
gen on the "Mary Hartman, Mary Hartman"
soap opera spoof has succeeded as a writer and

14¢

actress as well as
cal

1000 LOTS

ing

some

Her part in

5e890

COLOR LITHO

'195

COLOR
POSTCARDS

$780

M

JAMES

"Phyllis" and

and

sunny way she handles standards to
the bold, uptempo attack she'll use
on a rock hit.
The first several shows opened

'AK MN"

album was produced by Brian
Ahern, who handles Emmytou Harris and Anne

20.130° 30'140"
114.00

J.

"Shop Around," "Honky Cat,"
"Boogie Fever" and "Gimmie Good
Lovin' " in addition to takng part in
a 1950s finale with the "Happy
Days' gang in which she offered "At
The Hop," while Daryl soloed on
"All Shook Up."
A regular feature in every show is
when Toni sings an old -time stand ant live to a prerecorded instrumental track. Early shows had Tonï s
emotion -filled vocals gliding over
the Gershwins'"Someone To Watch
Over Me," Kern and Hammerstein's
"Can't Help Lovin' That Man" and

Charlie Chaplin's "Smile."
One of the best features of the
show is the concert spot, where 20 or
30 members of the audience come
and sit around the piano and watch
Toni sing solos like "You Don't

There will be more comedy than
music guests. Henry explains, because Toni & Dary'l do six or more
music numbers a week. While such
acts as Gladys Knight & the Pips,
Frankie Avalon and John Davidson
are lined up, the producer generally
doesn't want the music ratio to exceed the comedy.
Aware that some music acts have
had their record sales slip in the
move to tv, Henry. notes that the
Captain & Tennille will avoid that
by maintaining their "perfectionist"
standards and not neglecting their
recording career,
Their manager allows that while
the two aren't dealing with material
for their third album yet because the
show has them working "all day and
all night," Toni will have more of a
hand in producing it And a tour is
being planned for next May and
June, concentrating on smaller
houses or larger venues where they
can have absolute control of the
sound.
PAUL CREN

Mess Around With Jim,' "How
Sweet It Is" and "My Guy" or duets
with guest stars, like one with John
Travolta on "Don't Go Breaking My
Heart." It also allows Daryl to show
off his keyboard skills, as when he
gave rock, Latin, Hawaiian. Eskimo
and march interpretations to "On
Top Of Old Smokey." Best of all, it
allows the two to re- create the intimacy and spontaneity of their
smokehouse lounge days.
One innovation in the variety format is that each show includes location shooting, designed to open up
the program scenically. One of these
had the two on a tennis court while a
prerecorded Toni sang "Will It Go
Round In Circles."
The comedy features include a
series of purposely awful hat jokes
by Daryl, which spoof his image of
shyness and humorlessness.

Talent
ECM FESTIVAL OF MUSIC
Avert' Fisher Hall. Neu York

020 00

Money, and features Harris and her band on
backup as well as guests Byron Beeline, Herb
Pedersen. Murray and Dolly Parton.
The LP, "Tonne At The Capri Lounge," has
been out tor about a month, ands already in
the top 30 on the country LP chart, while it's
currently bubbling under the pop chart at num
her 207. "Baby Boy" is also a Top 40 country

KRIEGSMANN

165 W. 46th St" PLY. 10036
(212) PL 7-0233

item after four weeks.
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In

Action
STEPHEN STILLS

up after the intermission and turned out to be

Jarrett.larrett's one
punctuated with the vitality and

the always impressive Keith
song set was

Palladium. Neu. )'err,,
Stills struggled through a one hou and 40
minute one-man show that was al Mmes inspired and captivating and at other times sloppy
and tedious. He did matent from all phases of

virtuosity that have become his trademark
It was the public's fast opportunity to attend
the recently renovated Hag and ECM. with its

Stranded at the end of the line like an

unie

technical brilliance, appeared to
be a very appropnate host. Yet accomplished as
this German'based label might be in record pro.
diction, this Oct. 20 concert (which kicked off a
national tour by ECM artists) demonstrated a
lack of expertise in concert production.

portent guest on the "Tonight Show" was drummer lack Delohnene s quintet, Directions. De
lohnette is a strong drummer who moves his
group by his distinct presence without being
pushy. 01 all the groups of the evening Directions proved to be the one most closely in touch
with the urban American tau tradition.

Never mind the poor attendance, the late
start. the schedule changes and schedule orris

LAWRENCE FROST

reputation

la

sons, because they were minor irritants coin
Pared to the buzzes, hums and other distortions
that accompanied each set throughout the eve.
sing The distractions provided by the sound
system continually broke through the soft tones
and sensitive interplay that is characteristic of
almost all of ECM's lineup of fazo interpreters.

his

accompanying

career

himself on piano,

bane), dobro and live different guitars. Most of
the Oct 25 show's weak moments came early in

the performance when Stills had problems hold
rig the attention of the rude, talkative audience
As the audience settled down we did Stills and

(Continued on page 38)
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Guitarists Ralph Towner and lohn Abercrombie opened the show. with Colin Walcott of
Oregon on

star and tablas pining them

on

the

second of their two numbers. Both Towner and

Abercrombie played with restraint, in fact un
derplaying, as though they were unacquainted
and unwilling to risk offending each other. In.
stead of (heir usual boldness and purpose they

engaged in light, bland sketches which were as

Name

interesting as

Total Seating Capacity
Fum

Yaws

01
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FORMAL WEAR

sandwich

quartet lead by German bassist
Eberhard Weber, was next and probably the
most victimized not only by the sound system
but by a poor mix which left drummer Jon Chris
tensen's playing to mere speculation. The group
was slow in getting started but eventually
waked themselves nit the soft layered sound
Colours,

No

an American cheese

Rentals and Sales

a

Pee denvery

uP xMGn
pncoum ralos on
Wpck

.

and as

swinging set
The surprise guest advertised by ECM turned
www.americanradiohistory.com

.

.

HERMAN'S FORMAL WEAR

The Gary Burton
uses

For the Finest Selection
of Tuxedo Styles by

group reniaro

that Weber favors.

quartet played for 20 min.
always provided a smooth but

Moe/ Gne,pee accepted
forma ,epee ard uccessooes ac avaotple

end

1190 Ave

of the Americas Igel ours

Branch 4:5

dir,,

Arneor N.w

>rww

Lloyd."

came about after Place

Her debut

otogroPherr
Olmise

those

in a comic bit opposite "Archie
Bunker," singing "I(Communism Comes Knock
mg At Your Door, Don't Answer IL" She also
writes the songs she sings on her current show,
like this agreeably amateurish novel tv number
and a lune called "Vitamin L:'

per 3000

MOUNTED
ENLARGEMENTS

of

her vocal versatility. from the warm,

appeared

pii :Ow

A

for

Family,"
while writ

In The

chart numbers. with "Muskrat
Love," the third single lifted from
the "Song Of Joy" album. up to
number 25 after just four weeks.
The best thing about the show is
that it allows Toni Tennille to show

Producer of the show is Bob
Henry, who won an Emmy in 1970
for producing Flip Wilson's series
and was nominated for several more
in the mid-'60s for directing "The
Andy Williams Show." Director is
Tony Charmoli. who won last year's
Emmy for choreographing Shirley
MacFaine's "Gypsy In My Soul"
special, and whose tv credits also include Dinah Shore's "Chevy" Show
and Milli Gaynor specials.
Henry enthuses that his "great
break is their ability to do comedy.
Toni is much more of a comedienne
than we ever dreamed. But then she
acted at the South Coast Community Theatre in Orange County. The
Captain's a pixie, with his quixotic
mind and dry, poker -faced wit making him a latter -day Harold Lloyd."

and closed with these spirited rock
numbers, which are prerecorded because they are staged and choreographed so fully. Toni had a chance
to sing "I've Got The Music In Me:'

"Maude."

CUSTOM

COLOR PRINTS

"All

as

"Mary Tyler Moore" and "M °A'S'H"

$17.95

100 8x10

LA

oak

for to
tv stations. She has since acted in such

topflight comedies

'65°°

1000 POSTCARDS

singer

Place began by doing productor

EACH IN

PHOTOS

a

LOS ANGELES -Many in the industry were surprised when it was
announced that the Captain & Tennille would join Sonny & Cher.
Tony Orlando & Dawn and Donny
& Marie as the fourth pop music
team to host a television variety
show.
The surprise was not because of
any doubts about the duo's
enormous popularity. Its just that
rarely has an act so new to Paige success in one medium attempted to
take on another.
The final decision to go ahead
with the sleek Monday night variety
hour was made this past April, just
12 months after the Captain & Ten nille's first record hit the charts. and
leas time than that since ABC programming chief Fred Silverman first
saw the duo on Dick Clark's "American Bandstand" and got the idea for
the show.

ö
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LEARN

GREAT, GREEK HITS.

TO DANCE

PILPS 10221
Also available in
8.Track: 8PI 810221
Cassette: MCP! 910221

OR ANYWHERE
ELSE
ÇREEI(DANCE3

FEATURING -

ZORbA'S DANCE
AkRopolis AdiEu
NEVER ON SuNdAy
LOVELY LAdy FROM
ARCAdiA

IN THE AISLES

AND HOW

with 120 minutes of instructions and music.
170 -page illustrated book in Greek
with music of 23 Greek
and English with
National Dances. It's all

instructions, photos
and explanations
PLUS a 3 LP
Record Set

together in a
beautiful box, all
in one package
for you!

SYRTAKI

SYRTO

ZEIBEKIKO
HASSAPIKO

TSAMIKO
TSIFTETELI
KALAMATIANO

ZORBA DANCE

ILLUSTHITtD, InCLUDtS PRODUCT
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NEW
CONPLTE
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eters International, Inc.
619West 54th Street
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New Yùf k, N.Y. 10019
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Tel

(212) 246-2400
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Talent

Boston Jazz
Bash Lines
Up 15 Acts
BOSTON

The Thanksgiving
weekend Jarafest and Music Fair at
Prudential Center here Nov. 25 -28
has set 15 headliners for shows at the
5,000 -seat auditorium.
The event was announced in

Bill-

board this summer. It is a combination of concert series and exhibition
for music consumers, sponsored by
the Boston Globe newspaper and
produced by Fred Taylor, co -owner
of the famed Paul's Mall nightclub
here.

Among the artists signed are Ella
Fitzgerald, Count Basic. Donald
Byrd & the Blackbyrds, Grover
Washington Jr., Freddie Hubbard.
Hcrbie Hancock. McCoy Tyner and
Gato Barbieri.

Athena Shifting
Hanson To Coast

Talent In Action
Continuedfrorn page

Special

A Spinners

I.OS ANGFLLS- The Spinners
star on their own one -hour television
pecial pegged for Nov. 9 over 269
stations of the PBS network.

went along his voice and museunship

as he

steadily improved.

Highlights of the evening included some out
standing guitar work dunng Stills medley of
Robert Johnson's "Crossroads" and Chuck
Beny's You Can't Catch Me " The set ended on
a high note as Stilts closed with two of his early
classics "49 Bye Byes' from his days with
Crosby and Nash and "For What It's Worth,' his
first major hit with the Buff alo Springfield. Alter
a standing matron Stills returned to display his
prowess on electric guitar during "Find The Cost
Of Freedom" and the Allman Brothers "Mid
night Rider"

the obvious disappointment of the show was
that Stephen Stills was not accompanied by a

WHITE R.1O.
1000 - 542.50

500 - 520.00

COLOR PRINTS
1000

- S224.00

SEND FOR SAMPLES AND COMPLETE PRICES
ON Coons. OTHER SIZE PRINTS.

AND POSTERS

i

acoustic and one with an amplified band. To
day's audiences may have trouble adjusting to

this type of show, but hopefully they will be able
to appreciate the murage and talent it takes to
Perform alone

er

large concert halls,
ROBERT FORD 1R

I CTURES
FLORIDA

SPwrNGFTELD, MO. esaco

can excite with an infectious brand of pure
rhythmic Junk mixed with precision dancing and
theatrics.

rounded by a full hum and string section. Alter a
beef instrumental interlude. Valli entered and

Oath's voice

is

it

with finesse.

as mellow as ever and though

he's been knocked in the past for doing many of
the group's oldies, he has the great sense to in

fermi

the old with the new

Valli s comeback hits, "Swear To God" and
"My Eyes Adored You" were of course featured.
Most of the old Four Seasons standards received

JOHNNY RODRIGUEZ
EDDIE RABBITT

going -aver, though they weren't driven
into the ground with a "couldn't care less" alts
rude that many other groups pervade.
In most cases, the older hits were grouped to-

Troubadour, Los Angeles

gether in medleys in which the Four Seasons

Rodriguez played to a moderate sized au
diente of enthusiastic fans Oct 8. His easygoing

(none of the original group) sang backup
These lour musicians, who supplied guitar,

style put everyone in a good
dad down memory lane.

used

as he

Irav

His backup, the Music City Band, opened

with "I'm Already Standre' On The Ground" and
Ray Charles "I Got A Warnte' which 'alined
some fancy guitar and keyboards. Rodriguez

then joined the band and began with his hit
"Love Put A Song In My Head" He continued

keyboards, bass and drum also did

short set
of their awn hits wedged into the 90.minute sel.
Each is a very good singer and instrumentalist
and Valli joined only Ire vocal harmony.
a

The two monster hits -"Who loves You" and

"December 1963" -received performances at
least comparable to the brilliant LP versions
JIM RSHEL

wrth " Ridin' My Thumb To Mexico," "Get Up

DONNA SUMMER

And Close The Door" and a medley of his older

Roseland. New York

tunes.
His set included

a

couple of energetic rum

"lambafaya"
"That's The Way Love Goes"' and "I lust Carl
Gel Her Out Of My Mind" offered more lyrical
marinas, as did an excellent rendition of the
bers, such as "Proud Mary" and

'

"Lan' Eyes"

It should come as no surprise that Donna
Summer can do more than breathe deeply.

Appearing before more than 2,000 fans al
the dance emponum that on other nights tea
lures tangos and waltzes, Summer toned down
the disco sound in favor of a more concert hall
production. The taus was on her, not the beat,

with "Hillbilly Heart" the cunent single from

and nobody danced during her 75.minute show.

his just released Merucry LP, "Reflecting." He
followed up with encores "Luisana," a Cajun

semble and the vocal group. Smoke, Summer

Eddie Rabbill opened with an excellent pro
gressive country set which included many num.
bers from his latest Elektet LP "Rocky Mountain

Music," such as his hits "Deinkin My Baby Off
Of My Mind," "Two Dollars In The Jukebox," and
the title cut.
Rabbdl displayed
as he moved

a

great deal of versatility

from his more energetic numbers

into ballads such as "I Don't Want To make Love
(Wdh Anyone Bul You)." He was backed well by
band that had only been together for one

month It ollered good vocal harmonies and lea.
lured an English guitarist, Mike Spurtz, who
tossed out country licks like a native of Ten.
TOM CECH

Ressee.

Backed by the New York Horn and String En-

Performed a repertoire that went from a disco
medley, to such standards as "The Lady Is A
Tramp" to of course, "Love l'0 Love You Baby,"
Performed with restrained eroticism.
But the highlight of the evening was her per
formances of selections from her "Four Seasons

Love" LP, especially the "Spring Affair" and
"Summer Fever" sections. Combining surprisingly sophisticated instrumentation with Summa's sweet but strong vocals, the result was in
Of

the

lorelront of modem funk musc.

SOUTHSIDE JOHNNY AND
THE ASBURY JUKES

SIMON
STOKES

INSTRUMENT
RENTALS, Inc.
Call (212) 245-1970

Recordings
Concerts
Theater
Television
drums

electric

E.

for recording with

guitars
B-3 Organ
amplifiers all mallet Instruments
pianos
harpsichords
3

molar

REHEARSAL STUDIOS

6000 Sunui

NYC 10006
IRR a Sch Ayoe

e'1va

The band's Oct. 16 sel had none of the treea

Apparently the overflow audience did not seem
to mind the Jukes' lack of original material as
the group was called back lot Iwo creases.
To the band's credit it has

better than aver

age musicians and Southside Johnny. the vocal-

ist, has a good voice and an entertaining stage
manner. But these credentials are carried by

thousands of lounge acts and for a band to expect to sustain as a major recording and concert
attraction, it most have some originality.
ROBERT FORD JR.

HONyw000. Ca 90029

AL STEWART

333 West 52nd SL
ieMWeen

company

a

AIR CONDITIONED

(

(213)

469-3983)

a

follow

ing based on previous releases on )anus

Stewart and his band were able to captivate
the audience througoul his material, which be
gan with "Apple Cider

Reconstituted" and continued with songs such as the allegarcal "The
Dark And The Rolling Sea" (which, as he points
is

a

STEVE FERGUSON
Roxv, Los Angeles
Stewart played to an SRO aowd
www.americanradiohistory.com

as

he

What's puzzling to Ambrosia is
the confusion surrounding its origins, as they are often mistaken for a
British group because of its progressive rock sound and internationally
textured vocals.
"A lot of people think we're from
England for some reason. I don't
know whether that's hurt or helped
us" says Puerta. "We're a Southern
California band with our own individual influences."
Even the name Ambrosia reflects
the essence of the band's ideals. "We
liked the definition of ambrosia
which means nectar of the Gods and
universally appealing to the taste,"
says Pack. "It typified what we're
trying to do,"
The first single from the new album will be "Can't Let A Woman"

love song disguised as a song of the

sea), "One Stage Before." and "Soho Needless

Say."

cluded in his numbers "Roads To Moscow,"
which is a view of Wald War II, and "Sirens DI
Titan- which draws on Vonnegul. His close tea
lured the Bogart'mfluenced "Year Of The Cal."

wntten by Van Zandl and "Mean So Much To
Me," wntten by Spnngsleen, the band relied on
di, standards like "Stagger Lee" and 'We're
Having A Party" to fill out the 30.minute set.

unIted
wertern

keyboard

smgerisongwnter has been gathering

Sphngsleen and his guitarist Miami Steve Van
Zandt. it is a New Jersey bar band with an album
featuring covers d rAb songs.

debut was accompanied by so
the exception of "I Don't Want To Go Home,"

at/

launched his U.S. tour Oct. 21. Backed by an excellent band of versatile musicians, he played a
set packed with music familiar to American fans.
Although all his past albums have not been generally available in the US, the English folk

To

group whose
much hype. With

its

diversified conglomeration of classical, soul, rock and jazz influences.
"I don't want us labeled 'a classical rock band,- says Pack. "Classical is just one of a myriad of elements that comprise Ambrosia."
Many of Ambrosia's songs are inspired by literature, poetry and film.

New Jersey bar band that played covers of r8b
songs. Now thanks to assocation with Bruce

batty That one would expect from

JOE nENZETT,-nRODUCER

RENTALS for

HARRISON
"Nice, Nice, Very Nice," written by
LOS ANGELES Few contemPuerta, was culled from Kurt Von porary rock groups can boast of
negut's novel "Cat's Cradle,"
playing the Hollywood Bowl with
"Mama Frog" is built around Lewis
the Los Angeles Philharmonic, espeCarroll's poem "Jabberwocky." the
cially without a record contract at
title track of the new album is the
the time. Yet in 1971, newly- formed
title of an e.e. cummings poem and
Ambrosia did just that, performing
"Danse With Me George" is based
selections by John Cage. Charles
on the television series "Notorious
Ives and an original composition.
Woman" about Chopin's love for
Now, with its second album
authoress George Sand.
"Somewhere I've Never Traveled"
"We don't sit down and intentionreleased by 20th Century. Ambrosia
ally write a song based on a book,"
is re- stirring the momentum that besays Pack. "Literature is just one
gan with "Hold'in On To Yestersource of inspiration that comes natday" and "Nice, Nice. Very Nice"
urally."
two hits from its first album.
Ambrosia further distmgutshes its
An extensive summer tour on bills
sound by way of self-invented and
with the Beach Boys, Fleetwood
unorthodox instruments. On "The
Mac, Peter Frampton and Lynyrd
Brunt," bicycle spokes. water gongs
Skynyrd has aided Ambrosia in get(metal plates dipped m a tub of wating mass exposure.
ter) and an Italian folk instrument
Comprised of David Pack on lead
known as a bandana, all aid
guitar: Joe Puerta, bass; Burleigh
creating a musical contrast between
Drummond, drums: and Chris
primitive and city life.
North on keyboards, Ambrosia is a
By ED

out,

Last year, Soulhsrde and the Jukes were a

ehenki

Ambrosia Eyes Clear
Image For Its Music

-

With such strong material, a riveting stage
presence (the woman rs beautiful) and a more
than adequate voice, she is more than a one-ht
freak wonder
ROMAN KOZAK

Bottom Line, ,i'cc' 1'orA

BILL'S MUSICAL

Ambrosia: Classy hitmakers but no "classical rock band

The Four Seasons mounted the stage sun-

a good

a

aó1 E.

the audience up -and dancing The act proved
that longevity should be no problem, because it

cation. In the past Stills would do two sets, one

Honky Tonks In Texas."

K.

1

the audience and do

song. and the infectious "There'll Always Be

BLACK

Professionalism was the forte of this Oct.
concert KC and his group, who were reviewed
recently, opened the show with a bang and gel

known songs that require additional instiumem

Rodriguez brought the audience to its feet

iTHOGRAPNEO Oh HEAVY GLOSS STOCK

Afadison Square Garden, New York

showed why he's been around for more than 15
years. This singer knows exactly how to play to

Eagles'

L

FOUR SEASONS
KC AND THE SUNSHINE
BAND

band and therefore neglected many oI his better

DENVER -Athena Artists. book-

ing agency headquartered here, has
decided to put president Chet Hanson in charge of its new Beverly Hills
office. Bob Zievers, formerly of
Apogee and Republic Artists will assist Hanson in L.A.
Bob Aiss. former Billy Jack Productions and Apple Records staffer.
will remain in the Denver office instead of transferring to L.A. as previously announced. New Athena artist
clients are Taj Mahal and Tom
Waits.

FRANKIE VALLI

35

As an

avid student of history. Stewart in-

The show was opened by Elektra

Asylum's
Steve Ferguson, who performed numbers being
prepared for his next LP The songs, such as
"Tell Me Why," "Do

have A Chance With You,"
"Destiny," and "Million Thrills" have good pop
appeal and beg to be backed by a band, but his
I

acoustic rendition faded to involved the audience, despite same fancy picking. TOM CEO

VAN DER GRAAF
GENERATOR
Beacon Theatre, i'Vew York

LSi9nings
Freda

Payne, Capitol

artu1, to Associated
Booking Corp
Matt Moore to Sheher Recnids.
Heart, Mushroom act, to Arista for U.K.
and Europe
Guy Thomas, RCA artist. to Creative Management Concepts of Golden, Coto
The Gifted Four to CSC Music

Productions of
los Angeles
Screams rock quintet and Chi.
rago writer singer Dare Rudolf to Top Drawer
Management
Rudy Vallee to the pop show division of
Buddy Lee Attractions, Nashville
Marshall

Chapman to Epic Records
George tones to
Billy Wilhite Talent, Nashville, for exclusive
booking and management Auricle
rock

tau

It was the Generator's first visit to New York

sextette to Great Restraint Music of los Angeles.

Oct 18 and, lodging from the response, this vet.
eran Enghsh group has a larger, more devoted

Gloria Gaynor re -signs to Polydur. .. Andy
Paley and brother Jonathan Paley
to Sine Recads
Perswsioris and Buckeye Politicians to
Somerset Talent for booking, not management

following than perhaps the band itself expected.
Van Der Groat has been around, off and on.
since the mil- selles, achieving success in Italy,
where it can reportedly draw up to 20,000 per
sons to a concert. In the U.S. and Britain it is a
cult band
And when a cult band meets an audience

(Continued

vie

page411

Geol Morgan, country singer and hit song
wider. to MCA.
Laura Lee, rOb artist, to
Arida_
Kenny Passarefli, singer bassist
who
toured with Trion John's band this year, to RSO
Records

Jay Black,

thee Americans.

to

ou Ne Re
goulette

leader

or

lay á

www.americanradiohistory.com

Campus

Talent

BEAR MANAGEMENT

Talent
In Action

By

Bear and Don Paul, to expand outward to other sections of the state

and bordering areas.
According to Bear, the company
was innaugurated earlier this year
after he saw the many problems encountered by schools attempting to
get acts.

number of major
problems on campuses today, including the continuing financial cutbacks pertaining to live concerts, the
failure of the agencies to respond to
"There are

a

schools because of the agencies
rapid growth patterns. and the constant turnover of student bookers,"
he says.

"lit addition,

e
V

i!

f
.r

't

the schools cannot
possibly compete with professional
promoters in the bidding for certain
acts, and most schools cannot afford
to lose 55,000 on concerts per year."
Bear says the company acts as
a consultants for the school representá ing them in all of their concert needs.
O This includes the distribution of
m publicityy materials, coordination of

d
at

:
rn

^

i

L
p

CC

w
m

6
Z

the pre- concert work and even promotion of the date.
Block booking is one of the keys
to Bear's collegiate plan, because he
feels this will maximize the schools'
ability to hire the top recording acts
at lower fees.
Perhaps the most radical difference between Bear and other middlemen is his intention to hire a student on each campus he represents.

NEC."
Bear says the strength of the combined entertainment budget makes
all of the colleges carry more clout
with the booking agencies. In some
cases, the budgets have been cut so
severely that Bear is attempting to
stabilize them.

Arts Administrators Hold
20th Gathering Dec. 12 -15
NEW YORK -The Assn. of College, University and Community
Arts Administrators hold its 20th annual conference at the Americana
Hotel here. Dec. 12 -15.
More than 400 representatives
from colleges and community arts
organizations throughout the world
are expected to attend this gathering, which will present its Award of
Ment to composer Aaron Copland.
The award, given only five times
since the founding of the organization, is presented to those who have
made major and outstanding contributions to the arts and whose accomplishments have significantly influenced the historical development
of the performing arts.
Past recipients are Sol Hurok,
Isaac Stem, Marian Anderson, Martha Graham and the Johnson Foundauon.
Among those scheduled to panic pate in this year's confab are John
Houseman, Sir Rudolf Bing, John
Hobday (of the Canadian Conference of the Arts), Donald Michaelis

(administrative director of Minneapolis' Guthrie Theatre) and
many others.
For the first time, the conference
will focus a complete day on a topic
of current concern- marketing the

performing arts. A public events
management. seminar will again precede the conference on Dec.

I I

Conference chairman for these

and his band were a

meetings is Jerry G. Willis, public
events manager at California Institute of Technology. Assisting is Robert Haag, coordinator of community
services at El Camino College.

60.000

$6.75-8.75

$444,000'

DOOBIE BROTHERS /FIREFALL- Feyhne Inc.,
McNichols Arena, Denver. Colo Oct. 24

12,348

07.0500

$82,043

CHICAGO- Rutfino and Vaughn, University of
Alabama, Tuscaloosa. Ala., Oct. 23

12.000

04.50-7.50

366,694
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7.200
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PERFORMANCES

Arenas (6,000

lit

Hammitt

To

EAGLES /JOHN DAVID SOUTHER -Pacific
Presentations and Concerts West, The Forum

looser than on their rec-

20,000)

Inglewood, Catit.. Oct. 19, 20, 21, 22 (4)
2

ICS.

Onstage this was smoothed out somewhat
and made more palatable. Hammitt was not so

3

careful to perfectly pronounce every wad, allowing his truly striking rock growl to become
one of the instruments.

Contemporary Productions, Kiel Audit

Unlike on his European appearances, Ham
mill allowed himself to take centerslage more

Mo.,

often, prowling the stage as though caged

5

by it,

Playing songs from its new Mercury LP
"Wald Record" and some selections from ear-

lier albums. the band was especially strong on
the 40-minute "Meurglys" suite from the new

Od.

St. Louis,

,

21

EARTH, WIND AND FIRE /EMOTIONS- Sunshine

Promotions, Indiana University Assembly Hall.
Indianapolis, Ind., Oct 24

and singing with intensity similar to foe Cocker
6

7

BLUE OYSTER CULT /BOSTON -Ruffin and Vaughn.
Central Maine Youth Center, Lewiston. Me., Oct. 17

Enl,

JACKSON BROWNE/ORLEANS- Monarch

Capital Theater, Passaic, N.J., Oct. 15, (2)

rebase.
Van Der Groat is so

solid that, like Genesis, it

8

may soon ose above its cult status to reach a

ROMAN KOZM

much wider audience.

FERGUSONSunshine Promotions, louiwille Gardens, Louisville.
TED NUGENT /MONTROSE /JAY

Ky

9

,

22

Oct

FRANK DAPPA- Buffalo Festival. Buffalo Memorial

NI.,

Aud., Buffalo,

LARRY HARLOW
ISMAEL MIRANDA
PETE "EL CONDE"
RODRIGUEZ
LOS KIMBOS
Two of the

10

11

Oct. 22

BECK/RE.O. SPEEDWAGON- Rullino and
Vaughn. Syracuse Memorial Aud., Syracuse, N.Y.,
JEFF

Oct

14

COM M000RES/ LT,D./D RAMATICS- M idsouth

Concerts, Midsouth Coliseum, Memphis, Tenn., Oct.

Not York

LJeue,rn Theatre.

22

major names in sales. Miranda

12

TOWER OF POWER/MOTHER'S FINEST- Cornucopia

and pianist Marlow reunited Oct. 15 for 75 min-

Prod., Hartford Civie Center, Hartford, Conn., Oct.

utes of red hot music Miranda, who five years
ago was the vocalist in Harlow's Orquestra Har-

24

low, was in line voice as he excited the Latinos

13

STEVEN

SBUS /JOAN ARMATRADING- ElecUec

Factory Concerts, Tower Theater, Philadelphia, Pa.,

with music from all phases of his career. Harlow's keyboard work was as outstanding as ever

Oct. 22

Auditoriums (Under 6,000)

and he has now added to his band an excellent

young guitarist, Larry Viacci.

Harlow is one of the most creative musical

1

minds working today. but due to the limited ap-

ha talent goes largely unno
iced. Harlow has historically surrounded him.
sett

with

superb

musicians

young

and

1.1N110 SKYNYRO /BE BOP DELOX -Ron Delsener,
Palliadum Theater. New York, N.Y., Oct. 23, 24 (2)

5,500

57.506.50

$41,064

3

NANCY WILSON/THAD JONESMEL LEWIS /LONNIE

5.600

68.506.50

140,000'

4,600

58.50.6.50

$38,000'

5.312

57.00

537,184

4,000

$6.75

$25,000'

USTON SMITH- Eugene Harvey, Carnegie Hall, New

Yak.
4

5

his show.

6

,

Oct 22 (2)

NANCY WILSON /BILL WITHERS- Eugene Harvey,
,

Oetrod, Mich.. Oct 24

DOOBIE BROTHERS /SILVER- Feyhne, Western

Idaho Fair Building, Bone. Idaho, Oct

24

4,800

$5

50.500

324,006-

4,361

66.00-5.00

323.000'

3,000

$7.50

$22.500

3.700

96.505.50

$22.000

TOMMY BOULA /BRIAN AUGER -Fun Prod., Santa
Monica Civic, Santa Monica, Calif., Oct. 24

2,706

97.506.50

$20,096

ULY TOMUN -8i11 Graham, Sacramento Theater,

2,305

97.65-5.65

116,938

2,689

66.00.4.00

514.941

2,554

36.00 -4.00

$14,160

2,400

56.00.5.00

$14,000'

SUNDANCEPortland.

2.516

36.00.4.00

513.955

SUNDANCE-

2,219

$6.00

$13.314

Graham. Flint Center, De Anza
College, Cupertino. Cali Oct. 24

1,780

$6.505.50

$12,782

19

STICKS /PARIS- Dicesare Engler, Forum, Harrisburg,
Pa Oct. 12

1.822

66.00-6.50

$10,988

20

TOOTS AND THE MAYTALS -Fun Prod

1,161

$7 50-6 50

58.613

7

BOB SEEGER ANO THE SILVER BULLET BAND/

superlative 45- minute set that featured fiery

PHAEDRUS -R ck Kay, No

music and entertaining stage antics

Marquette. Mich

ROBERT FORD IR.

8

,

9

Discuss Disk Field

singer-songwriter

10

Browne

struggled through a tedious lIS hours Oct. 17
set that should have been billed 'for fans only'
Browne, whose songs and records have at.
traded considerable attention, does not seem to
know how to present his songs to a live audience. He has absolutely no stage presence and
spent much of the concert with his back to the
audience The first 50 minutes of the show was
devoted to an endless string of slower laidback
numbers like "For A Dancer" and "Before The
Deluge" that seemed to bore the audience and
his band

The band seemed more enthusiastic by the

11

12

up measurably Much of Browne's more familiar

13

Browne has
a

Im

peers but as

14

15

very enter-

laming 50- minute set that featured outstanding
vocal work. Riding the crest of its second top 10
single, "Still The One' and

a

fine new album

'Waking And Dreaming,' Orleans shows good
taste in material and presentation.
ROBERT FORD ne.

www.americanradiohistory.com

Oct. 13 (2)

PHOEBE SNOW /DAVID POMERANC- Northwest
Releasing, Paramont North West, Portland, Ore.,

JOHN PRIME/BYRON BERLINE AND

SUNDANCENorthwest Releasing. Opera House. Seattle, Wash.,
21

JERRY JEFF WALKER/GUY CLARK/LOST GONZO

BAND- Midsouth Concerts, Dixon/Metiers Hose
Hall, Memphis, Tenn Oct 19
16

JOHN PRIME/BYRON BERUNE AND

Northwest Releasing, Portland Audit
Ore., Oct. 20
17

JOHN PRIME /BYRON BERUNE AND

Northwest Releasing, Queen Elizabeth Theater,
Vancouver,
Oct. 22

Bt.

lot to learn
a

BAND-

BLUE OYSTER CULT /PARIS- Dicesare- Engler,

Oct

showman he has

Orleans opened the show with

STREET

a

songwriter Jackson
a

E

Oct. 21

material was missing from the set that waS
a

BRUCE SPRINGSTEEN/THE

Sacramento, Calif

around to doing a couple of
rockers to close his show and its playing picked

45,minute stage wait. As

Mdsouth Concerts,
Hall, Memphis, Tenn.. Oct. 20

Agricultural Hall, Allentown, Pa., Oct. 20

lime Browne got

slowed by endless tuning up and preceded by

Michigan University,

20

Monarch Emtertamment. Rutgers Gym. New
Brunswick, NJ., Oct. 12

Palladium, New York
California

Oct

TED NUGENT /JAY FERGUSON-

Dixon /Meyers No.

JACKSON BROWNE
ORLEANS

19

TED NUGENT /REX -Alan Cooley, For Theater,

Atlanta. Ga., Oct

Adelberto Santiago and his band Los 'limbos
a

N Y

Masonic Aud

excellent stage presence but unfortunately he
tends to talk a bit loo much and this slows down

(Little Devils in English) opened the show with

(4)

2

his

current band is no exception. The band's tight,
powerful sound contrasted well to Miranda's
light. zippy vocal style.
Popular vocalist Pete "El Conde'' Rodriguez
delivered a good 50 minutes of salsa in the more
classic tradition He's a fine salsa vocalist with

MELBA MOORS /BILL WITHERS- Eugene Harvey
Prod., Shubert Theater. Philadelphia, Pa., Oct. 1720

peal of his music

NEC Convention To
NEW YORK -This year's NEC
national convention will move one step closer in allying with the disk
industry, when it presents a three hour program entitled "Focus On
The Recording Industry."
The meeting, scheduled to be held
Feb. 17 in San Antonio, Tex., was
placed on the convention's docket
upon the insistence of Dick Broderick, managing director of Morningstar Records, a division of
Springboard Records International.
Broderick has formed a steering
committee composed of various industry officials including: Debbie
Newman of CBS Records, Steve Porada of RCA. Alice Prager of
SESAC, Jim Bailey of Peters International, Henry Brief of the RIAA,
Lee Zhito of Billboard, Marty Ostrow of Cashbox, Bob Austin of
Record World, Phil Walden of Capricorn. Jo Walker of the CMA, Tony
Martel of CBS, Rick August of Selective Artists. Wesley Rose of Hickory Records, Don Light of Don
Light Talent. Joe D'Imperio and
Rich August

turock,

ical, tagged and intense. pushed by Hammill's
large hoarse voice and twisted apocalyptical lyr-

acts

Although his school does not use
Bear at the present time. Dubin feels
it could be a necessary direction for
colleges in the future.
"We know there will be problems
down the road with our new company,"says Bear, "but we feel it will
be a step in the right direction, because it will give the booking
agencies a new perspective on guaranteed money."

Gross
Receipts

DENOTES SEEEOUF

ords On LP, Van Der Graal's music is mathemat-

According to Jeff Dubin, chairman of SUPERB, the campus booking committee at the Univ. of California at Berkeley, Calif., this new
company is ideal for smaller schools,

will help them book

Ticket
Price
Soak

show that had the fans demanding more.

Playing complex European

Total
Ticket
Saks

ARTIST -Promoter, Facility, Dales

guitar and keyboards and Dave Jackson on saxophones led Van Der Groat through a 21i.hour

who will act as the go-between and
be paid to coordinate for the agency.
In the beginning, when he was
searching for a way to break into the
booking business. he never expected
to handle the concert affairs of any
more than IO schools.
That number has soared several
times and continues to grow, he says,
and for this reason the NEC has reacted unfavorably toward the company.
"I think they feel we will cut into
their business and take the power
out of the students' hands, but that is
completely false," he states, "In
some cases, we are even encouraging
certain schools we handle to join the

because it
easier.

long time to see and hear d,

sparks fly Singer. songwnter. Peter Hammitt on

JIM FISHEL

NEW YORK -A Bear Artist Management, set up several months back
in Fullerton, Calif., to service local
college campuses as a middleman
booking agency, is expanding.
The rapid success of the company
has promoted its two young owners,

a

Top Bòxollice
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Calif. Firm Grows
As a Middleman

SPECIAL SURVEY For Week Ending 10,

Billb,r-d

to
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-Bill
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,

Monica Civic. Santa Monica, Calif., Oct
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DISCOS

Atl. Sound Firm Selected
For Carter Election Fete
JOHN
By

LOS ANGELES -Disco Party,
the portable disco firm, has been
contracted to provide sound facilities and music for what is expected
to be the top attended dance event
yet. The Jimmy Carter -Walter Mon dale forces have hired the Atlanta based firm to set up a Cerwin -Vega
Earthquake sound system in a more
than 50,000 square -foot area in the
Georgia World Congress Center, Atlanta, the night of Nov. 2 to celebrate the Democratic pairs presidential victory.
Barry Chase and Scott Woodside.
president and vice president. respectively, of the burgeoning portable
disco firm, who will share DJ duties
got the job because they successfully
handled the recent whistle -stop tour
J*.by Carter.
What if the Democrats lose the
presidential race? "We'll still hold
the party that night. It might just end

earlier.' Woodside says. Upwards of
40,000 people could attend the free
victory bash. he adds.

r

RECORD DEPOT
1

-STOP RETAIL DISCO
HEADQUARTERS

Mail orders welcome.
Send name 6 address
for weekly disco survey.

1604 N. Highland

Hollywood, Calif. 90028
(213) 464 -9926

.tiJJ'J'!L
During the evening, the Private
Stuck album of historical songs,
done disco style by the DCA Experience, will be featured along with
other current hits. Woodside hopes
to secure a taped version of "Hail To
The Chief' from one of the mili-

tary's top musical organizations.
Disco Party, which has Chicago.
Dallas, Houston and Kansas City
branches which features the Portable Peach system for disco, is also
shooting a 90- minute television pilot
based on the disco trend.

Airport Hilton Will
Follow Vegas Experiment

S.F.

Disco Mix
It) 'I'ONI MOL II.1 ON
NEW YORK- Midland

International has re

Mosel the new Silver Convention LP Idled "Mad
House." There are two very sluing cuts "Dane
mg In The Aisles' is the stronger of the two but
must be sped up to work. The tune deals with
dancing on a 747 jumbo let, and the actual
sound of the plane is used m the inhoduchon as
well as in the vamp The cut s 529 minutes
brig. and embodies all the magic that has pope
lamed Solver Convention
The second of the Iwo strong cuts is "Fancy
Panty." It is faster than "Dancing In the Aisles"

and

is

very commercial. The piano sound that
in "Fly. Rohm Fly;' the

was predominant

group's first hit, is again featured in this cut

"Midnight lady,"

is also a good cut

It is

a

mdtempo ballad that features the vocalists

Rock -Ola In
Disco Act
By .ALAN YENCHANSh

CHICAGO -Noting the "skyrocketing growth of discotheques."
Rock -Ola Manufacturing Corp. unveiled new, disco -related equipment
at its annual international sales
meeting, Oct. 21. in Phoenix. and invited operators to cash in on what it
says is becoming the "most popular
form of adult entertainment in the
U.S."
Reporting that discos will gross
more than S4 billion this year. the
manufacturer bowed two new disco style boxes and a new "Disco-Light"
dance floor. unprecedented with the
firm.
irrrrrnii,,7,1ri l',rPr hlJ

Brick Develops Its
`Dazz' Blend Sound
NEW YORK -A new form of music for discotheques blending the
rhythms of disco music with a melodic free form of jar/. is being pioneered by a new group out of Atlanta. Ga., called Brick.
The group's music on Bang Ree(Contuteed on page 6/1

Iron!, and also embodies an in
tedious melody Thn LP does not compare with
the groups fast. but there is something about it
that makes the listener want to hear d again.
Midland is also rush releasing the cover ver
sum of Abbas waldwde hit. "Dancing Queen"
by Carol Douglas Atlantic Records which re
leases Abbas product in this country will not
way out in

release the group's version of the song before
January
Warner Bros Records is rush releasing the
new Ashford 6 Simpson hit titled. Tried, Tested

6 Found True."
This a one of the most noting records done
by the group to dale. At times the orchestra

tends to drown out the vocals, but the excite.
ment a sustained and the flaws can be over.
looked This will undoubtedly be the group's big
gat disco hit.

"You're My Driving Wheel" is the new single
by the Supremes hom their forthcoming album
tilled, "Mary. Scheme 6 Saraye " the record on
the Motown label sounds like a hit. This is prob
ably the funkiest thing the girls have ever done.
and teatimes an members singing the lead vo
cats, instead of the customary one lead with two
backups.
This

is

a

new sound

la

the Supremes and it

is a wekome change. The record was produced

by Brian Holland. one of the producers that
made stars out of the origmal group
Marc Knuner. now doing disco promotion for
all MCA product,

excited about "Peter Gunn"
from the new Bendata LP Idled "Very To
gether " Here n

is

a

rdb overtones and

wen arranged song with
a

Ian/

strong rhythm break There

(Continued on page 43)

HANI ORD SEARL
AN y LOAS -Las Vegas Hilton
extended the promotional "Electric
Hotel authorities, in conjunction
Disco program created by Century
with Audio Concepts of Los An21. The hourly show blends comgeles, are speeding plans to establish
mercials about the hotel disco. with
By

I

disco room at San Francisco's airport Hilton. The move follows live
months of solid success with a similar club in the Las Vegas Hilton.
News of the planned San Fran
cisco club was released by Dick
Lane. Hilton entertainment director,

selected dancing music.

a

Station programmer Larry Shipp
reports the 9.10 p.m. Wednesday
feature has produced internal traffic
by way of radio receivers in the Hilton rooms. Guests can only tune into
several fixed stations on furnished
bedside units.

and Irvin Laskey, president of
Audio Concepts at the recent opening of Seattle Airport Hilton disco.
Disclosing that the Hilton was
working closely with Audio Con.
cepls on other disco creations for the
international hotel chain. Lane says
his firm was impressed with the success of the Las Vegas club which so
fair has been well -accepted.
The Las Vegas Hilton discotheque
was opened last March and has
maintained a live band /recorded
music format. The room with a capacity of 300. is open every night
from 8 p.m, to 4 a.m. The bands
mostly out -of -town talent, perform
40- minute segments opposite the recorded disco music.
"The hotel has never made so
much money on a room." Laskey

Aside from the Las Vegas success.
Laskey has revealed the Saturday
1301 grand opening for Mexico's
largest live and disco club in Acapulco. which will showcase such pop
talents as Natalie Cole and Gino
Vannelli. The new disco will hold
1.000 customers.

"We've been able to do a great
creative job on this project.. reports
Laskey. "It will be the largest disco
club in Mexico at a leading resort locals."

ooming

says. "Disco has successfully
bndged the live entertainment gap
so prevalent in resort settings." The
increase in local patronage supports
Laskey 's remarks. adds Lane.
The only modification to the
room, which contains mirrors, lighting effects. seating and chandeliers.
is the planned installation of a new

-now
WERE

DolnG

Micro-track mixer.
Meanwhile. female disk jockey
Wendy Hatch remains at the disco
helm. supported by relief deejay Loathe Domonico. Hatch reports no
cover charge during the first 90 minutes which changes to a two -drink
minimum from 9:30 p.m. on.

KFM Stereo

102 has

IT"
a new
d Ì IGo hit

renewed and

Project yourself into the 1980's.
This little box is probably the most revolutionary concept to hit discotheques since the
invention of psychedelic lighting.
It well have a profound effect on your customers, and your profits.
And its called, quite simply, The Intersonic Projection System.
It's not a boring, outmoded visual effects machine, but a beautifully
made cassette projector, All the projection functions are operated by remote control by the disc jockey, and the King
size images are large enough for any discotheque.
And we even have a consultancy service to

the top rock and soul acts and exciting live visual effects. Afl beautifully produced in colour
video or film cassettes, you'll receive them on a monthly basis through our distributor in
your particular territory
So fill in the coupon today and well post you all the facts about the Intersonic
Projection System.
It will be the first step towards taking your discotheque into the 1980'5.

help you best site the system itself.
Your customers can actually see and hear
their favourite artists performing. Or you can
play mood films of tuve visual effects to compliment
different types of music.
And if you're wondering what films are available,
look no further. It just happens we have a vast library of all

*.

Intervision Ltd..153 155. Regent Street, London WIR 710
England Telephone 01-437 4377. Telex 267529
To

Please project me into the 1980''s

Name
Status

Coñhpany

Artdress

Phone No

www.americanradiohistory.com

Zip Code
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Discos
SINATRA A
DISCO DRAW
Hill

,\1)L-t.l'111A
r.luL Sinatra is the source of ul riration for
a new discotheque just opened in
suburban Andalusia. The room, designated the Chairman Of The Board
Room, is decorated with memorabilia that spans the Sinatra years.
Sinatra records are played exclusively by Bob Hamill, the club's decjay. The Chairman of The Board
Room operates Tuesdays through
Saturdays.
Sinatra Records are also featured
at Marks's Offne, a discotheque in
Allentown, Pa., that utilizes an old
Wurlitzer jukebox that can accommodate up to 50 disco singles.
Present day disco artists also share
space with Sinatra in the jukebox.
The records cost only a dime a
play in this novel club where elaborate lighting and sound systems take
a back seat to nostalgia.

[Disco Mix]
Corurnaed from page 4!

Integration Is Decreasing
Profit, Black Owner Says
By JEAN

LOS ANGELES -"Integration
has decreased black businesses dramatically because whites are now accepting blacks into their estab-

lishments." says Richard Bowling,
new' owner of the Florida Street
Shopping Center, in which one of
his two discos is located in Greensboro, N.C.
"Blacks are now pouring their
money into white communities with
nothing conning back into the black
communities;" he insists.
Bowling contends that as long as
segregation existed, although he
horridly denounces it, black businesses flourished.
Bowling is waging a pnvate campaign to bring both black and white
businesses back into the black communities by appealing first to the
Chamber of Commerce and then

thing

to educate blacks to the neces-

of patronizing black businesses.
Bowling has named his two discos, located in different parts of

sity

beautiful tune that borders
on the mellow side with some percussion instru
ments that give way to a strong rhythm and vo-

town, Cosmos I and Cosmos II. Both
clubs offer free membership cards.
At Cosmos I1, the newest club, admission during the week is S I with a
card and 52 without. Werkend
charges are 52 with a card and S3
without Cosmos I charges 52 and

cal sound as the record builds.

53.

n a high energy level on
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main

tanned throughout
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titled
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THEATRICAL

a 5TÚ010
SUPPLY Cove

DEMAND TIMES SQUARE PRODUCTS
REQUEST FREE 68 PAGE CATALOG
ON DISCO AND STAGE LIGHTING EQUIPMENT

WILLIAMS
Cosmos is geared to live entertainment but has an in -house dcejay
on Wednesday and Friday nights
The club offers a computerized
dance floor with a capacity of 20.1
dancers and a restaurant that will
accommodate 500.
Cosmos II is a converted grocery
store in the shopping center. Bowling claims he has spent more than
5200,000 in renovations, with the entire ground level of the two -story
building housing a dance floor capable of holding 1,000 dancers.
The club seats 1.200. It has a five
remote broadcast on WRQK -FM in
Greensboro, Tuesday, Wednesday
and Thursday nights from 9-11 p.m.
The broadcast extends as far away as
100 miles.
Bowling notes that 60% of his
business comes from radio broadcasts with most of his customers
coming from outside of Greensboro.
A chunk of his business also comes
from college students.
The clubs are equipped with
Technic turntables. Clubman 2 mixers and Altec speakers. He explains
that he is being serviced by a few labels but he is also purchasing rev
orals from local retail outlets.
"The problem with purchasing
records in Greensboro is that the
shops are generally late in receiving
current product," he says.
Bowling says he has two star DJs.
Fred Mills, Cosmos Is spinner, is
lead singer with a group called the
Funk House and Hollyw000d Pete.
who recently won the "Soul Train"
dance contest in Greensboro, spins
at Cosmos 11.
Employing 42 persons in the
clubs, Bowling has a preference for
nurses as waitresses.
"I want my staff to be professional. and nurses tend to have the
kind of discipline and compassion
for people to be good waitresses.
"Also of the utmost importance is
personality. Because of their training, nurses seem to have the ideal
personalities needed to handle the
1

Job.

"People who can handle others
can also keep basic staff /customer
problems. which always seem to
arise, under control," offers Busting.

No hard liquor is sold over the bar
in North Carolina and he has a
"brown bagging" license, which
qualifies him to sell beer and wine.

I

Stress Big Bands
At Wis. Nightery
MILWAUKEE -- "Dance

to the
music you grew up with," counsels a
newspaper ad for **contact" dancing
every Sunday night at The Fritz
disco here.

THE
DISCO LIGHTING
WAREHOUSE.

BOSTON

LITELAB CORP
LA SALLE ST.
ANGOLA N-Y. 14006

617 277-3100

716

1

549-5544

Disks by Glenn Miller, Artie
Shaw, Tommy and Jimmy Dorsey,
Benny Goodman and others are featured at the weekly big band event.
with cha -chas, Charlestons and polkas also in the mix.
John Volpe Jr., owner of the nine month -old disco, says the big band
night draws crowds ranging in age
from 35 to 70, which often fill his
265 -seat club. There is no cover
charge.
The nostalgic sounds prevail from
4 p.m.-9 p.m. After that "we gui
straight disco;' the club owner explains.
Volpe says The Fritz includes big
band numbers as part of ils regular
disco mix, often featuring disco hits
that cover an old tune back -to -back
with the original,
www.americanradiohistory.com
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Complied from selected rackiobbers by the Record Market Research Dept. of Billboard.
1
DISCO DUCK -Rick Dees -RSO 857
21
(Don't Fear) THE REAPER -Blue
Oyster Cult -Columba 310384
2
IF YOU LEAVE ME NOW-ChicagoColumbia 3 10390
22 MORE THAN A FEELING- BostonEpic 8 50266
3
PLAY THAT FUNKY MUSIC -Wad
Cherry -Epic 8 50225
23 l'0 REALLY LOVE TO SEE YOU
TONIGHT -England Dan & John
4
I ONLY WANT TO BE WITH YOU
Ford Coffey -Big Tree 16069
Bay City Rollers -Ansia 0205
24 (Shake, Shake Shake) SHAKE YOUR
5
ROCK 'N' ME -Sieve Mittue- Captol
BOOTY -K C & The Sunshine
4323
Band -TK 1019
6 DEVIL WOMAN- Cliff RehardYOU ARE THE WOMAN- Feelall25
Rocket 40574
Atlantic 3335
7
MUSKRAT LOVE -Captain &
26 A DOSE OF ROCK & ROLL-Ringo
Tennille -A&M 1870
Starr- Atlante 3361
S
A FIFTH OF BEETHOVEN- Waiter
27
SHE'S
GONE -Hag & OatesMurphy 6 The Big Apple Band
Atlantic
3332
Private Stock 45073
28 THAT'LL BE THE DAY -Leda
9 THE WRECK OF THE EDMUND
Ronsladt- Asylum 45340
FITZGERALD- Gordon Lightfoot29 LOWDOWN -Boz Scaggs- Columba
Repose 3169
3 10367
10
NADIA'S THEME (The Young & The
30
TONIGHT'S
THE NIGHT (Gana Be
Resttess) -Barry Oefteon &
Alrighll
Perry Botkins in -MM 1856
-Rod Stewart- Warner
Bros
8262
A
11
LITTLE BIT MORE -Or HookWHAM BANG SHANG- ALANG31
Capitol 4280
Sever -Ansia 0189
MAGIC MAN -Heart- Mushroom
12
32
JEANS
ON -David Dundas7011
Chrysalis 2094
BETH -Kiss- Casablanca 863
13
33 STAND TALL -Burton CummingsSTILL THE ONE- Orleans -Asylum
14
Portrait/CBS 7011
45336
34 GETAWAY -Earth, Wend & Fee
DO YOU FEEL -Peter Frampton
15
Columbia 3 10373
A&M 1867
35 I GOT TO KNOW- Slarbuck16
LOVE SO RIGHT -Bee Gees -RSO
Private Stock 45104
859
36 JUST TO BE CLOSE TO YOU
DID YOU BOOGIE (With Your
17
Commodores- Motown 1402
Baby) -Flash Cadillac & The
37 WHENEVER I'M AWAY FROM
Continental Kids- Private Stock
YOU -John Travolta-Mdtand

-

-

-

-

-

45079

18
19

20

THIS ONE'S FOR YOU -Barry
Mandow -Arista 0205
FERNANDO -Abba- Atlantic 3346
DON'T GO BREAKING MY HEART
Elton John & Kiki Dee -Rocket

International 10780

-

40585

38

YOU MAKE ME FEEL LIKE
DANCING -Leo Sayer -Warner

39
40

BALLAD-LTD-ABM 1847
WITH YOUR LOVE -Jefferson
Starship -Grunt 10746

Bros 8283
LOVE
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Compiled from selected rackyabbers by the Record Market Research Dept. of Billboard.
FRAMPTON COMES ALIVE -Peter
1
21
ROCKS- Aerosneth- Columba PC
Frampton -A&M SP 3703
34165
22
A
NIGHT
ON THE TOWN -Rod
2
FLY LIKE AN EAGLE -Steve Miller
StewartBand -Capitol 11516
Warner Bros 135 2938
23
SPITFIRE
-Jefferson
StarshipFLEETWOOD
3
MAC -Reprise
Grunt
BFL1
1557
MS2225
24
LOVE WILL KEEP US TOGETHER
CHICAGO a- Columbia PC 34200
The Captain & Tenndte -A&M
5
DREAMBOAT ANNIE-HeartSP 3405
Mushroom MRS 5005
25
BOSTON -Epic PE 34188
THEIR GREATEST HITS 1971.
6
26
HARD RAIN -Bob Dylan -Columbus
1875- Eagles- Asylum 7E -1052
PC 34349
27
HISTORY -AMERICA'S GREATEST
7
SPIRIT -John Denver -RCA APL1HITS -America- Warner Bros.
1694
BS 2894
SONG Of JOY -Captain &
28 BEAUTIFUL NOISE -Neil DiamondTenenlle -A&M SP 4570
Columbia PC 33965
CHILDREN OF THE WORLD -Bee
9
29 BREEZIN'- George Benson -Wamer
Gees -RSO RS 1.3003
Bros BS 2919
SON
IN THE KEY OF LIFE10
30
CHICAGO Ix CHICAGO'S
Stevie Wonder -Tamla T13.
GREATEST HITS -Columbia
340C2
PC 33900
SILK
DEGREES
-Boy
11
Scaggs31
DONNY 6 MARIE FEATURING
Columbia PC 33920
SONGS FROM THEIR
TELEVISION SHOW -Donny &
HASTEN
DOWN
THE
12
WIND -Linda
Marie Osmond-Kolob PD 6068
Ronstadl- Asylum 7E 1072
BEST
32
OF B.T.O. (So Fart
SUMMERTIME DREAM -Gordon
BachmanTurner OvertimeLightfoot -Reprise MS 2249
Mercury 5RM- 1.1001
THIS ONE'S FOR YOU -Barry
14
33 WILD CHERRY -Epic PE 34195
Mamlow -Arista AL 4090
34
ALIVEI- Kiss -Casablanca
15
SPIRIT- Earth. Wind & FueNBLP 7020
Columbia PC 34241
35
AGENTS OF FORTUNE -Blue Oyster
16
ONE MORE FOR THE ROAD
Cult -Columbia PC 34164
Lynyrd Skynyrd -CA 2-6001
36 FONZIE'S FAVORITES -ARC Sound
37 BIGGER THAN BOTH OF US -Daryl
ENDLESS SUMMER -Beach Boys
17
Hall 6 John Oates -RCA APLSCapdol SOBO 11307
1467
FIFTH OF BEETHOVEN -Walter
18
38
HOT ON THE TRACKS
Murphy Bard- Private Stock
Commodores- Motown M6.867
PS2015
SI
19 GREATEST HITS- War -United
39 ALL THINGS IN TIME -Lou RawlsArtists UA LA648 -G
Philadelphia International P7
THE OUTLAWS- Waylon Jennings.
20
33957
40
Willie Nelson. Jess' Colter &
DREAMWEAVER -Gary Wright
Tomball Graser -RCA APLS 1321
Warner Bros. BS 2868

-

-

-

-

-

-

Disk Execs To Throw a Party
NEW 1t1KA- The 1-ratermrs nil
Recording Executives (FORE) ss ill
hold a disco fund raising party Fri
day (221 in the Penthouse Suite of
the New York Hilton Hotel.

According to James Tyrcll, head
of FORE and vice president of Epic
Records, the show, aimed at raising
funds for FORE's Pace Scholarship
Awards, will feature such entertain-

eis as the Isles Bros., Fatback Band,
Melba Moore and the B.T. Express.
Through FORE's annual Pace

Scholarships a deserving student is
chosen from a list of nominees for a
four -year musical scholarship. The
student is also given a "guardian"
from within the music industry to offer guidance during the period of the
scholarship.
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Sound Business

Billboard

Top50

`HIDEAWAY' STUDIO.

A Super Site For
Monterey Facility

Sound
Waves

(1).

And at least one professional
recording project is already in the
discussion stages, where the RS1500US is being considered for
to some on- location classical piano
recordings. Most piano recordings
e
Poo will reveal the slightest variations in
co speed unmercifully, and the RS1500US should prove to be partic,)dó ularly effective for this type of work.
The open reel, half-track stereo
arc
1

e

>

..7
$ems

íw

Ó
yZ

RS- 1500ÚS deck features an isolaced loop tape drive system. Other

consumer tape recorders using this
(Continued on page 49)

Studio
Track

JIM McCULLAUGH
LOS ANGELES- Things have
By

been cooking at the Record Plant
here. In addition to opening the
doors to its fourth 24 -track room,
Studio!). recent LP projects have included Dave Mason with producer
Ron Nevison who also engineered

with help from Richard Smith; Ste (Continued on page 70)
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WORAM
NEW YORK -The line blurring

well.
In fact, though Technics has labeled the machines "high fidelity."
both were introduced to the professional user first, at the AES convention here that concluded Monday

electronic. mechanical.
photocopying, recording.

Lis1enin

Semi -Pro
Units Added
B) JOHN
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2

between professional and consumer
products is again evident as Panasonic introduces two new tape
recorders to its Technics line -model
RS- 150005, an open -reel half-track
stereo and the RS- 9900ÚS cassette
system.
The wealth of features on both
these machines as well as the price
tags -about S1,500 each -place them
near the top of the consumer product line. However. the smooth tape
handling and the presence of a playback head on the cassette deck,
should attract the attention of the
professional or "semi -pro" user as

SPECIAL SURVEY For Week Ending

jlillboard
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!0

AIM

8 Tenmile

1870 (Wishbone, ASCAP)

FERNANDO
Abbe, Atlantic 3346 (Artwork

ASCAP)

3

3

8

THIS ONE'S FOR YOU
Barry Mandan, Anita 0706 (Kamixam, BMI)

4

1

9

AFTER THE LORIN'
Engelbert Humpeidiak, Epic

5

4

8

6

6

11

6

50270 (Silver Blue. ASCAP /Oceans Blue, BMI)

DON'T THINK ... FEEL
Ned Diamond Columbia 3 -10405 (Stanebedge. ASCM)
YOU ARE THE WOMAN

Feelall, Mlantic 3335 (Rick Roberts, BMI)
7

17

YOU'RE THE ONE

5

I

Blood. Sweat

Billboard photo by Bonnie Tiegel
work together in their Monterey,

Family Team: Iris and Dick Sontag
Calif., studio.

ELIOT TIEGEL
building
Super

By

MONTEREY, Calif. Sound, a 31- year -old rustic studio. is in competition with all the
"hideaway" type facilities
around the country, explains
Dick Sontag, one of its owners.
Located in a downtown section
of this Northern California medium sized city, the studio does
not compete with facilities in San
Francisco or Los Angeles, Sontag
adds.
Sontag and his wife Iris plus
Steven and Dorothy Walton are
the facility's four owners. The
Sontags were formerly in the musical group Three's A Crowd and
they both claim being traveling
musicians allows them to relate
to their customers.
An influx into the area of some
well -known musicians has
helped stimulate business for the
24 -track room. Jon Mark moved
into the area and through him
Cat Stevens heard about the
room and spent several weeks
there last summer producing
Alun Davies. Jack Daugherty,
the Carpenters' former producer.
now lives in nearby Carmel and
brought up a whole group of top
LA. studio musicians to record a
big band LP.
John Hams, Paul Anka's musical director. has been by checking out the facilities; Anka is

a

home in the area.

Newly reactivated Harpers Bizarre did several projects to keep
the room active and buzzing with
contemporary sounds.
And Michael Nesmith lives in
Carmel and has been mixing
some works here also.
In addition to these nationally
known names, the facility is also
being used by local musicians,
interjects Iris, who is getting into
production and is the house
cook. Yes, the studio has its own
kitchen and Iris says she custom
prepares food for clients so they
don't have to waste time going
out to eat.
Other selling features: a
lounge with a pong game. small
outdoor patio for sunning,
wooden walls, carpets. a fish tank
in the control room (with fish
named after clients), a stain glass
embedded in the control room's
wall, subdued lighting in the
control room, a home in the Carmel Valley with indoor swimming pool and private airport for
artists wishing to fulfill the potential of making the visit a "semi
vacation" and golf facilities at

310400 (Lady Casey /Petra. BMI)

8

10

9

YOU GOTTA MAKE YOUR OWN SUNSHINE
Ned Sedata. Raker 40614 (MCA) (ton Kirshner, BMI)

9

15

9

YOU DON'T HAVE 70 BE A STAR (To Be In My Shoe)
Marilyn McCoo I Billy Oars Ir. ABC 12208 (Grooves/Me, BMI)

!0

8

10

ll

13

8

THE WRECK OF THE EDMUND FITZGERALD
Gadon Lightfoot. Reprise 1369 (Warner Bros) (Moose, CAPACI

12

18

5

SO SAD THE SONG
Gladys Knight A The Pips. Buddah 514 (Screen Gems -Columba. BMI.

LIKE A SAD SONG
lohn Denver, RCA 10774 (Cherry Lane. ASCAP)

(Pont

St

ASCAP)

13

19

4

NIGHTS ARE FOREVER
England Dan 6 lohn ford Coley. Big Tie, 16079 (Atlantic) IDawnbreaker, BMI)

14

14

6

BETH

Km, Casablanca 863 (Cale Americana/Kiss Songs, ASCAP /All By Myself, OHO
15

11

10

I GOT TO

Starbuck

KNOW
Pnvale Stock 45014 (Brother

ASCAP)

Ails.

16

12

9

THINGS
Anne Murray, Capitol 4329 (Hudson Bay. BMI)

17

16

6

LOVE ME

18

5

13

19

9

11

lion,

Elliman. 550 858 (Politer), ISligwoodNmchappell. BMI)
IF YOU LEAVE ME NOW
Chicago. Columbia 310390 (Big Elk/Polish Prince. ASCAPI

NAOMS THEME (The Yang 6 The Restless)
Barry OeAi,ion I Perry Botkins Ir.. AGM 1856 Ita ten Gems Columba,

EMU)

CALIFORNIA DAY

20

20

5

21

31

4

STAND TAU.
Burton Cummings. Portrait /CBS 7001 (Shillelagh, BMI)

22

22

5

LOVE SO RIGHT
Bee Gees, RSO 859 (Palydor) (Casserele/Unichappell, BMI)

23

23

12

24

26

3

Starland Vocal Band. Windung 10785 (RCA) (Chary Lane.

THE END IS NOT IN SIGHT (The Cowboy Tune)
Amazing Rhythm Aces. ABC 12202 (Fourth FM° ASCAP)

180481M'
George Benson, Warner Bros. 8268 (Unart/Tracebob, BMI)

25

35

2

EVERY FACE TELLS

26

29

6

DO ME WRONG
Johnny Mathis. Columbia 310404

27

21

12

28

28

6

29

34

4

30

25

7

Pebble Beach.

Investor Walton proudly rattles off these features.
Beginning with 4 -track equip (Continued on page 61)

Tears. Columba

A STORY
Oliva Newlomlohn. MCA 40462 (Chrysalis /Bruce Welch. BMl/Depmus. ASCAP)

(Edon

H

Mais

it Co. /Zapata. ASCAP)

THAT'LL BE THE DAY
Linda Rondadl. Asylum 45340 (MPL Communications. BMI)
MR. MELODY
Natalie Cole. Caddo) 4238 (lays Enterpnsts /Chappell, ASCAP)
NEVER CRY
Ass, Cooper. Wainer Bros. 8228 (Ezra /Early frost. BMI)

l

HERE'S SOME LOVE
Tanya faker.
40598 (Screen Gems Columba. BMI)

ma

31

40

4

SING YOUR OWN SONG
Mark Lindsay. Greeds 106 (Antietam. ASCAP)

32

36

4

EVERY NOW AND THEN
Mac Sans, Columbia 310418 (Screen Gems-Columbia/Song Painter, BMI)

33

27

6

ONLY WANT TO BE WITH YOU
RAkrs. Mrsta 0205 (Chappell ASCAP)
GROOVY PEOPLE
Lou Rawls. Philadelphia International 2604 (Epic) (Mighty Thee, BMI)
1

Bay City

CBS' New '6'
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only
just begun
dbx
noise
elimination
dbx Incorporated
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MUSKRAT LOVE

1

2
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singles

296 Newton Street

Waltham, MA 02154

34

38

3

35

32

10

HEART ON MY SLEEVE
Gallagher 8 Lyle, AIM 1850

Ready To Roll
In New

York

36

24

37

41

11

Carpenters. ABM 1859
6

thong, BMI)

000FUS
I

Iles fast.

ASCAP)

TAKE A LOT OF PRIDE IN WHAT I AM
01 America 127 (Blue Book Music, BMI)

Pal Della, Artists
38

39

5

1

CANT LIVE

A DREAM

Osmoods, Kolob 14348 (Palyda) (Silver Blud /Mnold gay, ASCAP)

NEW YORK -The CBS a&r staff
put its stamp of approval on the extensive physical and technical renovations to Columbia's Recording
Studio "B" here, after a recent tour

39

42

5

CAST YOUR FATE TO THE WIND
Roger Williams, MCA 40625 IUnichappe0. BMI)

40

30

7

MY SWEET SUMMER SUITE
The lout Unlimited Orchestra 20th Century 2301 (Sa-Vene/Ianuary, BAH)

41

47

2

WHENEVER I'M AWAY FROM YOU
Sohn Travolta. Midland International 10780 (RCA) (Midsong. ASCAP)

Lundvall, CBS Records

42

46

2

TONIGHT'S THE NIGHT

(Gana

Rod Stewart. Warner Bros

8262

by Bruce

president, and Cal Roberts. vice
president. operations marketing.
Planned and designed by Erik
Porterfield, director of recording engineering, and Bob Southern. manager. recording operations services,
with aid of the CBS facilities design
group. the studio is fully converted
to a 24 -track operation, equipped
with both MCI and Ampex machines, and a choice of either Dolby
or dbx noise reduction.
Features added to make the studio
more flexible include environmental
sound screens for varying size
(C' ,,formed on page 70)
www.americanradiohistory.com
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43

37

5

SAD COUNTRY LOVE SONG
Tom Bresh, fair 009 (Screen Gems-Columba, BMI)

44

45

2

A DOSE OF ROCK

I

ROLL

Ringo Starr, Atlantic 3351

(Millmernn /Bbomsbory, BMI)

SLOW DANCING
Funky Kings, Arista 0209
46

48

2

(laubad/Bencbmark.

ASCAP)

NEVER GET YOUR LOVE BEHIND YOU
Fanagher Brolbers, ABC 12210 (Brainlree/Farallap, HMI)

ARM
48

cc*

Mkerbuy,

Pye

TORN BETWEEN TWO LOVERS
May MacGregor, Mole Amerca 7638 (Capitol) (Muscle Shoals
Dawn. ASCAP)

49

49

so

St

3

ANYTHING YOU WANT
John valenti,

kola

America 7625 (Capitol) (Mints, BMI)

DOWE FIGHT THE HAND
Handton. lea Frank 8 Dennison Playboy 6088 iEeeCee BPS

BMI. -Sorm
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The
Hallmark*
of Total

Involvement

.

.

In every

territory throughout the world

signifying integrity

.

.

.

creativity

.

.

.

.

.

in all media using music

.

.

.

aggressive exploitation and complete

commitment to the highest ideals of the music industry

*half -mark n: a mark or device placed or stamped upon an article of trade to indicate genuineness.

A. SCHROEDER INTERNATIONAL LTD.
ARCH MUSIC CO., INC.
SA -VETTE MUSIC CO.

SEA -LARK ENTERPRISES, INC.

JANUARY MUSIC CORPORATION

PAST, PRESENT AND FUTURE (RECORD) PRODUCTIONS, INC.

MAINSTAY MANAGEMENT CORP.

Executive Office: 25 West 56th St., New York, N.Y. 10019 1212) 582- 8810 /Cable: SCHROMUS, N.Y
Los Angeles: 9000 Sunset Blvd. 90069 (2131 274 -7351

/London:

www.americanradiohistory.com
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own internalional iAganization
f To set up an international information and study center
Despite the diversity of nahurl,d cultures and of historical,
judicial and economic traditions which are the heritage of the
member societies. says CISAC's general secretary. Jean
Alexis Ziegler. -and notwithstanding the conflict of ideologies
which have created agitation in the world in the course of the
last 50 years. CISAC has been able to resist all those elements
which inevitably tend to divide the members of an inter
national organization and has maintained a remarkable unity
of endeavor in the service of authors and the protection of
the
ii

-

their rights.

By MIKE HENNESSEY
The 50th anniversary of CISAC was celebrated on Sept. 27
this year during the Confederation's 30th international con
gress in Parts. This is the story of CISAC, a unique international organization to which composers, lyricists and music
publishers throughout the world have a substantial debt.

The delegates from 18 author and composer societies that
met in Paris on June 13. 1926. were men of principle, men of
vision -men who regarded the author's right as one of the
most sacred and inalienable of man's rights. They foresaw the
vital necessity of establishing an international. coordinated
network of authors' societies in order to afford the maximum
protection for the creators of works of art.
They foresaw the growth in international cultural ex
changes that was likely to flow from improved commune
cations. from the development and proliferation of sophisticated sound carriers -and they recognized that authors
would have no hope of collecting just remuneration for the
performance and reproduction of their works unless they ac
ted as a united front.
But it is doubtful if any of the distinguished men at that
inaugural international congress In 1926 had the slightest
inkling of the phenomenal development in the international
dissemination of Intellectual and artistic property which was
to take place over the next 50 years -a development solely in
the held of recorded music which would generate a sound car
ner in sales tumover in 1976 well in excess of $6.0 billion at
retail level in the Western world alone -and this apart from
performance fees and neighboring rights.
What those pioneers did realize, however, was that the enlightenment which had enabled the principles of the protection of intellectual property, enshrined in the 1886 Berne
Convention to be incorporated into the laws of their own cowltries, had to be adopted by all other countries of the world:
that the massive divergencies in authors' rights between one
country and another -not only in terms of law but also in
termsof efficiency of collection and distribution- required authors' societies to pool their resources and, as tar as local conditions permitted. pursue a unified policy.
The philosophy was summed up at that inaugural congress
by Paul Leon, director of the Beaux Arts in Paris, who welcomed the representatives of the 18 authors' societies with

this observation:
To achieve in each country the acceptance of common
principles for the perception of rights and for the protection of
works. to unify your methods, to collate your agreements. to
multiply the reciprocal links among you -all this amounts to a
vast program which fully justifies your splendid initiative. It is

more than ever necessary today "
It was in the course of that first authors' society congress in
Paris that the idea of an international confederation was
born. Limited in its first two years to societies of authors and
composers of dramatic works, it became, by unanimous vote
at the 1928 Berlin congress, extended in scope to include so
cieties representing all categories of authors, composers and
lyricists.
At the Vienna congress of 1932. the Confederation Internationale des Societies d'Auteurs et Compositeurs decided to
open its doors to mechanical right societies and this boosted
the number of societies in membership to 46.
By 1939, the societies of 28 countries were represented in
CISAC, thanks to the leadership and enterprise of a succession of distinguished presidents. including the celebrated corn

posers Pietro Mascagni and Richard Strauss
The war, naturally, seriously disrupted the activities of the
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Confederation. but when peace returned, CISAC found a re
newed dynamism under the presidency of Britain's Leslie
Boosey. He organized an extraordinary general assembly In
Parts in March 1946 and with the advent of the Washington
congress in October of that year. CISAC was once again oper
ating with its normal vigor and vitality -even though travel difficulties, aggravated by strikes, made It impossible for all the
member societies to be represented in Washington.
At the following year's congress In London, however, repre
sentation was more or less complete. During the meetings
there were highly animated discussions about the trade
tonal-and the more recently arrived- dangers facing the
creators of intellectual property, all of which served to underline the vital necessity of CISAC's continuing vigilance and un
relenting pursuit of its aims to secure universal adoption of
the highest degree of protection for authors and composers.
At the Buenos Aires congress of 1948, Arthur Honegger
was elected president -which he remained until his death in
1955 At that congress it was decided that in future the International assemblies would be scheduled once every two years.
Since 1935, CISAC had been composed of tour constituent
federations -1 Authors' and composers' societies for theatrical rights.
2. Authors' and composers' societies for non-theatrical
rights.
3. Authors' and composers' societies for mechanical rlghts
4 Literary right societies
In 1954 d was decided to admit a fifth federation to mem
bership -a federation representing societies and associations
of film and television writers.
These five federations enjoy complete autonomy within Cl.
SAC and give the Confederation strength over a very wide
front Each of the five is administered by a federal bureau
which is, in a sense, the executive arm of the federation.
CISAC itself has a confederal council which also has an ex.
ecutive function.
Another important element in the CISAC structure is a Pan
American council which is a consultative body with the special
responsibility of providing precise and regular information on
the special problems of the American member societies
Today CISAC has a membership of 95 societies from 47
countries. including 17 developing countries. and its role re
mains precisely the same as when it was first founded 50
years ago -to form a solid front for the development of united
action in the defense of the different perrogatives attaching
to the author's right.
The declared aims of CISAC, as defined In Article 4 of its
statutes, are:
1. To assure and safeguard the respect and protection of
the moral and professional interests of the creators of all liter
ary and artistic works.

Legend: Countries signatory to the Berne and Universal copyright conventions as of
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CISAC is celebrating a golden 50th anniversary. This photo
shows CISAC -BIEM world congress in Hamburg last year.

"This is a remarkable achievement when one considers
that so many international institutions. though born in a great
spirit of enthusiasm and generosity on the part of their found
ers. have not been able to withstand the pressures of time
and the upheavals of history.
"CISAC, while adapting itself to the exigencies of cont.- -n
porary life. has been able to maintain its role and to conserve
Its dynamism -and this is essentially due to the wisdom of its
member societies and to all the members of those societies
who are more concerned with finding common ground among
the member organizations than to look for things which tend
to create division and disunity."
The principal activities of CISAC are:
-action in the defense of the juridical and professional interests of creator of intellectual property;
-the provision of technical assistance to member societies;
-the analysis and resolution of juridical problems and professional problems involved in the protection of authors'
rights.
In connection with the first of these roles, CISAC maintains
regular contact with intergovernmental organizations which
concern themselves with authors' rights, such as UNESCO.
the International Labour Office, the International Writers'
Guild, the International Publishers Association, the World In
tellectual Property Organization, the Association Litteraire et
Artistique Internationale and the International Mechanical
Rights Bureau (BIEM), and participates in the work under
taken by these bodies with the aim of ensuring that creators
benefit fairly and justly from the fruits of their labors.
CISAC is vigilant in such matters as the reproduction of protected works. satellite transmission, the establishment of uni.
form copyright laws in developing countries. cable television,
videograms, the avoidance of double payment on works
transferred from one country to another and the protection of
computer programs. In each case CISAC prepares texts expressing its position In favor of respecting the fundamental
principles of authors' rights. By direct intervention in the debates. CISAC endeavors. with considerable success. to counter
moves by those who seek to gain from the creative work of
others without ensuring the indispensable protection which is
due to the creators
On the technical side. CISAC helps to coordinate the research of member societies into new techniques of adminis
tration and accounting- perfecting techniques of royalty distribution and new methods for promoting repertoire and its
ever increasing uses.
One fruit of this effort has been the preparation of a com
prehensive list -kept continuously up'to- date -of all authors.
composers and publishers who have created or published mu.
steal or literary works and who are members of an authors'
society. The list has 700.000 names.
CISAC has also published, in five languages. an authors'
rights glossary.
Finally, in the juridical domain. CISAC's juridical and legislative commission involves itself in the study of numerous questions and offers advice and guidance to member societies
The different reports prepared by the commission on various
legal aspects of authors' rights constitute a valuable source of
reference for member societies and represent a major step
forward in developing an international authors' rights information center. The commission is currently engaged in a
study of the basic contracts for the production and use of
videograms
The work of the juridical and legislative commission is
closely followed by representatives of international inter
governmental organizations which concern themselves with
intellectual property, and by all organizations engaged, like
CISAC, In the defense and amelioration on an international
level of the rights of the creator.
CISAC has 50 years of achievement behind it, but its task
remains an immensely formidable one which it could not even
begin to tackle without the constant, generous and dedicated
support of the 95 societies in membership.
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American Society of Composers, Authors and
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ti e r

Assn. (The Harry Fos Agency)
110 East 591h St New York 10022 Tel (2121

751.1930
Chianla, chairman, Leonard Feist prescient

T

Mechanical right pm/adore rate for disk and tapo 2, .i it iiJ wt.
less for administration 3V, to 5
Syech.eoáe.tion rights terms vary with each siltation with eons
mission of 10%
Length Of statutory duration for copyright. U S copyright law 26

Carl Haverlin, BMI's first
president. Bob Burton,
BMI's second president.
BMI's data entry dept.

ie

lanla. Chicago. Oak Pork New Orleans Boston
Minneapolis, Cleveland Hoosiers. Puerto Rico
Adams.
Stanley
president. Peut Marks. managed director Bernard
Kerman, general counsel
Performing rights only
Founded 1914 Joined CISAC 1926
Affiliations. Universal
Members 23 000 118 000 ' empeser. songwriters. 5 000 pub.

years plus 28 years

es.

s.wy ease

C

ICI

Society of European Stage Authors and

kshersl

Composers
10 Columbus Circle. New York 10019 Tel
1212) 586 -3450
Nashville office: 1513 Hawkins St Tenn

_,S.ESAG

Catalog ,mposs,ble to determine
Annual turnover: S85 million
Proportion of income. radio 522 million. Iv 537 million. live
anima, background and general mow 510 million. membership
dues and anierest ,nveslmenls 5374,000 symphonic and CO...
performances S512,000
Society's expo... less than 20% 01 gross
Foreign royalties -Paid $6 million Earned: 514 Million
Length of statutory duration for copyright. U S Copyright Law 28
years plus 28 years
.eery
c 61

B

l

Mu.
Pub

120 members

1

3050
Branches Hollywood. San Francisco. Miami AI-

f'

sac

Mechancal Rights Only
Founded 191 7 Joined CISAC. 1955

Pubisistede.
Lu eIn Plan New York 10023 Tel 1212) 595

Wa

HARRY yYc AOLNCY'

1

Na-

Iionel

.

37203

(6151 244.1992
Alice H Prager. president. Saelatore B
Candilora. executive vice president. W F.
Myers, vice president, director of International relations
Performance and Mechanical Rights
Founded- 1931 Joined CISAC. 1973
Catalog. 129.000 titles
Proportion of Income. 78% radio. 21 % Iv
% all other
Foreign royalties more collected than paid out
Tel

NMPA's (from left above) Leonard
Feist, Albert Berman and Sal
Chiantia.

BMI's president,
Ed Cramer,

t

ewe

Payment structure: Annual Rates- Performance
AM Rodio- elation's power, hours of operation, market pee
and stations own rate card
FM red.- station s market and highest onemmule ad rate
Commercial tv- Stahoe s market and 40% of ils highest ono

Broadcast Music Inc
West 57111 St New Yeek 10019 Tel 12121

86 2000
3ranch offices- Nashville, Hollywood, San
Francisco. Chicago. Boston. Houston and Flor540

hour ad rate

Non-broadcast-based on total annual entertainment expend
'ICre Mechancal Lcensmg
Disk and lope -2c per 5 minutes. 'tic each minute thereafter
Special disk and tape -less than 2c negotiated (budget. pre-

ida

Edward M Cramer, pies,-- Ned Anderson.
^e president San
francrsco Ron Anion vacs u,es :dent pe
sine ghls west
Performing Rights Only
Founded
940 Member of CISAC
44.032 ,,embers -28. 757 venters and 15.275 publishers
Catalog: 850,000 titles
Annual turnover $55 million
Proportion of income: 30.000 accounts. 25% billed monthly.
14.000 billed quarterly remainder semi. annual and annual BO%
are tad.. tv and live with 500 000 logged hours annually Breakdown ,s 7.000 radio slabons, 700 Iv stations. 21.000 general h.
consees 896 are ;..
users and 1296 other
Society's eaprr.w approximately 7% of gross
Foreign royalheu earned included ,n 12% 'other" trireme

mium record club, etc
Cinema -lees negotiable depending on caliber of picture and
amount of music used
Radio transcription-S10 per composition per year
TV synchromzahon- sliding scale depending upon extent of us.
age running horn S25 to $100 per compos,hon per year
Lengds of statutory duration for copyright U S Copyright law 28
years plus 28 years
,s.. .e,v tus. C 10,
1

1

SESAC's (from left) Sidney Guber, vice president of marketing services; Albert F. Ciancimino, vice president and
counsel; Salvatore B. Candilora, executive vice president;
Alice H. Prager. president; W. F. Myers. vice president and
director of international relations: and Norman Odium. vice
president and director of copyright administration.

1

ASCAP's founding nine:
(left clockwise) Victor Herbert, George Maxwell. Silvio
Hein, Louis A. Hirsch. Raymond Hubbell. Nathan
Burkan, Glen MacDonough,
Jay Witmark, Gustave
Kerker. At right. Stanley

Pay....nt structure'
Radio -Each performance

is multiplied by a factor The factor
reflects the ratio of number of Halmos lugged to number h'
conned
TV -Fees and terms set by per,odc negotation between BMI
and officials of the Allilndustry TV Stevens Music Licensing
Commettee wnh lees based on station income. less certain apple
cable deductions
Geners1- Negoliahons wan established nade organizations
Length of statutory duration of copynghi U S copyright law 8
years plus 28 years

sot twrr

Adams, president of ASCAP.
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ARGENTINA
Sociedad Argentina de Autores
tores de Musics

Y

Composi-

Lavalle 54 7. Buenos Aires and 8 branches
Anet Ramirez. president Juhan Ptoza. vice pies.
'dent. Dr Fernando Burons general manager
1

Performing and mechanical rights
Founded 1936 Joined CISAC: 1937
Affiliations: Berne and Universal
Members 15.34799
composers /lyricists. 8 % music editors
Employes. 500 plus
500 arms
Catalog: 230.000 domestic and 169.000 foreign
Annual turnover: approximately $ 7 million
Proportion of income. 2% radio. 1 % iv, 66% Irve performances.
2.7M. movie scores /commercial angles. 29% disk erechanicals
Mechanical right prevailing for disk: 3 75% per side on 90% of
total production, based on retail prices minus 10% for shipping and
21 % for the added value la
Mechanical right prevailing for tape 7 5% of the retail price for
each record reproduced on each 10íw. based on 00% of total production, minus 6 5% for shippng and 21% for added value tax
Length of protection performance Me pins 50 years

2.

1

iñ

a

CISAC's Pan -American Council meeting committee
(SADAIC president Ariel Ramirez, insert)
The Republic of Argentina has always been concerned with
protecting the rights of persons who create or conceive musical or literary materials, and es constantly updating its laws
and regulations regarding practices within the industry. SA
DAIC has been appointed by the government as the commission in charge of making any necessary reform of laws governing the music, theatrical and entertainment industry. The law
governing the entertainment industry is strictly enforced, especially with regard to direct protection of the rights of composers and lyricists. Violators are punished with prison terms,
varying from one month up to six years, depending on the
gravity of the violation.
On June 9, 1936 Sociedad Argentina de Autores Y Compo-

ASCAP
The American Society of Composers, Authors and Publish
ers is 62 years young, 23,000 members strong and more vigorous and dynamic than when it was born in New York City on
O February 13. 1914. Although performing rights in copyrighted
Z musical compositions were recognized in the U.S. copyright
act of 1909, there was no performing rights society to seek enforcement of those rights on behalf of American composers,
lyricists and music publishers. When the great Italian corn
poser, Puccini, visited the U.S. in 1910, he learned from his
U.S. publisher that there was no performing rights body to license and collect for him and he was indignant. Shortly afterwards. George Maxwell, his publisher. consulted with the
firm's attorney, able Nathan Burkan. They agreed that a charismatic leader was essential for launching a performing rights
society, and decided to recruit internationally famous Victor
Herbert.
Composer Raymond Hubbell, whose widow's estate now
funds the ASCAP-Raymond Hubbell scholarships for young
students of composition, went to Philadelphia on behalf of
Maxwell and Burkan to convince Herbert of the need for
founding ASCAP. In October 1913, 36 prominent composers,
lyricists and publishers promised to attend an organizing dinner to be held at Luchow's restaurant, but heavy rain reduced
attendance to only nine. These men, the founding fathers of
ASCAP, were Victor Herbert, Silvio Hein, Louis A. Hirsch, Ray
mond Hubbell. Gustave A. Kerker, Glen MacOonough, George
Maxwell, Jay Witmark and Nathan Burkan.
ASCAP has always had a strong interest in the international
world of performing rights. and was initially modeled on
France's SACEM born en 1851. With this international orientation, it is hardly surprising that ASCAP was among the
first members of CISAC when the confederation was founded
in 1926.
Unlike sister societies in some other countries, ASCAP licenses only the right to perform copyrighted musical works.
Although ASCAP does not license the right to record, it is
firmly opposed to all forms of record and tape piracy and vigorously supports all efforts to eliminate these forms of stealing.
ASCAP's structure has evolved to license performing rights
efficiently and economically. as is reflected in operating costs
of less than 20% of revenues. Efforts to minimize operating
costs are a major focus of the entire organization, and a major
goal of the board of directors which governs ASCAP. ASCAP's
members elect the board every two years, with the writer
members selecting 12 directors and the publisher members
choosing the same number. Three of the writer directors and
three of the publishers on the board must be primarily concerned with the world of concert and symphonic music. The
board elects its officers annually. and the president is traditionally a writer member of the board. The president and chief
coo

-

-

recording rights wtien re- recorded or commerctard within
Argentina.
All of SADAIC's provision for enforcement of payment of
rights apply also to media not yet en existence. Cable tv exists
only in areas where normal transmission does not reach.
There are 23 cable stations presently operating and they are
required to pay 2% of their income. Videodisks do not exist
yet. Any transmissions via satellite require payment of corresponding rights from the station receiving transmission.
Some pirate activity exists in production of tapes and cassettes. SADAIC collaborates with all similar organizations in
Latin America in order to combat pirate activity.
There is a great deal of effort concentrated in the areas of
social and cultural activities. A weekly talent recital is held in
the San Martin Theatre in Buenos Aires holding 700 persons
and admission is free. There is training in harmony, chorus,
music reading, etc. offered to members and the general pub
lic in schools without charge. SADAIC operates the Institute of
Composers' Rights, which holds courses, conferences and
other programs to educate its members as to the rights of
composers and lyricists. These activities are attended by lawyers and other persons related to the industry. Independent
presentations of song festivals and talent shows is encour-

sitores de Musica (SADAIC) was founded by the union of the
two previously existing entities, the circulo de Autores and the
Asociacion de Autores Y Compositores, Francisco Canaro was
the president of SADAIC's original governing body. It is a nonprofit association which operates through an associate assembly made up of those members having the power to vote.
There is a board of directors appointed by the associate assembly to serve a term of four years and may be re- elected.
Also an executive committee consisting of the president, the
secretary and one member from the board of directors. A consultant committee is elected from the membership by the
board of directors.
SADAIC's home office is in Buenos Aires with eight branch
offices located throughout Argentina. There are approximately 500 persons employed plus some 1,500 agents. Ariel
Ramirez is the current president with Dr. Fernando Burone
heading up administrative as general manager.
SADAIC pined CISAC in 1937. The Republic of Argentina
endorsed the Berne Convention on June 10, 1967 and the
Universal Convention on Nov. 13. 1957. At present there are
15,347 members; 99.2% are composers/ lyricists, the remain
ing are music editors. Foreigners may become members if
they establish residence en Argentina. In 1975 approximately
$7 million of revenue was collected, a 4% increase over 1974.
Due to increasing international licensing of Argentinian literary and musical material, significant revenues are being collected from other countries.
Argentina's law that is equivalent to copyright presently
protects an author, composer or lyricist for life plus 50 years.
The reform commission of SADAIC es presently proposing a
period of 80 years of protection to become the law.
The proportion of income for 1975 was as follows: 66% live
performances; 2% airplay; 1% television: 29% recording
rights; 2% movie scores /commercial tingles. Inspectors are
utilized to supervise handling of boxoffice proceeds throughout the country. Recording rights: royalties. usage of material
for commercials, and all airplay of product on v or radio are
controlled through the main office and some of the respective
branches. Accounting and controlling procedures are handled
by an NCR -315 computer. Presently registered are 169.000
foreign and 230,000 national works. Prevailing royalty rate on
records is 3.75% per side on 90% of total production. based
on retail prices, minus 10% for shipping and 21% for the
added value tax. The 21% added value tax es subtracted from
the price of sale from the manufacturer to the retailer. For
tape it is 7.5% of the retail price for each record reproduced
on each tape. based on 100% of total production. minus 6.5%
for shipping and 21% for added value tax. both of which are
subtracted from the price of sale from the manufacturer to
the retailer. Imported product is only acknowledged for

aged and controlled.
SADAIC offers assistance to many organizations and so-

cieties connected with the industry. In Peru financial contra
butions were made. Several key personnel of Paraguay's APA
came to Argentina to study the structure of SADAIC. There is
a formal cooperative agreement with the Bolivian society,
SOBODAYCOM. Executives have come to Argentina to learn
and two SADAIC executives will go to Bolivia to assist in the
betterment of this society. In Ecuador a seminar was provided
in 1974 for SAYCE. Funds were advanced against account for
the construction of SAYCO's building in Colombia. Financial
assistance and guidance in organizational and operational
procedures were given to UGASAL In El Salvador.
In 1966 a delegation of SADAIC representing CISAC toured
Latin America in its entirety to familiarize itself with the respective societies and persons connected, thus resulting in a
mutual sharing of constructive ideas for the general advancement of the industry.
Prior to 1972, it was well -known that there was no enforcement of payment of right and royalties between the different
Latin countries. causing the loss of thousands of dollars. The
Organization Recaudadora de Derechos Fonomecanicos Y
Representation Autoral (ORFRA) was founded by GEMA of
Germany, SACM of Mexico and SADAIC. In its three years of
existence it has developed as the principal protective society
in all Latin America. In 1972 ORFRA signed contracts with the
(Continued on page C.221

executive officer of the society is the well -known lyricist Stanley Adams, first elected president in 1953. The managing director of the society is Paul Marks. Bernard Korman is ASCAP
general counsel.
Officers elected from the board of directors are vice presi.
dents Salvatore T. Chiantia of MCA Music and George Duning,
noted screen -television composer; Morton Gould, distinguished composer and conductor; Ernest R. Farmer. treasurer of Shawnee Press; Arthur Schwartz, known internationally for his stage and screen scores. assistant secretary;
Leon J. Brettler of Shaprlo, Bernstein & Co., assistant treasurer.
The full board consists of Adams, Brettler, Arnold Broido of
Theodore Presser Co., Chiantia, Emmy award -winning composer Cy Coleman, Oscar and Tony award -winning lyricist Hal
David, Duning, Pulitzer Prize -winning composer Jacob Druckman, Farmer, Gould, lyricist -composer Arthur Hamilton, Sidney Herman of Paramount Music Corp.. composer Gerald
Marks, W. Stuart Pope of Boosey & Hawkes, Irwin Z. Robinson
of Colgems Music Corp.. Wesley H. Rose of Milene Music,
Schwartz, Larry Shayne of Larry Shayne Music, Ed Silvers of
Warner Bros. Music, composer -conductor William "Billy" Taylor, composer critic Virgil Thomson, multiple Academy award
winning lyricist Ned Washington and Norman Weiser of Chap-

pell & Co.

The policies that govern ASCAP are set by the board. which
meets each month at the society's headquarters at One Lincoln Plaza (opposite Lincoln Center) in New York City. (ASCAP
does not own this building or any other real estate.) The board
operates through a number of committees, and president
Adams and the chairmen of several committees report
directly to the membership four times a year. There are two
membership meetings in New York City and two in Beverly
Hills.

Copyright questions, enforcement suits against violators
and important rate negotiations are among the concerns of
the society's legal department. That department also super
vises the ASCAP Nathan Burkan Copyright Essay Competition
in law schools throughout the country.
ASCAP's income and licensing are divided into two areas,
one that of radio and tv broadcasting (approximately 7,700 licensees) and the other "general" users (approximately
30,000 licensees). Broadcast licensing is supervised by Louis
Weber. 1975 domestic license fees for television were
$36,921,000, and income from radio was $21,724,000.
ASCAP's general (non-broadcast) licensing is directed by
James Cleary, whose staff operates from 13 offices across the
country.
License fees from general and background music were
59.914.000 and from symphonic and concert performances
$512,000. With the addition of $374,000 in membership
dues ($10 annually for writers, $50 for publishers) and interwww.americanradiohistory.com

investments, total domestic receipts were
$71,269,000. Royalties from foreign societies were

est

on

$13.972,000, producing a 1975 total of $85.241.000.
1975 distributions totaled $70,580,000, including
$5,733,000 paid to foreign societies for ASCAP -licensed performances of their works in the U.S.
ASCAP has membership offices in Hollywood and Nashville,
with David Combs serving as regional executive director for
the West Coast and Edward Shea as regional executive director for the South. They report to director of membership Paul
Adler in New York. Responsibilities of the membership dept.
include liaison with current members, and processing the applications of new members. ASCAP welcomes writers and
publishers cngaged in every branch of music. ASCAP's London representative, Lawrence Ross, who reports to the director of membership, is basically concerned with liaison and Information sharing with foreign societies and foreign
publishers who might wish to license through ASCAP in the
U.S. ASCAP normally makes six distributions of royalty income per year to its members. four on a quarterly basis coy
ering domestic receipts and two a year of foreign income. Distribution manager Lawrence Goldberg supervises three
departments, index, program and royalty.
ASCAP's relations with CISAC itself and some 35 individual
affiliated performing rights societies throughout the world are
the direct responsibility of the foreign dept., headed by Arnold
Gurwitch. In addition to liaison and coordination for distributions made by foreign societies for ASCAP members and
ASCAP distributions to foreign societies, the foreign dept.
handles negotiation and implementation of ASCAP's agreements with sister societies, notifies them of new works in the
ASCAP repertory and changes in ASCAP membership and
coordinates ASCAP's participation in the varied activities of
CISAC.
To cope with the enormous and complex problems involved
in efficient operation of a major music licensing organization
in 1976, ASCAP's creative and well- equipped information systems dept. has working units to handle systems and program-

ming and data processing operations. Major responsibilities
of the information systems dept. are data processing, systems analysis, equipment selection, programming and operations. This sophisticated operation is headed by Edgar Aya,
and its priorities include developing a total system to minimize operational costs in distribution. membership activities,
accounting, radio billing. general licensing, microfilming and
document retention. Information systems also works on maximizing the potential for computer utilization, and innovative
solutions for international information exchange between
ASCAP and other societies and organizations.
Working in tandem with the broadcast licensing and general licensing teams, ASCAP's symphonic, concert and educa... °n pare C-8)

s

ATV Music?
pretty Beatles song,
but the top ßMl Award Winner
for 1975,with 51 chart songs
so far in 1976 -a dynamic group
Not just

a

of marketing- oriented companies
world-wide.
Get to know ATVMusic Group....
Our companies:

Our writers:

ATV

Maclen
Welbeck
Comet
Sweco

Return

Attache
Big Bay

Hagood Hardy

Abovewater
Pondwater
Sounds of Memphis

John Lennon
Paul McCartney
Billy Joe Shaver
Edwin Starr
Bobby Bare
Harry Shannon
Ron Fraser
David Buskin
Fred Koller
Charlie Williams
John Lombardo

Rocky Burnette
Tim Sullivan
Lowell Fulson
Joe Nixon

And....we now take great pleasure
in welcoming

Barry Mann

&

Cynthia Weil.

mit\t-.2--isicGroup
Los Angeles

New York NashvilleMemphisToronto London
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Australian Music Publishers
Assn. Ltd.
Rudolph E Bare. chairman Alan J
Turner.
executive officer. Jim
McFadden, secretary
Mechanical Rights Only
Founded: 1956
Joined CISAC: 1968
15 lull members and 12 associate members

AM PAL

Australian Performing Right Assn. Ltd
_'5.27 Albany St.. Crows Nest. Sydney NSW 2065
ref 1021439.8666
Now Zealand office. 3.17 Fansh SI Wellington. To
-48 John Sturman, managing director, Glenda
Thlioghan. secretary Ale. Jehbrt, hn,ntcral Controaer
',,forming Rights Only
Founded: 1926 Joined CISAC: 1934
Affiliations: Berne and Universal
3.500 lull and associate member5-3.350 composer and song.
waters, 150 publishers
Catalog: 170.000 hues. approximately 40% active
Annual turnover: 55.8 million
Proportion of income: Performance-33. radio. 4016 tv, 2% five.
3% cinema 2% jukebox and background music. 20% miscel.
taneous

Societÿ s expense: approximately 14% of gross
Foreign royalties: Paid -40% of gross. Earned -less than 2% of
gross

Payment structure:
rada broadcast -2% of ad revenue
tv broadcast

-1

5

%of

ad revenue

live performance -1 5% of box office or 2% of gross expenditures
background music -515 per annum plus 25e per speaker
enema- 3% of box office
Iukcboxes -525 per annum
halls -50C each 100 persons per performance
Length of protection performance: life plus 50 years

AMPAL
r
1

=
is

I

;
ro

i

c

=

Although music publishing companies have operated for
many years in Australia and New Zealand, it was not until
April 1956 that they combined together to form a company
under the New South Wales Company Act called 'Copyright
Owners Reproduction Society Limited" (CORS) as a company
limited by guarantee without a share capital. The company
was formed primarily for the general purpose of promoting

ASCAP

tonal dept.
s chestras on

Continued from page C -b

licenses U.S. symphony orchestras, foreign orU.S. tours, promoters and artists in the recital
jig field and educational institutions offering concerts. It also
1,D maintains the relevant "program logs" required for proper
royalty distribution. Manager of the symphonic and concert
division is Gerald Deakin.
The public relations dept. provides information to journalists, authors and broadcasters about ASCAP members and
their works, produces the magazine titled ASCAP Today, pre.
pares press releases about the society and its activities, assists the licensing and membership depts. with brochures and
maintains biography and photo tiles of members. It supervises the annual ASCAP -Deems Taylor Awardscelebrating the
best non -fiction books and articles about music and its creators, answers inquiries from both the press and the general
public and provides speakers for radio and tv programs and
special events, including campus talks by symphony and concert coordinator Marlin Bookspan and public relations committee chairman Gerald Marks.
As for inspection of music users, ASCAP's sole interests is
whether commercial users have entered Into license agreements and whether licensees are properly calculating and reporting their license fees. ASCAP's auditing dept. has an active field staff spot. checking those broadcasting firms and
other licensees whose license agreements provide for per.
centage- related fees. When an establishment has rejected all
requests to comply with the copyright law. the society's efforts
for legal enforcement of its members' rights often involve obtaining evidence to establish that copyrighted music has been
used without permission to violation of the law.
The costs of annual licenses vary greatly, ranging from millions of dollars per year for a major television network to less
than $100 a year for a small restaurant or store offering recorded music. A variety of objective factors relating to the economic importance of music to the user affect license fees. In
the case of nightclubs. for example, the number of seats, the
number of nights music is offered, the number of musicians,
the scale of prices and whether admission is charged are
among the factors that are relevant. In all cases, users are licensed on a non -discriminatory basis.
As for membership, ASCAP has shared in the music boom
of the past quarter of a century and its membership has actually trebled in the past 12 years. As of the end of June, the
society had some 18,000 writer members (composers and lyr
icists) and approximately 5,000 music publisher members. It
is impossible to determine exactly how many titles are included in the ASCAP repertory because works are added daily,
as they are written. Technically, a work is in the repertory
when a member completes it even if it is known only to the
author and composer. The repertory's size can only be characterized as very large. With so many hundreds of thousands of

APRA's board: (from left) J. Egginton, J. H.
Argent, L. Breen, W. B. Ahrens, R.E. Bare, J.
Sturman, G.S. Cooper (chairman), G. Callaghan. Sir Alexis Albert and C. Vaughan- Smith.
Sturman, managing director (insert). P.A. Bell, New Zealand
branch manager, is second from left top of page.
and protecting the interests of parties owning or controlling
the rights for mechanical reproduction of musical works in
Australia and New Zealand.
Membership of CISAC was approved in November 1967 effective Jan 1. 1968.
CORS represented its principals before the Spicer Committee of Enquiry which was set up by the Australian Govern
ment in 1958 to make recommendations for a new Copyright
Act to replace the 1912 Act, following the enactment of a new
United Kingdom Act in 1956. Obviously a considerable
amount of CORS activities during the period between its formation and the 1958 hearing was devoted to the preparation
of the music publishers submission to the Committee of En.
quiry.
CORS voted Nov. 29, 1973 to change its name to Australian
Music Publishers Association Limited (AMPAL) and at the
same lime adopted new memorandum and articles of association under which specific powers were given to AMPAL and
its council formalizing representation of members by an
agent for various licensing purposes The J. McFadden
Agency, which had represented the members of CORS in that
capacity for several years, continued to do so under the authority of individual agency appointments between the
agency and AMPAL members. but subject to the general direction of the council of AMPAL Administration of AMPAL
continued through a council of eight full members, including

thousands of copyrights involved. it has become essential to
use computerization in many phases of collection and distri.
bution.
noted that the copyright situation in the U.S. is
currently being reevaluated by Congress (the national legista.
Sure). and there may well be changes likely to bring American
copyright law closer to the statutes in other countries. At the
present time, the U.S is not a signatory to the Berne Copy.
right Convention or the Rome Convention on Neighboring
Rights but has acceded to the Universal Copyright Conven.
Lion. The controlling 1909 statute does not provide for performance rights income in either recording musicians or artIt should be

ists.

for private domestic recording, the U.S. copyright act
gives the copyright proprietor of a musical composition the exclusive right to record that work. Thus any private domestic
recording Is a technical infringement. U.S. law does not provide for any levy on tape or tape recorder sales, and under
American law recording rights are licensed by the individual
copyright proprietor, not performing rights organizations.
Under the U.S. copyright act, the copyright proprietor of a
non -dramatic musical composition has the exclusive right to
perform the work publicly for profit. In some cases. such as
the performance of a work as part of a religious service in a
church, the 'f or-prof it" limitation may apply. Finally, in 1964,
the U.S. Court of Appeals for Third Circuit held that one who
has acquired the right to sell records of a musical composition
may not publicly perform such records for profit merely because such performances constitute an effective means of advertising the sale of such records, especially when the performances serve the purpose of providing background music
to the establishment.
Under a 1975 decision of the U.S. Supreme Court, the use
of licensed radio broadcasts over loudspeakers as background music by a commercial establishment is not a "performance" under the present copyright law, and so does not
require a license from the copyright owner or his representaAs

tive.
ASCAP receives income from many sources, including radio

and television broadcasters (both network and local stations),
background music companies. popular and serious concerts.
symphony orchestras, college and university orchestras and
concerts. circuses, ice shows, amusement and theme parks,
and other users of copyrighted music who perform the works
in the ASCAP repertory publicly and for profit.
ASCAP is concerned about all present methods of delivering music performances, and is carefully monitoring technological developments that may permit other delivery systems to develop in the near future. Coordinating research on
the new technology is one of the responsibilities of ASCAP's
staff economist, Dr. Paul Fagan, who provides material for
rate negotiations and a variety of legal and legislative matters.
www.americanradiohistory.com

si
the current chair
n Rudolph E. Bare who has held that
ecre
bon since 1962, ass ed by Jim McFadden,
tary since the formate.), Lit CfiRl.
Effective Jan. 1, 1975 AMPAL opened an office staffed by
full -time employees and at the same time formed a licensing
division called " ANZ Musical Copyright Agency" (ANZMCA) to
take over the licensing and royalty collection activities previ.
ously carried on by the J. McFadden Agency. This followed the
appointment of Alan J Turner (known widely in the Austral.
an recording and music industry for the past 20 years as Jack
Turner) as executive officer of AMPAL on Oct. 1. 1974.
Current membership is in two classes, full and associate.
thereby providing the opprotunity for membership to the
small independent Australian and New Zealand music pub.
lishers. Numbers are 15 full and 12 associate with approxi-

partly

mately eight pending additional associate members.
Apart from representing interests of music publishers generally. AMPAL has taken on specific functions in the field of
copyright protection on behalf of its members. While record
manufacturers in Australia and New Zealand account to each
publisher direct in respect of records and tapes made tor retail sale, AMPAL -via its collecting division, ANZMCA -Iicenses miscellaneous imports, exports of Australian made
(Continued on page C -22)

APRA
Although Australia's oldest performance society was
formed during the advent of radio in 1926, the Australasian
Performing Right Assn. Ltd. (APRA) embraces elements that are unusual even in nations from which APRA's
philosophy derives. As old as CfSAC, which APRA joined in
1934, the Australian society reflects the heritage of English
law. The society represents both Australia and New Zealand.
Statutory legislation in both territories has superseded any
common law rights which may have previously existed even in
unpublished works. And it is expected that In the future legis.
lators will continue to seek to achieve copyright legislation
which strikes a balance between the fundamental rights of
the author as the first copyright owner. and the public interest
in accessing such works. Since the territories administered by
APRA are mainly "user" areas, we anticipate continuing difficulty in persuading governments to recognize the right of the
creator against those of the user whose economic advantage
is so often wrongly identified with the public interest.
An example of the above thinking may be found in the corn
pulsory licensing provisions of the Australian copyright act.
which are unique even among those countries whose laws incorporate a system of statutory royalties as opposed to freely
negotiated rates. Under the Australian law first consent to
(Continued on page C -22)
-

ASCAP does not sponsor or commission works or benefit
concerts, but it contributes Victor Herbert Scholarships unde
a program administered by the National Federation of Music
Clubs, and itself directs the Raymond Hubbell Scholarships
program which assists student composers at universities and
conservatories. Earlier this year, president Adams announced
establishment of a new ASCAP foundation to provide a legal
structure for ASCAP members and other individuals to contribute to music -related philanthropic programs.
As for prospects for increased protection of the works of
ASCAP members. they look promising. After more than a
quarter of a century of ASCAP's determined educational and
legislative efforts, it seems likely that the Congress will finally
pass a copyright revision bill that would increase the U.S. term
of copyright to the life of the creator plus 50 years, remove the
so-called jukebox exemption and modify the "for profit" lima.
taboo. The current statutory duration of U.S. copyrights is 28
years, with provision for renewal for another 28 years.
In the rare cases in which allegations of plagiarism may
arise. the merits are determined by the federal courts and not
by ASCAP. The problem of many different songs sharing the
same title has not proved to be too difficult for the ASCAP index dept., since file cards also indicate such information as
the writers, publishers and record labels.
ASCAP has always believed that music should flow freely
around the world, and considers quota systems designed to
guarantee broadcast of a fixed percentage of locally written
musical works inappropriate. People should be able to hear
and enjoy whatever they wish.
As for arrangers of copyrighted songs, it is obvious that they
make a contribution and should be compensated. but not

with an interest in the performing rights unless the underlying
work is in the public domain.
ASCAP is actively engaged in a broad public relations program designed to encourage the use of its members' works. a
coast-to -coast effort in both the symphonic and popular
fields. Continuing liaison with music critics and music directors of major orchestras is part of this program. and the
society also funds the ASCAP Symphony Orchestra Awards,
cash grants to orchestras which program significant amounts
of contemporary music. ASCAP draws new composers of
promise to the attention of the press, radio and tv in a variety
of ways.
ASCAP has been working with other

performing rights societies when called upon. It is obviously essential for established societies in industrialized countries to share their experience and expertise with each other and with newly
established societies in developing countries. The world of
music in general and the world of performing rights in particular is clearly an international community, and there can be no
doubt that increased international cooperation lies ahead. It
will benefit all of us, and it will benefit theglobal audience that
enjoys our membe, . (_r.
'

The Members of the

SGAE

Sociedad General de Autores de España

Hereby Greet

CISAC
International Confederation of Societies
of Authors and Composers

in its

Anniversary
Congratulations
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CISAC

Ú

LITERAR -MECHANA

AUSTRIA
%\Il<lv

Staatlich Genehmigte GesoIlschsft
der Autoren, Komponisten & Musikverleger
Baumannstr, 8'10. A -1031 Vienna 3

I

102221 73 15 55
Prof Dr Marcel Rubin, president. Dr
Peter Harz. Dr Johann Juanek. Prof Norbert Pawlick,, vice
presidents. Ernst Huemer. general manager
Performing rights only
Founded: 1897 Joined CISAC. 1927
Affiliations: Berne Universal and Rome
268 members (70y. composers{ 160 employes
Catalog: 600.000 titles, 250.000 active
Annual turnover: 511 million
Proportion of income: 47 14 government owned radio and iv.
28 2`:- pop music.
`x, records, tapes. public radio and tv, 10 2%
3% classical music and 55,500 from
2
2%
cinema.
iekebo.es.
Catholic church voluntary
Society s expense approximately 25 7% of gross
Foreign royalties -Paid: 53 million Earned: 51 3 million
Length of statutory duration for copyright: 70 years
Length of statutory duration for recorded performance: 50 years
Tel

-

1

1

Wahrnehumungsgeoellschalt fur Urheberrechte
Lmko W,enzede 18. A -1060 Vienne 6 Tel 57 21 61. 57 22 49
Prot Hans Fuchs. president, Dr Wilhelm Peter and Dr Hans Perna
lawyers. FranzLen Popp, general manager
Franz -Leo Popp. general manager
Performance and mechanical rights
Founded: 1959 Joined CISAC: 1962
1.400 members. (1.340 composers and songwriters, 60 publish
ors)

Employes 12
Annual turnover. 5572. 200
Proportion of income: 5572.200 (mechanical rights) 5144.000
(performing rights)
Society's expense: 20% pot member
Foreign royalties. pay twice as much as earn
Length of protection performance 70 years
Length of protection mechanical: 50 years from Irxation /pub
lication

1

Ott

AUSTRO -MECHANA
Gesellschaft zur Verwaltung and Auswertung Mechanisch
Musikalisher Urheberrechte.
Same address as above Tel 72 35.87

Hermann Schneider. president. Prot Franz Zelwecker, vice preso
dent Dr Helmut Steinmetz. gene al manager
Mechanical fights only
Founded: 1934 Joined CISAC: 1935
Affiliations: Berne. Universal and Rome
Members. 3.000 12.950 composers, songwriters. 50 publishers)
Employes. 30 wdh 30 associates
Catalog. 400.000 tales
Annual turnover: approximately 56 million
Proportion of income: record industry 55, adios to 42 %. other

Society's expense- 15% per Austrian member
Foreign royalties earned: approximately 57 91 million
Mechanical right prevailing for disk /tape. 8" a of retail minus de
duceon allowed by VAT -010M
Length of statutory duration for copyright' 70 years
Length of statutory duration for recorded performance: 50 years

AKM
Austria, copyright matters are handled by a variety of so
nettes and four -AKM, Austro-Mechana, LVG and LiterarMechana -are members of CISAC. The first two are involved
in music copyright collection and the latter represent play.
weights and literary rights.
)Continued on page C -24)
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BMI
w

Thirty-six years .. .
That's not much time for an organization to become a potent force on the music scene, yet Broadcast Music, Inc. (BMI)
done it. And in the process it has become the world's fare.
Zhas
est music licensing organization. representing nearly 45,000
writer and publisher affiliates.
In less than four short decades, BMI's hallmark has become
service to both the creators and users of music and dedication
to all the many worlds of music; all of the rich output of Amen.
can men and women. all of the music that is heard and applauded around the world.
But let's step back those 36 years and a bit more.
The formation of BMI in 1939 was not the first attempt
to provide a competitive source of music licensing in the
U.S. Some four years earlier the Warner Bros. music companies, representing about 40% of popular American music.
had offered separate licenses. Theirs was the most recent in a
series of similar short-lived ventures that had begun in the
early 1920s and involved. among others, such musical figures
as Carrie Jacobs Bond, the Oliver Ditson music companies
and Henry Waterson of Waterson, Snyder & Berlin.
It was inevitable that the nation which was first to espouse
the principles of antimonopoly and competitive enterprise in
its legislation would be the first to support competition in mum

sic licensing_
The most amazing story in the vivid history of American music is that of the growth of BMI during a period of some three
dozen years. Starting with little more than the determination
to provide competition and opportunity. BMI today represents the largest group of composers, writers and music pub.
lishers in the world. In this growth BMI has been abetted by a
number of factors -technological. social, political and economic-which have changed the scope and character of popular music around the world.
A far different music world than the one we know today existed in the late summer of 1939 when attorney Sydney M.
Kaye unveiled plans for a new music licensing body to be
known as Broadcast Music, Inc. At the time. three companies
dominated the recording industry. They provided virtually all
records bought by the public, used by those of the 700 existing radio stations that chose to broadcast recorded music.
and in the 400.000 machines of the burgeoning jukebox in-

dustry.
Fewer than 150 music publishers and slightly more than
1.000 songwriters shared in an annual performing rights income of about $6.000,000. Most of that money was distrib
uted only on the basis of live performance during evening
hours on the country's tour radio networks. Recorded per
formances did not count, nor did those on independent radio

stations.
Although there were thousands of composers and music

L.V.G.

Staatlich Genehmigte
wertungsgesellschaft

t. terarische

Ver-

Same address. phone as above
Milo Dor, president. Frank Popp. general

manager of Lava' M thane
Manages rights o1 broadcasting. public diffusion and public recitation of literary works with the eaeopbon of dramatic works
Founded' 1937 Joined CISAC: 1956
Members 246 (40 publishers. 1260 authors)
Employes none Administration handled by LITERARMECHANA

Annual turnover: 559.000
Length of protection performance: file plus 50 years
Length of protection mechanical- 50 years ftom fixation /pub'

AUSTRO- MECHANA
Austro-Mechana, a society which protects mechanical
rights at audio /visual levels, was set up In 1936. Prior to that.
Austria's mechanical rights had been handled by Germany's
AMMRE.
The reason for founding the new organization was a new
German law which forbade the exporting of more than 1,000
Deutsch marks out of the country.
First general manager of Austro- Mechana was Bernhard
Herzmansky Jr. from the Doblinger music -publishing company. But the society's first phase lasted only two years. In
1938 it was disbanded and incorporated In the German
STAGMA, but was set up again as a separate entity In 1946.
Current president Is Hermann Schneider, with Prof. Franz
Zelwecker as vice president and Dr. Helmut Steinmetz as gen.
(Continued on page C -26)

publishers who could not share in this source of revenue. it
was impractical for these individuals to negotiate performing
rights licenses with the thousands of establishments that utilized music commercially. Forms of music that are widely popular today were generally unknown, except to small and isolated audiences. Country music was referred to as "hillbilly,"
rhythm and blues as "race." These and other manifestations
of the great American musical genius were frustrated by the
lack of economic encouragement and cultural acceptance.
Such a state of affairs could be resolved only by the creation
and development of meaningful competition and economic
opportunity, and by government intervention. which would
lead to the democratization of American music whose fruits
the world enjoys today.
In 1940, some 600 enterprises, principally engaged in
broadcasting, Initiated this change by forming BMI. The organization filed documents with the Securities and Exchange
Commission, the official government body which oversees the
sale of its stock. It was declared that no dividends were ever
expected to be paid on the original investment which averaged some $500. None has. Nor has BMI ever operated as a
profit -making body.
By achieving the classical feature of competition -a free
and unrestricted market for intellectual property -BMI
opened its doors to all creators of music, including those who
had previously been denied an opportunity to share in performing rights Income. It adopted a method of compensating
these writers and publishers which would equitably credit
them with actual performances- whether live or recorded,
whether national, regional or local. It offered non-discriminatory licenses to all users. Most significantly, it served the
public by encouraging every kind of music.
In the classic American tradition, BMI began by grubstaking, that is financially assisting small, independent music
publishing ventures.
An initial statement of BMI policy addressed to the Amen.
can public said:
"BMI is a complete new force in American music. It is also a
means of giving you who make up the musical public an opportunity to hear its music, and most significant of all, an op
portunity to grow familiar with the work of composers who
previously have not been privileged to put their music before
you.

"BMI has dropped the bars, and now the new men, the
younger men. the men you may not have heard, can bring you
their music."
The past 36 years have seen a dramatic realization of that
promise. Because of BMI's existence and because of its concern, the many sounds of American music have been heard,
accepted and acclaimed. New writers have become successful
internationally. New music publishers, most of them starting
as small businesses, have made a cultural contribution. To
gather they have brought the public country, rhythm and
www.americanradiohistory.com

AKM's Prof. Dr. Marcel Rubin, president (left top); Ernst Hue
mer, (top middle) director who will be replaced this year by Dr.
Rudolph Pitterman now general manager (left below). Hermann Schneider, (top right) president, Austro -Mechana: Milo
Dor, LVG president (second below); and Hans Fuchs, board
president. Litera Mechana.
-

LITERAR- MECHANA
Prior to 1959 the rights of public use and mechanical repro
duction of literary works were not protected collectively in
Austria. Then on April 24, 1959, Literar-Mechana was formed
Main organizers were the author, Prof. Vinzenz Chiavacci,
who became the society's first director and who was president
of the supervisory board between 1972 and 1975. along with
the publisher Prof. Hans Fuchs. current president of the
board, and the lawyers Prof. Dr. Wilhelm Peter and Dr. Hans
Perm.
(Continued on page C18)

LVG
Austrian writer Friedrich Schreyvogel founded LVG. the
Staatlich Genehmigte Literarische Verwertungsgesellschaft
(LVG) in 1937. But one year later it was disbanded
However. it re- emerged after World War II and became a
member of CISAC in 1956. Its job is to manage the broad.
casting rights, rights of public diffusion, and rights of public
recitation of literary works. with the exception of dramatic
works.
(Continued on page C -18)
blues, jazz, rock'n'roll, gospel. contemporary popular and
concert music, electronic and experimental sounds. It is their
work that makes up the majority of America's contemporary
musical tradition.
Because of its open door policy. BMI was able to pioneer in
the encouragement and development of the music that has
gained the greatest international popularity in history. The
first and most significant creators of country music. rhythm and
blues. rock'n'roll and other manifestations of contemporary
music licensed their works through BMI. As a result both the
BMI repertoore and its affiliated writers and publishers were
able to grow in a manner without precedent.
At the start of this bicentennial year 15.275 publishers licensed their music through BMI. an increase annually of
about 1,000 new affiliates.
As of Jan. 1, 1976, 28.757 writers were affiliated with BMI,
and their numbers grow annually at an average of 2,500.
The chief reason for this growth is BMI's open door policy.
Not only do Americans affiliate with BMI. but foreign nationals as well. While 8Ml tries to encourage foreign nationals to
join the society of the country of their residence. the guide..
lines set for this organization by the U.S. Federal Court require that it affiliate any legitimate publisher or writer. No exception is made for foreign residents.
BMI's income has grown commensurately with this growth
of affiliates and repertoire. More than 7,000 radio stations.700 television broadcasters and more than 21,000 general licensees are estimated to pay $55 million this year Eighty percent of this came from broadcast users, about 8% from gen
eral users, the balance from foreign and other sources.
BMI pays out the great bulk of the money that it receives to
the creators and copyright owners of the music it licenses. It
does not pay dividends and it is not a profit -making organiza
Lion All income is distributed except operating expenses and
a small general reserve. Except for a modest handling charge.
all foreign monies are distributed to writers and publishers.
BMI makes regular quarterly payments to copyright owners. These are determined from logged reports of some
500,000 hours submitted annually by radio and television
networks in the U.S. and Canada. plus local AM outlets in both
countries and FM outlets in the U.S. Because there are so
many stations, it is impossible to keep track of everything
each one of them plays every day of the year Instead a scientiticalty chosen, representative cross section of stations is
logged each quarter. The stations which are being logged sup
ply complete information as to all music performed. These
lists or logs are put through an elaborate data processing systern in which eventually each performance is multiplied by a
factor which reflects the ratio of the number of stations
logged to the number licensed. If, for example. BMI licenses
500 stations of a certain kind and 10 of them were logged dur
mg a given period, ever .erform, t
.fig fisted would

(Continue
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brings American music
to the world
by maintaining reciprocal agreements
with 38 licensing societies
in other countries.
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BELGIUM
Societe Belge Om Auteurs, Compositoura et
Editeurs
Rue de la Loi, 81040 Bruasells Tel
511 18 10. 512 51 30
Marcel Pool president. Edgard Hoolants, DI61

rectorGeneral
Performance and Mechanical Rights
Founded: 1922 Joined CISAC: 1950
Catalogue 15 million titles (375.000 titles in working'- Index)
Membership. 1,8701uß members. 2.380 associated. 2.330 holders by Inheritance or legacy
Proportion of income: 689E radio. tv and jukeboxes. 27 38% mechanical 14 62'.1, manufacture and sale
of records,
Foreign Royalties: 32 08% of collections
paid to Iornlgn societies

Annual turnover: $17.371.906
Payment structure: 8% of retail price
Length or protection performance We plus
50 Yeats 01 50 yc;irs also Iirsl iiuhk[ation

SABAM's Edgard Hoolants, director -gen
eral.

Fundamental copyright law in Belgium dates as far back as
1886 but it was only in 1922 that Belgian authors and corn
posers became independent of foreign organizations to the
practical protection of their rights.
The first Belgian society was founded in November of that
year by Emiel Hullebroeck and other pioneers. including Flor
Alpaerts, Lode Baekelmans. Jan Broeckx, Lode Monteyne, Lodewijk Mortelmans. Frans Van Dyck and Edward Verheyden.
The aim was simply to set up a unitarian association involving all kinds of copyright and open to authors, composers and
editors. The range of activities now covered is wide: perform.
mg rights (theater). film rights, executive rights (music with or
without lyrics), radio and tv, literary rights, graphic reproduc
tion, and mechanicals.
There were 187 members In 1925; 505 in 1930; 2.870 in
1945. By 1955 the number had grown to 5,000. And by the
end of 1975, the total was 11,680. The Belgian society. origf
nally NAVEA and now SABAM, has been a member of CISAC
since the beginning in 1927.
At present there are 6,580 people with rights covered by the
society -full name Societe Belge Des Auteurs. Compositeurs
et Editeurs -of which 3,625 are of the French area and 2,955
of the Flemish part of the country.
Belgium became a member of the Berne Convention for
protection of literary and artistic works on December 5, 1887,
and ratified the acts of revision of Brussels (August 1, 1951)
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m be multiplied by 50 and the writer and publisher would receive
M credit for 50 performances every time the work appeared on a
log.
p Television theme and cue music is logged with the aid of cue
sheets prepared by the producer which list all work performed
in the program The number of performances of music in motion pictures, syndicated film series and certain other types of
tv shows are counted with the aid of cue sheets and the 95 TV
Guides published regionally throughout the country.

z

field of concert music, BMI secures all the programs
of symphony orchestras. concert and recital halls, etc. to ascertain actual performances of works by BMI composers.
The music used and logged represents the broadest pos.
sible spectrum. It is the creation not only of American composers but of others around the world who are members of
the 38 foreign societies with whom BMI has contractual agreements.
Both BMI's collection and distribution systems are fully
computerized. Indeed, since its start BMI's performing rights
royalty distribution has used the most modern data process
ing technology. It was in 1964 that BMI pioneered the exchange of royalty accountings in machine -readable form
among its sister societies. Today. of course, computer tapes
are the preferred medium for transmitting such information.
Since 1973, BMI repertory of 850,000 licensed works. to
gether with the names of the writers and publishers involved.
has been maintained in an electronically accessible data base.
New works registered with BMI at the rate of 40,000 a year are
added to this repertoire directly by means of cathode ray
tubes CRTs. or screens, connected to a main data base. Infor
mation updating. for example the new address of an affiliated composer or float of a major promoter in the field of popular concerts, is also handled by these CRTs. At this writing
BMI employs 28 CRTs to access and maintain all information.
Two of these screens are located outside the New York head
quarters office. with more to be placed in other locations. The
world -wide growth of the music business has made use of
computer technology an absolute necessity.
The technology provides the best service to affiliated
writers and publishers, to BMI's sister licensing bodies, the
users of music and the general public in search of accurate
In the

-

information.
An example of the international scope of this information is
reflected in the lost of 192 BMI- licensed songs which have received in excess of one million broadcast performances as of
Dec. 31, 1975. To do so, a song must have been performed

and been paid royalties for some 50.000 hours of playing
time. Songs from Belgium, Brazil, Canada, France, Germany.
Italy. Japan and Spain have received BMI awards denoting
this significant accomplishment.
BMI's collection work is handled by a billing system whose

and of Stockholm (with the exception of Articles 1.21 and ad.
dttional protocols) on February 12. 1975. The Universal Con.
venlion on copyright was ratified on August 31, 1960. but the
Convention of Rome has not been ratified.
SABAM has three categories of members: full, enjoying all
social rights; associate. qualified authors and composers but
whose royalties are relatively small; and people who hold copy.
rights through inheritance or legacy. The numbers are 1.870,
2,380 and 2.330 respectively.
To be a member or associate member, one has to be a citizen of the European Common Market. or someone with no
other residential status or qualification.
The general board handles society regulations. The board
of administration comprises 16 members, each elected for
four years, and this board nominates the directorgeneral.
currently Edgard Hoolants.
Society collection turnover was $7,578.476 in 1966 and is
now $17,371,906, an increase of 229 %, but in recent years
the pace of the increase has slowed down. In 1974. 32.08% of
the collection (for payment last year) went to foreign so
cieties. Rights divided to members from foreign countries add
up to two -thirds of what the society pays out abroad.
SABAM has 22 agencies scattered over the country and
handle direct contact with music users, giving the necessary
permission for executive rights. Each collecting office is under
the control of a director, who has various sub -agents accord.
ing to area and population and they visit restaurants, concert
halls, ballrooms and so on as a spot check on what music is
being used.
Where music is permanently used, either on records or by
orchestras, yearly agreements are laid down. Charges depend
on the size of the hall, the type of equipment, the size of the
town and so on.
The actual documentation department comprises some 1.5
million titles, of which 500,000 are Belgian works. Registrations from members between 1973.75 averaged around
50,000 a year. A simple but ingenious machine was invented
by a SABAM inspector in 1951 to control the registrations'
data.
SABAM's "working" index has 375,000 titles.
Apart from documentation and registration, the -music
service division looks after performing rights and royalties
payable by radio and television. The broadcasting systems
BRT and RTB pay fixed annual amounts.
Mechanical rights collected in 1975 totalled $4,550,109, or
27.38% of the total annual income. Roughly $2,975,294
came from the manufacture and sale of records in Belgium
and abroad, and the remainder from radio, tv and jukeboxes.
It is noted that Belgians buy roughly two records per person
per year which gives an annual sales figure of 19 million, bro.

accounts receivable ledger consists of some 30.000 accounts,
all maintained on the computer. About one -quarter of these
licensees receive monthly bills. some 14.000 are issued corn.
puter- prepared bills once each calendar quarter. The remainder are subject to semi -annual and annual billings.
The licensing of music users. both broadcast and general, is
the responsibility of a field staff of over 50 representatives
working out of six regional offices which cover all of the U.S.
The users with whom they deal include radio and television
stations, hotels and motels, restaurants. nightclubs, cocktail
lounges and taverns, discotheques, ballrooms, skating rinks,
background music services. airline-Inflight music, theme
parks, symphony orchestras, concert halls and promoters.
sports arenas. trade shows. traveling attractions like ice
shows, circuses and rodeos. All of the many kinds of attractions of which music forms a commercial feature is dealt with.
In addition to stations already on the air, licenses are issued
to all new stations and must be issued anew each time a stalion changes hands. Annually, BMI licenses 500 stations
which change ownership, and provides information and as
sistance to those others of the 7,700 licensed by the FCC.
The fees and terms of broadcast licensing agreements are
not set arbitrarily by BMI. They are the result of periodic nego.
tiation between BMI officials and the all-industry tv stations
music licensing committee and the all -industry radio stations
music licensing committee. These committees consist of owners and or executive personnel of radio and tv stations from
coast to coast. Fees are based on station income, less certain
applicable deductions. Current agreements with individual radio and tv outlets run through Dec. 31, 1977.
General licenses are established as the result of negotiations with established trade associations, organizations or
other groups covering specific situations.
To cite an example: in arriving at the tees to be paid by ho.
tels and motels for the use of music. BMI officials meet and
negotiate periodically with officials of the American Hotel and
Motel Assn. Similarly, BMI officials regularly negotiate fees
with representatives of the American Symphony Orchestra
League and the National Ballroom Operators Assn. Where an
established trade group does not exist. BMI will seek to negotiate rates with motor representatives of that field.
Because of the wide variety of music users and situations,
there can be no single way of calculating fees. They must be
carefully tailored to specific circumstances and in assessing
fees BMI uses the most appropriate yardstick of payment for
each type of music user.
For instance, hotel, motel and cafe fees are based upon the
annual expenditures for musicians and entertainers. Other
fees will be based upon the seating capacity of the concert
hall, or the percentage of gross annual income, as in the case
of ballrooms. The BMI tee structure is carefully shaped to accommodate all factors within the situation, assuring equal
treatment of all users of the same type.
www.americanradiohistory.com
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there is no mechanical royalty payable on the sale of
recording apparatus so there is no "cover" on private record.
ings. But SABAM is trying to have such a royalty ratified by
As yet

law.
Music in hospitals for patients is considered to be private
usage, but not music used in waiting rooms and lobbies. A
special. low payment is made for music used during church
services. In record stores, royalties are collected for permanent background music but not where a record is played as a
sample prior to purchase. All establishment owners using radio must be registered by SABAM. Rights paid direct from the
radio services do not cover public broadcast in public places.
The society insists on copyright payments on cable -tv and
similar usage. based on part of the Berne Convention. This

year there has been serious negotiation between the
society and the top executives of the Belgian cablety service.
The society feels that videotape and videodisk systems are
still comparatively new phenomena and there is much work
still to do organizing proper collection.
Piracy also occupies the society and offenders are prosecuted as often as possible. The Correctional Tribunal in Belgium gave favorable legislation governing pirated records
from within the country.
SABAM does much to encourage its members. offering
prizes of financial bonuses (both for Dutch and French members) every six years for serious music, light music, theatre,
literature, radio, television, film and fanfares, and every three
years fro the "chanson."
There is also a fund to provide financial support for widows
and orphans (if under the age of 18 in the latter case).
As Belgium copyright law is one of the oldest in Europe, it
has long been important and no radical changes have been
made since 1886. But there are moves to extend the duration
of protection to 60 or 70 years after the death of the author as
is happening in other countries. It could also be that SABAM
will loin the Rome Convention eventually.
In 1956, however, a special interpretation of the mechanical right was created. According to this, a special license from
the author of his representatives (publisher or reproduction
right company) for the public use of reproduced work is necessary for the public broadcast of a record. as well as the license
for performance.
The reasoning was that the recording of a work on a record
gives the owner only rights for private use of the record. There
is a distinction made between the purely executive right of live
music and the public performance of mechanical music that
(Conunued on page C -26)

Among other duties. BMI field representatives regularly
check music-using establishments to determine whether
those performing BMI material are properly licensed. Where
this is not the fact, the user is promptly mailed the necessary
license forms for completion and return. When required, vig
orous legal action is pursued under provisions of the U.S.
copyright law. BMI believes such steps are its responsibility to
affiliated writers and publishers, to its sister licensing organizations whose music may be infringed upon and to the vast
majority of American music users who recognize and assume
their responsibility under the law.
From the beginning BMI has brought new concepts into
music licensing. It welcomes new writers and publishers. It
treats all music users as customers entitled to fair treatment.
It is concerned about the public and strives to deserve its good
will.
BMI has involved itself in activecooperation with all the constituent members of the American music industry in a drive
for meaningful copyright legislation and government concern
toward the protection of intellectual property. BMI speaks on
behalf of its affiliates on matters currently pending in copyright revision. It offers position statements to legislators involved in the creation of laws affecting music and copyright at
the national and state levels. Its executive personnel works to
make BMI and the problems of its members better known to
government officials and legislators.
BMI has cooperated with various departments of the U.S.
government in many protects. These have involved the White
House, the State Dept., Treasury Dept.. Dept. of Health, Edu
cation and Welfare, the Dept. of Defense, the National Endowment for the Arts, the U.S. Information Service, and the U.S.
Mission to the United Nations, among others.
During the bicentennial year BMI celebrated the occasion
in similar cooperation with the government. BMI -sponsored
exhibits taken from the Carl Haverlin Collection of the BMI Archives are Waring the country and Western Europe as one of
215 officially recognized programs.
BMI executives are members of the boards and advisory
councils of many public and private organizations involved in
music and music education. BMI has been an active force in
the American Symphony Orchestra League, the General Fed
eration of Music Clubs, the Country Music Assn., the International Music Council, the World Jazz Assn., the American
Music Center, National Academy of Recording Arts and Scien'
ces, the Copyright Society of the USA. the National Commission of UNESCO. the Academy of Popular Music and many
others.
The staff of BMI regional managers, which deals with music
users on a day-to-day basis, also appear before mass communication classes on college and university campuses throughout the country. In the past 10 years a total of 600 BMI ap
pearances have been made before 30 000 udents.
t;_r,
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The 1975 American Song FestÌvaI.
A lot of good Things happened.

PP

The big break. Sometimes it takes years.
Sometimes it never comes. The American
Song Festival is proud that it helps very
talented people get their big opportunity.
Here are just a few of the good things that
happened:
*PHIL GALDSTON and PETER THOM
were the 1975 Grand Prize winners with
"Why Don't We Live Together ". This song
has already been: recorded by Barry Manilow
on his "gold" album, "Tryin' To Get the
Feelin' " (Arista Records); released as
singles by the N.E. Philly Band (Fantasy
Records), Arnold & Thompson (Arista
Records) and Doug Ashdown has a
single out in Australia; included in the
upcoming Julie Budd LP (Tomcat
Records); also a "country' version by
Don Potter (Columbia Records) has
been released. Phil and Peter
themselves are currently negotiating
for their own major recording
contract. Another of their compositions,
"(Everybody's Goin') Hollywood ", is already
on the charts by Mark Allen Trujillo (Private
Stock Records).
RON PATTERSON who won four Honorable Mentions in the Amateur Division
(with three songs) will be coming out with his
own single very soon on Venice Records.
The ASF introduced Ron to Leroy Lovett
and they have a co- publishing arrangement
on Ron's material. Leroy was instrumental in Ron's recording deal.
The two sides to be released will be two of his winning songs from the
1975 competition, "We Gonna Make It" and "Storybook ". Be sure to
watch for this record, due for release in the near future.
4 TIM MOORE won the 1974 Grand Prize for his song, "Charmer."
Since then he has gained success through his own recordings and he
wrote Art Garfunkel's big hit, "Second Avenue." His latest success is
"Rock and Roll Love Letter," which has just been released as The Bay
City Rollers' new single, along with being the title cut of their great new
album.
* TIMOTHY SHEPPARD won the top Amateur Gospel award for
"Sweet Lovin' Grace ". Tim's first solo album is about to be released
on Heartwarming Impact Records. His contract guarantees him two
albums per year for three years. Another of Tim's songs, "Would You
Believe In Me ", has been recorded by The Imperials and a group
named Truth. Both should be singles, plus The Imperials are planning
to include two more of Tim's compositions on their upcoming L.P.
*ROBERT "ROBBIN" THOMPSON was a Folk category Semi
Finalist (Folk being a Judges Decision Option category) for his song,
"The Boy From Boston ". Robbin has now signed an exclusive
recording contract with Nemperor Records and should have his first
album released soon.

*

-

* STEVE JAM won the top prize in
Amateur Rock with "Let

Stand, Let It
Shine ". Steve was signed to a record
production contract by one of our 1975
screeners. Along with this, he is now a
published writer with Cumberland Music.
Steve and his group have just completed
recording their first album.
*LUIS PANCHO VENEGAS was an
It

Honorable Mention winner from
Santiago, Chile for "Mi Cancion Para Ti"
(one of the 22 non -English language
entries which won in 1975.) During a
recent visit to Hollywood, he was introduced to the Peer -Southern Organization
staff by the ASF and has signed a worldwide publishing agreement with this
prestigious firm. Four separate recordings
of his composition have already been cut.
*Two of the key executives with
BEE GEE RECORDS were screeners in
1975 and they discovered a wealth of
talent. They have had their publishing
division contract songs by FRED LEDERMAN and
ALAN BABOFF, RALPH SYLVESTER and IRL
THOMAS, RUBY SHIELDS, LEN ROGOWSKI,
DOYAL SMITH and BETTYE ZOLLER and
FRED SCHIRMER. Already, the Lederman and
Baboff song "Determination" has been recorded by Marva
Hines and "I Cry For The World" by Sylvester and Thomas is
cut by The Ladies Of Song.
These are just a few of the good things that happened. The
AMERICAN SONG FESTIVAL has been responsible for many
of its winners becoming published songwriters with major companies and the list of record releases will continue to grow.

*

.

THIS YEAR IT COULD HAPPEN TO VOL)'
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For complete information plus an official
entry form, mail to:

The American Song Festival
(an international songwriting competition)
5900 Wilshire Blvd., West Pavilion
Dept. TB
Los Angeles, Ca. 90036
Name
(Please print)

Address

-
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A Presentation of Sterling Recreation Organization
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Agence pour la Protection des Omits

d'Autour

11,7

P 0 8
Slaveikov Sq
872 Sofia
I
1000 Tel 87 91 11 87 55 66 Cable
Jusautor -Sobs
Lallu Dimitrov, president. Tray. Ivanov
Todor Popov. Andrei Goulyashki. Ivan
kovachev. deputy chairmen Ttayn
Ivanov, director general
Performing and mechanical rights
Founded 1964 Joined CISAC: 1976
I

AUTO'.
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Un .o Brasileira de Compositores
10 Rua Visconde de Inhauma 70 ender. Rio de Janeiro
Tel 223-1693 Cables Composnores Rio de Janeiro
Dr. Humberto Teixeira. president. Nazarene On Brib. secretary

Performing and mechanical rights
Founded. 1942 Joined CISAC 1946

Affiliations. Berne and Universal
Members 1.354 -414 composers. 940 lyricists 8 writers. no pub.
ushers

Under ornate chandeliers, delegates get down to business
at the 1966 Prague congress, presided over by Sir Arthur

Employees: 83 ,n 7 departments. plus 22 member board
Catalog: 58.886 titles
Proportion of income 18 93 %radio /iv. 7 75% live pedormances
I l 04% theatres. 21 38% restaurants. etc
17 20% foregn authors in Bulgaria. 10 45% Bulgarian authors abroad
Society's expense: approximately 25% of gross
Royalties paid to foreign: Western foreign 40% more than incommit. with Socialists countries equal to sums transferred out
Paymem structure.
Radio /tv. percentage of taxes paid goes to author's lees Sys
tern of eight obligatory tariffs in other areas
Mechanical right prevailing rate for disk. 8'x. for authors work
4% for arrangement of Bulgarian loll. music For tape none
Length of protection performanee: ate plus 50 years
Length of protection mechanical for recordings: 25 years as Iron
January Ist of the year of last publications or performance

Bliss.

Affiliations:

Berne

.

One of the newest copyright societies is the Bulgarian
JUSAUTOR. set up by the government there in 1962. and affiliated with CISAC only since May 1976.
Its activity was originally restricted to the field of book pub

a
7.1

s'a
t',

a

fishing and theatrical performances but since 1972 has been
reorganized into a complex authors' institution aimed at protection of rights nationally and internationally in order to
carry out state management of copyright protection and representation of Bulgarian authors abroad.
Director -general is Trayan Ivanov. Bistra Avramova is chairman of the board as well as deputy president of the committee for the press. Deputy chairmen' Trayanx Ivanov, Todor
Popov, Andrei Goulyashki and Ivan Kovachev.
The board directs the society's activities. It has a chairman
and 22 members, mostly composers, writers, journalists and
representatives of various creative unions, notably the Union
of Bulgarian Writers, the Union of Bulgarian Composers. and
the Union of Bulgarian Journalists.
The society breaks down into seven departments with a total of 83 employes. The legal division works out and presents
drafts for rates of fees, tariffs and regulations in copyright
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BMI executives engage continually in

a series of speaking
engagements,
both
in
the
ii 9. and teaching
U.S. and in other naÜ
lions,
yii s
This international involvement is shown by two recent
events. In order to encourage study of copyright matters deal>
- ing with Latin American performing societies. BMI established the BMI /CISAC Pan American Council Scholarship An
annual grant is made for the best paper submitted and at the
end of the first three -year period BMI is making an additional
payment to the Council to defray the cost of publishing the results of the studies.
Most recently, PUMA, the performing rights society of Hot
land, laid the groundwork for a new society in the Dutch Am
titles region. For the present it will operate under BUMA upon.
sorship, but is expected to become an independent entity in
five years. BMI encouraged the new organization with a financial contribution in its formative stage.
On the occasion of BMI's 20th anniversary the distinguished publication Musical America hailed BMI's contnbulion, saying:
"Broadcast Music is a business with a conscience. fully
aware of the pressing need to make dollars work for contemporary composers and music.... In a scant 20 years since its
founding BMI has taken a mature and responsible stand on
the state of contemporary. and. most important American
musical thought. It has realized that only through realistic
support of our writers, through money. performance and
recordings can the composer of today find an opportunity to
flourish and work for America's culture and stature in the
i

world of art."
That support continues. That realistic concern has brought
into being a number of protects, in none of which is there any
requirement of BMI affiliation for participation.
Since 1951, BMI annually awards to student composers
under the age of 26 in the Western hemisphere, cash prizes
to encourage the creation of concert music. More than 200
talented young composers have been presented with these
awards to be applied toward their musical education.
The BMI Musical Theater Workshop offers regular sessions
in New York, Los Angeles and other places to young composers and lyricists. These are designed to stimulate proven
writers and to develop new talent for the musical theater.
For the past several years BMI has sponsored the Alternative Chorus Workshop in Los Angeles. There new composers
and authors have their works performed before audiences of
publishers and record company executives.
Overall management of BMI is in the hands of Edward M.
Cramer, president Preceding him have been Carl Haverlin
(19471964). Robert Jay Burton.(1964-1965) and Robert B.
Sour (1966. 1968). Under Cramer, day-to-day operations are

matters. It studies Bulgarian participation in international
conventions, and in international non -governmental organizations dealing with copyright and neighboring rights.
The literary department promotes works by Bulgarian artists abroad; submits their works to foreign publishers and theater, radio or ha organizations. also handling translation
where necessary.
Then the musical department concerns itself with the populancing of Bulgarian music abroad as well as making agreements for the staging of Bulgarian works, or recording of sym
phonic and chamber music. It also mediates on agreements
between the Balkanton record company and foreign firms for
disk production under Bulgarian and foreign licenses. This
section also provides Bulgarian Opera houses and groups with
music from foreign publishers.
The encashment department collects fees earned, performing and mechanical; and the distribution department
looks after the technical side of registration of works by authors. The type. genre and originality of works submitted are
determined by the registration commission made up of four
representatives of the Union of Bulgarian Composers and
three from the Union of Bulgarian Writers.
The distribution division works out royalty information and
presents it to the distribution commission, which comprises
five representatives from the composers' union and five from
the writers' union and which determines methods of distribution and suggestions for altering the distribution table of royallies paid to different sections of authors.
The finance department handles the actual payment of
fees and royalties, and provides the financial and accoun(Cnntinued on page C -2o)

handled by officers responsible for the organization's principal departments.
The officers. listed alphabetically, are: Neil Anderson, vice
president, San Francisco. Ronald Anton. vice president, performing rights West; Edward Chapin, secretary; Oliver Daniel,
vice president. concert music administration; Helmut Guttenberg. vice president, foreign performing rights administration; Robert J. Higgins, vice president, licensing: Richard Kirk,
vice president. West Coast; Edward Molinelll, vice president,
finance and treasurer: Frances Preston, vice president. Nashville: Lawrence Sweeney, controller. Russell Sanjek, vice press
dent. public relations, Theodora Zavin, senior vice president,
performing rights administration.
Through various executives, BMI has long had a close association with CISAC. Cramer is a member of CISAC's adminis
trative council; Sydney M. Kaye, chairman emeritus of the
BMf board, is a member of CISAC's legal and legislative commission.
Helmut Guttenberg is an active member and participant in
the BIEMJCISAC Work Group which concerns itself with technical problems affecting the data and information exchange
among societies. Too, Guttenberg has contributed papers on
various topics at the sessions of CISAC's EDP Symposium and
Technical Commission. He headed the Standardization Work
Group dealing with the exchange of royalty accountings in machine-readable form and created the standardized format
now in use.
Leo Cherniaysky. Guttenberg's predecessor, chaired CISAC's glossary Work Group. which produced a dictionary and
concordance. in five languages covering the accounting and
technical terms most frequently used by the performing and
mechanical rights societies.

NMPA
In May 1917 the trade papers announced the organization
of the Music Publishers' Protective Assn., the name by which
the organization was to be known until 1966 when it was
changed to the National Music Publishers' Assn. The announcement stated in part: "The general objectives of the Association shall be to maintain high standards of commercial
honor and integrity among its members; to promote and inculcate just and equitable principles of trade and business,
and to foster and encourage the art of music and song writ-

ing."
Nearly all the leading music publishers of the day promptly
became members of the new association and membership
then, as now. was open to any company actively engaged in
the business of publishing music Ifs the U.S. for a period of at
least one year. whose musical publications have been used or
distributed on a commercial scale or who assumes the financial risk involved in the normal publication of musical works.
As the music publishing industry in the U.S. has flourished
www.americanradiohistory.com

South American Congress this past March.
Oswaldo Nery Santiago, founder and honorary president of
the Brazilian Composers' Union (Univao Brasileira de Corn
positores). died of a heart attack recently at the age of 74,
fearing that his organization was doomed to be closed at the
end of the year.
Shortly before his death, Santiago told Billboard that a new,
government -controlled "Central Office for Collections and
Payments" would supplant the UBC at the end of the year.
The UBC would be closed he said, after more than 34 year of
service.
However, members of the UBC said after Santiago's death,
that they believed the organization would continue to operate
under the supervision of the government office.
Santiago founded the USC on June 22. 1942. He served as
its leader until his death Aug. 29. 1976. In addition. he was
founder of the SBAT, Brazilian Society of Playwrights.
Eight composers', authors' and industry organizations published a posthumous tribute to Santiago, pointing out that he
(C-onurrued an page C -201
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and expanded into all parts of the country, so, too, has the
membership of NMPA. Today. its 120 members include the
very large publishing entities with their many subsidiaries as
well as small, newer houses. While in 1917 the American popular music publishing was centered in New York and Chicago,
and a very few other cities, today the roster of NMPA's members covers 17 states and includes publishers of all the many
and varied types of music which is generally called "popular."
Responsibility for the affairs of the association is vested in
the 18-member board of directors which is elected at two -year
intervals by the membership. The board of directors, in turn,
elects the officers. all of whom are members of the industry.
except the president. who is the salaried chief executive.
While the association was concerned with and undertook
the two common objectives of all trade associations 1) to protect and 2) to advance the interests of their industries, the
music publishing business is unique in that its very existence
is fundamentally based on a law -the copyright law.
The U.S. copyright statute, which still prevails at this time.
was passed in 1909. only eight years before the estab
lishment of NMPA. There is often a considerable difference
between the intent of legislators in drafting a law and the
manner in which it works in practice. Moreover, in the more
than six decades since 1909. technological changes have continued at an accelerating pace. Thus. one of the major functions of NMPA since its earliest days has been tocope with uncertainties where the copyright law is less than clear, to seek
interpretation of the law as new developments and uses of
music create problems not contemplated in 1909, and to deal
with the practicalities of the administration of copyrights.
Since the mid fifties. the process of a comprehensive revisien of U.S. copyright laws has been in progress. NMPA has
been active in this revision process since its inception and has
spoken for music publishers throughout the long preliminary
and legislative proceeding which will, it is hoped, finally result
in the passage of a new law to become effective Jan. 1, 1977.
Infringements of copyrights- whether for profit or convenience -has been a concern of NMPA from its earliest days. A
major step toward improving the law in this area was achieved
in 1971 when, together with the recording industry, NMPA
successfully urged the passage of a law which, for the first
time. made unauthorized duplication of records and tapes illegal. This law also included a section of great importance to
music publishers. Previously, the copyright law had provided
only treble damages as a penalty for infringing music copyrights in recordings. For the first time. the full scope of remedies became available In this field, $250 minimum statutory
damages. Criminal penalties. etc.
As a matter of policy and practice. NMPA has continued to
be involved constructively in all legislative matters which
touch upon copyright directly or indirectly.
Two unrelated problems involve i
.
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VAAP is a Soviet universal copyright organization
VAAP provides for its business associates wide opportunities to select and use musical compositions
of all genres by modern Soviet composers
VAAP grants and acquires rights to literary, scientific.
dramatic. musical and artistic works
VAAP informs about new works by Soviet authors
VAAP has contacts with 950 partners in 50 countries
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Our Address

VAAP,

Bronnaya 6A. Moscow 103104 USSR
Cables Moscow Astor
Telex 7627 Astor SU
Phone 2034599
B
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CAPAC

CANADA

copal.

Composers. Authors and
Publisher Assn of Canada
240 By SI 1eren10. Ontarw M5R 2C2 TO (416)
.

9244427

Vancouver branch: AlexB.0 V68 162 TO (604) 689.8871 John Mills. general
1

ander St
manager
Performing rights only
Founded: 1925 Joined CISAC: 1944
Members. 6.000 (5.200 composorsi songwriters. 800 publishers)
Employes. 70
Annual turnover. 510 5 million
Proportion of income: license fees and interest 93 %. other 7,.
Society's expense 14 8% of gross
Foreign royalties earned. 4689.072
Payment structure:
Independent broadcaster radio- I 85% of receipts
Independent broadcaster tv -1 6'z. of receipts
Government owned radio r tv- 54 94 each Canadian resident
Live performance-1 33. paid to talent
Background music -tariffs
Cinema -poi seat basis
All others- tariffs

SCFPDA

Societe Cenadienne-Francasie de
Protection du Droit d'Auteur

436 Est. rue Sherbrooke. Montreal,
H2L 1J6 Tel (514) 849.4566
J Z -Leon Patenaude. executive director. Me Claude Beland. Ares,
dent: Me Guy Boiwn, executive secretary
Performing rights only
Founded: 1969 Joined CISAC: 1971
Proportion of income. In three areas only rodeo. tv and book excerpts

Society's expense: 5% of gross
Foreign royalties earned: 15% of gross

CAPAC's

gen-

eral manager
John
Mills,
Q.C.,
photographed with
Ann
Wilson,
lead singer and

the main writer

with

Heart.

Songwriter
m

Terry Jacks (left
in left photo) accepts EMI Canada's award from presenter
Al Waxman.

m
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NMPA

Continued from page C -14

m NMPA and the Harry Fox Agency on behalf of individual pub.
wlishers to seek relief before the courts on an almost contin> uing basis. The first -and most interesting -has been the desirability of seeking interpretation of the copyright law
through litigation, either because the law itself was unclear in
its language or intent, or because changing uses of music had
created new questions as to the application of the law in areas
which had not been foreseen by those who drafted the law As
a result. NMPA and HFA. its licensing service. have been involved in many lawsuits over the years on behalf of individual
publisher plaintiffs and as amicus curiae. Listing the impor

z

tant actions and decisions would require more space than is
available here. Indeed, the decisions are well known among
members of the copyright bar of the U.S. and probably overseas.

NMPA and HFA have spent even more time in the courts in
order to cope with their second problem: actions against
those who infringe on the rights granted copyright proprietors
under the statute.
Piracy has been rife since the beginnings of printing and
has been an ever -present problem for NMPA since its establishment. A primary concern has been the unauthorized duple.
cation of printed product. It has always been the policy of
NMPA to help protect the copyrights of its members wherever
and whenever infringements of various types have menaced
their interests. Today, the development of photo duplication
presents a new threat and NMPA is prepared to cope with this
new, widely available means of infringement which, more often than not. is undertaken for convenience rather than for
profit. but which deprives writers and publishers of legitimate

return on their work and their markets for it.
Both NMPA and HFA, on behalf of individual publishers
(members and clients), have been active In continuing efforts
through invocations of the legal process to hold for copyright
infringement unauthorized duplicators of recordings and
tapes as well as printed music.
Although the U.S. was not a member of any international
copyright convention until 1955. its international relations
have been an important factor throughout NMPA's history.
The popularity of American songs throughout the world and
the impact of native musical developments such as jazz
created an international market for American copyrights over
a half- century ago. Protection was secured through the socalled "back door" of the Berne Convention by simultaneous
publication in a country which was a Berne member. When
the Universal Copyright Convention (UCC) was drafted as an
international instrument specifically designed in considera
lion of the special provisions of American copyright law,
NMPA was among the active proponents of ratification by the
U.S., which was accomplished in 1954.
Since then, NMPA has played an even more active role. For

"What a dreadful position the individual composer, author
or publisher of music would be in if he did not belong to some
association ... these associations are important; essential to
the safeguarding of the rights of individual composers, authors and publishers.
The speaker was the Hon. Justice J. T. Thorson, and the occasion was the last sitting of the Copyright Appeal Board of
Canada immediately prior to his retirement as chairman. And
although Judge Thorson's words were spoken more than 10
years ago they have remained something of a beacon for CA.
PAC, the Composers, Authors and Publishers Assn. of Canada.

And today, as CISAC celebrates its 50th anniversary, CA
PAC moves forward to new strength as Canada's senior per.
forming right organization, with nearly 6,000odd members,
annual revenues close to $10.5 million, and a strong pattern
of growth in all areas -revenue, membership, and most im

portantly, influence.
CAPAC, which celebrated its own half century last year. is
deeply involved in Canada's booming musical life. Under the
provisions of the Canadian Copyright Act, which came into
force in 1924. CAPAC is involved only in the licensing of performing rights of individual musical selections, and is therefore not Involved in any way with grand rights, synchronization rights, mechanical rights or printing rights.
A new Canadian Copyright Act is on the horizon, however,
and CAPAC continues to be deeply involved on a formal and
informal level. The effort is a long and complex one, and is
likely to go on for some time. Studies by the Economic Council
of Canada and the establishment of a committee on copy
right, within the government's Department of Corporate and
Consumer Affairs, are now behind it. The next step will be a
working paper setting forward the government's philosophy
behind a new copyright act. That's expected early next year,
and will likely be followed by public hearings, the filing of position papers by the various parties involved, a white paper, further committee appearances, the drafting of the new act, and
its final passage by Parliament -which, believes CAPAC's general manager John Mills, could well take five years.
John V. Mills, Q.C., a 52.year.old lawyer born in Windsor,
Ont.. joined CAPAC in 1957, and was made general manager
in 1968. He has become one of the best -known figures in the
music industry in Canada. and was recently honored by RPM.
Canada's best established music trade publication. with the
first "Canadian Music Industry Hall of Fame Award" as a
"pioneer who has fought on behalf of the entire music industry in Canada."
(Continued on page C -28)
the first time at the Berne Convention Revision Conference in
Stockholm in 1967, a representative of American music publishing interests was included in an American delegation of
observers. Subsequently, the association was, and continues
to be, represented on the U.S. State Department Panel of Advisors on International Copyright. NMPA was represented on
the U.S. Delegation to the Berne and UCC Revision Confer.
ence which took place in Paris in 1971 as it has to other subsequent international conferences concerning copyright and
related maters.
In four other categories which affect the music publishing
business- taxes, tariffs, censorship and support of the arts,
NMPA has maintained constant activity.
Of great importance to NMPA members is the study of technological developments and evaluation in terms of their potential future impact on the industry. The history of NMPA is
obviously the history of almost six decades of American popu
lar music, and that history is largely a consequence of the
manner in which the communication of music has changed.
As long ago as 1922 the association was examining the problems and potential of radio broadcasting as it came into
being. The consequences of the use of music in talking pia
tures was studied when they first appeared. The advent of the
long-playing record also required study as to its implications.
Most recently, videocassettes, cable tv and satellites have
been the subjects of a comprehensive symposium and report.
Throughout the years, NMPA, whether by financial support
or the personal involvement of its officers with other organiza.
tions devoted to music and its composers, has maintained
continuing activity in the service of music of all descriptions.
For the year 1976/77, the officers of the association are:
Salvatore T. Chiantia. chairman of the board; Leonard Feist,
president; Wesley H. Rose and Norman Weiser, vice presidents; Leon J. Brettler, secretary; Ralph Peer II, treasurer.
In 1927, when motion pictures first began to talk and sing,
there was considerable confusion about the use of music in
these "talkies." The producers recognized that It was neces
sary to obtain some sort of license to use copyrighted music in
their films, but considerable confusion existed. The publish.
ers as well were caught in the confusion and turned to NMPA
to come up with an efficient vehicle which producers could
employ in seeking rights for music and which music publish.
ers could utilize in licensing such rights. E. Claude Mills, then
chairman of the board of NMPA, was appointed to carry out
this service which was made available to all publishers,
whether or not they were members of the association, as all
services of the Harry Fox Agency are today. The licensing serv.
ice proved to be of great value to all concerned, and in 1936 it
was extended to include the licensing of records produced so
lely for radio broadcast which were called electrical transcriptions. This area proved to be extremely lucrative during the
golden days of radio and blossomed under the direction of
Mills' successor, John G. Paine.
www.americanradiohistory.com

SCFPD
The Societe Canadienne Francaise de Protection du Droit
d'Auteur (SCFPDA) was established July 20. 1969 as a legal
body by virtue of letters patent granted by the Canadian Min.
istry of Consumer and Corporate Affairs. SCFPDA was consti.
tuted so that a Canadian francophone body could pursue the
task of representing and defending the interests of writers
and publishers. It does this as far as government bodies and
other organizations interested in the question of authors'
rights are concerned.
Other aims of the society are, equally, to act as a consulta.
tive body relevant to the question of authors' rights with regard to the public in general, to purchase or obtain by other
means. in total or in part, rights to musical. literary, artistic
and theatrical works and make them available by sale or other
means.
J. Z. Leon Patenaude. executive director, was the president
of the society from the date of its foundation until 1974. Since
1969 Pierre Tisseyre (president of the Conseil Superieur du
Livre and vice president of SCFPDA) together with Patenaude
have represented SCFPDA before all international and national bodies interested in the question of authors' rights.
(Continued on page C -29)

CAPAC directors and officials, photographed at a board
meeting in 1974: From left, standing: composers Marc For.
tier, Christine Charbonneau, and Bruce Mather, Michel
Pare (director of CAPAC's Montreal office), publishers Al
Mair and Rosaire Archambault, Michael Rock (assistant
general manager), and publishers Bailey Bird and W.J.I.

Croombs. Sitting, from left: John Bird, Micheline Cou
IombeSaint-Marcoux, John Weinsweig, persident C.C. Devereux, and Matt Heft. Bruce Mather is no longer a director
of CAPAC.
-

The early years of NMPA were the early years of phonograph recordings and piano rolls and as early as 1922 prob.
lems appeared on the horizon. There were discussions concerning licensing forms to be used by the industry and the
first glimmer about the advisability of auditing certain record
companies. However, it was only in 1938 that the licensing of
recordings and the collection of mechanical royalties and their
distribution was undertaken by the new agent, Harry Fox.
When Fox died in 1969, Albert Berman, his longtime colleague, was appointed managing director and, more recently,
has been elected president of the Harry Fox Agency. Inc.
It was in the tenure of Fox that the phonograph industry ex.
ploded and the trade association of the popular music publishing industry, NMPA, found that it had developed a licensing service, the Harry Fox Agency. which became one of the
largest organizations of its kind in the world serving more
than 3,500 publishers in the field of mechanical reproductions. HFA publishers were not and are not required to be
members of NMPA nor NMPA members obliged to use the
HFA services. The two operations maintained separate fidenti
ties, but both are geared to the service of music publishers
and. thus, to the authors and composers whose works are represented by the publishers.
Since the 1909 copyright provides for the compulsory licensing of recordings with the statutory royalty ceiling of 2
cents, licenses are issued by the Harry Fox Agency for each .a
recording released. At times such licenses are issued below
the statutory rate, but the terms of each license are determined by the individual publisher.
Royalties are paid to HFA by each record company for each
recording licensed and these collections are distributed by
HFA to each publisher client, who in turn distributes composers' and authors' royalties directly.
For its services in issuing mechanical licenses, collecting
royalties and distributing them to the publishers, as well as for
the periodic audit of record manufacturers, HFA presently
charges basic fees ranging from 31/2% to 5% which are the lowest charged by any mechanical licensing organization
throughout the world.
While the licensing and distribution of royalties from
recordings are fully computerized, licensing of synchronization rights is not. since each license must be negotiated
according to the instructions of the copyright proprietor. The
terms vary greatly from one situation to another and for its
services in the synchronization field, a commission of 10% is
charged.
HFA is presently engaged in two new licensing areas which
are in the process of development -synchronization rights for
pay television and for video recordings. No industry pattern
has yet emerged in these areas. but it is contemplated that
they will become increasingly important and that publishers
will work out their own licensmgpolicies in the near future.
(Continued° ç page C-!8)
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CROIGE OF HEAT
DIOI.SO LONG. GOODBYE
DOLLY LYJAE..YDU
FTER ALL WE'VE BEEN THROUGH
FTER THE RAINS
GUN DON'T MAKE

MAN

A

HOLE IN MY POCKET

JUNIOR'S

LEAF RAG

JUST AS MUCH AS EVER

FOXY

FRANGIPANI

JUST DOWN THE ROAD
JUST IN CASE

FRESH RED APPLE CHEEKS

JUST WAIT TIL

FROZE

IUST WONDERFUL

IT FINE

NT

IT

THE TRUTH

WGATOR ANNIE
LONESOME BOY (Like Me)
(WAYS ITS YOU
MAN IS NOTHING MORE
A

KILL HIM WITH KINDNESS
KISS ME

WOMAN

I

MILLION YEARS AGO
MUSHROOM CLOUD
NAME AND A NUMBER
ND SO DO YOU
NDY IACA

NGEL, ANGEL
MOTHER GLASS Of BEER
ARE YOU

TALLAHASSEE BROWN

ONE

TELL 'EM NO
TELL ME WHO

ORDINARY

GET AWAY

GHETTO IN THE HILLS
GHOST TRAIN
GIVE MY LOVE TO JOEY

THATS GOOD ENOUGH FOR
THAT'S WHY I'M HAPPY
THAT'S WHY I'M LEAVING

PAPA TOO

GONNA HAVE MYSELF A BALL

LIKE STRANGERS

PEEPING TOM

GUITAR LESSONS
GYPSY LOU

LISTEN TO MY HEART

PEGGY

LITTLE BIT WALTZ

PIE PEACHIE PIE PIE

LITTLE BROTHER

PING PONG

HANGOVER BLUES
HAS BEEN
HAVE A GOOD TIME
HAWK EYE

LIVELY PLAYED THE COMBO

PLEASE

LIVING DOLL

POLYNESIAN SUITE

LIIZIE LOU

POOR JENNY

LONELY HEART

HE KISSED ME

LONELY ISLAND
LONELY NIGHTINGALE
LONESOME LADIES

PROBLEMS
PROMISES

STEADY BABY
TASTE OF THINGS TO COME

HEY

10E

HEY LONESOME
HEY

MISTER CUPID

HEY

SHERIFF

PUT AWAY

RAINING IN MY HEART

BABY NE. BABY

HILLBILLY RHYTHM

BABY SISTER
BABY SITTER

LOVABLE YOU

RIVER (TAKE ME HOME)

HIP CAT'S WEDDING

LOVEBIRDS

HOLIDAY MARCH

LOVE HURTS

RIVIERA SUNSET
ROCKABILLY BUNGALOW

HOLLOW WORDS
HOT DIGGITY DOG

LOVE IS ALL

LOVE IS A SPARROW

ROLL WITH THE

HOE SPOT

LOVE IS JUST

ROSES FROM

HOT TEARS

LOVE

HOW MANY MORE

LOVE. LOVE, LOVE

HOW'S THE WORLD TREATING YOU

LOVE

BEFORE THE RING ON YOUR FINGER

TURNS GREEN
BEFORE YOU GO

BEHIND THE CURTAIN
BELIEVE IN ME

IS

SOMETIMES THING
ON MY MIND
A

ME NOW

THEY JUST DONT KNOW YOU

THEY'RE NOT THERE
THEY'RE STILL IN LOVE
THINGS ARE DIFFERENT NOW
THOSE LITTLE THINGS

ROCKY TOP

TIC A TIC A TOC TOC
A

TIDE

TIME

STRANGER

RUN ALONG, JUNIOR

RUN, HONEY, RUN

BESSIE THE HEIFER
BIG EYES

TIME'S
TINA

WASTIN

A

TOO IRTE FOR ROSES

RUNNIN AND HIDIN

T00 MANY
TOUCHE
TRICKS

CONGRATULATIONS

BELLA BELINDA

THERE AIN'T NO USE IN DREAMIN
THE RICHEST MAN IN THE WORLD
THE WILLOW WEEPS
THEY DONT KNOW NOTHIN AT ALL

RED BEADS

RICARDO'S MOUNTAIN
RIGHT KIND OF LOVE

THEME FROM A DREAM
TIDE MUCHER WE DO IT
THE OWL AND t
THE PARTY'S OVER

THE SIXTIES

READY FOR LOVE

LDGKIN AROUND
LOOKING FOR A GOOD BOY

BALTIMORE
BEAUTIFUL BABY

THE LADY OF THE HOUSE

THAT GUN, BOY

LONESOME IS
LOOK, BABY
LOGKIN

NEED

KUMQUAT SONG

THE

THE IACKIE LOOK

HIGH ON THE HILL

BACA UP BUDDY

ME

THE BIG SHOW
THE BUCKEYED GYPSY
THE BLUES KEEP HANGING ON
THE BLUE WALTZ

PAY DAY

BABY, BABY

BABY WONT YOU TELL ME SO

THAT MAN RIGHT THERE

OVERWEIGHT BLUES

PARTY HEART

JOHNNIE

TENDERHEARTED BABY
TENNESSEE HOUND DOG

THE BARN

LETS POSTPONE OUR WEDDING
LETS THINK ABOUT LIVING

GO AWAY.

TELEPHONE

PAST TIME

A

LA LA

OM BEHIND
LAUGH A LITTLE MORE
LAY DOWN THE GUN
LEFT OVER HASH

TEARS OF THE CITY

TEEN EX

ONION

00H

TEARS

TEENAGE WEDDING DAY

TIME TOO MANY

OUT AT THE POOL

HELLO, HELLO
HEY DADDY, DADDY

UTUMN SOUVENIRS

TOUAIRA

ONCE UPON A TIME
ONE LITTLE MUSTARD SEED
ONE MORE YEAR TO GO

GEORGIA PINEYWOODS
GETTING USED TO BEING LONELY

HAVE TO DO IS DREAM

MAN NEEDS
MIGO NO

GET YOU ALONE

OLD GEORGE DICKEL

ONLY

I'M LONESOME

GEE, BUT

LITTLE THING LIKE LOVE
LL

I

FUNNY MAN

NICHA EVER GONNA

NT

BIG BOY NOW

A

FOLLOW ME

TRUE CONFESSION

TRULY, TRULY
TRYIN TO FORGET ABOUT YOU

BIG RIVER ROSE

TWENTY FOUR HOUR SERVICE

BILL'S GONNA SOON

TWO WORDS ENDED IT ALL

BE

HOME

CISAC

BILLY GOAT

BIG WILLY BROKE TAIL
BIRD DOG
BLAME R ON THE MOONLIGHT
BLUE. BLUE TOWN
BLUE DIAMOND BABY
BLUE DOLL (BLUE BOY)
BLUE DREAM
BLUE GYPSY

UGLY BOY

UNTIL MY DREAMS COME TRUE
WAITRESS. WAITRESS
WAKE ME UP
WAKE UP, LITTLE SUSIE

WALLFLOWER
WARM IS THE WINTER
WASTED DREAMS
WEBSTER YOU WROTE THE BOOK

ON YOUR 200TH ANNIVERSARY!

BLUE KAZOO
BLUE AIMONA

WE

COULD

BLUE MUSIC

WEEKS AND WEEKS

BROKE UP

WEIRDO

BOUDLEAUX & FELICE
BMI
BRYANT

BURN 'EM UP

BUS'NESS MAN
BUSY SIGNAL
BUTTERCUP VALLEY
BYE BYE, LOVE
BYE NOW, BABY

WELL
DID
WELL, I GUESS

WHATEVER YOU WERE
WHAT'VE

I

GOTTA DO

WHAT WOULD

BELIEVE IN LOVE
CAJUN FIDDLER

CANDY COATED UES
CARELESS LOVE GOODBYE

'0 GIVE ANYTHING
DIDN'T GO ANYWHERE
DON'T BELIEVE IN WISHING ANYMORE

CASE OF SORROW

DON'T LIKE

WYE YOU
CHAPUNIN NEW SHOES

D

CAUSE

I

CHEF- WAH.WAH

CHICKEN THIEF
CHRISTMAS CANT

BE

FAR AWAY

CITY GIRL

A

RATHER BE BLUE

'0

DREAMED OF A WEDDING
F I COULD HAVE MY WAY
F IT HINT ONE THING IT'S ANOTHER

NICKELS WERE DIMES
F WISHES WERE HORSES
JUST DON'T CARE ANYMORE

LITTLE CLOSER

LL CRY

COME LIVE WITH ME

COMPLETELY
CONGRATULATIONS 10E

MYSELF TO SLEEP

LL GO

'LL HATE MYSELF IN THE MORNING
LL NEED YOU FOREVER

COPY CAT

COUNTRY BOY

'LL NEVER BELIEVE

COUNTRY GENTLEMAN

'LL

CRAZY DREAM

A

DANCING SHOES
DANKE SCHON
DARLING, MY DARLING
DAY DREAM

DEVOTED TO YOU
DOES R MATTER TO YOU
DOLL FACE

DON'A WAWA
DONNA DONNA
DON'T FORGET TO CRY

DONT MAKE ME LAUGH
DON'T TEMPT ME

DONT WAIT FOR TOMORROW
DONT YOU PLAY WITH BILLY
DOODLIN'
DOWNHILL DRAG
DOWN IN YEBO CITY
00 YOU
DREAM DOLL
DREAM DREAM

DRUM

NEVERMORE BE SHACKLED IN
FOOL'S PARADISE

LOVE TO DANCE WITH ANNIE

CREWCUT AND BABY BLUE EYES
CATIE, CUTIE

DADDY BLUEGRASS

IT

M GONNA DO IT

'M GONNA
'M GONNA
M GONNA
'M LITTLE

100

SUP YOU OFFA MY MIND
STEAL MY BABY BACK
STEAL YOUR SHOES
BUY

IN

LOUD

'M MAKING LOVE TO A STRANGER
'M NOT AFRAID
'M NOT THAT KIND OF A GIRL
M NOT YOUR BABY ANYMORE
'M SORRY GOODBYE
NEED TO BE NEEDED
NEVER HAD THE BLUES

N

PUCE
THE MEANTIME
THE MIDDLE OF THE NIGHT

N

THE SHOW

N MY
N

SAW HER FIRST
T
T

ALWAYS ENDS TOO SOON
MAY BE SILLY

T NEVER HAPPENS
ITS A LONG WAY BACK
IS A LOVELY, LOVELY WORLD

TT NICER THAT WAY
TS SUCH
T

A

SILLY NOTION

'VE BEEN THINKING

EL CHARRO

'VE NEVER BEEN LOVED

ESPECIALLY WITH YOU
EVERY DAY IS CHRISTMAS
EVERY NOW AND THEN
EV'RYTHING THAIS GOOD

SAO EYED BABY

WHEELS

LOVE, THE LEAVES ARE TURNING
LOVE WORKED A MIRACLE

SAD SOUVENIRS

WHEN FLORIDA FREEZES OVER

SALTY BOOGIE

WHEN THE GREEN BERETS COME HOME

LOVELY LIPS
LOVEY TOLD ME GOODBYE
IOWA' IS LIVEN'

SALTY TEARS

WHEN YOU SAY YES

SAY NO MORE

WHEN YOU TOUCH ME

SCHOOL BUS
SCHOOL FOOL

MAGIC WORLD OF LOVE
MAKE WITH ME DE LOVE

SCREWBALL'S LOVESONG
SECRETLY IN LOVE WITH YOU

WHEN YOU WANT A LITTLE LOVIN
WHERE CAN THE LOVELIGHT BE
WHERE DID MY WOMAN GO

MAKING THE ROUNDS
MAMA YOU.
MAMA. DON'T CHASE MY LOVE AWAY
MARBLE HEART

SEEMS TO ME

MARGARITA
MARGO

SHE LOVES THE LOVE

WHERE DID THEY GO
WHERE IS YOUR HEART TONIGHT

SEE MY LOVE

SENSATION
SHE KNOWS NOT WHERE

WHO SAID

SAID THAT

SHE WEARS MY RING

WHY, WHY, BYE BYE

SHORTCAKE

WILLIE CAN

MARY, MARY

SHOULD

WILL

MAYBE YOU WANT ME
MECHANICAL MAN

SICK, SICK, SICK
SIDEWALA CAFE
SILVER SPRINGS
SIMPLE AND SWEET

WILLY QUIT YOUR PLAYING
WINKIN AND A BUNKIN

MARY HAS

A

LOVER

MEDICINE MAN
MEMORIES NEVER DIE
MEXICO

I

TELL

I

EVER

WINTERGREEN
WITH LOVE

SITTIN HOME PRAYIN FOR RAIN

WOLF BOY

MIDNIGHT
MIGHTY MIGHTY LONESOME

SLEEPLESS

WONDER BOY

MISTER BIG
MISTER LIGHTNIN' BUG
MOMMIE'S REAL PECULIAR
MONEY TREE
MOON FEVER

SLOW SUICIDE

YA GOTTA BE MINE

SNOWBALL
SO HOW COME

YESTERDAY IS GONE

SO IN LOVE

MOONSICK
MOON TAN
MOUNTAIN MINUET
MR. L MRS. SMITH
MUCH BIG FOOL
MUDDY BOTTOM

SOMEBODY'S STOLEN MY HONEY
SOMEONE LIKE YOU
SOME SWEET DAY
SOMETHING'S MISSING

YOU'LL NEVER EVER SEE ME
YOUNG JUST YESTERDAY
YOUR DADDY DON'T LIKE ME
YOU'RE THE ONE
LOVE
THOUGHTLESS
YOU'RE
YOUR LOVE WILL STAY
YOUR MEAN UTILE HEART

MY BABY SAID BYE. BYE
MY BABY'S GONE
MY BABY'S NOT MY BABY ANYMORE
MY FAVORITE DREAM
MT HEART KEEPS HANGING ON
MY LOANER

SLEEPLESS NIGHTS

SO LONESOME

SOME WAY
STANDING IN THE STATION
STINKY PASSED THE HAT AROUND
STONED AGAIN
STORYBOOK LOVE
STORY OF THE MAGI
STREETS OF PARIS

MT LAST DATE

STUDY HALL
SUGAR BABY

MY MAN TRUE TO ME

SUGAR BEET

MY MIND HANGS ON TO YOU

SUGARBOWL WALTZ
SUNDAY ANGEL
SUPER MARKET
SWEET NIGHT OF LOVE

NASHVILLE BLUES
NIGHTMARE

WANTA GO FAST
WANT TO KNOW EV'RYTHING

NOBODY GOES BOO H001100
NO, NO, NO, NO, NO

SWEET NOTHINGS

WISH IT HADN'T HAPPENED

NO PLACE LIKE HOME ON CHRISTMAS

SWEET SUGAR LIPS

WISHT THEY WOULD

SWEET SAUCE
SWEET THING

OATMEAL DREAMS
OH, IT'S GONNA RAIN

SWEET WILD HONEY

FAILING IN LOVE

ANGLE BELLS

OH LOVE

TAKE

FEU. AWAY
FAMILY REUNION

ANUARY

OH NO

TAKE ME AS

OHNNY MY LOVE

ON TRUE LOVE

TAKE ME HOME JIMMY

IT RAINS

GIVE HER

WHO'D A EVER THOUGHT IT

SHE'S MY BEST FRIEND

MARTINIQUE

ACKASS BLUES

WRY TIME

WHERE DID THE SUNSHINE GO

WHY CAN'T IT BE SO
WHY CAN'T IT GO ON

TAKES YOU

EACH OTHER

DO

LOVE OF MY UFE

RATHER STAY HOME

F

CIVILIZATION
COME

IT

TOLD YOU OFF

WE 'VE GOT SOME DREAMING TO DO
WE 'VE GOT THINGS TO 00
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A

MESSAGE TO MARY

AM

YOU DON'T HAVE TO LOVE ME
CRY

YOUR SWEET LIES
YOU THRILL ME

YOU'VE GOT EVERYTHING
YOU WONDERFUL DOLL
YOU WEREN'T ASHAMED TO KISS ME
LAST NIGHT

For information contact:

HOUSE OF BRYANT

PUBLICATIONS
(BMI)
P

0 Box 36

Hendersonville, Term. 37075
(615)305 -3245

COtOM-B-tÄ

CHILE
DAIC

Sociedad de Auroras y Compositoras de Colombia
Avenida 40 no 15 59 Bogota. D E Tel 69 87 30
8 69 87 10

Universeidad de Chile. Departamento
tie Derecho de Autor
San Anions, 427. Sannago
Ennque toper director

LITERAR- MECHANA

CISAC's Panamerican Council

Universidad de Chile, Departamento de Derecho de Autor
(DAIC), the CISAC licensing agency in Chile. deals with a mar
ket of over 10 million people in a nation that is 2.650 miles
from north to south and averages 110 miles in width. Local
record manufacture dates from 1927. when companies be
gan importing masters and pressing their own records It took
some time for Chile to start developing its local talent. but in
the last two decades an extensive catalogue of Chilean folk
music has been put together. and many Chilean musicians
have become popular throughout Latin America.
Chile has 110 radio stations, strong jukebox sales and tele
vision and printed media which are helping to develop local
artists and hit songs. There are seven record companies (in.
eluding three majors), three record pressing plants and three
recording studios. There are ten indigenous record labels and
about 75 foreign owned ones, with approximately 250 retail
record outlets serving the area. Publishing is handled by three
firms. Locally 44% of the music produced is Latin. 18% U.S.
and 8% classical; other types of music together make up the
remaining 30%.

Cablaa: SAYCO Bogota
Roberto Pineda 0uquo. president, Aieiandro To
sou G vice-president Gilberto Cespedes Palma

Continued tram page C -10

Once In operation, it became a limited liability company,
pining CISAC three years later. Five different societies are
members of LiterarMechana. They are the society of dramatic writers and composers: the society of utilization of liter
ary works L V G. (Staatlich genehmigte Literarische Verwer
lungsgesellschaft); the press club Concordia. an association
of Austrian writers and journalists. the federation of Austrian
stage publishers (Verband der Buhnenverleger Osterreichs):
and the association of Austrian publishers (Inter
essengemeinschaft Oesterr, Musikverleger).
The society controls the mechanical rights of reproduction
for literary works, musical dramafical works, as well as the
rights of public diffusion of literary and musical works as far
as "Great Rights" are concerned. Some 1,400 authors, composers and publishers are involved. with 60 of them publisher
members and the rest composers and lyricists.
Main departments of the society are administration. which
comes under the direction of Franz -Leo Popp, and distribution and documentation which has a staff of 12. Collection of
royalties and distribution work is handled manually
Royalties from Austria in 1975 totalled $572,200 for mechanical rights from radio. tv and recordings. The previous
year's figures being 1973: 5400,000; 1974: $450.000. Per
formance rights in 1975 totalled $144,000, as against
$111,000 in 1973 and $127,000 for 1974. Royalties paid
abroad are twice as high, on average. as those received from

foreign countries.
General administration costs for Austrian members, and
for foreigners who are admitted as members. is about 20%.
For foreigners, who are members of foreign societies, the
costs depend on individual contracts with these foreign so.
cieties.
As for future use of cable tv, Literar.Mechana will control
the mechanical and broadcasting rights for literary works as
well as for the -Great Rights" for musical dramatic works. But
the society does not control film rights and decisions have still
to be made about videodisk rights in future.
This society is also deeply involved in finding a way to pro
tect members from blank taping tactics by forcing action on a
levy at sales level on radios and tape recorders.

.

nerary geeeral
Performing rights only
Founded 1946 Joined CISAC: 1951

Colombia, the third largest country in South America, for
merly included what is now Panama, Venezuela and Ecuador.
The CISAC affiliate serving this nation is the Sociedad de
Autores & Compositores de Colombia (SAYCO). The most popular music is of Latin origin in Colombia, where the major population centers are all inland and trade revolves around coffee
and mining.
There are 16 record companies and 13 pressing plants in
Colombia. but a third of the records sold come from foreign
sources. Five of the record manufacturers have recording studios and there are 3 independents as well. SAYCO deals with
four Colombian publishers in addition to its foreign transactions.
Since 1971 two record companies have been added to the
music industry in Colombia and sales have doubled to $10
million per year. One tape duplicating facility has been in op
eration since 1969.

LVG
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Altogether there are 40 publishers and approximately
1,260 authors who are entitled to receive royalties. Annual
turnover In 1937 was $55.000. and in 1975 It was $59,000.
It is a society of limited liability. with shares divided among
246 associates (authors and publishers). Direction is by writer
Milo Dor, president, and an executive board of four authors
and four publishers. It has no employes. and the work is base
tally done by Literar.Mechana with Franz Popp as general
manager, but it nevertheless has a voice in CISAC.
Austrian authors have for years demanded a public-lending
rights law. It will be discussed this year. with a sum of
$440,000 planned, of which half goes to writers according to
the number of times their books have been loaned out, and
the rest to an author's social fund.

NMPA

Continued Jnm page C -16

HFA's licensing services are limited to the U.S. although urn
til April 1, 1976 it was also active in Canada. On that date, the
Canadian Musical Reproduction Rights Agency Ltd. began to
function as the licensing arm of the Canadian Music Publishers' Assn. and HFA discontinued its role in Canada. In
other areas of the world, HFA maintains a cooperative rela.
tionship with local mechanical licensing organizations and
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through them collects royalties for American publishers who
have not entered into specific sub.publishing arrangements
in foreign territories
HFA's licensing in the recording field is limited to commercial recordings released for public consumption in the U.S. At
the present time, the is no provision relative to private recordings and the pending revision of the U.S. copyright law con.
tains no provision relative to this use of copyrights.
Although it is anticipated that a new copyright law will be
enacted before the end of 1976, detailed discussion of its pro
visions would be premature until its final passage. The provi'
suons of this new law will be of great significance. not only to
__
copyright proprietors in the U.S.. but throughout the world
since the U.S. is a major market for the musical copyrightsof
all countries. It does seem assured that the new law will protect the copyright for the term of the lute of the author plus 50
years. in place of the present term of 28 years plus a possible
renewal term of an additional 28 years. A provision is included
in the bill under which an author may recapture his copyright
at the end of 35 years. Copyrights subsisting at the time of
enactment will be extended for an additional 19 years for a
total term of 75 years. Not only will there be compulsory licenses for recording, but also tor cable tv, public (non profit)
broadcasting and for jukeboxes which, for the first time, will
be obligated to pay performance royalties.

REPRESENTS

ISLAND MUSIC LTD.
CHRYSALIS MUSIC LTD.
UNITED ARTISTS MUSIC CO. INC.
COMBINE MUSIC CORP.
20TH CENTURY MUSIC CORP.
AND
MANY OTHER GREAT PUBLISHING COMPANIES
AND CAN ALSO REPRESENT YOU
CONTACT
PHILMATTHEWS
BRUCE POWELL

FssriVilL music
PTY.

UMIIfi>

TLX NO AA 25686
Telephone 102) 660 5218
16 BULWARA ROAD.
PYRMONT, 515W AUST.
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cheerful social occasion: From left, Dr. Jan Matejcek,
CAPAC's executive assistant: member Helen Irving; Mary
Butterill, manager of the Canadian repertoire department;
ku- ,- çt- A$GAP,tr»Los-sky geles office.
and David C
A

PRS is proud
of its close association with C I SAC since 1927,

of CISAC's achievements in defence of
authors' and composers' rights throughout the world

and especially of the unique role played by its
and CISAC's President of Honour

Leslie Boosey
Chevalier, Légion d'Honneur
President and /or Chairman of PRS 1929 -1967 and of CISAC 1946-48
CISAC GOLD MEDALLIST 1976

Leslie Boosey with H.R.H. The Ponce of Wales
at a PRS function 1970.

Mr and Mrs Leslie Boosey greet Field-Marshal Sir Gerald Templer, (Lord Lieutenant
of London) at the presentation to PRS of the Queen's Award to Industry, 1971.

The Performing Right Society
29-33 Berners Street, London ,W1P 4AA, England. Telephone (01)580 5544
PRESIDENT: Sir Lennox Berkeley.C.B.E.,IIon.MUS.D.
GENERAL MANAGER: Michael Freegard, F.C.I.S.
www.americanradiohistory.com

TSAC
America's bicentennial year. 1976, marks SESAC's 45th
anniversary as one of the world's leading music licensing organizations. Founded in 1931, 22 years after the American
Copyright Act was made the law of the land, the firm has continued to expand its role as an internationally recognized
leader in the music field.
The first American performing rights society, ASCAP, was
established in the early 19005, and remained America's only
performance rights organization in the U.S. until 1931 when
SESAC came into being. Its founder, the late Paul Heinecke,
was a young immigrant musician with the unusual faculty of
being a good businessman, well trained in the music publishing field, who had already founded a music publishing house
in America -Associated Music Publishers -a firm dedicated to
the presentation of serious music. He was totally fascinated
by a new American invention called radio and saw in it a promising instrument for the exploitation of music for the education and enjoyment of millions throughout the world He visa ualized music on radio as the international language, knowing
O no language barriers.
In 1929 while touring the world he renewed old acquaint
antes among European music publishers, and trequently the
` talk turned to his conviction that radio, particularly in Amer.
ica, would become an unparalleled instrument for promoting
m music. Many publishers shared his enthusiasm for this new
<
communication art form, but they had an even more pressing
problem: either they had no copyright representation in the
U.S., or they were dissatisfied with the representation they
had. More and more European publishers asked him to repre
sent their rights upon his return to America. He returned in
1930 with a score of prominent European publishers'catalogs to represent. Shortly thereafter, he founded the Society
of European Stage Authors and Composers (SESAC) in New
York City. and America had its second performance rights organization. ASCAP was no longer alone.
It was not until the 1940s that BMI (Broadcast Music Inc.)
was added as the third major music licensing organization in
the U.S. While at its inception. SESAC represented only Euro.
pean publishers' works, radio soon changed that and led the
way for new growth in all forms of musical usage. SESAC's
original name was soon made obsolete with the affiliation of
hundreds of American publishers' catalogs. encompassing lit
eralty thousands of American works and copyrights. The ini
SESAC, were dropped in favor of the adoption of the
ccc tials,
name, SESAC Inc., and a new slogan was introduced. "The
<
GBest Music In America." Now, more than 45 years later the
m society feels Paul Heinecke's dream, his vision for a world of
music has come full circle. Today, SESAC's broad diversity of
m publisher catalogs. writers and international licensing agree, cc; ments, have provided the now widely accepted slogan, "One
^ o^i of the world's foremost music licensing organizations."
SESAC first became affiliated with CISAC as a technical'' id participating but non -voting- member in 1968. and at that
time, represented 313 publisher catalogs. In 1973. it was ele.
w
Rto vated to ordinary membership with full voting privileges and
2 placed on a level with all the sister societies throughout the
world. Presently SESAC represents 443 publisher catalogs
I?, O and thousands of composers and writers both directly and in.
2 directly.
SESAC is headed by its president, Alice H. Prager. who is fol.
lowing in the footsteps of her father. Paul Heinecke. Prager is
ably assisted by a cabinet of vice presidents, each of whom is
in charge of a key area in SESAC's overall operations. They are
Salvatore B. Candilora, executive vice president; W. F. Myers,
vice president and director of international relations; Norman
Odium, vice president and director of copyright administra.
tion; Sidney Guber, vice president and director of marketing
services; and Albert F. Ciancimino. vice president and coun.
fS
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set.

Myers, in overseeing the foreign area, consistently empha.
sizes the importance of the international exposure of SESAC's
vast copyrighted repertory. Through the international depart.
ment. mailings are prepared and sent to various publishers
abroad in an effort to obtain cover recordings of affiliates'
compositions. To date SESAC has been successful in obtain
ing cover records in 25 different countries around the world.
SESAC also acts as an adjunct to its publishers' activities by
assisting them in obtaining foreign subpublishing agree.
ments with highly reputable and proven publishing houses
throughout the world. A well-trained staff travels constantly to
every major area of the globe promoting the SESAC catalog. In
addition. agreements have been made with virtually every major performance and mechanical licensing organization out
side the U.S ensuring SESAC's affiliates full licensing repre.

sentation throughout the world.
In Guber's area of marketing services. SESAC uses its best
efforts, through its home of lice and field station relations
staff, to enter into contracts and licenses with all users of
copyrighted music: radio and tv stations (approximately 98%
of all radio and tv stations in the U.S. have SESAC perform.
ante licenses), hotels, nightclubs. sport arenas, auditoriums,
background music services. theaters. performing groups, res.
taurants, business offices. steamships. railroads. airlines
and, for that matter, wherever the SESAC repertory is used for
public performance for profit. The SESAC repertory is that
broad in scope and diversity that most music users recognize
the essential need for SESAC coverage.
SESAC's broadcast licensing procedure is implemented via
standardized rate cards. In the area of AM, licensing is based
upon the individual station's power, hours of operation, mar
ket size. and the station's own rate card. SESAC's schedule of
annual performance license fees for commercial FM stations
depends upon the station's market and its highest one-minute advertising rate as it's printed in Standard Rates & Data;
its schedule of annual performance license fees for commer.

dedicated in 1969. In first row:
Salvatore B. Candilora (third from left); others from his left:
Alice H. Prager. George Drescher (her husband), Norman
Odium and Albert F. Ciancimino.
cial tv stations depends upon the station's market and 40% of
its highest one -hour advertising rate as it's printed in Television Rates & Data. In all broadcast areas, SESAC's rate
cards provide that like stations in like markets pay like fees. In
the non -broadcast area, a licensee's annual rate is generally
based upon its total annual entertainment expenditure.
The areas of copyright administration and mechanical li
tensing are the domain of Odium, who has the arduous task
of organizing the more than 129.000 index cards. each of
which lists the pertinent data of a song in the SESAC repertory. Assisted by the latest in data processing equipment, the
copyright index department serves as the backbone of SESAC
by organizing all of the works contained in each of the publisher and writer catalogs affiliated with SESAC. It has been
SESAC's aim, at all times, to seek out and develop music publishers and writers whose catalogs include all types of music.
SESAC has never believed that all of the music of America was
located in one, two or at the most three of its leading cities.
Rather, it believed that, in addition to affiliating publishers
and writers in these prime areas, there were and are through.
out the U.S. many music publishers and writers with first -rate
musical material in the small towns and medium -sized areas
from coast to coast and from border to border. As a result, the
SESAC repertory is highly diversified. SESAC has literally
taken many of these publishers and writers by the hand and
shown them the way to a new life and earning power through
the development and promotion of their catalogs.
Unlike most other performing rights organizations. SESAC
also represents mechanical and synchronization rights. The
prevailing mechanical royalty rate is 2 cents for each pressing
or duplication, which is set by U.S. federal statute. Only in the
case of works which may exceed five minutes durations the
rate more than 2 cents. It would, in such instances, be 2 cents
for the first five minutes and an additional half cent for each
minute for fraction thereof thereafter.
SESAC occasionally grants a less-than- 2.cent rate for special circumstances: budget albums; special promotional deals
involving a huge number of pressings with either all or part of
the royalties up front; record club sales; PX sales; and on occasions when the playing time of a compositions very short,
such as in a medley or on an album containing 25 or 30 cuts.
In the area of licensing synchronization rights. SESAC generally deals with program producers in both the radio and tv
fields. as well as producers in the motion picture industry. In
the motion picture area. fees are negotiable depending on the
caliber of the motion picture being produced and the extent of
the music being used In the broadcast area, the transcription
recording license fee for radio is $10 per composition per
year. The rates for a to synchronization license are on a sliding
scale depending upon extent of usage running from $25 to
$100 per composition per year.
SESAC's vice president and counsel, Ciancimino, has been
one of the outstanding contributors to the congressional
hearings on copyright revision in Washington. His counseling
and guidance has been sought after, and acclaimed by members of both houses of Congress, and his frequent appearances before Senate and House Subcommittees have received international coverage.
SESAC's legal department contributes valuable service to
all of its publisher and writer affiliates. Thoroughly versed in
all phases of copyright law. this skilled legal staff provides advice to the music publisher and writer concerning questions
on copyright procedures and techniques. Reviewing documents, suggesting approaches in the registration and renewal
of copyrights, advising on legal requirements in the assignment and conveyance of musical compositions and catalogs.
and analysis of the legal status of musical compositions are
but some of the areas in which affiliates benefit from this active department
In the area of distribution of royalties through SESAC's
recently introduced incentive program, Ciancimino, with the
assistance of modern computer processing equipment oversees the crediting and distribution of performance royalties to
writers and publishers affiliated with SESAC.
SESAC has taken a role of leadership in condemning the
practice of record piracy which has been running rampant
throughout the country. As chairman of Committee 301 of the
American Bar Assn., SESAC's counsel introduced a resolution
condemning record piracy which was adopted by the Amen.
can Bar Assn. and which was a significant factor in the quick
passage of a copyright law, the first antipiracy statute ever
enacted by Congress which introduced severe penalties for
record piracy. Through the American Bar Assn., SESAC was
also instrumental in the passage of a resolution in 1973 which
condemned the exemption from copyright liability granted to
program producers for the use of religious works.
In 1972 SESAC, for the first time. began signing writers
directly. Prior to that, the firm had been known primarily as a
publisher -oriented organization. Since the inauguration of
this "writer's program" many of the nation's top established
writers, as well as a wealth of new composers, have joined the
SESAC roster.
SESAC is very much involved in encouraging the use of its
affiliate's works by constantly assisting its affiliates in the promotion of their works with artists, record companies and
SESAC's Nashville building

is
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cast Lac
tonal
a record by on
f SESAC's affiliates is released, pro
a coup.
mailings areoftertçent to radio stations throughQu
program.
try. The radio statici
ming format. The records are accompanied by a comment
card, which is returned to SESAC, advising it whether or not
the station is performing the record, whether they are receiv
frig listener responses and requests for airplay. This information is then passed along to the publisher and /or record company to assist them in their own promotion of the record in
the various markets throughout the country. The promotional
mailings are augmented by SESAC's field staff. consisting of
nine veteran broadcasters, who visit radio and tv stations
throughout the year and distribute copies of SESAC affiliates'
latest releases.
SESAC also services its writer affiliates by submitting unpublished works to those publishers who are searching for
new material. This has resulted in many long. lasting, beneficial relationships. Contacts are also made with SESAC publishers to enable writer affiliates to have their works reviewed
by ma or artists for recording consideration. SESAC also provides an open door for its affiliates to suppliers of background
music -such as, MUZAK and 3M. In this way, these music
users can avail themselves of the opportunity to include SESAC affiliates' works in their tape services.
In addition, many of SESAC's new writers are given the opportunity of preparing demo recordings at SESAC's home office studio. The studio is designed to supply SESAC's writers
with the availability of a fully equipped facility for making 2track stereo demos. These demos are exposed to publishers,
record companies. and independent producers. Most
recently, through SESAC's efforts. one of our writers was corn.
missioned to do the "Bicentennial Theme" fora major Ameri.
can radio network. This studio, as with all of SESAC's services,
is provided free to our writers.
SESAC is constantly trying to increase the opportunities for
its new writers. In pursuit of this goal, SESAC was one of the
onginal members of the New York Songwriter Showcase,
which provides specially selected writers the opportunity of
performing their compositions at one of New York's most
popular clubs, to a specialized audience consisting of music
publishers. producers. and record company executives.
For new classical composers, SESAC submits scores of their
compositions to the conductors of national symphony orchestras throughout the U.S. for their perusal. SESAC has also
been represented on the board of advisors of the American
Song Festival -an organization which helps expose composi.
tions of aspiring professional songwriters.
None of the three major licensing organizations in America
concentrates on any particular kind of music. Instead, each
tries to include diversification in its repertory and boasts a
generous share of pop. country, religious. band, classics and.
in fact, all types of music in its catalogs. SESAC's catalogs
contain numerous current hits and more than enough stand.
ards to keep its material in front of the listening public at all
times.
Presently. SESAC collects more from foreign societies on
behalf of SESAC's affiliates than it distributes to such societies. However, with the organization's increased international activity and its intent to acquire the representation in
the U.S. of important foreign catalogs. it's expected that the
exchange of payments will be modified. with more money
being paid abroad than is currently.
SESAC's income from revenue sources in percentage terms
may be reported simply: Income from radio. 78%: from tv,
21%; and from all other sources, 1 %. SESAC maintains an
open -door policy. Should a foreign national be interested in
becoming a SESAC affiliate SESAC would, of course, talk with
the principals of the licensing organization in the country of
the interested foreign national. Should there be no problems,
a direct affiliation- either as a publisher and for writer -may
be accomplished if the foreign national is unaffiliated elsewhere.
Finally, with the U.S. copyright law currently undergoing a
reexamination by Congress, it remains to be seen whether or
not some of the time- tested, industry-wide practices will remain part of our new copyright law, it such law is enacted.
The area of cable tv, jukeboxes, public broadcasting and compulsory mechanical licensing are all scheduled to be governed
by some form of copyright tribunal, the nature of which remains
uncertain at this time. Each of these areas of music usage, under
the revision bill, will be granted a compulsory statutory license. SESAC. in principle, is against the granting of such a
statutory license, and has always felt that the market place
should govern the licensing negotiations which historically
have taken place between music user and music owner.
SESAC does not favor any kind of quota system with regard
to requiring a certain percentage of locally written broadcasts
to be used over domestic radio and tv stations. Also, SESAC
has always considered the arranger of a song on equal footing
with the composer or lyricist. provided that the arranger has
contributed substantial new material to the original musical

,

composition.
Since 1931 SESAC has remained sensitive to the needs of
the music entertainment and communications industries of
the world. These industries, too, have shown phenomenal
growth during this period. For more than 70 years SESAC's
founder, Paul Heinecke, dedicated his life to the world of mu.
sic. Thus following his death, in 1972, Prager, has assumed a
heavy responsibility for planning the future development of
SESAC. SESAC headquarters in New York City. and its regional office in Nashville, boasts staffs of dedicated employes
utilizing the most modern and efficient equipment and techniques currently available. During this bicentennial year,
which marks SESAC's 45th anniversary, the firm's founding
principle and philosophy continues to prevail: -Music is the
...
common denomi
n age."
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President -Harry Fox Agency
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By 1922 OSA

CZECHOSLOVAKIA

duet.

Jan

and
sek, director.

OSA

81

SOZA

dent
Seidl

(left)
No Jira

Ochranny Stier Autorsky
Trtda cs armady 20. 16056 8ubenec. Praha Tel
J
325341
Cable OSAUTOR PRAHA
Jan Seidel. president. INo JiraHk director
Performing and mechanical rights
Founded. 1919 Joined CISAC: 1948
Affiliations Berne, Universal Rome conventions
Members: 3,184 (2, 265 composers. 859 songwriters. 50 publishEmployes 90
Catalog. approximately 40.000 teles active
Annual turnover: approximately 7 5 million
Proportion of income: ratio 7 %, tv 8 ^ <.. live performance
I,Im abroad .rrid miscellaneous 30'A, mechanical
Sometÿ s expense- 7 45 of gross
Foreign Royalties- 50, more received than paid out
Mechanical right prevailing rate for disk /tape: 8%
Length of protection performance. Isle plus 50 years
Length of protection mechanical- 75 years

OSA presi-

30,

Slovensky Ochranny Iva. Autorsky
Zlrcostelska I, Bratislava Tel 54141
557 -96
Pral Jan GAker. president. Andrei Gadus.

Performing and mechee,cal rights
Founded: 1922 Joined CISAC: 1970
Members: 376
Catalog: 30.000 Idles
Length of protection performance: life plus 50 years
Length of protection mechanical 25 years

OSA, as an active force in Czech musical life, participates
in all important musical events. Picture shows the Czech
Philharmonic Orchestra in the Smetana Hall during one of
the concerts of the Prague Spring Music Festival.

Two dark and damp basement rooms in which mirrors were
placed close to the windows under the ceiling to reflect lust a
little daylight onto two battered desks. That was the first
headquarters of OSA. Czech copyright society.
Information about music performances in theaters, bars or
cafes was collected in a haphazard way. Royalty demands
were sent according to rough estimates by the staff of six. Often there were complaints about blackmail or fraud made
about the society to the police by aggrieved music users.
OSA is an abbreviation of the Czech title Ochranny Svaz
Autorsky. in literal translation "Composers Protective Assoc,
ation," started soon after the Czechoslovak Republic was
formed at the end of World War I. But even during the war.
Czech composers and publishers were discussing the prospects of forming an independent Czech society. OSA was constituted at its inaugurational assembly in October 1919.
The Berne Convention of 1886 had supplied an international legal basis to copyright protection. but individual
countries were not in full agreement with it. And anyway. even
where there was part agreement. it was difficult to put the law
into practice.
In early years, the Czechoslovakia Republic's law was taken
from the Austrian Hungarian Empire. So two different copyright laws were valid- an Austrian lavi of 1895 in Bohemia and
Moravia, and a Hungarian law of 1884 in Slovakia. Neither
coincided totally with the Berne Convention
One or two lawyers tried to collect fees for author clients in
Prague, but OSA's first lob was to put copyright protection on
a legal basis and then enforce the law on a day to day basis.
Even after Czechoslovakia signed the Berne Convention in
1921, it was hard to persuade music users they were legally
obliged to pay for the service. OSA needed an air of authority
and it got lust that when a noted serious music composer Dr.
J.B. Foerster took over as president from the first holder of
the office, music publisher Karel Barvitius.
Equally important was the administrative work of two of the
first directors. Otakar Dvorak. son of composer Antonin Dvorak, and Karel Batting, entertainer, composer and pianist,
with a wide range of languages which equipped him to represent OSA on an international level

as able to

distribute royalties amon

300

cons fn
members, though 3 was still covering only a IevLbi
eeng the
Bohemia and Mora`Sie. ..,tP,
smaller places. In 1922, though. a branch office was opened
In the Slovak capital, Bratislava, giving copyright protection to
the Eastern part of the Republic. This branch was later to be.
come the Slovak composers' society. SOZA
In 1924, turnover grossed around $33,000 ... an unex.
pectedly rapid rise compared with the $2,600 collected lust
two years earlier.
Then, in 1923, came a real danger to OSA's existence. As
performances of popular music were virtually OSA's only
source of income, popular composers felt that serious com.
posers should not participate in the share -out and founded
their own society, TUTTI. But it was soon proved that a split
would harm everybody concerned. and TUTTI merged with

3

OSA.

With OSA's help, the Czechoslovakia copyright law came in
(Continued on page C -28)

SOZA
The Slovak copyright matters are handled by the comparatively new Slovensky Ochranny Zvaz Autorsky (SOZA). Slovak
Is one of two republics of which the Czechoslovak Socialist Re.
public consists.
SOZA. like OSA, is a member of CISAC. Its founding was in
agreement with the needs of the quickly developing cultural
life of Slovakia.
Since Jan. 1, 1976 a special branch of SOZA protects the
rights of performers. The society's legal situation is consti.
tuted by special decrees of state authorities and its role, being
a Socialist institution. may be somewhat wider than other au.
thors' societies.
By securing copyright protection, SOZA not only creates
conditions for the economic base of artistic activities. but fol.
lows the aims of general cultural policy. It contributes to con.
tinuous development of Slovak music and culture.
In Slovak territory SOZA is the sole institution entitled to is.
sue licenses to users of music in public performance, films,
radio and tv and recordings. In cooperation with music pub.
lishers and record manufacturers OPUS. SOZA protects the
use of musical works on records and tape and it has typical
contracts with other areas of show business. It has 27 bilat.
eral agreements with authors' associations abroad.
Membership is 376 and the catalog comprises nearly
30,000 works. The administrative board is split between authors and performers.
Among noted composers who have served on SOZA boards
are Mikulas Schneider- Trnai/sky, Prof. Dr. Eugen Suchon,
Prof. Dezider Kardos, Prof. Jan Clicker (currently president)
and the director is Andrei Gadus.
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Continued from page e' -a

w disks and tapes. and sundry other usages as directed by the
ANZMCA principals. Recordings made by broadcasting and
w tv stations (other than those exempt under the "ephemeral"
provision of the copyright act) are also licensed by ANZMCA.
oO
z Members' accounts and remittances are sent out quarterly.
AMPAL's aims for the future include the following: (1) Fol.
low up the submission made to the Australian attorney gen.
eral in April this year requesting the referral to the Copyright
Tribunal of AMPAL's claim for a more favorable rate of mechanical copyright royalty payable by manufacturers of records and tapes in line with the actions taken in this regard
both in the U.K. and the U.S.A.
(2) Continue the specific program commenced July 1975 to
enforce the rights of its members with respect to the licensing
and collection of royalties on imported disks and tapes in ac.
cordante with Provisions 37 and 38 of the Australian copyright act 1968. Avoidance of royalty payments in this area has
occurred mainly in respect of deleted and overrun stock items
from the U.S.A. and U.K.
(3) Coordinate the actions required by its members to combat the importation of pirated and bootleg recordings.
(4) Increase the flow of information and where necessary
initiate communication between AMPAL and overseas music
publisher associations.

APRA

Connnued from page

C8

musical work triggers off the compulsory license. And
unlike the provisions of the compulsory licence in the U.K.
and U.S., such first consent can be given by an owner any
where in the world. Thus contrary to the spirit of the international copyright conventions the statutory licensing provisions of the Australian act have the effect in practice of
reducing the rights of copyright owners in the area of record
reproduction to a mere entitlement to a fixed compensation
Another unique aspect of the Australian copyright law is the
qualified performing and broadcasting right vested in records
as distinct from the musical works they reproduce. Such
rights exist in records made in Australia or in a foreign "proclaimed" country.
These latter are countries which in addition to being party
to the International Conventions, also contain in their domestic law comparable rights In records. The effect of this is that
records et, say, U.S. origin. while they might be protected un
der the Australian law against unauthorized duplication, may
nonetheless be broadcast without the right to remuneration
as in the case of Australian or British recordings.
APRA was incorporated on Jan. 4, 1926. The Memo.
randum and Articles of Association had been drawn up and
agreed upon at a meeting dated Dec. 23, 1925. the
record

a

subscribers being Frank Albert. George Allan, Ernest Lash.
mar, Walter Bassett, Edmund Burke, Herbert Davis, Leslie
Smith, Arthur McElhone and Walter Dibley.
The formation of the Association followed closely on the ad
vent of radio. In 1924 two broadcasting stations had commenced operations in Sydney; and it was for the purpose of
protecting the rights of composers. authors and publishers
whose works were being used by the stations that an organization known as the Musical Copyright Broadcasting Adminis.
tration was set up This body was. of course. the forerunner to
APRA.

Concurrently with the licensing of copyright material by
broadcasters, APRA took steps to license the use of music in
such commercial places of public entertainment as cinemas,
dancehalls and cabarets. In consequence of this activity the
Australian Government became interested in the activities of
the association and the Prime Minister of the day convened a
conference to which representatives of APRA were invited. At
the conclusion of these discussion the chairman made the following statement:
"I desire to pay a tribute to the attitude adopted by the representatives of the Performing Right Assn., and if delegates
will go back and tell the parties and interests they represent
what important concessions have been made by the Association, they will realize that they are dealing with a very fair and
reasonable organization and will have no fears for the future."
Some years later. in 1932. a royal commission was set up by
the government to inquire. amgng other things. into the operation of APRA, and the commissioner in his report to the Governor General made the following comment:
"The evidence has satisfied the Commission that on the
whole the Australisian Performing Right Assn. carries
on its business on sound lines, is managed by capable and
reasonable men, protects to the best of its ability the interests
of the copyright owners it represents, accounts, as best it can
to those whose money it collects, and attempts to afford information to those who use or seek to use the music it claims to
control "
The early struggle for recognition by APRA was thus over
but the effort to secure adequate compensation from users
had lust begun and still continues today.
APRA became a member of CISAC in 1934 and while its
geographical isolation has prevented the association from
playing a more active role in its affairs, it has strongly supported the principals and ideals of the confederation in the
firm belief that the coordination and guidance provided by
CISAC is essential to the orderly administration by member
societies of the moral and economic rights of copyright owners.

The association is governed by an elected board of directors
comprising live writer directors, one of whom is appointed by
New Zealand writer members, and six publisher directors.
www.americanradiohistory.com

The key executives consists of a managing director. John 2
Sturman; company secretary. Glenda Callaghan; and financial controller, Mr. Alex Jeliba. This top management team
oversees all departmental heads, comprising program depart.
ment manager, repertoire department manager, licensingdepartment manager, accounts department head and New Zealand branch manager.
APRA is concerned only with the administration of the public performing, broadcasting and diffusion rights and is not
concerned with mechanical or graphic rights which are admi
nistered by the music publishers and other copyright owners
directly or in certain cases through the intermediary of the 1
ANZ Musical Copyright Agency
The association has in excess of 3.500 members including
approximately 150 publisher members. Membership is available to any copyright owner residing (or if a company. carrying d$
on business) in the territory of the association. A foreign national therefore may become a member provided he is a copy
right owner and has a permanent place of residence or busi
ness in the territory.
Membership in APRA is broken down into associate membership, writer membership and publisher membership.
Since associate members have no vote, no distinction is made
between writers, publishers or other copyright owners within
this category. However, on appointment to full membership a
member is categorized as either a writer or a publisher and ,Kl
votes accordingly in the election of directors and on other
business conducted at general meetings.
Apart from the licensing of its repertoire and the collection
of resultant royalties, APRA provides its members with a retiring benefit which entitles those qualifying to an annual
amount of up to $1.000 depending on the level of their aver.
,

i

age earnings.
Gross earnings from all sources for the financial year ended

June 1975 were $5,859,607
After expenses, approximately 14% of gross, the association's income is distributed to its members and affiliate so(Continued on page C -24)

SADAIC

Continued from page CO

Latin American Federation of Phonographic Producers
(FLAPE) and through this is able to control payment of rights
and royalties. Any new member is automatically protected by
this organization under its contract for any country in Latin
America. The main office is located in Caracas. Because of its
excellent image, several European record companies and societies have incorporated into ORFRA.
A broad invitation is extended to anyone who wishes to en.
ter the Latin American market. ORFRA continues to work
toward the goal of havin the sam
.
protection wor.wl.e or the industry.
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The society view-

DENMARK
Selskabet Tit Forvaltning Al Inter.
nationeie Kompon,strettighed ea
Danmark
Rosenvaengets Movedvel 14, 0K

KODA

2100 Copenhagen

Tel

I

(01) Tim 97

02
Svend Westergaard president Prot
manager
Performing rights only

H

Land Christiansen. general

Founded: 1926 Joined CISAC: 1927
Affiliations. Berne- Universal and Rome
Catalog: 100.000 odes
Annual turnover: around s4 16 million
Society's expense. 7 7, of gross
Foreign royalties paid 60 +, of gross
Length of protection perfortnancs: ale plus 50 years

Nordlok Copyright Bureau
A L Orewsens Vel 1. DK -2100 Copenhagen

0

(01) 26-25-00
Kurt 8 Reiter general manager
Mechanical rights only (administration for Den
mark, Finland Norway Sweden and Iceland)
Founded: 1915 Joined CISAC: 1933
Tel

Members. 14.500

Affiliations: Berne and Universal
Catalog: 150.000 idles
Annual turnover. 18 5 moon
Mechanical right prevailing rate for disk /cassette. 8re
pace
Length of protection perlormnce: file plus 50 years
Length of protection mechanical 25 years

o

NCB's headquarters

¢

in

Copenhagen's Osterbro area

is

CEGYPT
Societe dm *insure. Compositeurs et Editors
de is Republic Arabs d'Egvpa
10. rue Elf. Bey, Cairo Tel 55230. 56266 Cable
SACERAU. Cairo

Abdel Ham,d Abdel El Rahman, vice pres,dem,
Mahmoud Louth. tundic,al counsellor.
Performing and mechanical rights (distribution of
royalties Through SACEM. France,

users.

"In Denmark, the photocopying problem, for instance, will
probably soon be solved by a collective agreement which ensures payment in proportion to use. and individual distribution to the copyright owners accordingly."
That is the future. As to the past. KODA (Selskabet Til For
Danmark)
valtning Af Internionale Komponistrettigheder
was founded Nov. 30. 1926, at a meeting attended by Otto
Rung, author; J. Ravn -Jensen, journalist and author; Asger
and Svend Wilhelm Hansen, music publishers; and P.J. Caryl!,
then manager of the Nordrsk Copyright Bureau.
The society linked with CISAC in August of the following

Founded- t 959 Joined CISAC: 1965
AHihstione: Ureversal wan Berne in Pad,ment to be ratified
Members: 7001250 composers. 380 songwriters. 10 publishers.
50 composer r songwntenr
Employee: 16 plus a tuhd,cal council. a director, and an admimstra.
Ive council oI 5 authors ú 5 composers.
Annual turnover: 5190,000
Proportion of income- radio, five and mechanical: 7'
1

and cinema

I

37,

Society's expense: 21, of gross
Mechanical right prevailing mite for disk /tope: b'

,..,,: tad pr,cv.

year.
At present. there are 45 people working for the society,

which deals only with performing rights.
Top management of KODA is the council, this year comprising Svend Westergaard, president; Sven Buemann, Lone W16
helm Hansen, Magens Winkel Holm. Harry Jensen, Ole Mor(Continued On page C -26)

N.C.B

described as "a cold wind blowing from political
quarters against copyright protection in the Nordic countries"
has been exercising KODA in Denmark over the past few years.
What

tional committees have been appointed to consider a revision
of the copyright law We trust that copyrights will be kept in a
reasonable way arid without any question of the Nordic countries giving up the level of protection that has, till now, characterized our legislation
--There is undoubtedly a tendency to try to solve more and
more problems by collective agreements between on the one
hand the copyright organization and on the other hand the

of retail

KODA

o

and Finland na-

I

1

nob

"In Denmark, Sweden

The Nordrsk Copyright Bureau (NCB) was set up Dec. 7,
1915. by P.J. Carvll, who had already gained experience in the
copyright field in his time as manager of a theatrical publishing firm.
At that time, NCB protected performing rights as well as
mechanical works in Scandinavia. It was a limited company
with the majority of shares held by EDIFO. but when the latter
company ran into financial problems. changes were made.
The Scandinavian performing rights societies of the time.
KODA, STIM and TONO, founded in the 19205, took over the
EDIFO shares. By 1936, NCB was completely restructured
and handled only mechanicals.
In 1958 it changed from limited company into a company
owned by KODA. STIM and TONO and, in 1972 TEOSTO (Finland) joined on equal terms with the three performing right
societies. All four have transferred their mechanical rights to
NCB, so the bureau now protects those rights in Denmark,
(Continued on page C -30)

In Egypt, in 1959, the Societe des Auteurs, Compositeurs et
Editeurs de la Republique Arabe d'Egypte (SACERAU) was set
up by six music industry figures.

Their names: Mohamed Abdel Wahab, Fand El Atrache, Ah
med Rami, Riad El Soumbati, Maamoun El Chinawi and Mous
tata Abdel Rahman. It became a member of CISAC in 1966
and despite its youth in the copyright field has been of great
help in forming other authors' societies in Arab countries.
SACERAU is currently considering adherence to the Berne
Convention, the minister of culture submitting a bill to parlia
ment. and with the hope that formalities will be completed before 1977. It is a member of the Universal Copyright Convention.
Now the society has 700 members and the 1975 turnover
was around $190.000. Turnover has increased steadily since
the year of founding when it was around $22,000.
Operating costs run to about 21% and the greatest income
(37 %)comes from cinema royalties, with mechanicals and ra
dio broadcasting second at around 17 %. along with performance fees, and 12% coming from tv.
Of the membership, there are 250 composers. 380 lyricists.
60 composer/ lyricists and 10 publishers.
Collection is done by mail and by individual collectors, but
distribution is through SACEM (France) because of its great
facilities and low -cost operation. Mechanical rights are also
handled by SACERAU, following contracts finalized with the
record companies based on an 8% royalty on the retail price.
(Continued on page C -301
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m cletles on approximately a 45/55% basis. The amount received from affiliate societies abroad and distributed to the
association's members represents less than 2% of gross ino come. The fees paid to the association's own members in respect of works created by them is approximately 10% of the
total fees generated.
In order to facilitate the collection and distribution of fees
to members and affiliated societies. APRA early recognized
the need to "mechanize" these procedures. Early in the
19605 it adopted unit record equipment as the most effective
means for achieving this. A few years later, in 1965, an agreement was entered into with a service bureau to provide electronic data processing as a more suitable alternate to unit
recording. This resulted in substantial cost reductions and
better control over input and file maintenance. Following several modifications input was achieved by manually recording
the numeric code against titles on broadcast logs or other
source media and subsequently transferring this information
onto punch paper tape.
Following consistent review. APRA is now in the process of
adopting on -line facilities for performance data input with five
terminals being connected on to the on-line computers based
at a service bureau.
The present volume of APRA's title master file is about
170,000 records, Approximately 40% of these are active in
each survey year.
New Zealand and Australia operate under the benefit of
copyright acts which were passed in 1962 and 1968 respectively, and both acts were largely patterned on the U.K. Copyright Act of 1956. While it is an infringement under this legislation for any person to make private domestic recordings fo a
musical work without the license of the copyright owner, apply
cations to copyright owners for this purpose are rarely if ever
made, notwithstanding the fact that domestic recording of
this nature is widespread and represents a significant loss to
copyright owners of potential royalty earnings. The legislation
makes no provision to compensate such owners by way of a
levy on tape or tape recorder sales.
Where APRA's repertoire is performed in public at hospitals
for the exclusive entertainment of the patients or at churches
as part of the service, no charge is made. Where performance
takes place at record shops in consequence of a sales demon
stration the association similarly makes no charge. However,
where such performances are piped to the street or other sections of the store not concerned with record sales. then a license tee is required.
One of the exclusive rights vested in the copyright owner in
relation to a musical work is the "right to cause the work to be
transmitted to subscribers to diffusion service." The effect of
this is to permit APRA to license cable television and radio use
provided such diffusion is not provided exclusively for resi

dents or inmates where persons reside or sleep. e.g., hotels
and motels.
Video tape and videodisks released for sale to the general
public must of course be licensed by the copyright owner and
they are specifically excluded under the Act from falling within
the operation of the compulsory licensing provisions.
In common with all copyright owners, APRA is directly opposed to piracy and is supporting the suggestion that record
companies' rights in records be secured under the legislation
in such a way as to permit them to take effective action
against persons or companies responsible for such piracy.
Music copyright owners themselves are largely powerless to
take action against pirates having regard to the compulsory
licensing provisions of the legislation, which can be relied
upon by pirates to obtain the necessary statutory consent to
issue copies of the original recording.
In common with British copyright legislation copyright
protection in both Australia and New Zealand endures for the
life of the author and continues until the expiration of 50
years after the expiration of the calendar year in which the au
thor of the work died. If a work has not been published, performed in public, broadcast nor recorded for sale to the public
during the lifetime of the author, then the copyright continues
to subsist until the expiration of 50 years (75 years in New
Zealand) after the expiration of the calendar year in which one
of these events takes place.
Copyright in subject matter other than works, i.e., records
and films, subsists until the expiration of 50 years after the
expiration of the calendar year in which the recording or film
are first published.
Copyright in a published edition of a work as distinct from
the work itself endures for a period of 25 years after the expiration of the calendar year in which the edition was first published.
Australia and New Zealand are members of both the Berne
Copyright Union and the Universal Copyright Convention but
have not yet ratified the Rome Convention on Neighboring
Rights. The Australian Government nonetheless indicated its
desire to become a member of this latter convention and a
draft Bill has been prepared which, if carried into law, would
grant performers a copyright in their performances. It would
not, however, grant performers any statutory royalty entitlement in consequence of performances of "fixations" of their
works by broadcasters and in effect would only give them protection against the unauthorized use of their performances in
much the same way as the Performers Protection legislation
currently does in the U.K.
While APRA is concerned that its own writer members'
share of its revenue is approximately only 10%, it does not believe it to be APRA's function to actively campaign to have this
situation in any way remedied by the adoption of quota sys
tems. APRA considers itself to be obligated to give equal treatment to its entire repertoire regardless of source. Indeed it is a
www.americanradiohistory.com

matter of public record that the association regards quota
systems which oblige the performance of one segment of its
repertoire as opposed to another as counterproductive and
against not only public interest but also the individual inter
ests of the writers themselves. APRA's concern, therefore,
over the relatively minor use of its own members repertoire on
radio and television, finds expression in direct subsidies and
commissions designed to assist members to compete on
equal terms with the best from overseas. In addition to help in
this manner APRA also funds and otherwise assists in awards
and song competitions designed to bring its own members'
works more prominently before the public with whom the final
choice must inevitably rest.
2011

AKM
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The oldest Austrian society is AKM. founded Dec. 15, 1897
and. in fact, one of the first copyright societies in the world.
Founder was music publisher Josef Weinberger, also Imperial
Counsellor (Kaiserlicher Rath), whose publishing setup bore aj
his name.

AKM was one of the founding members of the original set.
hog up of CISAC in 1926. But in 1938, with the annexing to
Nazi Germany, AKM ceased to exist and, until 1945, was part
of the German copyright organization STAGMA.
Today AKM, in charge of non -dramatic performances and
performing rights. has 160 employes in Austria and 50 in
specters, some full -time, some part-time. The society has licensing departments in the vanous counties of the country.
President is Prof. Dr. Marcel Rubin, and vice presidents are
Prof. Peter Herz, Dr. Johann Juranek and Prof. Norbert Paw licki. General manager is Dr. Rudolf Pittermann, who retires
this year and will be replaced by Ernst Huemer.
Austria has been a member of the Berne Copyright Convention since 1920 in the 1948 Brussels version. In 1951 Austria
became a member of the Universal Copyright Convention,
and in 1973 joined the Rome Convention on Neighboring
Rights.
AKM has 268 full members who share in general assembly
decisions and policies, and 3.450 receivers of royalties. Some
70% of the full members are composers and the remainder
split fairly evenly between lyricists and publishers. Foreigners
can join but only if they live in Austria.
Annual turnover increases steadily. It moved from $55,000
in 1945 to $5.5 million in 1969 and $11 million in 1975. A
breakdown shows the greater share comes from Austrian radio and tv (47,1 %), followed by pop music (28.2%); records.
tapes, public tv and radio (11 %); jukeboxes (10.2 %); cinema
(2.2 %); and classical music (1.3%).
Of the total, 25.7% is taken out to cover AKM expenses, the

remainder divided,ama,ccyiyr.ßpL.wrrR
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Dutch copyright organizations
Buma/ Stemra
congratulate CISAL on their
50th anniversary

For that Dutch film too, I
music.
Naturally, I am affiliated to the BU
Society, like my 6000 Dutch fellcs v
composers and lyric writers. On top of that.
this society represents many tens of
thousands of other composers and lyric
writers from allover the world
Bu ma sees to it that we receive' a
remuneration if our music is played.
n your workshop, for instatice,
14011,r oft'ic or shop Butaalso
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tancy discipline for the society Administration keeps records
and handles mail and the information" advertisement department issues a quarterly magazine, "Bulgarian Horizons,"
which gives information on recently published books in fiction. poetry, science, art and drama by Bulgarian authors.
Bulgaria is a member of the Berne Copyright Convention
and of the Universal Copyright Convention It is not a member
of the Rome Convention on Neighboring Rights.
Membership is 1.354, all Bulgarian authors of musical, musical-dramatic and literary works. Foreign citizens are not, as
yet, allowed membership. A percentage of taxes paid by radio
and tv subscribers goes to authors' fees.
In balance of payment terms, the situation varies between
different countries. With the Socialist countries, the revenue
gathered is equal to the sums transferred abroad. But with
Western countries, royalties going abroad are some 40%
higher than income from foreign sources.
For 1975, revenue sources emerge as follows: theaters
11.04 %, sound recordings 13.25 %, radio and to 18.93 %; resa taurants. etc. 21.38%; publications of foreign authors in But
o garla 17.20 %; Bulgarian authors abroad 1045%; concerts
,°,

8
u

715 %.
Operating rates and costs vary each year but never go over
25% of the annual revenue. Control of music usage in restau.
rants and other public places is undertaken by inspectors operating all over Bulgaria who inspect the quality, precision and
duration of submitted program information
Publishers are not members of JUSAUTOR. In fact, a last
count of membership breakdown showed 414 composers and
940 writers and lyricists.
As of July 1. 1976. there were 58.886 titlesof Bulgarian and
foreign authors registered with the society. Royalties are
worked out by electronic calculators. Collection of mechanr
cals is regulated by a tariff which provides 8% for authors'
works and 4% for arrangements of Bulgarian folk music, both
based on the retail prices of records sold.
And as in most countries, there is no levy on tapes or tape
records at retail sale level. But no royalties are collected in But
gana for use of society members' music in shops, as well as
for music used in churches or hospitals.
JUSAUTOR collects authors' royalties for film music only in
cases where the music is used on radio or tv, publicly per
formed or mechanically recorded. Videodisk and videotape is
not, as yet covered, by society regulations.
Piracy against copyright is punishable as a crime in But
garla, under the regulations of the Penal Code. Bulgaria is not
a member of the international convention against piracy of tv
programs by satellites, but approves of suggestions put forward by the Soviet Union, German Democratic Republic.
Czechoslovakia and Hungary at the Diplomatic Conference in
May 1974.
In general JUSAUTOR has no money put by for sponsorship
of authors or works, the separate creative unions having their
own funds. And the committee for art and culture places orders for the writing of works under special contracts. But the
fund system outside is at such a high level that authors can
create works with their minds free of every day financial prob-
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Bulgaria there is a special law concerning the creative
funds, which are collected by regular installments from the
users. Authors are organized in 10 cultural unions which are
independent social organizations with elected boards of their
In

own.

Efforts are directed to securing the best conditions for creative work as well as for setting up clubs and recreation homes
for members and their families. Authors in Bulgaria are included in the State social security system, through which they
are allowed free health services. financial aid when ill. disablement pensions or old age pensions at 60 for men. 55 tor
women.
Copyright is a constitutional right of each Bulgarian citizen
and protected by the State. The Socialist system in the coun
try provides for copyright protection in the interest of the authors themselves as well as in the interest of the entire nation.
Current copyright law was set up in 1951, and amended, with
regards to radio and tv principally. in 1972.
Being part and parcel of the socialist law system, copyright
in Bulgaria aims at contributing to the establishment and
growth of the socialist culture, at helping spread knowledge of
works of literature, art or the sciences, while at the same time
protecting authors but at the same time working within the interests of the people. Certainly Bulgarian copyright legislation
secures protection of both moral and material rights of authors at the level of all advanced countries.
Certain aspects of the Bulgarian copyright system are regarded as unusual. if not unique. In this system, while the au
thor himself is the only person who can grant his rights to pub
lishers or others. the term of the grant is limited strictly to five
years. Outright sale of the copyright is, in principle, not
allowed.
And authors' fees are set within a system of eight obligatory
tariffs. This means that authors can work independently of
the users of music in the sense that socially or culturally important works can be encouraged by a different rate to works
of less lasting merit. The society can take steps to impose
sanctions on unlawful acts in this respect.
One other unusual aspect is that amateur groups, youth organizations and entertainment community centers can use
authors' works without paying royalties. Other cultural and
educational institutions can claim this right so long as en
trance fees are not charged.
Bulgaria has a system of approving musical works for public
performance. It involves the collective opinion of special commissions set up of musical workers, elected by the Union of
-

Bulgarian Composers or similar organizations. No work is per
formed in public without the final acceptance of a commis-

UBC

sion.

Basically there is no plagiarism among Bulgarian authors
but where different songs share the same title, the problem is
solved by discussion by interested parties.
On a more general level, JUSAUTOR is proud of the tact
that the Bulgarian creative unions have wide programs of encouragement for all their members. with particular energy
coming from the Union of Bulgarian Composers. The society
produces photocopied musical material and prints out, for its
own uses. musical scores and parts and provides records and
recordings whenever necessary.

AUSTRO- MECHANA
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eral manager. Though records are uncertain, it is believed
Austro-Mechana became a member of CISAC in 1936

private limited liability company with 30 associates.
made up of eight lyricists. four classical composers, ten music
publishers and eight pop/ light music composers. It has 30
employes and. apart from the board of directors, has departments for collection and control, documentation and distribu
Lion. The general assembly -highest authority for society decisions- appoints the nine -member supervisory board and
the seven members of the executive board, who take the main
decisions on matters carried out by the staff.
It is a

There are some 3,000 members of the society. About 50 of
the members are publishers. the rest composers and lyricists.
Austrian collections come roughly 55% from the record industry and 42% from ORF. the Austrian radio and tv system. Fees
collected internally rose from $2.06 million in 1972 to $2.91
million in 1975 -and this is roughly twice the amount of royal
ties received from abroad.
-

The record royalty fee is 8% from the retail price. alter deduction of Value Added Tax and BIEM deduction for record
and cassette covers. No royalty is payable for private recordings on tapes or cassettes from radio or records. But AustroMechana has been trying for years. using Germany as an ex
ample, to obtain a royalty payable on tape and cassette
recorders at retail sale
Considering that four times as many blank cassettes are
sold in Austria compared with pre-recorded product. and that
each blank tape is recorded on an average three times, the importance of some kind of royalty becomes obvious. But there
is still no sign of success in Austro-Mechana's fight.

However, rights on cable -tv and radio use will be managed
in the future by the society in the same way as those of the
national network. Film music rights in Austria are not handled
by the society, but in the hands of either publisher or copyright owner. But it is obvious that rights concerning video usage will be more and more important in the future and these
will come within the society's structure.
Foreigners may become members of Austro- Mechana, but
while the administration fee for Austrian nationals is 15 %, the
fee differs for "outsiders" depending on contracts existing
with foreign societies.
Fees are collected manually and payments are calculated
through a computer. The full index contains 400,000 titles.
but these are not memorized by the computer.
Relations between the society. the record industry and
Austrian radio and tv are settled through a normal BIEM contract. Following the BIEM example. AustroMechana has also
made deals with the record pressing plants and tape custom
duplicators. The aim of overall cooperation is to forestall and
put an end to piracy.
As a collection agency, Austro Mechana sticks to that.
rather than involving itself in outside activities such as benefit
shows or benevolent funds. Its work in collection is based on
the Austrian copyright law of 1936 and the three subsequent
amendment laws.
For the future, though, Austra -Mechana is to step up its
fight for some arrangement for a levy on lape and cassette
recorders for private use. And there is an aim to get royalties
for copyright owners from hirers of recorded audio and audiovisual material.
Incidentally, arrangers of songs other than public domain
material basically receive no royalties from Austro-Mechana.

SABAM
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also includes a customer's right On this basis, a higher
charge is foreseen by the society for use of mechanical music
than for performance rights.
The SABAM has a procedure for dealing with allegations of
plagiarism is noted. the file of comments goes to a permanent
committee, made up of administrators, who call the dif ferent
parties together. The idea is to settle on an amicable agreement but if the parties cannot get together then a legal verdict
is sought.

for arrangers, a royalty share is payable in certain circumstances where a version is permitted by the publisher.
The arranger can share in performances whether his name is
mentioned on the program or not; in all performances where
it is clear that his arrangement was programmed; and in performances of a specific kind of music, for example harmony
or fanfare performances, when the version was specifically
written for that kind of performance_
On a more international level, SABAM has given, notably at
ter the independence, help to the establishment and organi
zation of the Zaire authors' society. Even now Belgian experts
are regularly sent to Zaire to offer advice.
As
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ents.
negotiated most of$razil's international royalty
gements
The tribute made vet
underway for collections and payments
"The death of Oswald Santiago occurs at serious time for
royalty rights in Brazil." said the tribute. "His leadership was
needed more than ever to reestablish justice of the kind that
springs from the sacred respect for that inalienable right of
man -that of creation -which is based on clear, simple and
complete jurisprudence While it can not be reversed, it is not
irreparable, if we know how to follow the examples of tenacity
and confidence in justice."
The CISAC anniversary finds UBC engaged in a struggle to
head off a government takeover of the collection and payment of royalties.
The UBC and allied private organizations have asked the
courts for the right to organize and control the projected
"Central Office for Collections and Payments" ECAD- "Escri.
tono Central de Arrecandacuao e Distributicao." Created by
law three years ago, the central office is scheduled to start op
erating with the new year.
The "National Council of Authors' Rights," a federal
agency. had held that it holds the right to organize the Central
Collection Office and control royalties. The private organizations argue that this would amount to an invasion of the con
stitutional rights of private property.
The UBC is making its fight under the leadership of Dr.
Humberto Teixeira. its new president, a composer and lawyer.
Dr. Teixeira lakes the place of the later Oswaldo Santiago,
founder of UBC.
The main UBC office is located at 107 Visconde de Inhauma, Rio de Janeiro. Branches are located in Sao Paulo,
Porto Alegre, Belo Horizon te. Salvador and Recife. Agents are
throughout Brazil.
UBC adheres to the Berne Convention Besides handling
royalties. the UBC has a social welfare fund for its members
who number some 4,000.
Besides representing CISAC members, the UBC represents
ASCAP of the U.S. and VAAP of the U.S.S.R
-

Hector Stamponi, secretary of SADAIC, Argentina.

KODA
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tensen, Pout Rovsing Olsen and Erik Tjalve. General manager
is Prof H. Lund Christiansen; Else Larsen, the office head; lb
Bo, head of collection; and E. Hoybye, head of distribution.
KODA, acceding to the Berne Convention, the Universal
Copyright Convention and the Rome Convention the latter
concerning the rights of performing artists, the record producers and broadcasting services -the Danish institution in
question being GRAMEX.
Turnover in 1975 was about $4.16 million. with a 17.7% operating cost. Distribution between Denmark and foreign
countries works out roughly to a 40-60 ratio.
Membership involves four organizations: Dansk Komponistforening for composers of serious music: Danks Revyforfatter og Komponistforbund for composers and lyricists of
popular music; and two societies representing music publishers. Apart from members drawn from these organizations.
there are many affiliated members_
Distribution procedure is computerized, with some 100,000
titles in the index.
Denmark is fortunately tree of piracy but KODA. along with
other Scandinavian societies, is considering its position about
future attitudes to rights over cable tv, videotape and videodisk.
Net income of KODA is reduced by 10 °0, the money used for
national musical purposes, disposed of by organizations affil
hated to KODA. Encouragement of new composers and use of
members' works is left to the affiliated bodies to handle in
their own way.
But at present. KODA has been operating fifty years and
the authorization ran out in June, 1976. However the problems of society could not be immediately solved. so the Danish
Minister of Culture has extended the authority to June of next
year.

recognition of the atmosphere which existed at the general meeting in February this year. there were no big anniversary celebrations.
Meanwhile work goes on to protect performing rights. As a
society, KODA has no special procedure to deal with allegations of plagiarism or to isolate the many different songs
which share the same title.
And the society does not involve itself in terms of plugging
for more Danish created material to be used on radio or teleIn

vision.
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As Chairman of the new Board of Directors at M.C.P. S.
I am very pleased to find myself in the position of being
able to extend on behalf of all the members of the
Mechanical- Copyright Protection Society Limited my

tAll&

warmest congratulations to C.I.S.A.C. upon reaching their
50th year of service to the industry. M.C.P.S., itself a pioneer
in the field of copyrights in the music industry, recognises
the valuable service performed by the Confederation
Internationale des Societes d'Auteurs et Compositeurs and
is proud of its membership with C.I.S.A.C.
It is the intention of the Board to retain the present policy
of M.C.P.S. and to protect and enhance the interests of
British and other music recording right owners which it
represents. We look forward to our continued association
with C.I.S.A.C. in the furtherance of these aims.

Robert Kingston

41/144 Chairman

In May of this yeaxthe Music Publishers Association took over control of the Mechanical Copyright Protection Society Limited. This move follows the trend of major countries
abroad where organisations responsible for the collection of music royalties, but which
were in the hands of private shareholders, have now been brought into the general
ownership of the music publishing industry.
We believe that the takeover will prove to be of considerable benefit to M.C.P.S. Besides
being more directly accountable to members we shall be in a better position to keep
in touch with trends in the industry.
The acquisition of M.C.P. S. by the M.P.A. brings about the establishment of a new
Board of Directors. Chaired by Robert Kingston, and with myself as Managing Director,
members will find the new board very keen to foster close relationships within the
music industry internationally.
It is, therefore, with some considerable pleasure that M.C.P. S. congratulates and thanks
C.I.S.A.C. for their past 50 years service to writers and composers.
R W Montgomery

e-*

Managing Director

Mechanical - Copyright Protection Society Limited
ELGAR HOUSE

380 STREATHAM HIGH ROAD LONDON SW16 6HR

\-ikrelephone:01- 7693181 Telex No:946792 Cables: MECOLICO LONDON SW16
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TEOSTO

fate
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00200 Re
20 Tel 6922 -511
Joonas Kokkonen chairman
Roger Lindberg vile chairman Peklia Kalhn, managing director
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Performing rights only (mechanical rights Through NCB. Oenmark)
Founded: 1928 Joined CISAC: 1929
Affiliations: Berne. Universal ß Rome conventions
Members: 101 (949 composers 417 songwriters 95 publishers.
809 combination composers authors publisher) Total of 2.300
copyright owners
Employes: 46 with 2 fuiltime inspectors
Catalog: 400 000 tiles
Annual turnover: 52 92 million
Proportion of income: radio: w 37 7% Irv° performance
cinema 4 8- restaurants 25 2
public transportation 9^ librar4
3
res
other 10,
spoils 2 I
Society's expense' 27
of gross
Foreign royalties earned. S262_000 annually
Payment structure: tariffs
government owned radio /tv -2 25, take
live performance
01 salaries pad
disk recordings: -53 a minute (collected by GRAMExt
cinema:
°:, of gross profits
other -based on floorage number of employes number of selec
ions available
Mechanical right prevailing rate for disk/tape:
0n recommended retail price. encludrng purchase tan and sleeve costs
Length of protection performance: 25 years
Length of protection mechanical: 25 years from year of recording
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Free use of music, apart from major theatrical works, was a
sort of every man's right in Finland until 1928. Though there
had been groundwork for some kind of copyright law in the
previous century. it was not until 1928 that Saveltalain Tekr

jaireokeustoimisto TEOSTO r. y.. started operating on behalf
of composers and lyricists.
In 1919. soon after Finland gained its Independence. a
committee was set up to prepare a comprehensive law on in
tellectual copyright. within the spirit of the Berne Convention.
The committee finished its work in 1920, but there the matter
rested until 1926.
Final contents of the law were formulated by the minister of
education, Prof. E.N. Setala, who left out some key issues in
the original text -for instance. that the state will inherit a work
when the statutory duration of copyright ceases and its future
income will be used for supporting intellectual works through
a special fund.
But the development of the copyright theme in Finland was
followed closely by the local musicians' and composers' guild,
Suomen Saveltaiteiligain Lutto. and particularly its active secretary, Lauri Ikonen. Preparations were made for the setting
up of a local copyright bureau, TEOSTO, and it was to follow
the example of STIM in Sweden and its initial experiments.
The formation meeting was held March 7. 1928 at the Musi.
ikki Fazer offices. Present were, composers Lauri Ikonen, Erkki Melartin, Leevi Madetola, Yr10 Kilpinen, Armas Maasalo.
Erik Furuhlelm, Heino Kasko, Toivo Haapanen and Evert Ka
lila; music publishers G. Faner and Tono Voss.Schader (Musi.
ikki Facer). G. Westerlund and Axel Karlsson (Westerlundin
Musukkikauppa) and Vihton Suomalainen (Kustannus -Oy
Otava).
First director was Ikonen, unanimously elected. He went to
the CISAC conference in 1928 and met with the executives of

Genossenschaft der Deutschen Tonsetzer (G.D.T.), the
society with whom TEOSTO signed its first reciprocal conra cts.

first year. the society had deals with AKM
(Austria), PUMA (Holland), GEFA (Switzerland). KODA (Den.
mark). MARS (Hungary). NAVEA (Belgium). OSA (Czechoslo
vakia). SIAE (Italy), STIM (Sweden). and ZAIKS (Poland).
Through authorization with STIM, d also represented SACEM
(France) and PRS (U.K.). It also had a unilateral contract with
GEMA (Germany).
Locally it had agreements with 60 Finnish composers and
publishers. It also tried to arrange control of mechanical copyright at the national level. an easy task because Finnish pub.
lishers and controls had loyally transferred the right to
By the end of its
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TEOSTO's most recent signing of a reciprocal contract. with
VAAP in 1975, with (left to right above top) TEOSTO's Pekka
Kallio, Joonas Kokkonen and Juri Zharov, vice -chairman
of VAAP. Retirement ceremony (top) for Martti Turunen,
for 37 years managing director of TEOSTO, who left in
1969 as "the grand old man of Finnish music." Lef t to
right: Pekka Kallio, Turunen, and Joonas Kokkonen.

TEOSTO.

Next step was an agreement with an international copyright

bureau. First the society signed with IBA In Germany, they
with Nordisk Copyright Bureau (NCB)in Copenhagen.
Starting In 1938, TEOSTO gained the right to collect from
him companies and Oy Yleisradio Ab (governmentcontrolted
radio station). This was necessary because moviemakers
were embittered over what they described as "intolerable"
tariffs from NCB. and because Yleisradio had started making
its own recordings.
By 1942, TEOSTO started controlling the mechanicals in
Finland and made agreements with Rytmi and Saanstokauppa, two music stores who also acted as record producers.
In those days there were no record companies as such, lust a
handful of mayor music stores that represented the catalogs
of leading U.K. and German companies. All Finnish records
were also produced and pressed abroad, so that entire orchestras were sent to Poland, Germany or London.
However, Finnish records pressed abroad and imported to
Finland had a lower custom duty and this greatly helped sales.
At the end of the 1930s, the market share of domestic records
was a staggering 904ó.
TEOSTO was offered a partnership in NCB but feared losing
its independence. Today, like STIM. KODA and TONO,
TEOSTO is one of NCB's shareholders.
The starting of collection from music users caused a big
shakeup. There was heavy opposition from owners of eating
houses and bars. After the society failed to reach an agree.
ment with the Finnish Restaurant Assn. in 1929. it was
prompted to issue its famous "last warning."
That had the desired effect. Agreements were signed by the
hundreds around 1929 -30. But there were still rebels and
one, Oy Paivansade, who owned an establishment called
Paris, was taken to court. Plaintiff was AKM, the Austrian per.
forming right society. and the composers involved were Paul
Abraham, Franz Lehar and Rotter-Kaper. Both magistrates'
court and the Court of Appeal ruled against the defendant
and compensation was paid.
(Continued un page C -?fl)
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patient man, and is well aware that the battle for
updated copyright legislation is a long one. Mills, like the organization he serves, is used to long battles.
CAPAC was founded in 1925 by PRS. the British performing
right organization. as CPRS. the Canadian Performing Right
Society. Harry T. Jamieson, now 91 and still in excellent
health, was the organization's fist general manager, and for
25 years he fought a tough battle to win acceptance for the
pnnciple of the payment of performing right license fees. His
successor, William St. Clair Low, became general manager in
1947. He undertook the next phase in the organization's
growth, its "repatriation" as a Canadian society. owned and
operated by its own members. CPRS became CAPAC in 1945.
During the next two decades. CAPAC continued its legal
battles. winning most of them. but the emphasis was on
strong growth as an organization. Membership increased dra
matically to well over 1.000, and the organization's annual income rose to $5 million.
In the late fifties, the emphasis at CAPAC began to change,
with the principle of performing rights largely accepted by music users. A two- pronged effort began, to encourage the
greater use of music written by Canadian composers, and to
intensify the struggle to have the 1924 Copyright Act revised.
CAPAC's growth in the last 10 years has been little short of
phenomenal. CAPAC's income grew from $5,360,000 in 1968
to some $10,501,072 in 1975. The growing success of Canadian music is indicated by the fact that the income for CAPAC
publishers grew from $1,511.000 to $2,203,508, while the in
come for writer members increased from $364,000 to
$1,509,991 in the 1968-1975 period. A strongly increased ac
ceptance of Canadian music abroad Is indicated by the growth
of performing rights income for CAPAC members from foreign sources, up from $118.000 in 1968 to $689,072 last
Mills is

a

year.
Today, CAPAC membership is growing faster than ever before with individual composers and lyricists joining at a record
rate. More than 400 pined so tar this year. There are now
more than 5,000 composerauthor members, and some 800
publisher members. The membership ranges from the giant
international publishing houses like Chappell and Southern
Music to small independent companies and composer-owned

firms.
Individual CAPAC members include such wellknown Cana.
dean writers as Galt Mac0ermot ("Hair," "Two Gentlemen
from Verona "), Gordon Lightfoot, pianist Glenn Gould. veteran country singer. composer Will Carter. Murray
McLauchlan, Dan Hill, the Stampeders. Heart. country singer
Stompin' Tom Connors, and Quebecers Gilles Vignault, Felix
Leclerc, Robert Charlebois, Claude Leveillee, Harmonium and
Beau Dommage.
CAPAC's head office is In Toronto, where it occupies the top

midtown office block. The bulk of CAPAC's 70 -odd
employes works out of this office, which houses a sophisticated computer facility. A bilingual staff based in CAPAC's
Montreal office serves the needs of Quebec members, who are
the dominant force in the province's booming French -Ian
guage music field. And an office in Vancouver was opened
nearly two years ago and has already proved of major assistance to a growing number of composers and publishers based
floor

of a

on the West Coast.
The first CAPAC members signed by the new office on the
West Coast were the members of Heart, who had significant
success on Billboard charts during the summer.
CAPAC is certainly not an inward.looking organization. It re-

tains strong links with performing right organizations
throughout the world. negotiating reciprocal agreements with
similar societies serving almost 100 different countries. The
personal links with ASCAP in the U.S., PRS in Britain, and
SACEM in France -three countries where Canadian music is
gaining an everstronger degree of acceptance -are partic
ularly strong.
And CAPAC's understanding of the importance of an inter
national approach to copyright matters is underscored by the
active role it has played within CISAC. CAPAC first tined the
body in 1944, and for the last 20 years has been continually
represented on senior levels of the organization. John Mills is
a member of the administrative council of CISAC. as well as
being a member of the 10 -man Executive Bureau, along with
representatives from ASCAP, SACEM, PRS, GEMA in Germany, SIAE in Italy, and performing right organizations Hungary (Artislus), Sweden (STIM), Belgium (SABAM), and Spain
(SGAE). CAPAC's voice contributes to the International efforts
to gain equitable copyright legislation.
As CAPAC moves into the future it looks forward with some
confidence. The upcoming copyright act, whatever its final
form, will certainly be a forward movement, with the act hope.
fully clarifying copyright in such areas as cable television. and
the use of what the 1924 act calls "music by means of a
gramophone," which currently Is not subject to a license fee
License fees in Canada are set by the Copyright Appeal
Board, set up by the government in 1938. Currently, CAPAC is
entitled to 1.6% of receipts of privately owned tv stations in
Canada, 1.85% of receipts of privately owned radio stations,
and an amount equal to 1.33% of the money paid by clubs for
live entertainment. The publicly owned CBC radio and television networks pay a license fee to CAPAC. based on $4.94
for each person living in Canada, based on the latest popu
lation statistics. Cinemas, drive-ins, and theaters pay on a
per -seat basis. Other regulations, listed in the Canada Gazette, cover tariffs for background music, fairs, exhibitions,
arenas. steamships and airplanes.
The growing strength of the Canadian music scene in the
seventies has been assisted by CAPAC in a number of ways.
Although its primary purpose is that of collecting and distriwww.americanradiohistory.com

biting performing rights royalties, the organization

has un-

dertaken a number of other activities to assist both its members and the industry as a whole. These obviously Include the
involvement of CAPAC in a variety of appearances before a
number of federal and provincial government commissions
relating to aspects of copyright, but also in other areas.
CAPAC released a book. "You and the Business of Music,"
written two years ago by John Mills as a guide to newcomers to
the music industry-so far more than 15,000 copies have
been distributed. And a 48 -page magazine. "The Canadian
Composer," is published 10 times each year. and in addition
to its distribution to members, is sent to parlamentarians im
volved with the administration of copyright, as well as more
than 1,000 media people. The aim of the magazine, published
in both English and French. is not only to stress the involvement of the individual composer and publisher in his association, but also to offer a source of valuable promotion for both
individual members and the Canadian music scene as a
whole. The magazine has been published continually for more
than 10 years.
In addition, CAPAC offers young composers two annual
scholarships for additional graduate work in composition, and
has run a series of highly promoted annual lectures which
have featured internationally know musical figures, ranging
from songwriter Arthur Schwartz, this year's speaker, the Ca.
nadian singer Maureen Forrester. Other guest speakers have
included Ravi Shankar, Zoltan Kodaly, George Ligeti and Galt

I

Macûermot.
The future for Canadian music -in both the pop and seri
eus fields -is a positive one. And CAPAC, the senior perform
ing right organization in Canada, is continuing its efforts to
make the future for Canada's composers and publishers an
even brighter one.

OSA
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1926 and contracts were set up with radio and record com

panics. Bilateral contracts with Austria, Germany. Sweden,
Switzerland, the U.K., Hungary, France, Finland and Italy had
been concluded and when CISAC was formed. OSA was a
founder member
OSA is not merely a collection and paying agency on performing and mechanical royalties. It has its own legal depart
ment which gives a free consultative service to all members in
legal problems. As income from artistic activity is taxed at a
special low rate on Czechoslovakia. OSA also serves as a cen
trat pool of evidence for more than 7.500 royalty recipients.
and handles their taxation matters.
Membership is of 2,265 composers, 859 lyricists and 50
publishers, whose catalogs are represented by Supraphon
and Panton. So far. only compositions on records and cas
eibofM
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SACEM

RANCE
Somet des Auteurs. Compost
taure at Editeurs de Musique
225 Av Charles de G.111 fir 915:
Nev.Ily /Sumo Tel (01) 747.56.50
cables MUSICA.Peris
Composer Georges Aunc president
of honor Jean.Loup Townret director general
Perlormng rights Mie
Founded. 1851 Joined CISAC. 1927
Affiliations: Berna. Universal & Rome conventions
Members 39 000 136 000 composers. 21 000 Sangrnerl
300 pubhshersl
Employes almost
200
Catalog 3 5 inutron tides
Annual turnover s67 million
Royalties paid members: an e point system aller deduction lot 07
eating costs and speoai lunch
Society's expense 22 sel ',toss
Length of protection performance life plus 50 years. with e.
tension ,n sax of war
1

1

1
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D. R. M.

Societe
pour
l'Administration du Droit
de Reproduction Mecanique
225 Av Charles or Gaulle
92521 Nevilly, Seine tri

(01) 747.56.50
Jacques Enoch. presdeni. Jean Ferrahon duector general
Meohamtal rrgnts ¡including thou of Societe des Auteurs et Coin
posrteur1 Dramatiques (SACOI and Societe dos Gens do leellos dr
France ISODI)
Founded. 1935 Joined CISAC. 1936
Annual turnover s35 555.555
Mechanical rate 6 - of retail price of recording

SACEM's
Georges Auric,
composer, president
of
Honor of SACEM (left)
and
Jean Loup Tournier, director

general

Of all the member societies of CISAC, the French Societe
des Auteurs, Compositeurs et Editeurs de Musique (SACEM),
has a special claim to distinction because it was the first such
society to be founded in the world in 1851.
However. the principal of protection of intellectual copy
right was established in France very much earlier than that
as far back, in fact, as the 17th century.
It is recorded that the writer Tristian the Hermit, who lived
between 1601 and 1655, employed a valet who had literary
aspirations. The valet, whose name was Quinault, wrote a play
called "The Rivals" and Tristian decided to produce it. The ac
tors agreed to share the proceeds from the play with the au
thor but when it was discovered that the play was entirely the
work of a mere valet, the public decided to cut its contribution
by half. This meant that the actors would receive 50 ecus and
the author nothing.
When Quinault complained about this, Tristian came to the
rescue and suggested that each actor pay Quinault a perform.
ing right consisting of one ninth of his fee. In this way, so the
story goes, the principle of performing rights was established.
The principle was upheld by the politician Joseph Lakanal
before the French Revolution. He said "Of all property, that
which is the least open to challenge and whose growth can
neither damage the principle of republican equality nor inter
fere with liberty is. unquestionably. intellectual property."
And Beaumarchais. author of "The Marriage Of Figaro"
and -The Barber Of Seville" observed: They say in the foyers
of our theaters that it is not noble for authors who pride them
selves on aspiring to glory, to concern themselves with such
base considerations as financial benefit. It is true that glory is
very attractive, but these people forget that in order to enjoy it
for just one year, nature condemns us to have dinner 365

-

times."
The principle of copyright protection became enshrined in

of

SACEM.

Musique. the impressive complex in Neuilly
outside Paris which houses the administration of the
SACEM and the SDRM. The complex comprises concert
halls, exhibition areas, conference rooms, recording studios, a library and a musical documentation center.
La Matson de la

French law in 1791 when a decree signed by Louis XVI accorded to authors the exclusive right to sanction the presentation or execution of their works in public. A further law was
passed in 1793, for right of reproductions -but it was one
thing to pass a law banning unauthorized performances and
quite another to police it.
Thus for decades, concert promoters and theater owners
continued to use the works of authors and composers without
scruple and without paying a sou in royalties. There was noth
ing that the authors and composers could do individually to
protect themselves, so their only recourse was to set up an as
sedation whose aim was to create a centralized collection and
distribution mechanism to ensure that its members received
fair remuneration for the use of their works.

The way in which this came about in France represents a
piquant slice of French social history
One day in 1847 the writer Ernest Bourget, accompanied by
the composers Paul Hennon and Victor Parizot, was attending a cafe -concert at the Ambassadeurs on the Avenue des
Champs.Elysees in Paris. During the course of the perform
ance the orchestra played some of their works, but their appreciation of this tribute was somewhat tempered by the tact
that they could expect no royalties for the performances.
ICririitriui'd on page C -30)

S.D.R.M
Mechanical rights in France are administered by the Societe
your L'Administration du Droll de Reproduction Mecanique
(SDRM) which was founded in 1935. It was originally run as
an entirely separate entity from the French performing right
society. SACEM. but in 1974, as an economy measure, it was
decided to have one administration for the two societies
Thus SDRM is still a legally independent body. with its own
president and general manager, but its administration is handled by SACEM.
SDRM has its head office in the Maison de la Musique. the
impressive complex it shares with the SACEM on the banks of
the Seine at Neuilly outside Paris. As well as collecting and distributing mechanical rights from recordings of music. SDRM
also collects mechanicals on behalf of the Societe des Auteurs
et Compositeurs Dramatiques (SACD) and the Societe des
Gens de Lettres de France (SGDL). both of which are also
members of CISAC and which concern themselves with the
protection respectively of dramatic works and of literature_
The prevailing mechanical royalty rate in France is that established by BIEM (International Mechanical Rights Bu
reau) -84o of the retail price of the recording. The retail price
is calculated in France by averaging out the various prices at
which records are sold
The annual turnover of SDRM has increased at the rate of
about 20% per year over the last three or four years. Last year
the turnover amounted to 160 million francs ($35,555.555).
The Societe is constantly striving to improve its efficiency and
to crack down on persons importing records into France with-

a
to

out paying mechanical rights.
In this connection SDRM works closely with the French Po
lice.

Like all mechanical right societies. SDRM is concerned
about the increase in the incidence of private recording -a development which can seriously undermine mechanical rights
income -and is planning a campaign to press for a levy on
tape recorders and tapes as a kind of license fee for home
recording.
is

SCFPDA
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Claude Beland has been president of the sdclety and Guy BoIon its executive secretary since 1975.
In 1971 SCFPDA became a member of the Confederation
Internationale des societes d'auteurs at compositeurs (Cl.
SAC).
SCFPDA is composed of "active members" and "associate
members -" The active members are professional associations
of publishers. booksellers and librarians; the associate members are publishers interested in copyright and its protection.
The society used to receive a grant from the Quebec Ministry of Communications. As a result of changes in ministerial

policies, the society will henceforth be making its representations to Quebec's Ministry of Cultural Affairs.
The administrative board of SCFPDA is made up of the following five members: Claude Beland, president; Pierre Tis.
sevre and Victor Martin, vice presidents; Victor Cote, secretary; Michel Bonneau. treasurer. The administrative board
holds regular monthly meetings and a general meeting of the

members annually in January.
SCFPDA has signed a service contract with the Conseil Superieur du Livre. The society's headquarters, thus, are the
same as those of the CSL The staff of the CSL supplies the
secretarial services the society requires. In particular, Boivin.
executive secretary, is responsible for various initiatives proposed by SCFPDA.
The society acts as a consultative and informational body
by publishing, for the benefit of its members, a bulletin and
also various pamphlets that have a wider circulation. SCFPDA
also performs the task of a collection agency. In this regard it
signed a new agreement in May 1975 with Radio Canada con-

cerning radio programs and is making preparations to nego.
,bate a new contract with the tv section of that corporation
relevant to tv programs.
Since 1971 SCFPDA has collected and distributed to Quebec writers and publishers approximately $20,000. Of this
amount. 15% came from France, Belgium and Switzerland by
transtering it to SCFPDA with the assistance of the Societe
des Gens de Lettres de France. At the present time the thrust
of the society is restricted to the collection of authors' rights in
the fields of radio. tv and book excerpts.
SCFPDA retains 10% of the rights collected. Of this percentage 5% is used to cover operational expenses. Thus the
society obtains a net profit of approximately 5%. Other
sources of income and, up to the present time, a government
grant and membership fees (1976: 51.300).
In the course of the past I8 months SCFPDA has drawn up
an agreement for consideration by public and private educe
tional institutions in Quebec The society has received the
support of several of these by offering them an agreement
suitable to thee) needs As a result of an agreement with So-

etetes des Gens de Lettres, SCFPDA would permit accessibility
to, more or less, all works written in French at the cost of $1
per year per student.
SCFPDA, moreover, had arranged to reduce to a minimum
the compilation and secretarial tasks of the institutions concerned. Unfortunately, the efforts of SCFPDA in this direction
have not resulted in an agreement. This is due to the attitude
of the Ministry of Education that has informed educational institutions to sign no contractual agreements in the immediate
future. The society has entered into negotiations with the
ministry and, if these fail, there will be an obligation to instr
tute legal proceedings against those who violate authors'
rights by making undue use of photocopying in the field of
teaching.
Canadian law with regard to authors' rights is more than 50
years old. It has not been revised in spite of its numerous
weaknesses. In particular SCFPDA believes that Canadian law
on this matter should include new clauses dealing with the
problems relating to photocopying and. In a more general
way. with those connected with reproduction. Translation
rights should also be modified. The Ministry of Consumer and
Corporate Affairs has been working for several months drawing up a program of reform and legislation with regard to "in-

tellectual" property rights.
SCFPDA made a number of suggestions on the question of
authors' rights for the recently published " Livre Vert." It is
preparing a detailed analysis of the " Livre Vert" which will be
sent to the Ministry of Consumer and Corporate Affairs. The
analysis will appear in the society's bulletin.
The society has always been intensely interested In the ac
tivities and aims of CISAC. For financial reasons it has only
been able to participate sporadically at the congresses and in.
ternational meetings.
Nevertheless SCFPDA foresees brighter perspectives In this
matter. Already the society's participation at the congress celebrating the 50th anniversary bears witness to the firm desire
to link efforts with CISAC in order to reach solutions to the numerous problems relative, in all their aspects. to authors'
rights.

BMI
1940 BMI Canada Limited was formed to license in Canada the repertoire of Broadcast Music. Inc. in New York. Al
that time yearly all the music broadcast north of the border
originated outside Canada. By 1947, however, it was obvious
there was much original material in Canada and that year BMI
Canada was activated to work for Canadian writers, composers and publishers There was a monopolistic situation regarding performing rights at that time. and BMI Canada began life as an alternative.
In
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Over the years more and more of the music performed in rn
Canada has been that licensed by BMI Canada. This year BMI CO
licensed music consistently has filled more than 50% of the
MOR. top single and country charts in Canada. The perform w
ing right organization began small. and it is correct to assume
that licensing revenue was also less than its competitors zs
o
When repertoire expanded. revenue naturally expanded. In
1969 just over $200.000 was paid Canadian publishers for
the performance of the works they represented. This was
slightly over 10% of total revenue that year. Five years later
the figure had jumped to more than $1.1 million, or 22% of
the total. Performance payments to writers have increased
proportionally. As more and more Canadian music is per
formed, more income from performing rights remains in Canada
BMI Canada's primary function is the collection and distri-

bution of performance royalties but it has been active
throughout the years in the promotion of Canadian music and
has a wide program of assistance to music creators and users
in Canada.

of concert music, BMIC publishes brochures
with biographical material and lists of compositions and
recordings for many of its affiliates. It also acts as artist and
repertoire director for Melbourne Records, a Canadian label of
contemporary classical music owned by George Taylor and
distributed by London Records. BMI Canada offers compost
tion prizes to every university faculty of music in Canada and
all community colleges where composition is taught.
In the area

OSA

Continued from page C -28

sectes, and film music, are on computer index, but it is hoped
to add radio and tv broadcasts. Mechanical rights are through

the BIEM 8% contract And copyright protection extends for
50 years after the composer's death. and 25 years for recorded performances
As to the administrative -cost deduction at 7.45% In 1975
OSA can point with pride to a surprisingly low -cost service to
members.
OSA has a board of 10, nominated by the Czech Composers
and Performing Artists Assn., and the Czech Writers' Assn.
Current president is Jan Seidel. composer.
The staff now stands at 90, with composer No Jirasek as
director, and the organizational structure divides the staff
into secretariat, management and legal sections, with four
other departments handling the actual check on perform.
antes and eventual registration and payment of royalties.
No records are imported into Czechoslovakia from the West
so there are no mechanical collection problems. But on rec
ords imported from the East, mechanical rights are paid and
collected by manufacturers in countries of origin.

, SACEM

Continued fiat' page C-29

occurred to them that while the public in the restaurant
were paying the creators nothing for the privilege of hearing
their music, all were expected to pay the proprietor for their
seats and meals.
When the time came to pay. Bourget. Hennon and Parizot
refused. saying to the waiter: The owner is making sure of
his money and is no doubt making a profit from the use of our
works and those of our colleagues. No one has asked our per
mission to perform these works and no one seems prepared
to pay us a fee. therefore we are quits'"
Not only did they refuse to pay their bill but they took the
matter to court. in the meantime securing the backing of the
publisher, Jules Colombier
On Sept. 8. 1847, the case came before the Tribunal de
Commerce de la Seine which found In favor of the plaintiff s.
and forbade the Ambassadeurs to use the works of Bourget
and his colleagues. The director of the cafe-concert. however,
persisted and the case again went to court whose decision.
again in favor of the plaintiffs. was upheld by the Paris Court
of Appeal. The director of the Ambassadeurs was required to
pay a substantial sum in damages.
As a result of their success. Parizot. Bourget. Hermon and
Colombier founded on March 19. 1850 the Agence Centrale
Pour La Perception Des Droits Des Auteirs Et Compositeurs
De Musique -the forerunner of SACEM.
In no time at all the new organization had 221 members
and the membership list was sent to all directors of theaters
and concert halls. It is recorded that royalty income for May
1850 was approximately $32.
SACEM was formed on February 28, 1851 and in the course
of its first year of operation SACEM collected and distributed
about $3,045. Thirty years later its income was in excess of
$218.000.
The early years were marked by constant litigation as music
users. unused to the "indignity and outrage" of having to pay
royalties, bitterly contested SACEM's right to collect on behalf
of its members.
From the very beginning the directors of SACEM saw the
necessity of casting their net increasingly wider and thus affiliates were created. not only in the provinces of France but also
in foreign countries. The first of these was established in Bet
glum and by a skillfully managed campaign. the society persuaded the Belgian government of the need for a law on copyright protection. On Dec. 1. 1885 the Belgian parliament
passed a law giving protection to artistic and literary works.
At its inception the administrative staff of the French
society consisted of a manager and three employes operating
from offices in the rue Sainte -Anne. By 1882 the staff had increased to 30 and SACEM moved to larger offices in the rue du
Faubourg Montmartre. About 1900 the organization took
over even larger premises in the rue Chaptal where its headquarters remained until earlier this year when it transferred to
a vast new complex on the banks of the Seine at Neuilly.
Hand in hand with its consolidation in France. SACEM developed more overseas affiliates. Agencies were created in the
U.K., Holland, Switzerland, Spain. Greece. Monaco, Portugal,
Egypt. Rumania and Syria. Foreign authors and composers
who had no national society to defend their interests were
only to happy to have the French society represent them.
However, as time went on foreign composers and lyricists
began establishing their own national performing right societies and on Sept. 8, 1886 there were 14 nations represented at the diplomatic conference in Berne, Switzerland
This paved the way for the famous Berne Copyright Conven
tion, signed by the 14 participating countries just two years
It
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SACEM today is governed by an administrative council
whose president holds office for one year but is eligible for re
election. The council consists of five authors. five composers
and live publishers.
The permanent administrative staff, which carries out the
council's policies. includes experts in a variety of fields from
international law to accountancy. The permanent staff. based
in the Neuilly headquarters, is headed by Jean -Loup Tournier.
the director general. and numbers more than 450 people. In
addition there are 14 regional directors. 120 regional delegates and another 450 employes in provincial centers, so the
total staff amounts to almost 1.200.
SACEM is extremely diligent in securing remuneration for
its members -currently numbering more than 39.000 -whey
ever their works are used- The society not only licenses the
aters, music halls. cinemas and concert halls but also cafes,
hotels, casinos. restaurants, fetes and festivals, department
stores and supermarkets. Because of the strength and unremilting vigilance of its organization, SACEM's operating costs
are relatively high -of the order of 22 percent of turnover. But
the society points out that this is the unavoidable cost of ensuring that very few music users slip through its net.
The basic tariff established by SACEM in respect of locations where music is performed is 8.8% of the boxoffice
receipts or. where there is no admission charge. 4.4% of
money spent on drinks and food. For cinemas the tariff is normally 1.5% of the gross receipts.
Commercial radio pays SACEM and SDRM (the French me
chanical right society) 6% of its advertising revenue and corn
mercial tv pays both societies 5% of its advertising revenue.
The State radio and tv companies pay to all the French au
(hors' societies a sum equivalent to 4.16% of the license fees
and roughly the same percentage on its advertising revenue.
Membership 01 SACEM is open to lyricists, composers and
music publishers and the break-down is 21,000 lyricists,
36,000 composers and 1.300 publishers There is, of course.
a massive overlap in the lyricist and composer categories because members who write both words and music get separate

thors/publishe

4; composers/publishers. 7
Where possible
OSTO chases deals with leadin

SACEM negotiates up to 100,000 contracts a year and han
dies about 40,000 declarations annually, II has an Index of
3' y million titles.
It is a statutory principle of SACEM that performance royalties front music users are divided equally among composer,
lyricist and publisher, each receiving one third. There are. of
course, variations of this formula. It, for example, the work
concerned has no lyrics, then the composer receives two
thirds and the publisher one third.
And in the case of a work without lyrics, which has been specially arranged, then the division of royalties is: one sixth to
the arranger, three sixths to the composer and two sixths to
the publisher.
For arrangements of musical works with lyrics, the division
s. two twelfths to the arranger, three twelfths to the lyricist,
three twelfths to the composer and four twelfths to the pub-

lisher.
In order to qualify for membership of SACEM. It used to be
necessary for a publisher to establish his credentials as a music publisher in the literal sense by producing at least 50 ongr
nal musical works in printed form which were published by his
company. This rule has since been modified and to qualify for
membership today, a publisher will have to produce 10 pub

works.
Until recently, to qualify for membership as a lyricist or
composer. it was necessary to produce In printed form six
works of a certain minimum duration. Today, however, all
that is necessary is for the candidate to provide evidence that
he or she has had a work performed in public.
SACEM allocates its receipts to its members, after deduct
ion of operating costs, 9.75% for cultural and social funds and
0.5% for sundry other items, on the basis of a point system. A
normal popular song lasting less than live minutes is ac
corded six points. A piece of light music lasting between five
and seven minutes would be accorded nine points and a full
length symphony or string quartet might qualify for as many
as 90 points, consideration being given to the tact that such
extended works are performed relatively rarefy.
The French society has always been extremely f onwardlooking in its cultural and social activities. It operates widows'
and pension funds and is extremely active In encouraging the
musical arts, subsidizing music festivals. commissioning
compositions, sponsoring musical competitions and awarding prizes for musical performances and compositions.
SACEM sponsors as many as ten major music festivals a
year, supports the Jeunesses Musicales, a nation -wide organi.
zation aimed at stimulating the interest of young people in
music -and grants scholarships to young musicians and composers of outstanding talent. In 1973. for example. SACEM
spent $200,000 in sponsoring serious music concerts by
young contemporary composers.
Like all similar societies SACEM is frequently involved in
cases of alleged plagiarism and 12 years ago. as a means of
assessing the validity of plagiarism claims, the society devel
oped a theme dictionary which enables computer comparisons to be made between various works. The system is not. of
course, infallible, but is a useful aid.
In its 125 years of existence, SACEM's turnover has grown
continuously and. for the most part the society has maintained a favorable balance of payments with the 40 -odd overseas societies with which it has agreements.
In 1972 the turnover was approximately $56 million. This
year it will be nearer $67 million.
As to the birth of the author rights President Vincent Auriol
of France on the occasion of the Centenary of SACEM, March
1950 said: "In disseminating throughout the world the songs
and the music of France. the Societe Des Auteurs, Compositeurs at Editeurs de Musique has contributed to the cultural
and artistic influence of France. It has done more -it has defended and safeguarded the rights of singers and musicians
of all countries. And Its organization has created a method of
operation which has served as a model for all similar societies.
It was France the country of the chanson. which gave the author's right to the world...."
lashed
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With that, the whole problem of opposition was wiped out.
Royalties on musical entertainment in restaurants were set
around 3°0.4°0 of salaries paid to musicians
At the 1952 CISAC conference. TEOSTO had detailed talks
with ASCAP about control of Finnish music in the U.S., particularly that of Jean Sibelius. There had been a freeze executed
on the ground that the copyright belonged to a German publisher, Breitkofp and Haertel. Directors of ASCAP soon contacted the Alien Property Custodian, with authorization by Sibelius, and the money started pouring In.
Today TEOSTO's head office is at the top of a lovely four
story building In Helsinki. The building is owned by the society
and completed in 1973 at a cost of $1'2 million. Prior to this
development, it was for 24 years at Hietalandonkatu 2, in Hel
sink'. Part of the house is rented by the Finish Academy.
There are 46 employes, spread over three main departments. licenses and tariffs. accounts and registers, and administration. TEOSTO has two lull -lime district inspectors
and scores of field agents.
Yet membership is only 101. The low figure Is explained by
strict regulations. A solid membership of at least five years is
required from national composers, lyricists. copyright owners
generally. Membership is through application which has to be
granted by the board of directors.
But it handles nearly 2,300 national composers and copyright owners A breakdown: composers, 949; lyricists. 417;
-
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agreements are in force with Finnish cinema owners (300 theaters), the Finnish Hotel and Restaurant Council (3,000 outlets), Finnish Barbers and Hairdressers (3.500 members),
Raha- automaattiylidistys (around 2000 jukeboxes). and the
Finnish Motor Coach Union (432 members).
Domestic revenue sources show: radio/ tv, $1 1 million. up
40%; public performance and dancing, $400.000. up 15.4%;
cinema, $140,000, up 13.5 %; concerts. $35,000; stage,
$3.600. a drop of 50.6%; restaurants, $735.000. covering live
and mechanical; public transport, $27,500; libraries, $700, a
drop of 63.3% in a year of setbacks; shops. $127,000: sports,
$58,000: grandes droits ( "great right ") $4,050
Performing fees from abroad, not included in the annual
turnover, totaled $262.000 in 1975.
After deduction of costs, at most 10% of the remaining income is transferred to funds. The rests distributed.
The prevailing mechanical royalty rate is 8% on recommended retail price. excluding purchase tax and sleeve costs.
TEOSTO has a partial agreement with NCB on protection of
mechanical copyright. And it is working on the situation where
there is no special levy on tape or tape recorder sales. Though
there are currently some 900.000 cassette and 200,000
open -reel recorders in consumer use, the sales of blank tape
is estimated at 4 million annually, so the size of actual home
recording is obviously low.

SACERAU

Continued from page C -24
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The society has inspectors to control use of Its repertoire
and international material in the hotel-dancehaltnughtckib
areas, as well as in cinemas.
Structurally. the society has an administration council of
10 -five authors and five composers. There is also a tudival
council, a director and 16 employes. Services operated are:
A registration department, a declaration department. including alphabetical Index and personal record of each member; publisher. composer or lyricist; a service for checking radio. iv and cinemas; a recorded music service. registenng
recorded works with an index and repertoire of record companies; an accountancy division: a "perception" department
which checks announcements and reviews of shows and establishes contracts for performance and mechanical rights,
and a cashiers' department, handling all financial transac-

lions, including royalty checks.
In Egypt it is forbidden to import recordings from abroad.
so record labels press foreign material under license and the
society collects on behalf of interested parties. This eliminates
any problems of non -payment of mechanicals on imported
product, but piracy is a problem. The society has instituted a
system of seizing illicit cassettes where found, as well as the
recording equipment used to make the pirated tapes.
On more general lines, SACERAU has special funds to cover
medical or funeral expenses of members and another fund to
help widows of members.
It is also active in trying to create opportunities for new
composers.
On a more international level, it has helped the formation of
similar societies in Arab countries by allowing them the necessary documentation, and it has taken part in conferences and
congresses, advancing arguments and details about specific
problems for developing countries.
SACERAU is part of a governmental commission and.
through its judicial counselor. Mahmoud Loutfi. has
presented to competent authorities a complete study of
pieces of legislation in existence in the Arab countries, as well
as recommendations about amendments which it feels
should be incorporated in future law for the protection of author's rights.

N.C.B.

Continued from page C -1
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Finland, Norway and Sweden. It also has an agreement with
the Icelandic society STEF about mechanical rights in Iceland,
so it is a full Nordic society and a member of CISAC.
Current membership is 14.500. As for growth, In 1970 income was $3 million. By 1975 it was $8.5 million and it is expected 1976 will produce about $10.8 million.
NCB is computerized and 150,000 titles are registered in
the system.
Producers of records and tapes In the Nordic countries conclude standard contracts with NCB, on the basic BIEM.'IFPI
deals and Nordic law of copyright allows everybody to undertake private domestic recording without payment of royalties.
Also there is no protective tax on tapes or tape recorders.
In its wide area, NCB is working towards eliminating piracy
by trying to conclude contracts to regulate activities of independent pressing companies, enabling NCB to control pressing and reproduction. If needed, NCB Is equipped to carryon
lawsuits for members when illegal reproduction is unearthed.
Nordic statutory duration of copyright is 50 years after the
death of the copyright owner. but where there is more than
one owner, then It is 50 years after the death of the last surviv.
ing author. The duration is 25 years in the case of recorded
works.
Kurt B. Reiter is general manager of NCB and looks after
the protection of nearly 100% of all copyright works in Scandi
navia from a building in Copenhagen's Osterbro area.
Royalty rate on a record or cassette is 8% of the retail price.
Producers of disks and tapes have to stamp product with the
NCB logo which is run in small letters. with the "c" as a copyright logo.

DEMOCRATIC REPUBLIC

AWA
A
V

Anetelt cur Wahrung der Aunueh
rungnrechte nut dem Gebiete der
Musik
Storkower Strasso 134. 1055 Berlin
Tel 537

Kun Schwoan. president, Klaus E,s
anbarth. director general
Performing and Mechanical Rights
Founded 1951 Joined CISAC. 1958
Employees 95 let head °meet 115 ton 8 distract departmental
Affiirsfiuns 8arne and Universal
Members 4.000 lappro>< 20 publishers. remainder composers &
lyricists)

Catalog 800 000 tales
Annml turnover more than S9 reline
Proportion of income: radio 8 %. Iv 2*. live performance 45 %.
mechanical disk tape 45%
Royalties paid members: 75 -80% of gross
Society's expense 20.25% of gross
Mechanical right prevailing rate of disk /tape: 4% a side. 8% a
record -of retail puce of all desks
by production company

...rod

to wholesale trade
Length of statutory duration for copyright: life plus 50 years

German Democratic Republic (East Germany), both
performing rights and mechanicals were put on a property organized basis beginning Jan. 1. 1951. That was the setting -up
date for Anstalt zur Wahrung der Auftuhrungsrechte auf dem
Bebiete der Musik (AWA),
Initiators in the setting up of AWA were Herbert Volkmann
and Prof. Max Butting, the latter the current honorary president of the society until his death on July 13, 1976. Prof. Butting was responsible for developing the first Germany copyright organization, Genossenschaft Deutscher Tonsetzer
In the

,

(GOT).
The legal basis of representing and protecting authors'
works in the musical field was established by a decree dated
April 5, 1951. Much of the hard work in the early years was
handled by Kurt Schwaen, noted composer and today's president of the AWA advisory council: Guido Masanetz; Willibald
Winkler and Carlernst Ortwetn, and Kurt Borg, the former
vice- minister of cultural affairs.
AWA became a member of CISAC at the 19th Congress,
held in Hamburg 1956.
Now the advisory council is the society's supreme body,

made up of at least four composers, two writers and one mu
sic publisher.
AWA is managed by a board of directors. headed by the di
rector general and including managing directors of the var
ous divisions: royalties and licensing; distribution; planning
and finance; plus the head of the legal and general affairs divisions.
The head office has 95 employes, with eight district depart
ments with a further 115 employes.
The royalties and licensing department, controlling the
work of the eight areas, has vitally contributed to the fast col
lection growth of the society.
In 1965, AWA's royalty income totalled $3.346.277. It was
up to $5,095,764 by 1970, and in 1975 the figure had
reached $9,361.714. The total roughly breaks down into 45%
from performing royalties, 459e from mechanicals, and 10%
from broadcasting and television rights.
AWA has a contract, based on BIEM standard agreements,
with the only record production company in the GDR. VEB
Deutsche Schallplatten, which covers various labels including
Eterna, Amiga, Litera and Aurora, Schola, and with the broadcasting authority Staatliches Komitte fur Rundfunk and
Staatliches Komitee fuer Fernsehen.
Mechanical royalties on records are calculated on the basis
of 4% a side, 8% of the retail price of all disks delivered by the
production company to the wholesale trade.
AWA collects public performance fees on the basis of the
AWA Verordnung of March 17. 1955. Music in church for of fi
cial services is exempt, but the churches have to obtain a per
forming right license and pay tees in respect to concerts held
on church premises.
The society has 4,000 members and the sum distributed to
them, and members of 35 copyright societies affiliated to
AWA. is 80% of the gross revenue in respect to performing
rights and between 75%430% of gross revenue for mechanicals, depending on individual commission percentages
agreed.
Among the members there are. apart from some 20 pub.
lishers, foreign composers and lyricists who have set up permanent home in the GDR.
AWA accounts are handled manually and the copyright index contains around 800,000 works.
The society is legally required to assist members in the protection of their moral rights as well as in royalty collection. As
to plagiarism, AWA's musicological service has fortunately
had little to deal with up to now.
What is laid down in any allegation of "song stealing" is
that the person making the allegation first presents the score
of his own work. A musicologist of the society then compares
it with the "suspect" work. It is possible the advisory council,

Charles Mere, the French dramatist (third from left) and a
former president of CISAC (1932.1934 and 1937 -1938),
talks to friends during the dinner at the 1966 CISAC congress in Prague. Fourth along on the right from Mere is British composer Sir Arthur Bliss, representing the PRS, who
was then president of CISAC.
and including composers of all genres, would become involved in the judgment
If the claim is justified. then the work is no longer credited
to the plagiarist. All royalties paid up to that point are reclaimed and transferred to the person deemed 10 be the right
tut author, who can also demand that all performances of the
stolen song be suspended and all existing copies destroyed.
Additionally, the wronged writer can take legal action.
The society's musicology service is also involved in problems of musical arrangements. On the performing right, the
society credits an arranger, with royalties even it the work itself is non-copyright, provided that the arrangement conforms with requirements of the copyright act.
Where mechanical rights are concerned arrangers of non copyright works receive 100%, according to international
practice.
Distribution of royalties to foreign societies is the responsibility of the international service, which is directly controlled
by the director- general.
The banking and accountancy operations come under the
planning and financing division, which also administers the
fund for the promotion of contemporary music that is in line
with the CISAC recommendation of 10 %. Musical events
presenting contemporary music are supported through the
fund, such festivals as the Music Biennial and the GDR Music
-

Days.

At the focal point of all these activities is the development of
a socialist musical culture. with encouragement for the gene,
ation of young composers and provision of general informalion about outstanding foreign works.
(Cuinrin ied on page C -76)

State Music,formed in 1975 byWayne Bickerton,TonyWaddington,John Fruin & Ronnie Beck.

MUSIC
(STATE

STATE
arali

STATE

STATE
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STATE
you

State/Ladysmith Music has Ivor Novello and Music Week award
winning songwriters of 1975/6 Wayne Bickerton,and Tony Waddington
State /Ladysmith Music hits include Sugar Baby Love,The Two Of Us,
You're The Reason Why, Sugar Candy Kisses,Little Darling,Like A
Butterfly,Nothing But A Heartache,Can't Stop Loving You.
State /Ladysmith Music is a young and dynamic publishing company
offering an efficient financialadministration service.
State /Ladysmith Music for the right representation in the U.K.
Companies & Associate Companies
State Music Ltd.,Ladysmith Music Ltd.,State /Sheila Music Corp.Ltd.,
State /Kissoon Music Ltd., Cherry Music.
Send in for our newly published catalogue.
Speen House,Porter Street,Baker Street,London W1M 1HY.
www.americanradiohistory.com
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GERMAN
FEDERAL REPUBLIC

GEMA

lut Musikalische
Aulluhrungs und Mechanische

Gesellschaft
V e ry

e

la l g u n g s. e c h t e
t t

Bane other Str 37 -38, Berlin* 30
Tel 24 02.51 Cable Musikschutt Bertin
Prof Dr Erich Schuh .. president and general manager. Wolfgang
Schiedung. international duetto.
Performance and Mechanical rghts
Founded 1903 (1947, present structure) Joined CISAC 1927
Affiliations: Berne COnVentie, Umversdl Copyrght Convention
Annual turnover 5120 million
Society's Espense. 710 million
Members 8. 220 (1.321 ordinary members. 2.388 associate members. 4.276 probationary members and 235 other copyright ds'9n
ees Ordinary members are 868 composers. 191 lyricists and 262
1

publishers)

Proponion

of Income: 142 million perlorm,ng and $65 million me-

chanical

Foreign Royalties: $15 mdllon paid out. 110 million received
Payment structure. Performance -publisher 4/12. composer 5/
12 lyndst 3,12
Mechanicl- evenly divided
Length of protection peAOrmence: Life plus 70 years
Length of protection mechanical: 25 years
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Professor Dr. Erich Schulze, president
and general manager of GEMA, one of
the most efficient authors' societies in
the world. GEMA headquarters building
in Berlin.

..

The first major Steps toward the protection of authors'
rights in Germany came in 1903 when composer Richard
Strauss, a man who was active in the field of international
copyright and who was president of CISAC from 1938 to
1946, founded the German Composers Co- operative (GOT)
and the Institute of Mechanical Performing Rights (AFMA).
The first GEMA (Genossenschaft zur Verwertung Musikalischer Au)fuehrungsrechte), an organization remote in
character from the GEMA of today. was set up as a cooper
live by a group of composers in 1915. Then in 1930. the GDT.
GEMA and the Austrian performing right society, AKM,
amalgamated to Corm the Music Protection Organization. This
body became the sole institution dealing with live and broadcast music in Germany
In 1933, however, it was replaced by STAGMA, an organization created by the German government under Hitler to control performance and mechanical rights in Germany and
Austria.
It was not until 1947 that the initials GEMA came back into
being on the German music scene. This time it was a completely restructured organization, embracing the perception
and distribution of performance and mechanical rights.
In the last three decades, GEMA -Gesellschaft fur Musikalische Auffuehrungs & Mechanische Vervielfaeltigungsrechte
has established an international reputation as one of the
most powerful and efficient authors' societies in the world.
GEMA not only achieves exemplary efficiency in its perception
and distribution of mechanical and performance rights, it
benefits from an extremely upto date and efficacious admen
istration but through its initiative and enterprise. it has made
the Federal Republic of Germany one of the few countries to
introduce a system of compensation to copyright owners for
the private recording of their works. Manufacturers and importers of tape recorders have to pay 5% of the retail price -or
the import price -to GEMA on all tape recording equipment.
And because of the rapidly growing incidence of private
recording. GEMA is now campaigning for a levy on blank tape
sales.
West Germany is also one of the few countries to have implemented a system for the payment of performance rights to
artists and musicians for the broadcast use of their recordings. Through its associated organization Gesellschaft zur
Verwertung von Leistungsschutzrechten (GVL) GEMA collects
these tees from radio and television stations and from jukebox operators.

The principal architect of GEMA's pre -eminence among the
world's authors' societies is 63.yearold Prof. Erich Schulze,
president and general manager, whose qualifications and
reputation in the field of international copyright law are out-

standing.
Professor Schulze. who joined GEMA in 1949, is

JIMMY

a

member

KEDY

MPIRS ASSOCIATES, INC.

Writer of Songs with
TOP TEN -DENCIES

Services To The
Music & Record Industry

incl: RED SAILS IN THE SUNSET& MY PRAYER
(both currently high in US charts)
& HARBOR LIGHTS, SOUTH OF THE BORDER,

Since 1970

stry
of the copyright celnmission of the German Federal
iety
of Justice: president of the International Copyright
adminis(Intergu); a member of ate exet.UTive uureau Or
trative council of CISAC; a member of the directorial committee of BIEM and a member of the directorial committee of
the German group of the Assn. Litteraire et Artistique International (ALAI).
In 1956 he was made an honorary doctor of the Juridicial
faculty of Cologne Univ.; in 1962 he was decorated with the
cross of commander of the Pontifical Order of St Silvester; in
1965 he was awarded the first class Austrian cross of honor
for science and art; in 1967 he was given first class Order of
Merit of the German Federal Republic; in 1967 the Bavarian
Order of Merit and in 1973 the Golden Note award of the Ger.

man Music Union. SAKOJ, the Yugoslav authors' society, bestowed upon him the Golden Lyre award and in 1974 he was
made an honorary professor by the president of the Federal
Republic of Austria. This year Professor Schulze was awarded
the Order first class for Science and Art by the United Arab
Republic
Says Professor Schulze "GEMA's fundamental role is to
protect copyrights and to observe the rights according to its
statutes. It must also protect the rights entrusted to it by its
foreign partners and must seek to initiate improvements in
national and international copyright laws through lateral and
multilateral conventions.
"Copyright protection must constantly be adapted to meet
the changing and multiplying uses of music. The new dimes
lion of protection for copyright owners and other entitled per
sons has found its expression in permanent revisions of the
Berne Convention of 1886 and the Universal Copyright Con.
vention of 1952. Further revisions will follow in the wake of the
economic. social and political development of the emerging
countries and new international agreements will also be
needed."
It is this broadness of outlook of the GEMA organization
that has made it one of the most exemplary in the world
while keeping its own house very much in order, GEMA main.
tains an active interest in the development and amelioration
of copyright protection throughout the world and is also pro.
foundly involved in facing up to the problems of the future.
such as direct satellite transmission, the growth of cable tele
vision, multi -lateral regulations for the protection of folk music. the foundation of an international data bank, and the de.
velopment of audio visual technology.
Says Professor Schulze: "The original idea of the protection
of intellectual property rights, as constitutes in the Berne
Convention, has not lost its validity over the years. On the con
trary it shows a continuity and stability which few inter
national agreements possess."
(Continued on page C -36)
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TEDDY BEAR'S PICNIC. TEN PRETTY GIRLS.
HOMETOWN, APPLE BLOSSOM WEDDING,
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& LET THERE BE PEACE.
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Over 400 pages indexing virtually every product, supplier
or service associated with the music business. Covers over
60 countries, over 30 separate categories.
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Anonym.

member of CISAC prior to World War II. AEPI is a "Societe
Anonyme," run by a board of directors made up of authors
and composers. Originally it dealt with control of mechanical
rights but since 1968 has also handled performing rights in
Hellenique

Greece.

pour I. Propriete Intellectuelle
l4 rue Dehghiannr 148 Athnna
101

HUNGARY

826692. 828.006

Constantin Morris managing di.
rector Pierre x;inlhOPoolos legal advisor
Ppd./Maly and mechanical rights
Founded 1930 Joined CISAC. 1933
Affiliations Berne and Universal
Members 1500 098 composers. 2.500 songwriters 2 publish.

Employes 59 including 40 inspectors
caul.". 120 000 titles
proportion of brooms: performance 25% mechermaI 75'x
Sociery's Epsnse. administrative. 9 %, dnstribuhon. 13.15 %. col.
iechon of pertnrmmg rights. 20%
Foreign royalties nitre paid Ihan received
Mechanical right prevailing rate for disk /tape:
on ,,' i.r,i
for sleeve jacket
due, deduction of 6
Length of preleetion performance: file plus 50 years
Length of protection mechanical under consideration

tit,
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With a membership of 3,500. and adhering to both the
Berne Convention and the Universal Copyright Convention.
AEPI has a representation of only two publishers -the only
publishers in the country. Otherwise the membership includes some 2,500 authors, the remainder being composers.
Preparatory work is to computerize the collection and dtstn
button work and there are 120,000 titles in the index The
BIEM contract is utilized between society and record industry,
the prevailing mechanical royalty rate being 8% on retail price
alter deduction of 6.5% tor the sleeve jacket.
AEPI has a basic suafl of 16, with three accountants and 40
representatives based in all the various Greek provinces.
Royalty collections have increased steadily over the years
through general increases in number of members, sales of
records, by adjusting the percentage of royalties claimed. and
particularly by a more systematic perception of repertoire
used in hotels, clubs, shops, cinemas and so on But monies
distributed abroad exceed the amounts coming in from foreign countries.
receipts come from mechan
On a rough breakdown 75%
Icals and the rest from performance rights. A solution to the
radio and tv problem could change this situation.
Foreign nationals are entitled to loin AEPI, but only if they
are permanent residents in Greece and have written approval
of membership from their own national societies.
The society uses inspectors to check on music usage in the
various entertainment and catering establishments.
Administrative expenses of the society are approximately
9 °o, with distribution expenses around the 13.15% mark and
performing right collection accounts for 20%.
No royalties are collected from private domestic users of
music, which include hospitals, churches and record shops.
But supermarkets using music, as well as bars and restau.
rants, are compelled to be licensed with the society. As yet
cable tv and videodisk or videotape problems have not been
considered by the society because these techniques do not
apply in the country.
Piracy exists on a wide scale. though, and strong judicial
measures are taken against proven pirates. And AEPI is part
of a massed effort to find a law that will finally settle the piracy
problem.
A more recent problem is that of nonpayment of mechanr
cals on imported records, but ways of solving this are constantly under consideration with the customs authorities.
(Continued on page C.34)
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AEPI's Constantin Macres,
managing director and son of
the late Zacharias Macres,
founder of the society in
1930.

situation on royalties from radio and tele
vision performance has become confused over the years and
is a major problem for the country's copyright society, Societe
Hellenique Pour La Protection de la Propriete Intellectuelle
In Greece the

(AEPI).

Constantin Macris. managing director of ALPS, says
receipts from radio and tv prior to 1967 were trifling. Then, in
that year, the JUNDA issued a law (Decree Law 45111970)
which retroactively freed radio and tv from payment fo royal.
ties.

But a further change came from Jan 1, 1975, when a new
decree law was issued which compelled the radio /tv organiza.
lions to pay royalties as in other countries. But more than 18
months later. no payment had been effected, despite repeated efforts by AEPI. The next move, says Macris, is legal
effort through the courts.
AEPI itself was formed by Zacharias Macros. father of the
current managing director, in January 1930 The setting-up
operation was in conjunction with EDIFO of Paris. It became a

ARTISJUS

Bureau Hongrois pour la prole[
bondes DroiudreulourP 0. B 67
Vorosmarty ter 1, Budapest V
Cable

ARTISJUS-Budapest Tel

128.650
uio,ndnnt. Isivan Tirnai general director
Finiornnng and mechanKal rights
Founded. 1953 Joined CISAC; 1954
Past Kerins

Affiliations. Berne & Universal
Members: 4.379 -2.672 composers, 1.670 authors,

37 publish

n.rs

Annual turnover: 53 6 m,lbon
Proportion of momma: radio and Iv 17'rí, catering vade 40 %.
,nail hail..
varieties 5:1., hams 6%. ciess,cal concerts 1%.
1

tar

liar,,,

1

si

Society's weenie: 21 12%
Foreign royalties: Paid: 5923.500 Earned: 5663.000
Payment structure.
Negotiated contracte with radio and iv
Tangs established according to usage. factors taken into account
claSSrl.atiun of business. sire or 10w11. opening hours. live or me.
chanical program etc
Mechanical right presaging rate for disk tape: 8's. of I, ,'d sale,
price
Length of protection padormance life p

50 your

Jeno Huszka, born 1875. died 1960, Hungarian composer
and founder of the original Hungarian copyright society,
MARS; Istvan Timar. current general manager of Hun.
garlan copyright society ARTISJUS, and president of the
executive bureau of CISAC; Paul Gyongy, director of
ARTISJUS since 1947, Hungarian composer and Billboard
resident correspondent in Hungary (all from left).

Composer Jeno Huszka. born in 1875. founder of MARS,
the original Hungarian society of authors, composers and
publishers, finished his time at the Budapest Music Academy
as a violinist in the famed Jeno Hubay's masterclass and also
gained his Doctor of Laws degree.
His story, from 1896 when he was for a while a member of
the Paris Lamoureux Orchestra, is tied up with the story of the

(Continued on page (.34)
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Hungarian tight for copyright protection. When Huszka re
turned to Budapest, he became first secretary then counselor
of the Ministry of Education.
Around 1900, Huszka started composing light music and
his first big operetta success "Prince Bob," was produced in
Budapest in 1902. Then more of his works were performed,
with equal success. Though his music was much played in
Hungary, he never received any performing right royalties.
Until Huszka took action. these royalties were unknown in
Hungarian musical lite.
Huszka talked with other composers about the need to set
up a collection and protection agency. As the Austrian society
AKM was already prospering. he contacted the then director,
Windhopp who passed on information to start an operation
in Hungary.
in May 1907 Huszka called a meeting of composers. notably academy professors Jeno Hubay. Gyula Erkel. Viktor
Herzfeld, Kalman Chouan, Albert Siklos. Bela Szabados, to
c gether with light music operetta composers like Pongracz
Kacsoh. lzso Barna, Zsigmond Vincze, plus the heads of pub
fishing companies Rozsavolgyi, Bard and Zipser.
They met in the beerhall "Blemenstockl," a place much ire
quented by musicians. There MARS was set up, with Herzfeld
;re;
mas the first president with the first office a room in the apart
a ment of executive Frigyes Manchen.
Those early years were fraught with difficulty. Nobody really
understood copyright law and nobody was willing voluntarily
to pay performing right royalties. legal actions were started
but all failed simply because there was no judicial ruling on infringement of- authors' rights in restaurants, coffee houses
and dance halls.
One of the first major pieces of litigation was the so-called
"Tzigane gypsy case." The society took action against a gypsy
musician who performed copyright music without permission.
At first, the judge accepted the argument of the musician's
lawyer: that the gypsy did not play a determined program but
played at random, more from the heart than from printed mu-

sic.
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Though the society appealed. the judgment was upheld by
the Court of Appeal and the Supreme Court. This fight lasted
two years and proved a catastrophe because even the few
people who had been paying royalties stopped payment. So
the whole process had to start anew.
To avoid future trouble. Hubay and Huszka visited the then
president of the Supreme Court, Miklos Szabo. and explained
to him the function of the society and filled in information
about author's rights.
It was an important meeting. The president accepted the
view that in terms of infringement it was irrelevant whether
the gypsy played from printed music or from the heart.
Though the newly -initiated case was again dismissed by the
two lower courts, on revision the Supreme Court decided for
the society.
However the gypsy was penniless and the bailiff called on
him in vain. The society sued the owner of the restaurant
which employed the gypsy. Again there were arguments. The
owner could not be responsible because he couldn't know
what the gypsy was to play. couldn't give him instructions and
in any case many numbers were direct requests from the customers.
This case was also lost in the lower courts. The Supreme
Court president loyally tried to help the composers lind justice
and though the Court of Appeal went against the society the
Supreme Court decided in favor of the society.
For a while Hubay was president, then Huszka took over,
but what was needed was an energetic executive, well-paid,
who could drive the society to fulfillment. Theatrical agent
Sandur Alexander Marton, already handling some mechanical
right collection, took the job for 10 years against a high percentage payment.
But after two years. he opted out. He said: "This is a hopeless task. The society is already a dead horse."
In 1923, Huszka was at a ball and asked the steward there
about collection. He answered in negative terms, listing the
existing expenses from the renting of the hall to the payment
for the police license. But it set Huszka pondering how it could
be arranged that the police should give the license for a social
event only when performing rights were paid
It had to have legal support. According to the then valid
1921 Authors' Rights Law, public performance of musical
works needed the preliminary permission of the composers.
Persons performing without this permission infringed authors' rights and courts could proscribe an indemnity, plus financial punishment or imprisonment This was the only civil
law which had penal sanctions.
It was a legal principle that if criminal cases in a certain
sphere multiply, administrative authorities must intervene
with adequate provision to prevent further increase. So it
seemed justified that to prevent further cases. police authorities should give the licenses only when receipt for paid au
thors' rights was produced.
The society sent a memorandum to the Ministry of the trite.
nor and the Minister of Culture was involved. The arguments
were accepted and the ordinance covering them was issued in
December 1924. It was a revolutionary act regarding performing rights and created great interest abroad. Similar regu
lotions were issued first in Italy, then in Czechoslovakia, later
in Germany, Austria and elsewhere.
The importance can be seen by the sudden increase in income Receipts for the entire year 1924 were about $867. In
1925, January brought in approximately $7,000. The society
was reorganized. with emphasis put on collection in the various Hungarian provinces and in tying up contracts with foreign societies.
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invitation from the Czechoslovakian OSA society to a conference attended by executives from Holland, Belgium, Ger.
many, Switzerland and Hungary. A further conference, attended by president Huszka in May 1926. led to reciprocal
contracts with SACEM (France). SIAE (Italy) and PRS (U.K.).
Internally, 1926 was important for the Hungarian Radio
Corporation had lust been founded and MARS set up a contract for performing rights at a very favorable 6% of the corporation's subscription fees. The society reserved 10% of all
receipts for a pension Lund. from which premises in Budapest
were bought.
Hungary was represented, by Huszka again, at the setting
up of CISAC in Rome. And an international congress was held
in Budapest in 1930. with Huszka elected vice president of
the 2nd. Federation (Performing Rights) of CISAC. This was
the year when MARS landed a contract with the motion picture industry tor music in films, established through 1% of all
cinemas' receipts. less tax
By 1933. the first pensions were paid to composers over 60
years of age; payments were also made to their widows and
for educational grants for their children. There were then
some 300 ordinary members and some 1.500 external con
tractors with rights safeguarded b y the society.
There were problems with "serious" composers because
only light music writers were elected to office and therefore
only light music interests were represented fully. This was why
already world -famed composers like Bela Bartok, Erno von
Dohnanyi and Zoltan Kodaly were members of a foreign
society, AKM of Austria, and all three were mainly published
by the Universal Editions of Vienna.
1938 was the year of Austria's incorporation, the Anschfuss, into the German Reich, which cast a shadow over many
members of the society who were Jewish. A few laws were
passed which restricted the rights of this part of the community. The German society GEMA "swallowed" the Austrian
AKM. When the German society demanded former AKM members to prove their "pure" descent, Bartok and Kodaly.
though Aryans, rejected the demand in extremely critical let
hers and cancelled their memberships immediately
Kodaly joined the PRS in London and Bartok, on arrival in
the U.S., joined ASCAP. Though the society in Hungary prospered. a general political attack was started in the early 1940s
on the Jewish "domination" on the board and other executive
bodies. As Nazis infiltrated more into political life, Huszka
quit the presidency and new directors were appointed and in
early 1944 the "Nazification" of the society was complete.
Russia's liberation of Budapest in 1945 lull the society with
the head office building in ruins, all business papers destroyed (though the reciprocal contracts with foreign societies
were found intact) and a bank credit of some $800,000 practically worthless. Much of the town was in ruins, with the
people searching for food, without light, with the Danube
bridges destroyed and the Buda side still in Nazi hands. The
city was encircled by Soviet armies and strafed day and night
by gunfire and air raids.
Yet even in this atmosphere, Alfred Markus, former society
vice president and composer of "Take Me In Your Arms," met
with the Revolutionary Council of Budapest and with cultural
music adviser Prof. Paul Kados, now president of ARTISJUS.
agreed a restart for the society, guaranteeing at least 20% of
all receipts to a bonus system for the serious music composu
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Working from one room of Markus's apartment, the society
moved ahead. Galloping inflation made business very difficult
and the new board of directors decided to pay members adequate weekly advances. Things improved as the Hungarian
currency was stabilized and, in 1946, a new monetary unit,
the forint, was introduced Markus attended the first post -war
CISAC congress in Washington and he died during his stay in
New York of a heart attack.
Two new young directors were appointed in March. 1947
composer Paul Gyongy and Tibor Vasvari, manager of the
Francis Bard and Son publishing company Playwright Jeno
Eugene Heltay was installed as president. Gyongy, Vasvari
and Heltay were at the 1947 CISAC congress in London when
ASCAP announced its resignation due to a supreme court de
cision in its fight with the growing EMI. But the Hungarian delegation met ASCAP men and reached agreement in which
ASCAP generously waived the performing rights due for 1946.
47 to the benefit of Hungarian society members.
The progression of Socialism in Hungary brought along the
establishment of newly created state organizations. Thus the
Bureau Hongrois Pour La Protection des Droits d'Auteur, or
ARTIJUS, took over most of the mission of the 45- year -old
society MARS. while the welfare aims were administered from
then on by the Musical Foundation.
On Jan 1, 1953, a decree of the Hungarian government
founded the bureau for the protection of copyright in Hungary
to replace the former bodies handling authors' rights and in
lerests.
Wording of the decree "establishment of a bureau in order
to enhance more effectively the protection of copyrights,"
clearly expressed that the government of the Hungarian
People's Republic assumes the protection of authors' rights
as an important objective of the state.
ARTISJUS rs directed by a board of composers and writers,
with the director an ex- officio member of the board, and he is
appointed by the minister of culture. In the past decade the
bureau has been charged with new and more important tasks.
As the protection of authors' rights is regarded by leading
state bodies as an efficient means to further the country's cuiturai development and to promote cultural relations at inter
national level, the society enjoys high reputation.
But collection is still the most important activity. It involves
autonomous collection and distribution of performing rights.
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may give assistance to authors, representing them without
fee for expenses in court in cases of copyright infringement.
General advice is given free. Since 1970 the functions have
been extended to cover the collection of royalties for the public performance and public recording of literary works.
An important part of these statutory rules is that the author's consent to the public performance of works already
made public. shall be deemed to have been granted if the fee
imposed by the society. with the approval of the Minister of
Culture. has been paid
Certainly the aim of the society is to enforce authors' claims
in a friendly way, so few lawsuits have been initiated since the
new copyright act came into force, Jan. 1, 1970. The society
executives played an important part in preparing the act and
in recent years no legal provision has even been published
without the society being involved.
ARTISJUS has been charged by the Hungarian Ministry of
Foreign Affairs to take care of functions connected with copyright implementation at the international level. The general
director of the society became a member of CISAC's executive
bureau in 1966, was elected vice president for 1972-75 and
more recently its president since the 1975 Hamburg con-

A legal

gress.
One member is on the CISAC legal committee. Representatives regularly assist at meetings of CISAC and BIEM and renowned composers and authors take part in the arts councils
of CISAC -for example, Prof. Pal Kadosa, society president
and Prof. E. Petrovics of the administrative board, take part.
The society's international department fulfills the Junctions
of an international copyright agency.
The new copyright act has given other powers: intervention
ex- officio after the expiration of the term of protection to protect moral rights; handling of royalties for unknown authors;
registration of authors wishing to preserve anonymity; contracts with radio and tv for royalties of works broadcast by le
gal license. collecting and distributing those fees and checking radio and Iv programs.
Under the copyright act. a committee of copyright experts
has been set up. giving expert opinion in disputes about copyright. The minister of culture appointed 170 experts from all
kinds of artistic and scientific fields.
Recent experiences show that the experts opinion was, in
the overwhelming majority of cases. accepted by the courts_
Therefore competent judiciary bodies endorse the valuable
services provided by the committee.
As of Jan. 1, 1976, ARTISJUS had a membership of 2.672
composers, 1,670 authors and 37 publishers.
Turnover internally in 1975, including " grande droits," was
$3,654,000. This compares with a 1965 turnover of
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$1.133,000.
Received from foreign societies in 1975 was $663,000 and
paid out to foreign societies was $923,500. A breakdown internally of revenue on percentage terms shows for 1975: radio and tv, 17%; catering trade. 4O%; classical concerts. 1%;
varieties, 5%; other "small" rights, 11%; films, 6%; mechani
cals, 20%.
Operating costs in 1975 added up to 21.12%. In 1970 it was
an 18.91% cost and in 1965. 21.13°ó.
There are fulltime inspectors and part -timers checking music usage. Tariffs are established according to the usage. For
example, in the restaurant field, factors taken into account
being; classification of business, size of town or community.
opening hours, musical service(liveor mechanical), program.
and whether there is dancing or not.
This year sees the introduction of computerization for mechanical rights. Mechanical royalties are at BIEM standard 8%
of fixed sales price.
Hungary is a member of the convention against record piracy On the initiative of ARTIJUS. an ordinance was pub
fished against piracy and though cases are very rare in Hungary, they are prosecuted aggressively and successfully.
Legal protection time in Hungary on a work is 50 years. On
the question of plagiarism. there is a chanson and popsong
commission to which all works are submitted. If there is some
similarity shown. then the authors and composers are advised
to make changes. Songs which are turned down by the commission because of low musical standards, in music or lyrics.
can be performed -but get no performing rights. And radio
and record companies do not use them.
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The society solution to handling songs sharing the same
title is. basically, that when the title is composed of a word of
phrase in the Greek language and has a defined meaning
then the title is not protected. But it the title is composed of
words which are "nonsense" words and clearly the inspiration
of the writer -words like zab -zab or zoub.zoub, for instance
then the title cannot be used by anyone else and is fully pro
tected.

-

On the question of song arrangements on material other
than in public domain, the Greek attitude is not to permit roy-

alty payments without the prior consent of the original author- composer. The fee for this kind of licensed agreement is
mutually agreed by both parties.
The question of payment of performance rights to recording musicians and artists is at present being studied at top
level by AEPI and other interested oarties-
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p4611sh0r0
Employes 31
Catalog 250 000 lidos
Annuel turnover: 0800.000
Proportion of income: radio /tv 48
live performance 10.9'
"$01.2 4 3'k. dramatic performance 8 %, reprint 3 2%, mothzo.
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Contemporary music in India is mainly confined to motion
picture films. There are hardly any music publishers in India.
For more than three decades the creative talent of the corn
posers and authors of music in the country did not have any
means of vindicating their rights enjoyed by their counter
parts in other developed countries.
Atter the Indian copyright law was enacted in 1957 the cine
matography industry made a few attempts in the gigantic
task of the formation of a national society. Considering the
vast country that India is. with diverse languages and dialects,
little headway could be made
The various languages include Hindi. Marahat,, Bengali, As
samese, Tamil. Telugu. Kannada. Malyalam, Puntabi, Kon
kam, Tulu, Sindhi, Kurgi and Oriya, etc. These languages are
used in films that stretch far and wide over the film producing
centers. Bombay accounts for nearly 100 Hindi and Marhati
films annually; whereas Madras (Southern India) produces
more than 200 films mainly in Tamil, Telugu. Kannada and
Malyalam. Though Bombay and Madras have for many years
been the most important film producing centers, the industry
is now rapidly developing in Bangalore (Mysore State). Hy
derabad (Andhra Pradesn). Delhi, Chandigarh (Haryana) and
as well as other centers
The production tempo of more than 300 films per annum
has been maintained for nearly two decades and in this period
the popularity of Indian music has made a phenomenal suc
cess in the countries abroad.
There are at present nearly 9.000 cinema houses including
mobile cinemas in the country. Actively engaged in the film industry are more than 400 film producers and almost 200 mu
sic composers and songwriters.
The top executives of the PRS (U.K.) offered to assist the
PRS agent in India to organize a national society there. In Au
gust 1969 the Indian Performing Right Society Ltd. (IPRS)
was incorporated. Within a year the IPRS enlisted among its

tax

Hotel restaurants- quarterly fixed fee according to number of
seats
Business-fixed annual lee for each employe working there
Churches- percemage of total feos paid to performers
Educaironal- percentage of total lees paid to performers
Mechanical right prevailing rata for disk. 8% per record on aver
age retaa to .'' for tape: non.
Length of protection performance !do plus 50 years
Length of protection mechanical 25 years

STEF's stall (from left) Helga Aqustsdottier, collection director: Uos Thorbjorg Leif s, distribution depositor:
Siqurdur Reynir Petursson, director; Urs Asgerdour
Aqustsdottir, mechanical rights; Geir Olaf sson, collector.
Toasting ten years of STEF. Petursson (left in left photo)
and Shulz Hall. now president. Late president. Jon Leifs
as he receives defense force check.

118,120 Rothchild Blvd Tel Aviv Tel
1031 24 0105 and 23.1461 Lyricist

O

Shiomn Tarin,, chairman. composer
Emanuel Amuan and author Ephraim Talm,, vice chairmen
Perlormurg and
',gilts
Founded 1936 Joined CISAC: 1949
Affiliations: Borne and Universal
Members: 1.100 148
composers. 48 5n. songwriters. 3%

Semolnry

Performing and moehanieal rights
Founded: 1969 Joined CISAC' 1970
ANrliation.: Borne and Universal
Members: 323- 94 composers. 36 authors

Authors, Composera and Music Publishers Aaan-

ACUM's

Menahem
Avidom, director general and an artist's impression of the new
building which houses

Israeli

copyright
society.

Though there had been a orrn of royalty collection in Issael
in earlier years, largely run by a man named Markewitz. it was
not until 1936 that ACUM was created as an official organization, its.founder members including many well known writers
in the fields of literature and music.
At first it was lust a small group of creative folk determined
to do something concrete to protect their rights in terms of
royalty collection and issue of licenses. Now there is a membership of about 1.100 with a 197475 turnover of roughly
$800,000. In 10 years the annual revenue has increased four
fold in financial terms.
(Continued un page C-36)
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AND THE GENERAL DIRECTION
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Continued from page C -35

members film producers. composers and authors numbering
nearly 400. thus controlling more than 90% of the creative
work and talent of India.
The PRS (U.K.) rendered assistance in whatever form it was
required to stabilize the IPRS. Ernest Ford. the head of licensing PRS (U.K.) was sent out to India to advise and assist. It
was an uphill task throughout. The success in the organiza.
bon of the Indian society is due mainly to the continued gen.
erous support for over five years by PRS (U.K.). The patience
with which matters have been dealt with by M.J. Freegard, the
PRS general manager, and Denis de Frettas. the PRS legal
luminary, and other officials from time to time is likely to go
down as a historical event in the long drawn out battle. IPRS
feels that there is a moral to learn from it all: "Unity under
lying the seeming diversity in the Universe." in keeping with
the Biblical saying -Brotherhood of man and Fatherhood of
God." This was actually practiced by PRS (U.K.) in vindicating
the cause of Indian creative talent. With their help IPRS has
been put on a par with the world's creative talent.

A WARM AND FRATERNAL

SALUTATION TO

CISAC
AND ITS MEMBERS FOR THE

50TH ANNIVERSARY

OF ITS

FOUNDATION

Board of Directors
PRESIDENT

CONSUELO VELAZQUEZ
VICE -PRESIDENT

BLAS GALINDO
SECRETARY

MIGUEL POUS

Members
JOSE ANGEL ESPINOZA
JUAN ZAIZAR
RAMON INCLAN
JOSE ANTONIO ZAVALA
HECTOR QUINTANAR
ANTONIO VALDES HERRERA
SERGIO ESQUIVEL

Vigilance Committee

GEMA

Continued from page C -32

Professor Schulze is a staunch advocate of cooperation
among all interested parties in the effort to secure greater
protection for the creator
All parties worked together in Germany to convince the au
thorities of the necessity for a law to ensure that copyright
owners were not adversely affected by private copying. We did
not seek to prohibit private copying, but we wanted compen
nation for our members. Now a further concerted effort is nec
essary because of the enormous growth in the use of blank
tape. We are of the opinion that the 17 million marks ($6.85
million) derived from the levy on tape recorder sales in 1975
falls a long way short of the losses in mechanical royalties
cause by the explosion in the incidence of private copying of
records on to blank tape."
The GEMA president urges close collaboration with
UNESCO to equalize the differences in the application and
protection afforded by copyright laws and says that organiza.
tions to protect copyright and similar rights must work together and not against each other.
"Concerted eftorts are needed," he says. "to prevent piracy. but this, of course. takes for granted the fact that me
chanical and performance rights are protected the world over.
This. however, is not the case.
"Sixty -five nations took part in the Berne Convention for
the protection of rights relating to literature and the arts, and
69 nations signed the Universal Copyright Convention. But
only 17- countries participated in the Rome Convention of
1961 regarding neighboring rights, and protection for the
recording artist.
"(n Germany and Austria. however, copyright and performance right are treated similarly. The relationship between performer and record producer corresponds approximately to
the relationship between songwriter and publisher and the
producer's share of the performer's income is about the same
as the publisher's share of the copyright owners royalties."
The German Copyright Act of Sept. 9. 1965 gives the copyright owner the sole right to copy, distribute and publish his
works. Copyright lasts for the lifetime of the composer plus 70
years.

Mechanical royalties are evenly divided among composer,
lyricist and publisher; but with performance royalties, the
published receives 4/12. the composer 5/12 and the lyric
writer 3/ 12. If there is no separate lyric writer, the composer
receives 8/12.
GEMA does not accept agreements deviating from the internally agreed distribution rules. So that if a foreign original
publisher and a German sub.publisher make an agreement
incorporating a division of mechanical royalties other than 50.
(

Continued on page C -48)

PRESIDENT

RODOLFO HALFFTER
MEMBERS

JUAN S. GARRIDO
SERGIO GUERRERO
GENERAL DIRECTOR

CARLOS GOMEZ BARRERA
Miembro de la Confederación Internacional de
Sociedades de Autores y Compositores.
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Dirección Cablegráfica: Compás México

AWA
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By a decree of 1964, it is provided that 60% of performed or
broadcast light music has to be by GDR composers or those
from socialist countries, which AWA sees as a decisive factor
in developing the country's culture and in safeguarding com-

posers and lyricists.
Through its membership of CISAC, and GDR's membership
of the Berne Convention and the Universal Copyright Conven.
tion, AWA keeps close contact with numerous foreign societies.
Copyright protection runs for 50 years after the author's
death.
AWA is always ready to cooperate with foreign societies and
feels it can do this effectively through the "progressive and
authorminded" legislation of the new copyright act of 1965,
which is particularly strong in exemplary defense of the " droit
moral" of authors. Also built -in are important rules as to
nghts of authors when concluding agreements.
Celebrating its own 25th anniversary this year, as CISAC
celebrates its 50th, AWA looks back with satisfaction at the
work it has accomplished. That it has been successful in its
endeavors is quite clear from the high reputation it enjoys
among its sister societies.
www.americanradiohistory.com

STEF
FF. was
The Icelandic peiorming rights organization;
founded on Jan. 28, 194$ The initiative came from the Corn.
poser's Society of Iceland and Jon Letts. chairman. who can
be regarded as the founding father. The society became a
member of CISAC in October 1949. Iceland became a part of
the Berne Copyright Convention in 1948 and the Universal
Copyright Convention in 1956. The copynght law had been in
force since 1905, with subsequent amendments made in
1943, but it had many faults and tell short of fulfilling the

need for copyright protection. Implementation of this law was
practically impossible because no one took it seriously or
heeded its provisions. As a result it became the task of STEF
to enforce the existing law. Practically no copyright royalties
could be collected without going to court. Some of the legal
actions lasted for years. but in the end consumers were re.
quired to pay royalties to STEF.
The last big legal battle was fought against the U.S. The
American authorities had refused to pay copyright royalties to
STEF for music consumed by the American defense force at
Keflavik Air Base. The force operated a radio and tv station
and had numerous clubs and dance halls within the area cov.
ered by the base. After a long, drawn -out legal process a court
judgment found the U.S. defense force liable for payment of
royalties to STEF.
The operation and management of the society has been
concentrated toward three main factors: (1) the struggle for
protection and strengthening of the individual intellectual
copyright; (2) the collection of copyright royalties for the use
of these rights; (3) the distribution of the funds collected on
behalf of the copyright owners concerned. The society ini.
bated action for a new and improved copyright law and in
1972 it was enacted.
The Icelandic society is probably the smallest in the world.
There are only 200.000 inhabitants in its Jurisdiction Never.
theless there are approximately 600 composers, lyricists,
publishers and other copyright owners and more than 6.000
registered Icelandic works. The gross income has increased
almost four times in the past eight years from $70.000 in
1968 to $270,000 in 1975. The ratio of royalties paid out of
the country to those collected from overseas is about 3:1.
STEF's revenue for 1975 was divided as follows: 48% radio/
tv: 25% restaurants /dancehalls; 12% cinemas; 5% concerts;
10% other.
Tariffs are set for the main collection of royalties. The State
Broadcasting Service pays 4.2% of the license fees collected
for every receiver set. The cinema theaters pay 1 4% of the
price of all tickets sold, minus the sales tax imposed by the
state. For usage of music in dance halls a royalty of 5% of
ticket price, minus sales tax and entertainment tax, is paid.
Hotels and restaurants pay a quarterly fixed fee according to
number of seats. The amount of the fee varies according to
whether alcoholic beverages are served and if there is dancing. It makes no difference whether the music is reproduced
live or mechanically. Businesses using music pay a fixed annual fee for each employe working there. Use of music by
churches, in religious services or funerals, is calculated as a
percentage of the total tees paid to the performing artists.
The same calculation is applied for the use of music for educa.

ir

tional activities.
In the administration of mechanical rights STEF has entered into a special agreement with the Icelandic Group of the
International Federation of the Phonographic Industries with
the prevailing rate for records set at 8% on the average retail
price. STEF administers, in Iceland on behalf of the Nordic
Copyright Bureau (NCB), the compositions of foreign composers for which texts have been written in the Icelandic Ian.
guage. Private domestic recordings are not subject to a royalty. nor is there any levy on tape or tape recorder sales.
The small and scattered population causes a number of difficulties in not only the implementation of copyright rules but
in both collection and distribution. To prevent the cost of ad.
ministration from rising out of proportion, simplification is an
important matter. Mechanical rights are the most difficult to
distribute. Greater simplification has been achieved in the
area of performing rights. Royalties to Icelandic copyright
owners is based entirely on the program of the State Broad.
casting Service. Distribution to foreign copyright owners. with
E
the approval of CISAC. is carried out by STIM in Sweden. As
the first step toward an individualized distribution system
STEF distributes royalt es received for music performed in
concert halls on an individual basis.
Apart from the collection of royalties. and a participation in
the struggle to protect copyright, STEF endeavors to assist
and support its members in every way possible. To further interest in music, grants are made from the society's Cultural
Fund. Ten per cent of the net revenue collected reverts to this
fund

ACUM
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And now there are 250,000 titles in the index. Distribution
of royalty payments is partially computerized now but plans
are underway to make it a tally computerized operation.
Though ACUM broadly follows the operating pattern of
similar societies, there is one situation which is believed to be
unique. Under paragraph 38 of the local Broadcasting Au
thority Act, copyright in any work commissioned by the authority is not the property of the author but of the authorityunless the author reserved ownership rights in a special contract. However, this is a widely criticized situation and it is expected to be abolished once a new copyright act can be
enacted.
Key people responsible for the formation of ACUM were:
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And the law states that even alter an author sells the com
mercial rights to his work he shall retain the right to claim au
thorship of his work and to oppose any modification or distorlion of the work that he may feel be prejudicial to him.
The ideals established at SIAE's first meeting are still guid
mg society thinking today. First president was senator Tullo
Massarani, who served from 1882 to 1886. First honorary
president was Cesare Cantu, from 1882 to 1895 Beyond ar
gument is the fact that SIAE is one of the world's oldest au
thor publisher groups II was created on the model lines of SA.
CEM (Societe des Auteurs, Compositeurs et Editeurs de
Musique) in France, along with SCAD (Societe des Auteurs.
Dramatiques et Compositeurs). also from Paris.
But reforms were not made overnight. The first years of
SIAE were devoted to publicity aimed at the general public to
preach the need of strong copyright laws. This was done
through newspaper, magazine articles. public speeches and

various professional conventions.
There were also efforts made to coordinate SIAE -then
called Societa Italiana Degli Autori -with other groups round
the world with shared ambitions. This culminated in the
Berne Convention in 1886 and Italy was one of the leading
members.
Italy also took part in the Universal Copyright Convention
and the Rome Convention of Neighboring Rights. Italy was
with the Berne union from the start and currently adheres to
the 1948 Brussels text of that convention
Protocols two and three of the Universal Copyright Convention were ratified in Italy in July, 1956. Protocol one. which
dealt with royalty rights of political refugees, was ratified in
July 1966. The Rome Neighboring Rights convention was rah.
(Continued an ¡iuge C-381

material
Within weeks of the founding of SIAE in 1882, the 1865 law
was modified and strengthened, and gave composers the
right to take legal action to protect their copyright The first
Italian copyright laws in 1865 and 1882 anticipated the for
mality of registering and depositing a writer's works to earn
royalties. The law changes of 1925 established that intellecu
tal copyrights are acquired independently of the formal de
positing and registering of the work.
The current law, drafted in April 1941, establishes in article
6 that copyrights shall be acquired by the very creation of a
work resulting from an intellectual effort and failure to deposit the work with the government does not prejudice the
rights of the auihor.

SIAE headquarters in
Rome. inaugurated in
1967 -and the room con
taming SIAE's IBM 370

computer.

i

Some of the greatest composers and writers of the 19th
century gathered in Milan on April 23. 1882, to try to find
some way to protect their business interests.
And from this meeting emerged the foundations of Societa
Italiana Degli Autori Ed Editori (SIRE), the Italian society of
composers and publishers, which today protects the copyright
and publishing interests of 15,347 members, as well as mem
bers of associate organizations round the world,
That first meeting was virtually dominated by Giuseppe
Verdi, one of the greatest Italian composers. Many others attended but notably there were composer Arrigo Boito. histo
rtan Cesare Cantu, poet and Nobel Prize winner (1906) Giosue
Carducci, novelist Giovanni Verga and Felice Cavallottt, a poet,
dramatist and politician.
From the beginning, the meeting was not a matter of tal
ented people exchanging artistic ideas but more of men aware
that the works they were producing added up to their MTh
hood and that it was essential that they should get paid for
their of forts.
At the meeting it was decided to set up an organization to
protect mutually the publishing rights earned by its members,
to provide general moral and material support for the publica
lions and to check on reprint rights and sale of members'
works
It was also decided that the organization would collect the
royalties due to its members and would work to establish deli.
nits laws to protect the rights of authors and composers of
drama, stage and music generally. But the Italy of the men
who founded SIAE was a new nation in an old country It had
been united into its present state only a decade earlier but
was fast on the way to becoming an industrial modern state.
The first law in Italy protecting composers' rights came in
1865. In earlier years. the composer either sold his services to
a lord, to the church, or he sold out to a dramatic, operatic or
publishing company which could do as they wanted with his
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Avigdor Hammeiri, Menahem Avidom, Mordechai Zeira. Ema.
noel Harusst. Nissan Cohen Melamed. Moshe Wilensky and
Isaac Edel. The society became a full member of CISAC in July
1952.
Now it is run by a board of directors. the members being
elected every two years by the general assembly. Current
board membership is. lyricist Shlomo Tanni. chairman; Ema.
noel Airman (composer) and Ephraim Talmi (author), vice
chairmen, Ran Kedar (April Music publisher). treasurer: Didi
Menussi (author). secretary: and Menahem Avidom and
Moshe Wilensky. composer board members.
Administratively the society is headed by a director- general,
a55tsued by three key executives. a deputy director, secretarygeneral and chief accountant. plus a staff of 24. There are
various departments: collection (performing rights): mechanical rights: dramatic rights; reprint rights: accountancy: and
distribution which is subdivided into tv, internal and foreign.
At present the society distributes twice as much money
abroad as it collects from foreign countries.
But taking the 1974/75 figures in percentage terms. the
situation shows, radio and N. 48.9%: live performances.

10.9 %; background music. including movies, 4.3%: records
and cassettes, 24.2%: dramatic rights. 0.8 %; reprint rights,
ç.. 3.2%: revenue from abroad. 8.6%.

-it

Percentage operating cost is roughly 11%
was actually
11.8% for the 1974-75 accounts. The society employs inspec
tors to make spot checks on music usage. a part of the collection division's activities.
Through ACUM, Israel is a member of both the Berne Copy
right Convention and the Universal Copyright Convention.
While Israel has signed the Rome Convention on Neighboring
Rights, she has not ratified it and therefore it does not apply.
However, there is a committee now studying problems of new
legislation and will probably recommend neighboring rights
be written into any new copyright act.
The Berne Convention Brussels text applies to Sirael, plus
the Stockholm amendments Under the law in Israel, there
fore, works of Israeli authors and foreign authors have been
given the same protection.
ACUM. with a membership almost equally divided between
lyricists and composers (and with only 3% of total member
ship being publishers), follows the standard BIEM contract in
e.. terms of contractual requirements with the record industry.
f
The prevailing mechanical royalty rate on records is based on
wholesale price, plus a fixed rate of profit agreed with the Fedr
, eration of Record producers.
Israel suffers the usual problems over private domestic
t
recording. Theoretically. under the law, private domestic
recording is an infringement of copyright but, in practice.
a
r
r r logs and it is ac
a
a a
it there is no wa
I
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left to right: Augusto Ferrari; Renato
Simoni; Silvio Zambaldi: Count Gro.
binski Broglio; Sabatino Lopez; Marco
Praga; Giannino Antona Traversi;
Gerolamo Rovetta; "Pinella" Borghi;
Enrico Annibale Butti. The historian
Cesare Cantu, honorary president of
SIAE from 1882 to 1895.

its

impossible to arrange the issue of licences.
The question of a levy on tape or tape recorder sales does not
arise as there is no local production of these lines.
When it comes to usage of music in hospitals. churches or
record shops for demonstration purposes. the policy of ACUM
is not to demand 'royalty payments provided the music is
within the ordinary activity of such places. But it radio is used
in a bar or restaurant then the owner must obtain a society
espied that

SIAE pioneers pictured in 1882. From

license.
Israel authorities review international technical developments in the music industry with what they describe as "concerned observat on" because most of those developments
have not yet reached the country. For instance there is no
cable Iv, or videotape or videodisk machinery in the country.
ACUM deputy director S. Linor says: "All we can do at
present is watch things as they crop up abroad and consider
our action when these advances are introduced here."
But the society most certainly fights the piracy menace.
However, Israeli law applies the compulsory license system.
under which there is a fixed royalty payment of 6t -a%. In ex
treme cases the society has taken legal action but the problems of fighting piracy usually stem from difficulty in getting
names of pirates Normally they are very small operations
connected with the criminal underworld. Nevertheless. all
possible steps are being taken.
ACUM offers services other than royalty collect on: financial
help for members from a social fund and annual prizes from a
cultural fund. It is interested in encouraging new compositions on a competitive basis and also allocates money for pub
fishing worthwhile works of music and literature.
However, on the copyright situation Israel in effect has no
law of its own. It still has the British Copyright Act of 1911 as a
guide. a residue of the law which existed under the British
mandate. A commission to set up a new copyright act has long
been appointed. but in ten years' work has not come up with a
finalized new bill
Therefore. ACUM accepts that there are few prospects of in
creased copyright protection in the country but that does not
stop it from lighting for whatever increased protection can be
gained.
Statutory duration of copyright in a musical work in Israel is
for 70 years after the death of the author. it was originally 50
years and amended only recently. For recorded music it is 50
years from the date of making the lost disk_
As for plagiarism, ACUM involves itself only in complaints
by one member against another. Then an elected commission
of authors sits as an arbitration board Otherwise, with nonmembers Involved, the society does not involve itself in the

matter.
ACUM Is a society which advocates a policy of tree choice of
musical works at all levels and, therefore, has never built any
campaign to persuade local radio or tv to use Issaeh- written

material.
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On Nov. 18, 1939. a 68 man group of authors and composers met and lounded the Japanese Society of Rights of Au
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Saburo Sakai chairman Masao Koga, ptesodent Sadao Aok, and
Maranon Morita. managing directors
Perlormmg and mechanical rights
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thors and Composers (JASRAC) for the purpose of adminis
tering the copyrights of Japanese authors and composers.
The founders submitted to the then competent authorities.
Ministry of Home Affairs an application for formal permis
slop In accordance with the then newly enacted Law on Intermediary Business Concerning Copyrights, and on Dec. 28.
1939. JASRAC was given formal permission for its operation
by the mimsuer of home affairs
In 1940, Dr Rentaro Mizuno, LL. D.. former minister of
home affairs, who had himself drafted the first copyright law
of Japan. was named the first president of JASRAC Masao
Koga, a prominent writer member of JASRAC, is now the seventh president.
In 1951. JASRAC first established contractual relations
with a foreign copyright licensing society and has since expanded its activities of administration of works of foreign origin. The number of societies with which JASRAC has contracts has reached 44 for performing rights and 33 for
mechanical tights in about 40 countries.
In 1960 JASRAC joined CISAC and in 1968 was admitted
into full membership of the Bureau International des Societes
Gerant les Droits d'Enregistrement et de Reproduction Mecanique (BIEM)- Saburo Sakai. chairman of the JASRAC board,
is presently vice president of the Council of Administration of
BIEM.
As of April

1976. JASRAC had a total membership of
5,924 including 433 music publishers.
JASRAC administers all the rights under copyright of musical works and has 10 branch offices throughout Japan. The
total number of its employes is 314 at present including 83
assigned to the branch offices.
JASRAC computerized mechanical royalty distributions in
January 1965 and performing fee distributions in March
1.

1967.

rn

JASRAC's Saburo Sakai. board
chairman; Sadao Aoki, managing director; Masanori Morita, managing
director; a councillor's meeting; and
the society's building JASRAC
House.
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November 22. 1973. dealing with payment of performance rights to recording musicians and artists came into etfeet in April 1975.
w
However, SIAE gained strength as a collection agency in
Z1887 when Giulio Ricordi, Itlay's biggest music publisher, put
some of his industry assets into the society. SIRE was divided
into two sections. one of the collection of royalties for dra
matic works and another dealing with "small" music payments.
"Large" payments and rights were to the public performance of operas and operettas. "Small" ones were royalities
from sections of the larger works and individual songs.
The so-called "large" royalties were collected, as they can
now, by publishing companies but with the decline of opera
they have been passing increasingly into SIAE. The only musical publishing house still collecting its own "large" royalties is
Ricordi.
At first musical royalties were harder to work out and collect
than royalties on dramatic works. After 1884, however. they
grew steadily. In that year the 104 members of SIAE collected
and split among themselves a total of 4,561 lire (now about
$4.15)
During its first 15 years SIAE grew fast in moral and numer
lcal strength if not so much in revenue. This was a kind of
idealistic period. But with the election of Marco Praga, a tough
administrator and organizer. as director- general in 1896 SIAE
entered a second period.
Revenue went up from 100,000 lire (around $91) in 1886 to
800,000 lire approximately $727 in 1911 Two thirds of that
total came from the dramatic section which was still the richest area and the most active.
World War did not disrupt SIAE's growth and by 1920 it
was an established and reputable organization. It had 1.074
members in the dramatic section. earning 7.5 million lire (approximately $7,000) in royalties The music section grew from
83 members in 1903 to 1,800 in 1920. In those years the mu
sic section earnings rose from 100,000 lire (around $91) to
1.5 million lire (nearly $1,400).
During the 1920s SIAE expanded with new headquarters in
Milan and a new division to protect authors' books by embossing a seal on the title page to determine their press run and
circulation
In 1920 the society got a contract with the state, renewable
every 10 years, to collect taxes on public performances. This
has proved so successful that various organizers of show bus,
ness events have asked the society to provide its collection
co

Pied on

I

services.
SIAE is responsible for the collection of membership fees
on behalf of groups of cinema owners. variety show promo,
ers, theater owners, circus owners. as well as from jukeboxes
and parish church cinemas. It also collects taxes on tickets is-

Further in December. 1974 JASRAC developed its present
automatic retrieval system for retroactive search for lees or
royalties earned by such works as are newly found to be in the
JASRAC repertoire.
The computer currently in use is the IBM 370. model 158.
The amount of data stored is approximately 250.000 works in
the work file. approximately 750.000 works in the industry file
(file of record manufacturers), and approximately 800.000
works which annually become the subject of performing fee
distribution. JASRAC is now developing a new system of online processing for the work file with a view to putting it into
operation beginning January 1977

sued by the tourist offices, rentals of sports grounds, insurance premiums for movie productions and theaters, plus leasing fees for some newsreel producers.
All these side functions now account for 75% of the monies
received annually by SIAE. But while the society feels it is outside its function to lobby for more national product on radio or
to, and rejects any idea of promoting members' works, it is acfive in areas outside the mere collection of money.
In 1950 SIAE established a pension fund that gives grants
to members in need. In cultural and educational fields it markets a general knowledge encyclopedia and publishes studies
on the entire spectrum of entertainment activities. It provides
study grants. organizes discussions, pays public tribute to top
industry people and also administers a library on Italian theater.
With the arrival of Fascism in Italy, the control of SIAE in
1925 passed into the control of the state and the president of
the society was made a government commissioner.
As a quasi governmental agency SIAE moved to Rome.
made various expansions and was renamed " Societa Italiana
Degli Autori Ed Editor!" its full name today. In 1941 SIAE was
briefly re-named EIDA (' -Ente Italiano Diritto D'Autore")
when the copyright laws were revised. but the name SIAE was
resumed immediately after World War II
The 19205 and 1930s were great years of expansion in cinema, radio and records. SIAE kept in step with developments. Soon its musical section outgrossed, in financial
terms, all the other royalty sections combined.
Then in 1926 came the formation of CISAC to unite the various national societies. SIAE was an early member.
New copyright laws were announced in 1926, strengthening SIAE and influencing the revisions of the International
Berne Convention made in Rome in 1928. The society remained on an even keel during the world depression of the
19305. In 1941 it was given a mandate to be the exclusive
agent in Italy for the collection of royalties for all public per
forntances, recordings or broadcasting of literary. artistic or
musical works.
That exclusivity on royalties remains today though any indi
vidual may be his own agent to protest his own royalties.
As of December 1975, there were 15,347 members and associate members of SIAE Foreigners from outside the European economic community can be given "extraordinary"
membership and there were in 1974, 143 of them. Society
membership has gone up from 12.673 in 1971 to today's fig
ure of 15.347.
SIAE's view on current topics is that it recognizes the role of
the arranger in music not in public domain. but has to first
consider the rights of the author and cannot represent an arranger without the permission of the original author
The society has no internal machinery for resolving dis
putes over copyright ownership but when disputes do occur it
withokls royalties until the dispute is settled in law courts. In
-
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licensing
The number of ü
agreements is as follows. noncommercial broadcasting. one
for radio and to, the Japan Broadcasting Corp. (NHK); corn
mercial broadcasting, 90 for tv and 53 for radio; record manufacturers, 20 including 16 JAPRA affiliated ones; tape manufacturers, 23 including 16 JAPRA affiliated ones ( JAPRA is
abbreviated name of Japan Phonograph Record Assn.);
places of entertainment, 5,284 including 417 dance training

institutes.

JASRAC is administering the performing rights of its domestic members and those of the members of its affiliated societies. For general performances at concerts and recitals, collection is made on a per -composition and per -use fee basis;
for performances by live talent on the radio and tv. on a per
composition and per -use fee basis; and for performances by
recordings on the radio and tv, on a lump-sum lee basis. For
performances at places of entertainment, collection is made
on a lump -sum fee basis. For performances by recordings,

collection is currently made from coffee shops. dance training
institutes, variety shows. and so on in accordance with the
provisions of a special governmental ordinance. JASRAC collects fees for cable tv beginning July, 1975. No performing
fees are, however, collected for music boxes.
The new royalty rate of 6% of a record or tape price was for
mally approved by the government authorities on April 1,
1975. The old rates of 2% per record side and 4% per tape, of
their respective prices approximately 22 cents per work, were
abolished. It was, however, decided that a gradual raise of royalty rates should be made in several steps over years toward
the new rate. The current rate is 5.4%.
Under the present Copyright Law, reproduction by a user of
a copyright work for his personal use, family use or other similar uses is considered to be free. JASRAC noted a rapid advancement of the reproduction techniques and has been proposing to the Agency for Cultural Affairs that the "free use"
provisions should be restudied with a view of strengthening
the protection of the right owners in the cases of such use.
Pirate recordings emerge from time to time in the Japanese
markets. JASRAC has energetically been endeavoring to bring
to light those who are responsible for the illegal acts and
whenever possible, to seek penal or other legal action against
them
Lastly. the JASRAC total collection of the fiscal year 1975
was approximately $40 million. It is broken down into appro.
mately $10 million for performing fees and approximately
$30 million for mechanical royalties including printing and
synchronization fees.

Italy copyright offenses and unauthorized performances are
criminal, not civil, matters. On unauthorized performances
the fine ranges from about $4 to nearly $145. On plagiarism
the law reads: "The penalty shall be imprisonment up to one
year or a fine of not less than about $36 for usurping authorship of a work or with deformation. mutilation or any other
modification of the work :
But since SIAE's computer lists song titles with authors'
names, confusion over the duplication of the titles themselves
does not ordinarily arise.
At the end of World War II SIAE was given back to the mem
bers' control. though its function as an agency for collection
of state taxes on public performances continues. It is a nonprofit organization. recognized by the state as being in the
public interest, made up of member authors and publishers.
It pays taxes as does any Italian commercial firm.
The society has several different sections: lyric, music. literary, dramatic and cinema Each has a committee of full members elected every three years The music section, the largest.
has a 26- strong committee serving as a consultant board.
In SIAE an associate member can become a full member after five years, provided he has a minimum number of
"receipts" certifying the professional status of his work. An
author of exceptional artistic or cultural merit could become a
full member in less than five years. There are now about
1,000 full members.
In fact there are no real differences in benefit between associate and full members except that the latter can help elect
officers and also belong to the pension fund. To become an
associate member. one has to prove ownership of a copyright,
either in original or derivation form. And an applicant in the
music section has to take a test to prove at least a minimal
understanding of music.
Again, though, there is compromise. Special mandates can
be offered by the society to those composers who do not wish
to take the music test. so that the society will still protect their
songs without the composers having to loin the organization.
SIAE's board of directors comprises six members, plus a
representative from the prime minister's office and another
from the finance ministry The society president, chairman of
the board. is elected by the assembly of all the committees of
the various sub -sections. He is then proposed by the prime
minister to the president of Italy who then officially appoints
him.
So the state retains a certain influence within the society.
SIAE agents, who collect taxes on public performances, work
closely with law enforcement agencies so that evasion of rot
ally payments for public shows is very difficult indeed.
In Italian post-war history, the "economic miracle" remains
the most important aspect and SIAE has grown with the country with the music section showing the greatest growth.
In 1947 SIAE's total collection, not including its function as
-
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Sociedad de Autoras V Compositor.. de Mex
ico
San Felipe sr 143. Mexico 13. 0 F Tel 52421
21 and 524.21 -32
Consuelo Velasquss, president: Blas Galindo. vice
president. Carlos Gomer Barreas, general director
Performing and mechanical rights
Founded. 1935 Joined CISAC, 1960
Affiliations. Berne. Universal and Rome
Member. 16.000 Employee: 122 including 25 mspeclors
Annual tumevr. S4 3 milkon
Society'. *ponse 20% of groan
Foreign royalties earned:.pprox,malely 18% of gross l'pprou
motel, the same % ,a paid cuff
Payment 1110.1 tar.:
radio -1 1% of total taxes
tv -3% of total tases plus minimal % bases oncost of programs
club performance. -5% of entertainment silanes plus 21/2% of
muc,a05 Salarte$
live performances -3% of boa office
background music -62 40 per speaker each month

"CM

einme -1 %

of boa office
jukebox -62 40 per machine each month
Mechanical tight prevailing rete for disk r tape: singles. 12c from
retad sales paid to society plus 7c paid direct to publishers. albums
upes. IC to 3c for each song from retad sales dopendrng on 0051 01
album /tape

President Luis Echeverria
slices the anniversary
cake of SACM early this
year, a ritual he has been
following since early in his
administration in 1971. It
is his last cut as chief executive, since he vacates the office
late this year. At Echeverria's left in photo are Consuelo
Velazquez. president of the composers society, and Mario
Moya Palencia, secretary of Gobernacion. President-elect
Jose Lopez Portillo (right) listens to current state of mu
shat affairs by SACM general director Carlos Gomez Barrera.

Since Its humble founding more than 40 years ago, the
Mexican composers' society Sociedad de Autores Y Composi.
tores De Mexico (SACM) has grown Into one of the most sophisticated. efficient performing rights organizations in the
world. Although it wasn't an easy course, with many stormy
political and economic road blocks almost causing it to fold
along the way.
Today it stands on one of the most beautiful parcels of land
ever Imagined for such a CISAC affiliate, pridefully looking for
ward to the future. Its problems are still varied, but via the
leadership of president. composer Consuelo Velasquez, Car
los Gomez Barrera, general director and many faithful and
energetic board members, there are all the signs that some
day soon SACM vnll attain every single one of its goals.
The actual history of the Mexican society goes back to
around 1935 when a small group of composers got together
to form what they then called the "Mexican Association of Au
thors and Composers." In reality, it worked as a publishing
company with the call letters -AMAC.
Four years later in 1939, with catalogs of the members of
AMAC and other existing publishing companies. the Mexican
Union of Authors. Composers and Editors of Music (SMACEM)
was born. It came close to its ultimate purpose, to collect for
the small authors' rights, relying on the 8th Title of the Civil
Code of 1928. It also finally had a permanent headquarters at
San Juan De Letran #68 in the heart of the city's downtown
hub.
Firmer steps were taken on Feb. 22, 1945, when a group of
its most prominent members met to write a constitution under a 'civil entity" code. It would finally be called the Society
of Authors and Composers of Mexico, and its fundamental ob
jed ive would be the preservation of the authors' rights.
Among those who attended for the purpose of setting up a
stronger body for the respecting of their rights at home and in
other foreign lands included: Alfonso Esparza Oteo, Ignacio
Fernandez Esperon "Tata Nacho," Manuel M. Ponce. Mario
Talavera, Alberto Dominguez, Manuel Esperon. Miguel Prado,
Alfredo Carrasco and Manuel Alvarez Maciste, among many
other composers of that era.
It was in a small office building on the street of Republica de
El Salvador that they convened to establish their civil society
that night. however it wasn't until exactly one month later,
March 22, 1945, that they affirmed their position with the first
statutes ever of the organization.
Besides the aforementioned, other distinguished founders
during the period included: Gabriel Ruiz, Gonzalo Curie!, Jose
Sabre Marroguin. Luis Acaraz. Ricardo Lopez Mendez, Pepe
Gutzar, Raul Lavista, Miguel Lerdo de Tedada, Chucho Monge,
Alfredo Nunez de Borbon, Jose Antonio Zorrilla and Federico
(Continued ur7 page C -40)
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Abderrazak 2errad, dime tot general
Porlorming and muchan¢al rights
Founded. 1943 Joined CISAC 1971
Affiliations: Berne and Universal
Members more than 550 Employes. 43
Annual turnover 6703.355
Proportion of income: 23 10% rada /tv, 28 39% films.
38%
nesters. 189'), Iukeboxes. 91 % background music License fevcnucs Iwo music 053 878, mechamcals $186,184
Royeltles paid member.: 51 4% of gross
Society's expense appro.,mately 30%
Mechanicel right prevailing rate for disk 4% on each side on a
sollmg price 01 $ 37 pot single and is 60 per album
Length of protection performance: Ide plus 50 years
Length of protection mechanical Ide plus 50 years
1

1

1

With a first copyright law promulgated on June 23, 1916,
Morocco has always been a forerunner in the fight for defense
of authors' interests on the African continent.
The first law, covering protection of literary and artistic
works, came during the period of the French Protectorate. At
society level, protection was handled by BADA (Bureau Afrr
can des Dtoils d'Auteur), set up by the French authorities by
the ordinance of April 14, 1943.
Emanating from the French societies. and benefiting from
their experience, BADA defended well the intellectual prop.
erty of its members, particularly Moroccans who, by joining,
also became members of the French societies.
But when the Spanish protectorate of the northern zone of
Morocco and the province of Tangier ended, legislation on
protection of literary and artistic works in operation in the
south was extended to the whole of the kingdom, by decree of
March 8, 1965.
Moroccan independence made it logical within the frame
work of the process of "Moroccanisation." undertaken by the
government, to create a purely national association. So. to fill
the need, BADA was succeeded by the Bureau Marocain du
Droit d'Auteur (BMDA).
Since its creation, BMDA has been run by Abderrahim
H'ssain (1965.1970) and Abderrazak Zerrad, director general
since Jan. I. 1971. Coming under the control of the Ministry
or Information, BMDA is responsible for dealing with all forms
of authors' rights.

(Continued on page C-421

Our compliments on your continuing pursuit of
excellence as the common denominator in all issues and
the achievement of invaluable and enduring benefits
to composers and authors throughout the world.
We're proud to be your associate.

Nashville
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NETHERLANDS

Perhaps because Het Bureau Voor Murtek Auteursrecht
(PUMA), the Dutch performing right society, had such an up.
hill fight In Its early years, it is possibly the most aggressive of
the European societies when it comes to publicity, promotion
and marketing.
In recent years BUMA has gone to considerable lengths to
make the Dutch population aware of its role In protecting the
nghts of authors and composers, It has run a series of advertisements In national magazines and has published bro
chures setting out in simple terms lust what the Society's
functions are in an effort to combat some widespread mwscon.
cephons about BUMA's role in the world of music.
BUMA also believes strongly in promoting and marketing
the repertoire of its members. Through the Conamus Foundabon. a BUMA subsidiary. It does a great deal to encourage,
and to achieve national and international recognition for
Dutch composers and songwriters. Conamus produces spe
cial promotional records for distribution at music industry
fairs such as MIDEM, coordinates the representation at such
events of Dutch music producers and publishers, awards
prizes to outstanding composers and organizes song festi-

Hel Bureeu Voor MuriekAu.
leursrecht

buma

Amsterdam
1017 Tel 10201 15,68,22

Manus Rauerslr

30.

V.

Let van De!den, president. J H
hagen and G P Walemsen general
managers
Performance and (Mechanical Rights by STEMRA. BUMA affiliate)
Founded: 1913 Joined CISAC. 1927
Catalogue: 250.000 titles
Annuel Turnover. 58.170.245

Membership 6.000
Proportion of income. 50% mechanically reproduced music. 25%
radio, 14% television, 7% revues and cabaret. 4% concert halls.
etc

Society s

Expense 25% of gross income
Foreign Royalties paid 67.448. 223. received S2,622,079(1973.
751
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BUMA also has a special department to advise on background music production and programming and to offer guidance on audio equipment for this purpose- The BUMA head-
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BUMA's general managers, G.P. Willemsen and J. Verhagen.
Conlmued from page C-38
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state tax agency. was about $5.500. The music section con
tributed around $3.000. In 1957 the figures wee approxh
mately $10,000 and $8.000. respectively.
O
By 1967 they were up to nearly $22.000 and $16,000 and
Z by 1974. the actual total overall was around $43 million. The
music take was nearly $32 million. Including its tax -gathering
functions. SIAE's total revenue for 1974 was a staggering
$126 million.
In 1975 SIAE's music section received more than $300,000
from abroad. Of this total approximately $200.000 came from
performing rights and more than $100,000 in mechanicals.
This gave the society a favorable "balance of payment" situ
atlon since it paid out around $200.000 abroad.
Of the outgoing payments approximately $200,000 was for
performing rights and nearly $2,000 for mechanicals. But
these figures are perhaps not completely exact because ac
counting and payment schedules differ from country to cous
try.
SIAE reaches into every town and village in Italy. Its 1.100
agencies of various sizes around the country are guided by 14
regional offices directed from the central office in Rome. Local agents represent the society in all its functions and the
music secion in Rome employs 125. The department is
headed up by Angelo Natoli.
The payment system is computerized in Rome. The IBM
370 machine "memorizes" some 600,000 songs.
The society collects from lust about everybody playing mu
sic in public. from street musicians to the RAI national radio
and tv network. Excluded from royalty commitment is music
played in schools, convents, private homes and state hospi
tals- though private medical clinics do have to pay.
Record stores do not pay royalties on records demonstrated
privately but music played in any store. club. convenience. or
whatever is liable for royalties. A shop owner playing his radio
at the store is required to pay royalties under article 19 of the
Italian copyright law which says that all rights and royalties on
works are independent of each other and the exercise of any
one of them shall not exclude the exercise of other rights.
There is, as yet. no levy on sale of tape recorders.
SIAE charges no royalties on music played during church
services but It does collect on concerts staged in churches.
Distribution of jukebox royalties and royalties in discotheques
where lists of performed songs are not kept is determined by
actual sales of the records.
SIAE collects royalties on songs in the public domain and
they are then turned over to the state The author of a song Is
entitled to royalties through his lifetime and to his heirs for 50
years after his death.
In Italy cinemas are required to pay royalties on all the mu
sic played in films shown. Since some 550 million cinema tickea

j
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quarters in Marius Bauerstraat. Amsterdam, incorporates an
audio showroom for the demonstration of various back
ground music systems.
The Society runs a general information service providing
details about booking bands, concerts, promoters, impresarios. compiling music catalogs and dealing with a wide van
ety of inquiries about BUMA itself.
In October 1975, BUMA launched its own weekly pop magazinc, the Nationale Hitparade, which incorporates a Dutch
Top 30 chart compiled by BUMA and its associated mechnaical right society, STEMRA.
BUMA was founded Dec. 14. 1913 by four ogranizattonsthe Society of Dutch Composers. the Society of Lyric Writers
and Composers of Light Music, the Society of Music Retailers
and Publishers in the Netherlands, and the Literary Society.
One of the most active personalities involved in its foundation
was the composer Jan Van Gilse.
A little more than a year earlier the Dutch Copyright Act had
come into being following Holland's ratification of the Berne
Convention, and it laid down that copyright "is the exclusive
right of the maker of a work of literature. science or art, or of
his legal successors. to publish and duplicate the work, sub
feet to the restrictions of the law."
(Continued on page C -44)
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BUMASTEMRA headquarters

STEMRA

ets are sold each year in this movie -loving nation, the money
collected is high. In 1974 these royalties brought in more than
$500,000 which was 15.65% of the music section receipts In
1975 it went down slightly to 14.04%.
Royalties on song performances In concerts. nightclubs. orchestral performances and so on, plus broadcasts locally accounted for 38.63% of the sectional revenue in 1974. In 1975
it added up to 38.69%.
From RAI, contributions amounted to 21.4% of the total
"take" in 1974 and 23.77% in 1975. These royalties are paid
out by the society with songs performed on tv music shows
bringing members $100 per minute, with a much lesser
amount for music accompanying tv test cards. Members get
approximately $3.64 per minute for RAI radio airing.
Royalties from Filodiffusione, the Italian Muzak, piped
through the telephone system and provided by RAI, is also
paid for by the state broadcasting network. Payments to SIAE
account for 50v of RAI's total advertising and license revenue
and the amount paid is negotiated on an annual basis.
Mechanical rights contributed 15.4490 of the music section
revenue in 1974 and 15.21% in the following year. SIAE has
been collecting royalties on the sale of records and lapes only
since 1970; before then it was collected by an agency SEDRIM. based in Milan.
SIAE collects 4% on the manufacturer's price on every song
released on a single in Italy and 4% on every album side- In
1975, mechanical royalties were received on sales of
12,183,515 albums; 18,211,557 singles; 291,049 EPs and
9.026,000 tapes.
Revenue from abroad contributed 8.29% of the music section revenue in 1975.
The society charges producers of public shows a general
10% tee of their post.tax revenue from each performance but
there is also a sliding scale in operation, with classical promotions on a 7.5% fee, vanety and circus shows on 4 %. Background music for theatrical shows earns 3.33% while cinema
owners pay 2.1 %. Where music incidental to the business, say
in bars and hotels, the fee is negotiated by SIAE and the asso
dations of owners involved.
SIAE has a sliding scale also on commissions charged to
members. On public performances, excluding radio, tv and
mechancial rights, it keeps 28% of royalties collected. For ra
dio. tv and Filodiffusione it takes 15%. From royalties collected from those who play music for customers and cinemas
the society retains 28 %. On mechanical rights it is 13% and
3 %ó for handling royalities from abroad.
The society has reciprocal deals with 57 societies on five
continents. It also has its own agents abroad so that. for example. it represents U S. mechanical interests in Brazil.
SIAE's mechanical interests in the U.S are presented by the
Harry Fox Office.
Domestically SIAE has agreements with 30 professional organizations -most important being F.A.I.A.T. (Federatione
www.americanradiohistory.com

STEMRA, the Dutch
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shares

headquarters in Amsterdam with the performing right
society, BUMA, this year celebrates its 40th anniversary. To
mark the occasion the society is distributing among its members a jubilee bonus of $214,326.
Since its foundation in September 1936, STEMRA can look
back on four decades of continuous growth. Collection In the
Netherlands increased by 13.4 % -or $1.0 million -in 1975.
Total income was $10.28 million. broken down as follows:
Dutch record industry
$8.0 million
Private record manufacture

$294,000

Radio and television

$.47 million

Background music

$43.045

Foreign sister organizations

$1.1 million

Last year Stemra allocated $10.1 million for distribution to
members, 38% more than in 1974. This spectacular rise was
largely accounted for by the payments of large sums due from
previous years to claimants whose status was not known at
the time.
Operating proceeds increased by more than 17% to $2.4
million, although actual operating expenses amounted to
$1.6 million, an increase of 11% over 1974 which, says
STEMRA's annual management report, "is not unfavorable
compared to the overall cost increase in trade and industry."
The report says that "in view of the operating results in
their totality. 1975 may be regarded as another highly successful business year. This becomes all the more obvious
when looking at the net surplus of $.81 million. an increase of
more than 30% over the figure for 1974."
Although an offshoot of BUMA. STEMRA has over the years
achieved an increasing degree of autonomy. In October last
year a revision of the STEMRA statutes was approved by the
BUMA board of trustees and one provision in the new statutes
was that the appointment of STEMRA board members no
longer needs the approval of the BUMA board. In future, authors and publishers will eldct their own representatives to the

board.
STEMRA employs 43 persons and has a fully computenzed
collection and distribution system. It is extremely active in
taking action against copyright violations. In July last year, for
example. working in cooperation with the Dutch police,
STEMRA discovered and closed down an illegal record pressing plant in Beverwllk after two years of detection work. A sub.
(Continued on page C -441

Associazione Italiane Alberghi E Turismo) and F.I.P.E. (Feder
atione Italiana Public' Esercizi) and A.G.I.S. (Associazione
lenerace Italiana Spettacolo). These groups of bar, hotel, mo.
for coach, theater, store and restaurant owners negotiate
agreements with SIAE to identify and pay for the music used.
Yet the society does have some setbacks in efforts to (rack
down all payable royalties. Since the SIAE computer is informed only of songs where rights have been sold to Italy
some foreign songs may not be identified. But annually SIAE
keeps tabs on 600.000 public performances in 75.000 locations not counting jukeboxes or cinemas.
Since not all SIAE clients can keep lists of authors and
songs used. and since there is no flat fee but a scale depending on the media and material, it is obviously an enormously
complicated process to pay out realistic amounts to authors.
On royalties from any song normally 50% goes to the publisher and the remaining 50% is divided by composer and lyricist, two -thirds going to the composer.
But easily the biggest frustration for the SIAE statt are
when royalties are evaded. and the most persistent culprits
are tape pirates who produce millions of illegal cassettes.

effort to combat piracy SIAE puts its stamp

on all records and tapes legally produced. Agents check retailers to see
that only stamped product is sold. In cases of violation, SIAE
In an

agents mount raids on shops aided by finance ministry
agents.
What hampers SIAE most is the Italian attitude that tape piracy is a crime no more serious than cigarette smuggling. That
plus the clever organization of the pirates in covering up manufacturers and distributors of pirated tapes.
Most promising new source of revenue for the society is the
emergence of the new private radio and tv stations in Italy.
They like producers of videotapes. videodisks and satellite
transmissions, are governed by the same royalty laws as any
other user of music.

SACM

Continued from page C -19

Baena. The deed for SACM was signed July 7 of the same
year, registered Jan. 15. 1946, and on May 7, 1947, other
new. prominent tunesmiths joined the roster. Among them
were: Augustin Lara, Francisco Gabilondo Soler, Juan S Gar.
rido and Consuelo Velazquez.
It wasn't until 1948 that SACM started to function under
the December 1947 Authors' Rights Federal Law when they
began collections of public performances in Mexican territory.
The generous provisions of the Mexican legislature during
that era stepped up the fight of the society. They began to
regulate public use of music, but because of an oversight,
regulation of the law was not strict enough. Consequently, the
IL "tinted ,on page GS2)
problem still exists today.
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TONO's Gorm Baekkelund, business manager of Nor
wegian performing right society, on the staff of the bureau
since 1941; Klaus Egge. Norwegian composer, and reign.
ing chairman of the country's performing right society;
Knut Tvedt. a barrister, has been director of society for
the past ten years.

Norsk Komponistforenings Internasionale Musikkbyraa,
TONO. was set up in 1928. The Society of Norwegian Campos
ers. formed the previous year, had shown concern about the
need for a protective copyright law and Arne Eggen. its chairman, went to Sweden to study STIM. the society there.
Administration expenses, deducted before distribution of
royalties by the Norwegian society TONO. are -at around
26 %- relatively higher than in most other countries. This reflects the geographical situation where the population is wide
spread.
Additionally. Norwegian music is not as organized as in
other areas where there is generally a greater emphasis on or
chestral societies. opera companies or a pop network. In
broadcasting, Norway has only one channel for radio and television.
Therefore TONO's broadcasting income accounts for only
40% of the total, while neighboring countries find the figure
nearer 60% In Norway. a correspondingly lower income
-

comes from restaurants, hotels, bars and so on. But annual
turnover has consistently increased In 1975 it was
$2,662.272 compared with 15 years ago when it was around
$450,000. In 1975 51,179,775 was distributed abroad but income from foreign sources was only $53,245.
TONO has reciprocal agreements with 31 CISAC societies in
its position as the only performing right society in Norway affiliated to the central organization. It handles almost all the
world's repertoire of music, with or without lyrics
Thedecision to set up TONO was made on Oct. 3, 1928. The
society was constituted on Nov. 28 and started work on Jan.
1, 1929. Besides Eggen, TONO's first chairman and chairman
of the Society of Norwegian Composers from 1927 to 1945.
the first board members were Eyvin Alnaes, Odd Gruner
Hegge, Fndthlot Knstoffersen and Arvid Kleven, supported by
Trygve Torlussen and Frithiol Spalder. Present chairman of
the society is the composer Klaus Egge
Barrister Knut Tvedt is director of TONO, a position he has
held 10 years. There are 34 employes at the one office in KIingenberggaten 5. in central Oslo.
There are no branch offices. lust a traveling inspector.
"Otherwise," says TONO business manager Gorm Baekke
fund with the society since 1941. "collection is established
through outstanding support from local police authorities all
over Norway. As soon as a businessman sets up a new restau
rant or organizes a public dance. permission has to be obtained from the police who in turn notify TONO."
The society handles only performing rights. The Nordic
Copyright Bureau (NCB) takes care of mechanical rights on
behalf of the Nordic societies. TONO is a cooperative society
with a board and a committee and real power rests with the
committee on behalf of around 1.600 members spread
among composers. lyricists and publishers.
TONO handles the protection of royalties and works in Norway and abroad. Eventual distribution. after deduction of expenses, is a long and demanding lob and is not completed until the end of the third quarter of the following year.
Baekkelund says: "One early problem was getting musicians to write down, on a day-to-day basis, the tunes they had
played. Generally It was done in a hurry at the end of the
month -they'd write 'La Paloma: 30 times and 'The Third
Man' 28 times. It didn't really work. Now we prefer to get an
idea of what is in an orchestra's repertoire, which can be com
pared with what is being played on radio."
He adds: "As far as the high operating costs, we have to
know repertoire from all over the world. We have to have the
same files and registers as other countries. And expenses are
the same for a small company as for a big one :'
Ten percent of all income received for foreign works goes,
according to CISAC rules incorporated in the mutual agree.

ments among the societies, to national musical organizations. It's primarily given to the Society of Norwegian Composers, the entertainment group NOPA and for special payments
to members.
TONO finds musicians could be better at notifying the
society when they give concerts. "They don't seem to realize
how much they lose in not reporting what they play, especially
when their own works are performed. But information comes
regularly from broadcasting and other organizations."
Most income is from foreign works. There are few genuine
Norwegian evergreen compositions. On the pop Iront. tunes
by Paul McCartney of England. Duke Ellington, Cole Porter or
Burt Bacharach of the U.S. -these are the names which crop
up most regularly among the earners.
Even so there are some local composers who are more
played than others Edvard Grieg was. and is, played a great
deal, but his rights have expired But there are others like Jo.
han Svendsen. Saeverud, Arne Nordheim, Klaus Egge. Knut
Mystedt and Geir Tveidt. Some of the most played in the pop
field are Sigurd Jansen, Kristiab Hauger and Bourne Amdahl.
TONO has only "petits droits." so that "grand droits," mu
sical works for opera, theater or plays, are not protected by
the society. But if part of the music is played outside the (heater, the society handles the performing rights.
Collection is computerized. TONO adds extra services, particularly in offering guidelines for composers, such as checking contracts before they are signed
Improvisation is, as elsewhere, a cause for discussion
Baekkelund says: "Today some musicians or composers
don't put a name to music until after the concert and some
operate as genuine spontaneous composers. CISAC is aware
of the problem and improvised works are being considered."
TONO cooperates fully with other organizations in Norway
Involved are the Expert Committee for Intellectual Achievements, the Norwegian Composers' Assn., the Norwegian
Assn. of Light Music Music Composers, the Authors' Union of
TONO, the fund for practicing artists, the Ministry of Education and Ecclesiastical Affairs, the Law Department of the
Ministry of Justice and Norwegian Broadcasting.
Nordic cooperation is characterized by a basic solidarity
which links all the Nordic countries together. A great deal has
been done to regularize standard agreements with music
users, but conditions are still so different between various
countries that inevitably there are disparities.
Baekkelund sees TONO's task as "to keep up with any de
velopments so remuneration for performance and recording
of musical composition follows at least the business cycles,
but this is not sufficient The basis for payment has been loo
(Continued on page C -52)
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Confirmed front page C -39
By virtue of a convention signed March 10, 1965, and renewed each year. French societies SACEM. SDRM. SGDL and
SACD have conferred on BMDA the responsibility to operate
on behalf of their national repertoire in Morocco as well as international repertoires they administer. This is in conformity
with the reciprocal conventions they have signed with foreign
societies.
Nevertheless, for judicial reasons. Moroccan authors are
still members of the French societies who arrange payments
of their rights collected in Morocco.
The copyright laws of June 1916 and December 1943, have
been replaced by Law No. 1-69.135, of July 29. 1970. This
law, one of the best in the countries of the Third World, gives
efficient protection of intellectual property, particularly with
the provisions of the Berne and Universal copyright conventions.

Asoeiaeion Peruana de Auroras y Campos.
tores
J,ron Washington no 1206. 01 607 Limo Tri
23-0954
Cable APDAVC Lima
Or Felix Figueroa Goynzolo, president
Performing and Mechanical tights
Founded: 1952 Joined CISAC 1962

administrative terms. BMDA is run by a director general,
appointed by the Ministry of Information. and is assisted by a
general secretary. He directs the activities of the main offices
at 6 Rue Laghouat, Rabat and 10 regional delegations in the
principal Moroccan towns. BMDA has 43 people on the staff;
17 in headquarters and 10 regional delegates with 16 emIn

South American societies meeting at SACVEN in Venezuela. From left: Luis Alfonzo Larrain, Director General of
SACVEN: Claudio Masouye, actually Director of the International Organism OMPI; Eleazar Lopez Contreras. President of SACVEN. at the time: Luis Pastori, illustrious poet
and a high official of the Venezuelan Central Bank; Dr. Arturo Uslar Pietri.
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Autores Paraguayanos Asociados (APA). CISAC's licensing of
filiate in Paraguay, is led by Cayo Frutos Pane. president and
Pedro L. Orrego, secretary. The society deals with both per
forming and mechancical rights, and is headquartered in
Asuncion, the capital of Paraguay. Asuncion has a population
411,500 and is the malar urban center for Paraguay. Much
of the rest of Paraguay is undeveloped, and music centers
around the folk music of the Guarani Indian natives. The
country has a population of 2,243,400 and, as with most
South American countries, has a growing middle class which
is beginning to provide a market for records and other leisure products.
APA was founded in 1951 and joined CISAC in 1958; it was
aided in its establishment by SADAIC of Argentina. which
allowed several key APA personnel to study its structure as
a background' for the formation of their own society.

ployes.
The Service des Societaires looks after relations with authors and composers of dramatic and literary works and
membership is in excess of 550.
BMDA enables members to register new works on magnetic
tape. All submissions are considered by one of three committees- lyric, dramatic, literary-made up of authors and
composers. Those accepted are given the visa of commission
and sent to authors' societies concerned. Submissions refused on the grounds of plagiarism, or as belonging to public
domain. are returned to sender.

Statistics from regional delegations are centralized. and returns are noted quarterly, semi- annually and annually.
The "perception" service prepares agreements with BMDA
and music users, including Radiodiffusion Television Marocaine; the Chambre Marociane des Exploitants de Cinemas;
the C.M. des Distributeurs de Films; the Federation des Cine
Clubs; the Club Mediterranee; the Association des Exploitants
de l'Automatique (jukeboxes); the Theatre Municipal de Casablanca; the Missions Culturelles Etrangeres; and hotels
such as the Diafa. Maroc, Hilton and Holiday Inn.
The 10 regional offices are in Agadir, Beni -Mellal, Casablanca, Fes, Marrakech, Meknes, Oujda. Rabat. Safi and Tangier. Some delegates benefit from a grant from UNESCO enabl(Canrrnued on page C -521

Others (from left): Carlos Mouchet. Argentinian wrist and
SADE president: Ariel Cortazzo, ARGENTORES representative; Hector Sapelli, APDAYC director general; Carlos Gomez Barrera, SACM director general: Ariel Ramirez, presi.
dent of the Pan-American Council and of SADAIC; Dr.
Eduardo Tamayo Gascue, representative of the President
of Venezuela.

The performing and mechanical licensing nghts ln Peru are
handled by the Assn. Peruana de Autores y Compositores
(APDAYC) which joined CISAC in 1962 Originally founded in
1952. the organization is headed by Dr. Fels Figueroa Goyti.
zolo, president. SADAIC of Argentina aided in the creation of
this CISAC society,
There are eight Peruvian music publishers dealing with
APDAYC, and Peru has 10 record companies. eight pressing
plants and four studios. There are 12 active indigenous record
labels.

Records sold are 40% Peruvian and 60% international; 100
AM and five FM radio stations serve the country. Population is
13.5 million. of which 2.5 million reside in the country's capital. Lima. where APDAYA Is headquartered.
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POLAND
Warsaw Tel 27 -60.61
Karol Makuzynskr. presdent. Tadeusz Wolcrech
Maklakiewicz & Anion, Maranowrcz. vKepresrdents. Wrtoid Kolodrnrnki, director general
Performing and mechanical rights
Founded: 1918 Joined CISAC: 1927
Affiliations: Berne
Members: 3 791 1611 composers. 3.180
~ongwrners, publishers not associated)
Employes: 179
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Annual tu,nona: S8 2 million
Proportion of income: radio: iv 9733,434 cinema S 116 million
3262.238. large rights 536.000. mechanical disk tape
2 million
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Society's aspen.. 16`ií, of gross
Foreign royalties earned. 5592.574
Mechanical right prevailing rate for disk /tapes 8'

of

retail pace

with sleeve cost allowance

J.A.

Ziegler,

secretary -gen.
eral of CISAC
(left), with Mrs.

easier.
In September 1926. the International Assn. of Writers and
Artists held its congress in Warsaw, under the patronage oI
the president of Poland. with representatives from the U.K.,

Ziegler, with
ZAIKS' chairman Karol Mal
cuzynski in the
Polish society's
offices in War
saw.

view of the ZAIKS headquarters, in Warsaw.

Poland, copyright society ZAIKS has set up its own de
tense mechanism to fight plagiarism in musical composition
It has various teams of experts. knowledgeable in the different kinds of music, who examine each new work for possible
copying before it is registered.
If plagiarism is alleged, then the composer is told the rea
son why and that his work will not be registered If it is still
In

performed in public. then no copyright payments are made to
the composer.
Should plagiarism not be found. the original author can still
lodge a claim against the work in an arbitration court. A plagiarist can be expelled from ZAIKS, once found guility
ZAIKS also has its own answer to the problems created by
similar titles. No identical similar song titles have been registered since 1960. An identical title in any case cannot be registered unless the original author gives his consent in written
form.
ZAIKS. originally the Polish Assn. of Authors and Stage
Writers. was established in March 1918. originated by Stanislaw Ossorya -Brochocki. He was helped by eminent authors
such as Julian Tuwim. Anda Kitschmann. Jerzy Boczkowski,
Kazimierz Wroczynski, Andrzej Wlast, Jan Stanislaw Mar.
Jerzy Wrzos, Konrad Tom, Stanislaw Retold and Tadeusz
Konczyc. First elected chairman was Wroczynskt.
The pioneering organization faced serious problems from
the start. not the least of which was a shortage of money.
Added to this was the animosity of most of those in Polish
show business, plus the fact Poland had no copyright laws until the second half of 1926, when life for ZAIKS became a lot

Belgium, Denmark, Finland, France, Rumania, Switzerland.
Sweden, Hungary and Italy taking part.
It was Zenon Przesmycki who presided over the committee
of organization and execution. Result was that ZAIKS broadened its range of contacts and in 1927 lined CISAC.
Gradually the society's authority grew as did membership.
But after World War II, everything started once again from
scratch. The society's constitution was changed and was extended to take in all forms of artistic creation Watery Jastrze
biec-Rudnicki played a big part in the revival.
Today ZAIKS is an independent organization under the supervision of the Ministry of Culture and Arts The general as
sembly of members elects the chairman and the various au
thorities holding office for three -year terms.
The council represents all artists' organizations in Poland.
Then there is the board of administration: presiding officers
of the board: and various sectional governing bodies.
Current key officers are- Karol Malcuzynski, president.
Tadeusz Wojciech Maklakiewicz, and Antoini Mananowicz.
vice presidents; Andrzej Szczyptorski. secretary: Benedykt
Konowalski, treasurer; Witold Kolodziejski, director -general.
There are several primary departments of the main office.
The encashment division handles money for members and
non-members, though non-members are protected by ZAIKS
www.americanradiohistory.com

only on condition that their works are reported and registered
to the society.
The distribution department contains the register of Polish
and foreign works; the foreign department balances accounts
with foreign associations and overwatches reciprocal protection of copyrights. The legal department handles copyright
controversy; and there are departments handling accounting
and general finances. plus a general section handling the archives and dealing with new members, and a social department which handles medical care and welfare of members.
ZAIKS employs 179. Legal basis for the society is the Polish
copyright law. together with the Rome version of the Berne
Convention of 1928. In spite of efforts to loin, Poland is not yet
involved with the Universal Copyright Convention Member
ship totals 3.791. including 3.180 lyricists, publishers are not
associated with the society.
As yet there is no computerization but new equipment is
being installed to make distribution and analysis easier on a
"bank of works" of some 100,000 Polish works and 300.000
foreign works.
The 1970 BIEM agreement, in which 8% of the retail price
of records, plus sleeve -cost allowances applies. ZAIKS has
contracts with the Polskie Nagrania record company. plus
Pronil the Verdon record company. and Polish publishing
agency Ruch.
Apart from radio and television agreements. the "lump
law" covers owners of places of entertainment such as clubs
and cinemas. No royalties are collected for tree concerts. d
the performers of such concerts have not got any payments.
From church organizations the royalties for the music performing during the ministry of all kinds (any description) are
not collected.
With an exchange rate of some 20 zlotys to $1, total
receipts in 1975 were $8,210,234. Theaters provided $1.16
million; radio and tv a total of $733,434, plus about $36.000
on "large rights"; mechanical rights on records. tapes and
cassettes, $1.206,782; films, $262.238; with foreign receipts
of $592.574.

Administrative costs came to 16% of the total for 1975.
ZAIKS is involved, as a society. in the social activities of
members. Members and their families can have special medi
cal care in certain clinics for small payments. They can convalesce in "houses of creative work." situated in Polish resorts
and owned by the society. There are reciprocal deals with similar associations.
It members fall on hard limes, there are loans available
which are non-returnable A compensatory pension fund has
been set up so that a member whose retirement pay does not
reach the necessary minimum fixed by ZAIKS. has the money
(Continued on page C -44)
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,SPA's Dr. Luiz Francisco Rebello, president and director of
administration; Maestro Frederico de Freitas, president
general assembly; Dr. Bernardo Santareno, former presi
dent of fiscal council.
The year 1975 saw the Portuguese copyright society Sociedade Portuguese de Autores (SPA) celebrate its own 50th anniversary. In that year. the society inaugurated its own building
and Lutz Francisco Rebello, president since 1973, spoke of
the long battles fought to gain protection of copyright.
He said: Our anniversary. our new headquarters, come at
a time when our country has found again its freedom and dignity after so many years of oppression. Satisfaction for Portuguese authors is complete at this moment.
The need of fighting for the defense of their rights, threatened or even refused by the cupidity of managers of no
scruples who took possession of their works although the laws
were protecting them. led the Portuguese writers and theatrlSal composers, 50 years ago, to assemble and fight together
in order to succeed collectively as it was not possible to win
Irsdmdually.

The story of SPA is the story of the struggle for the consoli
dation of copyright, acknowledged by inward and inter
national legislation. This struggle was determined by progress
and retreat, but finally victorious, because our leaders were
never discouraged And because their fight was just.
Now this tight passes through two fundamental pointsthe uncompromising defense of liberty of expression and the
interests of the intellectual workers, who are all authors. It demands, to beelfective, coordination at international level with
all similar organizations, governmental or not, in charge of
these rights.
Our April revolution brought back to Portugal the liberty of
expression and thought. It has introduced new social politics
which have an aim to defend the working classes "
SPA's own anniversary celebrations brought representa
lives of many other CISAC societies to Portugal Rebello
added: "Their presence shows us that it was worth our
struggle through halt a century for the defense of intellectual
workers and it stimulates us to go on doubled energy In conscience we know that the defense of authors' rights is the best
guarantee of defense of the cultural patrimony of a nalion."
SPA was founded in 1925 and recognized soon alter by the
president of the Republic, then the great novelist Manual Teixeira- Gomes, as a legal association entitled to ensure the detense of authors' rights.
The formation was the final step of a series of attempts collectively to organize the protection of Portuguese dramatists
and composers against unscrupulous producers and directors. Today the society has spread its wings, representing only
local authors in all fields of literary and artistic creation, but
also foreign authors for use of works in theater. concert, cinema, records, radio and television.
Its first president was the dramatist Julio Dantas (from
1925. 1928). followed by Felix Bermudes (1928.1960), Jose
Galhardo (1960-1967), Carlos Selvagem (1967-1973), Luiz
Francisco Rebello then taking over.
SPA was one of the 20 societies involved in the formation of
CISAC in 1926. Rebello is chairman of CISAC's international
council of dramatic authors, appointed in 1972, and as such
is a member of the parent body's administrative board.
Today SPA is structured as a cooperative association, directed by a board with a general manager Rebollo doubles in
this job as president. It has about 120 employes and some
400 agents covering all Portuguese territory.
A mechanographic center was created a year or so ago and
other main departments are administrative, collection and
distribution, legal and financial.
Terms of reference come from the Portuguese copyright
law approved In 1966, and Portugal has been a member of
the Berne Convention since 1911. The Brussels Act of 1948
(Continued r,q page C -441
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Set up on May 26, 1972, Senegal's copyright agency
BSDA -based in Dakar -is one of the newest organizations affiliated to CISAC. The society comes under the Minister of Culture and has exclusive rights to collect and distribute authors'
rights from all existing forms of usage and those yet to come,
in a technological sense.
BSDA has an administrative council and a director- general,
the council consisting of two songwriters, two playwrights and
two composers, all of Senegal nationality. The society operates regulations based on the SACEM system. Members of the
council are up for re- election every two years.
The council deliberates on disciplinary measures against
music -users accused of plagiarism, false declarations and so
on. In Senegal, authors' rights are for 50 years after the death
of the authors concerned.
Article Nine of the Senegal copyright law provides royalty

payment coverage to several areas in the folk -music field.
Works of Senegalese folklore which have been passed from
generation to generation. and which are presumed to have
been created by authors of Senegalese nationality and produce a fundamental element in the patrimony of the country
are subject to royalty payment. So are works inspired by folk.
lore and composed exclusively of elements borrowed from cultural patrimony.
To present, perform or record this material with the aim of
making money requires advance authorization from BSDA at
a rate determined by the conditions of use. Basically 50% of
the royalty goes to BSDA, but where adaptation is concerned.
75% goes to author and 25% to the society.
In Senegal an author cannot refuse. once his work is made
legally accessible to the public- 1) performances in private for
(Continued on page C-44)
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Hardie. managing director
Mechanical rights only
Affiliations. Berne Copyright Convention
Founded 1963 Joined CISAC.- 1976
Members: 297 (90 composers & lyricists. 207 publishers)
Employees: 12
Catalog 500.000 titles
Mechanical income distributed to members 88% of gross
Society's espense 12% of gross
Mechanical right prevailing rate for disk / tape 5% of retool selling
price. provided that it is the recommended retail selling once el the
highest wholesale price plus 50%
Length of protection performance- 20 years
Length of protection m. henicel for recordings 50 year5 from
end of you broadcast made
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Southern African Music Rights Or
ganisation. Limited
Somro House. De Boer & Juta Sts

Braalelonte,n. Johannesburg (P
Box 9292. Johannesburg) Tel 7251425. Cable ACISUM
Gideon Roos. managing doeclor.
Paul Roos, secretary and head of II.
tenting. Gideon Roos. Jr head of
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Performing nghts only
Founded- 1961 Joined CISAC, 1962
Affiliations Berne Copyright Convention
Members 1.066 (986 composers & lyricists. 80 pubksl ors)
Employees. 62
Catalog
5 matron titles with t 20.000 active
1

Annual lumover: S2 3 million
Performing income distributed to members: 77 35% of gross
Society's expense 22 65% of gross
Foreign royalties 10 1e11e5 more pod out than received
Payment structure.
live performance- percentage of artistic budget
all other -based On tank scale. figured on Sue of premise in.
solved. giving ,nd,cation of the tioe of potential audience
Length of protection performance 20 years

SAMRO
decades beginning in 1925, performing right royalties In South Africa were collected through an agency set up in
the country by the Performing Right Society of the U.K. (PRS).
But in 1959 discussions between Leslie Boosey and LeonFor

31/2

BUMA
w

Continued from page C -40

To give practical effect to the Act, it was necessary to have
2 an association, but BUMA had a long, uphill fight ahead of it.
w not least because SACEM, the French society, already had an
office in Holland in order to collect royalties on behalf of
z French authors, composers and publishers. The advent of a
new collection society created some confusion and consternation among the ranks of the music-users.
A particular problem was the fact that SACEM's agents.
who worked on a commission basis, obtained most of their
fees from light music and allowed serious music to be performed on the basis of a very low tariff. Thus, when BUMA began implementing a higher tariff, there was considerable resistance from the owners of concert halls and from brass
bands and choirs.
It was the custom for the representatives of SACEM in Holland to be given free tickets for performances by theater owners and it is reported that they made a good income by selling
the tickets and sharing the proceeds. It is recorded that the
chief agent for North Holland, which includes Amsterdam and
the Hague, earned $15.200 from the sales of tickets alone.
There was bitter competition between SACEM and BUMA,
culminating in 1925 with the publication of a serious accusa,
tion by BUMA against the chief representative of SACEM in
Holland, alleging embezzlement and forgery. Finally SACEM's
operations in Holland were ended when the Dutch Minister of
Justice brought in a revision of the Dutch Copyright Act in
March 1933 giving BUMA permission to operate exclusively in
the Netherlands. SACEM finally cancelled all its contracts with
Dutch users at the end of 1933.
But BUMA's struggles were by no means over Opposition
to the principle of paying for the right to perform protected
works was still fierce and the Dutch press was almost unanimously on the side of the users. There was hostility from
broadcasting companies, from cafe owners, concert hall
proprietors and theater owners, many of whom had scarcely
been troubled by the SACEM representatives.
BUMA was involved in a great deal of litigation in the thirties
and this fostered widespread bad feeling among users The
antagonistic reaction was exacerabated by the Dutch press
which tended to depict officers of the society as killjoys out to
spoil innocent public enjoyment of fairs. concerts and various
festive events.
The fact that BUMA failed to be deflected from its aims and
ideals in those difficult years is due in large measure to dedication and determination of its first two directors, A.D. Oman
up to 1933 and C.A. Messing who held the post from 1933
until after the Second World War.
And the struggle to persuade Dutch public opinion of the
justice of BUMA's cause continued until well into the forties
and fifties. It was only in 1948 that the first agreement was
(Continued on page C -521
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ard Walter, chairman and general manager respectively of the
PRS, and Gideon Roos, former director- general of the South
African Broadcasting Corp., led to the conclusion that it was
time for South Africa to set up its own independent collection
agency.

The PRS gave positive help and SAMRO, the Southern Afri.
can Music Rights Organization, was incorporated Dec. 28,
1961. starting operations within a few days with Roos as man.
aging director. It was to become a full member of CISAC in
1964.

Though indigenous music has made considerable progress
in the past 20 years, the bulk of music performed in South At
rica is foreign. The result is that in the past financial years.
SAMRO distributed some 10 times more money abroad than
it received from foreign countries.
It is a limited liability company belonging to the composers,
Iyrcists and publishers who make up the membership. Non.
profit making, in the unlikely event of SAMRO being liquidated, each member could be called upon to make a maximum contribution of approximately $2.30 towards the costs
of liquidation.
(Contained on page C -451

SARRAL
The South African Recording Rights Assn. Ltd. (SARRAL)
was registered in 1963 with the original members being the
Mechanical Copyright Protection Society, Chappell and some
of the key local publishers.
But with the increasing influence of record manufacturers
in the publishing field, through their acquisition of publishers,
actual publisher members decreased to a point where in
1970771 membership of SARRAL was virtually nil and the
very existence of the society was in jeopardy.
However four of the major European societies- namely SA.
CEM (France), SDRM (France), GEMA (West Germany) and
MCPS (U.K.)- loaned support and by reconstituting SARRAL
became its main members. At the same time a new managing
director, G.R. Hardie was appointed.
This triggered off a program of reorganization and replanning which resulted in the steady growth of the society in becoming the mechanical rights collection agency for South Atrica. It received international recognition through being
appointed a member of BIEM in June 1972. and a member of
CISAC in May of this year.
With a staff of 12, it operates a tight -knit, cost -conscious organization comprising various divisions. documentation, tv
and film licensing and distribution; radio licensing and distribution; commercial records and tapes distribution; general
mechanical rights, including private pressings and back.
ground music libraries.

STEMRA

Continued from page C -40

stantial quantity of pirate Bob Dylan, Beatles and Barry White
albums were confiscated.
The society is also constantly fighting a battle against illegal
imports -records, principally emanating from the United
States, on which no mechanical rights are paid. Thanks to intensive checks on incoming record consignments. STEMRA
has managed to keep large quantities of illegally imported records out of the Dutch market: in other cases the society has
taken action to get due mechanical rights paid on imported
product.
One of STEMRA's current preoccupations is the increasing
amount of private copying of records onto magnetic tape. The
Dutch law does not prohibit this form of copying and all attempts to modify the law so far have failed. But STEMRA in.
tends to maintain pressure on the Dutch government to have
the Copyright Act modified to provide for a levy on tape
recorders and /or tapes so that its members can get some
remuneration for the private copying of their works.
Meanwhile STEMRA is cooperating closely with the Netherlands Assn. of the Phonographic Industry (NVPI) in making a
study of the scope and nature of the copying of gramophone
records and radio programs for private use. The result of this
study will be an invaluable tool in the campaign for a change
in the Dutch Copyright Act.

BSDA

Continued from page C -43
the family where no monetary receipts are taken; 2) educa
tional performances; 3) religious services; 4) reproductions,
translations and adaptations for strictly personal and pnvate
use; and 5) parodies, pastiches and caricatures.
Public domain material can be used subject to an advance
declaration and payment of a sum to BSDA for cultural and
social funds for the benefit of members. But the fee must not
exceed 50% of the fee due during the period when the work
was protected.
The BSDA has a commission for identification of works
which examines works registered with the society, and checks
them for possible plagiarism.
Additionally there is a social fund to help authors and provide loans or subsidies and a BSDA prize is awarded annually
to outstanding musical or literary works.
Senegal is a member of the Berne Convention and the Un,
versal Convention. The society is, since 1973, associated with
CISAC and is run by six employes. Membership is around 288
and income is approximately $120,000 annually. The pay.
ment balance is adverse. the society sending out 23% more
than it receives from foreign countries.
Society operating costs have run between 30 and 35% of
the total income Agents employed by BSDA collect the royalties and SACEM distributes the money to members. Mechanical right royalty is 8% of the retail price.
www.americanradiohistory.com

French Composer Georges Auric, president of CISAC from
1968 to 1970, addresses the 1970 CISAC congress in
Seville. Spain.

The society has 297 members with 207 publishers and 90
composers /lyricists. While it acts for all members in the fields
of radio, tv. film, private pressing, background music and so
on where mechanical rights are involved, it has only been
mandated to act for a limited number of publishers in the
field of commercial records and tapes.
But its representation is not limited to local copyright owners only. It acts for any owner irrespective of nationality or
place of residence.
Unlike a performing right society. which normally issues annual lump sum licenses, SARRAL earnings are identified at
the time the individual license is issued. The expenses of the
society have to be estimated and a collection commission
charged against those expenses. Currently it is 12 %.
Distribution of the remaining 88% is on a manual basis and
the main title index has some 500,000 titles.
Mechanical royalty in South Africa is 5% of the retail selling
price and normally the recommended retail price is used.
SARRAL is recommending a levy on tape recorders similar
to that obtained in West Germany and will fight to have that
included in any revision of the copyright act in South Africa.
And at the some time it will make representation for improvements in mechanical rights.
SARRAL finds no great problem on payments of mechani.
cal royalties on records imported into South Africa. In most in.
stances where records are imported from Europe, the me
chanical royalty has been paid in the country of manufacture
and where it has not been paid in that way the legitimate importer pays the royalties in South Africa.
As far as the U.S. is concerned all imports are subject to
payment of mechanical royalties in South Africa. The society
feels that, by and large, it is able to track down -most imports
and enforce payment of necessary mechanical royalties.
Through SARRAL has so recently undergone its own penod
of reestablishment it nevertheless is anxious to give all possible help to any similar organizations in the mechanical right
fields.
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breakdown of BSDA membership shows a preponderance
of composers. around 238. with 16 publishers and 34 lyricists
during 1975.
No BSDA license is required for churches or hospitals but is
needed for record shops and all public recitals. The society
regulation is "we have to license whether for profit or not, ex
cept for in- family performances."
BSDA has no problems over cable.tv or piracy as yet and as
a society it makes no attempt to put a quota on the broadcast
of foreign works as opposed to local material.
A

ZAIKS

Continued from page C -42
made up. The society grants scholarships and gives annual
prizes. Total cost in 1975 of these areas, including payments
to families of deceased members, was $300,000.
Currently a new copyright law is being worked out, with a
close look at new ways of paying copyright royalties to creators
in various fields. ZAIKS is very much involved in putting for
yard new ideas. In Poland. agreement patterns on aspects of
book publishing and in musical works, are issued by the goy
ernment and have to be completely followed. The aim is
safeguard the authors rights both in exploitation and copy-

right payment.
All Polish radio and tv stations are state -owned. ZAIKS. by
its own constitution, plays no part in pressing for use of mero
bers' works -that is left to other organizations, such as t
Authors' Agency. But ZAIKS can, and does, refer to matters')
such as the small amount of Polish music on the air.
ZAIKS is in close contract with more than 100 foreign so
cieties and has signed 72 bilateral agreements. It takes an active international role. Malcuzynski, president. holds office in
the CISAC administrative board and is a member of the BIEN
executive office. Jerzy Lisowski is chairman of the CISAC international writers' council, and J. Bleszynski has been appointed to the CISAC legislature board.
ZAIKS is happy to invite to Poland representatives of developing countries in efforts to find further improvement in
copyright law internationally.
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Connnued from page C -41
was adopted in 1951. While Portugal has been a member d
the Universal Convention since 1956, it has not signed the
Rome Convention on Neighboring Rights.
Membership is around the 4,000 mark, but only 1,000orst.
can be regarded as active members. Copyright in Portugal is
protected for 50 years after the author's death. Not all men.
bers are of associate status but modifications introduced in
October 1975 have made admission of such members much
easier.

Collection of royalties and distribution is computerized
has been sinc
a
greater tha r hose collected from abroad.'

and,
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In administra ive erms SAMRO is directed by a board 01
seven members of which four are composers /lyricists and
three publishers. Main operation is the collection and distribution 01 performing royalties organized by two divisions, limns
ing and distribution,
1976 board membership lists: Gideon Roos, chairman;

" O.P.G. Taylor,

-

'

H. du Plessis, M. Freegard, Eric Gallo

(alt, Ralph

Trewhala), L Roodt and Alan R Terry, vice chairmen. Key executives: Paul Roos, secretary and head of licensing;
Gideon Roos Jr.. head of documentation and distribution;
A.R. Kerby. chief accountant; Max Heim, chief of documentation; Eve Botha, chief of distribution.
Total statt is 62 but will increase to cope with expanding ac
tivities. The society's operational territory covers the Republic
of South Africa, Southwest Africa, Botswana, Lesotho, Rhodesia and Swaziland.
South Africa acceded to the Berne Convention in 1920 pur
suant to a notification of the sovereign of the U.K. and in her
own right in October 1928. Today the country is bound by the
Brussels Act of 1948 tor substantive provisions and the Paris
Act 1971 for administration. The copyright act of 1965 attords creative artists the protection required by the Berne
Convention.
Though South Africa has not adhered to the Rome Convenfion on Neighboring Rights. her national legislation gives pro
tection to performers and producers through the Performers'
Protection Act of 1967 and other special provisions.
However, the copyright act is due for revision in 1977 and
the society is to ask for improvements on certain points even
though existing legislation is by and large very favorable to
creative artists.
When SAMRO was formed it took over 53 members from
the PRS; 40 South African composers/ lyricists and 13 music
publishers. Turnover the previous year had been about
$250.000. Over the years it has grown to a membership of
1.066 (986 are composers, lyricists and 80 publishers) and
an annual turnover of $2.3 million.
Membership is normally restricted to nationals of countries
comprising its operational territory but the board has power.
in exceptional circumstances, to grant membership to foreign
nationals and has done so in a limited number of cases.
Operating costs amount to a shade over 20% of gross revenue. 22.65% for the financial year ended June 1975 so that
nearly 80% is available for distribution.
The society has three full -time inspectors touring the oper
atonal territory to check music usage and give advice to mu
sic users on how to obtain the appropriate licences. Sometimes part-time inspectors are taken on.
In drafting its tariffs SAMRO always looks for some way of
gauging what the music is worth to the user. Performance by

6umE LAM

live musicians is an easily solved problem in that the tariff is
based on a percentage of the artistic budget. In other words, it
is based on the cost of providing the music concerned such as
salaries of the performers and other direct costs.
But when the performance is through records or radio,
there is no artistic budget on which to base an indication of
the worth of the music. In that case the tarot is based on the
size of the premises involved, giving an indication of the size
of the potential audience. It all adds up to a 'fairly extensive set
of tariffs for various performances In various types of prem
ises.
SAMRO uses its computer as much as possible in collection
and distribution. Fully documented titles in the computer file
total 120,000 but there are more than 1.5 million in card in
dexes and micro -film form.
The copyright act here decrees that "no lair dealing with a
literary, dramatic or musical work for purposes of research,
private study or personal and private use of the person so
dealing with that work shall constitute an infringement of the

copyright in that work." There is then no license for private
recording and no levy as yet on tape or tape recorder sales.
Exemptions include: hospitals if the music is for the benefit
of patients, but not for music in staff quarters, in churches as
part of divine service, but not music in other circumstances on
church property; and in a record store if the performance is a
bona tide demonstration, but not to music made audible to
passers -by.
Though cable tv has not yet reached South Africa, copyright
law reserves to the author the "diffusion right." Cable tv is a
form of diffusion, so SAMRO intends collecting royalties on it
when it gets under way as it does for any performance by film.
videotape or videodisk.
On behalf of members SAMRO has established a retirement

annuity fund, aimed at providing help for both the aged or the
bereaved, plusa benevolent fund for those in dire need. Every
so often the society sponsors the writing of a new work by one
of its members, though this is infrequent.
As South Africa was a member of the British Commonwealth until 1961 copyright law has always been closely modeled on the U.K copyright act of 1956. It gives good protection to works of the spirit but the society is ever alert to
possible improvements to put forward for a proposed revision
of the act.

1972, SAMRO formed a special music advisory committee to which cases of alleged plagiarism could be referred
for study and advice. It includes some of the leading musical
experts and results have been gratifying, leading to settle.
ment of disputes without resorting to costly legal battles. This
is purely an advisory committee. If its findings are not ac
cepted by the disputants they can seek a solution in law.
When there are multiple works with the same title SAMRO
In
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CISAC meeting at Stockholm 1938.

identifies them by references in its main title file on computer
to the names of respective composers.
"While South Africa must have its fair share of infringers,
our experience has shown that the great majority of infringe
ments are committed through ignorance rather than malice,"
says Roos.

"In most cases our inspectors fulfill

an advisory rather than
detective role, and we find that most users react favorably to
an approach in that spirit, especially when they realize how
valuable SAMRO is to them by protecting them against the
ever -present danger of copyright infringement and relieving
them of the impossible task of negotiating direct with rights
holders."
SAMRO considers itself bound by the principle embodied in
CISAC's standard agreement of reciprocal representation
which is that a member organization must impartially extend
the same treatment to works of foreign origin as to the works
of its own members. For that reason it has never campaigned
for preferential treatment for indigenous works to be used on
radio or tv and has never supported the idea of a quota system.
Following discussions in CISAC in 1973 SAMRO has told the
general secretary that the society would be happy to assist developing countries in the establishment of their own copyright
organizations, for example. by training senior personnel in
necessary management techniques.
SAMRO's phenomenal growth over the past 14 years pays
tribute to the dedication of the Roos family, which has been
closely involved in the organization since its foundation.
The driving force behind SAMRO has been Gideon Roos, director general of the influential SABC until 1958. Two sons,
Gideon Jr. and Paul, followed him into the organization and
now hold key executive posts.

AMERICAN MECHANICAL RIGHTS ASSOCIATION
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"Hits ,ri'-/f0 t`.v'f, Since 1954"
1954 -1958 Songwriter

Recording artist Lennie LaCour scored

with numerous hits -JUNGLE ROCK -JUDY -ROCK N' ROLL
ROMANCE (Gold)- FLAMINGO GIRL -LONELY STREET
HAVE STAYED AWAY TOO LONG- JOHNNY BE -GOODE IS
IN HOLLYWOOD TRYIN' TO MAKE A LIVIN' -ALL BECAUSE
OF YOU -DADDY DIDN'T LIE -1 WAS A FOOL- PLEASE SAY
IT ISN'T SO- SOMETHING MADE ME STOP SHOPPING
AROUND- WALKIN' THE BULLDOG- SPANISH LOVE.

-

AMRA

1968 -1974 Lennie turned writer -producer with his productions
distributed by major labels such as Chess -Checker- Mercury

-Attu- Atlantic

and Stax.

Discovered DISCO LADY writer Harvey Scales and produced
his first smash hits. GET DOWN. Also. LOVE -ITIS- BROAD.
WAY FREEZE -FUNKY FOOTBALL -THE YOLK -LOVE IS A
GAS -PUT ME DOWN EASY -TOO LATE TO BACK UP NOW
1974 -1976 Lennie LaCour Music reintroduced Its own labels,
MAGIC TOUCH and KADER RECORDS, and Timepeace Music
in

cooperation with Robert Kaider Company

is

scoring with

Harvey Scales. SEXY LADY -DISCO DANCER (Desperados)
FOUND A LOVE (Connie Mackey) -WALKIN' THE BULLFROG
-MAHARESHI (King Creole) AAAAAH (By Lennie LaCour)NEVER ON BROADWAY (Album by Robert Olivera) -THE
FURNITURE STORE (Album by the Northern Front /written by
Tom Sparks. Ed Sac. Tom Hoffman).
CAW Monsters' LOVER a4 b. w LONELY RODEO CLOWN by
Ron Jackson -MAMA b/w THERE'S GOTTA BE A LOVER
SOMEWHERE FOR ME by Bob Baldwin.
Catalog contains over 300 copyrights -Rock N' Roll -RABC8W and Contemporary Rock. Over $1,000,000 In personally

owned masters

l<f-

{)

All

protected and internationally represented by
CAMPBELL CONNELLY & CO.
143 Charing Cross Rd WC2H
10 Denmark
London, WC2H BLU England

Rosalie W. Miller
Executive Director

LTD.
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250 West 57th Street
New York, N.Y. 10019

SPAIN
Sociedad General de Autores de

Es-

pana
Fernando VI 4. Madrid Tel 419 21 00
Federico Moreno-To.
Ballesteros.
president. Juan Jose Alonso Millen.
vice- president. Guillermo Sauher Casaseca. general counselor delegated. Cristobal Jimenez Oussada, director general
Performance and Mechanical Rights
Founded. 1901 Joined CISAC: 1926

SGAE

Catalogue 347.346
Proportion of Income: 11 71% theatre.
live performance. 21 92% mechanical

6
9

35% variety; 41 68%
10% cinema, 9 24%

television

Membership: 23.300-55 50%Ì yI

I

authors. 26 10% compos-

ers 17 70% au lhor.composers. 70. publishers
Foreign royalties: 40 42% more paid out than received
Society's expense. 24 46% of revenue
Payment structure. 8% of the retail pecp after taxes
Length of protection performance hie plus 80 years

SGAE's Madrid headquarters originally de.
signed by the famous architect Gaudi. Fed.
erice Moreno -Torroba Ballesteros, presi.
dent.

There were three important 19th century antecedents to today's flourishing Sociedad General de Autores de Espana,
SGAE. the copyright society of Spain. The country itself was
one of the first to defend authors' rights and fight the many
problems involved.
In 1848, the Constitution of Spanish Dramatic Authors was
signed by main creative people in the field. But the constant
political changes in the country created a kind of social dec
adence and by 1950 the society had broken up.
Then in December 1874, creative people set up the Founda
bon of the General Association of Spanish Writers and Au
thors and in a comparatively short time almost every writer,

SWEDEN
Svenska Tons attares Int'IIa Musikbyra
PO Bee 1539. S. 11
85 Stockholm Tel 4081 24.
1

29.50
chairman Hans Nordmark, general
manager
Performing rights only
Founded: 1923 Joined CISAC: 1927
Affiliations: Be ne. Universal and Rome
Members: 169 full and 7 -231 associate (7,342 composers, song
whims 58 pub shersi
Employes' 60
Catalog. 150 000 chine
Annual turnover apprOi,rnalely 15 8 million
Proportion of income: radio, le 52F. live performance 6'...
one/11;110'
background music 15°.. restaurants and discos 15
Society's expense. 22"iß of gross
Foreign royalties -Paid' 34 3'.. of gross Earned 13 5' of gros,
Length of protection performance life plus 50 years
Length of protection mechanical 25 years
Ove Rainer

-

Hans Nordmark, president of STIM; the archive depart.
ment of the STIM Information Center which houses sheet
music, records and tapes.

Until 1919 there was no real copyright law in Sweden and
the initiative in founding an official organization came from
the FST, a group of Swedish composers, who wanted to set up
a collection agency based on general international patterns
The key instigators were seven serious music composers.
two publishers and one lawyer, an expert on copyright mat
ters. Only "serious" composers were involved because pop
music and dance music had no protection in the 1919 copy
right act.
The Swedish society of composers. authors and publishers
(STIM) was founded Sept 24, 1923
One man above all is honored in the history of STIM. fa

rsenta

composer and musician in the country was enrolled. Its power
grew through meeting in the cafe of the Zarzuela Theatre and
reached a point where no one could use musical scores unless
he had previously obtained the authority of the organization.
This led, in 1880, to a change of name to the Society of Au
thors, Composers and Proprietors of Dramatic Plays, This was
a policy making organization but there were soon important
problems to counter. Managers of theaters were buying up all
available compositions and so created a monopoly of their
own.
The authors fought the monopolistic trend and the fight
took several more years to win. The writer Sinesio Delgado
and composer Ruperto Chap were the key figures among the
rebels and in 1899 had the help of the most important composers and lyricists of the time. In that year they founded the
Society of Spanish Authors.
It had great success with new authors who learned not to
sell material outright to the theatre managers. The first execu
live council was formed by Vital Aza, Ruperto Chapr, Carlos
Aroiches, Miguel Ramos Carrion, Tomas L. Torregrosa, Jose
Lopez Silva and Sinesio Delgado.
This society started in a simple and direct way. It took from
authors 8% of total collections from the provinces, 15% from
foreign usage and 2% of the gross income from the "small
rights." The society then paid rent, wages and heating. There
was an attempt to set up a new society, led by Perez Galdos.
Echegaray. Nunez de Arca, Fernandez Caballero, Manuel del
Palacio and Carlos Fernandez -Shaw, but the two organiza
lions were integrated in the October of 1901.
There were changes of address and membership. and a
quiet spell between 1928 and 1930, but a new managing
board was set up under the presidency of Federico Oliver in
the spring of 1930, counselors being Federico Romero, Pablo
Luna, Luis Manzano, Cayo Vela. Jose Forus, Juan Vert and
Francisco Serrano Anguita
And, on March 3, 1932, it became SGAE, with one million
pesetas available through 2,000 bonds of 500 pesetas each.
The new society integrated lyric and variety writers as well as
performing and mechanical collections.
During the Spanish Civil War (1936.39) the society kept up
the separation between performing and mechanical rights.
but was afterwards fully united. President of the society in
1950 was Jacinto Guerrero, who bought the existing premises
in the Madrid street Fernando VI.
The society became a member of CISAC in 1926 and was
represented in that year's Congress. Central bodies of the
society are: the general assembly, the administration council.
the permanent services and the individual sections.
The general assembly is made up of members who have the
full voting rights. The administration council is subordinate

only to the general assembly and is elecied byline
owe and elective counselors. The representative counselors
are made up of two from the Ministry of Education and Stience; one from the Ministry of Information and Tourism; one
from the general secretary of the movement; and one from
the Mutuality of Spanish Authors.
In the administration council there were 35 members, in.
cluding the president and vice.president. Proportionally,
membership is split between the music section (six compos.
ers, four writers and two publishers); theater section (eight
writers, two composers); cinema and television (three writers
and three composers); and other areas.
Each section has the right to choose for itself the counselors
who constitute the directive assembly and take part in the ad.
ministration council.
SGAE employs 487 people at the central office in Madrid.
There are 37 in the Barcelona department; and 13 at Va.
lencia. In addition the society has one delegate in each of the
52 Spanish provinces. Many others are employed as inspec.
tors traveling all over the country. keeping a check on music
usage.
SGAE signed the Berne Convention and the Universal Copy.
right Convention but not the Rome Convention on Neighbor.
ing Rights.
Membership of the society is now roughly 23.300. An aver.
age of some 400 new members is claimed for each of the past
five years. The society sends abroad 40.42% more in royalties
than it collects from foreign sources.
A percentage breakdown of revenue in different classifications shows in 1975: theater, 11.71%; variety, 6.35 %; live performances, 41.68 %; mechanicals, 21.92 %; cinema, 9.10 %;
television 9.24%.
Foreign authors are entitled to claim membership of SGAE
but if the applicant is already a member of another society he
must either resign from it or obtain permission to belong to
the Spanish organization.
SGAT's expenses represented a total 24.46% of revenue
last year. Collection of royalties is not computerized but distribution services are. There are 347,346 titles in the annual index. Contracts with the Spanish record and broadcasting industries correspond to those of BIEM for recording and
mechanical rights and IFPI for the record and broadcast side.
Prevailing royalty rate is 8% of the retail price, after deduction
of taxes and with a further deduction if the bags or sleeves are
of superior quality The same percentage applies to cassettes
and cartridges.
The society requires no licensing of private recording equipment but it does collect rights for the use of television, radio
and "hilo musical," that is, cable music through telephone
(Continued on page C -47)

mous composer Kurt Atferborg, the society's president from
1924.1943.
Certainly STIM faced hard times early in its history. Copy.
right matters were virtually unknown to most consumers of
Swedish music- One of the first problems was dealing with the
restaurants. most of which featured live music, and the res
taurateurs' society MEF. Initially MEF simply refused to pay
STIM any money for music performed by the house orches
tras. STIM fought back by prohibiting MEF members to use
any STIM repertoire It took many years to solve the problem
but finally agreement was reached
Another early antagonist was the Swedish Film industry.
Sweden's biggest cinema owning company. After a court case
STIM finally won the day and agreement was reached. In
1950, STIM made a general agreement with cinema owners
for 1% of the annual gross.
In 1925 the Swedish radio. Radiotjanst, went into lull oper
ation alter two years of experiments and STIM immediately
started negotiations with the government -owned company
asking for a share of radio license income. The first agree
ment gave STIM 1% on license incomes up to approximately
$276,000, which ended with a "take" of roughly $2.700.
The copyright act of 1919 was revised to 1927 so that even
pop /dance music was protected. This strengthened STIM's
position with the added weight of support from pop writers
and publishers.
Soon the other Scandinavian countries followed Sweden's
example. setting up their own copyright organizations. In
1927 KODA started in Denmark and TEOSTO (Finland) and
TONO (Norway) followed in 1929.
In 1931 there was a new revision of the copyright law so
that authors were protected when radio broadcast their must.
cal poems. By then all kinds of music and lyrics were legally
protected. And in 1932 STIM bought its own offices in the
central part of Stockholm. Tegnerlunden 3. a building which
still houses the entire staff
When STIM was merely a performing right organization,
and the printing or publishing rights were handled direct by
music publishers, the situation on mechanical rights was
more confusing.
But as sales of records increased dramatically the question
of mechanical royalties became more and more important.
Sometimes the mechanical rights were handled by the com
poser himself or sometimes by the publisher Collecting of
mechanical licences was handled by the publishers through
NCB, the Nordisk Copyright Bureau. in Copenhagen
There was also STIL, an organization set up in 1928 by
Swedish composers, also collecting mechanicals. A few years
later some Swedish publishers formed NCBS NCB in Sweden
and the confusion was total. Finally in 1935 the Scandinavian

performing right societies got together and took over the majority of the shares of NCB but it took until 1943, after hassles
and re- organization. for STIM to control both performing and
mechanical rights. Today NCB collects and distributes mechanicals on behalf of STIM and the Scandinavian organiza-
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tions.
In 1943 STIM was reorganized to give Swedish pop writers
one member on the board; they had been unrepresented be.
fore. Through the years, composers of popular music and
their organization SKAP have become a more and more vital
part of STIM and today has two representatives on the board.
Also, according to the new regulations, the president and
two more members were to be government appointments. In
1945 Sven Wilson became president of STIM. having previ.
ously worked at the Swedish radio's international depart.
ment His international knowledge and contracts have proved
most useful to the society
STIM loaned CISAC in 1927 and since 1947 Wilson has been
a member of CISAC's executive bureau and also a member of
the board of BIEM. of which he was president 1973/74 In
1973 Wilson retired as president of STIM and was succeeded
by Hans Nordmark, who is also a member of the CISAC execu
live bureau.
Work on a newly revised copyright law was started lust be
fore World War II but the war delayed plans to find uniformity
among the Scandinavian performing right organizations. Not
until 1956 could the respective countries put forward unified
proposals and the new copyright law finally emerged on July
1961
Now the statutory duration of copyright in a musical work is
50 years after the death of the composer and in a recorded
performance 25 years after the date of recording. If a work
has two or more authors whose contributions do not consti'
1,

tute independent works, the copyright belongs to the authors
jointly and the copyright duration continues until the end of
the 50th year after the year in which the last surviving author
died

Under the new law STIM had the right to collect money for
music played in factories as background entertainment for
workers.
Today, the STIM board is headed by Ove Rainer and two or
denary members (Harry Schein and Per Jernsten) are nomi
Hated by the Swedish government. Then there are two members from FST. the Society of Swedish Composers (Eskil
Hemberg and Lars.Gunnar Bodin); two members from SKAP.
the Society of Swedish Authors and Composers of Popular
Music (Roland Levin and Britt Lindeborg); and one member
nominated by SMFF, the Society of Swedish Publishers (Thore
rage
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Ehning). Hans Nordmark, general manager. is responsible for
the

`

administration of STIM.

Altogether STIM has some 60 employes and the Society's
operation encompasses such functions as management, ac
counts. economy, information center. recording. judicial and
marketing. STIM deals with performing rights and. as stated,
with mechanical rights through NCB.
NCB was founded by the Scandinavian country societies
STIM (Sweden), KODA (Denmark) arid TONO (Norway) and
since 1972 the Finnish performing right society TEOSTO (Fin
land) is a part owner of NCB. Iceland's organization STEF is
also working with NCB but has no representation on the
board NCB collects STIM commissions for mechmcal repro
duction on records, film and tape.
Sweden has signed, among other conventions. the Berne
Convention, the Universal Convention, the Rome Convention
and the Paris Text of 1971. But with regard to the Rome Con.
vention, Sweden has certain reservations. According to these,
payment to musicians and artists when records are publicly
performed is restricted to performances on radio and tv.
According to paragraph 47 in Swedish copyright law. producers of phonograms and producing artists whose performances have been recorded on phonograms have the right to
royalties when the phonogram is played in a radio or tv production.
STIM has 7.400 members, of which 169 are full members
with rights to take part in annual meetings and to vote. The
others are affiliated members. Voting rights represent the
only real difference between the two classes of members. Of
the 7.400 members, 58 are publishers and the rest composers and lyricists.
Foreign nationals can be members of STIM if they live per
manently in Sweden In fact. the attitude toward "refugees"
is particularly liberal.
STIM's turnover in 1924. the first year of operation. was
around $3.400. In 1975. approximately $5.1 million was cob
jetted in Sweden and nearly $795,000 from abroad.
The international balance of payments is in favor of foreign
countries. In 1975 STIM paid approximately $2.02 million to
foreign societies but collected only around $795,000- This is a
typical situation for a small country such as Sweden.
Of the $6 million collected by STIM. some 40% goes to
Swedish composers, authors and publishers A little more
than 20% goes to the U.S., almost 10% to the U.K. while
France and Germany share roughly 5% each in fourth posi.
tion.
Figures for STIM's annual turnover collected in Sweden and
abroad for 1969-75 show approximately: in Sweden 1969,
$2.5 million: abroad, $386.000: in Sweden, 1971: $3 2 mil.
lion; abroad. $340,000: in Sweden 1973' $4 million. abroad,

$555,000; in Sweden 1975 $5.1 million; abroad, $795,000
Of the total annual revenue, 78% is distributed to members.
STIM's most important payers in the first years were ci
nemas and restaurants and in the past 20 years it has been
radio and tv. For the lime being STIM feels that no inspectors
are needed to check on music usage in various places, but a
valuable aid is from the organizations representing cinemas.
restaurants, bars and so on with which STIM contracts.
A breakdown of revenue sources for 1975 shows: radio and
tv broadcasts: 52% ($2.64 million); mechanical background
music 15% ($772,000), restaurants and discotheques.
roughly 15% ($772,000); restaurants and discotheques
roughly 15% ($793,000): movie theaters: 10% ($522,000);
concert halls: 6% ($295,000); other entertainment 2%
($68.000).
Ever since radio started here in 1927. it has been the most
important source of revenue In 1954 the government.owned
Swedish Radio started tv transmission, a new field to organize
for STIM, even though the subject of tv and copyright had
been discussed at the CISAC world conference held in Stock
holm in 1938.
In the

1960s major changes were made in Swedish Radio
On the Swedish East Coast a pirate station sailed in the broad
cast fight and pop music with commercials. Because the gov
ernment -owned Swedish Radio had a monopoly on broadcast
transmissions, the pirate station. Radio Nord. was finally out
lawed in 1962. Then the government had to give some kind of
substitute broadcasting for Radio Nord fans.
Till then, Swedish Radio had broadcast on lust two chan
nets. Pl and P2, with only a few programs regularly featuring
recorded or live music. The government gave Swedish Radio
permission to set up a new channel, P3. otherwise "Melody
Radio." While PI had mainly entertainment programs and
news, and P2 mostly classical music. P3 is mostly pop, 24
hours a day
In 1964 STIM had a new deal with Swedish Radio. It gave
STIM 30 cents per radio license and 15 cents per television
license, plus the equivalent of $90 per radio hour And in the

same year the Swedish record industry. in discussion with the
radio authorities about rights of artists, musicians and pro
ducers, made a deal which produced $130 per hour. This
forced STIM into new negotiations with radio. The results, at
ter much discussion. led to a doubling of fees which today is
some $263 per radio hour to STIM.
STIM now has its own center at Swedish radio House which
deals with music analysis and reports. Swedish radio and tv
plays around 9,000.10,000 hours of music each year on its
three radio channels and two Iv channels This means Swedish radio produces statistics annually covering some 50.000
compositions. The Swedish radio gramophone archive buys
(Commie.] on page C -48)
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wires with adaptor, when used in public places. As yet there is
no videotape or videodisk in Spain.
SGAE constantly fights against piracy of product and takes
full legal and penal action in the courts against offenders, as
under Article 534 of the Spanish Penal Code of Laws. But
apart from its main administrative character, SGAE gives help
to cultural productions related to any aspects of authors'
rights as administered by the society.
In Spain, the statutory duration of copyright is 80 years after the death of the author -or it there are several authors, al
ter the death of the last of the collaborators. This is the most
interesting peculiarity about Spanish copyright law.
Mechanical rights on imported records or tapes have to be
collected by the society in the exporting country. In the case of
illegal importation. then legal action is taken in the courts.
As for plagiarism, allegations are sorted by the society
through a kind of conciliation court. But in the case of nonagreement, then the arguing parties must go to the Spanish
courts. As for songs of the same title, Spanish law says the
title is the property of the original author. Therefore the
society tries to avoid songs sharing the same title and notifies
members they should be aware of later claims if a similar title
is chosen.
Arrangers of protected songs, assuming the arrangement
was done with the agreement of the copyright owners, can receive a maximum percentage of 16.66% of the total rights.
performing and mechanical.
A percentage breakdown of the membership shows: lyricist.
authors, 55.50%; composers. 26.10%; 17.70% are author composers; and the remaining 0.70% are publishers.
President of SGAE is Federico Moreno -Torroba Ballesteros,
with Juan Jose Alonso Milian as vice -president; and Guillermo
Saucier Casaseca, general counselor delegated.
Management: Cristobal Jimenez Quesada, general director: Juan Antonio Martin Luque, general administrator; Carlos Galiano de Prados. general secretary; Francisco Ruano
Suarez, general supervisor; Jose Maria Segovia Galindo, chief
of the tunst section; Antonio Garcis Cabrera, theater section;
Julio Salgado Alegre, musical section; Andres Molina Moles,
adluntwe director; Salvador Ruiz de Luna, cinema director;
Manual Tamayo Castro, television director; Jaime Mestres Perez, director of Services, SGAE. Barcelona
Official counselors: Antonio Lago Carballo; Jaime Abelta de
Castro, general director of the artistic and cultural patrimony;
Jose Antonio Garcia Nobfelas y Garcia.Noblelas; Francisco
Jose Mayans Jofre. general director of theatre and spectacu
tars; Jose Pagan Lopez. councillor delegated by the Mutuality
of Spanish Authors; and Manuel Lopez-Quuoga Miguel and
Federico Romero y Sarachaga.
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Records (Sales) Ltd.,telephone 01640 3344

PEER-SOUTHERN

A

One has always been a part of the other and we congratulate CISAC on this important occasion
The PEER-SOUTHERN Group of Companies-8. Denmark St. London W.C.2
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SWITZERLAND
SUISA- MECHANLIZENZ1
M EC HAN
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Schweizerische Gesellschaft fur Mechomsche Urheberrechte
Heinrich Sutermeistur. president. Ferdinand Kundert. assistant
general manager
Joint offices with SUISA Bellanastrasse 82. CH8038 Zurich
Tel 10511 45 77 00
Founded: 1923 Joined CISAC: 1933 Mechanical
Affiliations. Berne and Universal (same Ior SUISAI
Members: 2.459 11.231 assignors]

Annual turnover: 53.645.809
SUISA
Founded: 1941 Joined CISAC: 1946 Performance
Mario Zavadini, president Dr Ulrich Uchtenhagen, director
Members: 2.802 11,331 assignors)
Annual turnover: 67,663 110
Proportion of income -Performing rights. 20 4. radw, 16 6%
iv, 5 6% commercial le 12 4% hve performances 7 9`l+ movie

soundtracks. 20, foreign income, 17
all other
Society's expanse: 15, local royalties. 5`é foreign 'eyalhes (20%
of income from 10M, sotiehes)
Length of protection performance and mechanical Ile plus
1

50 years
Q
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Precision. be it in watches or machinery, or in the exact f avor of chocolate or cheese. is vitally important to the Swiss
people. The ability to be precise and accurate is also reflected
in the country's copyright societies.
In 1968, Dr. Ulrich Uchtenhagen, general manager of
SUISA (performing rights) and Mechanlizenz (mechanical$),
decided that the companies' data system had to be reviewed
to give ever greater precision. He recalls: "The high cost of labor here meant constantly rising costs for the relatively small
community of composers, lyricists and publishers in Switzerland.
"It was vital that we found a more efficient and up to -date
system at a time when such a development wasn't so impor
tant to most other societies."
Subsequently a CAE -data bank was introduced, first on microfilm, then on microfiche. Not only did this bank include all
available information on Swiss composers but SUISA step by
step made an up- todate list of every composer and lyricist in
the music world.
In the early 1970s, when Dutch sister -society BUMA faced
serious problems with its own filing system, SUISA stepped in
with help. And much to the surprise of the Dutch, the Swiss
produced a complete, detailed report on the Dutch music
scene.

Word about Swiss precision spread. Today, under CISAC
and BIEM supervision, SUISA does the microfiche lob for 36
foreign countries. These microfiches are sent out six times a
year, with SUISA charging for the service.
But the charges are fairly split. Small companies pay a minimum fee of only 1,500 Swiss francs, while the rich ones have
to add 20% of their CISAC membership fee to the basic charge
of 0.30 Swiss francs per line on the microfiche. Companies su
pervising both mechanical and performing rights are billed at
the rate of 0.50 Swiss francs per line.
Currently Russian composers are being added to the CAE
list which already holds 810.000 names and pseudonyms. Be.
cause of the Slavonic alphabet. there is a multiple transcrip
lion method, developed with the help of Zurich university.
Uchtenhagen says: "Experience with foreign repertoire and
being surrounded by three languages within the Swiss borders has led to the belief that we should do all we can to assist
newly formed foreign companies. We started this service six
years ago with the Republic of South Africa. In 1972 Yugoslavia was added and now Algeria has moved in with us."
For these three companies SUISA handles the technical
side of the lob, while the companies make their own decisions
according to specific needs. Uchtenhagen says: "We are neu
tral and mean exactly that -we are completely neutral."
SUISA is the official collector of performing rights for Switzerland and the Furstentum Liechtenstein, while Mecha.
nlizens, since 1958 under the same roof, and using the same
administration, collects the mechanical fees
The two companies are the only ones operating in Switzer
land but under Swiss law it would be legal for more than one
company to operate on the mechanical royalty side. For per
forming rights, however, this would not be true.
Dr. Hermann J. Stern, attorney, says: "Maybe we are rather
cautious but one must never forget that we are under govern
I

ment supervision."
(Continued an page C-50)

TUNISIA
Societe des Auteur st Com
positeurs de Tunisie
rue Ah Oianra. Tunis Tel
11
240 668
Salah El Mahdi, president Ahderrahmune Amn, director general
Founded: 1968 Joined CISAC: 1970

SODA(,T

Performing and Mechanical rights

The licensing agency in Tunisia, Socite des Auteurs et Corn.
positeurs de Tunisie (SODACT), was formed in 1968 and'
joined CISAC in 1970 It is headed by Salah El Mandi, presí
dent, and Abderrahmane Amri, director general, and handles
both performing and mechanical rights in this country of 5
million persons.
Entertainment in Tunisia encompasses both European music, supplied ably by Tunisian or Italian bands, and tloorshows
of "le folklore," in which dancing girls in traditional silks and
bangles dance to music performed on the zoulera (pipe) and
tabe) (drum). Almost all hotels have nightclubs or dancing or
discotheques in the resort areas. The Tunisian standard of liv
ing is quite low and so most of the leisure industry is directed
toward the wealthy Tunisians and foreigners. Tunisia has a
substantial French and Italian population (approximately
110.000 and 40,000. respectively).
One kind of folk music in Tunisia is the Malout which had
nearly disappeared by the thirties, but which was brought
back recently through the use of radio. records and film. This
collection of songs and dances dating from Muslim Spain before the 16th century has spread throughout Tunisia and
even young people from 20 to 30 have become interested in
the music.
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A group pictured during the 1937 CISAC congress in Paris.
rn

STIM

Continued from page C -47
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8,000 records a year, mainly albums or some 80.000
2 compositions.
> Collection and distribution at STIM is largely computerized
O and constantly developed. In the computer title file there are
Z currently some 150,000 titles stored. Annual distribution involves 55,000 different titles, half of which are new to that pem around

riod.
Swedish copyright law from 1960 gives the composer, in
principle, sole rights when it comes to reproduction of his
work, but this exclusive right is limited by one particular
statue. It provides an important restriction of the composer's
right of disposal. Basically it means that works can be freely
reproduced if the reproductions are intended for private use
and concern only a few persons. Such reproductions may not
be used for any other purpose.
The right to produce reproductions without permission re.
fers to disseminated works. "Private use" refers to the repro.
duction is simply for personal use or within a family circle.
A clear definition of what is meant by a "few" copies is not
slated in the law. But private domestic recording is permitted
by the law. STIM has several times applied to the government
for a revision of the Swedish copyright law so that, for instance, the German system. with a license for tape and tape
recorders, should be put into force.
Swedish copyright law gives STIM the right to ask for payments in hospitals and shops and in churches, but only at
concerts and not religious services. On humanitarian grounds
STIM does not make any collections from hospitals and for
practical reasons there Is no collection from record shops
where records are played for demonstration purposes, although this question is currently under discussion within
STIM.
But on all other occasions music -in -store is controlled_
Shops and stores pay an amount per year per square meter of
space. A barproprietor playing radio music or showing tv programs is subject for payment to STIM and that is apart from
paying his radio and tv license.
As a matter of principle. STIM collects anywhere and every.
where where music is used publicly and for profit, may it be in
an elevator, a hotel room or a concert. Where music is not
presented for profit but is the primary element of a program,
a collection can be made according to Swedish law. The law
also gives STIM the right to collect payment for music in facto
ries, even if the "performance" cannot be regarded as public.
STIM naturally tights against piracy and makes all efforts to
protect both copyright owners and companies recording that
music. Legal actions have been taken by NCB on behalf of
STIM. In 1975 IFPI and NCB took a case of imported pirate
cassettes to court, won the case and also made an important
point to the future.

court case in which STIM and NCB were involved on non
payment of mechanicals on imported records was important.
Payment is made on imported records from all BIEM countries. The problem exists mainly with the U.S., where applica.
bon of the compulsory license regulations is regarded as
A

"doubtful."
Legal actions have been taken by STIM and NCB but without direct result because documents exchanged between the
Harry Fox office or a publisher on one side and a recording
company on the other, may contain deviations from the compulsory license rules, particularly permission to pay only for
sold records, not for the total manufactured.
STIM today feels that if the regulations for a compulsory license were strictly applied, the problem would be solved with
full payment of mechanicals on all imported records.
CISAC rules permit societies to sign bilateral contracts glv
ing each society the right to reserve 10% of the net income for

various national purposes. STIM allocates its share to grants.
assistance to members and to an information service concerning Swedish works, including new orchestral product and
the recording of noncommercial serious and popular works.
Since the Swedish government pays pensions, the money
can be used for information and production. STIM also set up
its Information Center for Swedish Music in 1965 and now it
has a library of some 2,000 recorded works and also reserves
around $85.000 for record production.
Some products of serious nature are released on STIM's
own label, Phono Suecia, where the recording manager is Hakan Elmqvist.
But in terms of campaigning for a fixed-quota system of locally produced music on radio or tv, STIM feels it represents a
worldwide repertoire and therefore cannot act in this matter.
It does feel however, that Swedish radio and tv, and the state.
aided concert organizations, should feel morally obliged to
promote national music.
According to STIM's distribution rules, an arranger -be it of
free or protected music -could be entitled to a royalty share.
In the case of protected music the arranger has to prove he
has the consent of the copyright owner.
STIM sponsors, with the government, the Swedish Music In
formation Center, which offers facilities for members, the
most important being free production of performing materials to manuscript works. It also prints catalogs of contemporary Swedish works, pop and "serious."
Swedish copyright law has been revised several times since
the first one in 1919 and, even if all demands have not been
met, improvements are obvious.
What comes next, it is hoped. will be the licensing of tapes
and tape recorders for private use, payment for the loan of
records and sheet music to libraries and changes in the section which deals with performances in schools and churches.
An expert committee is currently working on a new version of
the Scandinavian copyright law.
www.americanradiohistory.com
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to be made between the publishers
themselves, because GEMA will split the royalties equally.
As well as the normal affiliations with Western authors' societies, GEMA has contracts with most East European countries. the exceptions being Romania and Albania. Because
West Germany imposes no restriction on the inflow of foreign
music -there are no radio quotas for foreign music and no restraints on imported records -GEMA collects a great deal of
money on behalf of foreign societies and inevitably has an adverse balance of payments situation. particularly in respect of
the USA and UK. Last year GEMA paid more than $15 million
to foreign societies.
The extensive use of imported music
is estimated that
international product accounts for 55% of record and tape
sales in West Germany -means that one of GEMA's biggest
concerns is to see that mechanicals are paid on all imported
records.
Although it is thought that in most cases mechanicals are
paid in the exporting country. GEMA spends much time and
effort in checking on possible breaches of copyright regulations and, from time to time, resorts to legal proceedings.
The recent improvement in the international penetration of
German copyrights is reflected in the fact that whereas GEMA
paid to foreign societies twice as much as it received in 1971,
last year GEMA paid out about 39 million marks ($15 million)
and received more than $10 million from abroad . , . a 60%'
40% balance.
Looking after GEMA's interests in foreign territories are 11
branch offices -in Brussels (for Benelux), Copenhagen
(Scandinavia), Tokyo, Istanbul, Rome (Italy and Switzerland),
Madrid (Spain and Portugal), Paris, London (UK and Ireland),
New York (USA and Canada), Sao Paulo and Buenos Aires
(South America). Its domestic operations are administered
through 15 offices in West Germany, including the Munich
headquarters.
GEMA's income in 1975 was $120 million, a 7% increase
over 1974's figure of $112 million, with revenue up from all
sources with the exception of tv. Of this income, performing
rights accounted for $42 million and mechanical rights $65
million,
The German societ)) now has a total membership of 8,220.
comprising 1,321 ordinary members, 2,388 associate mem
bers, 4,276 probationary members and 235 other copyright
assignees. Of the ordinary members, 868 are composers, 191
lyricists and 262 publishers.
GEMA has an invested capital of $4,1 million and fixed as
sets of $24 million. Last year it paid out $10 million in salaries,
commissions andrp cin..candigerterotnt d allocates
10% of its incopfe for social, cultural and welfar
rposes.
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Sir Lennox Berkeley, president of the PRS.

The Performing Right Society Limited
Copyright House, 29/33 Boners St..
London W 1P 4AA
Tel: (01) 580 5544 Cable: PERFORIGHT
Sir Lennox

London W
Tei
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iuBritish Copyright Protection Assn Ltd
Copyright House, 29/33 Berners Si

01.636.1491. 580 -5544 Cable BIEMUSICO LONDON WI

Mrs Poulton Brockhurst, president Man Bunnell, general manager

Mechanical rights only
Founded 1932 Joined CISAC 1933
Affiliations Berne. Universal and Rome Convontiono
Members 90 150 composers: songwriters. 40 pubbshersi
Employes 15
Annual turnover more than s million
Proportion of income. mechanical disk; tape 95 7'.s.i radio. tv
recordings 3 5% miscellaneous B%
Society's expense 15% of gross
Main Function. lo collect royaltiesacc ruing on foreign manulocturn
of records and tapes from the 15 foreign societies with which it has
affiliation agreements
Length of protection mechantct for recordings Lrfe plus 50
1

Berkeley, president, Alan
Frank. chairman of the general council.
Michael Freegard, general manager
Performing rights only
Founded. 1914 Joined CISAC: 1928
Affiliations: Berne & Universal
Members: 8,697 (composers and lyricists 7,476. publishers 1.196.
25 other copyright owners)
Employes: more than 500
Catalog: over one million titles
Annual turnover: over 830 million
Proportion of income: 34.6% radio /ly, 3,7% investments, 2.6%
overseas broadcasting. 22% general royalties. General royalties is
further broken down 23.5% clubs. restaurants, 13.7% public
houses: 11 3% cinemas. 11 2% industrial/commercial premises.
103% jukeboxes. 9.4% non commercial halls, 9.3% background
music, 4.0% dancehalls /bingo; 7 3% miscellaneous
Society's expense: 14%
Foreign royalties: Paid $28 million, earned $63 million
Length of statutory duration for copyright: life plus 50 years
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Mechanical Copyright Prntec
rinn Society Ltd
Elgar House
380 Streatham
High Rd London SW 16 SOB
Tel 01 769,3181 Cable
MECOLICO LONDON SW16

Robes xrngston chairman R W Montgomery managing director.
no R Mchel company secretary
Mechanical rights only
Founded 1937 Joined CISAC. 1965
Affiliations. Berne. Universal and Rome

Members 5 000135% composers songwriters 65% publishers)
Catalog 15 million titles with 300.000 active
Annual turnover. S7 2 million
Proportion of income mechanical disk, tape 56 %, radio; tv 13%,
sound film 8'v background music and miscellaneous 4 5%
Society's expense 5 15% of gross
Foreign royalties earned 18 5% of gross exceeds foes paid out
Payment structure'
(1) Contract north British Phonographic Industry for threemonlh
accountings of sales and interest at 3% above Hank of England
minimum lending rate on late payments
(2) B Facsimile agreement with an rnteresrlree deposit el
roughly 5800 on agreement s,gnaturr,
(31"C' Fecarmrle agreement with a deposit of 1400 on all
pressings and the pressing companies notify amount of an
pressings made each month and the record company is in
voiced accordingly
Mechenrcat right prevailing role lot 416k. tape 6'4% of recen
mended retail selling price. less value added ta
Length of protection performance file puts 50 years
,v-Length of protection mechanical- 50 years from end of the calen
dar year in synch the recording was first published

a

Back In 1932, the name Britico was applied to a small private limited company set up to form an agency for collecting
royalties in the U.K. primarily on continental music recorded
by the British recording industry.
The company, the British Copyright Protection Co Ltd was
created by Alphonse Tournier, the late director-general of
BIEM, three other Frenchmen and one Englishman.
That particular organization was wound up in 1962, transformed into a company limited by guarantee and renamed
the British Copyright Protection Assn. Ltd.
Then, in 1969, following an approach to the Performing
Right Society to share time on its computer, It was decided
that Britico's administration could be made more efficient
and economical by a closer relationship with PRS. Accordingly
a management agreement was drawn up between the two organizations which left Britico with Independent status but at
the some time enabling it to take advantage of the larger.
scale amenities of PRS

Bertram W. Pratt, former managing director of the Mechanical
Copyright Protection Society in the U K., who earlier this year
retired and is now consultant to the mechanicals collection bureau. Robert W. Montgomery, managing director of the U.K.'s
MCPS since May 1976,
when the society was
taken over by the Music
Publishers' Association
in London.

Copyright House, the Performing Right
Society building in London Michael Free
gard, general manager of the Performing
Right Society.

-

There were no financial implications in the change. Britico's
collections and distributions remained completely outside the
PRS operations and all administration costs borne by PRS in
carrying out the agreement were fully reimbursed. And that
remains the situation today.
There are now some 90 members. of which roughly 50 are
writers. The role of its members is, however, rather unusual
since many of the publisher members do not give Britico the
power to collect royalties from British-manufactured records
but merely, through foreign societies, royalties accruing on
foreign manufacture.
From a practical point of view, therefore, Britico's "custom
ers" are the members of the 15 foreign societies with which it

affiliation agreements.
Britico Is managed by a council of management, a president, general manager and secretary, Max Bennett, who is
also a member of the council, and an assistant general man
ager. There are approximately 15 staff employes working on
collection, documentation and distribution.
Total Britico collections in 1975 were $1,073,021 A break
(C'unrrriacd ivi page C.5rl1
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down of that total: recordings: $1,027,271: radio and tv
recording fees: $38.066; miscellaneous: $7,684.
As with most royalty collection societies, the basic functioning of Britico is simple in outline but somewhat complex in detail.
Collections are made from the record industry and the radio
and tv organizations and distributed to the copyright owners
of the music recorded through six -month distributions for
record royalties and annual payments for radio and tv royal
ties.
Distributions to its affiliated societies are made en bloc. In
some cases they are made by means of an individual royalty
statement for each composer, author and publisher. In other
cases distribution is by an alphabetical list of works controlled
by the receiving society which involves further distribution to
the individual member.
Commission charge is normally 15% but depends on the
method of distribution used. The distribution system is cow_ puterized, but not fully so The technique adopted has
x evolved from an earlier punched -card system and is consid.
ered satisfactory for current usage taking account of certain
w underlying difficulties of documentation.
Britico has always been a member of BIEM and became a
á member of CISAC in 1950.

a

M.C.P.S.
The history of the Mechanical Copyright Protection Society,
MCPS, started with a move by several London music publish.
ers in 1910. In anticipation of the introduction of the Copy.
right Act of 1911, which for the first time afforded copyright
protection in mechanical reproduction of musical works, they
set up MECOLICO -the Mechanical Copyright Licenses Co.
Ltd.
It was a merger with a similar organization, the Copyright
Protection Society Ltd. in 1924. which led to the adoption of
the title Mechanical Copyright Protection Society -which itself
acquired the interests of Associated Copyrights Ltd. in 1937.
That represents a basic statement of background but the
build -up to today's importance of MCPS is studded with the
names of key industry figures. Chairman of the original
MECOLICO was William Elkin, with Charles F. Dicey as company secretary. The family connections were continued by
CI Robert S. Elkin, chairman and managing director until his
et
et death in 1964, and by Joyce Dicey who, joining in 1916, sucmceeded her father as company secretary, then director and
J general manager until her retirement in 1961.
Bertram Pratt, a member of the staff since 1948, became
successively company secretary, general manager and man
e aging director, holding the latter appointment until his retire
ment in April this year which coincided with the takeover by
m the Music Publishers' Assn. of MCPS shareholdings, and the
cc
formation of a new board of directors chaired by Robert King
stop with Bob Montgomery as managing director.
m
The MCPS deals purely with mechanical royalties and fees.
w The U.K. is an adherent to the Berne Convention. the Universal Copyright Convention and the Rome Convention on Neigh.
z boring Rights, but MCPS interest in the field of performance
rights of recording musicians and artists is purely academic.
Though it is hard to pinpoint the exact date, MCPS became
a member of CISAC sometime after World War II.
In organizational terms. MCPS has five separate departments. The documentation division comprises membership
and catalog control, registration and investigation of works.
main index and international documentation required by
other societies. All working information needed by other departments comes from this nerve center of the operation.
The commercial records department deals directly with licensing to record companies; the licensing department deals
with negotiation of fees between publishers and film corn.
panies concerning film uses; and the royalties department is
concerned with marking up of accounts from both U.K. and
overseas sources as well as posting broadcasting usage.
The other department, data processing and distribution,
processes the marked up accounts through the computer,
checking distribution statements.
The new board of directors, apart from Kingston and Montgomery, are Dick James (president of the Music Publishers'
Assn.), David Adams, Leslie Avenell, Jonson Dyer and Derek
Knibb.
But it is in the statistical summary that the growth of MCPS
can best be shown. The society directly represents some
5,000 British, Commonwealth and other overseas copyright
owners, both publishers and writers. The majority of foreign
members are in the U.S. Through affiliation with similar national societies abroad. MCPS represents a large international
-

-

-

repertoire.
The first royalty collections made by MECOLICO for the fi
nancial year ending June 30. 1913 was lust over $1,800. That
moved consistently up to a collected revenue of more than
$7.2 million in 1975.
A breakdown in percentages of that revenue shows: corn
mercial record royalties, 56 %; radio and tv, 13 %; sound film,
8 %; background and miscellaneous, 4.5 %; and overseas,
18.5%.
These fees and royalties are distributed on a factual use
basis and payments are net, after deduction of the MCPS
commission (the highest rate is 15% gross with a low of 5% on
some collections). The amount of revenue collected from
overseas sources is in excess of fees and royalties paid out by
the society to copyright owners abroad
In membership terms no difference is made between composers and authors, who jointly account for a third of the total
direct membership, publishers accounting for the rest.

There are more than 1.5 million titles on MCPS index,
though only about 300,000 are active at any one time.
The agreement which the users enter into with MCPS either
stipulates that users themselves are responsible for royalty
accounting or that they require an invoice to be raised by
MCPS. Blanket payments made by the broadcasting author.
sties have specially negotiated agreements.
Distribution comes three times a year -in February. June
and October -and has been computerized for six years. Work
is going on towards a fuller computerization plan to encompass the title index as well as membership and catalog control. The aim is an eventual ability to accept and process mag.
netic tapes supplied by the record industry as well as foreign
societies, automatically apply the relative controls and produce a distribution without any human intervention whatsoever, with the obvious exception of unmatched queries.
MCPS has three kinds of contracts. First is the major one
negotiated by the Mechanical Rights Society with the British
phonographic industry. It allows for three -month accountings
of sales and interest at 3% above Bank of England minimum
lending rate on late payments.
The same applies to the MCPS "B" facsimile agreement.
one difference being that an interest -free deposit of roughly
$800 is made to the society on agreement signature. The "C"
facsimile agreement calls for a deposit of $400 on all press.
togs and the pressing companies notify MCPS about all press.
ings made each month. The society then invoices the record
company.
Where a record company or individual does not have an
agreement, then they abide by the 1956 copyright act and
notify the MCPS they wish to issue a record. giving details. The
MCPS invoices for royalties required and when payment is
made, stamps are forwarded to the company which adheres
the stamps to each record.
The 1956 copyright act stipulates that the royalty payable
on a record is 61/4% of the recommended retail selling price.
less value added tax. No allowances are made for sleeve, cassette or cartridge.
The subject of private domestic recording has naturally
exercised the MCPS development. It issues a license to indi.
viduals to record for their own personal and private use from
records which they themselves have purchased and to record
from radio. The license is issued in conjunction with the British phonographic industry and costs roughly $2.60. Of this income 50% is forwarded to Phonographic Performance Ltd. for
distribution to record companies and artists and the remainder goes on a pro rata distribution to MCPS members.
At present, no levy can be made on tape or equipment,
though representation has been made to the Whitford Committee which is checking out the coyright situation in the U.K.
to report to the government on revisions of the 1956 copyright act. Licenses are issued to organizations who wish to
record copyrighted music and the amount depends on the usage.
As to the 1956 act, one peculiarity is that neighboring
rights. as opposed to artistic creative rights, have in some
areas a wider degree of protection than the author of a work.
"Copyright legislation," says MCPS stalwart Pratt, "can never
keep pace with new technologies in recording and dissemination, so it needs to be amended more frequently than in the

slower -tempo past."
One problem is non -payment of mechanicals on imported
product. Says Pratt: "The difficulty is to discover that importation has taken place, and this generally is when the copies
appear on display in the shops. MCPS' practice is to inquire as
to the source of the supply, the distributor, and then find the
actual importer. Then to require the importer to account for
all copies brought in and pay the appropriate royalty."
Where import is authorized, the importer is required in his
own interests to affix a special royalty label on each sleeve,
these supplied by the MCPS on payment of due royalties.
But as the MCPS itself does not own any copyright in the
repertoire it controls, it is not in a position to take action for
infringement of copyright. That has to be left to the individual
copyright owner and where such action has been taken it has
been successful.
As with all similar societies. MCPS is deeply concerned with
piracy. Not only the illegal duplication of disks and tapes, over
which it cooperates with BPI, but with the unauthorized "off
air" copying of film and video productions. It hopes to get the
support of program producers to combat this new menace.
But the one major problem is the production of pirate
copies made abroad, especially in the Far East where copy.
right legislation is either non -existent or inadequate, plus the
difficulty of obtaining advance warning of intended imports.
which renders the customs and excise authorities powerless
to act.

Matters involving national radio content, encouragement of
new writing talent or arrangers of songs other than public do.
main material do not directly affect MCPS. But it is vitally concerned about rights relating to cable tv and the general use of
videotape, videodisk and international dissemination through
satellite.
The MCPS line is: "Where recordings are made of copyright
musical works for cable tv and radio, we require that a license
be obtained and payment made unless use is exempted by
the 1956 copyright act.
"For example all video productions with the exception of
those made for retail sale or distribution by hire to members
of the public are dealt with in exactly the same way as normal
cinematograph sound films, with licenses granted for distrr
button and use.
"With regard to videotape or disk for retail sale. license
would be granted on the basis of 10% of net retail selling price
for a full musical program, reducing by stages to 2% according to duration of music content compared with the whole."
www.americanradiohistory.com
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In dealing with allegations of plagiarism, the MCPS tries to
get the sheet music from both parties as well as copies of
recordings made. The copies are referred to the other parties
and they have to take up the matter for themselves. The
MCPS acts only as an agent, taking no legal assignment of
rights.
But the isolation of different works with the same title is
done by applying the name of the composer. author and ar
ranger, a common international practice between copyright
societies.
Apart from collection of royalties, the MCPS has not found it
possible to offer further benefits to its principals particularly
As yet und
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SUISA

MECHAN LIZENZ
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So SUISA is in a special legal situation. It can be called semi.
governmental, which means that operations are a bit more
complicated. Compromise is not possible; commercial as
pects rank second to doing an absolutely accurate and precise
job.
It does add up to clockwork precision. One example helps toy¡
understand the situation. There are, in Switzerland, 27 differ
ent distribution categories, more than anywhere else in the
world. Three classes have been set up for the area of church
music- Catholic, Protestant and "others." Reason is that
there is more music and singing in Catholic churches than the

others.
The roots of Mechanlizenz go back to 1923, with SUISA
coming a year later. The company in 1923 was called GEFA,
(Schweizerische Gesellschaft fur Auufuhrungsrechte) and'
from the start had government protection. But GEFA was not,
the only company involved. SACEM, the French performing'
rights society, had already established links across the
Franco;Swtss borders of the 20th century. However these
links covered only the french -speaking area of Switzerland, ig
noring the much larger German part and taking no notice of
the art of folk music in general.
When GEFA moved in, SACEM refused to make way. In fad.
it was not until 1929 when compromise was reached through
a plan worked out by Dr. Adolf Streult, then secretary- general
of GEFA.
The society is facing up to the future of cable-tv. Switzer
land has one of the best developed cable -tv and radio net
works. In the Zurich area alone, no less than nine different
programs from three different countries (Germany, Austria
and Switzerland) can be seen, most with perfect quality.
Twelve radio stations, mostly FM, are being supplied by cable.
a unique service, far ahead of the rest of Europe.
Programs generally are from specialist private companies
and at present pay no royalties to SUISA. Now they have beer
told they must. The arguments have started and Dr. Stern
says: "We will have to fight a model lawsuit and no doubt we
shall win."
SUISA and Mechanlizenz are based in a modern, functional}
building near the city center in Zurich, with a subsidiary in,
Lausanne. There are 130 employes. operating in 12 depart
ments, each with a responsible head clerk. They are: Roger)
Torriani (collection department, German); Amedee Fauve(collection, French, Lausanne); Dr. Hermann J. Stern (legal):
Albert Wirz (general documentation); Teddy Tissot (distribu
tion); Ernst Maag (bookkeeping); Ernst Roth (national documentation and membership); Hans Steinbeck (Swiss music:
archive); Kurt Auer (computer center); Jean -Pierre Maggl
(soundtrack, Lausanne).
Head of Mechanlizenz is assistant general manager Ferd
nand Kundert, who is also in charge of the collecting depart
ment for Italian product.
SUISA's annual turnover in 1975 was $7,663,110, an mI
crease of 9.1% over 1974. The income has doubled in a d
ade -1965 figures were $3,520,886. However a recession has
set in because of vagaries of the Swiss franc, and only 20%ot'
SUISA's income comes from abroad.
But there are three big money -makers abroad. West Ger
many leads ($302,366), with France second ($255.316) aria the U.S. third ($66,598). all 1975 figures.
Main source of Swiss revenue is radio with 1975 income of
$1,565,207. TV carne second with $1,269,972, though corn
merciai tv is in fifth place ($430,589). Fourth largest earner is
movie soundtracks $604,259. But a regular "golden goose" à
live music, in third place in 1975 ($952.793).
Mechanlizenz in 1975 made $3,645,809 against a total
$1,323,977 in 1965 and $1,942,719 in 1970. Theproducerol
an LP pays 8 %on the retail price so with current pricing Mech
anlizenz collects an average of 41 to 61 cents per album.
At the end of 1975, SUISA had 2.802 members and 1,331
assignors, and Mechanlizenz listed 2.459 members and
1,231 assignors. Membership figures have increased steadily
over the years, though it has slowed down in the past few
years.
Only Swiss-born or Swiss -based composers. lyricists or publishers are eligible for membership. fn just a few specialcases,
and by unusual arrangement, a foreign subject is allowed to
retain membership after moving out of Switzerland.
Many big publishing companies rely more and more on
Swiss sub. publishers or representatives in order to gain tai
advantages. There is no withholding tax in Switzerland which
makes this kind of arrangement a "must." Money is distrib
uted up to six times a year. In addition to their own royalties,
members receive approximately 4% extra from untraceable
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right in small musical works, as distinct from operas and mu
sical plays.
It is vividly illustrative of the prevailing, negative attitude
towards performing rights at the time, that such an upright,
respected and highly principled man as William Boosey, then
managing director of Chappell's music publishing company,
at one time regarded the payment of a fee for the pertorrn
ance of music as "calculated to injure seriously the sales of
established favorites and very detrimental to the popularizing
of new works." Boosey was later to become the lust chairman
of the PRS, and later still his cousin Leslie Boosey (of Boosey &
Hawkes), who as chairman or president guided the society's
fortunes for some 30 years, became the first (and only) pub
fisher ever to be elected President of CISAC, an honor nor
malty reserved for a distinguished composer or author.
It was in an effort to achieve a more widespread recognition
and observance of the performing right principle that a nuinnber of British composers and music publishers met for a
series of discussions about the possibility of forming a society
to which all member composers and authors would assign the
copyright of their works, at the same time authorizing the
society to grant permission for public performance of the collective repertoire on payment of an appropriate fee.
A number of meetings took place in 1913 and the decision
to form such a society was finally taken on Dec. 23, 1913, at a
meeting of composers, authors and publishers presided over
by William Boosey.
Thus on March 6. 1914, the Performing Right Society came
into being with William Boosey as its chairman. The subscribers to the memorandum of association included David
Day and the composer Lionel Monckton.
The society was constituted on a non-profit basis as a company limited by guarantee and with no share capital, and its
aim to collect fees due to its members and to distribute them
among the composers. authors and publishers concerned in
proportion to the relative popularity of their works, after deduction of administrative costs.
The PRS is solely concerned with the public performance of
musical works other than stage presentations such as opera
and ballet where the copyright owner can more easily make
arrangements to collect his own royalties. The society grants a
blanket license to the music user authorizing him or her to
perform any and every work in its repertoire-currently com
pnsing more than one million titles -and the charge is graded
according to the extent to which the repertoire is used and the
type of premises concerned. There are more than 50 different
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An annual award is made to the most promising student of
musical composition attending the Univ of Surrey. an award
commemorating Joyce Dixey, late MCPS general manager.
There have been MCPS awards at the BBC's National Re
hearsal Band Competition and at the Castlebar Song Festival
in Ireland.
The MCPS has given assistance to various new organiza
tons, notably: the South African Recording Rights Assoc!
Man (SARRAL), which has recently become an associate
member of BIEM; the Copyright Owners Protection Society
(COPS) m Nigeria; the Caribbean Copyright Organization
(CCO) in the West Indies; and the Canadian Musical Repro
duction Rights Agency ( CMRRA) in Canada.
The takeover of MCPS by the Music Publishers Assn. in May
1976 followed the trend in other English- speaking parts of the
world, whereby collection organizations previously in the
hands of shareholders have been brought into the general
ownership of the publishing industry.
We believe this has considerable benefits to our members
as it ensures that we are more directly accountable to our
members and keep in closer touch with trends in the industry.
Following the takeover. a new board of directors was established with Montgomery as managing director and Kingston
.Pas chairman. and all very keen to foster closer links with the
music industry.
The policy of MCPS now remains as it was before the takeover. We are in business to serve the copyright owner and
there is a big job to be done before we can feel we are fully in
Rcontrol of the mechanical situation.
Our aim is to develop a range of services for copyright own
ers which will encourage more publishers to use MCPS. In this
way we hope to lower our handling percentages.

M.R.S.
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"Music is about the most vulnerable piece of property that a
man can bnng into the world, especially today. How can the
modem maker of music keep any check on the exploitation of
his work? It is being done magnificently by one central organi
zation with a million ears and a million eyes, and an arm that
can reach all over the world and collect a composer's royalties
for him and put them safely in his pocket by lair and honorable methods. That. in a nutshell, is the purpose and function
of the Performing Right Society."
That tribute to Britain's PRS was made 41 years ago by
playwnght Ian Hay when he was chairman of the Incorporated
Society of Authors, Playwrights and Composers. and it is just
as apposite today as it ever was.
Britain's contnbution to the cause of international protectan of intellectual copyright has long been recognized as a
major one and in the field of.musical works, the PRS enjoys a
reputation for probity, efficiency and impartiality which is sec

tarif fs.

Although France led the world in bringing the concept of a
performing right within the framework of the law, the prinaple was established in Britain by the Dramatic Copyright Act
of 1833 which protected the pertorming right in dramatic
works, including operas, at the places where these works were
performed. The act imposed a penalty of 40 shillings for each
infringing performance, or the profit made by the infringer. or
the loss suffered by the author, and double the costs of the

The administration and policy of the PRS are controlled by a
general council of directors elected by members at general
meetings. The general council consists of 12 composers and
authors and 12 music publishers. Its current president is the
distinguished composer Sir Lennox Berkeley, who succeeded
Sir Arthur Bliss on his death last year.
Membership of the society is open: (a) to publishers who
have a catalog of 10 works or more. at least one of which has
been commercially published. or commercially recorded, or
included in the soundtrack of a feature film, or used in any
other way likely to earn sufficient royalties to be worth collecting by the society; (b) to composers with at least one work
which has been used in any of the above ways.
There are three membership categories, provisional associate, associate and full. Provisional associate membership is
reserved for new members who, after five years, can qualify
for associate or full membership it their royalty income is suf-

suit.
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to none.

After this act, many other copyright measures were passed,
but most were repealed by the codifying Copyright Act of
1911, which remains the most important single piece of music industry legislation to be passed in Britain.
However. at the turn of the century, musical piracy in Britain was widespread. It was a common thing for pirates to photograph song sheets, print copies and sell them for a few pen nies without permission of composer or publisher. In an effort
to combat this illicit trade, David Day, a director of the music
publishing firm of Francis Day & Hunter, formed the Musical
Copyright Assn. He recruited ex- police officers and other
sturdily constructed individuals and organized raids on the
shops and market stalls where pirated sheet music was being
sold.
The raiders would leave a card bearing the address of the
association, and an invitation to sue. at every place they visited. Fights were frequent, because the traders did not appreciate having their stalls overturned and their merchandise destroyed. Neither did they regard themselves as pirates -the
rights of composers and publishers in those days had scant
recognition and virtually no protection. Music was widely regarded as common property.
For some years the works of foreign composers had been
protected in British territory by virtue of the 1886 Berne Copyright Convention. As early as 1880 French composers were
protected in Britain through their national society, SACEM,
which had an agent in London. But no organization existed for
the protection of the works of British songwriters and corn
posers,
The British Copyright Act of 1911 granted copyright in a
musical work for the life of the composer and a period of 50
years after his death. It also gave him three principal sole
rights: (1) to print and sell copies of his work; (2) to reproduce
Est by means of mechanical contrivances such as gramophone
records, film soundtracks etc.: (3) to perform his work in pub-

tic.

The act also provided for the copyright owner to authorize
any of these acts but, of course, the great problem was that
' most users were making free use of copyright material with
;J
Out troubling to seek authorization. At this time there was
e more adpractically no
-
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work, and the nature and location of its performance The en
idea was that the two pence should be paid when the copy of
the music was purchased.
The PRS saw the bill as a thinly disguised attempt to wreck
the society and all it stood for and Sir Edward Elgar commented: " ..the passing of such a measure would mean the
extinction of creative musical art in this country and the ruin
of the native composer " Happily the bill was thrown out after
the parliamentary select committee had heard evidence from
all the parties concerned.
The PRS has always exercised the utmost vigilance in the
matter of recognizing potential threats to the protection of its
members. As the present general manager, Michael Freegard.
has observed "In the early years of the PRS, performing right
was a comparatively small return to composers, the main income coming from the sale of sheet music, It is to the credit of
the launders of the various national performing right organizations that they saw, so far ahead. what was coming and established the various societies to bring together the performing rights of their members and to fight for their rights in the y
matter of public performance."
The society today has a staff of more than 500 and oper
ates from headquarters in Berners St. in London's West End. Si
It licenses more than 100,000 premises annually and
analyzes something like 25 million performances every year. $
Altogether the PRS looks after the interests of nearly 300,000 gg
individual copyright owners through its affiliations with sister
societies around the world
The total membership is 8,697, made up of 7,476 composers and lyricists, 1.196 publishers and 25 other copyright
owners. Distribution of royalties is made every quarter and
the vast majority of members (79% in fact) receive less than
$440 a year. Only 9% earn more than $2,000 a year and a tiny
3% (about 260 members) receive in excess of $8,800 annually.
Of the society's total revenue last year, 37.1% came from
affiliated societies and it is evidence of the great international
popularity of British musical works that the PRS maintains a
favorable balance of payments with foreign societies. In 1975
for example its payments abroad were approximately $4.9
million and its income from abroad was nearly $11 million.
The other sources of revenue in 1975 were 34.6% from Botoh and Irish broadcasting royalties. 22% from British and
Irish general royalties, 3.7% from investment income and
2.6% from the general and broadcasting royalties of its over- Z
seas agencies. The PRS administers royalty collection and distribution in such overseas territories as Cyprus. Nigeria. Hong m
Kong, Singapore and the West Indies.
A breakdown of the general royalty income from Britain W
and Ireland ($6.6 million in 1975) shows that the biggest 30
single contribution (23.5 %) comes from clubs, hotels. cafes se
and restuarants. The balance is made up as follows: 13.7%
public houses; 11.3% cinemas; 11.2 %industrial /commercial
premises, including retail shops; 10.3 % jukeboxes; 9.4% non- 5.
commercial halls, municipal premises and theaters; 9.3% ta
background music services; 4.0% commercial dancehalls and
bingo halls; 7 3% miscellaneous premises.
Where jukebox (and some other) royalties are concerned, in
view of the impossibility of obtaining accurate returns of the a
titles played in the various locations, the allocation of royalties
is based on other relevant sources of information.
In this respect the BBC. which is the PRS's main single
source of revenue, is an invaluable guide because it meticulously logs every musical performance. Last year revenue
from the BBC. covering its national and local radio operations
and its two television channels. amounted to more than $7
million. This compared with $2.4 million from the commercial
tv stations and $523.000 from commercial radio stations.
With the setting up of Britain's first commercial stations in
1973, the PRS negotiated an agreement with the Independent Broadcasting Authority whereby the commercial radio stations pay a royalty equivalent to a maximum of 4!.2% of their
revenue for the first year of operation, rising over a period of
years to a theoretical maximum of 12 %. This sliding scale was
conceived with the idea of enabling the commercial radio stations to become established and financially viable before requiring them to pay full -scale royalty payments.
. a
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Full membership is reserved for those members who receive a substantial part of their livelihood from writing music
and lyrics or, in the case of publishers, who possess substan
fiat and actively exploited catalogs. Only full members are entitled to vote at general meetings.
In its first year of operation. 1914, the society's revenue
was about $7,000: in 1975 its total revenue was about $30

distributed about $26 million
The PRS has fought many battles over the years to achieve
its present authority and status. In the early years of its existence it was involved in hundreds of legal actions against unlicensed users and at one stage it even encountered fierce op
position from the Musicians' Union. In 1919 the PRS faced a
million and

it

major crisis with the resignation of a group of 50 members involved in the popular music field because of a threatened boycott of such music by the union.
After litigation the PRS achieved a favorable settlement and
the Musicians' Union, like all other users of music, gradually
came to accept the justice of the performing royalty. In a letter
to the very first issue of the PR Gazette, the official journal of
the PRS dated July 1922, the PRS president William Boosey
wrote: "... what is a Musicians' Union doing waging war on
its own kith and kin? Surely some of its orchestral members
are composers too? Do they think it wrong that a composer
should have a performing fee for his music? Why all this talk of
free music? Why not tree food and free clothing? Why do not
members of the Musicians' Union play in the orchestra for
nothing? Because they have got to live. Composers also have
to live...
In 1929 and 1930 the PRS successfully fought off an attack
from a group of wealthy music -users in the form of a private
member's bill, the Musical Copyright Bill, which sought to
make it compulsory, in order to reserve the performing right,
for a musical work to have a notice to this effect on its title
page, contrary to the terms of the 1908 Berne Convention in
which it was recognized that the enjoyment and exercise of
Performing rights should not be conditional upon a printed
notice.
The bill also sought to prescribe a maximum fee of two
pence for the performing right in perpetuity of any musical
www.americanradiohistory.com
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The PRS has always operated on the principle that any pub lic performance of a protected work requires a license
whether or not there is a charge for admission to the place of
performance. The application of this to record shops recently
created a certain antagonistic reaction in some dealers. But
the PRS pointed out that while the playing of a particular
record in a shop as a sales stimulus for that particular product
may not strictly be considered a public performance, the use
of recorded copyright music to create a general ambiance for
the benefit of the shop's customers constitutes. literally. a
public performance and is therefore subject to performance
royalties.
Another well established PRS principle is that performance
royalties are divided in the proportion of Oirds to the songwriter and -írd to the publisher. This is frequently varied to a
50 -50 arrangement by mutual agreement, but in no circumstances can be publisher's share exceed 50 %.
Another important PRS ruling is that its members may use
only two pseudonyms.
Every year the PRS makes donations of $30,000 or more to
bodies concerned with furthering the performance or recording of copyright music and to organizations involved in the
teaching of music. The society also sponsors the annual PRS
Ivor Novello Awards, made to British songwriters and composers for outstanding contributions to British music.
The PRS has a benevolent fund established for the relief of
hardship among its members and full and associate members
(Continued on page C -55)
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Around mid-1949. SMACEM agreed to cede to SACM all
rights derived from the former's contract with users of musi
cal works, notably the record companies. The latter's advisory
board unanimously decided to accept on a legal basis royalty
collections for public performances.
For seven years thereafter, SACM sank into an almost cata
strophic situation. It could not hold assemblies and its board
of directors was dissolved because of absurdities in the law.
Its newly born international relations were seriously affected
by lack of guarantees of foreign catalogs, and the ill -fated law
of 1947 created tremendous legal setbacks as far as the effectine protection of the authors' rights were concerned. It was
amended, however, in 1956, thereby justifying what originally
was set forth in Mexico's civil codes of 1870. 1884 and 1928.
Barrera was elected spokesman of the board of directors in
1953. a position which ultimately developed into his becom
ing general director of SACM's board. He launched an amazing, uninterrupted career in the society. and one in which he
z has relentlessly carried forth its fight, as well as its growth.
°-'
The same year Barrera took office, the treasury of SACM
a amounted to 153,000 pesos (around $19.000). It came via a
v deed transfer from SMACEM, which also turned over some
modest furniture to the new group. They now had offices at
ó
á Bucareli *109. another area of the downtown section.
m
Two years after Barrera was elected general administrator
a in 1954, SACM set up its first official business address on
Ponciana Arriaga 3s 17. Its first president was Rodolfo Men.
diolea. From 1955 until 1963, when the existing law of Au
thors' Rights was proclaimed, SACM existed by a real miracle.
Backed by a solid front of active composers, Barrera was
able to hold things together during the prolonged. unstable
period, blamed because of the weak law of 1956. At the close
of the period, reform steps were taken which has followed an
ascending path to this time. The general assembly changed
its legal name to Society of Authors and Composers of Music.
S.A.. reintegrated its board of directors and adjusted its statutes to the dispositions of Chapter VI.
In order to consolidate its ties with sister societies in other
countries, SACM since 1950 had been making overtures to af
filiate itself with CISAC. Finally on Sept. 14, 1960, it was
granted membership in that very important international association.
SACM has fought indefatigably at all levels to achieve full
0 use of its natural attributes in favor of its national and foreign
< composers. It has throughout its history consistently multiplied its agreements with the most important users of music.
Presently, via its 16.000 members and ties with 42 foreign
d societies, SACM through its actions, has cemented interests
M and efforts of all intellectual musical creators. And thanks to a
e rigid internal moral and financial discipline, which is carried
out by strict systems of vigilance, control and revision, verified
by a wellreputed CPA firm. who exhaustively analyze an
nually, it has garnered great respect worldwide. Budgets and
cc
w financial agreements. emanating from the assembly of con
co
posers, is supervised and scrutinized closely according to the
w law and matters applying to authors' rights.
The current site of SACM headquarters at San Felipe
ZIt 143, in the southern Col. General Anaya district, is one of
the proudest and most outstanding accomplishments of the
actual administration. On some 20,000 square meters of
land, a modern 2,000 square meter five -story building houses
all of the sophisticated equipment imaginable. It includes the
integral computation of all collecting operations, accounting
and distribution of royalties. Tasks are carried out in strict accordance with conventional specifications.
Over the rest of the approximate 18,000 square meters,
more than 90% is a beautiful garden area. The balance has a
"composers' home." a club house and a four -track recording
studio, latter available for the services of all active members.
SACM has grown to the size of 127 home.based employees.
who handle all of the necessary business for the federal dis.
trict and the 22 delegations in the interior. They also have
delegate generals in the U.S., Canada, Japan. Europe and
South America.
How the business of the society functions is through its
many departments: registration office, code office. data proc
essing, administrative. accounting, settlements department,
concert music department, international department, movie
and tv, contracting and collections office. fonomechanic de.
partment, legal office. public relations. economic adviser's of.
fice, advisory and coordination of special events department
and musical research department. All function under the or
ders and counseling of the general director and the adminis.
trative subdirector of SACM.
The other inner. workings of the Mexican performing rights
society is that the general assembly of the membership designates the members to the board of directors and vigilance
committee. The society publishes periodic bulletins with all
pertinent information.
One of the milestones in the history of SACM was when the
CISAC chose Mexico City for its 28th World Congress. The
event was hailed in writing by visiting participants as one of
the most successful and best organized in the history of the
confederation. At that time SACM was the recipient of addi
banal honor with the election of Velasquez as vice- president.
Among some of the challenges which still face the guild of
authors and composers are:
1. The revision of tariffs and agreements, considered dra.
matically inadequate in their partrimonial aspect because of
the inflationary crisis in the entire world. They should be
adapted closer to actual reality.
2. Regulations of the film industry are held legally pro
tected due to certain tariff practices by foreign film distributors in 1964 and 1965. It still holds today. consequently a sus

ine a emp .y
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collections.
3. Arranging fair agreements with certain government entities at the federal, state and municipal level. It has been the
custom to utilize musical works by such agencies without respect for their national resolutions nor agreements of international conventions which apply to the culture to the people.
4. Mexican music being displaced locally by commercial interests of international record companies based here. Accord.
mg to SACM, it makes it a lot easier to dispose of program
time on radio and tv.
5. Because of poor production controls and the legal inabil.
ity to obtain accurate reports, SACM finds it difficult to keep a
precise check on both the local and international record companies.
A big lift for SACM came early in this decade when president
Luis Echeverría laid the cornerstone of their new. operational
headquarters. He has made it an annual practice ever since.
with each midJanuary date being a warm reunion between
the composers and the chief executive.
On other occasions during Echeverria's administration. sessions were actually held between SACM board members and
the President at the tatter's residence of Los Pino. The informality of the meetings between both has greatly helped in ex
tracting a truer meaning of the law of Authors' Rights. Ech
everria's recommendations were to set up more reforms.
An additional boost to SACM's hope for the immediate future lies in the hands of the recently elected new president,
Jose Lopez Portillo, who will take office next Dec. 1 for six
years. He echoed much of Echeverria's pronouncements last
spring of being closer to the composers' attempts for a more
justified return of royalties in this country.
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ing them to complete studies in other countries. The director
general regularly visits the regional offices.
Joining the Berne Convention in 1917 and Universal in
1972, the society is not a member of the Rome Convention on
Neighboring Rights nor the Geneva Convention on phonograms -partly through economic reasons and partly because
it awaits a concerted move by the developing countries to
adopt a common position on this matter.
March 1965 figures totalled $341,803 and turnover has increased regularly. Last year showed $703.355. or an increase
of 105% in 11 years, despite unfavorable economic condi
tions and a general financial crisis since 1973 affecting Mo.
roccan interests badly.
A percentage breakdown of the 1975 figures shows biggest
income from films 28.39 %; radio and tv 23.10 %; jukeboxes
1.89 %; theaters 1.38% and general background music
1.91%.
Expenses for BMDA are exceptionally high, involving actual
running costs 30 %; social funds 8.6% and distribution ex.
penses (10 %); leaving 51.4% of that money collected to go to
members. But these costs change from year to year, depend.
ing on income and expenses, and the society constantly looks
for ways to reduce the cost of the operation.
Annual licenses issued for 1975 totalled $53,878 for bee
music and $186,184 for mechanicals. The society takes care
of mechanicals from local producers who limit themselves to
pressing of national works, since most disks and cassettes of
foreign works are imported. Pressing authorization is done on
a work to work basis and a stamp SACEM /SDRM is used to
control the number of pressings.
The society is alarmed at the number of illegal recordings
sold in Morocco at cut prices, bringing grave problems to
record companies and at the same time to authors. The turnover of record companies has grown to a worrying extent. But
a campaign to clean up the market is being undertaken in col
laboration with the authorities.
Most record companies are in Casablanca so the BMDA
delegate checks record pressing which involves authorization
for pressing, followed by collection of mechamcals. His job
also involves checking with firms to see that reproduction is
carried out according to regulations and that the number ac
tually pressed corresponds to the number applied for.
He also sits on the governmental import control commission, vigilant about import situations, and he keeps tabs on
controls at retailer level in Casablanca and other towns.
Moroccan copyright law imposes no licensing on tapes re
corded privately, no tax on tape recorders, and only if reproduction of music in stores has a publicity aim is a royalty paid.
Demonstrations for individual customers carry no fee.
Rights from Radio Diffusion Television Marocaine were 4%
of publicity revenue and on receipts from radio and tv Ir
censes. Since parafiscal tax on radios ended in 1971, the percentage arrangement was dropped in favor of an annual sum.
From RTM, rights in 1965 were $74.818 and have grown to
$162,500. The annual sum was first fixed at $120,000 in
1972, to the current figure in 1974 RTM has 17 radio transmitters, putting out 30,347 hours of radio annually and one tv
chain with 2,144 hours of tv each year.
Five of the radio stations put out French -language pro.
grams, plus Spanish and English items. Films and broadcasts
in the Arab tongue are numerous, particularly in Rabat and
Tangier. The BMDA has frequently tried to persuade the RTM
to increase airplay of national works, but foreign works re

main dominant.
Copyright protection extends for 50 years after the death of
the author and the same protection exists for phonographic
and cinematographic works.
BMDA joined CISAC in 1971 and in the spring of 1977 will
be host of a seminary on authors' rights in Arab countries,
held in Rabat and jointly organized with UNESCO. To get a
wider understanding of the principle of authors rights, the
www.americanradiohistory.com

press, and a lorretv-up was arranged by regional d Vgates.
xewecording.
But the constant py- ^ ^UM ^
r ittW'
Through the society's social funds, aid is given to other societies; to religious events and medical bills of impecunious
members are paid.
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reached with the Netherlands Cinema Assn. that cinemas
should pay a license fee for the use of protected music. And in
that year. BUMA's receipts topped the one million guilder

mark for the first time.
As more and more Dutch authors and composers became
members. as music users proliferated and as BUMA prose.
cuted with increasing vigor its campaign to require all users to
pay fees, so the turnover increased impressively. By 1963 it
was $2.28 million; by 1967, $3.8 million; by 1973, $6.08 mil.
lion. And last year the society's gross income was more than
$8.2 million.
BUMA's general managers. J.H. Verhagen and G.P. Will.
emsen, consider that the Dutch people have had more diffi.
culty in accepting the concept of payment for the use of Intel.
lectual property than those of most other Western European
countries.
"What must be undertaken," says Verhagen. "is a total,
educative program to acquaint the public of the authors 1'
place in society and to have the public accept without demur
the right of the creator to be paid for the use of his works."
Today BUMA's membership stands at more than 6,000. It
has an index of 250,000 titles and employs 200 in its Amster
dam headquarters, with 10 more working out in the field.
BUMA distributes about 75% of its income; last year its to
tal income after deduction of operating expenses was $5.8
million.
The biggest proportion of BUMA's income in 1975 came
from mechanically reproduced music ($3.8 million), followed
by radio ($1.6 million), television ($1.1 million) and revues
and cabarets ($0.6 million). Cinema use yielded $0.5 million
and concert halls, etc., $273.000.
BUMA's balance of payments with most other countries is
unfavorable. In the three years 1973 to 1975, BUMA paid
$7,448,223 to foreign societies and received from those so.
tidies $2.622,079. Its biggest deficits are, understandably,
incurred in respect of the U.K. and the U.S. It is also in a sub.
stantial deficit position in regard to France and Germany, but
has a very favorable balance with Belgium.
Like most performing right societies, BUMA has a wide
range of tariffs for different classes of users. The license for
background music in a supermarket covering 800 square me
ters, for example, is around $228 annually. That for a jukebox
in a bar of 200 square meters would be $182. A restaurant
playing live music seven days a week and covering an area of
300 square meters would be reqùired to pay an annual fee of
$1,140; and concert halls and theaters pay 3 %, 5% or 7% of
their receipts, depending on the extent of use of protected~
music.

background music in offices or factories, there is a sliding scale, depending on the number of employes. A firm em.
playing up to 10 persons would pay $23 a year, a company
with up to 50 employes would pay an annual $91.
BUMA receives a nominal sum for the use of protected mu
sic in churches -$10 annually per parish -and last year, after
two years of negotiations, it concluded an agreement with the
National Hospital Board, representing more than 750 institutions for the regulation of payment for the use of music.
BUMA is also setting aside a certain sum each year for the re
search and development of musical therapy.
BUMA allocates 10% of its income for cultural and welfare
purposes, including the commissioning of new musical works,
offering financial assistance to older members and helping
preserve historic aspects of Dutch musical culture. Last year,
for example. it founded the Preservation Fund for Fair OrFor

gans.

Although its main preoccupation is the perception of rights
from domestic users, BUMA is also active internationally. In
1974, for example. BUMA helped establish a coynght organization in the Dutch Antilles and also concluded a reciprocal
agreement with the Soviet coypright organization, VAAP.

TONO
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low. From the beginning, only symbolic payment could be ob-

tamed from the orchestral companies.
He says much good can be said about the Intellectual
Achievement Act and that the Nordic countries' regulations
are generally satisfactory. "But several main rules need radi'
cal change. It could be because present regulations may be
insufficient or unjust, or because new technical development
makes new regulations necessary."
One first demand. he says. is about present regulations for
comparatively free access to "produce for private use" a pub
lished work, but not for commercial reasons. The society feels
more restrictive rules should be produced. rules which can be
controlled and observed. "Private reproduction of published
works goes far beyond what may be considered as reasonable.

"The development of modern phonographic reproduction.,
methods may imply that copyrights may be obtained by underhanded means without the usual approval of the copyright
holder and without remuneration to the originators. There
have to be new regulations to meet this.
"There have to be regulations giving effective means to halt
the increasing tendency to make unlawful copies of records
the whole ques
irate disks.

-

those in cultural and artistic fields and a striving to stimulate
the creation of artistic works.
Soviel copyright is a part of the Socialist legal system, nt,uly
principles arid areas of which seem unusual to foreign -par

R.

titularly capitalist -countries.
The author's lee is considered
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organizations to loin CISAC Is VAAP, the
copyright agency of the USSR. which linked with the inter
national confederation as recently as May 1974.
Though VAAP regards membership as Important in "estab
fishing favorable conditions, moral and material, for the cre
tivity of writers. playwrights and composers whose talents en
rich the spiritual life of people." Russia has had its own
copyright agency for more than a century.
It was created out of the initiative of A.N. Ostrovsky, a noted
Russian playwright who in 1869 drafted "The Note On Dramatic Writers' Rights " Then the Statute of the Society of Russian Playwrights was worked out and at a meeting of sponsors
in 1874 Ostrovsky was unanimously elected the first chairman. He held that position until he died, being reelected 11
One of the newest

times.
Other noted writers N. Nekrasov, M. SaltykoTschedrin. N.
Leskov, I. Turgenev and A. Tolstoi were active members of the
society along with other outstanding Russians in the fields of
art and culture.
Later the society widened its activity by including opera
composers in the membership. Rates of authorship fees for
ballets and operas. as well as the distribution of money be
tween composer and writer, were worked out.
Ounng the Soviet power, the intellectuals received great
support from the state The decrees and laws on copyright
were adopted, based on a respectful attitude to writers and

remuneration for work
similar to the work of any other member of the Socialise
society. The rating of an author's remuneration is an impor
tant and typical feature of Soviet copyright The basic pin
ciples of relationship between author and user are defined in
a standard agreement
The parties involved set the amount of the fee within min
imum and maximum limits. For example, a sum of remunera
tion for the publication of a work depends on the type of work,
its volume, the number of previous editions and, in some
cases. on the number of copies printed.
There is a special system of remuneration for public performance of dramatic. literary/dramatic and musical works.
of concerts, pop shows and circus presentations. Payment of
an authors fee is always required when audiences are
charged for admission to the theater or hall where the work is
performed If admission is free, but the performer is paid,
then payment of an author's fee is required.
The inviolability of a work is guaranteed to the author. With
out the author's consent nobody can make amendments in
work. supply it with prefaces, commentaries or illustrations
The author owns his copyright through life and it is inherited
by his successors for 25 years after death.
Since the Soviet copyright legislation grants a legal license
to a user for a public performance of previously published
works, VAAP does not have to agree the rates of fees with an
author and It collects royalties through agents in accordance
with rates approved by the governments of the Soviet Socialist

2
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16

'

17

12

Sept. 20, 1973
The aim was simply the practical realization of goals set by
the membership of the UCC and the conference of sponsors
endorsed the Statute of VAAP, elected the council and the

board of the agency.
VAAP was formed as a multiple-purpose organization
which, according to national law, would protect the rights of
all Soviet authors, writers, composers, artists, journalists, scientists and so on within the country and abroad. In the same
way VAAP protects the rights of foreign authors when their
works are used here, say in a publication, public performance.
or on disk or tape.
The agency signs international agreements and contracts
on the protection of rights, acts as an intermediary in the fi
(Continued tin page C -54
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Robert de Fiers, ounder president (1926. 1927); 2. Vincenzo Morello, founder president
(1927.1928); 3. Andre Rivoire, founder president (1928. 1929); 4. Romain Coolus, founder
president and president of honor: 5. Ludwig Fulda, president of honor (president 1929. 1931);
6. Charles Mere, president of honor (president 1929.1934; 1937. 1938); 7. Pietro Mascagni
(president 1931- 1932); 8. Eduardo Marquina (president 1934.1935); 9. Dino Alfieri, president
of honor (president 1935- 1937); 10. Richard Strauss (president 1938. 1946); 11. Jacinto Elena
vente, president of honor; 12. Leslie A. Boosey, president of honor (president 1946. 1948); 13.
1.

connected with arts, science, music, literature. was formed

6

5

11

10

The General Agreement on cooperation between VAAP and
Macmillan Publishers Inc. is being signed by Boris Pankin,
chairman of the board of VAAP (left), and Raymond Hagel,
president of Macmillan Inc.

PRESIDENTS

4

3

9

After the conclusion of the negotiations between the executives of the Copyright Agency of the USSR and the
Japanese Society of Rights of Authors and Composers
JASRAC. From right to left: Saburo Sakai, chairman of the
board, Boris Pankin, Paul Mano, manager, international
department, Yuri Zharov.

Republics.
Not long ago some of the functions connected with copyright in the Soviet Union were executed by the unions of
writers, composers and artists themselves. They did not deal
with the protection of rights of foreign authors if their works
were used inside Russia. At that time the USSR was not a
member of any international copyright convention and did
not have bilateral agreements.
In fact, the bilateral inter- governmental agreements signed
with Hungary in 1967 and with Bulgaria in 1971 were the first
steps in this field.
The new stage of copyright activity started in 1973 after the
governmental decision to loin the Universal Copyright Convention of 1952. The copyright agency of the USSR, a nongovernmental organization, sponsored by writers, composers, artists, journalists, cinema people, architects. plus the
Academy of Science, Novosty Press Agency. and ministries

CISAC

1

a

Arthur Honegger (president 19481955); 14. Albert Willemetz (president 1956. 1960); 15.
Roger Ferdinand, president of honor; 16. Ildebrando Pizzetti (president 1960 -1964); 17. Sir Ar.
thur Bliss (president 1963. 1966); 18. Joaquin Calvo -Sotelo, president of honor (president
1966. 1968); 19. Georges Auric, president of honor (president 1968. 1970); 20. Marcel Poot
(president 1970. 1972); 21. Diego Fabbri (president 1972. 1975); 22. Armand Salacrou (presi.
dent 1975. 1976).
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AGADU's Felisberto Hernandez, Eduardo Fabini, Florencio
Sanchez and Silva Valdes.
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Towards the end of the second decade of the century. in a
Montevidean newspaper appeared in a small space, a convo
cation to all musical composers. It read "MATTER OF YOUR
INTEREST.- A few days later, In the afternoon of Sept. 26.
1929 a meeting took place at the Orchestral Society of Uruguay This reunion gave birth to the Uruguayan Assn. of Authors and Composers (AGADU).
The president of the new institution was Victor Perez Petit
and Raul De Castro was secretary. The other members of the
provisional directive commission were: Edmundo Bianchi, Antonio Labrocca, Adolfo Mondino, Guillermo Zuasti, Luis Via poana, Carlos Warren, Fernan Silva Valdes, Lauro Olivera Viere
and Luis Alberto Zeballos.
The first task of this commission was the creation of a statute for the association, and then to resolve the necessary details in order to begin working. A room was rented (nine
square meters) from the orchestral society to serve as a meeting place for the society. Many meetings took place in that
room and 1t became smaller as time passed and the number
of associates grew.

VAAP

Continued front page C -53

nalizing of contracts and concludes agreements for publicaLion and production of works by Soviet authors abroad, and
ur foreign authors within the country VAAP also participates in
0 international book exhibitions, fairs and art leslivals.
z This all requires hard work with strict and efficient observation of legal rights of authors -'of their moral and material in

terests."
In accordance with the provisions of the Universal Copy.
right Convention, considerable amendments were made in

the Soviet copyright legislation both federal and republican.
No doubt that in the future further provisions will be made to
update and perfect the protection of authors' remuneration.
A specific feature of VAAP is that in the agency there are no
members in the strict meaning of the word.
The society services all the Soviet authors who have regis.
tered works. At present there are 18.673 registered authors.
among them 6,419 composers and arrangers, 6,410 poets,
3,900 playwrights and 1.944 translators.
In terms of collection there are more than 150.000 concerts
staged annually in Russia. These programs, set up by concert

organizations as well as orchestras performing In restaurants
and dance halls, are known in advance to representatives of
VAAP. Agents visit concert halls and entertainment centers
regularly and exercise control over the programs being performed.
The same agents check whether fees are remitted correctly
and at the right time For management expenses VAAP retains from 7% to 25 °v of the sum owed for a public performance. The percentage depends on the place, the type of work
and how it is presented The remaining money. alter deduction of an income tax. is distributed among the authors.
There are few cases of diversion from arranged programs.
One has to recognize that the users of works In Russia are
state and social organizations and trade unions. Each one is
responsible for protecting copyrights The setup enables
VAAP to stop violations as quickly as possible.
Interests of Soviet authors in fields of "small." "big" and
mechanical rights are protected by VAAP in accordance with
the law and VAAP, at its own discretion, chooses the means
and methods of that protection. Works performed in Russia
from foreign authors are protected In exactly the same way.
The highest governing body of the agency is a Conference
of Sponsors. convened every five years The conference elects
the Council of Sponsors to which the VAAP board, a pint body
r!err -, I.,I.-i
,r rivehai:t thr.3,nnry reports annually
/

:'cis.
'aP

those very first days, the association received an important visit from the Gardel Razzano duet. Jose Razzano had
been present at the lost reunion as president of the Argenti.
man Society of Authors and Music Composers. His presence
was important then because of his experience; he was able to
give needed counsel to the new society.
The GardelRazzano duet was the principal attraction In a
benefit show at the Teatro Artigas. Earnings of 1.100 pesos
went to the Uruguayan association and formed a good base.
Contacts with foreign societies soon began. and con
sequently, the first orders in favor of Uruguayan authors also
began arriving, among them SACEM (France).
In

with its at.-rrso deals

The actions were slowly but steadily delivered. Then the
first big battle was won on Dec 17. 1937 with the approval of
the Copyright Law bearing the number 9.739 The date is par
titularly unforgettable for Uruguayan authors. The law im
plies an inalienable principle of justice; it recognizes the hier.
archy of an occupation, the respect for a great vocation. the
dignity of a mastership. and assigns the authors the decorous
level that the communicary importance of their values de.
serve. This law is the forcing nerve of AGADU's energy; its
basement. the soul of its administrative and social structure.
The 9,739 law has allowed for the prosperity of the development of the association including its economic force and the
growth of relations with sister societies around the world.
uniting the defense of author rights. With the growth of
AGADU, the society's principles kept becoming realizations,
among them retirement pensions and free medical assistance to its members. The Museum of Theater and Music was
born and AGADU's own theater was founded "Blanca Po.
desta," a great name in the theatrical tradition of the Rio de la
Plata where free shows are staged with a good reception from
the public. The museum shows a magnificent vision of the history of Uruguay's music and theater. Members of the society
constantly help enrich the museum's already important archives.
Another outstanding realization came to life officially on
Dec. 17, 1970; the Luis Alberto Zeballos Holiday Park located
at Atlantida, one of Uruguay's seaside resorts on the Rio de la
Plata shore. It was named after one of the most brilliant presi
dents the society has had. Zeballos fought for AGADU since
the beginning and was the promoter of the idea of a holiday
park.
Today the park offers AGADU's members a library that
bears the name of Juana de Ibarbourou, one of Uruguay's
prime names in poetry. It also includes bungalows. a restaurant. an open -air theater, games and sports fields all sur
rounded by wonderful natural landscapes with wide tree
zones and green spaces.
(Continued on page C-55)

mation and publicity; and the department of export and im.
port of rights to translate. publish and produce a work
VAAP publishes in Russian, English and French various
types of information material which is sent to 650 foreign
publishing companies. copyright societies, music and theater
organizations. International partners are thus acquainted
with works of Soviel literature, drama. music and arts with the
help of the "VAAP Bulletin," published quarterly. plus general
and thematic catalogs. booklets and leaflets.
In all capitals of Soviet Socialist Republics and in some re
gions of the country the agency has affiliates and in all major
cities there are agents VAAP has its own representatives in
the Socialist countries of Europe. the U.S and Sweden who
contact foreign partners directly. A number of other countries
will soon be directly involved.
Positive changes in international relations give favorable
opportunities for extending cultural cooperation among all
the countries. Obviously the copyright societies can help this
process considerably.
It is fact that the final act of the Conference on Security and
Cooperation in Europe, signed by the leaders of 33 European
states. the U.S. and Canada. has an obligation to assist in ev
ery way the full and effective use of international agreements
and copyright conventions and the exchange of cultural val
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Hugo Blanco and Luis Alfonzo
Larrain, president and director general respectively of
SACVEN (above). At left, Dr.
Rafael Caldera, President of

the

Republic,

1969,

greeting

in

Consuelo Velazquez.

the popular authoress of
"Besame Mucho" and president of SACM,

The 21. year -old Venezuelan licensing organization has advanced considerably since its floundering at age eight but is
(Continued on page C -551
Africa. It concluded a large number of agreements for publi
cation of books, dramatic and musical works.
VAAP hopes this jubilee year of CISAC will give a new surging impulse for the exchange of cultural values.

ues.

The Soviet Union consistently carries out the agreements
thus settled in Helsinki. It believes it has no equal for the level
and intensity of cultural exchange referring both to literature
and use of music
In 1976 Russia is publishing more than 1,500 books by for
eign authors with a total print order of more than 60 million.
Annually 300 or sometimes more works by U S. authors, 150
by British and French authors are translated in Russian. And
Russia publishes considerably more books by foreign,authors
than Western countries do in respect to contemporary Soviet
works.
However the VAAP information department accepts that to
be fair dt should be stressed that publishing companies in the
U.S. and Western Europe have stepped up publication of
works of contemporary Soviet literature and that more works
by Russian playwrights and composers are being performed
in public -This reflects the growing interest on foreign countries to the creative life of intellectuals in the Soviet Union and
the wish to be better acquainted with the cultural life of the
Soviet Union," a VAAP official states.
The work of the copyright societies on this respect is signdi
cant VAAP. on the basis of the UCC, has established business
relationships and contact with the international, regional and
national copvneht organizations as well as publishing comi

attitude toward cooperation.
vAAP established good relations with
50 countries of Europe, Asia, America and

Hans Nordmark (left) and Yuri Sharow of the Soviet copyright
organization. VAAP. pictured at the signing of the bilateral
agreement between STIM and VAAP.

non ;tractive

650 associates In
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SOKOJ's Danijel Skerl, president of the executive committee (above). Rudolf Bruci, president and the Belgrade

headquarters.
copyright law in Yugoslavia is that roy.
altiesare paid, and collected, for the use of traditional folklore
songs Royalties raised from this area are plowed back for ex
pension and research of original folk material.
An unusual aspect of

Copyright society Savez Organizacga Kornpozlt,
vile ( SOKOJ) is particularly strong in stressing the
of local music and compositions. At present sow,.
dio programs in Yugoslavia use domestic music
In Yugoslavia, arrangers are usually named as co authors
works and receive an official royalty percentage In addition,
SOKOJ plays a big role in helping young composers, notably
by organizing traditional annual meetings under the fille "hi
goslovenska Muzicka Tribina" as well as giving its own prize
for music competitions.
CISAC member SOKOJ is the national composers' society.
formed on Feb. 12, 1950, with Stevan K Hristic as its first
presiden 1.
In the early days, it managed the separate institution for
copyright protection, Zavod Za Zastitu Autorskih Prava (ZAP).
This agency handled all kinds of copyright protection until
January 1955 when two new organizations were formed.
One was ZAMP. Zavod Za Zastitu Malth Autorskih Prava.
which handled public performing rights of individual "small"
works. The other was JUAT, Jugostovenska Autorska Agen
cilia, in charge of performing rights of theatrical musical works
and performing rights of the artists. In 1956, ZAMP became
the Yugoslav member of CISAC and from then consistent im
povement has been made in the sphere of international relationships with foreign copyright societies.
Yugoslavia had ratified the Berne Copyright Convention in
1951 but it took until 1957 for the necessary legal adjust.
ments in copyright law to be made. The country has not yet
ratified the Rome Convention but there is a regulation which
ensures royalties to performing artists for mechanical repro.
duction.
Then. in 1965, SOKOJ took over distribution of collected
copyright royalties as well as mechanical rights and authors'
rights protection. ZAMP was retained as the service for royalty
collection and for compilation of title lists for income distribulion.
Now SOKOJ has 6.759 members, made up of 4,475 cons'
posers, 2,270 lyricists and 14 publishers. Performing royal.
ties are presently at an annual level of around $2.35 million
with an approximate annual increase in recent years of 16 %.
Mechanicals bring in some $590.000 and SOKOJ currently
pays about 20% more than it receives from abroad.
A revenue breakdown shows: radio, 36°0, television. 12%;
concerts, 9 %; public performances, 18 °o; restaurants, 13 %;
jukeboxes. An background music, 840
Some 75 °o of income is distributed to members, and inspectors are used periodically to check the use of music in
public places. Radio stations pay about 9% of the local whole.
sale price. the established mechanical royalty base. for the
use of recorded copyright works.
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Legislation in Zaire is underway to further develop the degree of protection afforded to authors and composers and the
driving force in the struggle stems from SONECA, the Societe
Nationale des Editeurs Compositeurs and Auteurs.
The society was founded on December 6. 1969, by a law
passed on the initiative of the leader of the popular revolution
movement. the President of the Zaire Republic. SONECA was
affiliated to CISAC in 1970.
SONECA is one of the smallest affiliated societies, with only
55 employes and an administrative council made up of the
following executives: Lufwa Mawidi, president; Lungomba Be.
range, vice. president; Okita Dihonga, administrative dele.
gate; and Batubenga Ntoka, director -general.
Membership is, in tact, smaller than the number of people
working for the society. As at the start of 1976, there were just
31 members, described as "cooperators."
Society activities are centered around the collection and dis
tribution of performance and mechanical rights and it ad
heres to the international contractual provisions of the Berne
Convention. Distribution is on a pro rate basis -as a general
rule split 50.50 between publisher and composer.
SONECA collection is not yet automated. Mechanical royalty follows the general European pattern of 8% of retail price,
and is payable in Zaire on each record as soon as it leaves the
pressing plant. These mechanicals are paid every two weeks
into the SONECA bank and payments to members are at
three -month intervals.
The society makes no charge for use of music in hospitals or
churches, but music usage in all shops, record stores or other.
wise, needs a license.
SONECA has not yet developed any kind of welfare schemes
for its members, and is involved in the buildup of pension
funds, scholarships and so on.
to

SACVEN

Continued from page C-54

...still to achieve its potential impact, says Hugo Blanco, presi.
dent of the Society of Authors and Composers of Venezuela
SACVEN). The major part of that potential is with radio and
television.
"Up until now, SACVEN has increased its collections of
'small rights' solely with the places of amusements (nightclubs, discos. hotels. so on) and with jukeboxes What should
be the main intake. radio and tv has still not materialized. de
spite the intense campaign we have been pursuing to that end
since a few years ago
-At the present time, we have several lawsuits pending
This lack of payment by radio and tv not only reduces the nor
mal intake of the authors. it also makes the cost average in
our operations go higher than it should. While the main
tenance cost of the society has stabilized, what we expect to
collect from radio ty will result in an almost expensefree intake.
"To state tt another way, with the intake of $279,060 we
have a 60% maintenance expense. Upon collecting from ra-rfeo -tv (a figure that would not go below around $23,300 a
month) the expenses would go automatically down to 30 %."
(

member of CISAC since 1968. SACVEN and its current
1.432 members point to several other challenges. among
them an unfavorable balance of payments. implementation
"6f a relatively new copyright law, better methods to handle
mechanical rights, equal parts foreign and domestic broad
casting time and the private domestic recording problem.
Having grown because of the support of neighboring societies, SACVEN counts among its accomplishments the assistance it has offered fellow societies and the success it has
had in computerized accounting. SACVEN helped, for ex.
ample. societies in Guatemala, have been in contact with authors in Santo Domingo and SACVEN's legal counsel, Dr. Gus.
tavo Vasquez Nunez, participated in the commission of
international jurists which drew up or revised the Project of
Copyright Law of Ecuador.
As for the thrust of its modern accounting methods, SAC.
VEN has the entire system for collection in computers. SAC.
VEN has a "repertory in use" of more than 150,000 works.
The listings of members of societies that SACVEN represents.
also on computers, numbers more than 290,000 members.
The history of SACVEN goes back to 1948 and the founding
wept the Assn. of Authors and Composers of Venezuela (AVAC),
an organization that became a CISAC associate member But
eight years later. AVAC became suagnant. At this time a group
of prominent writers and composers rallied behind Luis Al
fonzo Larrain to see if a more efficient collection system could
be developed and if a society could achieve the orientation. it
required. There was little interest.
tes of AVAC. tt
In all this,
A

(

was surprisingly discovered that there was no provision for
electing or appointing a board of directors nor for determin.
ing the duration of such mandates. There were also no guide.
lines for convening an assembly or establishing proper attendance levels.
Thus came into being the idea of SACVEN, supported by 40
authors and composers. There were immediate problems ineluding that of turning around members of the older group,
plus a severe financial situation Actually, Larrain ended up
supporting SACVEN economically for 14 years. Near the end
of 1968, the Society of Authors and Composers of Mexico
(SACM). with authorization of other Latin American societies,
made a loan available to SACVEN. Larrain's personal loan as
well as the SACM loan of about $60,000 were both without in
terest or payment lapse guarantees. Toward the end of 1974,
both debts were cancelled and SACVEN happily started its
regular distribution in 1975.
SACVEN's growth saw it joining the PanAmerican Council
in 1963, admission as an associate CISAC member a year
later and becoming a member in 1968

movie halls, music in airplanes and for sport events. theate
m
and concert works, jukeboxes. records and cassette manufac
curing and in general all the uses of man's intellect in the aim
10
of direct or indirect exploitation.
SACVEN is administered by a board of directors with nine
members designated annually through secret ballot in the
electoral act that takes place for 12 consecutive hours. There
is a fiscal commission of three members, two of which are
elected in the electoral act and a third member who must be a
public accountant named by the board in its first annual session. There is a three. person records commission elected and
whose duty is to keep the performance records of members'
works. The director general is named by the directors with the
ratification of the members' general assembly and heads the
executive function of the administration. The members of the
ordinary assembly meet annually during the first 15 days of
March. The collections done by SACVEN are of a general char
aster, that is, it collects "great rights," "small rights," me
chanical rights. film rights. advertising rights and so on.

In terms of total intellectual copyright posture, Venezuela is
attached to the Universal Convention on Copyright 1952. ap.
proved by the Venezuelan National Congress in 1965. SAC.
VEN is working toward attachment to the Berne Convention
but riot the Rome Convention. In regard to the Rome Conven.

M.R.S.

bon, there is a clear inclination in favor of the performers and
interpreters rights; moreover, the matter is mentioned in the
preamble of the standing copyright law of 1962 But at the
same time. there are abundant reasons not to match the
rights of the recording manufacturers and the broadcasting
stations with the classic right of the authors. For these reasons, the Rome Convention has had no possibilities, at least

until recently.
SACVEN's membership grew immediately because of the
mass exodus from the earlier association and has been growing at a steady pace since. Among unfavorable elements has
been the situation of foreign vs domestic levels of payment
There are various reasons. For one thing, there is the ins
mense importation of tapes recorded out of 11w country and
the lack seen for a &r people who would augment Venezuelan
works abroad. There is also the difference in currency. consid
wing that the Bolivar is a very highly placed 'urn ency in vela
lion to that of many countries.
The length of time for copyright duration in Vene: vela is lite
plus 50 years.
In terms of handling mechanical rights with recording corn
panics, SACVEN in accordance with the law has the recourse
to oblige record manufacturers to pay the mechanical rights.
The all encompassing usage law in Venezuela Includes radio, to, telephone music, nightclubs. discos, hotels, back.
ground music, dances, film music, music for theaters and
www.americanradiohistory.com

Continued from page C -5!

are required to contribute a quarter of 1% of their royalties to
the fund.
Despite its highly sophisticated operation, the society's ad.
ministration costs amount to little more than 14% of its total
revenue, making it one of the most cost effective of the
world's performing right societies.

AGADU

Continued from page C -54

AGADU. consolidated and prosperous, defends the rights
of 3,600 members In Uruguay and all other authors and corn
posers in the world. In the Uruguayan territory, AGADU directs from its central headquarters in Montevideo, 70
branches that act as protecting arms for author rights. Many
realizations have come to life through almost 50 years of hard
work Now new goals are being established.
With constant dedication, AGADU has earned national and
international prestige. Internationally AGADU has won respect and consideration. It has just organized a Work Corn.
mission as a part of the Pan. American Council of CISAC, and
has been voted as the host of their 1977 meeting. Nationally
AGADU has transcended its administrative activities to become a cultural generator in Uruguay's everyday doings.
The present directive council of AGADU is integrated by Antonio Italian, president; Orlando Romanelli, vice president;
Luis Eduardo Etchegoncelhay. secretary; Hugo Di Carlo. treas
urer; Miguel Villasboas, second secretary; Rogelio Mastra.
ngelo, second treasurer; Jose Albanses, Alfonso Fogaza and
Florencio Napoli, members.

CISAC's members speak
27different languages.

(

No matter what language you

speak or how you say it, half a
century of international cooperation
in the service of the world's
creators is a major achievement
worth celebrating.

))

Stanley Adams, President
American Society of Composers,
Authors and Publishers

ASCAP

www.americanradiohistory.com
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Classical
Keyboard Vaults
Yield Rare Disks
To Desmar Firm

Arion Label To Peters Intl
Under License Agreement

tHLK
test shipment 1'
product under a long -terni arrangement between Desmar Records and
International Piano Archives (IPA)
moves out to the trade this week.
Although one or two albums had
previously been issued by Desmar
from IPA sources, implementation
of the current agreement is now expected to make available on a commercial basis an extensive series of
out -of-print and privately recorded
performances by some of the top pianists of the past, as well as some still
active today.
IPA, a non -profit organization devoted to assembling a repository of
historical material tracing the development of keyboard performance,
has distributed some recordings to
its members and to other collectors
to help raise funds for the institution.
Eight albums figure in Desmar s
initial IPA release. Among the artists
featured are Mischa Levìtzki, Josef
Hofmann, Leopold Godowsky, Harold Bauer, Arthur Locsser, Fer-

of classical and folkloric records,

N1',Vi

the podium during a recording session in
London for Columbia Masterworks of Meyerbeer's "Le Prophete. Soloists
are Renata Scotto. Marilyn Horne, James McCracken and Jerome Hines Pro
duced for records by David Harvey, the label has scheduled release of the opera for late November.

READY TO TAPE -Henry Lewis on

L.A. PHILHARMONIC

-Not So Exclusive Anymore
By

LOS

ANGELES-There's

DAVE DEXTER JR.
an odd

twist behind the heavy recording
schedule of the Los Angeles Philharmonic under Zubin Mehra.
Pinchas Zukerman has been toiling as violin soloist and conductor
for three LPs to be issued next year
by Columbia Records. Repertoire
comprises two Mozan works. the
"Haffner" Serenade and the Diver-

.'

'"

timento For Strings, while a third album will feature violin concertos by
Nardini. Leclair and Vivaldi.
The twist to the sessions, held
throughout October at the American
Legion Hall in Hollywood, is that
the Philharmonic is under exclusive
contract to London. Permission was
granted by that label for Columbia
toemploy the organization with Zu-

phony, it is no longer mandatory to
pay all members of the Philharmonic.
Mehta and the orchestra began
the 58th Los Angeles season Thursday (21) in the Music Center. It
marked Mehta's 15th year as conductor. In 1978, he will take over as
conductor of the New York Philharmonic.
Five new Philharmonic members
include violinists Tamara Chernyak
and bina Tseitlin. violists Richard
Assayas and John Bartholomew.
and Lorin Levee, bass clarinetist.
Levee succeeds Franklyn
who retired after 23 years.

"borrow" the Mehra musicians for
chamber recordings early in 1977, it
was confirmed.

The October sessions are the first
to be taped within the provisions of a
new agreement made with the AFM
providing that for certain repertoire
requiring has than a full -sized sym-

Classical

_Notes
WDP, noncommercial radio station licensed
to Gadsden Slate Junior College in Gadsden.

Ala.. seeking records to build up its library M.

Win Marren, program director, notes that the

Sam Goody Ads
In Classic Push
NEW YORK -Classical record
buyers within the reach of the New
York Times Sunday (Oct. 24) wem
pitched hard by Sam Goody with almost two full pages devoted to classical albums.
An entire page was given over to
Columbia product, with standard
56.98 titles offered at $3.99 for the
week. The label's last two records of
the month -the Gershwin -Tilson
Thomas disk, and the Tchaikovsky
Fourth Symphony performed by
Leonard Bernstein and the New
York Philharmonic -were advertised at $2,99 each. Columbia classical twofers were also promoted at re-

-

duced prices.

Other classical items touted in the
Goody ads that day included Angel
at $3.99, London at $4.29, and
Deutsche Grammophon at $4.89.
Columbia's "Concert of the Century," a two record set documenting
the live concert last May at Carnegie
+Hall at which Leonard Bernstein,
Dietrich Fischer- Dieskau, Vladimir
Horowitz, Yebudi Menuhin. Mstislay Rostropovich and Isaac Stern
appeared, was advertised at $8.49.
The set carries a special $15.98 list
price tag to accommodate a contribution to sup

I

ruccio Busoni and Wanda Lan dowska. In a set called The Catalan
Tradition," composers Isaac Albeniz
and Enrique Granados are heard
playing some of their own works. A
feature of this package is its inclusion of two Chopin pieces recorded
by Alicia De Larrochu.
Albums list at $6.98 and are being
marketed through independent distributors.

NEW YORK -The Arion catalog
formerly available only through import, will now be manufactured and
distributed in the U.S. under exclusive license by Peters International.
Distribution of the domestic
pressings will also be made in Canada through Peters' Toronto facility
and, as demand builds, later plans
call for the launching of a manufacturing program in that country as
well, according to Chris Peters, president of the firm.
For some years Peters did import
the French Anon line from France,
but rising costs of bringing the disks
to this country are said to have
driven up prices until some dealers
were forced to retail them at levels as
high as $11.98.
For the last two years new releases
have been only marginally available.
The first domestic Anon release
under Peters auspices consists of 120
titles, 70 of which are classical. The
remainder are folklore albums derived from many cultural centers
around the world.
Distribution is direct to dealers,
and the disks carry a suggested list of
$6.98.

Marketing plans call for an advertising allowance of 50 cents an album on initial orders of 200 or more,
payable on receipt by Peters of tear sheets.

Support for the line includes trade
and consumer advertising, dealer

JoeeSuhaLnd

aids and the distribution of an illustrated Arion catalog, Peters says.

Arion classics

are heavily
weighted in early music. offenng
recordings of renaissance, baroque
and early classical music for the
most part, with some romantic and
contemporary repertoire.
One of the Arion artists, harpsichordist Brigitte Haudcbourg. will
tourin the U.S. for the first time later
this season. Among the works she
has recorded for Anon are selections
by J.C. Bach and Louis Daquin.
Following the introductory release of 120 titles, new albums will
be issued at the rate of about four a
month.

Werner Haas Dies
STUTTGARD - Werner Haas,
who had recorded the entire works
for piano by Debussy and Ravel for
Philips, was killed in an auto accident Oct.
while en route here
from Paris. The 45- year -old pianist
was a frequent recitalist in France
and Germany
I

I

Pure Songs Deal
-

Colgems -EMI
Music and Pure Songs (ASCAP)
have entered into a long -term ad-

NEW YORK

ministration /publishing pact, according to Lester Sill, president of
Colgems -EMI Music. and Paul
Ahern, manager /publisher of Boston, a group whose music is represented in the new agreement.
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LONDON

LONDON
OS 26473

OSA 13118

Cassette

*MA

OSA5 13118

station airs some 20 hours of classical music
weekly. and cames regular broadcasts of the

Cossette
055 264 73

EL G AR ENI G MA YARU 17OI1 K
SCHOEJVñERG YARU71ONb, OP. 31
The Chicago Sjmpworry Oraefoa
SIR GEORG SOL7I

Chicago Symphony and New York Philharmonic.
A recent tourhour marathon on WGMS in

Washington, D.C.. on behalf of the Metropolitan
Opera brought in more than $12,000 in pledge+,
Vox

HOROWITZ

Stokes,

kerman-

Deutsche Grammophon also will

I

By IS

6 recording the Cincinnati Symphony

this week, with conductor Thomas Schippers
leading the orchestra in performances of Schu.
beet's Fourth Symphony and Rossini 's "Semi.

amide Overture.

The works were programmed

louis lasagna has been

in concert last week

named president of the Rochester Philharmonic
Orchestra Inc The appointment followed the
Michael
election d 10 new board members.
Charry, recently named music director of the
Nashville Symphony, debuts as guest conductor

LONDON

LONDON
CS 6984

CS 7007

Cassette

Cossette

CS5 6984

C55 7007

with the New York City Opera Oct 31.

First solo recital ever televised live from lin
coin Center features pianist Andre Watts at Av-

BACH

G. F. Handel

COMPLETE
CANTATAS

ery Fisher Hall Nov 28. The event will be trans

milled nationally

by

Public

Broadcasting

with simulcast stereo audio trans
missions on regional radio stations in many
areas.
Michael Mon Thomas and the Bat
fado Philharmonic cited by the National Feder
arion of Musc Clubs for promoting American
music. The orchestra under Thomas has re
corded the complete works of fail Ruggles. still
to be released by Columbia Records

volume IS

Service

Browning replaced Russian pianist
Vladimir Viardo as whist with the Indianapolis
Symphony Oct 2223. Viardi, booked by Hurok
Concerts. canceled his entire U.S. lour due lo ill.
reos.... Andre Rostelanetr opens the National
John

NIIOOLAUS HARNONCOURT

Neville Marnner
ARGO
D180 3

Cassette

4.

111

K18K32

NEW ON

Symphony's "Encore' serres at the Kennedy
Center Concert Hall Nov.

Chorus orvd Academy of
St Mortin- In-The- Fields

Illness has kept

Italian baritone Piero Cappuccilli from sched
tiled performances with the lyric Opera of Chi
lacement is Renato Brisson.

1
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Soul

Operations
Man's Goal:
Know Music
By JEAN

WILLIAMS

market, says Adams.
Q°
In the past black stations were
structured with the general manager
at the top followed by station manager and then program director.
co Now it's coming to general manager,
to operations manager and program
director. But the operations manager
Z must have knowledge of both programming and sales to be effective.
Two weeks ago Adams ceased
playing "Black Man.' a cut from
Stevie Wonder's newest LP "Songs
In The Key Of Life' because of possible political ramifications.
He explains that in the tune there
is a mention of S.I. Hayakawa, who
is running for the U.S. Senate seat
against John Tunney the Democrat
incumbent.
The line in the song brought to
Adam's attention by Tunney's
people is "Who was the great educator and semanticist, Hayakawa the
yellow man.'
According to Adams the mention
of Hayakawa could possibly come
under the "fair political practices
law. which would give Tunney equal
time on the station." Also at the station, Johnny Moms, eight year air
personality, has been upped to music director.
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Jol'tay Productions the management /promotion firm recently
formed in Los Angeles by Bill
Cherry, former road manager for
Richard Pryor and Joe Brown, has
taken over the management of Street
Corner Symphony, who recently
completed an LP for ABC Records.
At the some time it picked up for p.r.
Marvin `fancy and Chuck Jackson,
one of the hottest producing teams
in the country.
It also has on its list of artists Loretta Long, actress. singer and lecturer along with Choo Choo Montgomery and Slippery Brick.
Joctay is the firm responsible for
pulling together the entire entertainment portion of Operation Push's
recently held Expo '76 in Chicago.
(Continued on page 48)
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LOS ANGELES -Keith Adams,

operations manager of KDIA in
Oakland. believes that black radio
operations managers, who traditionally come from sales backgrounds,
will be more effective if they have
programming backgrounds.
He says that the term operations
manager is relatively new. replacing
the tag station manager. which he
says is being phased out because of
increased responsibilities and
knowledge in the field.
Although he says that there arc
very few black operations managers
because it was generally felt that
they were not needed, he sees operations managers becoming one of
the most important wheels in the
structure of black radio.
The operations manager must
coordinate between the general
manager. office staff, sales manager
and the engineering department for
a smooth running sound.
Most operations managers with
sales backgrounds cannot effectively
deal with the engineering or traffic
departments. he says. Because of
their training. they are geared to getting spots on the logs.
á On the other hand, the operations
O manager with a programming background is capable of dealing with
d engineering and all other areas
m needed to fulfill the needs of the sta-
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More Than Reggae!

JAH MUSIC

Growing and Exploding
FromThe New Album

INNER CIRCLE
REGGAE THING
(ST- 11574)

Produced by Roger Lewis and A. Louis Bramy
for Spreadea.le Productions, Inc.
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Opening
Continued from page
method of advertising is to combine
the stores in the radio spots. Once
the store has been recognized. it will
be tagged with the other outlets.
Anderson now has eight stores in
Southern California: one in Pasadena. two in Inglewood and five in
Los Angeles. He also has an outlet in

CAR VISIT -The stars of Universal Pictures' "Car Wash" visit New York radio
station WBLS to promote MCA's new double album soundtrack release.
Shown from left are: Lauren Jones; Prof. Irwin Corey: James Spinn; Wanda
Ramos, WBLS music director; Barry Goodman. MCA promotion; and Sully
Boyer.

Records Introducing
Vivian Reed Via Shindigs
H &L

NEW YORK -H &L Records is
planning a series of cocktail parties
and luncheons around the country
to introduce entertainer Vivian
Reed and her new album. "Brown
Sugar." Reed is the one of the lead
performers in the Broadway hit musical. "Bubbling Brown Sugar.' and
was a 1976 Tony Award nominee for
her role in the show.
The Reed promotion is part of a
wide -ranging merchandising campaign planned by H &L to push its
new winter releases that include
"Once Upon a Jukebox" by the Stylistics and The Hustle & The Best
Of Van McCoy"
Bud Katzel, H &L's vice president
and general manager. will present
the H &L product to distributors in
Miami. Atlanta, St. Louis. Dallas
and San Francisco, while label's copresidents. Hugo Peretti and Luigi
Creatore will make similar presentations in New York and New Eng-

land.

Hayes Scholarships
Go To 4 Students
MEMPHIS -The first four Isaac
Hayes scholarships are awarded
from a fund established by soul
singer -producer Isaac Hayes at
Memphis State Univ.
Hayes was on hand for the presentations in the office of Dr. Billy M.
Jones, president of Memphis State.
Hayes created the scholarships in
1972 with a $10.000 endowment.
The four recipients are: Obediah M.
Smith of Nassau. Bahama Islands;
Leila A. Boyd of Brighton, Tenn.:

Willa Boykin and Juanita D.
Cowan. both of Memphis.

Ire Derfler, H &L's field sales
manager. is promoting the product
in Detroit, Chicago. Minneapolis.
Chicago, Cleveland. Baltimore/
Washington, Philadelphia and Buffalo.

All

the products are being backed
by print ads and in -store promotions, while the Stylistics album gets
additional support through a series
of radio time buys.

Cat Stevens LP
MINNEAPOLIS -Cat Stevens.
who has not before recorded in the
U.S.. began album work here, Wed.
(27), at Sound 80 Studios. Stevens
will produce himself, and Tom Jung.
Sound 80 vice president. is engineering. The facility has installed a 24track Dolby system to accommodate
the project.

Jazz Consortium
Builds Membership
NEW YORK -The Consortium
of Jazz Organizations and Artists,
the first service group for interacting
with jazz organizations, is now
building membership after its first
open meeting Sept. 16.
The non -profit organization has
received a planning grant from the

National Endowment For The Arts
and is open to all non-profit jau organizations and artists.
The group plans to establish a
booking program, an assistance
service. and to print a newsletter. It
plans to work with the National Endowment's Jazz Panel to determine
how funding of jazz programs has
been utilized.

Soul Sauce
Continued from page .56
TK Productions in Hialeah. Fla.,
has released its first series of 12 -inch
45 and 33 records on its new disco label TK Disco. Acts included in this
package are Tamiko Jones, Rice &
Beans Orchestra and Obatala, with
several others due for release within
the next few weeks.

*

*

*

United Artists disco /r &b group
Brass Construction released its second LP "Brow Construction II" Friday (29).

To insure its crossover sales. the
label has pledged support with full
merchandising and promotion to
mesh with the group's continuous
touring. "Brass Construction II" is
.ttti- produced by Jeff Lane. the group's

manager and arranged by Randy
Muller, a member of the group.

Producer and future solo recording artist Norman Harris recently
formed his own label Gold Mind,
not Gold Mine as previously reported.

*

*

*

A major tour is being planned for
singer Timmy Thomas to coincide
with his third LP on Glades Records,
The Magician." The LP which was
produced by Willie Clarke. is scheduled for a November release.
Several years ago. Thomas re-

corded "Why Can't We Live Together" which sold a reported more
than 2 million copies.

*

Remember ... were in communications, so let's communicate.

scmi5,J

Jackson, Miss.
The idea for this kind of specialty
outlet came to him when he studied
his warehouse and the vast amount
of non -returnable merchandise in it.
The warehouse, located in South
Central Los Angelis, was the site of
his first retail shop.
He says that he has felt that there
is indeed a demand for older merchandise. When his warehouse began to bulge at the seams with product, he decided he was in a position
to fulfill that demand.

Ajaye Signed For
An NBC -TV Series

`Tavares Month'
Set In November

At

,
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Melvin, Blue Notes
For Young Classic
NEW YORK -ABC artsts Harold Melvin & the Bluenotcs will provide the pre -game entertainment for
the sixth annual Whitney M. Young
Jr. Memorial Football Classic to be
held at Yankee Stadium Saturday
130). The group will be performing
tunes from its debut ABC LP.
"Reaching For The World."
The event is sponsored by the
New York Urban League and this
year it salutes Mary McLeod Bethune and the National Council of Negro Women.
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LOS
ANGELES -"Platinum
Jazz: The Story Of War" is a 90minute radio special produced by
George Burns of Burns Media Services for airing globally early next
year.
The War group is traced, musically. from its ghetto origins to its
present rank as a force in contemporary popular music with all members of the combo participating in
interviews as well as the music.
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LOS ANGELES- Capitol Records will conduct a major marketing
and sales campaign on Tavares in
November called 'Tavares Month."
Jim Mazza, vice president of marketing, has initiated a 60- second radio spot promoting three tunes
"Check It Out," "Hard Core Poetry"
and In the City" from three early
Tavares albums. Their "Sky- High"
album already has produced one
gold single -"Heaven Must Bc Miss in' An Angel -and on Oct. 11
"Don't Take Away The Music" was
pulled from the same LP. The campaign will be on the entire catalog.
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LOS ANGELES -Little David
artist Franklyn Ajaye has been
signed to an exclusive contract with
NBC -TV for development of a comedy series.
Ajaye won praise for his role in
the film "Car Wash" and co- starred
in a yet to be released movie,
"Dandy, The All American Girl."
He recently released his debut
comedy LP on Little David, "Don't
Smoke Dope, Fry Your Hair."
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40- Channel,
CB Concern
ALAN PENCHANSKY
CHICAGO - Car stereo, auto B5

sound and CB accessories went over
very well at this year's APAA in
Las Vegas, and while the first 40channel CB /radio /tape prototypes
produced a lot of interest, the overall
CB outlook was one of concern.
"1 think the uncertainty in CB was
son of an isolated thing based on the
40-channel ruling." comments Jim
Sobazak of Hall Erickson, show
manager for the Oct. 19 -21 APAA.
"There is definitely apprehension in
the marketplace based on the notices
that have come out of Washington.
We saw a lot of discounting of
R 23- channel hardware as I think
people with high inventories on
these lines want to get rid of it to get
into a more liquid position for 1977.
when the first 40- channel models are
due.

But the automotive market relating to car stereo, parts and accessories was very strong. Most people
are planning for a good year next
sear and are promoting that way.
And buyers see some possibilities
where they can increase their terms
and margins. and introduce new

items"
The introduction of FCC type -approved 40- channel CB combo prototypes by more than eight firms is
indicative of the growing sophistication of both CB and car stereo,
(Continued on page S3)

Country Music, CB & Truckers
Potent Mix For Nader's Pa. Expo
ALLEN 10 \1

N,

Pa.

Although

the temperatures dipped and rain
was a threat, Richard Nader's idea

of mingling country music with
truckers and CB fanatics turned out
a promoter's dream Oct 9.10.

The first Northeast Regional
Trucker's Fair & CB Jamboree at
the Allentown Fairgrounds here was
basically a consumer electronics
products show with all the trim mings and ballyhoo of a country fair
combined to make the promotion a
success.

Hoping to pull at least 50.000 attendance, the event drew more than
75,000 persons who paid $3.50, with
children SI and parking fees from
$1.50 to $2.50. Not only was it a
happy throng, but the 100-plus exhibitors were just as excited over the
buying mood of the crowd.
Happiest were Nader's The Entertainment Development Corp., a division of his New York -based
Roadworld Productions, and Mayac
Productions, local talent agency and
rock promotion firm headed by
Jerry Deane.
As a result of the success of the
show, staged as a test run, the promoters are going ahead with plans
for four other regional fairs in Hous-

ton, New Orleans, Chicago and
Southern California. It is also a certainty there will be a "Jamboree 2"
here next year.

Manufacturers' reps and retailers
displayed and sold at special priccs
everything in CB, autosound and

stereo gear and accessories, Equipment ran the gamut from the Bear cat Super Zap, Cobra 21 and Audio

-

vox CB /tape combos to a special CB
antenna that lights up when in use
from Midnight Ears, Inc., White
Plains, N.Y.
Retailers displayed as much stereo
hardware as CB and autosound.

TeD VIDISK
CHANGER DUE
NEW YORK The first U.S.
demonstration of an NTSC- version
TeD videodisk player /changer with
more than two hours of I0- minute
disks, and an NTSC single -disk
player, are set for the First International Videodisk Programming
Conference Nov. 15 here, according
to Charles Arden of the sponsoring
Visiondisc Corp.
He reports confirmation front
Telefunken's Rolf Schiering, who
will be on hand for the exclusive
showing with Dr. Gerhardt Dickopp,
head of the German firm's research
lab. "The demonstration should finally end discussion on program
length:" according to Schiering.
A changer prototype was shown,
"quietly" at the 1975 Berlin Radio TV Fair, and Sanyo officials
recently showed several NTSC
single -play models for Japan and
the U.S., in Germany, one of which
is likely to be demonstrated here.

Valley Communications, Quakertown. Pa., offered a Midland 13883C radio at half-price, cut to
$89.90, and Radio Shack was giving
away its 106 -page CB book.
Eastern Light. with stores in Allentown and nearby Bethlehem,
used the show to promote store traffic to its Sound Room Four audio
departments, Visitors registered for
a drawing for two Cobra CB radios
to be held the next week at each
store.

Entertainment played a major
role in giving the "country fair" flavor, with country music grandstand
shows both days with stars of the
"Jamboree U.S.A." show from Radio WWVA Wheeling. W.Va., and
other guests.

Lineup included Polydor's C.W.
"Convoy" McCall, Cledus "The
White Knight" Maggard, "Crazy"
Elmer, Red Sovine and Linda Lea
O'Dell. The Shimersville Sheiks, local bluegrass favorites, entertained
between shows, with sound systems
provided by Bose and High Fidelity
House.

Nader didn't miss a trick, with
Sunday religious services provided
by the 'Transport for Christ" mobile
chapel and gospel music by the Blue
Ridge Quartet, the Mark Four band
and the True Life Gospel Singers.
The Agricultural Building also
housed displays for truckers including custom vans, pickups, RVs, auto
accessories and sporting goods. Spe(Continued on page 52)

the con-

sumer blank tape market moving
from audio into video, and even
tapes for computerized music, apart
from the educational, industrial and
business markers, dealers and reps
are urged to join manufacturers in
"user" education program to best
maximize the tape industry's potential.
The magnetic blank tape industry
in the U.S. alone represents a SI billion at retail, including hardware,
George Saddler of ITA and Fuji
Photo Film USA., told the Audio
-..Dealer Night audience of the Mid >

'

l.antic Chapter of ERA.
Known in the audio trade as "Mr.
Cassette" for his introduction of the
"hi fi cassette" to the American market in his former affiliation as TDK
sales manager, Saddler claims cassettes account for S220 million of the
present $281 million wholesale
blank tape market. Remainder is
split between 8- tracks. $36 million,
he says in his dual role as ITA treasurer and Fuji audiotape marketing
manager.
"If we arc to get more of the public
to purchase tape decks for their leisure activities instead

of spending all

their recreational dollars on boats
and racing cars," Saddler says. "we
must convince and educate the consumer that he is being fully protected in the product he is buying
and that he is getting the best quality
product from the most knowledgeable people in the industry."
With the continued growth of the
industry, S .,
i:e

I

MAURIE ORODENKER

quality control, is an
area of "intense activity" for ITA.
need to stress

The cassette, he says. is much more
than just a tape: "It is a mechanical
device that requires the greatest of
care and research with emphasis on
quality control in its manufacture."
Saddler points out also that it is
time for more American tape manufacturers to catch up with most foreign manufacturers in attaining top
quality for its products. From the
very beginning, he said, most Japanese and German manufacturers
emphasized quality while some U.S.
manufacturers were only concerned
with mass production.
Stressing the fact that the ITA
works for better quality of all cassette product, Saddler admits that
much of the high quality of a cassette is a matter of judgment in

which direction

a

manufacturer

wants to go.
"But, of course," he adds, "there
are substantial differences in the
chemical and magnetic formulas,
the size of the particles, the coating
formulas and coating methods to
make a great difference in the performance of a cassette, just as there
are great quality differences in cassette, B -track and open reel recorders.

"But probably more important
than the performance of the tape is
the mechanical reliability of the
housing. There is nothing worse for
the dealer than to lose time and

goodwill with a complaining customer. even if the manufacturer
gives you over -the -counter exchange privileges."
(Continued on pugs 53)

CES '78 RUN `UP IN AIR'
ORK

Ju+t when it
seemed the industry was settling
down to the idea of a 1978 "Summer" CES shift to Las Vegas: May 912, from Chicago in June. to dovetail
with NEWCOM (Billboard, Oct.
16), the EIA has now had second
thoughts due to "scheduling con -

NEW

1

flics:
A final decision is to be announced at the annual Winter CES
press conference here Tuesday (9)
by Jack Wayman, EIA /CEG senior
vice president But with the Las
Vegas Convention reporting a cons.ct for those mid -May 1978 dates,

Growing As
Lure To AES
Continued from page

1

pro" market that has been developed by the TEAC /Tascam "fam-

ily," among others, is the result of
the blurring of lines between "pro"
and "amateur," highlighted by the
growing number of recording artists
who are moving equipment into
their in -home studios.
The Ampex ATR 700 audio
recorder, designed to the firm's specifrciations by TEAL, is termed by a
spokesman as "the last link in a new
product line" that evolved from the
MM 1200 bowed at the NAB in
March and the multi -channel ATR
100 recorder /reproducer that debuted at the 54th AES last May in
Los Angeles.
With applications for AM and
FM radio, television and other institutional areas, the ATR 700 will replace Ampex AG 500 and AG 600
models. As a redesigned and upgraded version of the TEAC model
7300, it is built under an exclusive
contract for Ampex to market on a
global basis.
Features include availability in
two paired speeds, either 33/4-751
i.ps. or 71/2-15 i.ps.; in three record / O
reproduction formats, either 1 -chan- <
nel full -track, 2- channel Ili -track or r2
2- channel'/.- track, and in three reel re
sizes, 5, 7 or 10.h-inch.
It is wired for 2- channel operation o,
by plugging in the appropriate head,
(Continued on page 52)

SoundWoves

Dealers, Reps Told: Education Vital
To Maximize Blank Tape Potential
By

`Crossovers'

w

SADDLER TO ERA

PHILADELPHIA -With

-

-

uiih June

better, and Chicago's
McCormick Place making June 4-7
dates available when it had only
June 15 -18 before, it looks like the
Windy City in 1978.
lr -`+

Other dates already locked in by
Wayman include June 5.8, 1977,
and Junc 3.6, 1979, both Chicago,
and May 13-16. 1979. again just after NEWCOM.

Industry reaction to this new shift
was basically "let's see what the final
decision is before we comment," but
there is general unhappiness over
the off-again, on -again situation.

www.americanradiohistory.com

Semi-pro Decks
Technics:
pal;
(anrrniie

d

/roar

44

principle employ dual capstans.
while the Technics transport uses a
single oversize capstan, with a tape
path similar to that seen on the 3M
line of professional -only machines.
The capstan is located midway between the supply and take -up reels;
pinch rollers are found on either side
of the capstan. After passing the first
roller, the tape loops across the
heads, which arc immediately below
the capstan. The second pinch roller
then drives the tape across the capstan again. after which it goes to the
take -up reel.
While the tape is passing over the
heads. the dual- roller /single -capstan assembly effectively isolates the
tape from the rest of the mechanical
transport system; hence the "isolated loop" terminology. The capstan is directly driven by a quartz
crystal servo -controlled motor. spinning slowly at 3.6 revolutions per
second.
Due to the stability of the RS15000S, Technia has included a
built -in stroboscope for observing
tape speed. The company claims this
is the first machine to offer this feature.
Other features include an extra
quarter-track playback head. in addition to the regular half -track erase,
record and playback heads, switch able VU meter sensivity ( +3 or +6
dB at end of scale), and three -position bias and equalization switching.
Tape speeds arc 31/4, 71/2 and 15 i.p.s.
The RS -90005 Cassette System
also uses a closed loop tape drive.
this time with dual capstans. In addition to the usual revolution

New Technics semi -pro tape decks
bowed at AES are RS- 150005 "isolated loop" open reel, above, and
RS-99000S 3 -head cassette system, below.

counter found on most cassette
decks, the RS 9900US

features a
"tape time" meter which reads out,
in minutes, the remaining recording
time on the cassette.
The tape transport and its electronic are each packaged in a separate chassis, connected by two multi conductor cables. Depending on op(Continued on page 50)
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PA. CHAIN PROMO

Software Potential In
Catalog Showrooms

Stereo Discounters' Expo
PHILADELPHIA -While van

launch the biggest holiday sales period in the firm's history.
In this immediate area are four
stores in suburban King of Prussia
and Feasterville, Pa.; Wilmington,
Del., and Cherry Hill, N.J.; with two
new outlets in Harrisburg and York.

-

ous retailers over the years have
staged in -store "consumer trade
shows" of all sorts, Stereo Discounters is the first in the area to stage an
all- industry stereo show for consumers on a professional basis -even
to the extent of charging a $2 admission.

Pa.

The consumer expo -a 'selling"
show with 45 major manufacturers participating -was staged in the
30,000 -square -foot Exhibition Hall
at the Sheraton Hotel in center city
from Thursday through Sunday,
Oct. 28 -31. It opened at 6 a.m.
Thursday, running from IO a.m. to
to p.m. on Friday and Saturday, and
from 11 a -m. to 6 p.m. on Sunday.
Exhibits. displays, workshops and
seminars covered every facet of the
audio industry including stereo
components. turntables, car stereo,
CB radio, speakers and blank
tapes- everything except records
and prerecorded tapes which are not
handled by Stereo Discounters.
A massive advertising campaign
was scheduled by Paul to give the
show an all -out promotional push.
Included were seven local radio stations. three local television stations,
the three daily newspapers and a selected group of neighborhood and
suburban weekly newspapers.
"This is both an educational and a
sales- oriented show," Paul commented prior to the event. "However, it is not just a sale in any sense
of the word. With many major manufacturers participating, having
their representatives. distributors
and factory people on hand to display their lines with the emphasis on
new items and qualified people to
answer the consumers' questions,

The proceeds will be turned over
to a local charity- according to Barry
Paul, regional manager for the
chain, who put the Oct. 28-3 I show
together. Stereo Discounters take in
13 stores in Eastern Pennsylvania,
Southern New Jersey, Wilmington.
Del., and the Baltimore- Washington
area, plus a warehouse store in Timonium. Md. Paul anticipates it will

We have

400,000 reels
of great
recording tape
to unload.
15225 value/, or $12 SO gets you ten
reels IS60 value, Can Ior quantity

paces These are government surplus.
and fully guaranteed. professional
quality mylar tapes on 10'7
plastic reels. '
wide. 1 MIL with
3600 lest per reel Bulk erased
Sounds crazy, We can sell
brand name tapes at these ridiculous
prices because were the only
supplier who bought up 400 000 reels
Froly
Man your ordnt eprrepaid
name and
address, with check or money order
IN Y residents add taxi to

Irish Tape Offer

AMERICAN
SURPLUS TRADING
Onpt

NEW YORK -Irish Magnetic
Re cording Tape is offering a special
52.95 retail package of three Irish C60 professional series cassettes in a
two -color polybag for rack hanging.
The screw -type cassettes come with a
lifetime guarantee.

B

332 Canal Street

New York, N Y 10013
12121 966 -5650

SAVE

25%

Save 25% when you buy
2 -in -a -bag "Scotch" Brand
90- minute Low Noise/
Dynarangeb 8 -track cartridges. It's the same as
paying normal price for one cartridge and getting the
second for half price. Available as long as supplies
last.

24 HOUR

FREIGHT -PAID SERVICE

ACCESSORIES
A

single buying source for all your accessory need%

A.I. ROSENTHAL ASSOCIATES
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By GRIE:R LOW R l'
TOPEKA, Kan. -Already a factor
sample of each record and tape is
in stereo hardware sales, alert catashown on displays. Secondly, tapes
are displayed in a locked circular
log showrooms are certain to get a
unit which requires a key. With both
growing chunk of software business
fronts and backs showing. the
as well, predicts Larry Goldstein,
vice president of Richards Distribusample albums are clamped to the
fixtures.
tors, Inc., a major catalog operation
The stocking and ordering routine
here.
"Its inherent features make the
follows standard catalog showroom

.+1

1

1

19038

fAf

215 895-5211

<)r

BASF
BLACK MAGIC
EVEREADY
MAXELL
MEMOREX - NORTRONICS
NUMARO. PICKERING RECOTON SCOTCH SHURE SOUNDGUARO WATTS

CONCERT- Pianist John
Covelli, left, gets a "collector's
item" poster from Koss Corp. chairman John Koss, as guest artist in a
premier /recital at the reopened
KOSS

Pabst Theater in Milwaukee. The
headphones firm sponsored the recital as a benefit for the Milwaukee
Symphony last month.

Sound
Waves
Continued from page d0
orator preference, they may be used
side -by -side or stacked vertically.
The built -in Dolby "B" noise reduction system has separate record
and playback calibration controls,
and an integral oscillator provides
alignment tones at 400 Hz and 8
kHz. Front panel bias and equalization adjustments are continuously variable.
The RS -900US has three heads,
allowing tape monitoring while
recording. In addition, there are separate microphone and line level inputs and level controls.

Following on the heels of the AES
convention, Audio by Zimet will
hold its annual tape clinic this weekend (5 -6) at the company's 1038
Northern Blvd. headquarters in
Roslyn, L.I.
Zimet specializes in the sale and
service of semi -pro equipment, such
as the TEAC /Tascam line and
Sound Workshop products. During
the clinic, TEAC personnel will be
on hand to offer a multi -media presentation: "The Care And Feeding
Of Your Tape Recorder." a tight
look at selection, maintenance and
operation of semi -pro gear.
In addition, the Zimet staff will
offer demonstrations and application tips on its complete product
line. Company president Sid Zimet
explains that the clinic is planned to
help the semi -pro operator get the
most mileage out of his recording
equipment, which may be anything
front a pair of microphones and a
tape recorder to a complete multitrack basement studio operation.
Clinic evenings will be devoted to
seminars on various aspects of
recording. There is no charge for either the clinic or the seminars, and
participants are urged to bring along
questions on anything related to
sound recording. Scheduled for discussion are microphone placement
techniques, signal processing devices, and the use of recording consoles.

Colchamiro is the producer of the
WLIR live concert series -the longest running live radio concert series.
The WLIR show is recorded from
the Zimet remote van, which features a 24 -input console and a complete semi -pro recording system.
The van will be brought into the Zimet showroom for inspection and
playback of some recent recordings.
www.americanradiohistory.com

catalog showroom a natural outlet
for selling records and tapes as well
as equipment," says the Topeka retailer.
Brisk stereo software sales have
transformed what was considered
"transitional," or non- profit -producing space at the hack of the store,
into a plus -profit area at the showroom here.
Custom -bulb, space -conserving
display fixtures which show about
360 prerecorded 8 -track tapes and
480 LP albums are located on the
sides of an aisle in the 18,000 square -foot showroom in the downtown sector. The facility is a recycled, rehabilitated warehouse. The
slimly designed, standup fixtures
were furnished by ABC Record &
Tape Sales, the rackjobbers based in
Des Moines.
Our stereo software display is
rack -stocked, promoted and merchandised by the ABC sales rep,"
points out Goldstein. "The inventory focuses entirely on current,
high -on -the -chart titles. mostly by
established artists.

Virtually zero pilferage and no -labor overhead are among the features
this category have going for it, points
out Goldstein. From point of selection through the ordering process. it
is strictly a self- service proposition.
Pilferage is negated by the special
display format. First, only one

methodology. A label attached to
each LP and tape reflects item number and price. The customer writes
up the order on a sales ticket placed
on clipboards located at focal points
throughout the showroom. The order is taken to a customer service
desk, dispatched via air tube to upper floors and the album or tape is
delivered to the customer service
desk in a circular chute.
"With this plan." Goldstein says,
"the customer is assured of receiving
fresh LPs and tapes unhandled by
other shoppers.
"ABC," he adds, "establishes that
selling price of records and tapes
with a view toward keeping us competitive and in a profitable position.
The entire catalog customer -drawing process is based on offering low
prices in an inviting atmosphere. As
opposed to discount houses, where
the thrust is mainly price, we stress
high -quality goods."
The company is a member of Jewdeer, a national catalog producing
organization. Because of its comparatively short life span. stereo software isn't featured in the catalog. To
offset this, the company, in joint effort with the rack distributors, employs steady radio and newspaper
to
ment. Copy in advertising usually
focuses on current releases stocked
in the department. with prices listed.

Pfanstiehl is CB AccessoriesMORE!
PFANSTIEHL has a complete line of CB connectors. cables, noise suppros a broadened tine
pressors. wiorsphones and other accessories
of audio cable b connectors. record care accessories. magnetic lap*
and accessories. electronic accessories. 45 adaptors. etc..
all packaged TO SELL FAST in attractive blister packs wlih
product identification in BIG LEGIBLE TYPE and Pre.
priced for convenience.

You'll like doing business with PFANSTIEHL!
11

WRITE FOR COMPLETE INFORMATION
TODAY ON YOUR LETTERHEAD

11

3300 WASHINGTON STREET !

Box

498 /

WAUKEGAN. IL. 60085

Good -bye,

paper labels
On- cassette printing
in up to 3 colors
+ full background color
at speeds up to
100 units per minute.
Saves lime, money
and problems.
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The T -shirt will cost

The 520,000 studio won't.
We've been swamped with requests for
ROLL YOUR OWN AT HOME T- shirts. Well, to buy one
(they cost $3.00) you have to see a TEAC
Tascam Series dealer. And as if a dynamite T -shirt
weren't enough, we're giving away a $20,000
fully rigged eight -track recording studio!
Stop by one of our dealers for an entry form.
You might win a full blown recording studio to
go with your new T -shirt.

OFFICIAL RULES:

official entry form available at a TEAC Tascam
Series dealer. 2. Mail Immediately: mailer Is preaddressed and post.
Paid. All entries must be postmarked no later than November 30. 3. The
winner will be selected in a random drawing conducted by judges Inde.
Pendent of TEAC Corporation of America. The results of the drawing
will be linal, The winner will be notified by mall. Odds of winning will be
determined by the number of entries received Slate. Federal and
other lazes imposed on the prize winner will be the sole responsibility of the prize winner Requests for the winners name should
be addressed to TEAC, P.O. Box 750. Montebello, CA 90600.
4. Employees of TEAC of America. affiliated companies, sales
agents. and their Iamllles are not eligible. Vold where prohibited or restricted by law.
PRESENTED BY THE TEAC TASCAM SERIES
DEALERS OF AMERICA
1. To enter, complete the

TE AC.

TASCAM SERIES

TEAC Corporation of America.
h Rd

Montebello. CA 90640

áTEAO e976

The TEAC Tascam Series Studio

Giveaway ends midnight,
November 30, 1976. No Purchase necessary.
Torran..
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ELCASET SHOWN

First Finn Electronics Expo
By KARO

HELSINKI -Finlandia Soi. the
leisure electronic exhibition recently
held in Helsinki. surprised the industry by attracting some 5,000 visitors daily -a total of around 53,000.
It was the first exhibition of this kind
in Finland and clearly regarded as
something of an experiment.
The exhibition was organized by
the cooperative committee of the
Finnish Radio Industry, incorporating manufacturers, exporters, importers retailers and Yleisradio. The
latter used Finlandia Soi to mark its
50th anniversary in broadcasting
and had its own division there. with
daily television and radio programs
from the site.

HELOPM: fiO
Among other exhibitors were Finnish manufacturers Asa Radio.
Lohja Ab /Finlux and Salors, plus
23 importers of leisure electronics.
Novelties heard and seen included
the Japanese -made Elcaset a joint
development of Sony, TEAC and
Matsushita. 50% wider than a normal cassette and recording at the

of open -reel tape; vibration,

speed

ambience and wireless headphones:
and Ortoperspckta, a Finnish ambiofonic innovation now manufactured by Salina.
Opening the show. Max Jacobsen.
representing the electronics industry, said in stereo equipment, around
30% are of Finnish manufacture.

CB Country Fair a Nader Success
C.rntrnued from pug, 45

cal events included a Rachet Jaw
Runoff for CBers. a Big Rig and
BeaverQueen beauty contests, and a
model truck building competition.
The weekend Jamboree was probably the biggest boost ever experienced here by audio and sound retailers. Most retailers, including
department stores, featured CB and
stereo specials before and after the
show.
The Philadelphia -based chain of
Silo /Audio World stores staged an
"International Audio /Video Jam boree' of its own at its local suburban location on the same weekend

***

But
with added competition from the
crowds attracted to the new Lehigh
Valley Mall which opened a few
days earlier, the Silo /Audio World
promo pulled poorly in spite of the
heavy advertising and promotion.
One of the manufacturer reps
brought along 800 fret posters to
hand out at the Silo /Audio World
Jamboree, but there were only 200
takes for the free posters. The discount chain offered a host of specials
on tv sets, stereo receivers, turntables. car radios, as well as on CB
radios and scanners.
days as the fairgrounds show

**

MAURIE ORODENKER
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BONA -FIDE DISTRIBUTORS, receive NEW
SPECIAL (unheard ob) LOW PRICES on
these best selling cases in the country.
NOW is the time to consider
"THE BIG THREE"
for the Christmas business just around
the corner.
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catalog and SPECIAL DEAL Today/

Custom Case Mfg. (o.,
6232 Bragg Blvd., P.O. Box 5866,
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Phone: Area Code 919.867.6111

More `Crossover' Debuts At AES
t
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Audio -Video

Systems

has

such equipment, according to Donald

Kleiman,

Included are Ampex AYR 2 and 96.30008
quad videotape records, the VPR 1, VPR 4400
and VPR 8300 helical videotape recorders: the
AG 440C. AG 445C, AG 500, AG 6008 and AIR
100 audio recorders, and transport edit and
control products

r

111.2324

Added to the speaker's list at the 1st Inter-
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bazzy electronics corporation
P.O
X

142, FRASER, MI 48026

TEL (313) 463.2592

national Videodisk Programming Conference.
Nov 1517 in New York, are Harvey Schein
Sony Cap of America; Gunnar Bergvahl, Bon
mers

Leisure Group.

&

CB

Penn. Retailers Expand
PHILADELPHIA -Thrcc major
audio chains in the area have announced expansion moves. with as
many other chains receiving certificates of authority to conduct their
business in Pennsylvania as required
by state law of foreign business corporations.
Tech Hifi now has eight stereo
shops in the area. with the opening
of a third Philadelphia store in the
northeast section, while High Fidelity House opened its fourth suburban area store in Abington, Pa.
Stereo Discounters, with almost a
dozen stores now for the Baltimore based company, has opened its first
outlet in upstate Pennsylvania at
Harrisburg, plus two new stores in
Washington. D.C. Other locations
are planned for the Eastern Pennsyl-

vania area.
Two new citizens band marketers
set up shop here: Intercom, Inc., for
the sales. repair and service of vehicular and marine electronics, and

triple

H C.B. Sales, for the retail

sales and service of CB equipment.
set up by James Bailey and Joseph

Polligrini.
ACM. Inc., with its corporate address in Timonium, Md.. applied for
the certificate of authority for the
wholesale and retail sale of radio.
television, stereo and electronic
equipment: LaFayette Radio Electronics Operating Corp.. of Syosset,
N.Y., for the manufacture, design,
distribution, service and sale of all
kinds of electronic equipment, and

Audio Warehouse. Inc. of Cleveland, for the sale of audio equipment.
In addition, Teleprompter Corp.,
cable tv firm of New York, filed as a
foreign corporation for the purpose

of furnishing recorded functional
background music and related
equipment directly or through franchises to commercial and industrial
establishments-an area of activity
that has been cornered by Muzak for
many years here.

Buy Direct From

Manufacturer

Standard Sizes in Stock
Silicone or SBR Rubber
Pinch Rolls
Four Lb. Density Foam Heat
Tested Pressure Pads

Specials Made To Order

Teflon' Washers and Mylar Rings in stock
Du Pont Trademark

114 BEACH ST.

ROCKAWAY. N.J. 07866

201

-627.4456

Housekeeping;

J.S.J. TAPE
DISTRIBUTORS, INC.
We Have The Best Cut-Outs:

8 -Track

Cassette
At Lowest Prices.

Harry Nusbaum, REO

Stanley Warner Theaters. John Mack Carter.
Good

AUDIO

a

division general manager.

MOST COMPLETE LINE
EVER OFFERED
13 DIFFERENT CASES
IN ALL
EACH CASE IS INDIVIDUALLY
PACKAGED IN A
BEAUTIFUL 4 COLOR
DISPLAY BOX
PRICED RIGHT FOR
BIG DEALER PROFITS

fidelity gap. It will he available as
Type I, normal extra- dynamic range
(blue box); Type li. dual layer or
ferrichrome (red); and Type Ill.
chrome or TDK SA (yellow).
There is much industry division
on the need for Elcaset format, particularly with the significant im-

provements in compact cassette
technology.
Parks emphasizes, however, that
for the first time the industry is trying to standardize first, and then
come to market, with Sanyo, Aiwa
and Toshiba among other major
suppliers believed ready to announce equipment.

been

contract valued at approximately fl
million by the GSA lot professional audio and
video equipment to federal agencies. Effective
through June 30. 1917. It Is the sixth consecu
five year Ampex has provided the GSA with

awarded

8 -TRACK

the compact cassette and open reel

and offers full remote control plus a
built -in 4-input. 2- output mixer. It
comes rack mountable or with a
portable cast.
Technics by Panasonic demonstrated two new tape recorders.
model RS- ISOOUS, and open -reel
Ili -track stereo unit. and model RS9900US, full -feature cassette system
(see separate story), as well as two
Elcaset prototypes. geared as much
to the professional broadcast market
as the consumer audiophile.
"We've looked at a channel of
audio marketing that most other hi fi
firms haven't," observes Jim Parks.
Technics national sales manager.
"Equipment is geared not only for
audio enthusiasts but also for professional applications."
He notes how the SP10 Mkl1 direct drive turntable was developed
for the broadcast market and now is
an audiophile favorite, and conversely. how the SL -I 100 and SL1300 turntables were 'adopted" by
the emerging disco market -which
will soon sec a diversified Technics
line geared to meet every application of that area.
There was more interest in the two
Elcaset units at the special AES preview last week. with the new oversize
cassette format jointly developed by
Matsushita. Panasonic's parent
Japanese firm, Sony and TEAC, and
first shown at the Summer CES.
Of more significance to the broadcast market potential was an Elcaset
Program Selector prototype, the first
such equipment geared to tape program random access. Initial unit
could only go in a fast forward
search, but further talks with the industry will determine the final marketing decisions, notes Jeff Berkowitz. general manager of the
Technics division.
Blank software currently available only from Sony in Japan was
shown in both LC -60 and LC -90
lengths. expected to sell at about S6
and S9, respectively, in the U.S. market when the first Sony units will be
marketed by Superscopc early next
year.
The unique Elcaset shell allows
the tape to be "read" automatically
to adjust for bias and equilization,
and its main claim is the bridging of

Ampex

STORAGE CASES

page 4v

Preston Kelly, McGraw

Hill Book Co.; Shepherd Kurm&, Delehanty Kurmd
8 Geller, Internet Eijenborg, Svenges Radio I.
Edward IAeell, McGraw Hill Films, Crocker
Snow, Boston Globe, and attorney Arnold Weiss.

berger.

Information Is available from
Box 102, Cooper Station, New York 10003.
phone (212) 9825244.
Registration

www.americanradiohistory.com

Call or write for free catalog;

J.S.J. Tape Distributors
2512 W. Fullerton
Chicago, Illinois 60647
312- 227 -0551
312- 227 -0550
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SADDLER TELLS ERA

Education Key To Blank Tape Growth
+lilt page J'v
ndersconng tits importance of
.,,unto education as well as quality control with regard to audiotape
products. Saddler says that "unless
the consumer knows how to use tape
properly, he will not get the best performance of the cassette or his machine."
In hi. opinion, the new Elcaset
manufactured in Japan will make
little Inroads into the market here.
He points out that the consumer has
to pay more for the "plastic package" that gives him less tape than
what he can purchase on open reel
for less money. Moreover. the over size Elcaset isn't easy to carry and is
not as convenient for consumer storage as the conventional cassette, he
,,,,1,,,,,,

Billboard photo by Mayne Orodenker

George Saddler, right, ITA and Fuji Photo, gives blank audiotape lowdown to,
from left. Jim Guldin and Mike Canfield, Barney's, Reading, Pa.. and Lou Ferrera, stereo buyer for Hess's, Allentown, Pa. Occasion was recent Audio Dealers Night of Mid Lantic Chapter. ERA, Philadelphia.

says.

Saddler also dealt with the prob-

Car Stereo, CB At APAA
pate

source supply for all their auto needs

.1v

Sobazak notes. You saw a lot more
in-dash models and combination
AM /FM /FM stereo with cassette or
8- track. as well as the growing theft -

proof modular CB unit~"
Hy -Gain. which became the first
traditional CB firm to debut an
autosound line (Billboard, Oct. 23).
found excellent reception, according
to Steve Shaw.

We made people understand our
main goal. to be able to offer to our
distributors and dealers a full line of

...automotive communications equip-

ment" he emphasizes.
"It will also give them

a

one-

W. GERMAN
TAPE $ UP

1

HAMBURG -Both

prerecorded
and blank tape sales are booming in
West Germany, with the former far
outdistancing LP and singles sales
increases for the first half of 1976.
and the latter continuing its impact
on the slack singles market. in particular. The half-year survey by the
Federal German - Record Assn. (see
full story staning on page 1) reports
prerecorded sales up 35% for January-June, with industry pressure for
a levy on blank tape sales in addition
to the tax paid on all tape recorders
by manufacturers.

1

too well at ih:,i Saddler notes. We
purchased some in a New York
store. and in spite of the new name
overprinted on the package. we
could still make out the KDK letter-

ing."

N.Y. SBE Nov. 7-8
NEW YORK -The third annual
Society of Broadcast Engineers New
York convention, Nov. 7 -8 at the
Holiday Inn, Hempstead. will fealure talks on the first national live
stereo simulcast network. AM stereo,
quad matrix broadcasting and a
banquet address by FCC commissioner Ruben E. Lee.

The best record cleaner of them all!

lem of the low -end "bandit" tapes
which 1TA is fighting with all the
forces at its command. While the pi-

-1ST 40- CHANNEL

C a,n,a.1 fra1,

rating of prerecorded music tapes
has been effectively curbed by the
federal authorities, he says a problem still exists in roasting out the
blank tape pirates.
Saddler told how the ITA, working with the U.S. Dept. of Justice,
was able to ban the sale of "KDK"
tapes made in Hong Kong as a low priced look -alike down to the same
color and package design as the
higher -priced TDK brand (Billboard. Sept. B).
He says that ITA is now in litigation to remove the "Sky Master"
brand from the market, contending
it's the same KDK package with
only the name changed. And not

of that nature- AM /FM /MPX,

8-

track and cassette and combinations.
plus a full CB line." The firm is using its regular distribution channels
for both lines.
He also notes excellent reception
to the nine or 10 40- channel models
previewed at APAA, acknowledging
that it should take the industry out
of the doldrums of current market
uncertainty. "It's just unfortunate
that the FCC had to get in there and
kind of mess it up for us for six
months."
Shaw is very bullish over the
firm's own 40- channel prospects. He
also points to one of the first combos.
an AM /FM in -dash unit with a CB
squelch override feature that is
growing more popular.
Also noting encouraging response
to the new 40- channel CB combos
was Clark Jones. national sales manager for Panasonic automotive products. He also emphasizes the interest
in the hi fi applications demonstrated by the firm's heavy -duty 10watt 8 -track autosound units hooked
to both auto and home speakers.
Other car stereo executives showing 40- channel combos at APAA included Martin Novick of Audivox.
George Lyall of Automatic Radio.
Al Shapiro of IDI and Lou Perlin of
Far Eastern Research (X -tal). All
basically agree that its "wait and
see" for CB until next year.
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CEDA CB Units
CHICAGO -An agreement

has

been reached between the Commu-

nications Equipment Distributors
Awn. (CEDA) and the FCC that will
allow the Federal agency to sample
CB transceivers and CB /radio and
tape combos that have reached the
marketplace.
The agreement, worked out at the
distributor group's first anniversary
meeting, Oct. 15 -17, permits the federal agency. through its field engineering bureaus. to remove for testing any CB unit from the shelves of
any CEDA distributor, informs
Market Communication Associates.
CEDA's public relations counsel
here.

Market Communication says the
suppliers will absorb what financial
loss is created by the plan, since
units tested and returned cannot be

The

Built -In

w
Write for our new catalog with our complete
line of diamond needles. records. tapes,
and musical accessories available
through leading musical instrument jobbers.

uotone
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0

Boa 1163

Cleaning
System.
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Dept BBI, South Miami. Fla 33143

Ir Gouda NO

sold as new.

The three day meeting in Colorado Spring's, Colo., also elected new
association executives, who will take
office Jan I. They are: Arthur Gunter. president. Associated Electronic
Dealers, St. Louis; Mike Dale, vice
president. Palomar East Ltd.. Orangeburg, N.Y.; John Capone. secretary/treasurer, Electronic Parts
Co. of Denver.

EXTRA! EXTRA!
order extra
copies of:

To

Billboard's International
Buyer's Guide

Rep Rap
Insurance Trust has notified all
member rep firms that the lice /medical insur
The

ERA

ance plan is open Nov.

la applicator

1

in

brochure is available rum ERA
headquarters. 233 E Erie St.,
Chicago 60611
Susan Taylor has mined Megan lo work with
all rep firms on their group insurance business

62/6014/

toll free number 1800
for rep firms to call to get an expert
a

comparison
able or

Dynamos.

Royal

Sound and TSS Sound Systems.

d the ERA plans and others avail
currently used by members

offices

at

Bell Towers. 42.40 Bell Blvd., Bayside,

11361, phone (112) 631.4291.2

NY

Joining

Taking over the New York metro area territory

formerly covered by Stu Wein, recent named NC
America East Coast regional sales manager. are
Component Marketers, Inc., headed by lack
Fields at 151 Valley Rd Montclair, N
who will
I

rep the
in

PVC hi h

and home entertainment lines

the Ilse boroughs of New York City, and West

chester, Rockland, Suffolk and Nassau Counties
Select Associates, headed by Ed Straka, cur
rently serving Northern New Jersey with the IVC
hi li line, has been given the home entertain.
ment line as well

Murray Kerdman

t Assoc. has been named to

rep the Uher of America lines in Southern Calf

lornia,

including Uher tape products. Lenco
turntables and Lenmclean disk care systems.
Headed by Kerdman at 321

S.

Oscar Ciornei,

formerly a branch manager
will GDS Marketing, has tamed a new rep tom,
OAC Industries, located
at 3423 Investment
814.. Suite 203. Hayward, Calif 94545, phone
0131 8831258 Firm will represent consumer
in

Northern

Canfarnia

and

Northern Nevada, with Ciornei reporting corn
mdments from Aut

Albert Kass, national board chairman of
NEDA, detailed the program and oblectives of
the upcoming Nov
-10 MEICON D M R (dis
Uibulor manutacturerrep) conference, at the
opening tall meeting Oct 15 of the VEDA keystone Chapter in Philadelphia Chapter presi
dent Albert Steinberg also gave an updated re

This exclusive Billboard section features:
Over 400 pages indexing virtually every product. supplier
or service associated with the music business. Covers over
60 countries, over 30 separate categories.

Beverly Dr.,

Sude 205. Beverly Hills. Calif., the firm also reps
MRS Innovations, Fons CQ 30 turntables. SAEC
lonearms. Sound Concepts and Slarb Designs

Address
Jeff Hightower has lowed Century Sales Ltd.,

salesman responsible for the South
Texas lemtory. based in Austin Bill Rogers, who

lines

$20

Sanders in the move are associates Leo Dreyfus,

lee,

electronics

f

Don Sanders Associates has relocated to new

below and send
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Irving Glasser and Edith Tanate.

information

instituted

RG

the

There are now three choices each of life m
surance and medical insurance
plans, according
to Harry Parton of PastomHunter Co.. Syracuse.
N.Y.. ERA Insurance Trust
chairman. An updated

also has

GIL Sylvania.

by those

companies not enrolled. and for changes
program for those already participating.

ERA

Systems,

Fill out the coupon

as a

formerly covered that area. has been transferred
to the firm's Dallas headquarters.

City

Stale

Zio

1
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1911 NEWCOM in Las Vegas

Grandfather of the month n Marty Bollan,
President of Bellar Sales, Inc., metro New York
City rep firm, who announced the birth of his

seventh grandchild Jonathan Bran ()mashy. on
Sept. 2.
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Country
$6.98 Seems the Right LP Level
Continued from page I

country product, chances look slim
for extensive price reductions on
new product.

"There might be some problems
with copyright laws. along with increases in tares and costs that are
forever skyrocketing;" says Rick
Frio, MCA vice president of marketing in Los Angeles. "It may be entirely possible in the near future that

well
"1

go up in price.

firmly believe that at $6.98

we've hit the top price and it hasn't
helped us at all," Frio observes. In
fact, it has hurt us quite a bit by cutting down the sales of albums. I'd
like to see more of our twofer series.
which is two records for $7.98.

"The costs have been amortized
for many years, and artist royalties
were lower back then. We could sell
the old catalog items for $4.98 or two
for $7.98 as opposed to going to a
studio now, paying all those high
fees, adding new costs to jackets.
pressing and everything else. 1l's
forcing the price up."
As for the copyright bill and its effects on pricing, Frio believes that either the prices will go up or a lot of
record companies will absorb it.
"Sooner or later the price is going to
have to give again. It's possible that
if we sold an album at $6.98 and it
would retail at that price, there
wouldn't be enough money in it.
"The way marketing is nowadays,
they want a discount. So 56.98 sells
In a store for $4.29 and there isn't
enough money between our wholesale price and what they want to discount it. so we have to put a fictitious
price on it again.

really don't see holding the line
on superstar artists," says Frio.
"We'll be forced to go up on those
like everything else. It's a shame because it has hurt catalog items which
we'll now turn back into a lower
"1

roue" o. eok0. aa.4vsro
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LP'e- TAPES-CASSETTES

New Releases:
MIKE MUNSFORD

"STEALIN' FEELIN "'
TERRY COBB
"SUNDAY MORNING
SUGAR TIME"
PROMOTIONS-615-226-6080
SA LES-615-256-1856

GUSTO RECORDS, INC.
220 BOSCOBEL ST.
NASHVILLE, TENN.

37213
615 -256 -1656

price line and see if we can get those
back into the market at a $4.98 tisi"
Bruce Lundvalt. CBS Records Division president in New York, comments that CBS will be holding to its
price at 55.98. "There may be a few
exceptions such as with a Willie Nelson studio album. Considering his
sales level. I'd probably go to $6.98
because you're crossing over into a
broad pop market and no longer
confining yourself to a country based market."
Joe Casey, Columbia sales manager in Nashville adds that Columbia has some artists on the $6.98 list
because of their pop appeal such as

Charlie Rich, Kris Kristofferson,
Rusty Wier and Chip Taylor. But
other artists such as Tammy Wynette, Freddy Weller, Connie Smith.
Lynn Anderson and Joe Stampley
are listed at $5.98.
Casey adds that a lot of wholesalers are not moving albums out at
$6.98 and it has hurl country sales.
"Our business has been good and
steady and on the incline for the last
year. What we've done with country
music has been fantastic. It deals
with good product, number one, and
the prices are righi I wasn't sur-

prised when ABC /Dot lowered its
prices and I think everyone can do

il"
"List prices for our country albums are $5.98 with our two record
sets going for $7.98." states Tom
Rodden, Monument sales manager
here. "Eventually though, the copyright bill as well as increases in cost
for album jackets, printing, vinyl
plus renegotiations with unions will
bring about price increases for albums. Something will have to give.
The question is whether the industry
can stand a higher priced album or
not. We might end up hurting ourselves."
Monument has put several of its
old catalog items back on the market
available at the $5.98 list such as
Roy Orbison and Boots Randolph.
Other record companies holding

300's
increase in gross and net over its first
a

year of business. International
Record Distributing Associates continues to expand with the opening of
a London office and the appointment of Jan Olofsson as manager of
European operations.
Heading into its third year, the
company has grown from a three
person operation to a staff of six promotion people. six secretaries. two
shipping clerks, an accountant and
an executive lineup of Hank Levine.
president: Mike Shepherd. executive vice president; and Marsha
Gepner, vice president in charge of
public relations and advertising.
The firm now has a branch office
in Hollywood and plans to open
New York offices early next year.
"We didn't anticipate opening our
London office until next March,"
comments Levine. "Because of our
increasing strength in the international market, we find it necessary
to have our own man there immediately."
Levine says the firm. which provides a distribution service for independent producers and record labels, has negotiated for the
European release of more than a
dozen records in the past two

Kitty Wells Entry
Highlight of Meet

Willie Nelson," explains Lynn
Shults, United Artists national sales
manager, Nashville. "We have access to a lot of his cuts. so if we
wanted to put a special package together of old Willie Nelson cuts, we
might decide to come at it with a
record set at $7.98. Whereas, if we
were to record a Crystal Gayle,
Kenny Rogers or Billie Jo Spears for
a two album set, the price would be
59.98."
Concerning the copyright bill.
Shahs doesn't believe that the bill
will affect prices that much. "We'll
just have to wail and see."

Indie Distributing Co.
Riding a 300% Thrust
NASHVILLE Reporting

COUNTRY HALL OF FAMER

to the $6.98 list as well as a $7.98 to
$9.98 list for two-record sets are
RCA and United Artists. "The $7.98
would pertain to an artist such as

Eli Byrd. Playboy director of national and international sales in
LA., says there's no possibility of
Playboy cutting its list price on
country albums. "I think the public
is getting a bargain at 56.98 -the best
bargain in entertainment. There is
no way we're going to cut prices. In
fact, if anything, we'll probably raise
list prices a dollar, to $7.98, in the
next year."
Jerry Bradley. RCA vice president, notes that the "Outlaws" LP
and a "Grand Ole Opry" package.
consisting of cuts from different LPs
were repackaged and circulated for
$6.98. "There's no difference in
price for our crossover albums,"
Bradley points out.
MGM's list price is $6.98 with two
record sets ranging in prices at $7.98
$9.98, 511.98 and $13.98 depending
on record specials or the record itself. Normally though, an MGM
two record set will list for $7.98.
According to Lou Dennis. Warner
Bros. national sales manager in
LA.: "We have a list price of $6.98
with no intentions of lowering the
price. We feel that a country act is
entitled to the same amount as any
other act." As for the copyright bill
(Continued on page 58)

months and has been "receiving a
flood of inquiries from abroad regarding our product."

Oloffson will be placing masters
with European labels, acquiring European masters for American release
through the company and coordinating all European activities, including supervision of royalty collections, with the Nashville office.
"We're now equipped to handle a
million -seller." remarks Shepherd
who notes the firm has been on the
national charts consistently since
last April with country pop and r &b
material. He says the recent deal
with Republic Records gives the
company "the credibility of a catalog." The firm will be distributing
"Rudolph The Rednosed Reindeer"
backed with "Here Comes Santa
Claus" by Gcnc Autry on Republic.
Among the chart records distributed by the Nashville -based company are -"Lonely Eyes" by Randy
Barlow on Gazelle Records, "Someday Soon" by Kathy Barnes on Republic, "Dancing Free" by Hot Ice
on Rage Records, "Whispers &
Grins" by David Rogers on Republic, and "When A Man Loves A
Woman" by John Wesley Ryles on
Music Mill Records.
www.americanradiohistory.com
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Kitty Wells:

A

.

u

e
.Sift JarotiOlu
.10104.410
good country singer,

By

NASHVILLE -As

a

good woman.

GERRY WOOD

the sound

and fury dies down from the
recently concluded "Grand Ole
Opry" birthday celebration and
the visiting firemen have returned to their homes across the
world, one subtle and poignant
moment surfaces as the highlight
of the eight day event: the induction of Kitty Wells into the
Country Music Hall of Fame.

In an era when country music
has gone pop and progressive,
the induction of Wells confirms
the immense contributions to the
music industry made by this honest and warm woman. The first
female to hit No. Ion the country
charts, Wells blazed a trail for the
Tammy Wynettes, Loretta Lynns
and Crystal Gayles of today.
Born Muriel Deason on Aug.
30, 1919, in Nashville. she gained
her stage name from the folk
song. "Kitty Wells." She entered
show business as a radio performer in 1936, married entertainer Johnny Wright in 1937
and began her recording career
in 1949. The late Paul Cohen
ironically inducted into the
Country Music Hall of Fame on
the same night as Wells -was instrumental in the early stages of

-

her career.

Cohen signed her to Decca
where she scored with the million- selling "It Wasn't God Who

Made Honky Tank Angels" in
1952 and a string of some 20 No.
hits. Her duet with Red Foley.
"One By One." was on the charts
for a year and she soon earned a
title Fred Rose gave her -Queen
Of Country Music.
Wells is about as pop as a stalk
of corn at 42nd and .Broadway.
She is, was, and evermore shall
be country to the core. Her Ten mssee twang came honestly and
it gives an honesty to her music.
She has never wanted to be more
than a good country' singer, a
good country mother and a good
woman. She's all three -and
much more.
Now on Capricorn Records.
Wells understands enough about
the universality of music to
record a Bob Dylan song. "Forever Young," and enough about
the power of tradition to team
with her ex- producer Owen
Bradley for her new single "Mary
1

Hartman, Mary Hartman."
A

quiet unassuming woman.

who has never viewed herself as a
star, Wells is now in the distinguished company of other Hall
of Fame greats such as Cohen.
Bradley. Rose, Foley, Jimmie
Rodgers. Hank Williams, Roy
Acuff and Tex Ritter. As the song
goes, Bob Wills is still the king in
Austin. But in Nashville. Kitts
Wells is still the queen.
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Show Me A Man
who has his
6th Straight Hit Single!

000000

T.G. SHEPPARD

"Show Me A Man"
Billboard

10*

Record World
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Cashbox
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10 *
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From the smash album

"Solitary Man"
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-404)

T.G. SHEPPARD

Solitary Man
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Record World
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Hitsville
Records...

we're building
our name on hits!

JVIL,

-

`x'1976 Motown Record Corporation
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.. , his best
blend yet, in
Regular and
Kingsize ..

.

I

his new hit single:

It Hurts To Know The
Feelin g 's Gone
from his
newest album Love `N' Stuff
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.
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Exclusive Booking: ZODIAC MANAGEMENT, INC., P.O. Box F, Morro Bay, CA 93442 (805) 772 -4411
Billy is well again and appearing November 14 with
Faron Young at the FRESNO CONVENTION CENTER

HAPPY NOTE.
Y9:.

N.!: '
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Billboard SPECIAL SURVEY For Week Ending 11/6/76

Billboard

Nashville
Scene

Hot Country Singles
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Buddah Plans Push
On `Preshus Child'
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the Buddah Records Nashville of-
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"Harvey is a classic water and dynamic enter tamer," comments
Wade Conklin. vice president of
Nashville operations. Buddah's first
county success came through the
Charlie Daniels album "Nightrider"
and the Daniels single, "Texas."
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"She's Free (But She
Not Easy)," was pro
duced by Owen Bradley who also produced the
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discount coupons on park admission, area dealer involvement, press
conferences with artists, time buys
and album /park ticket giveaways
through more than 100 radio stations and a talent search campaign.

A total of 16 shows -four each
day -drew thousands to see Johnny
Duncan. Sonny James, Tammy Wynette, Billy Swan. Connie Smith.
Freddy Weller and Johnny Pay check. Two artists played each show.

The first weekend drew some
11,000 on Saturday and 14,000 on
Sunday for the shows, and the sec-

ond weekend with less favorable
weather conditions lured approximately 10,000 fans. Ewald notes the
shows helped King's Island boost its
attendance figures over the same period a year ago.

Masterminded by Ewald. Gene
Ferguson, director of artist development, and David Palmer of King's
Island, the campaigns purpose was
to enhance initial orders and ensure
sell -off of CBS Records country
product particularly the prepack.
The saturation campaign flooded
three million coupons advertising
"King's Island Country Days" and
offering a hefty S3 discount off the
normal $8 ticket price.
Some 400 customers, including

C Handleman, ABC Records and
i
Tapes, Ambat, Lazarus Dept. Stores
O and A &B Records. participated in

á

F

im

t1

,j
;

.j

the program. They ranged in size

from small retailers to high volume
m operations and spanned from In? dianapolis to Louisville and from
Dayton to Columbus.
1

.
3C

II
E

>

D

Z

views were scheduled to coincide
with the print campaign.
Frequency of radio buys were
weighted to the station's impact
within the marketplace. The CBS
Cincinnati branch pooled ad dollars

substantial King's Island
budget to blanket the market with

with

a

1.500 60- second spots to run over a
three -week period on seven major

country stations: WUBE, Cincinnati; WIRE and WFMS -FM. In-

dianapolis;

WONE,

Dayton;

WINN. Louisville; WMN1, Columbus, and WCAW, Charleston.
Complimentary spots to enhance
the buy came through such promo lions as album /park ticket giveaways. The company's total cost for
1,500 spots was $5,000, averaging
$3.33 a spot The radio blitz included an exchange for running the

album /ticket contest with advertising from key secondary market stations.

One of the most effective, and
least expensive. facets of the campaign was a talent search conducted
over six of the stations which sponsored local contests then determined
finalists.

The five finalists performed during the concert series with the winner receiving an audition and talent
assessment at the CBS Records
Nashville studio, and the others receiving 50 CBS LPs of their choice.
Following the promotion. CBS

marketing officials noted a dramatic, and rapid, increase in the
sales of the prepack and loose goods
of the seven participating artists
throughout the dealer account structure of the four -state region.

Interviews with participating artists were scheduled for metropolitan
newspapers. press conferences for
artists and media were held on the
day of performance and radio inter-

Opry House
Top Showcase
In W. Virginia

ovrr9ftr +976, Briaoa,d publKalions

Stores m a retrieval system or enonse
Mo xoprng, recoramq. or omerw,se

MILTON, W. Va. -After four
of struggle. the Mountaineer

years

Opry House here has become one of
the top showcases for country and
bluegrass talent in West Virginia.
Paul King. owner and manager.
says the 600 -seat auditorium has enjoyed standing room only crowds for
its Saturday night shows through the
summer. Although there have been
occasional appearances recently by
such name acts as the Stonemans
and Jim and Jesse, the shows usually
feature only local talent from West
Virginia and nearby areas of Kentucky and Ohio.
Located on Interstate 64 within 30
minutes drive of the state's two largest cities, the building was completed in 1972 and was opened in
July of that year with a concert by
the Country Gentlemen.
Under the first manager, the
bookings had a decidedly bluegrass
bias. Later acts included Ernest
Tubb. Kenny Price, and Charlie
Louvin. When King concluded that
even Nashville names couldn't bring
him instant success, he started handling his own managing and
switched the emphasis from promoting acts to promoting the Mountaineer Opry House.
During the first two years. King
says. the show couldn't have survived on ticket sales alone, even
though musicians were paid low
wages. He was able to stay afloat by
relying on snack -bar revenues. parttime help and an occasional half -full

xs

Atlanta's PTA,
WPLO Promo
NASHVILLE -Atlanta's

WPLO
Teachradio and the Atlanta Parent
ers Assn. were scheduled to hold a
promotion Saturday (30) on The
Great American Singing Cowboys"
based on the Republic Records LP.
Slated for shopping centers, theaters and other Atlanta locations
were eight Gene Autry films, Autry
T- shirts. iron -ins, posters and copies
of the album.

Still

maintenance worker at a
Charleston chemical plant. King got
into country music when Interstate
64 went through his property, giving
him both the money and the location
to put his enthusiasm to the test. The
cinder block building is about 100
feet long and has an elevated stage,
sound booth and two tune -up
rooms.
Bluegrass acts continue to hold
the edge by an almost two -to-one
margin over straight country groups.
Promotion consists of radio and television spots and newspaper announcements.
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THE TROUBLEMAKER

N

10

effects, Dennis says Warner Bros. is

not thinking about 1978 at this time.
Shelby Singleton, president of
Plantation Records here in Nashville. posts a $4.98 price on Plantation LPs, insisting, "If I do anything new on prices it'll probably be
to cut them further." Singleton
claims he can cut the price down to
$3.98 and still make money.
We don't think the country folks
can afford more than $4.98," says
Singleton. The majors are pricing
themselves out of the country market. 1 don't see 56.98 and $7.98 albums selling at any volume. The

racks will discount them anyway."
Singleton feels most country fans
are buying from discount markets
rather than record stores using

Monarch Sues

R &R

LOS ANGELES- Monarsh Re.ord Pressing here has filed suit in
Superior Court, seeking payment of
514.120.38 allegedly due from R &R
Records, a division of Florida R &R
Records Inc., here.

LP by six cents.
The topic of LP pricing was one of
the prime subjects at Eleklra's corporate meeting in Hawaii. ending

Thursday (28). Elektra jumped
prices from $5.98 to $6.98 more than
a year ago. Further increases or a
possible reduction were two alternatives discussed.

"It didn't hurt sales when the

price
went up, says Mike Smile, marketing director of Elektra in Nashville.
Capitol Records has been discussing for two years the pricing of LPs
and is presently sticking with a $6.98
list. "It's hard to get new acts off the
ground with S6.98 albums,' comments Don Ovens, director of country marketing services for Capitol in
Los Angeles.
"They'll pay $6.98 for Merle Haggard, but it's tough to sell a new act
at that price." He also feels that increased costs in connection with the
new copyright legislation will prob.
ably result in an increase. adding,

"I'd
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$6.98 Seems the Right LP Level
higher prices. He also feels the copyright law revisions will add little to
the cost of albums, pointing out that
a half-cent per cut increase in royal lies would boost the total for a 12 -cut

relntetl

3

hate to see it hurt the country

business"
The LP pricing question seems to
be the hottest topic at label corporate meetings. Phonogram /Mercury's a &r meeting in Nashville during country music week dealt with
the matter. "We intend to hold the
line as long as possible," comments
Frank Leffel, national country promotion director at Mercury in Nashville. "Wc like our $6.98 price. If we
reduced il, I don't think wed make
up for the difference by increased

29
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TONIGHT! AT THE CAPRI LOUNGE -Mary Kay Place (As Loretta Huoers),
Cdunbu PC 34353

48

apparent in 1978.

lames. c ,-su

2

Dick Heard. vice president and
general manager of GRT Records in
Nashville, agrees with Leffel.
not convinced that it's a motivation
to the consumer because very few
people sell albums at suggested list
anyway." GRT still has the matter
under study and continues to sell for

$6.98. The $6.98's have it. and That
price looks like the standard at least
until the major economic effects of
the copynght legislation become

1

37

47

What price country? $4.98. $5.98.
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11303

sales."

$6.94.
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WHEN SOMETHING IS WRONG WITH MT BABY -Sonny

Tompall Glaser,

Continued from page 54
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house.

Traffic

was increased in the
record departments by utilizing
posters and the stores, graphically
proclaiming details of the promoLion. artists' names, show times and
discount advantages. The posters
routed customers to the record department where they could obtain
the coupon and. significantly. check
out the new CBS country releases
which were prominently displayed.

Hot
Countrj LPs

11/6/76

For Week Ending

CBS, King's Tie
Contasued

Billboard SPECIAL $URVZ"
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GREATEST HITS, Vol. II -Lynn Anderson,
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THAT LOOK IN HER EYES -Freddie Hart U The
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to 5436
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Heartbeats, twos

st
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Prominent Tucson Nightclub Burns
TUCSON -The prominent country music nightclub Maverick here
burned Oct. 16 resulting in more
than $200,000 in damages. Mo Far hang, owner and manager, says that
remodeling will take up to foal
months.

/

Artists who've performed in the
club range from Buck Owens to
Waylon Jennings. The Lause of the
fire has been officially listed as arson,
tion.
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HC!.P WANTED

ORDER SERVICE MANAGER
CHECK TYPE OF AD YOU WANT:

0

REGULAR CLASSIFIED -756 a word. Minimum
$15 00 First line sel all caps Name. address
and phone number to he Included In word count

WITH

ORDER.

Enclosed

i5

Salary commensurate with experience.

Wanted lo Buy

Please forward resume indicating salary history to:

Publishing ServiLes
O Miscellaneous
Cl

Personnel Director
SPRINGBOARD INTERNATIONAL RECORDS
947 U.S. Highway 1, Rahway, N.J. 07065,

Check
11 Money Order
PAYMENT MUST ACCOMPANY ORDER
O

S

Dept.,

Signature

Billboard

We are seeking an innovative
individual with an in -depth

CITY

t

Telephone No

J

FOR SALE

_.Xlr_.)'lTJ

100 ASSORTED 45's
ONLY S6.00
Soul -Pop -C & W Or Mix
3000 ASST 45's OR MORE
ONLY 54.00 PER 100

ASSORTED MIXED LP's
MINIMUM 500
ONLY 20C EACH
WE

B B

EXPORT

RECORDS

GOLDIES OLDIES

SPECIAL

P.O. Box 2715

Philadelphia,

ALL OUR PRICES
ARE PATHETIC."
V

R

I

G

eri el our spec

l
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ords are all new and sealed.

WepP4q nose

Crowe

LIGHTS-INCENSE SPRAY

ft

Porlare- 22 "r35
25 ea. WW1". 75e W
ragnw Nalvr.a Inun ». 3540 aoe.. Ongn.i

1000 LP'S 25C each
10000 LP's 15e each

Money Nouas

Tne freight and duly charges (where ay
pbcatve) are payable by yourself

DON'T DELAY ..
SEND YOUR ORDER TODAY

75 won

ao

Money MOU »In rot
Monay

WK4 Ighl

Sea. La.

us' Black Lpnl

Gana

lama.

SB

SWa

ROCK

00 aa.

TV

GiiO

99

Guam SI

6

Phone

Greenville

Oil

S

C

29605

2339962

PREMIUM

In

min

1

Increments

Private labeling

available
l min to IS min any quantity
634
46 mm to 65 min any quantity
680
65 min to BO min any quantity
734
76C
81 min 1090min any quantity
Headcleaner5
454es
525 00 minimum orders COO only

INFONICS DUPLICATORS!
For a bunch 01 teasons you can't alford not to consider Inlonlcs Duplicators- especially since factory installation and training are included in the
list price,

1219! 879 -3381

eew

PROFESSION,, 8 -TRACK OOPUGITORS -3995

8

Studs quality lien speed operation Cum
Oita warranty Write for 'uorelure
0022Y ELECTRONICS CORPORATION
P.O.

hoe 142 Eraser. Mich. 48026
Phone 13131 4632592
tan

TRACK BLANKS

Ampex Premium Quality
Low Noise. High Output Tape
Min 1055 Min
56 Min 1070 Min.
71 Min. to 901Mn

701

1

854

994

525.00 Minimum Orders C O 0 Only

VELVET POSTERS
INCENSE -HEAD GOODS

mted call 1404) 7544249.

RECORDS FROM ENGLAND' INDIVIDUAL
customers serviced for oser 16 year. Send 31.00
for our catalogua Hume Recorde, el Derby
no13
Road, Renner, Derbyebire

PLASTIC SHRINK WRAPPING EQUIP
ment for record and tape retailer.. dintribulon,
manufeclurere Prie catalogue. M. Utter Mfg.

""

FUNKY ENTERPRISES, INC.
19 Jamaica Ave
139
Jamaica, N.Y 11435
(2121 65 &0076

sel7

Andel Audio Products, Inc.
421214th Ave., Brooklyn, N.Y, 11219
4525
(212) 435 -7322

Ran 46026

Pass FCC Exams, With two -week memory

RECORD WIDE-DISTRIBUTORS
1755 Cna. Drive
Fenton 1St. Louie), Mo. 63026
lira

GOLDEN MEMORIES

O. lutina
Rover Rd

RECORDS

PO. Box 2110

Mooresville. Ind

46158

50e

course Mann... study
tests- answers
Io Newly revised multiple choice questions
and diagrams For FCC First Claus or FCC
Second Cass License Exact words and
formal used on FCC exam. 5995 each Or
both for 51895
MONEYBACKOUARANTEE FAST SERVICE.
SW Publications, Communications Dept.
P.O. Box 12069
Chicago. III. 80612
Ire,

Your chime. Write for

Senrpn Mow Outnóutor, 294:1
Croydon, Pe 190211. Ueaten only di

PERSONAI.

non

es

COLLECTION OF REC'0111)
Sleuth Over 1700 LPa Write. Estate of Record
Sleuth, Boa e4, Grand Blanc. Muh 48439. no211

PROFESSIONAL
COMEDY MATERIAL
,The Service of the Stars Since 1940)

I

"THE COMEDIAN"
Original Monthly Service -S45 y' PS'g fe
(Sample Order) 3 issues. $15. pate St 80
35 .FUNMASTER Gag Files. 545, pst9 67
.Anniversary Issue.' 530. pstg 13
ekes le Master 1M Genmensa. S6. MIN f2
Esery dem different. NO COD -S
-WE TEACH STANDUP COMEDY" eta mall
Payable la BILLY GLASON

REFERRAL

YOUR AIRCHECK PROFESSIONALLY
critiqued. For detailed analysts Brad 510 and
siroheck to' JAB, 935 N. Jefferson St., Medins,
Ohio 44256.

n0ó

200 W.

REI FIVE WEEK COURSE FOR FCC 1ST
Inert. Sir week rawer for Radia An
maiming Student rems at the school Cell or
wnle ItE, 61 N pineapple Asa. Sarasota, FL
:Ci577 and 2402 T dewier Trail. Fredesobaburg.
phone

VA

02.1
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540 SL.

N.Y.C. 10019

DEEJAYS.

On

SURE -FIRE

NEW

COMEDY
Catalog
Edmund Ome. 2786.A West Robert.. Facia
do
Cald 93111.
11,000 classified one -lens

gap,

fix

510.

KALEIDOSCOPE IS NOT COMEDY MATE rial. Kaleidoscope IS the world'I only TOTAL
radio PERSONALITY service. 500 euMarLea
Sample at P.O. Box 4619, Walnut Creek. CA
1(s

04.594

PROMOTIONAL SERVICES

THE FUNNY FIRM,
woos. Over

111.

for a modest fee.

Career Builders- Promotion -Distribution
Specializing in aervaes ter New Labels and
New Mists
2e Music Square East -B
,

FINISHED MASTER ON 7',
SPEED OR DUB -WE WILL LISTEN AND
SINCERELY CONSIDER -NO PROMISES
TO RETURN IF NOT INTERESTED SEND
IF YOU HAVE A

OF

tin

RECORD MFG. SERVICES.
SUPPLIES d EQUIPMENT

ouabry 45 6 LP pressings Deponosele
FAST Persona. Sen.°. Send us your
lane and let us do the resti'

VILLE PLATTE RECORD MFG. CO
120E

cypre.

SL, Vine Plena, La

WM) 31134104

705111

deo

CLARIFICATION. NOTIFYING

WANTED TO BUY
NEED USED 250, W. KW. lu KW.AM
inn FM transmitter. No junk Guarantee Radio
Supply Corp. 1314 Iturbide St, Laredo. TX
78040.

cow

Ifni

nob

all egente, promoters and arfirta Supersonic
Production la not aff,Iated m buy manner with
Supersonic Attractions. Inc. of 431 Glen Ira
nob
Dr N F. Arleta n, Go

is I.

month

RECORD PRESSING
IN LOUISIANA

NATIONWIDE R HI IRO POOL, W OWNED.
for Uiuo WS only. Membership application:
D.P.A. 26 Greenbrier, Route 2865, Indiana, P..
NOTICE

eve,

jockey can bey! Now in our Slid Year' Shur,
Fain end FUNNY linen for current hr. Inquire on station letterhead fur freebie and num.
Tower of Bobble, 2737 S.E ash Ave., Portland.

TO

15701,14121 349.6165,

pp

YOU BELONGON TOP -WITH OBITS! ORSG
Oval comedy (or rades entertainer. Free sample
OBITS. 366-H Wet Bulled. Fermo Calif
do
93104.

Tenn. 37203
(615) 2545074 -Day
(615) B22-3513- Day7NlgNt

4549

KIRK. EVANSTON.

OR. 97206.

Roger Ricker Promotions

Nub.

1304

original
Free Sample!

100

THE BEST COMEDY SERVICE A DISC

RECORD PROMOTION

P.O BOX 310
DAYTON ON C.), OHIO

FCC EXAM STUDY GUIDE

ALL
your 6 -track needs
Call to-day Jim Adams
(314) 343 -7100

I.P'e are low

nut

I

WHILE OTHER PEOPLE ARE ItA1SING
their pnrn, we are Irwen ne ours Maier label

6.000 different older LPs

nob

SCHOOLS &
INSTRUCTIONS

FREE
GIANT CATALOG

DAVE SPECTOR COMEDY
48th Floor. John Hancock Center
175 E. Delaware. Chicago 60601.

NASHVILLE STEREO SOUNDS INC.

we can supply

343.7100

nor

OLDER JAZZ, SWING LP's. lower prices.
Soundtracks Lists Records, Bos 11388, Whittier,
Call. 90609. RETAIL: Turntable, 729 Harbor.
Un
Fullerton, Cald.
THE WORLDS LARGEST RECORD COLletting publication) Over 10,000 me recorde of
fend in each hi.rnonthly mule Current lieue
$1.0). COLUMINE, Box 61 -Z, Feerpo, Mkhi-

ATTENTION RACK JOBBERS
Surplus 8- :racxfor sale

OM

F

(A subsidiary of Boyd Hunt Enterpnsesl
a the LARGEST national registry of nu.
and
l musicians seeking groups
groups seeking new members.
CALL TODAY. (612) 825.6848 or
Toll Free -(800) 328 -6660
en
(void where prohibited by law)

Loe Angeles. Calif. 90019,

JAZZ- ROCK.SOUL-ITS ALL IN OUR LATeel catalogue of major label cutouts. LPL are
priced at OBI & tae. Call or write to-dev for free
catalogue. Hit Records. Inc, 675 US Highway 22,
nog
Hillside, N.J. 07205. 1201) 687 -4282.

Cell or write for a fre color brochure and
a sample incense package

Largest seleeben d "13V. posters any
Posters 22"
35 " -51 25 ea
Incense -S5 a Dozen
Black Light Bulbs 504 each
18" Black light fixture S6 ea min Or

nob

mills, reverse roll coating machine, calendar
slater., QC Lest equipment, and other acre.
sort'- items. Technical assistance evadable.
interested write Billboard Box p7093 Billboard
1515 Broadway, N.Y.C. 10038.
not

6050 Venice Blvd..
1213) 933 -7646

INFONICS DUPLICATORS!

PROFEUSKINILLB -TAACK CALIBRATORS & EMEERE

finished high school Leles features' No
'rap and Read One- linen" ALSO -Every
month you II reempe a WLS Top 40 Survey
2 monthly issues $15 Freebie sample Air
ch.ck salt ONLY to !nose who subscribe
immediately

I

POSTER DISTRIBUTORS WANTED od3O

8 -TRACK BLANKS
Lear Jel style ca tr0ge wan rubber roller
Professional duplicating tape 90 lengths

COMPLETE MUSIC SHOP. ALL OR PART
Including record racks and riling cards. U inter

WDIED( Old

fooE W$90. ETC.
you
ä yours
500x000 to "DAVE SPECTOR
COMEDY" Me ONLY sophisticated. original
100% usable service Others are waste of
money Make listeners think you actually

WOW.

Y

M.

a

MUSICIANS
PROFESSIONAL MUSICIANS

COMPLETE SIX INCH TAPE MANUPAC
luring equipment. All complete and running. Bal

TRI-CITY PRODUCTS

cow

Broadway, New York. N

30

"3U9E31JOD(- LARRY IOJADL

FULL FACILITY MEXICO CITY RECORD
plant seeking buyer or merger with established
V.S. organization. Bor 7094, Billboard, 1515

e

Gabe

25

Se 00 ea

Nw aM of Mal
Persmue»

Also, write to the above address for our
list

ferry,

4

RIB ME

nob

One hour musical documentary Includes
exclusive 20 year old interview wan Elvis
Presley, never before released Narrated
by noted Florida air personably, Ed Ripley
The right length
the right price Perko)
for rock. MOR and country formats For
demo and particulars write Ripley Productions, Boa 82367 Tampa, Florida
(813) 949.3767.
no13

374,
naó

COMEDY MATERIAL

Equal Opportunity Employer. M;

REMEMBER ELVIS

FLOCKED POSTERS

100 LP's 30C each
5000 LP'S 204 each

kind' Cannon, Bos
Savannah Beach. Geored sima.
good equipment, what

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES

N

iolily
tensonw928a
I

Pa. 19120

(215) 221 -0990

RADIO ARTS IS ADDING ANOTHER PROfeminist salesman to ita Burbank staff. Good
telephone and dogma sbikty. Some travel required Phone 213441-0225 or write, 210 No. Pus
Avenue. Suite 104, Burbank. CA 91505.
nee
EARN 35 AN HOUR TAPING RADIO STA.
lions in your home. chid 500,1001 up, muet have

Box 7092 Billboard
1515 Broadway
New York, N.Y. 10036

GOLDIES OLDIES

DEAL

2512 North Broad Street
Philadelphia, PA 19132 USA
Tel. (215) 221 -0990
Tne following album packs consist of
at least 100 different Idles. The rec-

"OLDIES"

-

PRODUCT

nu12

-

n0ó

Ca. 95116 14081 354-6622.

velopment organization. Your
achievements will be recognized by a growth oriented
corporation located on the
East Coast with a stimulating
environment and excellent
salary opportunities.
All responses will be evaluated in confidence. Please
send a complete resume
along with salary history tv

Mary Hopkins -Billy Preston
Yoko Ono- TrashRavi Shankar -Lon OerrekVan Eaton- Ronnie Spector
(Picture covers where available)
Send for catalog

BRITISH

-

Quarry & Hamilton Sts.
Darby, Pa. 19023
(215) LE2 -4473

APPLE LABEL CUT -OUTS
NOW AVAILABLE
OLDIES 45s
plus many more Niles
Bad Finger -Elastic Oz Band

EXPERIENCED SALES PERSON FOR RA
nier San Francisco. Send reume
Manager. 1236 East Santa Clan St- San Jose,

rho oration

background in disc recording and reproduction Research and Development experience pertinent to the
manufacture of LP records is
highly desirable along with a
B.S. Degree in engineering.
This position offers high visibility within our product de-

ZIP CODE

STATE

FANTASTIC VALUES

equipment Submit morne in compute min.
dente to Boa 7091 Billboard, 1515 Broadway,
nob
New York. N.Y. 10011.

MANUFACTURING

ADDRESS

ADDRESS ALL ADS -BILLBOARD, Classified
Ad. Dept.,
515 Broadway, New York, N.Y.
10036 or teiephone(212) 764 -7433.

and enRwan systems and design group bawd in
New York City Euellent opportunity fur per.
tun espernenced in the ale and use of thu

RECORDS

Master Charge
Bank a (Required)

NAME

LOOKING FOR COMMISSION SALESMEN
and manufacturers repree ntatisd for complete
Ducoteque Lighting Sound Video hardware

RECORDING

Or you may pay for your classified advertising on your credit card.
American Express
Credit Card No
Diners Club
Card Expires
O BankAmencard

12 dope

Classified Adv.

O

Equipment
0 Promotional Services

Boa Number, c
BILLBOARD. figure 10 addl.
tional words and Include 50C service charge far
box number and address

CASH

For Sale

0 Help Wanted
0 Used Coln Machine

C] DISPLAY CLASSIFIED AD -One Inch, 535.00,
4 -times $32.00 each. 26 -times S30. 00 each,
52 -times $25 00 each Box rule around all ads.

DEADLINE -Closes 4:30 p.m. Monday.
prior to date of Issue.

0 Business Opportunities
p Processional Services

Distribution Services
Record Mfg Services. Supplies
6 Equipment

Cl

D

Expanding record and 8 Track tape manufacturer with own branch
distribution requires aggressive sell- starter to expedite low of products from manufacturing to branches and customers.
Prefer Industry experience. However. will consider background in
service /Inventory contro) /expediting.

Check heading under which ad Is lo appear
(Tape 6 Cartridge category classified ad Is not accepted.)

1

eis

WANT RECORDS. LP'S 455. TAPES, SUR
plus, overstock. finny Wertinn, 101 Gedney Sys
8
Nyack. KY. MAO tale 3.SRS0R6.

PENTAGON
DUPLICATION SYSTEM AVAILABLE
with 2 reel to reel slaves lull
track heads. 4 model cassette
positions, cassette master deck, rew,nder,
ARC. 121 'alto Spare parts, boards and
motor
Currently operating.
SELBY
ASSOCIATES, BOO 1507. Am apolls, MD.
21404, (301) Bes -)800.
no l3
C-

WOO B

track

a.

2

SELLING BI,SINESv WINDER, ELECTRO
Sound. Liberty, TravIo. a Track Tape 7200 IL,

-- 4fANrf,.,.ugwywyomrr

303.629-TORT

nee

74

H1.6NN,1,,,,,,,,N a1
PLEASE TAKE NOTICE Ihm the Town
of IrOndequoll, In Monroe County.
New York Invites applications for a
Cable Television franchise Appllcalionsshall be proposed and submitted
ln accordance wdh a "REQUEST
FOR PROPOSALS' available from
the undersigned
Applications will be accepted until
4.00 P M December 16. 1976 and all
applications received will be avail.
able for public Inspection during
normal business hours at the office
of the Town Clerk. Irondequon Town
Hall, 1280 Titus Avenue. Rochester.
New York
A non- retunU8ble tiling l CO in the
amount of 5300 000 must accompany
each application
By order of the Town Board
Town of Irondequoit, N Y
By Florian F Wesley
Town Clerk

floe

BILLBOARD IS ON MICROFILM:
1 RILLBOARU are

1+,.k
01,

01.41

...We

in, dating from November !A!N In

X:wren. 1974
Mrrordm copra of snicki or charts from
of tlir! antral may bt obumd from
Py'
lllboard Publ UEE M . REFI of 51 f) pee
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DISTRIBUTING SERVICES

M,'^,CELLANEOUS

ATTN: RACK JOBBERS
WIRE DISPLAY RECORD RACKS
n model oat hold
100 LPa or 150 &Tracks
a h model will hold
Z00 LPs or 310 &Tracks
45 RPM necks for above display,
adaptable for peg boards
1

-

sierN
WORLD EXPORTS

I

Serrybwh Place

Ceblee E.podsro

also Loa Angeles.

ALEX A. ABACO, CO., INC.
Sol High SI.. Burlington. N.J. 00016

BERKLAV AIR SVCES, MARKETING
Bo. fills. JFK Airport

O

N Y

11430

dale

(609) 366-3280

now

U S A

ems

WE HAVE THE BEST
CUT -OUT
record and tape list
In America
Major Artists
Major Labels
Dealers Only

Contact

P

no,

l

Brooklyn, N.Y. 11230

ATTNI OVERSEAS IMPORTERS
end U.S.A. EXPORTERS
we tr.n.porl Rxord. Tepee etc. from
0.S.A 011ering: Great Hang . low rrelght
ratty -New American Supplier. rot buyer.
-Assemble various orders- welcome you

Jamaica

USA,

person..

Dornam, N.C. 27708 U.S.A.
DEALERS END DISTRIBUTORS ONLY

N Y.,

17151

.n

Whole World Export Company

inn In

WSW

RECORDS. CARTRIDGES.
CASSETTES FOR EXPORT
ALL LABELS- REGULAR ANO CLOSE
OUTS Nearly 30 years serving Impalas
al
consolidation and
tendon
DAR° EXPORTS, LTD.,
lase toner Llano Are.,

I

when you

meat, the company expanded into
16 -track Ilk years ago and then a
year ago upgraded to 24 -track. The
one studio can seat upwards of 12
musicians (there has been a date Involving 40 voices); there is an isolation 11,6111 and :In editing 000m.

SEND FOR FREE CATALOG
000661861 ASSOCIATES. 79
Elmer AN

timer A

The Orient and European markets our spy
culiN Try us for hard to get Rock rbuma
other exporters d01ì carry Also ene5k OM
low prices. nigh till and speedy delivery
Write OS 101 all your record needs rOr our
tree Fall Catalogue, write
3921

CiNamuc<I yarn page 44

Access, lope. EVEREADY Benmms
PICKERING Stye cartridge» 8 Hand
phones SHURE Styli 6 Corlrlduas. SOUND
GUARD Roc Preservative

I

1.ir

Wardlow
General Services
Billboard Publications
9000 Sunset Blvd.
Los Angeles. Cal 90069
213,273 -7040

MAKE MORE PROFIT WITH OUR LOWER
prim on LP., 8.tnek,, qued4Pa. end easeelte
Top 1000 list updaud weekly Writs Toblaco.

FREE

8111

6144 Highway 290 W
bst .0011.510 .bat

GIANT CATALOG

6.000 different older LPs
GOLDEN

ATTENTION.

Boo 2178

Mooresville, Ind. 46158

When Answering Ads

Discounts

!Mean.

110

RECORD

win..

OUTLETS

WE

, .

, ,

NJ

ay,

BILLBOARD
Group Subscription

Amain. Team,

of 45 51111 nid.% and
have the largest
goodies and .Ise motor label LP lumps at pn.
motional porn Send for free lollop All orders
n
.
k
Apes Retied. Ins 9.71
Highway

MEMORIES RECORDS
P.0

,

0ó65

rata

Say You Saw It in Billboard

.

talonna

Groups of 1,004 more For rates and

ion wow

BOX 6019

6,0 Buyoard. ISIS B,oadwey
New York, N.

Y

10036

RaDio-Tv MaRT

Un

JEWELRY FACTORY BUY DIRECT 6 SAVE
50-60 percent: Brand new fall Iule 1udY to ship
Chunky chokers, hypoallergenic earrings 6
bracelets in all the new fall colon 6 styles Free
eaUdoaue Jewd Crest/ors. Bos 7736. Richmond.

VA SSOI fSElI 222620

Un

BE PROFESSIONALt. RECEIVE YOUR MAIL
in the heart of Hollywood. we forward anywhere.
Write Hollywood CommuoualMosi. 7188 Sunset Blvd .. Hollywood, CA 90046.
nnl:f

REAL ESTATE

Send money and advertising copy to:
V Job Mart, Billboard, 1515 Broadway, N.Y. 10036
Radio-TV

COLONIAL WITH BARN
Authentic 200 year aid nome won modern
amenibes api 24 acres Fireplace. 4 bedrooms. 2 baln6 Great barn year-round
trout stream 5 pond: 2 hours to NYC

ws

POSITIONS WANTED

000

HEARTLAND REALTY INC.
RI. 230. Clavereck. N.Y. 12513
hoe
1518) 851.3951

MALE 22 -4', YRS. EXP.
FORMATS -ROCK. MOR,
COUNTRY, PROG. AOR ETC.
MUSIC DIRECTOR DEMOGRAPHIC CARD ROTATION
AM AND PM DRIVE.

RECORDINE: STUDIO -ON WHEELEOrtmn Tnh, rio Geltend. M.cnow.
Century Perk Erst. L.A_ CA 90067

-}IF:

1.1
tin

Contact Ken RI.
4;64 East sawn Drive Apt 3
00551010. Ili 61108 (8151 399.2043
nota

LOOKING FOR POSITION AS

GOLDEN OLDIES

P.D.. M.O. OR ANNOUNCER

TRADING POST

al

UUIII MIS. II:: x.4a5»nit9 MAIM,
rising Closes Every Monday.

"WANTED TO BUY. '-FOR
SALE.' "SWAPPING"
Use the
needs

PROGRESSIVE STATION

Exp Top rated commercial sta-

tion- Boston

R

P.O., M.D..

10036

FOR SALE
COLLECTORS SEC

ord., LP's; Jara ,Sound(165 l PerannatitiesrOnO
aal Cate-Country, Weiner, Blue. Indh ale
P

tin

FREE RECORD LIST 45's 6 LP-a.

WAZ(6Ç

Providence. RJrg2H10

ANNOUNCER

EXCELLENT CREDENTIALS

Box 679 Billboard. 1515 Broadway
New York. N Y 10036
nob

YOUNG, AGGRESSIVE. HARDWORKING
PERSON SEEKING POSITION EXPERIENCE
INCLUDES. RADIO. PROMOTION. TV
SOUND ENGINEERING, MANAGEMENT
SEEKING POSITION WITH 0000 SOLID
ORGANIZATION WITH ROOM FOR ADVANCEMENT GOOD TRACK RECORD
AND REFERENCES
GARY ALEXANDER LEE
616 772 -4356
536E MAIN
ZEELAND, MI. 49464
nob

ncG

O

AMBITIOUS DEDICATED ANNOUNCER

PAYMENT MUSTACCOMPANT'
ORDER TO:
Billboard Golden Oldies
Trading Post

ohnh Of hone. Rev M..kmc tor) Theo:,
Box 7511, Van Nuys, Calif 91416, U.S A.

OR

"TRY ME"
WANTS ROCK

C AUCTION

& PROGRESSIVE

POSITIONS OPEN

umn inch.

fort: (its

JAll

looking for position

headline that fits your

1515 Reoadwa). New

&D.

Bocwa,

',,s7
r+

Minimum 515.00
Display Classified: 535.00 per col.

70'.. Write

A

Bo 6742 )Iwe

Regular Classified: 75c per ward.

.41)1.0

EXCELL BACKGROUND

8

RECORDING STUDIOS
.

-in

advance -for one time.
Box number ads asking for tape samples will be charged
an added SI for handling and postage.
is S20

OR

WESTERN PENNA. PREFERRED.

All oilers considered.
BOX 680
Billboard, 1515 Broadway
New York, N.Y. 10036 no13

CLASSIFIED
ADVERTISING
DOESN'T
COST,
IT PAYS.

_

noli

MOR

NEW COUNTRY STATION

ILLINOIS
SECOND LARGEST CITY
IN

looking for country ah Went and ProdoE.
Mwmum 3 years experience Tapes

non
end

mu,.

to

Nick Owen

W Y F E

1901 Shaw Reed
Rock lord. Ill 61111

KRLD

no13

DALLAS, TEX.

Immediate Opening

Fa BRAWL

positive personality
1080 AM driva lima
news 6(5166 The Dallis Cowboy Sulla»
ORLO Is oeo of Ino big gust end our people
free to IM ocCaMon Must nave teps end
resume COnnecl Jack Shell, 7901 CarFreeway, 75247 or call (214) 634.
nos
OJ

CORO e.

.L0 u MGR. Pop.

p

www.americanradiohistory.com

ROCK-OLA'S
DISCO SURGE
t

:1aonuefl from page 41

the floor. which Is connected to
the jukebox's speaker outputs. can
he used with any phonograph,
L.C. Bieck, Rock -Olds national
sales director, explained to the
Rock -Ola distributors gathered In
Phoenix, that dancers demand a
floor with Dashing patterned lights.
that match the music's beat and
mood.'
Measuring tight feet by 12 feet by
six inches high, the Rock -Ola floor
Dashes 384 light bulbs of equal
numbers of red, blue, green and yellow. The bulbs are activated by a 4channel sequential controller that
can be located within the jukebox or
externally, according to the manufacturer.
Rock -Ola says the floor provides a
total of eight display functions,
which automatically are switched
from one to another at a preset interval. Two of these functions are programmed to the beat and frequency
distribution of the music, according
to the company's information.
Rock -Ola says it will show the
disco floor in its hospitality suite at
the upcoming MOA Expo, Nov. 12-

L-qulpmeutincludes an MCI console with 24 in and 24 out: Allison
computer mix which provides computerized mixdown, Eventide digital
delay, EMT echo chamber. JBL
speakers, Crown amplifiers, Urei
graphic equalizer, Teletronix leveling equalizer, a variety of mikes and
dbx.

Dick Sontag and Chuck Leary are
the engineers. There is also a maintenance engineer. Sontag says one of
the studios main selling points is
that musicians can "get away from
executives and companies in L.A.
where there are people looking over
your shoulder. The musicians can do
their work here undisturbed.

"And we've been on both sides of
the glass so we know how it feels to
be in a cold atmosphere."

Iris: "We wanted to keep it low
key and warm" The reception area,
done 1n dark woods and fully carpeted, gives a visitor this warm feeling. Says Iris: "That's the first impression we want people to have
before they meet us."

Walton estimates the plant is
worth $325,000. The company has a
10 -year lease on the building on E.
Franklin St.
Rates are $100 an hour for 24track and S80 an hour for remixing.

The owners say the fish tank helps
"calm down nervous musicians."
Adds engineer Leary: "The fish
gravitate toward the speakers if it's a

hit."
Super Sound can call on musicians from the Forest Bay production company in nearby Santa Cruz.
They will use L.A. string players
°hecause they are the best."

14.

Rates: "POSITION WANTED" is S10 -in advance -for
inch, one tinte. No charge for Box numbers.

"POSITION OPEN"
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Hideaway Site In Monterey

HR

CO

Call or erne todayt
RECORD WIDE DISTRIBUTORS
1755 Chase Of Fenton. Mo 63026
(314) 343.7100
Ask for Jim Adorns
ly2

-WHOLE

ACCL50giLS

FREIGHT PAID SF.q VICE
SCOTCH. MAKELL. MEMOREX \ BASF
Tape WATTS ,. Ood,g. Preen. Etc REG
OTON Needles. Audio Cables. Record 8
Tope Access Block Met, Roc Care Prod

6.Ta00

(Can be converted for

a SPaa

For prim on additional copies and
further intimation ,uncu t

la

ing

The underlie platform, covered
with 1/ -inch of polypropolene. can
be a.csembled and anchored to the
floor by one man in two hours, the
company claims.
Rock -Olas two new boxes, models 470 and 469, which the company
says are appropriate for disco, incorporate a swirling "art nouveau"
pattern on the upper panel, and "extra heavy magnes in the base speakers, to guarantee the heavy bass
sounds demanded by many locations." The 470 is a 160 -selection
machine, the 469 a more compact,
100- selection box.
Rock -Ola is reminding its distributors that many existing discos, as
well as clubs booking live acts, also
require a jukebox. "The phonograph is used while the musicians or
the disk jockey are on break," L.C.
Rieck explained at the Arizona
meeting.
Rieck says discos require a jukebox also "in the early evening hours
before the heavy crowd arrives, and
for Saturday and Sunday afternoons
when the teenagers are introduced
to disco."
Rieck's presentation included an
overview of the disco phenomenon.
"Discos started in France after
World War II." he stated. "They
were small places with a jukebox
where customers went to dance. The
idea caught on and discos introduced disk jockeys who picked and
played the records to suit the mood
of the audience."
"Discos were introduced to America in the early sixites, but never
really taught on due to poor equipment, improperly trained operators
and an era of music not suited to
dancing in a disco," Rieck notes.
It is within the context of this initial failure that Rock -Ola views the
earlier unsuccessful attempt of another manufacturer to equip operators for disco. Operators now can
capture their share of what has become a phenomenal success. Rock Ola believes.

Farm Workers LP
Features Chicanos
LOS ANGELES -An album to CO
raise funds for Cesar Chavez and the D
United Farm Workers of America is is
being developed by the Pan- Amcri- t7
can Entertainment Group here. Art

Brambila will produce. It will consist
of union songs, performed by well known Chicano artists. Chavez is

writing the liner notes.
Slated for Nov. I release, all aspects of the LP are being done on a
voluntary basis- performances. studios. pressing. jacket. etc. The LP
will he sold through the United
Farm Workers' merchandising arm

of Taller Graphico.

New Brick Sound
Continued from page

41

ords, is called Dau, an abbreviation
of the words disco and jazz, and was
inspired by the trend away from
conventional disco music that emphasized rhythm almost to the exclusion of everything else.
Dau is the brainchild of Jimmy
"Lord" Brown, the group's lead vocalisl, as well as an instrumentalist
that plays saxes, flutes. trumpets and
trombones. The other members are
Eddie Irons, drums and piano; Donald Nevins, also a keyboardist and
saxophonist, Reggie Hams, lead guitarist and second vocalist, and Ray
Ransom, bass and vocals.
Brick has already appeared in
concert with such artists as B.B.
King, the Ohio Players, the Spinners, Smokey Robinson, Al Green,
James Brown, Tyrone Davis. the
Commodores, and Bobby "Blue"
Bland. It is managed by Mainstream
Management Associates, Atlanta.
Ga., and represented by the Paragon
Agency, Macon, Ga.
The group's first album on Bang is
"Good High ": as disco single is

titled

"Dau."

T32

International
YEAR -END SPURT SEEN

TOP ARTISTS PERFORM

German Sales Pace In Lag

Anti -War Track Album To
Precede Release Of Film

Continued from page

10

This gives some idea of the size of
the problem. The U.K. imports represent the biggest headache because
they can be brought in so cheaply.
given the weakness of the pound and
the lower copyright fees payable in
the U.K.'
Another problem touched on by
many record company heads is that
of the growth in blank tape sales
with the obvious implication of a
boom in private recording from radio and oemmercial disks -an implication somewhat confirmed by the
considerable decline in singles sales.
Gerhard Schulze of Teldec believes that the industry must increase
pressure for legislation providing for
a levy on blank tape sales as an extension to the existing law that requires tape hardware manufacturers
to pay a levy on tape recorders.
One of the most significant developments in the German market has
been the immense growth of the television compilation business, with every major record company now involved. in addition to K -Tel and

Arcade. Arming claims that 60% of
the pop album market is accounted
for by compilation albums (not all of
them backed by tv campaigns) and
that the tv merchandised albums account for 15% of total industry turn, Q over.
r
is

is

Arming: "The competition is
S getting harder all the time and the
asks are correspondingly greater.
m With increases in television advertisO

Says

ing rates due next year, companies

á

will have to take much more care in
planning iv albums. As it is, a tv al-

rì

m

.6
tL

.z

bum has to top 300.000 sales before
it begins to make money."
An interesting aspect of the compilation market is that cassette sales
of a tv merchandised album can be
as high as 40% of the total. substantially higher than the normal musicassette share of the LP market.
"This suggests." Arming says, that
cassette buyers are more in favor of
compilation albums than arc record
buyers. We are therefore producing
special compilation cassettes for that

market"
How do German industry leaders
sum up 1976 in terms of what has
gone and what is to come?
Arming: "Once again this year
Germany has shown itself to be one
of the most international of record
markets with hits from the U.K.,
U.S., Holland. France, Spain and
Italy. but happily there are signs that
German domestic product is becoming more international in style and
quality, and this is overdue because
Germany has tended to lag behind
in this respect.

"From Deutsche Grammophon's
pomt of view, we continue to have
tremendous success with James Last,
whose worldwide album sales top 33
million, and with Freddy Quinn.
whose LP with Bert Kaempfert was
a big seller. As far as foreign product
is concerned, our biggest success has
been Abba's 'Fernando' with sales
in excess of 600,000. Another massive seller was our compilation album 20 Original Top Hits which
notched 370,000.

"Deutsche Grammophon continues to maintain its dominant position in the classical market, from
which we derive 23% of our turnover. With such distinguished names
as Abbado. Boehm. Kubelik, Kara jan and with the Vienna and Berlin
Philharmonic orchestras, we are in a
strong situation.
"As far as jazz is concerned. although sales of this category of music amount only to about 3% of the
market we have an excellent jazz
repertoire with Verve offering yesterday's jazz. Pablo offering today's
jazz and ECM providing the jazz of

tomorrow:'
Weber. director of Metronme:
"We have had good sales with Esther Phillips 'What A Difference A
Day Made; Roger Whittaker s 'The
Last Farewell' and 'River Lady.
Waterloo and Robinson's 'My Little
World: I ant confident that the industry can make up the ground it
lost as a result of the summer recession."

Rudolph Wolpert, director of
CBS: "The second quarter of this
year was the most successful in our
history with singles sales up by 54%
(compared with an overall industry
decline of 14 %), LP sales up 28%
(compared with an industry slump
of 7 %) and cassette sales up 31%
(compared with an industry increase

of

12 %).

"We had major single hits by
Sailor, Tina Charles, Costa Cordalis,
5000 Volts and Ingrid Peters. 'I'm
On Fire' by 5000 Volts and 'Girls,
Girls, Girls' by Sailor both made the
No,
spot on the German singles
1

chart.

"In the album market

with releases by Bob Dylan, Simon
& Garfunkel. Santana, Fredl Feel,
Wolf Biermann, Sailor and Neil
Diamond. Fm very optimistic about
the rest of the year."
Hans Georg Baum. director of
RCA: "Despite the summer slump, I
think the industry will make progress this year and I expect RCA's

EXPORT ONLY

All Labels,
Records & Tapes
New Releases
Rock & Pop
Disco & Jazz
Afro Cuban

JJ

Nostalgia
Classical
Cutouts
Always in Stock
Lowest Export Prices
Fastest Delivery

Free Catalogue on

Request
DAVID ESKIN, INC.

Tels.

a00 niverso0e Orne
New Volk 1002$ USA
ESKINUR 7
74

2,00

,212)

.257

mendous singles success with the
Bellamy Brothers and Juergen
Drews.
"Our increase in sales for the first
six months of 1976 was 29 %. I think
the rest of the year may be tough. but
companies with the right product
will make it. And I don't see any
problems in this respect for WEA,"
Schulze, joint managing director,
Teldec: "The summer slump came
earlier and was more pronounced
this year than in previous years. But
the industry is showing sure signs of
recovery and I predict an overall increase in turnover of 10 %.

"Teldec is in a strong position
with a wide range of salable product
and our highest successes so far this
year have come from the Rolling
Stones, Peter Maffay, Juergen Marcus, Chubby Checker and John
Miles."
Egmont Lueftner, general director, Ariloa: "The first quarter of this
year was marked by a'surge in sales
of domestic product. an area in
which Ariola is particularly strong.
Our tally of singles hits was far
above that of last year and in the album market we maintained the
same high level as we achieved in
1975.

"Consumer demand always declines in the summer months. However, the record business is picking
up strongly again and I am optimistic about the final outcome of the
year's trading. We at Ariola-are particularly happy about the development of our companies in Austria.
Holland, Belgium, France. Spain
and the U.S., which are getting
themselves firmly established in
their markets."

Oskar Drechsler, director of
Phonogram: "I regard the development of the German market in the
first quarter of this year as satisfactory, bearing in mind the tremendous pre -Christmas boom. One
problem which tends to inhibit sales,
(Continued on page 64)

Casablanca In U.K. Move
C.unuu ed from page

FOR

we scored

turnover increase to be higher than
that of the industry as a whole. This
year we have had big successes with
Sweet, Gitte and Elvis Presley in the
singles market, and with albums by
Presley, David Bowie and the Sweet.
Siegfried Loch, director of WEA
Musik: "Our strong position in the
singles market enabled us to finish
the second quarter of the year way
above the same period for 1975. We
scored heavily with the George
Baker Selection single 'La Paloma
Blanca' and since then have had tre-

4

company's distribution in Britain
appears to be centered on promotion
of Casablanca acts and the lack of
album releases.
Bogart sees his position stemming
from the fact that "the deal made in
the U.K. with EMI was one made
when the company was weak, at its
early stages before it had any acts. I
had tell Buddah and started cold.
EMI bought Neil Bogart. and the
contract made then did not provide
me with the power to decide on releases or lours. I am still ready to
deal with a company which has the
nght attitude. Money is not important -in only two years as an independent label Casablanca has become a major factor in the record
business."
Bogart's decision to establish t asahtaneti here is reinforced ht, his

view that Britain is the place which
has the strongest leanings towards
the disco scene. and towards theatrical rock. He feels that acts like Kiss.
Parliament. and Angels could make
it here if they had enough live exposure. As to the matter of the release
of the new Kiss LP here without a
British distributor, Bogart concluded, "I'm sure the importers will
do us proud. We will not make a
deal in the U.K. until the vibrations
are right. I will not sell my soul for
rock and roll."

Colin Bum, licensed label division manager of EMI, says that the
parting between EMI and Casablanca had been amicable, and EMI
"will now concentrate on other
things." However. as a matter of
record, he did state that EMI had in
fact released four out of five Kiss albums, of which two had charted.
www.americanradiohistory.com

LONDON -Riva Records is ,suing the music front a controversial
new film in November -three
months before the movie will be
seen in British cinemas.

The project, "All This And World
War II," combines archive film footage with a soundtrack composed entirely of Beatles' songs performed by
more than a dozen of the world's
top -selling record artists. They include Rod Stewart, Elton John. the
Four Seasons. Helen Reddy. the Bee
Gees, Status Quo and Roy Wood,
but not the Beatles themselves.
The two- record set, offering lyrics
and a full -color poster, will be released Nov. 5, with a retail price of
just over S9. It also spawns at least
two singles in the same month,
Frankie Laine's version of "Maxwell's Silver Hammer" and Rod

Stewart's interpretation of "Get
Back.' Warners may also release the
Four Seasons' "We Can Work It

out"

as a

single.

Riva originally thought of a big
pre- Christmas advertising campaign
to promote the soundtrack album.
but decided against it because the
movie, though released in the U.S.
(Nov. l l ). will not be screened in the
U.K. until February. But there will
still be a substantial marketing campaign.

Other tracks include "Lucy In The
Sky With Diamonds" (Elton John):
"She Came In Through The Bathroom Window" (The Bee Gees); "Let
It Be' (Leo Sayer): "A Day In The
Life" (Frankie Valli): "Lovely Rita'
(Roy Wood): and "When I'm 64"
(Keith Moon). Backings are by the
London Symphony and Royal Philharmonic orchestras.
The film stems from a mix of ideas
three years ago by Russ Regan, head
of 20th Century Records, and Lou
Reizner, responsible for the orchestral version of "Tommy." There
were negotiations with 20th Century
for use of the archive film footage
and for distribution of the finished
work. and then Reizner started the
soundtrack. Because of contractual
problems only one artist Leonard
Cohen, agreed to appear and then
changed his mind.
Riva was involved through Reiz-

ncr's approach to Rod Stewart to appear on the soundtrack. In the U.S.
the soundtrack is out on 20th Century.
It is the combination of rock music
and war footage that will create controversy for the film. Though Reizner and Regan claim a total commitment to its antiwar message. the film
may be viewed as exploiting a serious subject purely for financial gain.
The logo, for instance, features a soldier in battle dress wielding a guitar.
Reizner says: "We had agreed

that young people's knowledge
about World War Il was minimal.
My idea was to provide a real link
for this generation. More than anything else. that link was the Beatles,
who became spokesmen for everything the post -war generation stood
for. Ultimately we wanted to show
the insanity of war."

FAST DRAW
BY EMI ON
SEX PISTOLS
LONDON -EMI's signing of Sex
Pistols was one of the fastest deals
ever set by the company.
The act's decision to go to EMI.
despite intense competition from
other record companies. was passed
to Nick Mobbs, a &r manager. by
group manager Malcolm McLaren
early one morning and the contract
was drawn up. checked and signed
by the evening of the same day.
Desire by the group to be in the
studios the following day was one of
the reasons for the speed. McLaren
wants a single on the market as soon
as possible.
The acquisition of this group is it-

self rather controversial for it is a
band specializing in anti- establishment antics, which include
"beating up" a member of the "audience" during a concert. Mobbsdescribes them as: "a group with a bit
of guts for younger people to identify with and that their parents won't
tolerate. When have we had that situation since the Rolling Stones and
the Who?"

Inlernolionol Turnloblei
Colin McLean has been appointed Scottish area promotions
representative for Satril Records. He
will be responsible for liaison with
local radio stations. press, disco and
retailers, and will report to Satril director Alan Melina, McLean was
formerly with Creole. Virgin and
Bradley's.

Tony Bushell has been appointed
to the pastor custom expediter in the
order service office of CBS Records'
Aylesbury plant, succeeding Gordon
Moss who becomes product control
manager at A &M Records' Barlby
Road office.

Anita Caner has resigned her post
at Island Records as assistant to
Clive Banks and has joined Red
Shadow Music as personal assistant
to its three directors, Banks, Terry
O'Neil and Julian Spear.
Fred Parsons, former director of
marketing with B &C /Mooncrest
Records in London has joined
Screen- Gems -EMI Music. Reporting to managing director Ray Walter, Parsons main function will be in
the general .r citisc field which is,

elude the acquisition of new songwriter deals and songwriter /performers to add to Screen Gems'
present roster.
Bill Stonebridge has been appointed director of GM Records -he
was formerly general manager while Mike Gill and John G. Fogary
have been added to the board of directors of Gaff Management.
Stuart Newton. recent head of
promotion for Chansma Records,
has joined Chappell Music. Reporting to general manager Tony Roberts. he will concentrate on the promotion of contemporary product
and also work with the existing
Chappell team on the acquisition
and development of new writers.
Prior to joining Charisma, Newton
was general professional manager at
Carlin Music.
Budd Lumbers has been appointed general manager of VIP
Records (Holland), having been associated with promotional work for
the company over the past two years.
The appointment wa. jointly an-
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International
Tonpress Clicks
As Singles Label

From The Music Capitals
OF The World

f

Three Capricorn
Nazareth and Rod Stewart.
acts. the Marshall Tucker Band, Bannie Beam

Peter Frampton,

London for concerts at

In

the Wembley Pool, was presented with gold
disks for sales of his A&M album "Frampton

Alive

Comes

at

a

press conference also

at

hall

A

in

MI

the

lv special on Crosby and Nash shown
"Filter Furore Show' (NCRV).

here cri the

Rib Hovink, Dutch singer. interviewed about

tended by his manager, Dee Thane and MM
Scat.
U K managing director. Derek Green.

the breast cancer she sutiered from three years

told has signed with Bronze Records and their

Tony Shaman and the Sherman Brothers

first single.' Wouldn It Be Funny If You Didn't
Have A Nose. ties in with publication of a chit

"fm

I

dress book

Nosetighter, written

Mr

by

group

member Roger McGough. Other two members

Mile McGear, brother

are John Gorman and

of

Paul McCartney.

aga in

a

radio documentary

New single of
is

Stoned In Love With You," and the soul act
visas the U It soon, their product there handled
by Magnet

"La Ramona," lid for Spanish comedy singer
Femando Estero, and a number one in Spain
here by

rush released

Nationwide radio spots promoting new Andy
album. Andy." released to tie in with

Barclay

AVRO

TV

1910 when Eiektra product
wa licensed to Polydor and the U h company
has retained ongle rights to it despite EleAtra's

transnulhng a special linking lose Feliciano and
Natalie Cok.
Second album of the group Wr
ter, "Damburst." coming out on Phonogram, the
LP recorded in London and one track, "The Last
Seagull'- coming out as a ongle
Mariste
has
recording
her
lost
Vexes
been
solo album in
order and her surgie release fis 'We've Cot A
Marsha Veres manager Cees van
Love

later affiliations with EMI and currently WEA.

Leeman now also managing Betgran singer

Wiait

Polydor is
the singers British concert dates
to re promote Judy Collins' Eiektra single,
"Amazing Grace." tt..:s Christmas Th_ disk was

ongmaly issued

see

tell and Grinder Switch, packaged

in

Polydor is also undertaking

a

Iullscale radio

I

Sandpipers'*Bang

is booshng the

point

with press advertising

of

Sloops'
sale material
On

and dacdheque activity

building its Etektra'Aslyum autumn
sales efforts around the new album from the
WEA a

'fete' Calitornia

Eagles,

Mental support to fresh

LP

but also giving sub
Offerings from Jack-

son Browne and the Doors. All three releases
will figure in window displays covering 250 Any

k
Continuing the current trend of releasing
EPs. EMI has issued a tour track Harvest EP
cared -Hot Valves feaiunng BeRap Deluxe and
stores throughout the

U

drawing upon material rem each of the group's
President has unveiled a new
four albums
record label

Denmark for

an

album and single

Kiki van Oostindien,

a

singing model from

Schmitr, guitarist
plumber from the Hague, no longer working to
gelher as duo Kiki and Pearly, but are both on
solo careers. Kiki with Phonogram and Herman
with EMt.Bovema.
Dutch accordionist Harry
Booten has made an album of variations on

Amsterdam,

and Herman

.

...

Enthusiastic reaction foe
Ital an tv series "Sandokan," and the tle tune
out as a ongle from Inelco, promises to be a big
hit. having already sold more than 100,000
copies in Italy
WILLEM MOOS
Bach compositions

I

WARSAW
WARSAW

-Local band Jan Bend Ball,

trad

a

group toured West Germany. appearing during
Polish Days m Erlangen
Adam Makowia,

created by graphic designer Tim Renton. The

composer and pianist. appeared at the Jan Fes
Vocal group Novi Singers did
heal In Prague.

launch cancrdes with the publication by Jupiter

a

leatunng the Woody Rhino children's character

first four titles

of the

the Wooly Rhino book

in

single show in Tullm, Austria, the

Ewa

Wank Musa

lineup being

Mych, Waldemar Paraynsfi

and newcomer Tomas: Ochalski,

sees
has

Old Timers, one of the more interesting Euro-

signed to Polydor

Her first single under the

deal. between Doug

nett,

pean trad bands toured West Germany and
Switzerland and was invited le make an album

Former

ww

chart

Clodagh

star

Rodgers

Fletcher and Ken
Street's Streetwater production company and
Potyda. a Save Me
likely that Phono
gram will follow EMI and open a Scottish office
in Glasgow
Private Stock s Lary Uttal fin
London as part of a mini European tour
Kings manager Brian Badly presented with
birthday cake which turned out to be made of
shaving cream
Radio Luxembourg to under
take research survey of radio listening
Poly.
Guy

don's teenybop group Our Kid has

enrolled at

London t Italia Cantos stage school

releasing

theme

Beeb

teleaeion
series 'When the Boat Comes In' to coincide
with new series
A baby daughter Chantal for
Records

re

Barry Blue and his wile Lynn.

Irony

CHRIS WHITE

for WAM records.

Studio Sit, the orchestra of

Polish Radio and Telensron conducted by

rei Trzahowskh

tar

Andr

composer and pianist.

re

corded for WOR in Cologne and with its singers

Krysfynia Pronko and Marianna Wmh kwska, did
one live broadcast there.
Pianist due Marek and Vatel varied East
Germany. playing on two tv shows and at the

Tomasz Starke (trumpet)
international
and Tomas, Szukalskr, with an
herd of tar musicians. started a European and
American tour which will take them through to

Berliner Festtage

SBB, rock Ian team and
September, 1911
the Folk Orchestra Hamasie performed at Volks

stimme festival

in

Vienna and then the bigger

cities of East Germany

sv

Budka Sullen,

AMSTERDAM
Dutch pop group Una Gloria to fold at the

tad

the

of

Clain

Bonny St.
had

a

year,

Top

10

manly because girl singer

is going on a solo career. having
hit with her debut solo single

Dotter Bernard,"

product will be
through Phonogram
Bonny St Claire s hus
band, Una Gloria basset Albert Hal, has become
a
full time producer having started with
Standing On The Inside," debut by the Pull-

iam

group. which was

a

chart success here

Bassist Jan van Haatten, better Known as
Johnny Silent, has left rock band Hank The Knife
and the lets, but a not replaced-lead singer
Pierre Beek now playing bass
Weekly pop
show Ne Disco Show on TROT TV has

about it and its name
eus

Sue is

fis

a

new look

changed to Disco Cu

Nov single of singing duo Spooky and
a cover of "You've Got What It Takes''

previously

a hit for the Dave Clark Five.
French singer Julian Clerc, very popular here.

tour..

American guitarist Carlos
Santana and his new group in fora concert at
the Rotterdam Ahoy Hall... Betty Carter and
on

--

a

10 show

blues artist Sohn Lee Hooker unable to appear in
the Newport Jazz Festival in Rotterdam (Nov 5-

replacements are Roland kirk and Dutch
tenons, Hans Duffer.
Peter Frampton in for
an Amsterdam concert. and Harry Beafonte fis
another visrlor, along with Nana Mouskoun.
The Carpenters including a haft hour -'golden
1) but

oldies" medley

in

their stageshows here

French singer Barbara booked for one show in

Utrecht (Nov.
up in

a

rah group. loured Hungary

recently and later took part in the International
Song Festival in Dresden
Zbigniew Nam
ysJowsli's new combo played at the Debrecen.
Hungary lait festival and moved on to appear m
another festival in Prague.
ROMAN WASCKO

new

her

ATHENS
A

puce war has been raging

m

recent months

Athens area record shops, with albums off,
crally priced at a little under $7 gang in the
in

After nearly seven years
54.50 -S5 range
absence from the Greek marketplace, Barclay
material again mailable here through Minos,

first issues including two volumes of Charles B '
navour hits, "Soul Symphony." by Raymond la

fem..

They Call Us Wild," by the Wild

notas. and
Harris

a

heat

debut album from Greek artist

Matins.

Vaud,

which plays
centuries,
in for con
music of the 15th and 11th
Ministry of
tens in Athens and Thessaloniki
German group Andrian

Serial Care here showing interest in solving
problems of medical treatment for Greek coin
posers and lyricists A committee of Music
Union members I. Kakovlidis, Cristo Leontis, K.

Vino and Ministry representatives looking at
difficulties
Phonogram international repertoire manager
John Petndis, as disk jockey for ERI radio and

pop journalist, and Yannis Raopoulos, Ethos
monthly magazine writer, invited by the Bose

company to Boston, U.S., ter the launch of the
901 series three, accompanied by the

1

busseyerind include Sind) Romstadt,

perous in all of Poland, releases singles only and has no interest in
albums.
In recent years, singles have not
been popular in Poland, mainly because of wrong choice of repertoire.
But careful choice of repertoire by
Tonpress has produced immediate
sales reaction.
Popular hits, both Polish and of
foreign origin. are being issued and
sell consistently. In 1975, just
250,000 Tonpress singles were released and the figure this year will
be 600,000.
Until now Tonpress has not its

own recording equipment and
works through courtesies extended
by other Polish labels, However, it
hopes to establish its own studios
next year.

Pierre Rapsat

and press campaign to spotlight State's "Best of

the Rubettes" compilation, while Saud Records

WARSAW
oppress. the noco c,i
label of the Polish Reconfing Company, and perhaps the most pros-

(Contrmrc'd on page 64)

Ireland And U.K.
Split Top Prize
In Song Contest
DUBLIN Song, tram Ireland

1t
1

and the U.K. tied for first place in
the
Castlebar International
Song Contest and the S1,650 first
prize was shared between the two.
Winners were "Let's Start All
Over Again," by Teresa O'Donnell
(lyrics) and Joe Bollard (music),
which they also sang, and from the
U.K. "My Woman," with words and
music by Ray Davies and sung by
Tony Steven.
O'Donnell wrote the lyrics for
" Walkur' The Streets In The Rain,"
Ireland's first Eurovision Song Contest entry in 1965. Bollard. who is
blond, is a cabaret artist. Davies is in-

ternationally known as bandleader
and, through his Button Down Brass
records, as a disk seller.
Songs in runners -up places: 2.
"There Are No Dreams (Like The
Old Dreams)" written by Vic Daw-

ton. of Surrey. England: and 3.
"Open Your Arms." Istvan S. Nagy
(lyrics) and Peter Nate (music) from
Budapest. Hungary. The contest was
televised live by RTE and presented
by Terry Wogan, with songwriter
Jimmy Kennedy as chairman of the
judges.
Some 1,000 entries from five continents were received for the 1976
festival, with songwriters from 28
countries submitting material. The
contest was sponsored by Berger
paints.

Dover Barred From
Issuing Reggae Disk
LONDON -Recordings by West
Indian reggae artist fah Woosh,
whose real name is Neville Beck ford, were the subject of an injunction granted in the High Court here
to Trojan Records.
The company had complained
that a new album by Woosh, due for
release by Dover Records, would infringe Trojan's copyright in his compositions.
Stephen Tumin, counsel for Trojan, said that in May the company
had signed an agreement with
Woosh giving it exclusive rights to
record any of his compositions written within the next three years, but
last month Trojan learned that
Dover was about to release a Woosh
LP, "Loaded With

TNT."

The injunction restrains Dover
Records from infringing Trojan's
copynght m the album or in any of
Woosh's compositions or from interfering with Trojan's agreement with
the performer.
www.americanradiohistory.com

Jet Licensed To UA;
3d Deal In 18 Months
By CHRIS WHITE
LONDON -After weeks of specuwe will be able to keep a much better
!anon, the let label has signed a
eye on other territories like Brazil
worldwide licensing deal with
and Japan."
United Artists. 'I he new arrangeFirst U.K. releases from Jet under
ment is Jet's third distribution
the new distribution deal include an
change in less than 18 months. The
ELO single, "Livia' Thing," and an
firm, owned by Don Arden, was prealbum, "A New World Record,"
viously licensed in the U.K. to Isboth of which are high on the U.S.
land, and more recently to Polydor.
charts. In addition, there will be another Widowmakcr LP, and the laArden admits that "there have
bel will also be launching a new rock
been some problems in the past, alband, Bandy Legs, from Birmingthough we have always enjoyed
ham, produced by Tony lommi of
good relations with our distributing
Black Sabbath.
companies. One of the main probJet concluded a distribution deal
lems has been the co- ordination of
with Island in March last year, alreleases, and we have also faced difthough product was being distribficulties through the importation of
uted by Polydor throughout Europe.
albums from countries where they
Previously the label had been
have been released earlier."
through Polydor in U.K. under a
record -by- record distribution deal.
Arden adds that the more to UA
However, seven months later, manshould help co- ordinate publicity
aging director Don Arden switched
and promotion. "United Artists has
the label back to Polydor under a lidone a very good job for us in the
censing deal, saying that he had not
States with ELO and also Widow realized the immense difficulties of
maker. The fact that the Iwo combeing separate from Polydor in Engpanies have worked well together
land when the company had Jet
meant that it was a logical move to
product for the rest of the world outlet UA be our distributor worldwide.
side North America.
Jet's head office is in Los Angeles, so

THIRD QUARTER SIZZLES

EMI Bite Is 25% In U.K.
t renlrnucd iron! page
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the Beach Boys television package
which was the top album for the period. Other big selling titles came
from Elton John and Kiki Dee, Dr.
Hook, Wings and Tavares.
CBS' second place in singles for
July -September finds the firm holding on to a steady 12.2% share, compared with 11.3% a year ago and
12% the previous quarter. But CBS'
9.9% of
13.2% in

album sales, down from

April -June,

loses out to
WEA's 10.3 %, which is also down
from the last three months, but only
by a negligible 0.2%.
Below the two top slots, Phonogram and Pye change their second quarter places to rest at third with
9.4% and fourth with 9% respectively

in singles. Despite the slippage,
Pye's market share in this sector is
still more than double its rating for
July -Sept 1975.
Other placings find WEA at fifth
with a 7.6% share, down on its previous quarter rating of 9.1 %; Polydor
steady at 6.7% and Island up to 6 %.
United Artists makes something of a
comeback with 2.4% while Con tempo makes its strongest survey
showing to date with 1.8 %, attributable to Dorothy Moore's "Misty
Blue" smash.

Greeks Spend Little
On Records & Tapes
ATHENS -Monthly average

ex-

penditure on purchase of records,
tapes and playing equipment in
Greece dunng 1974 was 25 cents (9
drachmas) in the big cities, 16 cents
in the smaller towns and just five
cents for the villages.
The differences mirror the wide ranging financial situation between
the cities as compared to small rural
villages. First comes food, clothes,
home expenses, and the entertainment expenditure comes next.
The National Statistical Service of
Greece, which carried out the investigation. also reports that 0.1 % of
the total monthly average expenditure of a Greek family goes to records, tapes, but there is a tendency
for this percentage to rase.

z

O

Singles-oriented labels such as rrn
Bell and GTO suffer, the former
down to 1.9% (from 3.7.% in the pre- M
vious three months) and the latter to X/
1.2% (from 2 -1 %), though Sonet and Pr
President make respectable showm

ings.

In albums, Phonogram (9.4 %) and -o
Polydor (7.8 %) better their ratings of m
April -June, while the shares of
Decca and RCA drop slightly. The
m0
survey here also emphasizes Pye 's
problem, which the company is now v
firmly committed to correcting with
its "Black Umbrella" marketing
campaign. Its album sales (3% this
quarter) are out of line with its impressive 9% grasp of the singles mar-

r

ket.

The look at leading labels reflects

(Cnrulnued

can

page
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FERRY MINES
DUTCH GOLD
AMSTERDAM -Four gold disks
and one platinum award were made
to U.K. artist Bryan Ferry when he
visited Holland on a promotional
visit. The golds were for "Roxy Music," "For Your Pleasure," "Siren,"
and "Viva Roxy Music."
Ferry is lead- singer of Roxy Music, and he also received a platinum
award for his solo album "Let's Stick
Together." Title track of the album
was a Top IO single hit in Holland.
According to Wim Schipper,

managing director of Anota Holland, representing Ferry's interests
here, the solo album is the fastest selling album in company history.
More than 50,000 were sold in just
three weeks.
It was a strong September for
Ariola, the best month since the
company was formed six years ago.
Among big albums were Gino Van elli's "The Gist Of Gemini" and

"Powerful

People "; Manfred
Mann's Earth Band and "The Roaring Silence"; Peter Frampton's
"Comm Alive"; the late Jim Croce's
"Photographs And Memories ":
"Best Of Fats Domino", and "It's
Raining In My Heart," debut album
by Dutch singer Lee Towers.
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International

Latin
T.R. Label Breaks Quasi Disco Label
NEW YORK -T.R. Accords is
hoping for expansion into the American market by crossing the Latin disco barrier with a new label.
Disko- Mania, which will specialize
in disco product.
We know our artists have good

crossover potential, and given the
right opportunity to display their
talents. our artists can be shown as
bona fide musicians in whatever
area they play," states Gary Etter,
promotion. manager of T.R. Records.
Since many Latin labels have
been experimenting with crossover
records. T.R. wants to attempt a
"true crossover by emphasizing
more of the Latin element in its disco
product, incorporating clave in the
disco arrangements.
We want to offer good disco music," informs Etter, one that will he

recognized as solid disco Latin
hustle rather than producing enervated disco products that arc neither
disco or Latin.'

New Chappell Mgr.
YORK -Chappell

NEW

Music
has expanded its evecutive roster in
Canada with the appointment of
Jerry Renewych as manager of
Chappell- Canada in Toronto.
As chief operating officer, Rene wych heads a management commit-

consisting of Bill Trench, financial officer. and John Loweth, director of print and publications.
tee

The new label will be distributed
by T.R. Records which admits interest in attracting a major music corn pany to handle Disko -Mania.
The initial efforts on Disko Mania are two 12 -inch 45 r.p.m.
disks, Orquesta Guarare s "Semi Suitc" which carries a shorter version of the same tune on the B side,
and Cindy Rodriguez' "What You
Need Is My Love" in which she
teams with Ricardo Marrero as composer, arranger and performer on
the LP. Side B holds a rendition of
By the Time I Get to Phoenix."

Of The World

Scene

Continued from page 63

NEW YORK

Cuban

Revered

known on the

bandleader

Grillo,

Frank

latin music scene

as

"Machito,"

appeared on ABClY's "Like It Is with host Gil
Noble on Sunday, Oct. 17 With him were latin
music historian, Mar Salazar, Machilo's son.

Mario Grillo, percussionist lubie Collazo and Ms
group who performed on the show, in addrtron to
the Palladian Brothers, a dance team. Discus.
sino revolved around the roots of Latin music.

Machdo recently signed to the Coco label and

preparing he first LP in which he wdl be
joined by vocalist Lab Rodriquez, ex vocalist
is

Puerto Rican Fest
Will Begin Nov. 10
SAN JUAN -Puerto Ricers fourth
Festival of Song and Voice opens
here Nov. 10-13. This year it boastsa
record 60 participants front 35 nations. The three -day musical extravaganza will be aired by satellite to
more than 15 countries.
The festival will this year pay tribute to Venezuelan composer Enrique Sarabia. author of " Ansiedad

(Anxiety)."
In past years it has been dedicated
to Ruth Fernandez and Pedro Flores
of Puerto Rico and Rafael Solano of
the Dominican Republic.
Among the participating countries are Mexico, Peru, Venezuela.
Bolivia, Italy, Poland, Bulgaria, Yugoslavia, Bulgaria and Japan.

for Eddie Palmieri.
Fantasy Records has lust released 0pa's debut album on its Milestone label. The South
American trio comprised of three very talented

artists from Montevideo, Hugo Fattaoee on keyboards, his brother George Fatluroso on drums,
and Ringo 'Mailman on bass, were former members of Aino Mereira'n band which recorded on
Airto's "Fingers' LP. They have also gone on nu
merous lours with Auto and his wife, vocalist
Flora Purim. The album is a beautiful array of
Latin (with emphasis on Brazilian) music featuring Auto on percussion and Brazilian flautist
Rermeto Pascoal. the LP is entitled "Gold
enwings" and is produced by Atrto.
Rao Records has lint obtained extrusive Antribution nghls for LAMP Records. The agree,
ment was negotiated by Rico's president Ralph

11/6/76
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Number (Oétnbuting

The

TM -Artist,

Went

Number

under the auspices of Cartagena Enterprises
headed by Cartagena located on 464 W. 51 St.

organizing El Gran Combo's recent successful
trip to Mexico which proved a triple triumph for

loi management and promotional agency.
Conjunto Candela ready to record its second

Primitive Santos has
for Combo Records.
lust returned from Puerto Rico and is going to

1

Amor. Alhambra 23

GILBERTO MONROIG

2

4

5

6

7

LOS TRES GRANDE

4
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5
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6
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7
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8

CECLIO GONZALEZ
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JULIO IGLESIAS
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GRAN COMBO

Y SU CONJUNTO
100% Bddable.TR 1225

CHINO

MELAD

THE JUDGES NEPHEWS
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SOWS

del Ines. Audio

3

latmo

At,

COMBO
Huna. LGC 023

PUPI LEGARRETA
Charanga. Vaya WS 40

CELIA CRUZ/JOHNNY PACHECO
Trinando Cache. Vaya 37

Sono

4

JOHNNY PACHECO
El Mastro, Fama 698

5

CONJUNTO UNIVERSAL

Rebenu Carlos. CaNmmcs lass 1473

5

EYDIEGORME
La

6

Game, Cale 2001
6

LOS ANGELES NEGRO
loe, Angeles Negro,

8

9

7

SOPHY

8

Ms 5010

9

Seohy. Veber 1506

10

ALVARESCEDES

second Coco LP entitled " Pasaporte."

..

AI-

produced by
Haney Averne, president of Coco Records, and
engineered by Bernie Foe.

Discoanda Records

on Coco,

has

established new el-

lices in McAllen. Tex. Managing this new

lens

10

ROBERTO ROENA
lucky 7, International 907
FAJARDO
SUPER

MICA

and Ernesto Guerra.

over New York Radio station WBNX

Conde, fama 498

Charanga Roots. Cc.r

Pedro Ayala

Orscolanda Records has also bought air tome

48

PETE EL CONDE
El

Cardenas,

Their respective LPs are due for release shortly.

CHEO FELICIANO

Pete

international K2

MORRIS ALBERT
Memories. Audio latino

54

motion and production Its newly-signed artists

1510

The Singer, va9

Amor Libre, Pronto 1013
7

Orquesta Broad-

include Ruben Vela, Pepe Maldonado, Chano
yo

CAMILOSESTO

niece, Fe Ceetijo as vocalist.

tory will be Yolanda Gonzalez in charge of pro-

4

ROBERTO CARLOS

leader Rafael Cortijo is rehearsing for his new
Coco LP at the Henry LeTang Studio at 1717
Broadway Featured on the album will be his

St m the mixing stage of its soon to be released

Que

_ a

DE ESTRELLAS

released hue in

a

la

"Peter And The Wolf" (RSO)

Scala superintendent Paolo Grassi.

DANIEL[ CAROU

limited edition... French
artet Sadie Distel expected in this month for
nightclub appearances.... Lyra Records sere.
leasing Neil Diamond double album "Hot August
Night" on MCA..
Following the nostalgia
vogue, singer Katy Bellinda, after seven years
away, back in the dubs, singing old and new
songs. She had many hits during the 1950s and

PARIS
English born singer Jeanette, who lives in
Barcelona, has scored a hit for Polydor with her
song "Parque Te Vas," sung in Spanish, chosen
for the film "Cria Cuervos" and now selling
15,000 copies a day here.... French group

Memoriam, which

early 1960s

Golf Drouot has cul its

supported Nana Mouskouri now appearing under the same name in clubs with Phonogram

fast album called "Et

Aptes" for Eurodisc, and distribution

artist Marinela. They are Philipps Papatheodorou, Spires Livieratos and Kostas Triodes...

WEA

Classical guitarist Dimitris Fabas invited to Rus-

Yamaha

is

through

France is presenting four new songs at the
Song

Festival in Tokyo this month:

Catherine Ferry, second

sia for concerts, the first Greek guitarist to be so

in

the 1976 Eurovision,

and "Ma Chanson d'Amour" and "Le Vent Se

honored.
A

won the Tremplin d'Or con.

test staged by Luxembourg, Eurodisc and the

Three members of the Athenians group which

Leve"; Gerard Lenorman and his own song "Le
Coeur Au Nuage." and Caroline Verdi and "Cent

24-hour servce now available for Emral

customers, with orders for records at the sales
departments in Athens and Thessaloniki reawed even at weekends and holidays, following

Baisers
ABC

the installation of an automatic telephone center which records incoming calls... Besfselt
ing group Pink Floyd has created a new progres-

here... The success of the
album
"A Inch Of The Tad" is a lei.
Genesis
boron example of interest in the progressive
field and three earlier albums by the group.
sive audience

never before available here, are to be released in

the next few weeks -"Nursery Crime :' "Tres
pas" and "Foxtrot "
LEFTY KONGALIDES.

MILAN

A

La Seconde."

Rands

.. Carrete

to

distribute

for the next three years, the deal

Edith Piers songwriter Charles Dumont gare
three rentals at the Espace Cardin last month

The 12íb International Pop Music Eahibi-

ien's

gala concert, held as usual in Venice and

televised through Eurovision, lealured 23 acts,

including Rod Stewart, Jimmy BoHerne, Andrea
True, Jesse Green, lose Feliciano, Twiggy; Italian
artists Peppino Di Capri, Mu Martini, Drupi,
Rine Gaetano, Fred Bongusto, Domenico Modugno and Alan Sorrenti. Recent chart names in
this Gianni Raven promotion were Umberto Napolitano, Mania, Walter Foini and Franco Si.
mane.
Rory Gallagher

(Chrysalis/Nardi)

in

Milan

and Rome for interviews and radio tor promotion
of fils "Calling

Card" album..

The Jimmy Castor Bunch's new album "E -Man Groom' " and
single of the same title rush released by WEA

while bath with temporary white covimporters who had seen the
group hit the chart with "Bertha Butt Boogie."
Dealers are now being provided with the regular
Italiana

a

ers, to forestall

covers in exchange for the plain ones
A week of Brazilian music at Rome's Teatro

McCoy Tynens

Percussionist /band

way is at Sound Exchange Studio at 265 W

EL GRAN

d

and Maria Tipo, the series being introduced by

tilled "Palaros Marinos"

gin recording a new LP.

ML

Martha Argerich, Bruno Canino, Bruno Merzena

uct having been unavailable for the past few
years because of dishtbutron rights problems

bedo Carrion, Puerto Rear vocalist /composer.
has recently completed mixing his latest LP en.

ELaGRA

7

leased here by Emtal on the EMI label, the prod-

Salina, featuring Chico BuaFue de Holanda
and the group MPB 4 (both with four concerts),
Mana Bethania (Iwo shows) and with one performance from Gilberto Gil, all Phonogram
recording acts.
Inerte labels in prolific mood
with Ultima Spiaggia (distributed by RCA) out
with albums by its best- selling singer Eno /an
nacci and by move actress Paola Pitagora, making her record debut.
The Independent L'orchestra (distributed by
Ricordi) has released a first album by the folk
group Pan Brumis6, and Red Records (distributed by Sciascia) includes a debut solo album
by young tau pianist Piero Bassinai ... Topping
Italy's jazz chads, as published m Musica lau,
are Weather Report's "Black Market" (CBS).

Chicago Fajardo has announced his plans to be-

Pupa Y Su

123

Hernandez." Hernandez, the group's

CHARANGA 76

Mein

YOLANDtTA MONGE

Ray

Larry Harlow and to go on with Harlow to play in

SALSA LPs

Aumenta, Alhambra XCs,22

turing

pocampo, on Saturday (20) with bandleader

IN MIAMI

POP LPs

relation). rs to release its first LP on I.O entitled, "Introducing La Sonora Bonnquen Fea-

this month from his home base in Miami. He
was scheduled In play the Bronx nightclub, Hip.

GRUPO FOLKORICO

Melon Que Nunca, EGC 013

RAUL MARRERO
POI el, Mertens 135

new seven piece band under the

Popular Cuban flautist Fajardo is in New York

EXPERIMENTAL NUEVA
YORQUINO
lo Dice Todo, Salsou1411O

DANNY RIVERA

a

joint direction of Ray and Charlie Hernandez (no

set.

The Singer. vaya 4R

Gala 2001

doter with Rodriguez. All arrangements done by
Marty Sheller and Willie Mullings... La Sonora

vocalist, has composed three of the tunes him.

HECTOR LA VOZ

lo

Curious" features Rodriguez as musitan and
bandleader along with Eddie Martinez as copro

Borinquen,

907

SUPER TIPICA DE ESTRELLAS

Up

Ceceo Gonzales. Odeon 12 38D 30

10

52

STARS
tribute Io Ida Rodriguez. Fame 493

Super

Danny Rivera Velvet 1509
9

Y

PAPO

FANIAAII
A

Amor libre. Pronto 1013
8

ROBERTO BUENA

&

MS

Ayer, Yaya

tufty 7,IrlernaIrarr
3

la Come.

El

debut album of

Tito Rodriguez, son of the late international vo.
causi of the same name The LP entitled

SOUND

LOS ANGELES NEGRO
Les Angeles Negro, international 90:

tus

T.R. Records has released the

Label a

CELIA, JOHNNY, JUSTO
Recordanda

Saud Gaono. XMS -141

3

Puedo Rico."

(0niributing label)

Fourteen albums by the Beatles were re-

version

new

series of classical records, produced by lure
Grand, the first release comprising II LPs lea
luring big names Including Claudio Abbado,

out.

... Rock

a

catalog.

clude promotion and management for its artists

title his new LP on the Solo label " Primitivo En

SALSA LPs

theater by Dischi Rlcordt to introduce

ords, has signed with Minos and has an album

berg and Carlos Campos with distribution under

Rica Records has expanded its offices to in-

LP

POP LPs

Yiannis Poubpoubs, formerly with Lyra Rec

fion in Mexico in association with Mario Freid-

Cartagena and LAMP Records' president, Pat
Laine.

the Combo label. Second, il established publishing under the litter Music Corp. and third. the
trip established Cartagena Enterprises as a ma

IN NEW YORK

ham's Greek representative Pam Apostoteris.

including Polynesia, Tunisia, Morocco, Andorra,
New Caledonia, Laos, Somalia and Madagascar.
French artrsl Yves Simon has renewed he
contract with RCA and set up bison publishing
house Transit Editions and Productions, administered by RCA When his new single "Macadam" is released he will receive a gold disk Iron
Francois Dada, RCA President in France, for
"Respirer, Chanter.- ... In a delense of pale
labels, Jazz Independent Magazine here claims
that CBS France no,longer possesses a single
Mikes Davis or Thelonious Monk album in its

Rico Records. Fust, il sel up national disturbs

copynghl 1976. Billboard Publications. live No pan of this poói,celron may be reproduced.
stored in a retrieval system, or transmitted. in any form or by any means...0.1'K. mecrhan,cr,
photocopying, record,. or otherwise wnmout the poor written permission or live pubirther

and Sam Riven' -The Quest" which was recorded in Milan for the Red label
Press conference at Milan's Piecola Scala

-

The newly horned agency was responsible for

Billboard SPECIAL SURVEY

Billboard
Special Survey

From The Music Capitals

Latin

.. Vocalist

Marco Antonio Munit has a television variety
program aired over UHF Channel 41 every Tues
day evening.

Ralph Lew

is at

La Tierra

Stu

dips (formerly Good Vibrations) located at 1440

Broadway producing Adalberto Santiago and Los
Nimbus' latest LP on Colique label.
AURORA FLORES

www.americanradiohistory.com

-

'indent" (Milestone). Charles
Mingus' "Changes (Atlantic) and Miles Davis'
"Agharta" (CBS) and the Top 10 include two
Mahan productions, Don Cherry's "Brown Rice."
produced by Corrado Baeehelli for EMI Italiana,

and has compiled for Pathe Marconi an album of

records, "Elle," dedicated to women... Former
French television announcer Male -Marie Per
sson has cut an album for Phonogram devoted

entirely to cookery recipes

HENRY KAHN

EMI Dominates
Continued from page 6.
EMI's dominance, but also tells 01
Capitol's success story this quarter
it is rated top in albums and singles.
The Beach Boys account for this performance in the LP segment bur
more gratifying must be the British
breakthrough in singles for Dr.
Hook and Tavares.
CBS stays strong in singles labels,
of course. gaining second place
(with 6.2 %1 for itself and fifth place
(with 5.5 %) for Epic. Also looking
good is EMI Records with 5.8%. and
Rocker, thanks to Elton & Kiki, with
5,4 %.

Behind Capitol in the leading LP
labels is CBS (6.1`E) and RCA
(5.8)i followed by Polydor OA), Island (3.5) and A &M (3.31.
"Best or compilations wield great
influence over the top album till.
forJuly- September. claiming the top
three slots (with the Beach Boys.
Neil Sedaka and Abba) and a further three in the top 10. The biggest
selling singles reflect the extraordinarily long top 10 runs for tides
such as "Don't Go Breaking My
Heart, 'A Little Bit More, "Dancing Queen, "The Roussos Phenomenon" and "Jeans On."

"

German Business Survey
Continued from page 62
apart from the general economic situation, is the lack of any major international music trend. The popular
music produced today scams to be a
combination of the Beatles, James
Last and progressive rock.
"As far as Phonogram is concerned. one of the spectacular 4-

of the year has been the success
of Nana Mouskouri, with both sinpeels

gles and albums. There has also
been a breakthrough for Marianne
Rosenberg, who has sold well in the

European markets, and a big hit by
Dutch entertainer Nico Haak whose
'Schmid -r 'i
r
-'her sold
500,000 copies "

65

Canada
ADD 8 STORES

Cap Stretches Retail Web
Continued from page I
stores in present and planned shopping malls. has been the result of
"two years of successful improvement and profit development" of
Capitol's retail chain.
The bulk of the first phase of expansion will be implemented in
Quebec Province with four stores
slated to open under the banner
Sherman Centre de Musique.
The number of retad outlets in
Montreal under the Shemtan name
will increase to six with the opening
of three new stores in separate Montreal shopping malls.
In Toronto, the number of stores
has also grown to six with the recent
opening of a Sherman store there.
The store expansion was combated simultaneously with several
corporate personnel changes includthe appointments of June LeQuyer as retail administration manager and David Rodgers as Ontario
region manager.
Jading explains that the company's retail division had been
through a poor performance period
until about three years ago when the
current sales and profit upturn be-

ing

gan.
He believes that the reason for the
recent success is Capitol's decision to
allow the retail division to operate
much like an independent chain of
retail stores.
have been operating much like
a private entrepreneur," he says. "1
have been given a great deal of authority. and most important, I have
"'had the freedom to make quick deci-

sions in the day to day operation of
the stores. That means I don't have
to postpone decisions to wait forcurporate management meetings.
"That is crucial in the retail business." he continues. "because if you
don't take action immediately when
you're faced with a problem, there's
no sense in taking action at all.'
Josling credits this greater autonomy for his division with tripling retail sales in the last three years, and
proportional profit nsc.
But he also points to a general improvement in the Canadian economy as a factor in his company's
growth. Contrary to current belief in
the U.S., he says. the Canadian
economy has been recovering faster
than the American and he believes it

now healthier overall.
In addition. Josling indicates that
the Canadian population is now undergoing a marked shift from rural
to urban centers making the profitability of retail expansion in growing sties more likely.
He says this is particularly true of
cities with a population of 50,000 to
100,000, and the future growth of
the retail operation would likely take
place in such cities. He adds that
these cities have a strong economic
base in mining and the like, and that
they are relatively free at this time
from major competition.
Presently, Capitol operates retail
stores in only three of Canada's 10
provinces, but future growth could
lead to stores in other provinces as
well.
Josling says that the stores in Alis

True North Inks
Pact With Island
For U.S. Market
TORON i Island Records will
distribute product by True North
Records' artists Murray McLauchlan and Bruce Cockburn

From The Music Capitals

Of The World
'51" lo be released

TORONTO

..

l

in the U.S. under an exclusive fiveyear distribution pact.

From 1970 to 1975. True North
had a first refusal deal with Epic
Records in the U.S.
Bernie Finklestein, president of
True North, says that he intends to
be active m the U.S. personally and
hints that he will be setting up an office there within the next six months.
The label will be launched with a
full scale promotional campaign
with trade and consumer ads. There
will also be national radio time buys,
stickers, T- shirts and press kits. The
initial push will concentrate on the
East Coast.

Kan Tobias nas lust completed a crossCan

'onto. tarry Fad of

Convocation Hall on the campus el the Unni
01 Toronto. His second album for Attic, en

protect

titled "Seen Spell;' was released to coincide
with the excursion. The single Iron the LP

Australia

tussle recently

for a

canton

know best."
List price for most LP's in Canada
is $7.98 and the predominant retail
price in most of the Capitol stores is
$6.99. Specially advertised discounts, however. can go as low as
54.47, but more typically are priced
at $4.97 and $5.47.

cep

pearance, Vancouver based band Sweeney Todd
nu presented a gold single la "Rosy Roller" by
London Records.
Following A Varsity Sta-

Spina

Juba

Navies

You Can't Dance" in Europe and

Quality Records has rereteased
the law and Sylvia album "Levin' Sounds" on
the Buchmounl label
of Oct. 1, the suggested list price of AH'c
Record albums inueased from $7.29 to $7.98.
As

Smk

Records has released True IteRedloe's
of

their "Destroyer" album
Sip recently received gold for their album "Equinox' hom
AGM Records prior to opening their western
Canada tour with Montrose and Black Oak Arkansas.. The Geed Brothers on RCA in Canada
will have their new album released in seven international markets including the U.K. and Aus-

Records.

CHUM FM taped a recent appear

trake.

Women" co-produced by David Amoeba and

dium date hoe, Kiss was presented platinum al
bums by Quality Records la outstanding sales
of

Bobby Darin's 1959 hit "Dream
Lover"
The Sons Of the Pioneers' new LP
"Western Country" released in Canada on Attic

ance by David Outran at the Riverboat for a

Hann in the midst of

Hall has been postponed until Nov. 28. On Oct.
13.

CSC reran

Sharon
rial

her

Ikagh.

Room

of

television special "Three
Upcoming ads at the Imp..

the Royal York Hotel are The

Music Shoppe International has moved its of
lives to 180 Duncan Mills Road in Toronto
hul *aka, who recently completed a number of

Peiner Sisters, Chita Rivera,

dates in Canada, had his new album "Painter"

Oct

ship gold in Canada, according to United Artists

Stony Plain Records of Edmonton has released a solo album by Mil Miller of the Irish

Rush's new release is

Idled

All the World's A

double album en
Stage."
a

The Canadian Recording

Industry Assn, held
an abr seminar al the Old Mill Restaurant in Toronto Oct 25.... Sylvia Tynan, whose current
album la Capitol Records is entitled "Cool Wind
From the North.' has appointed Allan Katz, the
lamer national promotion director for Polydon
Ltd., as her manager

Katz also manages Nana

Mouskan.
Steve Katz of American Flyer was recently in
Phase One Studios in Toronto with engineer
George Semkiw to remis the LP cut ':Back In

T

e

Goldiggers,

the Righteous Brothers and Ray Charles

Stephane Grappin appeared at Massey Hall
11

Boers entitled "Make Believe Days." .. Frank
Mills' new single on Attic Records is'1Vhen the
Summer Is Gone." .. Charley Pride's "Char.
lay's Best" on the Tee Yee label has sold over
300.000 copies and lo celebrate Tee Yee held a
reception and a presentation at the Hot Stove
lounge in Maple Leaf Gardens on Oct 25 lot
lowing Pnde's concert there
Gary and Dain
recently signed to Music Shoppe International
for booking

Seneca Theatre in conryndion with

(Continued

nei
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Campus Attractions (February") Information ranges from pop
and classical music to comedians, lecturers, films, etc. Also
includes artists, agents and managers, etc.

Recording Industry Studio and Equipment Qirectory (June)
Lists all recording studios in U.S. and the world. manufacturers
and importers of recording equipment plus analysis of equipment by category.

Name

Address
State

City

Please allow tour weeks for delivery
Postage paid by Billboard

f

Zip

Disco Sourcebook (August) The first and only directory covering the expanding Disco field. Includes Disco labels, manufacturers of turntables, speakers, amplifiers, lighting equipment
and disco designers. Complete.

International Buyer's Guide (September) Over 400 pages containing virtually every product, supplier and service connected
with the musicirecord /tape industry. Covers over 60 countries,
over 30 separate categories.
World of Country Music (October) Complete international listing of managers. agents, artists, clubs, radio stations, etc. in
the country music field.
On Tour (November) Provides the touring artist with everything
that's needed while making tour arrangements: Instrument
sales, repairs, photographers, hotels, limo services, halls, stadiums, etc. Covers every major city.
Talent In Action (December) Published the last week of the
year: lists thousands of artists in over 30 countries, top duos,
groups, over 15 major classifications. The most complete yearend chart re -cap in the music industry.

www.americanradiohistory.com

a

Sylvia Tyson's Oct 10 concert at Convocation

.

in

Pitt

later broadcast
cross Canada tour

your company is directly or indirectly involved in the music
business ... one or all of Billboard's exclusive directories will
be an Invaluable reference tool. Look over the wide variety to
choose from and see if you're not missing something. (Month of

Order any one or all of these invaluable directories. Just check
appropriate box and send along with check or money order (no
cash please) to: Billboard Directories, 2160 Patterson Street,
Cincinnati, Ohio 45214.
Campus Attractions $10
Recording Industry Studio and Equipment
Directory $10
Disco Sourcebook $10
International Buyer's Guide $20
World of Country Music $10 _
On Tour $10
TGlent In Action $10

To.

also worked on the

CBS will release

If

Are you
missing
something?

mn

disco veston

Burton Cummings is likely to tour Canada
late fall. His new manager u Shop Gordon.

berta are now carrying audio as well
as record /tape product. but the
audio will be phased out of these
stores by 1977. "Frankly." he says,
"we can make these stores much
stronger without the audio because
neither I nor the regional manager
has any expertise in that area, It's
just a matter of pushing what we

..

debut smote

"Oh Lynda"

While in

the band's second single

Peter Gabriel's new album at Soundslage

ada lour which ended in Toronto with a dale at

is

as

Bab Eenir recently completed production on

yslon
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SINGLES

45

MISSISSIPPI- PussyL
Noon, Bellico (Eddie

(SonNlHobe.)

8

5

le Martin Manhattans)
6

DONT TAKE AWAY THE MUSIC
Tavares (Capitol)- Banpen

9

(Ft..

8

6

9

15

10

12
13

3

IM ChapmanN Chinn)
GIRL OF MY BEST FRIEND -Elvis

13

IO

PMen)

-

12

Presley (RCA) -Carlin
DISCO DUCK -Rick Dees 6 His Cast
of Idiots MS.
(Bobby
Manuel)
THE BEST DISCO IN TOWN -Rdchts
Family (Ppiydor) -Zomba (Zomba
Corp
PLAY THAT FUNKY MUSIC -Wild

-Stab.

14

14

47

IF

20

Cherry IEpicl -Cantu (Robert

1

17

22

RUBBERBAND MAN -Detroit
Spinners IAUanticl -Conan IT
Bell)
COULDN'T GET IT RIGHT -Clams.
Blurs Band (87M) -Air. Blue
Ong.
Blues Band)
JAWS -Lab Sch4nn ICTII -Leeds

(Co..

18
19

23
11

Halo Schinn)
CANT GET BY WITHOUT YOU Real Thong (Pye)- Screen Gems/
Columbia (Ken Gold)

20

21

26

17

LOVE

A.

AFTERNOON-loan

48

-

49

-

22

25

1Gyn Johns)
DANCE LITTLE LADY DANCE -Tone
Charles ICB51- Sutsbóu
Chappells, Rondo,: Gerona.

-1 A.L

DISCO MUSIC

et

Band

Whnehousel
29

SOUL- Average

QUEEN OF MY
Whole Band

(Atlantic)- Island (Aril

Marion/
24
25
26

21

34
16

I

AM

A

DRINKER- Wurreis

CIDER

(EMU -Noon )Bob Barret)
COMING HOME -Dane Esser
(CBS) -April (Jell Wayne)
I
ONLY WANNA BE WITH YOU
8ay Coy Rolkfs (BAH

-

-

Sping6eld IJimmy lensed

27

44

BEAUTIFUL NOISE -Neil Diamond
(CBS,- Amit (RCbbe Robertson)

28

40

WITHOUt a0U- ebbsUIRCA)Appb (Richard Perry)

29

30

28

-

I'D REALLY LOVE TO SEE YOU
TONIGHT- En,Iand Dan. John
Ford Coley IAItanIK /Dawnbreaker mans IKyk

Lehnbgl

-LM

Sayer

(Chrysabsl- Chrysalis: Rondo,
(Richard Perry)
31

32

33

34

35

24
18

31

35

27

ARIA

-Acker BA (Pye) -Fresh Air

(Terry Brown)
LOVING 6 FREE AMOUREUSEDee (Rocket)- Rocket,
Warner Bros (Epos John,Clove
Franks)

-

UPTOWN UPTEMPO WOMAN
Randy Edelman 120fh CenlurylUnded Art Vs (Bill Schnee/
TEARS OF A CLOWN- Smokey
Robison L The MKUIes ITamla
Motown)- JObete London (Henry
CosOy'S Robinson)
BLINDED BY THE LIGHT -Manfred

(Bronze) Intersong'Manfred Mann's
Earthband)
SUBSTITUTE -WM IPoydorlFabulous (Who)

Manns

36

-

37

41

38
39

Earth..

32

REMEMBER YESTERDAY -John
Miles (Ds.) -RAM (Rupert
Holmes)
SOUL DMCULA -Hot Wood

31

(Creole)- Creole IBoona)
FAIRY TALE -Dana (GTO)-

iDunum)
XXIII RACCOLTA- fausto Pape.. (Dunom)
DESIRE -Bob Dybn (CBS -MM)
BUFFALO BILL Francesco De Gregor

5

6
7

HAM.)
LIVE A

ICApto0-

-

30

12

Phonograml
SVALUTATION- Adriano CNentano (Clan
MM,

14

CANTO DE PUEBLOS ANDINOS VOL

15

REBEL

C.

42

46

49

I'M STILL WAITING -Diana Ross
(Tam. MOlownl- JObele London
IDeke RKhardsl
YOU'RE MY 8051 FRIEND -Don

Woo..

WIl.ms)
43

50

UBC) -Anchor

ROCK 'N' ME

(Coon

-Steve Miler Bard

SI

9

A

1

4

2

3

3

1

4

6

(Met..

Wonder
GREATEST HITS -AbAa (Epic)
THE BEST OF THE STYLISTICS. Vol.
2

2

6

23

IH6)

HIS 20 GREATEST HITS

9

Art.

-

-Gene

2

11

STUPIDITY

5

6

-Beach Boys

12
13
14

15

19
12

-

14

-Dr

Feelgood (United

II

18

17

19

30

GREATEST HI r S 2 -Diana Ross
(Tamils Motown)
HARD RAIN -Bob MAY ICNS)
DEDICATION -Bay Coy Rovers (Ben)
OCTOBERON- Barclay James

29

Harvest IPAydu)
BEAUTIFUL NOISE -Nail Diamond

16
17

21
22
23

8

16
18
25

24

31

25

45

26

15

27

26

28

24

29

27

30

20

31

-

(CBS)
FRAMPTON COMES ALIVE -Peter
FnmMon O &M)
ALOCOO 0.39- Vangehs IRCA Victor)
WINGS AT THE SPEED OF SOUND

-

THE DARK SIDE OF THE MOON
Floyd (Harvest)
GOLD ON SILVER- BevenY.PhO.

Pi.

Or.h (Warwick)
LAUGHTER 6 TEARS -Ned Sedaka
1Polydor,
THEIR GREATEST HITS 19711975 -Eagles ravyium)
DEREK 6 CLIVE LIVE -Peter Cook
Dudley MOMS Ilslandl
THE ROARING SILENCE - Manfred
Mann -s Earth Band IBronze)
SPIRIT-Jones Denver (RCA)
LONG MISTY DAYS -Robin Trowe,

7

-

CAVING CARD -Rory Gallagher

33

32

34

28

HAPPY TO BE -Demos Roussos
(Phobos)
GREAT ITALIAN LOVE SONGS

IChry.1.3

36
37

34

35

8
9
10

14

OE

15

Valenzuela IRLA)
ME QUIERO CASAR -RiEO Toyer IMebdy)

37

-

Vanous Artists (K Tel)
ARMCHAIR MELODIES- VAnous
Anosts IS Tell
THE BEST OF GLADYS KNIGHT L
THE PIPS (BuAAah)
A LITTLE BIT MORE

-D. Hook

.

41

-

SKY HIGH -Tavares (Cap
FREE FOR ALL -Ted Nugent (Epic)
OUT ON THE STREET -David Essex

42

-

LIVE IN LONDON

43

44
45

43

-

42
39
38

(CBS)

-John Denver

(RCA)
LIVE IN LONDON -John Denver
(RCA)
LONG MAY YOU RUN -Stills Young
13.0 (Rephse)
TUBULAR BELLS -Mike OMIKId

IVorgin)
46

47
48
49
50

44
33
48

22

THE ONE FOR ME

-ACA.,

0,11. His

Clarinet 6 Strings (Pye)
BREAKAWAY -Gallagher 6 Lyle
(A6M)
COMBINE HARVESTER- Wurzels

I0. UP)

As

0110.19.

As 01

13

-Gilberto

17

19

7

CONCERTO PER MARGHERITA-Rncerdo
Connie (RCA)
AMIGOS- Santana ICES -MM)

14

15
16
18

LOVE TO

-T

80001E

4

-

6
7

MA MISTA LOYTAISIN

10

ARABIAN NIGHTS (LP)-The Resch. Family

LPs

This

W.

W= Venous Artren IFmn
I.2.3.4.FIRE -VKAy Rosti (Deal

FTNHHITS

2

7

KESAN UPSI- Topas, Kassa (Sundia)
HOTELEI HANNIKAINEN -HMO,
TROUBLE -Serbe (CBS)
TEENDREAMS- Gosse Haldunen (love:
NIIN KAUHIS ON MAA -Mai Ryelman

8

I

9

GREATEST NITS -AOba IPOIMI

3
4
S

6

()oval

SINGLES

Ton

-M Ran..

(0.00,1

1

Res

ISRAEL
Week
1

MOMBASA- Talilea IDeccal

3

(Court<sY Israel Broadcast., Service)
As Of 10, 18, 76

BRYAN FERRY EP -Bryan Ferry (A.111
YOU SHOULD BE DANCING -Bee Gees

9

1

2

-Tin

17

20

-.

8

AJETAAN TANDEMILLA- Freeman
NAINKO HEIME TAALLA- Vicky Rostl
(Delta)
AIN'T THAT JUST THE WAY -Barb
(PlAYboy)
HAFANANA- Topen, Kansa ISeandn)
FERNANDO -Abbe (Pdul
SING MY LOVE SONG Jackpot (EMI)
KESAN UPSI -Ka1,, Helena (Sean.).
DANCING QUEEN -Abba (P.M

1

M

I'D REALLY LOVE TO SEE YOU TONIGHT
England Dan 6 lohn Ford Coley

-

LOVE TO LOVE

SAN.

10

(Att..)

-Tona Charles ICBSI

STORIES-S....1

Ake

H

Band (Vertigo,

Thompson

G.

Omagel

From The Music Capitals

SPAIN

(Count

Gran

El

.Denotes local

Muaiull

Of The World

on,

As O/ 10, 23

76

SINGLES
Tren

Col11111tied 'WWI

Week
1

3

4
5
6

JARDIN PROHIBIDO -Sandio Giacobbe
(CBS) (Sugar)
EUROPA -Santana (CBS)
LOVE TO LOVE -Tina Charles (CBS)
(Chappell)
FERNANDO -Abba (Columba) (Notas
MBEicasl
51 TU FUERAS MI MUJER- lorento
Santamana (EMI) (EGO Musi.11
ECHAME A MI U CULPA -Albert
Hammond ICES) (Southern)

TU- Camib Saito IA,.la) IArabelta.

SOLO

8

0 TU. 0 NADA -`Palo

Armonco)

Aya.

)MOnepilY)

(outrage Pent.

TAMBIEN NECESITO AMAR -Ana
Johnny ICES)
LOS CUATRO DETECTIVES -'Pepe Da
Rosa (RCA)
YO

10

y

1

3

4
5
6
1

8
9
10

AMIGOS -Santana (CBS)
DESIRE -Bob Dylan ICBS)
A LOVE TRILOGY -Don. Summer IAnola)
BARCELONA. GENER DE 1.976 -Utah
Uach (MOVrepiay)
ROCK AND ROLL MUSIC -The Beatles
(EMI)
BUCK
BLUE -Rolling Stones (Hoseavosl
WISH YOU WERE HERE -Pané Floyd (EMI)
OPUS 10 -9LI Tnn. (Edogsa)
TU ENCIENDES MI CORA20N -Tina
CAArks ICES)
EL AMOR
Iglesias (Colomb./

I

-Jul.

This
Week
1

IE41On3l

1,5

LUTO EN EL ALMA -Los

Ternco.s

2

(Gamma,
UNA LAGRIMA

3

IACCion)
WANTED 15e busca) -Ooogy Degh

Y

UN

IIOn CKFM

rs

presenting

series

a

of

three con

cents as part of Seneca College's 10th anniver-

sary celebrations.

Buddy Rich and His Killer

0510e appeared on Oct

Oscar
I

6

and Count Basle and

Peterson are scheduled to appear on Nov

and Dec. 8. respectively.

Shirley Eikhard

has rust returned Isom Los Angeles where she

recorded the theme song lot Stanley Khmer's
new film The Domino Principle' Her new single
for Attic Records is "Let Me Down Easy" She

will appear
on Nov

concert at Toronto's Massey Hall

in

19

.

The Canadian Assn. Of

casters Is holding

Broad

seminar under the name
Programmers In Action at the Skyline Hotel in
a

Ottawa Nov 8.

LPs

This
Week
2

page

EL

7

LPs

Week

13

19

MEXICO

76

12

On,

Week

Creedence Clearwater Revival
GO BREAKING MY HEART -Mon
John 6 Naki Dee
HARD RAIN (LP) -Bob Dylan
ARBEJDSLOS TIPI- Troels Tr:e.
POP FOR -POP NU ILP) -Nazareth m II
DISCO RAKET (LP) -Harpo m R.
0)000'5 ROTOGRAVURE ILP( -Ringo Start
DANCE LITTLE LADY DANCE
Charles
GASOLIV' (LP, (Amerdiansk)- Gasokn'
CHILDREN OF THE WORLD (LP)-Bee

11

Help magazl

The

DONT

30

M

SINGLES

LETTERS (LP)- Svenne 6 LALa
20 GREATEST HITS (dobbeil LPI-

9

V.I. (Phil.)

-5000

GEORGIE- Pussy.11.4
BLINDED BY THE LIGHT -Mashed
Earth Band (Bronze)

'Denotes IOW

HP)-BOney
GREATEST HITS ILP) -Abba

8

KISS KISS

DR

C

FINLAND

TAKE THE HEAT OFF ME

6

(.ter

20

17

(CBS)
STILL THE ONE- Orktus (Asylum)

(Coortny Scura and

Gees

YOUNG HEARTS RUN FREE -Casco $talon
(Warner Bros) (Control,
BLUE JEANS- Setyhooks (Mushroom) (Doo
Dan)
A LITTLE BIT MORE
Hook (Capita,'

0) 1050)
00H WHAT A NIGHT -Londe

DANCE LITTLE LADY DANCE -Tina

24.76

10

GasAaO

(Bygosh)

I8

16

16

20

DANCING QUEEN -Abbe
GASOLIV' LIVE SADAN (da66e11 1P1-

5

BARS- Stylntics HILL)

15

(LP)-..

Connection (Budebh) llnlersong)

16

C...

DADDY COOL -Bony M
500.0) DUO 3 )LP) -Shu Bi -Due

4

ABRA- Norman Gunston

(Courtesy Radio Min
As 01 10/ 16' 76

ITALY

2

QUE TE QUIERO, TE QUIERO

ARRIVAL

3

-Sylvan (Capitol/ (Penes/

JAILBREAK -Thin Larry 1VertsgV)
LET'S 5TICK TOGETHER -Bryan

(Courtesy Germano Ruso110)

1

14

(M..)

2

DON'T GO BREAKING MY HEART -EKUn
Jahn 6 Kilo Dee IRMA./
KISS AND SAY GOODBYE -TM
Manhattans (CBS) ILOVeY)
WANNA MAKE YOU MY LADY -Mark
Holden (EMIT (MOgoT)
ONLY WANNA BE WITH YOU -Bay Gato
Rollers (Ben) (Springfield)

13

Fen, Ilslandl

1.a

V.

Nees ago) -Ynd. (Phihpt)

This

Ilamongtonl (Essee)
JEANS ON -Davie Dundas animal)
MORE MORE MORE- Andrea True

MODERN MUSIC- Be-Bop Deluxe

(Harvest)
39
40

12

ICourtesy Danmerks Rad.)

SALUTE TO

(Capitol)
38

amor)- Nazareth

DENMARK

12

15

11

19

II

14

(An.)

Rollers
SHAKE YOUR BOOTY -K C. L The
Sunshine Band (RCA,
HIRE COME THE SUN-Steve Harty L
y Rebel (EMI)
JEANS ON -Dared Dundas (Air)
HERE I GO AGAIN -TvsUy (Mercury)
PORQUE TE VAS-Jeanette IHaspavoa)

10

18

BOOGIE FEVER

2

(Chrysalis)

32

21

9

NO ME DEJES NUNCA -Lucha

(Alberti)

ATLANTIC CROSSING -Rod Stewart
(Warner Bros.)
1.-Steve Hilliage IVOgon)
JOAN ARMATRADING (ALM)
22 GOLDEN GUITAR GREATS -Bert
Weedon (Wareekl
FOREVER 6 EVER -Demos Roussos
(Ph.hps,

10

8

(Private Stock)

13

DANCING QUEEN -ADO. (RCAI (Magulll
DEVIL WOMAN -Cliff Richard (EMI,
(Chappell/
LET'S STICK TOGETHER -Bryan Ferry
Unded Artists)
MISSISSIPPI -Pussycat (EMI, (Castle)
I
JUST DON'T KNOW WHAT TO DO WITH
MYSELF- Marcia Hones (WIZ) (BIVnda)
TONIGHT'S THE NIGHT (Gonna Be
Alright) -Rod Stewart (Warner Bros.)

Mints)
11

(Chrysalis)
DISCO DOCK -Rod. Dees 6 Hr. Cast Of
Idbts IRSO)
NICE AND SLOW -Jess+ Green (EMI)
I
ONLY WANNA BE WITH YOU -Bay C

7

-Inh

(

5

6

FIFTH OF BEETHOVEN (Sta SYICOAlWaKer Murphy 6 The Big Apple Rand

Weh

(CAMAI
10

un

LOVE HURTS (Menda de

1

4

s

(Musas)

Week

3

(I(Tell

20 GOLDEN GREATS

13

(Abbme Cono

YO YO

A

12

SINGLES

2

Posey 'Meade)
A NIGHT ON THE TOWN -Rod
Slewart (Rrva)
COUNTRY COMFORT -Venous

9

4

-

Tors

(POydorl

8

TI- Miguel

yo)- Silver Convention IRLA)
SUPIERAS -Monello (CBS)

10/2276

As 01

1

THE STORY OF TOE WHO

7

ME LIKE

(Courtesy Rad. 25M)
Denotes Local Ongin

SOUL MOTION -Venous Artists (K
Tel)
SONGS IN THE KEY OF LIFE -Stevie

S

3

AUSTRALIA

Week Week

OANCING QUEEN -Alba (Eple)
MISSISSIPPI -Pussycat (EMIT
CAN'T ASK FOR SOMETHING M
THAN YOU BABY -C)T Richard (EM
YOU ARE MY LOVE- Leserpool Eapresk
(Warner Bros)
LET'S STICK TOGETHER -Boo Ferry

2

HEAVEN MUST BE MISSING AN ANGEL
(El cielo esta perdiendo on angellTavares (Capitol)
TE LO JURO YO -Ea Combo de Us Estr.las

10

Illimanl (Vedette)
-John Miles (Dec.)

Inl

V,On (Can)
41

8

LPs

Thn

-'Gan IVagon)-

WANT MORE

PUY

-I

12

Tanubell -Heath Levy (Barry Blue)
40

6

y

roes.

yo

LA MIA ESTATE CON TE -Fred Buongusto
(WEA -HMI
Pooh )CBS -MMI
POOHLOVER
IVE GOT YOU -Gbna Gaynor IPolydor-

11

-

1We...0-Jesse

Gauardo (CapiA)
TE BOTTNANO MUCHO -Sonora Santana*a

(RKwai)
10

.let

Any form or by any means

5

7

(Decoy -MM)
LA TORRE DI BABELE- Edoardo Bennato

DRUM- Osmonds

an

(C85)

ARABIAN NIGHT -The Ritchie Family

8

Hogberg)

35

YOU MAKE ME FEEL LIKE

DANCING

Hook

IParbphone)

IMagnell- Magnet (Sinevlvem
23

-

Michael Lb./
IOWODWN -Bot Scaggs (CBS)
Heath Levy (Jo Wrssenl
LOST IN FRANCE Bonnie Tyler
IRCA)- Mighty. RAN (Dave
McKay,
SPINNING ROCK BOOGIE -Hank
Burnet. (Sorrell -Sons IS.

-

50

20

Annaba., IA6M)- Rondo,

IBiddul

Mardis)

it..

NICE AND SLOW (Suave
Green ICaplol/
HOY TENGO GANAS OE

4

(RCA)

NOT YOU -Dr
CAN

Gucuna

LOVE TRILOGY -Donna Summer

(Polygon- Chappell (Mike Curb/

Pants')
19

IK)- Chappell IA,,'

A

Stevenson)

(Ron

)

15

4

-

SUMMER OF MY LIFE -Simon May
(Pye) -ATV (Barry Leng)
DANCING QUEEN -Abba OEPKISouc (B Anderson,B. [Yvan./
DANCING WITH THE CAPTAIN Paul Nicholas (ßS01 -April Rio
Cartel (Chn41004r Ned/
SAILING -Rod Stewart (Warner
Bros )- Island (Tom Dowd)
I'LL MEET YOU AT MIDNIGHT
°Smokw (RAKI- COnncbap,RAK

7

-

46

Oates

FUNNY MOW TIME 51.IP5 AWAY
Dorothy Moore ICOnlempolA.11 Rase (1 Couch '.1 Stroud,
W

43- Francesco

transm

(EMI)

-Nall 6

SHE'S GONE

38

t

Roussos (Phaps) -Barry Mason
(Pelee Sullivan)
IF YOU LEAVE ME NOW- CMcago
ICBSI- Island llamas William
Guenco)
HOW2AT- Sherbet (EDK1- Razal.
Heath levy (Sherbet; Richard
Lush)
HURT -Manhattan (C851 -bog Three

4

II

42

(AtIA

WHEN FOREVER HAS GONE -Demos

2

VIA PAOLO FABBRI

Miller)

ICourtesy Musk Week)
Denotes local oelgin
Last
Week
1

Levy (Slave

oe

RECUER00- Moamar

Mmonmen ICAMAI
www.americanradiohistory.com

Kenh Darcy elected president of the Broad
cast Executives Sorrel),
Clyde Gilmour
recently celebrated the 20th anniversary of As

"..

CBCladioshow. "Gilmour' sAlbums
Among
the scheduled guest speakers for Humber College Radio Broadcasting students between now
and Christmas are Allan

baleen, Ted Rogers,

Betty Scott, Cohn Gilbert, Don Johnston and
Larry Heywood
The Milton Levy Company in
New York informs us that his company exclu

snarly represents Roy Buchanan for the world.

release by The Agency in Toronto
indicating that they are Buchanan's exclusive
MARTIN MELHUISH
booking agents in Canada

contrary to

a

MONTREAL
ABM Records held

o

reception lot (hell
IS to OMCh close to

Dress

5500)0011 g Piro on Oct
500 industry people showed up Later the band
showcased al l'Evechs In the Hotel Nye lson.

following day they left lot Quebec G

0¢6

PTO-

Louise Forestier and

11111

Awl,

have completed work on albums at Studio SLY.
Boucle Noire followed them A special Irve radio

show with Jesse Winchester was produced In the
studio lecenth' and syndicated to stations In the
U S.

A

heavy fall release for CBS toques Includes

Harmonium, Gilles Valiqueth
AutCh(1se and Lee Seguine
Michel Paglirs
recently retumed from a promotional Dip to
France with ha manager ten Kaye. While In EL
product

from

rope Pagliaro Stopped In at the Olympic Studios
In London to

mu his new French

LP Pagliala

a

In the middle of a four of Canada with Henry

Grass His new single for CBS is "last Night On
Friday
Lavender Hill Mob, Which recenlh
signed a $500.000 deal worldwide with United

Artists Records. has completed its first album at
London Records
Le Studio In Morin Heights
of Canada has signed the Orford String Quartet
to an exclusive recolding Contract
fussy Cagy has lust completed work on its
Waller Nash a
album for Aquarius Records.
number of offers for his album recorded a few months ago al Studio Tempo The
band he was previously affiliated with, Changer
is enjoying a resurgence of populantY in Ohio

entertaining

a

lohn Mackey named vice
president of CFCF Radio. He still holds the Position of general manager
Donny Bums hm
left CKGM. .. Dave Patrick appointed program
director of CFCF
Harmonium sets out on a
jive month tour of Quebec and the MaritimesNov. I I
Canned Heat featuring guitar pfaye1
Haney Mandel SOld out Montreal s new rock
The LP is on RCA

venue Le G1ano Satan for tour mghlS Ina row
recently John Mayall also did good business.

elude Mehagalrt
Rush and Paris.

MMELHUISH

C)

UNTI)

185

WEST END AVE NE W YORK, NY, USA.

BY DEMAND

12" 45 rpmSINCLES

a

1\TE

UfC

'ECIAL
O SPE
5RPM

fSCO SPECl/
4L DISCO SF

INCH 45 Pr
L DISCO S,
O SPE(
iSCO SPECÍI
'ECIAL
.. 45 RPM
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IL DISCO SP( I; \ L DISCO SPEC
SPECIAL
SCO SPECK
'NCH 45 RPM'
INCH 45 RI'
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SPECIAL
'CO SPECK`

7H45F

5RPM

FIRST RELEASE OF THIS FANTASTIC
NEW MARKET PLUS-GET WITH IT!
6 DISCO WINNERS
THE VAST MAJORITY

WWII

TAKE IT!
SALSA WOMAN

HOUSE CALLED RISING SUN
CALIFORNIA DREAMIN'

124501

124503

154505

CAMP GALORE

EAST HARLEM BUS STOP

THE VAST MAJORITY

SONG OF IND:A
DISCO BOCCIE

THE VAST MAJORITY

BOOP BOOP A HUSTLE
THREE LITTLE WORDS

CET ON DOWN

LET'S GET IT ON

YOU DO
YOU GOTTA MOVE

124502

124504

124506

SG

w_

MEANS ,17
185

3

:1\1-

J jf.ZT

f

WEST END AVE,NEW YORK, NY, USA.

ial
www.americanradiohistory.com
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Number of

Billboard SPECIAL SURVEY For Week Ending 11/6/76

Main Squeeze;
Get Crazy (When Your Eyes
After)
Touch Mine), "(The Day
Our First Night Together"
(with some soaring, punchy strings). 'love The lecho'"
Garth some deep. culling background trombones and funky
bass), "II You Know Me Longer Than Tomorrow
Dealers: Composer's in depth compositions draw bulls m
Best cuts:

°p°'I/'

Pop nom'

that grinning,
moustachioed dandy in the white tie and tads, lipping his lop
hat on the locket/ Why. it's Billy Preston. minus his beard and
most of his formerly wide flung alto These days Preston may
look like an update of Cab Calloway, but his overall approach
remains the sanie goodlime soulpop sound with almost rag
time multiple electronic keyboards that has given him a con
saslent siring of hots like "Nothin' From Nothin'" An inter
esting element here is the several slower, slraightlorward
ballads which find Billy using a warm, mellow vocal range
that almost sounds like a different voice than his usual gos
pelrsh high energy But most al the LP gels effective furtheo
mileage out of the established Preston style.
Best cuts: "Oo What You Want,"" Gal" "When You Are
Mine, ''let's Make love "
Dealers: For displaying this LP, it might be wise to make
up large name cards because the artist. lackel photo is so
different than his usual look
BILLY

PRESTON, ABM

SP4587

Who

victron. The entire package is carelully structured to take

maximum advantage of the elements found in the veteran
group's long sought recent hit single
Best cuts: "Johnny, "Rocky," "Borderline," "Massacre."
"Johnny The Fox Meets Timmy The Weed "
Dealers: Alter years of trying. thin Lazy has Imally
achieved lull U S visibility

"

SALSOUL ORCH.- Chnstmas Follies, Salsoul SZS5507

A

disco Christmas album/ Why not The masters of disco bong

the soulful sound nl Philadelphia to holiday standards The
outcome o incredibly good and this album could become the
biggest holiday season LP in years lance Montana has taken
allot these tunes and arranged them to sound new and differ
ant In addition to the stalwart playing, their is some line
singing by the same vocal trio featured on many of the hits
out of this tamed city 'Jingle Bells' has never sounded so

I

both the pop and tau idioms

HOLMES- Singles, Epic PE34288. Immaculately
tasteful an contemporary pop writing, sing eg and arranging,
Holmes has the equipment to carve out a major posilron in
the marhel area now dominated by Barry Manilow His urban
RUPERT

sparrow song themes of the obstacles to love in a crowd are
nestled in lush, haunting melodies and arrangements Its
hard to conceive that there wouldn't be a wide young adult

audience lm this sophisticated yet universally meaningful
talent Holmes could be the Morris Albert of 1977
Best cuts: Weekend lover,' "Singles.' "Last Of The Ro
mantras. "Touch And Go. "' Who. What. When, Where, Why;'
"You Made Me Real,' "I Don't Want To Gel Over You "
Dealers: Holmes has been associated with recent and up
coming Barbra Streisand product He is a widely known pro
duce'

Soul
OHIO PLAYERS -Gold, Mercury SRM11122(Phonogram)

this compilation

consists at 11 cuts, nine of which were
previously oul on tour whet Mercury LPs The two new cuts,
"Feel the Beal (Everyone Disco)." has today's feel to it. and
'Only A Child Can love
lair ballad buril around a bouncy
large,
pace. The
dramatic production qualities enhance the
copyrights. giving this modern soul group a blasting quality
which sometimes adds greater strength to its vocal abilities
Time has not stood still for this act since is material has a
LP

is

Best

cuts: "Skin Tight."

'Feel

has strong crossover potential

Irom

This LP
pop to country The

sound on this album a much stronger than on previous el
lids. It all cooks Irom the softer ballads to the hard rocking

number. lead singers Laity Goshom and George Ed Powell
have several numbers that could get the group back on the
hit singles track While country rock used to be the group's
major torte, it demonstrated an ability to transcend mutual
boundaries and make a go ol d across the board now

"Dance." "In The Morning," "All the Way."
"Help Yourself," "All the lonesome Cowboys"
Dealers: This group a proven seller and the cover ad is a
contonualun of the previous designs so buyers will recognize
it right away. Still, make them aware that this* a new ellort
Best cuts:

DONNY AND MARIE -New Season, Palydor P016083 This
dynamo duo should score heavily with an LP loaded with a
healthy dose of teen rock and soul standard interpretations
As usual. the production of Mike Curb gives excellent mate
rial and arrangements
Best cuts: 'Ain't Nothing Like The Real Thing.' Anytime
Sunshine." "Show Me," "Hold Me. thrill Me. Kass Me.'
"Sing," 'We Got Love"
Dealers: The television series by this duo and their Iv per

tormances of these songs should help sales

MICHAEL MURPHEY- Flowing Free Forever, Epic
PE34220 Yes, it's true that Murphey s previous LP also had
line mow in a wide variety of styles and still didn't produce a
key single to bond on the sales acceptance of "Wildfire " But
this new Caribou Ranch album, which mores high energy ur
ban arangements and cuts that are predominantly an
fluenced by American Indian symbology. is simply too musi
and artistically outstanding not to deserve a lull
Billboard pack Murphey is more than a progressive country
writer singer, he's an all around pop creator
Best cuts: "Flowing Free Forever." Running Wide Open.'
"Cherokee Fiddle." "Yellow House"
cagy

as

KENNY ROGERS, United Artists UALA689G A master musi
cian. Rogers has his second solo LP country but with a deli

crossover appeal He tackles country evergreens like
'Laura (What's He Got That Ain't Got)' and "Green Green
Grass Of Home" plus some newer numbers Larry Butler's
production is on target. and Rogers blends his smooth voue
easily with Nashville musicians The LP employs 11 guitarists
and utilizes the talents of live pianists Brilliant merging of
YOU and instruments occurs throughout Bill Just's' string
note pop

I

arrangements and an excellent cover photo add to a powerful
release by this polished performer
Best cuts: "Laura (What's He Got That
Ain't Got)." "I
Wasn't Man Enough." "Mother Country Music," "Till Get II
I

I

Right," Lucille," "lay Down Beside Me
Dealers: Rogers' solo resurgence has him an the charts
and hot Stock pop. too, to take advantage of those who remember his First Edition days
MICKEY GILLEY- Gilleÿs Smokin', Playboy P8415 Gilley
provides a lively set of downhome country truckstop jukebox
ballads balanced with several selections that display his rock
tendencies 'Don't The Girls All Get Prettier At Closing Tame"

"How's My to Treating You " depict the country side 01
Gilley while "My Babe" and the old Lloyd Price hit. `Lawdy
Mass Clawdy," showcase his ability to handle rock'n'country
numbers Gilley comlortably handles a wide range of material
and

"1.1)

Home To Me." There

-s

E" to Sam Cooke's ' Bring It On
plenty ol pumping piano and heavy
V

Best cuts: "Don't The Girds All Gel Prettier At Closing
Time," "L 0 0 E," 'What Is It,' "My Babe." "Bong It On
Home To Me," "How's My be Treating You "
Dealers: Gilley's srsth LP should move even taster than his
previous lave

loll,>

It's My Turn, Roulette SR5005 this
the most lislenable LPs in some time At long last.
there's a vocal tau album that appeals to everyone Perhaps
the most important moment in Jazz this past year was the re
emergence of Carter who can sing a song like very few others
On this studio date, she is Joined by her regular trio led by
pianist John Hicks and the outcome is perfection There's at
ways talk about someone revitalizing a standard. but Carter
demonstrates this from the first note to the last
Best cuts: "Music Maestro. Please /Swing Brother Swing,"
Wagon Wheels," "'Most Gentlemen Don't Like love." "Open
the Dom, "Just Friends /Star Eyes"
Dealers: In slate play will turn people on to the unique
style al this under appreciated talent

P0P
MELISSA MANCHESTER -Help Is On The Way, Arista

44095

SPARKS

-Big

lust Colum

Beat. Columbia PC34359 On then

the wonderfully weird brothers Ron 8 Russell Mod
have emerged from the wasteland of white noise rock and
and are melding their campy, satirical lyric statements to
clean basic rock 'n' roll rolls with the help of production star
Rupert Holmes Sparks is as creakily lunny as ever and lar
more accessible Best cuts: "I Want To Be Like Everybody
bra LP.

'I

Else,"

Bought The Mississippi River.'" "I Like Girls.'

-Gethn' It In The Streets, RCA API 1852
Cassidy clearly proves with this album that he is a mature

DAVID CASSIDY

1

earlier
bubblegum image as the teen idol of lv s"Partridge Family
What remains to be proved as how easy d will be to get today's
rock writer singer who has moved eons beyond

record purchasers to accept

a

has

Cassidy style that fascinatingly

combines wide span Beach Boys harmonies with the science
list on visions of David Bowie lyrics Best cuts: 'Cahn' It In
The

'Never Saw You

Streets."

Conti." "I'll

Have To Go

Away "
MOTT THE HOOPLE- Greatest Hits, Columbia PC34368 Now

remgamzed with new key personnel, Mott recalls its most
successful period with writersinger Ian Hunter on this collet

ton With David Bowies song and production on "All The
Young Dudes; the group came to stand for glitter rock But
its sound only took on glitter alter mastering the elements al
basic rock excitement Best cuts: -'All The Young Dudes," "All

The Way From Memphis:

Featuring

NILS

-Roll Away The Stone
LOFGREN

-The Best Of..., Epic

Lolgrens tom albums with his hometown Wash
ington 0 C.. group distill a most impressive compilation Lot
gren, now operating as a solo artist, has a rare ability to tom
bane the solid construction of pop hat songs with the all out
energy of hard rock Good liner notes Best cuts: "tree Ram.
'Heavy Chevy; "We Ali Sung together'
G

a

JOHN FORD COLEY

-1 Hear

The Music. ARM

major record act on Big Tree due to the hit
To

See You Tonight'

an

performs an a Weather Report inspired lashton, with less em
phasrs on pure hard rock rhythms Drummer John Guerin
sticks close to his jazz roots while dealing into cascading, ex
plosive rhythms as the undercoating lot Peler Mann's electric
tic David
nprann, alto, terca. and baritone saxes,
Feldmann's radical

oli'

.' :..

healthy lite in the business. The material is so diverse -Irom
T.Bone Burnett s hooky took space rock to Steven Soles Dyl
anesque ballads -that this LP should esplode on all fronts
Perhaps the buffering torte to the music is the multi faceted
instrumental work of David Mansfield on guitar, pedal steel,

fiddle, mandolin and assorted other instruments. This is one
0t the most impressive first efforts of 1916
Best cuts: "Interviews," "Cheap Perfume;" "Keep It In
The Family," "The Dogs," "Arizona Telegram. ""Dark Eyes.'

"last Chance

Dance
Dealers: While the Dylan alliance will make the group have
an distant identity, it would be wise to play the music and let
people hear the strong material
To

TRAVIS, SHOOK AND THE CLUB WOW,

lust Like Real,

JLR333 Chandler Travis and Stephen Shook are immensely
popular on the Northeast campus concert circuit On this fast

effort. they display some of the excellent foikrock Jazz et
clement that is heard in concert loured by an assortment of
other Boston musicians freedman John Payne. drummer Alan
Dawson and various members of NRBQ), this duo squares o11
on an assortment of originals that establishes them as excel
lent writers
Best cuts: "Great Point Song," "Bob Gets A Girl." "Time

Marches On, ' "It s Not Too Late
Dealers: This small label out of Maynard. Mass,
searching out

is

worth

yid.,

:i,, :udoig synlhe

DJr.i'

the bight Away,"

01..., Columbia
PC34367 The pleasant western rock of San Francisco's Rod
ers has never ht neatly enough into programming categories
to make breakthrough via singles But these well chose cuts
locus in on a band that at its best can he most satisfying in
related, good humored music and entertainment Bat cuts:
NEW RIDERS OF THE PURPLE SAGE -Best

"I Don't Know You,"

'Panama Red.

AFTER -Classic

"Henry'

Performances, Columbia PC
34366 Classics of heavy metal pioneer rocking indeed are
these cuts leaturing the slashing loll guitar of Alvin Lee. Some
like `I'd Love To Change The World" are surprisingly familiar

TEN

YEARS

www.americanradiohistory.com

although some liner notes would have added greatly Best
cuts: "I'd Love to Change The World," "Tomorrow I'll Be Out
01 Town." "It's Getting Harder
PRELUDE -Back Into The Light. Pee, Pye 12139 The smooth,
haunting vocal loo blend that is best remembered for its a

cappella version of Ned Young's After the Goldrush" returns
to the U S record market with a well produced set that uses
the lull resources of studio instruments Very prettily tastelul
Best cuts: -Woman To Love.

'Feel Like

loving You Again.'

d!

'The Night That New York Cried -

CHILDREN OF THE NIGHT- Dinner With Drac, PIP6822 This
a good gimmick LP featuring some trendy tunes as per
formed by an even trendier cast of musicians Count Dracula,
Willman, the Mummy. Frankenstein's Monster Igor the
Hunchback. Dr Jekyll and Mr Hyde are all featured on the

rs

LPptaying a lull regiment of instruments. The group performs
good enough to make this LP a contender Best cuts: listen
and see whicn ones will lit into your lormal

-Peter And The Wolf, RSO RSO l 3001
highly unusual LP It's not a children's
this
prejudge
is
it likely to be a bonanza tin easy listening sta.
album. nor
lions Rather, its a progressive rock adaptation ol the classic
tale, along the lines of some of Rick Wakeman's albums over
the past few years Best cuts: 'Rock And Roll Celebration;'

VARIOUS ARTISTS
Don

t

Final Theme,

"Wall And Duck

STEPPENWOLF -The Best Of SteppenwoH (Reborn To Be
Wild), Epic PE34382 These cuts. mostly full out rock. are
culled Irom the several Eprc LPs the group made when 4 re-

y

united

a couple of years back Although the quality of the re
Steppenwoll and lohn Kays intense vocals are as good
as ever, there has been a disappoinlmg lack of major sales
breakthroughs. Perhaps this sort of a "best cuts" collection
can help Best cuts: Straight Shooton Woman," "Smokey
Factory Blues. 'Skullduggery

loaned

JIMMIE SPHEERIS

-Pods

01 The

Head, Epic PE34276 One

d the most underrated songwriter, singers around. Spheens'
lyres are intensely personal statements an a poetic mode set
to music Among the musicians abetting ha alternating
acoustic guitar and piano are Stanley Clarke and Chick Corea,
while Jackson Browne provides background harmonies.
Spheens mellow, easy going vocals remain soothing without
getting repetitious Best cuts: "Bayou Eyes. "Child From Nowhere." "Hills In My Head,' "II It's You They're Dreaming

01"

and its top 20

album the team is represented here by some line quality
work recorded during a stint on RAM According to the liner
notes. only lour of the songs were ever previously released
and these lour are not currently avalable elsewhere Best
cuts: 'Used To You' "New Jersey.' "I Hear The Music

ci

ALPHA BAND, Arista 410/ Several months ago, the three
leaders of the Alpha Band were winking as members of Bob
Dylan's Rolling thunder Revue Based on the impact this LP
should create. it's a cinch to say that they will have long

via years of FM play Ten Years After was a seminal English
hard rock breeding ground and the music here's a line value

single "I'd Really Love

i

FirstTimeArund

Billboard's Recommended LPs

SP4613 Now

IS

wnnen

or the pudMher

one of

ENGLAND DAN

excellently formatted tight modern jazz band which
communicates in spite ol the lack of Tom Scott, who formerly
was the lead instrument The quintet of L A name sidemen

If,

section

PE34247

above other contemporary composers working in the pop and
jazz combined idiom Mangaone's creative spirit uplifts the

:nr,ors

Dealers: Place this LP in the Billy Cobham, Frank lappa
and new releases bins. as well as in the ever increasing Duke

Kilroy

LA. EXPRESS- Shadow Play, Caribou PZ34355 ICBS) This

ir,

a

lasses "

GRIN,

There

compositions he has written and arranged for this date. which
features name sidemen The large orchestral selling provides
a broad spectrum for his light and airy style on Ilugelhorn
: / :ir, cercue of the moot school

BASF

I

doses of steel all produced in bright and happy style by Eddie

warm glow to Mangione's music which catapults it high

a

-Liberated Fantasies,

G22835 Al
vocalist, he is
still a much better keyboard player and should stick closer to
it
Whole, there are several cuts that it into the soulful Not
man Connors type of music. the overall ellort is best when he
is playing piano and synthesizer Joined by his usual cast of
sidemen (Auto. Ndugu. Daryl Stuemer. etc ) Expect sub
stanloal FM airplay.
Best cuts: "Don't Be Shy," "Back To Where We Never
Lett," Trym' 8 Gnn'," ' C'n Hear That, 'liberated Fan
GEORGE DUKE

(hough Duke has been improving greatly as

s

well as boosting sales

CHUCK MANGIONE -Main Squeeze, ABM SP4612
is

Dealers: Group is capable of crossmg Irom pop to hardcore
modernist Jazz with ease

pretations lust touching the edge at emotion despite her
hard working efforts. lots of orchestral flow and spotty back
ground voices Best cuts: ' Sò My Old Man,' There's More
Where That Came From," "Monkey See. Monkey Do" (a perky
arrangement but banal lyrics)

Dealers: this LPwould appeal strongly to tans of artists as
disparate as lohn Denver and Judy Collins In store play

would give you personal enjoyment

Pleasure "

Vocalist's powerf ul, prisline range and attack fads to make
this IO cut LP a undorm success The maiorty of the material
is mediocre, with the charts only lair and Melissa's inter

Country

from the uptown

,

(Everybody

v;.

,f

soul'

PURE PRAIRIE LEAGUE- Dance, RCA AP1.11924

Beat

Disco)," Fire," live Turkey (Part 11'
Dealers: Group is a consistent seller with a solid crossover
potential

'Auld Lang Sal

Dealers: in store play will make you sell out quickly Also.
the cover is similar to the last Salsoul LP and should there
lore gather some looks

The

othenrw, meaultM

on

a

freshness and candor

World:

To The

tolling change of mood-ol is a throwaway but good disco
spiced tune and the most commercial of the lot
Best cuts: 'Dance The Night Away," 'Nordic Winds" (with
Iona Mitchell intoning subtle vocal sounds). 'Double Your
is

^

72

Lost week

BETTY CARTER -Now

good

and

44

is

THIN URY- lohnny The Fos, Mercury SRM1 1119 Work
ing the bad guy image of its breakthrough "The Boys Are Back
In Town" single for all it's worth. the U K foursome delivers
an LP with high pitched guitars coloring tales of desperate
characters betraying women and meeting bad ends such as
getting stabbed in alleyways Irish mulatto lead singer Philip
Lyttolt delivers all this rocking doom with firm, throaty con

Best cuts: "The Little Drummer Boy," 'Joy

reviewed this week

LPs

Or

...

.

ROGER TROY, RCA

APL119I0

A

veteran of groups ranging

Irom the Hollywood Argyles to the New Electric Flag, Troy a
not a bad writer either As a solo artist. he sounds a bit like a

'Aback

David Clayton Thomas but has his own sound.
especially in the higher notes Best cuts: "Don't Put The
Blame On Me Baby," "'Don't You Have Any Love In Your
mote

Head:" "Shone

On

Love"
I (

,+nrrrrzrr,l riu

1rr1Yx' -.IN

Spotlight -The most oetslaadrne new product of the weeb's releases
aad tirai with the greatest potential for top el the
chart platemee
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the
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el
renewer; ncammendd- prdwid to lid the second all of the
short m the opnán of the reviewer, or albums of superior quartz.
Mhums receiving e three Her 'aloe are net hated. Hewer editor:
Nat Freedland; reviewers: Elio) Tweet Gerry Wood. lee Fried, Hm
le Hreoeitz, Ed Harrison I
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StudioTrack

C onunued from page 44
phen Stills with Mike Braunstein engineering and Mike Beiriger helping; and the Eagles produced by Bill
Syzmcyk with Allen Blank at the
controls assisted h) Bruce Hensel.
Up at the Sausalito. facility David La
Flamme has been putting in recording time producing himself with Bob
Edwards overseeing the console with

aid from Eric Schilling. The Record
Plant remote truck has also just
recently returned after recording
REO Speedwagon at various concert
sites around the country.

kndi Pratt ii ,i. at the Northern
Recording Studios, :Maynard. Mass..
.i, rkng on pre-production lair tl is
nest Ncmp'iren album slued to he
produced by Arif \lurdin. Puns s
doing the pre -production sessions
himself with crooneenne pros ided
by Jesse I lendersrn. Tan SVLlluls has
also been in with Its band la)itig
down some new tracks and IS cu -pro-

Producer Tony Brown mixed some
of the new material for Tanya
Tucker's LP with Marty Lewis engineering at Quwdrafonlc Sound Studios also in Nashville. Producer .Fiat
Mason completed work on the Vol unteers' debut LP with Gene Eichelhuger at the board, Stan Silver produced Donna Fargo for her new LP,
Eichclberger at the console.

ducing with Jesse Icnderson. who
also engineering

is

CBGB, New York's buzzing
nightclub, brought tapes to the

The Don Harrison Bard, producrn thcroseIs es. are laying down

Northern Recording Studios, Maynard, Mass.. to mix its big anthology
album "Live At CBGB's- Volume
Two." Craig Leon produced with
Kim King who engineered with assistance from Jesse Henderson,
Northern was also the site for a live
Tommy Bolin concert broadcast
from Maynard by WBCN. George
Lilly was the project engineer. he

I

tricks at Factor- Productions,

Congratulations to Brian In-

Berkeley.

goldsby who was recently appointed

president of ABC Recording Studios

Since his arrival he has redesigned the three ABC recording studios to full automation with 24here.

New '6' Ready
C'unrmned front page 44

tracks and has updated the mastering facilities with a Neumann SAL
74 package. Tom Lappet has also just
been hired to head the studio's new
research and development department.
Kent Unbars' of Dalton & Dubarri
was in at the Music Grinder laying
down a few tracks produced by Jack

groups: an acoustically- treated
sound cell for piano or bongo
drums; an air -conditioned drum hut
with low -frequency sound traps
built into the carpeted walls and a
sand -filled floor; decorative lighting
and an acoustically- designed ceiling: and an air -conditioned isolation booth on the same studio wall
with a full splayed glass window to
cut down sound reflection while allowing clear sightlines.

Keller of U.A. Music with Gary
Skardina engineering.
At Malibu 's Indigo Ranch, Buzz
Bone has been laying down a few
"Texas rock "IV roll tunes' produced
by Chris Brunt and Bubba Shields.
Bad Axe, a new progressive hard
rock band. finished an album at
Stronghold Studios with Dana
o
gc Strum producing..
Banes Hone
has been producing Lucio Battisiti
m at RCA Studios with Richie Schmitt
engineering.
m
rt
it
it

was assisted by John Savignano in
the control room.

At Modular Audio Products. a
unit of Modular Devices. Inc., in Bohemia. N.Y.. Leslie F. Cooley has
been named chief engineer. He will
be responsible for the continuing
program of new product develop ment at the studio and brings to the
job many years of field experience in
the design and use of all types of
professional audio equipment.

A lower ceiling and an altered
physical shape contribute to improved acoustics in the control
room, with a variable lighting system designed for individual work
stations, and a combination of shag
carpet and wood for the walls. With
infinite speaker baffles in the control

.

Atlantic

&

WEA Push Abba Combo
W'LA sales offices and mailed to the
media, detailing information on
Abba with sales figures, reviews and
biographies.

NEW YORK -"National Abba
Weekend" launched Friday- Sunday
(22 -24) earmarks a major U.S. sales
and promotional campaign for the
best -selling Swedish group.
Atlantic Records and WEA
mounted the campaign which encompasses the new album in WEA's
"fall combination" discount program. additional bulk quantities of
posters, buttons, catalog order

The Marshall Tucker Band slated
for Capricorn Studios. Macon, Ga.,
in late October.

Center Dedicated
NEW YORK -The Richard Allen
Center for Culture and Art. a nationally sponsored ìnstnuuon
created for and by the black arts
community in the U.S., was formalls
dedicated here with a two -das series

forms, plus videocassettes of the
group in action, special mailings to
college and MOR stations; coverage
in national press and television and
renewed advertising funds.
Atlantic has also published an
eight -page booklet, shipped to all

Harvey Accrue is finishing up an
album with singer /composer Alberto Carrion called "Pajaros Marinos" for the Graffiti label. Sessions
are taking place at Sound Exchange
Studios in New York with Bernie
Fox engineering.

room, producers have a choice, by
key selection, of either IBL or Big
Red speakers.

In studio activity elsewhere:

MIDLAND TOAST -Midland International Records president Bob Reno is
given a party after co- hosting the "Don Kirshner's Rock Concert" TV show,
From left are: Jack Kiernan, RCA division vice president, marketing; Rucha
Roemer, attorney for Midland; Reno, Ken Glancy. RCA president; and Mel TIF
Berman, RCA division vice president, commercial operations.

of events. Oct.

15

-16.

The center's purpose is to des clop
and showcase new talent in music.
art and theater.
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HOT

TUNA- Hoppkorv, Grunt

Zmysterious as bet,

hoarse shouts galore

BFL 11920 (RCA) The

title

is as

personnel liner notes on this latest
package of cosmic blues -rock from Jefferson Slarshrp's long
est lived satellite group. One thing sure n that larme Kauko
of

nee wrote some of the songs that aren't standard oldies. It
sounds as if Grace Slick is singing backup here and there The
overall sound is loose and relaxed in traditional Hot Tuna
style. Best cuts: "Santa Claus Retreat" "It's So Easy..

ROBB STRANDLUND-Polydor PD 1-6085. The man who co
wrote the Eagles' 1974 hit "Already Gone" here presents an

excellent set of the Linda Ronstadflacksen Browne brand of
California country pop there are a couple of upbeat rock
abilly numbers, and throughout. a heavy emphasis on country
steel

Best cub:

"Already

Gone."

"Sweet

Mama," "My

Woman"

II

mites its

own material that keeps

blues rods obvious but doesn't ignore the musical sophis

ticatron earned by some IS years of U K rock tradition.
Should be a welcome addition to the collections of evolving
contemporary bluesmanship Best tuts: "Mighty Foe :' '8er.
lin Blues." "Couldn't Get It Right "

All The Money Co?, Chelsea CHI. 5I7
Pleasantly Eagles harmonuoog Texas quartet plays with a
hard rock bottom behind ils country rockish melodies The
best cuts, mostly by leader Johnny Lee Schell, stew to share
a winningly rueful disappointment at innocence betrayed.
BABY -Where Did

title cut which is almost a Buffalo Springfield in
dictment of rock biz (Toll Best cub: Title cut, "One Hun'
died 8 One Turndowns:' 'LA Lady"

such as the

ROBERT PALMER -Some People Can Do What They Like, Is
land ILFS 9420 In hot third album. Palmer continues to doss

ANDY WIWAMS -Andy, Columbia PC34299

play himsell as a fine quality singer and writer of adult lock

and convictten of the early '60s may be absent. Pleasant,

balladry He performs material from a variety of writers here.
including samples of his sophisticated treatment of soul and
calypso material His music has complex and rewarding tee
lures Bat cuts: "One Last Look." "Keep In Touch : "Some
People Can Do What They Like."

Barry Fasman
charted and conducted the IO tunes offered by the veteran
baritone here and, oddly, six studios ranging from L.A. to
Providence were employed in taping with various orchestras.
Wdliams' pipes are still quality albeit some of the intensity

unexciting listening.
To Forget

I

Bat

cuts: "Since

Fell For You,"

"Tryre'

loved You "

1103

ORIGINAL SOUNDTRACK -The Young d The Reslkss,
PIP6812. The lush instrumental title song has. as "Nadirs
Theme,' gone on Is be the wrotrse MOR crossover hit at the
year Though that top 20 chart single is on AdM, this colles
bon of pretty. unobtrusive background music from the tv
soap opera. with photos and bas of its stars on the back
cover, should appeal to female and older customers Best cut:
The one vocal outing. a second version of "Nadia s Theme by
the Sounds 01 Sunshine

BOBBY SCOTT -From Eden To Canaan, Columbia PC34325.
The much traveled Scott pops up 20 years after his ABC

"Chain Gang" smash with a charming llaong entry which
moved CBS' Bruce Lundvall to compose puffy liner notes
Scott is distinctive as a composer, pianist singer, arranger
and producer and all those skills are evident, but his uncom
man sound will require diligent promotion Best cuts: "Once
Upon A Time," "Find Another Love, 'Tut Your Tears Away "
SAGSY

MALONE- Original
Paul Williams took

Soundtrack Recalling,

RS

1

a leave nl absence from AAM to
write the words and music to this ISO soundtrack of the
Paramount gangster musical tilm that has an all kid rasi The
naierial r5' c. nei ia;'mata: 020 s çnundine sprakeaci

3501

-Honey

Sweeter Than Blood, Mercury SRM I
Reminiscent of Santana in as pioneering latino loth

CHANGO

Is

penod, Chango lealures

a pronounced but tasteful three -per
rhythm
cosseaust
bottom, the fluidly cascading girder of
Charles Rook and the mainstream latmaock vocals of Peppy.
The music us satisfying. il somewhat predictable. alternating
between controlled funk and semi spiritual cuts Best cuts:
"Lite Is A Rainbow." "Lady lady." "Thumbing A Ride "

d SKYBOAT -Hymn To The Seeker, ABC ABCO.
960. Odd blend of southern rock with the Mahavishnu spadual sound. Eastern raga mlluence Ids surprisingly aptly into
MAC GHYDEN

Allmanlype guitar tams. Gayden

has

a

pretty voice that

sounds Idle mid period Donovan and his songs are more or
less in that bag. Unusual but not uninteresting Best cuts:

"Stepan' Stone.
Is

'

Life Is lust

A

Pantomime."

The

Minstrel

Free Al last "

like hall of Seals d Crofts. The craps.
warship of his songs is extremely winning and admirable,
This is the kind of album that other perimeters may well lind
a

but

la

themselves on Bat cub: "Could It Be Love
Found Tonight," "Shopping, Bag Lady, "Forgetting Some
one.' "City Sunday Morning"
big hits

ERIC IDLE d NEIL INNES -The

i.iupert

I

Rutland Weekend Songbook,
Members nl Wooly Python, the rant
c:
i'!' is Vi the too 100 last wn;ui

l'Paliw its
"

schedule, with the back cover even resembling a newspaper
Iv log. Idle guest -hosted recently on "Saturday Night " Best
cuts: "I Must Be In Love," "I Give Myself To You,' "Johnny

Cash" "Protest Song: "'Football"

-Mory II, Mercury, SRM- 11115. This group has built a
following on the strength of its fast LP and delivers a strong
second effort with this one Some fine, freewheeling guitar
solos are laced into the fast.paced rockers and ballads. At
limes Bun Shearman's vocals are urgent Best cuts: "Cause
MOOT

Mother:" "Take

It;'

"Slipping Out:"
"Midnight Flight," "Change In My Lute," "Through The
There's

Or Leave

I1

Slam," "One More Heartbreak

"

BLACKFOOT -Frying High, Epic. PE 34378. Two of the band

members were once part of the group that eventually became
Lynyrd Skynyrd. Yet, what they play can't be charaetereed
strictly Southern rock. Most of the material is clean, straight.
ahead rock that slows down only occasionally Best cues:
"Feeling Good," "Flying High," "Try A Little Harder,"

"Dancai Man"

Mimeo
backed by

-20th Century

allaround good
rock ballad LP by a fight.voiced singe-writer
top L.A. studio names. The overall quality is a Irk.

MARK ASHTON

T -520.

An

able launlmess. Ashton sounds like he'd be a fun act to see in
person. Best cuts: "Bizarre In LA.," "It Can Get You, "'Let
Your Hair Down "

01 Lawrence Welk -20 Great
Hits, Ranwood R.8162. Generous sampling of hits, all well un
der three minutes on length, from the man who is currently in

LAWRENCE WELK -The

Bat

coasl- totoast champagne music-making In
slrumenlal versions of standards range chronologically from
"Canadian Sunset" to "Tie A Yellow Ribbon"
his 22nd year

of

NIGHTHAWKS -Psyche Deily, Adelphi AD 4110 Washington's

favorite bluestotk band has a good live set that mixes it up
between hard Chicago blues and tithes rock with a smattering
of adaptations thrown m (1. Gmis, Little Feat) Also it has a
good clean sound That can get low down and duty. Best cuts:

"Hound Dog," "Can't Get Neal

RICHARD SOPA -Ide Lines, Epic 1134177 Supa is a veteran
songwriter and group member who hasn't recorded for some
years and sounds

loose concept of being a tv station's weekend programming

WIGGY

To

You."

BITS- Polydur POI 6081. This oil -shoot

of Barnaby

hard rocker to the core Depending heavily on
chorded guitar (offs, it achieves what most groups don't -a
Bye is

a

distant compatrson with the intense sounds of Led Zeppelin
Expect progressive airplay Bat cuts: "Free To Ride The
Wind," "Oh Captain, "Place In The Sun,
uggy," "Bad Sit

"ï

union "

www.americanradiohistory.com

single and album a year ago on 20th Century with -Don't It
Make You Warn Dance
Recorded in Nashville and LA,
this is a mix of country boogie and hard rock, with a lew bal.
lads bringing a balance to the set. Wier's knowing vocals
aren't stock and prettified He's into the outlaw sound of acts
like Waylon Jennings Best cuts: "Lisa A /K /A Julie."-1 Think
It's Time 11 Learned How To Let Her Goa" "Black Hat Saloon.' "High Road -low Road." Dealers: Anil has the momentum from the previous album and the potential of a
mighty label push from Columba.

:

STRAWBS -Deep Cats, Oyster 00.1.1603 (Polydor) Group
have been around for some years now. going through carious
labels and personnel changes But under leader Dave Cous
ins. it still carries on the finest traditions of lighter English

pop -rock. Interesting melody lines. literate lyrics and right on
instrumental breaks are all abundant here Best cuts: "I Only
Want My love To Grow In You." "Turn Me Round
'The Sol.

diet's Tale," "Simple Visions"
BON MEIGHAN BAND -The Dancer, Capitol ST 1555 Thanks
to the violin of Rodney Bryce and leader Meighan's light,
1

elegantly Boz Scaggs voice. Ihrs record often remands me al
the late, lamented Dan Hicks d His Hot Licks, But Meighan's
songwriting is not as relentlessly cheerful and gimmicky e
Hicks

Best

The Eyes

Of A

Child;' "Feel

The

Love:'

cub: "City Street," "Crazy Waltz." "Dancer"

STEPHEN BISHOP -Careless, ABC ABC954. A marked di
tincirve vocal style and his own lyrics portend bight future
for this
Backbiter should have more about the artist to

at

interest buyers. Extremely wetl.produced sessions highlight
Bishop's unusual sound. Guest presence of Garfunkel. Clap
ton and Chaka Khan as bachmg helps immeasurably. Bat
cub: "On And On," "Save It For A Rainy Day.'
BAT McGRATH -Blue Eagle, Amherst AMH. 1005. Following albums on Epic and Monument. McGrath here Obis a set of

country-tinged pop that is dominated by humorous, upbeat
songs in the style of Charlie Daniels or Jim Stafford. The vex
sahlity is demonstrated in several straighter ballads on the
level of a Jackson Browne. Best cuts: "Blue Eagle." "Ma

rude' "Spaced Out."

"Cool Breeze."

LYONS d CLARK -Prisms, Shelter

52005 (ABC) All that
stands against this fern writing /vocal duo is its melodies so
lack individuality that the entire production sutlers. Tom
Scott's reed work sparkles behind tender, soft net tolkish vo
cars. Bat cuts: "Nothing But
Sand," "Open The Door."

X- Unorthodox Behavior, Passport PPSD
(ABC) Lack of backbiter information about group lowers sales
possibilities. Unusual approach to repertoire involves a two.
BRAND

RALPH GRAHAM- Wisdom, RCA APLI 1918 Alter several
years, Graham has put together another one of his excellent
JPs Sounding at limes like Oscar Brown Jr., Graham has a
fine cross section of uptempo rockers with a myriad of horns.
as well as some excellent ballads with interesting words. Best

cuts: "Through
'Smile "

RUSTY RIER -Black Hat Saloon, Columbia PC 34319 This a
the label debut for the Texan who had a sizable pop chart

9810r

sided, srxsong totally instrumental selection and shows the
group has excellent any MOR musicianship. Drummer Phil
Collins Is outstanding. Best tub: "Nuclear Burn." "Running
On

Three."

(Lrr.A.. rlsLo p,r.c

741

-

OfThe 3749. albums

the Chi.

i;olloi,arle.. i;ctivai
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General News
TV Sound Like 3 -Act Play: Berliner
Continued front page

amplifier and loudspeaker. Granted
the speaker is tiny and cheap and

4

result. Hollywood not only
gets its own show last. but gets the
full brunt of the distortion- produc-

As

there is no acoustic design work in
the tv cabinet; this is not the heart of
the problem. for good low -power
audio amplifiers are cheap. and an
output jack to feed an external hilt
system is practicable to serve those
who want better sound.
There are two reasons why sotmakers do nothing along these lines.
The first is a phenomenon known as
"intercarrier buzz. This manifests
itself in a noticeable buzz in the
audio and is generated by interaction from the video circuitry.
Some tv sets don't have this problem. The reason is that the manufacturer has decided to spend extra
money in superior circuitry that
overcomes this problem. But this
costs money and a maker of portable
tvs in this terribly competitive market will find it preferable to spend no
money on the problem and Instead
mask it by using a cheap loudspeaker whose frequency response is
so bad that it does not reproduce the
buzz.
A larger speaker and /or an

a

ing intermediate transmission
equipment. Despite this. both aural
and visual material comes through
surprisingly well. but obviously
somewhat degraded.
Getting the signal at long Iasi into
the viewers' homes is the function of
each local transmitter While video
is emitted via amplitude modulation. the aural portion Is earned
via frequency modulation similar to
an FM radio station. The latter is
clean and wideband.
And finally the cruelest cut of all.
Just as the automobile manufacturers have made AM radios standard equipment nowadays. but have
made AM /FM radios an expensive
option (and stereo FM even more
so). tv receiver manufacturers have
skimped on their audio in the interest of keeping costs down.
But where audio experts make
their mistake is in thinking that this
cent- cutting takes place m the audio

acoustically designed cabinet will
not only worsen the problem created
by his shortcut- taking circuitry but
will add considerably to the cost. size
and weight of his product.
Lastly. the manufacturer has
made another even more significant
cost and packaging concession. He
has eliminated the power transformer. This creates what is known
as a "hot chassis." Look at your portable television. Observe that except
for the antenna terminals, there are
no metal parts for the user to touch.
Everything is wood or plastic as required by certain codes. Con sequentls. the setmaker cannot provide an output jack to feed your
external hill because there would
then he a metal part for you to touch
and risk getting a severe electric
shock.

Inasmuch as the television and
record industries do not support
each other, but merely use one another on occasion to further each's
respective goals. there is little likelihood of a resolution in the near future for the problems of audio for
video.

Ramifications Of Nixon Tape Decision
Continued from page 3
We are very pleased and proud we
helped fight for the rights of the
phonograph industry to be treated
the same as newspapers.
We are terribly pleased the industry benefits from this ruling. We
have ihe right to make an album. so
does everybody else. We believe the
product we put out will be the best
one. I don't think anyone is going to
take the same approach as we have
in terms of preparing sound record
for educational purposes.
"Nixon had been concerned that
the tapes would be played at cocktail
parties. In our motion to have access
to the tapes. we said were not out to
make fun of this matter."
Warner Bros. had submitted a
plan last January to U.S. District
Court Judge Gerhard A Gesell in

Washington for commercial copying
rights to 22 hours of coverup tnal
taped evidence. But the judge said
record companies had failed to assure the court the tapes would not be
put to "undignified use.
Kapp is quick to point out there
are hundreds of hours of Nixon
tapes which are not involved in this
ruling. The tapes which do become

public record "contain the famous
'smoking gun' comments." Kapp
says. 'Thais what got the road to
impeachment started"
The educational project album
has not yet been costed out, Kapp
says. The double jacket LP should
be priced within the $11.98- 514.98
range, he feels.
The decision Tuesday (26) by the
U.S. Court of Appeals for the District of Columbia by a 2 -1 vote. does

EXTRA! EXTRA!
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copies of

To
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Fill out the coupon
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not mein that the tapes suddenly become available for public usage.

Herbert

Miller,

Nixon attorney, said this ruling would be appealed to the Supreme Court. Nixon
J.

a

had asked the court not to release the
tapes because they would invade his
privacy and the privacy of others
and destroy the confidentiality of
presidential conversations and decisions.

But Chief Appeals Judge David
Bazelon said in the majority report
that the tapes heard during the trial
are no longer confidential"
Warner Bros.' Kapp. taking time
out from reading a copy of the Appeals Court decision, acknowledges
he has to be panent until all the legal
procedures have been exhausted before he can begin working on this
highly sensitive project, expletives

included.
The significance of Warner Communications being part of a lawsuit
along with broadcasters toseek public access to highly explosive mate nal. indicates the potential for the
disk medium as a carrier or repository of new kinds of data, not necessarily entertainment per se.
There have been records made recalling historical moments which
were actually replays of events already known to the general public.
like the sundry on the spot comments made when President John F.
Kennedy was assassinated and Jack
Ruby killed Lee Harvey Oswald several days later.
But the Nixon tapes have never
been heard before by the public, although transcripts have been published all over the world in newspapers and magazines.
The recent case of former CBS

newsman Daniel Schorr providing
the Village Voice, a New York
weekly newspaper with the Pike report of intelligence activities. represents the traditional way classified or
sensitive information has been
leaked for public knowledge where a
lasting record is desired.
Now with the phonograph record
being grunted the same status as the
print media to provide a lasting
"published" report. one can wonder
whether we may see the day when
labels are offered secret tapes for
publication Just like newspapers and
pent pcniidicals are slipped documents which benefit the publics
right to know about wrongdoing in
the public and pnvuic sectors
www.americanradiohistory.com

Watergate Tapes
Continued from pige

i

preme Court reversal of the tapes
release decision -which could take
considerable time, whether Nixon
wins or loses.
However. the high court could refuse to review the decision, speeding
things up for Warners and the rest of
the media.
The Appeals Court has recommended that Federal District Coun
Judge John J. Sirica handle distribution of the tapes to the public. The
court says release should be "prompt
and on an equal basis for all persons
desiring copies.' meaning other labels besides Warner Bros. may produce LPs of the highly controversial
tapes.

Warner Communications. which
was joined in the appeal for public
release of the tapes by the three commercial networks and the Public
Broadcasting System. had announced plans to put out an album
selecting 20 hours from the tapes
and a full set for library release.
The Appeals Court is returning
the case for implementation to the
Federal District Coun where it originated, as a matter of procedure. As
part of its ruling, the Appeals Court
has set up certain criteria for handling distribution of the tapes. including assurance of equal opportunity for all interested parties.
Warner Communications and
others interested in the tapes will get
together on a joint plan for distribution, which Judge Sirica will have to
approve and implement.
Attorney Richard Cooper, of the
law firm of Williams. Connolly &

Califano. representing

Warner

Communications, estimates that if
no stay of the Appeals Court ruling
is granted to Nixon. and no Supreme

Court appeal is accepted, assuming
the best of all possible conditions
distribution of the tapes could be in
as little as a few weeks.
Federal District Court Judge Sirica had originally heard the case.
and denied the plea for release of the
tapes. until the four other Watergate
defendants have exhausted their appeal procedures. This could have
taken many months or even years.
Appeals Court Ch ief Judge David
Bazelon pointed out in his opinion
that there is nothing of an intimately
personal nature in the particular
tapes being released. but only a
"business associate" kind of discussion. All the tapes involved were
heard and transcribed and also reported in the press. during the Watergate trials.
Warner Communications attorney Joseph A. Califano Jr. has told
the press that the ruling set an Important precedent "by saying that
actually hearing something as opposed to merely reading transcripts
is important" This point was also
made by Judge Bazelon.
Bazelon's opinion was geared to
an era of audio. He noted that one
who listens to the tapes -the inflections, pauses. emphasis and the
like -will be better able to understand the conversation. than one
who only reads the written transcripts that already have been pub-

-

lished"
The Appeals Court decision was 2
to in favor of the tapes release. Dissenting U.S. Circuit Court Judge
George MacKinnon was in favor of
waiting for completion of appeals
processing for the four other defendants convicted in the case, including
a possible retrial for Robert C. Mardian. whose conviction was recently
overturned by the Appellate Court.
1

Capricorn, Polydor Co -op
Efforts Marked By Tour
By

SALLY HINKLE

NASHVILLE -A

forthcoming
European tour featuring Capricorn
artists Bonnie Bramlett. the Mar-

shall Tucker Band and Grind erswitch, represents the first attempt
by Capricorn and Polydor to jointly
undertake a major promotional and
merchandising campaign since the
two signed an exclusive distribution

In conjunction with the tour. two

of Europe's highest rated music
shows will air special programs featuring these artists plus other Capncorn artists.
"Juke Box" a French television
show, will air a coast -to-coast pro-

gram Thursday

distributor of Capricorn product in
most of Europe. has released "Long
Hard Ride," the Marshall Tucker
Band's fifth album and "Lady's
Choice," a new album by Bonnie
Bramlett.
Capricorn's European singles include Bonnie Bramlett's "Hold On,
I'm Coming" and Its Time," which
will be released Friday (6), and the
Marshall Tucker Band's You Say
You Love Mc" and " Walkin' The
Streets Alone:' shipping Friday
(121. A Grinderswitch single, "Pick in' The Blues.' has already been
released.
One of the promotional aids

will
be a sampler album titled "Straight
Southern Rock" featuring recordings from various albums by the

Marshall Tucker Band. Bonnie
Bnimlett and Grinderswitch. One of
the merchandising items will be a
Pony Express mail pouch with an
embossed Capricorn emblem containing a "Straight Southern Rock"
poster, a specially designed bottle of
Jim Beam bourbon. the sampler album and current albums and singles
by all three artists.

including

(Continued on page 73)

pact last April.

To coincide with the 12 -city tour,
commencing Nov. 15 and dubbed as
"Straight Southern Rock." Polydor.

(II)

Casablanca Merges
Continued from page

w

3

Firm has also negotiated a publishing deal with Bantam Books for
"Inside The Deep: written by Gi-

.,6,

ber.

Other board members are Richard Trugman. Larty Harris and Cecil Holmes. all of Casablanca Records.

Luber.

33. the same age as Bogart.
left Columbia Pictures in 1975 as ex-

ecutive vice president in charge of
worldwide production to form Film works.
The move into films for Bogart is
the latest in a series for record labels
and their executives to get into film.
notably Fantasy Records with its
successful Grammy Award winning
One Flew Over The Cuckoo's
Nest." Lou Adler. Odes president
into film production with projects at
Paramount and Warner Bros. and
David Geffin's move from Elcktra/
Asylum to Warner Bros. Pictures
board.
Casablancas artist roster of Kiss.
Donna Summer. Parliament. Hugh
Masakcla and Anel have all

itike"al

},,j{{

enero

ews

L.A. Meeting On New Law
Copyright Group Holds First
t
litait
fII.I.IAMs

It, .ti

LOS ANGELES -Attorney Aver ill C. Pasarow informed a group of
more than 150 music publishers and
industry persons at Yoshi flora's restaurant here Tuesday 1261 e,n what
they can expect from the reused
copyright law which goes into effect
Jan. I, 1978.
The meeting was the line In a
senes of three sponsored b, h e t',a
fornia Copyright Conference n,
cuss the new copyright re,
The standards for tau its. .1nd
photocopying. and the computsors
licensing for jukeboxes. which were
not previously liable, plus cable television s new involvement were
strong points brought out in the
meeting.
Pasarow stressed that :insthia,
that occurs between now and Jan I.
1978. will be governed by the existing copyright law.
The revision law also has a completely new format of copyright in
the U.S. The new law offers greater
participation in international copyright treaties.
Under the new law. there is only
one system of copyrights and it is
controlled by the federal government.
Copyright protection is now obtained upon the creation of the
work. Under the new law. the work
is created when it is tined. A work is
fixed when it is put in tangible form.
Previously. the law held that a
copy had to be in visual notation.
said Pasarow.
Protection of copyrights has also
changed. The author is now protected for life plus 50 years. Previously the term was 28 years from
date of deposit.
If there are joint authors, the term
is life plus 50 years with respect to
the last author to survive. Under the
new system. all works of an author
will go into domain at the same time.

There are also new la .,.governing
the families of authors. including illegitimate children, he pointed our
He feels that one of the most iniportant changes in the law is the termination of copyright. "The new
I

1.

..,n he
ided Into te,
One section is flamed tiglu s and the
other section is exceptions to those
granted rights
"I
a itcl enters :tit agreement
with a publisher. the composer can
t

,ems per lune, jukeboxes

been published in the press

TIMES, CAN YOUR PROMOTION
DOLLARS STRETCH FAR ENOUGH FOR YOU TO SAY
"THANKS A MILLION.'
TO THOSE WHO HAVE MADE IT A MILLION -SELLER?
We Can Help
We are able to stretch your existing budget by one third

The Capricorn Airborne Cam mpaign. initiated Oct. 21 in Baltimore
will continue to Philadelphia. New
York. Boston. Pittsburgh. Cleveland, Detroit and Cincinnati promoting Elvin Bishop's "Hometow n
Boy Makes Good.' a new t,
record live set by the Allman Broth
ers Band entitled "Wipe The Windows. Check The Oil. Dollar Gas."
and a debut album on Capricorn by
England's Easy Street.
Capricorn executives involved in
the campaign include Frank Fenice,

Don

Schmitzerle, vice president and general manager: Phil Rush. national
promotion director: Mark Pucci. director of publicity and David
Young, national sales director.

.-New Jagger LP

CHICAGO-Co-producers Mick

Ahmet Ertegun are
working with bluesmen Luther Allison and Willie Mahon at P5 Studios
here. The material will be released
on Atlantic Records.

.

.

.

Here's How
A unique new process of producing simulated golden discs has
enabled us to drastically cut costs without cutting quality.

To order simulated gold replicas of a vinyl album or single..

.

complete with your label copy ... with a 4" x 6" photo- etched
black imprinted dedication plate ... mounted on an attractive walnut plaque
here's all you have to provide:
paper labels two for each plaque ordered
copy and suggested layout for the dedication plate
a typewritten list of recipients' names
and, if desired, your company logo
and actual size artwork for the album cover
NOTE: The manufacturer of this product is in no way
affiliated, sponsored, endorsed or otherwise connected with any industry association or any other
manufacturer, sponsor or promoter of gold
records or gold albums. The
product itself is not intended to imply that the performance cited thereon has
achieved a specific unit safe.
You may order your gold record presentation plaques for just
$60 per album plaque (15" x 18 ")
$40 per singles plaque (10" x 14 ")
All prices FOB Los Angeles. Calif.
Subject to state and local taxes.
Special price quotation on quantities

-

tors.

Jagger and

'

IN THESE

Capricorn

president:

talc el

noted.
In his continents. the veteran attorney sought to reiterate points of
the flew bill which have previously

FOR YOURSELF

executives in Macon, are flying ti,
eight cities in seven days to preview
new LPs to members of the press. radio. retailers and promotion direc-

vice

lifan.il

gra11led tieense
the
In addition to the new lneh.inn:al

arc n,.w h.ah,e lot Vi annually. he

11D

Bishop in Macon, Ga
Meanwhile, in an effort to pro.
mote Capricorn's November releases. Phil Walden, Capricorn pres-

executive

.ts

KEEP SOME OF THE

Conrrnued from page 72
Gnnderswitch and Wet Willie. On
Nov. 30. England's "Old Grey
Whistle Test," filmed in the U.S. by
the BBC, will feature live performances by the Marshall Tucker Band
and Wet Willie in Charleston, S.0
as well as interviews with Bonnie
Bramlett, Dicky Betts and Elvin

other

I

.a

Capricorn Tour

and

i

year, In,m
the date,d puhhiaun provided ii is
not more Man -tu years from the date
the

i

t

ident

tcaiiiiiale

.

,

.

of 100 or more.
For lurther information or to order, mail
Me following coupon to Box 1.000.000. Billboard
Publications, 9000 Sunset Blvd., Los Angeles. CA 90069

Name

Company
Address
Slate

Oily

plagues

Please supply

(number)

5'-

album
smote Li

Enclosed are labels (2 for each record ordered)
desired or dedication plate
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-ZipPlease send me further information.
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Billboârd's
Billboard SPECIAL SURVEY For Week Ending

ingle Picks.

I1/6/76

Number of singles reviewed
this week 127
Lost week 137
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BOBBY WOMACK d BROTHERHOOD

-Home

Where The

Is

Heart Is (3:19); producers Bobby Womack and the Muscle
Shoals Sound Rhythm Settee enter P Mitchell, publisher
Muscle Shoals Sound. BMI Columbia 10437

I

ARCHIE BELL
ELTON JOHN

-Sorry Seems

Be The Hardest

To

Word

(3:431; producer Gus Dudgeon. writers Elton John. Bernie
laupm: publisher Big Pig. ASCAP MCA 40645 Elton s lost
single Irom the brand new Blue Moves LP is a sad ballad that
allernates between the tragic and the bombasls. much in the
style of "Don't Let The Sun

blown On Me." one of ho big
almost pamtully sincere and

Go

gas! Ads. Elton's lead vocal is

beherabk. white

mull, track backing vocals ale

tom
plea as anything he's recorded. The orchestra chart features a
haunting accordion break by L A. studio star Can Fortina
loco

SEALS d CROFTS -Baby, l'R Give II To You

Thomas

J.

MURPHY

Valenlmo.

BAND -Flight '76 (3:29); producer
Walter Murphy. publishers RFT/

miter

Don Kirshner, BMI

Private Stock 123 There's going to be a
lol of fast paced boogiemg around the deco floors as Murphy
follows up -'Frith Of Beethoven's with an all out attack on

"Flight Of

The

Bumblebee"

1

publisher
3605

Mighty three.

The orchestration is as clever

and exerting as on Murphy's first big hit

Philadelphia International

BMI

ANN PEEBLES -FAA Th. World With Love (2:36); producer
Willie Mdrhell. writers A Peebles, D Bryant. G Anderson.
Publisher Petmar 8MI Hi 232011ondon)

-For

DOROTHY MOORE

crick Knight. publisher

BMI

Capitol 4357

-I

MICHAEL JAY COLEMAN -Pm Falling for You (3:10); produc
ers John Rrchhourg. Michael Coleman. renter Michael Cole.
man. publisher Three Cheers. ASCAP Sound Stage 2502

IMonumenit
Up And Dance (3:191; producer Alan

Easy Listening
O.C. SMITH- Together (3:04); producers John Guerin.
Max Bennett, writers C For, N Gimbel. publisher Fox-Gimbel, BMI Caribou 9017 (CBS) A distinct change of pace for

lames Coerces Colorado based Caribou label is Ibis superb
soul.MOR crossover treatment of a Gimbel 8 Fox song pro
duced by two members of TA Express 0 C s sensitive vocal
y as direct and meaningful as anything he's ever done and
the entire sound is thoroughly contemporary

recommended

10836

recommended
-Lucky Man (3:30); producers Bruce Blackman.
Mike Clark, enter- Bruce Blackman. publisher Brother Bill's.

STARBUCK

-The Thrill

durer Esmond Edwards. writers R Hawkins.
lisher Modern, MI ABC 31009

R

D

pro

Darnell, pub-

Gerry Beckley. publisher

GLORIA GAYNOR -Let's Make

ñ-

producer

WO, ASCAP

Monardo, Tony Bono, Jay Ellis. writer
publisher Elbomo, BMI. Polydur 14357

Curtis Blandon.

W

Lenny Waronker, Russ Titelman. wnlers B Womack. D. Car
ter. L Cooke. publishers Unart/Tracebob. BMI Warner Eros
8278
ROBIN TROWER -Caledonia 13:40): producers Geoff Emer
ilk. Robin Trower wirers Troyer, Dewar. publisher Misty

11

Days. Chrysalis, ASCAP Chrysalis 2122

5':

GRAND FUNK RAILROAD

Zappa, wider

Wad (3:29); producerpublisher Cram Renralf, BMI

-Just Couln't

Earner,

(Country
GARY STEWART

-Your Place

writer
7650

Roy Dea. writers Rory Bourke -Carol Anderson Mary Beth An
demon. publishers Chappell ASCAP /Unichappell, BMI RCA
0110833 The sensuous vibrato of a voice owned by Stewart
combines with the razor sharp production of Roy Dea for an
other number that stretches Stewart to new vocal heights
The song provides the pellet' vehicle for Slewart's robust

100% believable
JOHNNY CASH

intensive delivery
P.

JUNE CARIER CASH

-OM

Time Feeling

(2:47); producers Johnny Cash Charlie Bragg, enders T
Jans W Jennings, publishers Alma. ASCAP1Danor. 8MI Co

Feted blend

Sumba 310436

of

song and singers yields

um.

preserve results

Arista 1213

should

NED DOHENY -A Love 01 Your Own

MIKE LUNSFORD- Stealin' Feelin' (2:58); producer
Tommy Hill. writers J Coleman M Lytle. publisher Power
Play. 8MI Starday (Gusto) SD 146 Coming off his biggest hit

BUCK -One Night ANare (3:27); producers Teddy Ran
dam, Frankie Valli, miters T Randazzo, Y Poke, R Joyce,
publisher Razzle Dazzle BMI Roulette 20499.
JAY

RICHIE HAVENS -I'm Not In Love

(3:45); producer David
Mar

Kershenbaum. wnlers Stewart. Gouldman. publisher
Ken, BMI A8M 1882.

be

about simple, strong and straightforward

Hungry;' Lunslord establishes himself as a
country talent to be considered on a long term basis. Has laid,
back and subtle approach Is strengthened by his absolute
conlrol of voice and emotion Lansford promens to be one of
country music's malor talents and This song will help him gain
that reputation
ever in "Honey

WYNN STEWART -Sing

A

Sad Song (3:04); producer

Ed

enter. Wynn Stewart. publisher four Slas, BMI
Playboy P,6091 -A Stewart tales the past hit he wrote -a re
cent contender by Lucky Clark -and gives il a potent render
die Kilroy,

ing. Production goes heavy on sleet and strings, but the em
phasis slays un Stewart 's voice as it should

Soul

recommended

AWN -A Love Of Your Own (3:34); producer Aril Martini,
writers: Stuart. Doheny, publishers Average. WB. Longdog.

Atlantic 3363 The Average White Band returns to top
form with this disco ballad that packs driving rhythm into a
slower tempo. The talsello vocal harmonies are fight on soul
target In all, the disk e a perlecl representation of the
brilliant sound that lust made AWB a phenomenon
ASCAP

BROTHERS JOHNSON -Free And Single (3:28); producer
Qum) Jones. writers George Johnson Louis Johnson, pub
fishers KidadalGoutgro, BIAS AGM 1881 Those bright

ROD HART -C.B. Savage

(3:31); producer Rod Hart, writer
Rod Hart. publishers Shelby Singleton, Little Rich. Johnson,
BMI Plantation PT 144.

-The Greatest Show On Earth 12:421;
producer Owen Bradley, writers David Wdk.s.Tim Marshall,

LITTLE DAVID WILKINS

publishers
40646
SUSAN

Rolfes! Hills,

RATE

BMI /Ash

Valley,

MCA

-Ozark Mountain Lullaby (2A4); producer

George Richey, writer

Bnok. BMI

ASCAP

Robert lohn Iones. publisher
United Arhsls 11A5W0170Y

Blue

cheery street chant with disco
overtones The words are about having fun while unattached
and the beat rs a prodigy of pulsasen. A female vocal "yaya

SAMMI SMITH -Rings Foe Sale (2:121; producer Jim Malloy,
writer John Hadley publisher Tree. BMI Zodiac ZS 1013.

yaya" fill

BILLY WALKER

-Instead

producer

Pennington

Quota Jones proteges stage

a

is particularly effective

-I

(3:48); pro
publisher
Nine
ducer Larry Graham writer Larry Graham,
leen Eighty Foe. Ball Warner Bros 8288 A most unusual reg
gae shuttle beat blends with Sly type vocal lines tor an
offbeat, catchy tune The disk has a different. eaohc quality
that instantly vets it apart (tam formula soul Extremely ear
GRAHAM CENTRAL STATION

Got A Reason

,'e.-my

recommended
CtIRitS VIAyT1Et0-Kart:
.

Hia"
.

..

..

tr

4

i,'

.

n

0.,11

Ray

Best Way. ASCAP

RCA

SIDE OF THE ROAD

lire

Givin' In) (2:29);
Billy Walker, publisher

01 Divin' Up

writer

writers

G

I

Didn't Lore You (2:42); producer Steve
H Lloyd. publisher Peso. BMI Ran

Sklerov,

wood 1070
DAVE

NICOL- Goodbye Marna (3:25); producer Terry Brown.
Dave Nicol, publisher °vertex. BMI. Private Stock

First Time Aroúñd
MIKE GREENE -Down To The Wire 13:24); producer Mike
Greene, writer Mike Greene. publisher Hip Check, BMI Mercury 473. Pretty number has the goodlime energy of mid
tempo Neil Sedaka songs like 'The Immigrant " A subtle is

land flavor and good lilting vocals highlight this romantic ode.
MARY MacGREGOR -Tom Between Two Lovers 13:401;
producers Peter Yarrow. Barry Beckett, waters. P. Yarrow, P
Jarrell, publishers Muscle Shoals Sound, BMI /Silver Dawn,
MGM' Ariota America 7638 Already on the easy listening
chart at 48. the is a mellow Peter Yarrow number that has
the stately ballad appeal of Tony Cole's "Suite Man And
Woman," which was a healthy MOR hit a Jew years back.
Pretty. fragile vocal approach puts MacGregor in there with
the best of the smallvaced stars.

writer

(2:33); producer Paul Lelia.
Steiner, publisher W B.. ASCAP Arrola America

M

top 30 chan lune m the openenn of the rnww panel VK11
noted for the selectrorts publxshed then reek; recommended -a tane

Oda -a

predicted to land an the Hot 100 between 31 and 100. Renew editorHat Freedland.

(3:00); producer

Or Mine

OUTUWS -Green Grass 8 High Tides (3:17); producer Paul
A. Rothchild. alter H Thomasson, publisher Hustlers. BMI

(3:11); producer Steve
Cropper, writers N Doheny. H. Stuart, publishers Longdog/
W.B., ASCAP. Average. BMI Columbia 10438.

-The

PETER NERO- Tara's Theme

as Cash and Carter team for a powerful bal
lad, perhaps then best combo recording ever With a debut on
the CMA Awards television sReo and the promotion thrust of
Columbia. this release exemplifies what country music is. and

MCA 40641

Plain and Simple, ASCAP Mercury

Real Thing (4:50): producer Sergio
Stevie Wonder, publishers labels. Black
Bull. ASCAP Eleklra 45360

Warner Bros

Deal (2:49): producers Meco

A

publisher

Tony Epers. writer

73863
SERGIO MENDES

George Martin.

ñJAMES TAYLOR -Woman s Gotta Have II (3:20); producers

,p

Do Shannon.

Mendes.

AMERICA -She's A Liar (3:28);

writer
8285

-Vanilla Olay (3:24); producer

TWIGGY

(3:40);

Is Gone

ASCAP. Pnvale Stock 125.

r=

Lores.

111.

Abrahams. writers Alan Abrahams, Clarence McDonald, led
Wender. Henry Justin. publisher Bridgewood, ASCAP RCA

BOBBY BLAND 8 B.B. KING

,

Malato 1037

Two Knight

-Wom Out Broken Heart (3:27); pro

-Get

Nor

Buck

Fed

duce, Floyd Smith. writers Sam Dees, Sandra Drayton. pub
fisher not listed Gold Mind 4000 (Salsoull

MEMPHIS HORNS

producer

WEU- Nadia's Theme (3:03); producers George
Lawrence
Cates.
Welk, waters Barry Deaormn, Perry 8otkm
Ir publsher Screen Gems Columbia, BMI Ranwood 1068

writer

Cotillion 44210 (Atlantic)

LOLEATTA HOLLOWAY

Got To Hare You (3:261;

man Schwartz, writer. Kris Kastolterson. publisher
tarn, AMI RCA 10825.

GUY d RALNA -11

Never Cry (3:25); producer Lou Lo
JOHN L SUWVAN
Iredu Pele Thomason writers Cooper Wagner. publishers
Ezra ,'Early Frost, BMI Shue SR 1991

-This Time (3:55); producer McKinley lack
wnlers McKinley Jackson. Shirley !ones. publisher Aan

dike. BMI

(3:22); producer Pele Drake.
publishers Beechwood /Window,

Of All

Capitol

IMPRESSIONS
son.

-I've

LAWRENCE

LINDA HARGROVE -Most
writer. Linda Hargrove,
BMI

LENA HORNE

(3:39); producers

Old Trine Sake

Tommy Couch, lames Stroud. Well Stephenson. writer

(3:10); pro

out
WALTER

THE DRELLS -Nothing

producers lohn Whitehead, Gene McFadden, Victor Carslar
phen, wars
Whitehead, C McFadden. V Carstarphen.

as

duct, Louie Shelton. writers Lana Bogan. James Seals. pub
fisher Dawnbreaker, BMI Warner Bros 8217 Similar m over
all sound to the dues last monster hit, "Get Closer.' this new
one is a lilting near disco midtempo ballad with thumprng
rhythm, soaring strings and a touching lemale guest vocal
solo. All the ingredients that won through for SEC last time

Comes Easy (3:07);

(3:03); producers. Tommy Allsup Ko
ProduclionsAsleep
AI The Wheel Produclions.
nawa Music
writers T Camlield 0 lohnson, publisher Brazos Valley.

ASLEEP AT THE WHEEL

IB 10821

GANG-What Am Doin' Hangin' Round
(2:54); Mike Leech, writer Michael Murphy. publisher
Screen Gems Columbia, BMI Capitol 4330
I

PENNINGTON- Steppin' Aside lust Ain't My Style (3:10);
producers Dave Ruby Ray Pennmglon. writer Ray Penning.
ton, publisher Show Biz BMI Zodiac ZS 1010

RAY

MITCHELL-My Eyes Adored You (3:261; producer
Mire C,:L. win B Crewe -k. Nolan publishers Stone D.
mom. 8'd, i.i': iris H OI''rev
n
Nolan ASC.A° H :.vdle H

Billbord's Recommended
('ownneed from page 70

err!

RADER -Now,

International PBR IS Former
trumpeter and Ilugelhornist with the big Herman and Fergu
son bands lavers Latin rhythms through most of the currously
PBR

old-fashioned bop tau presented here on seven tracks
There's competent backing by Ray Reed. Fred Atwood Jim
Netsson. lack Arnold and Alan Broadbent 'how" is oddly. as
dated as a recreation of Paul Whiteman s music but what
Rader lays down is laid down wort Best cut. -Had Colom
bon. Saludila"
ALAN COHEN- RICHARD SUDHALTER

-The

New Paul White-

man Orchestra Vol. 2, Monmouth Evergreen MES 7078 It's
terribly old fashioned. but this music of the '200 revives

pleasant memories of the renowned Whiteman unit at a lime
when Bra and Tram were at their zenith Twelve tracks are
cleanly played from nnginal charts wilh Sudhalter's carat!

laking Ire 8erderbecke solos Purely nostalgic Best cuts:
Had A Talking Picture 01 You." 'San, 'lonely Melody
EDDIE JEFFERSON -Still On The Planet, Over MR 5063 Vu

legend and he's slob pulling
out quality records Joined by an excellent band that includes
pianist Mickey tucker and trumpeter Wayman Reed, letter
son attacks a series of different sounding razz standards

calist Jefferson

is

something of

a

-

special flair His vocalise o still in lop form
Bat cuts: "I Got The Blues," "Ornithology." "Keep Walks'`
Pinetop's Boogie"
each done with

a

SONNY CRISS -Out of Nowhere, Muse MR 0698. For the sea
and time on a year Muse has recorded alto ran great Criss in

perfect quartet setting In last, he s on lop torn with the
sympathetic accompaniment of pianist Dole Coker, bassist
Larry Gales and drúmmer Jimmie Smith Oves is one of the
lee allo saxmen who can play expertly in either a smooth or
hard edge setting Best cuts: 'All the Things You Are" 'El
Towle," "My Ideal' "Out 01 Nowhere.' "The First One `
She

PAT MARTINO -We'll Be

Together Again, Muse MR 5090 This
e the perfect selling for Martino -lust his guitar and the pi
also of Gil Goldstein The outcome is one of great beauty and
musicianship No trills, lust the artistry and guitar genius of a
musician. who's finally getting a taste of commercial success
Best cuts: Pick The one which catches your lancy and format
JOACHIM KUHN- Springfeuer, Atlantic SO 1695 This Euro
pean keyboard genius has recorded an excellent LP that dem
onslsates his ability to make good sounds on both acoustic
and eleclac piano Joined by the stilt underrated Philip Calh
Brine on guitar and Larry Coryello rhythm section (bassist
John Lee and drummer Gerry Browny Kuhn pulls out all of
The stops right from the start Much 01 the music is out of She

razz-rock mold with
bar.' "Tac Whips,"

a

new twist or two Best cols: "Lady Am

'Morning," 'Mushroom." "Equal Evil "

SHEPP -Montreux

Two,

Arrola

Freedom

MARTY

ARCHIE

61144

Shepp's most recent LP is a masterful collection of live (racks
recorded at last year's Montreux Ian Festival. This rs the first
album in some time that displays his ability to generate en

www.americanradiohistory.com

rom working before an audience His tenor ana soprano

still moving forward. and he receives excellent
support by trombonist Charles Maud Greenlee, pianist Dave
Burrell, bassist Cameron Brown and drummer eclraordinane
Along Came Betty."
Beaver Harris Best cuts: "Scream
sax evosk are

jazz
DON

LPs

1034

JOHN PAYNE BAND -The Razor's Edge, Arista Freedom 1036.
Payne is rapidly becoming a very drslrngmshable saxophon-

ist, after years of learning he tucks tram others His sound on
tenor, soprano and baritone sax y very fluent and the .ter
play between him and his keyboard ace Lao Levon us electnc
The sound rs

happy mixture

of Weather Report-sounding
material and good old straight-ahead acoustic blowing Best
cub: " Lolita," "Himiola," "Arwdne." "The Razor's Edge."
"Past Days"
a

country
GRIEF -The Last Of The Winfield Amateurs, Capital
STI1516. Grill has a good mixture of material which he cam.
posed, arranged, published, produced and sang with effective
results. Slower ballads such as 'I Never Should Have Crossed
The Mississippi' are followed by ray uptempo items like "You
Put The Bounce Back Into My Step" with its live wire piano
playing His way with a ballad -soft and melodramatic -works
best on songs such as "Between Ms Time And The Next
lime." Keyboard instruments are out Iron) on many of the
songs whole guitars rule the other numbers Best cuts: "I
Never Should Have Crossed The Mississippi," You Put The
Bounce Back Into My Step," "Between This Time And The
Next Time," "A Passing Thing." "II Not For You "
RAY

soul
LEON HAYWOOD- Columbia PC34363 This first effort on Co.
lumbia has Haywood selecting material mae suited to his vocal style He offers clean clear vocals and has kept his orate,

bat arrangement simple. Best cuts:

'Yet Me Make II Good To
You." "Suakin ;" 'The Streets Will Love You To Death,"

"let's

Get II On

LOU RAWLS- Naturally, Polydon PDI6086 This Is a compilation of Rawls hits covenne more than a decade. Rawls mateis quite a departure from what he rs
currently recording
Although his vocal structure has not changed, the orchestral
arrangement on this LP is minimal compared to his newer
productions Bat cuts: "His Song Shall Be Sung," "Got
To
Gel You Isle My Lde," "A Natural Man," "Evil."

rial

BLACK IVORY, Buddah BDS565B

The group has pulled to.
gelher an excellent rhythm section and background vocalists
to compliment its own vocal style Instruments are ever
present and tastefully arranged as a cushion for the group's
mellow numbers Best cuts: "Dance," "Walking Downtown

(Saturd.

I

UNACCUSTOMED AS I AM
to full page ads, please
help me in my support of

JIMMY CARTER

Thank -You

HARRY NIESBON
www.americanradiohistory.com
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HERE'S AN ALBUM
THAT'S GOT BULLETS
WRITTEN ALL OVER IT.

20th CENTURY RECORDS

TWENTIETH CENTURY -FOX

PRESENTS

PRESENTS

THE
SOUNDTRACK
ALBUM

THE
MOTION
PICTURE

A LOU REIZNER PRODUCTION

1976 Twentieth CenturyFox

AMBROSIA ELTON JOHN THE BEE GEES LEO SAYER
BRYAN FERRY ROY WOOD KEITH MOON ROD STEWART
DAVID ESSEX JEFF LYNNE LYNSEY DE PAUL
RICHARD COCCIANTE THE FOUR SEASONS HELEN REDDY
FRANKIE LAINE THE BROTHERS JOHNSON STATUS QUO
HENRY GROSS PETER GABRIEL FRANKIE VALLI
TINA TURNER WIL MALONE & LOU REIZNER
THE LONDON SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA
RECORDS

WORDS & MUSIC BY LENNON & McCARTNEY

\lso available on 20th Century stereo tapes 2T -522
www.americanradiohistory.com

Lote General News
Court Rules N.Y. Producers Infringed
JOE
Art D'Lugoff, claimed that many of

By RADCLIFFE

NEW YORK -A U.S. District
Court Judge here has ruled that
"Boogie Woogie Bugle Boy" the
1940s hit popularized by the Andrews Sisters. was infringed by the
producers of the sex -oriented musical "Let My People Come.' when
they parodied the tune in

a

musical

number called. "Cunnilingus
Champion of Company C."

In the 30 -page opinion, Judge Irving Ben Cooper ruling in favor of
MCA Music, plaintiff in the case,
said. "we find each defendant -per-

sonally liable as a joint lortfcasor
(wrongdoer) for the infringement of
plaintiffs statutory copyright by vietue of the creation and exploitation
of the infringing song."
He added: There is significant
indication in the trial record that
Earl Wilson Jr. (co- author of the infringing tune) knew he was copying
"Bugle Boy."
In their argument at the trial, the
defendants. including Wilson. Phil
Oesteiman, the show's producer,
Billy Cunningham. Gnostic Music
Co.. L.M.P.C. Records, The Libra
Co.. The Village Gate and its owner

the identities between the songs in
contention were characteristic of

much of boogie woogie type music,
and were therefore non- infnnging
similarities.
The case for the plaintiff was sub mined by the law firm of Abetes.
Clark & Osterberg, which is seeking
monetary relief and the surrender ing by defendants of offending
copies of the song for destruction.

Hampton Honored
NEW YORK -Lionel Hampton
will be honored by the Amsterdam
News Friday (I2) at the Waldorf AsIona in New York.
Honorary chairman of the event is
Vice President Nelson Rockefeller,
with Congresswoman Shirley Chi som and Coy Eklund. president of
the Equitable Life Insurance Co.,
serving as co- chairmen.
Proceeds from the 5100 -a -plate
dinner will benefit the George
Palmer Memorial Camp Fund and
the Gladys Hampton Museum.

We hear that Artie Mogul), United Artists Records
president, is now overseeing the label's international division, headed by Jerry Thomas. It was previously the

bailiwick of Mike Stewart. UA Music chief. ... Bobby
Goldsboro has been named national chairman of the
"Save Your Vision" week, celebrating its 50th anniversary March 6-12. 1977. The American Optometric Assn.
chose Goldsboro for his recent song, "A Butterfly For
Bucky," which tells the true story of a boy horn blind
who gains his sight.
MCA label president Mike Maitland denies the Rona
Barrett report on ABC-TV that Elton John is ankling the
label. Johns binder has a long way to go. Maitland says.
He also denies that any shakeup is imminent at MCA.
Walter Murphy has written the score for NBC TV
movte. 'The Savage Bees," which airs Nov. 22. Theme.
"Flight 16." is his new Private Stock single and modernizes "Flight Of The Bumblebee." ... And Charles fox
and Norman Gimbel collaborated for the "Dick And
Jane" television program theme. ... Joe Long, director
of artist development for the Entertainment Company is
in Los Angeles. Hes huddling with Clydie King of the
Blackberries.... Ralph McDonald debuts at New York's
Avery Fisher Hall Sunday (7). Backup includes: George
Washington Jr., Bob James. Randy Snicker, Rick Marotta. Hugh McCracken and Art Jenkins.... Buck Clayton worked New York for the first time in seven years at
Michael's Pub. The ex -Basic trumpet was joined by Milt
Hinton, Panama Francis, Earl Warren, Red Richards and
Harold Ashby.
The Las Vegas AFM local faces a National Labor Relations Board judge in a hearing over the charge that musicians are not fulfilling contracts with hotel /casino owners The question is whether lounge musicians will get the
same pact as musicians backing the big acts in show
rooms.... MCA feted l.ynyrd Skynyrd at Nathan's hot
doggery.... ZZ Top were met by bicycles instead of limousines at the Miami airport courtesy of Mary Fleming
of Cameron Sound. who supplies their massive sound
system.... Burlington Music renewed with Mary Reeves
Davis to represent the Jim Reeves catalogs.... Jimmy
Peterik and Bonnie Kolnc showcased Chicagos Ivanhoe
Theater in a special press introductory.
Expect Dr. Buzzard's Original Savannah Band to bow
live at the newly reopened Copacabana Club, New
York.... Jerry Greenberg, Atlantic president, presented
the Spinners with gold plaques for selling a half-million
of "Happiness Is Being With The Spinners:" their 10th
gold record.... Stanley Clarke begins his first solo tour
Nov. 23 at the Palladium. New York. ... Los Angeles
Concert promoters Steve Wolf and Jim Rissmiller will establish a theatrical arts scholarship at an as- yet -undesignated local school.... Nashville's Music Row expects a
new high rise commercial building on its horizon soon.
... Al Green has purchased a church building in Memphis suburban Whitehaven for $355.000 and plans to begin preaching at the non -denominational church by
years end. He will call it 'Al Green's Full Gospel Tabernacle.

Barry Manilow's first two months of touring reportedly grossed $680,170 and drew 138.170. He does an
ABC -TV special Feb. 23.... The Bee Gees donate net
proceeds from their Dec. 2 Madison Square Garden gig
to the New York City Police Athletic League.... Rick
Talmadge, who was involved in the operation of Musicor
Records with his father. Art, and is now an attorney in
private practice in New York. married Ann Holbrook.
Stan "Tiny" Sulman.
fashion model. Thursday (211

long -time Seattle distribution executive now with
Record & Tape Sales there. has returned to work loll
ing knee surgery.... Lou and Dave Drozen of LaIT
ords. Los Angels, suing New West magazine and w
Mark Jacobson for the reference to their label in a
label "fly on Richard Pryor. Jacobson called the
night" in his yarn and they seek 55 million in cumula
damages in Superior Court for the alleged slur
The deferred billing terms for the WEA "Combina)
16" fall program call for 205 due Dec. 10, 50% due J
in November, Jan
10 and 30`.''. due Feb. 10 and not
and February, as erroneously reported (Billboard,
23).

Will Lou Kwiker, former president of Handleman
become consultant to the RIAA- sponsored har c
endeavor? .. Herb Goldfarb, former national sales
ager for London Records. is opening a consultant
.

in Los Angeles soon.

Long -time music publishing figure Mickey "Tat
Baron" Addy, a member of Billboard's New York sala
staff, Is recuperating from a heart attack
at SI. Clare's Hospital, 415 W. 51st Si,
New York 10019. His condition is stable

IN

and improving. He's not permitted tie

itors or phone calls but letters or ea
are welcomed.... Irwin Beer and Mad
Lapidus are staging a Nov. 26 -28 Ba

defect at the Airport Marnou Hote
Addy
Admission is $8 daily or a $20 three -dal
package. 'They'll stage a Dec. 19 -20 f
at the San Francisco Hilton and the third annual Nee
York bash Feb. 26 -27 at the Sutler Hilton.... The N
tional Academy of Recording Arts & Sciences' Los
geles chapter holds its most valuable players awards Saturday evening (20) at the grand ballroom of the Beverh
Hilton Hotel. Dinner and a show featuring Joann
Somers. Ian Whitcomb and TotnmyTedesco costs Sl75h
Phil Reed. lead guitarist with Flo and Eddie. dud
Sunday (24) in a fall from his ninth story hotel room n
the Terrace Hilton. Salt Lake City. ... Black Oak Ar.
kaasas has negotiated a merchandising licensing papa
with Merchandising Corp. of America.... RCA Reco
and the 26 Sam Goody locations arc running a contest
for Dr. Buzzard's Original Savannah Band, giving juke.
boxes to each of two winners.... Shawn Phillips and the
Volunteers headline the Arcosanti arts festival Oct. 30
in the Arizona desert. where architect Paolo Salan a

Robin Troue
model community.
presented with a gold record for his For Earth Belo.'
album and a platinum disk for "Bridge of Sighs" to
Chrysalis Records Terry Ellis.
If they are looking familiar it is because K.C. & th
Sunshine Band have made five major television appear.
ances in two weeks.
K.C. and his band have hosted "Midnight Special'
done 20 minutes on Don Kirshner's New Rock Cm.
cat," and appeared on "Soul Train, "'The Dinah Shore
Show." and The Mery Griffin Show." And when u
Nashville they taped a spot on "Tite Dolly Pane.
Show."
The Calla Records label, distributed by Pye, is relus
ing its first 12 -inch 45 r.p.m. disco single. "Disco Queen
from the "Rudy Love & the Love Family" LP.... No
town Records on the other hand, is shipping its fast 12
inch disco consumer record in the 33 speed. The special
release couples Jermaine Jackson's "Let's Be Yount
Tonight" with the Original's "Down To Love Town.-

building

a

.

Concert Scene

Probe
IRS Chicago LP
I.i of
just
Continued from page 3
on the income," the store owner
recollects'
"1 don't believe he ever looked at
the records that were in the racks."
the merchant says.
The retailer was asked where he
obtained the review copies.
"1 told him, have no reason to lie
1

about it. we buy samples from
people who get them from the company. but that we have no contacts
with promo men.
"Because of our contacts with reviewers and jocks we know an awful

guys who

can't possibly
keep everything," the store owner
continues.
The retailer says he told the agent
that most of his suppliers do not take
cash half the time. but prefer to
trade for disks they want.
The ongoing federal probe here
also has reached the local Phonodisc
branch, a source within that compuny now confirms. RCA. Capitol,
London, MCA. and possibly other
branches also have been questioned,
as have other retailer.

ALAN tlNCHANSKY

Woody Herman Has 40th Anny Concert
NEW YORK -Woody Herman
will celebrate his 40th anniversary as
a bandleader with a concert at Carnegie Hall here Nov. 20.
Presented by New Audiences and
W RVR. the concert will feature such
Herman alumni as Stan Getz, Al
Cohn, Zoot Sims, Flip Phillips, Sal

Nistico. Jimmy Giuffre, Urbie
Green, Pete Condoli, Ernie Royal.
www.americanradiohistory.com

Billy

Bauer. Conte Condoli,

Hy

White, Chubby Jackson, Red
Norvo, Milt Jackson, Don Lamond,
Jake Hanna and Mary Ann McCall.

RCA will be taping the concert for
future release. Meanwhile. NET will
present a special 90- minute documentary on Herman with airtime set
for election night Tuesday (2).

1 uvllrrued from page i
emerge the past few months u
Tramps a nitery that has presente
several upcoming cabaret acts. In recent weeks, the club has been quite
active with the signing of Cathy
Chamberlin's Rag and Roll Revue
to Warner Bros. and major industry
interest in Slormin' Norman & Suzy.
Other clubs offering pop acts include the Fugue. Folk City, J.P.'s
Dr. Generosity and Reno Sweeney's
The jazz scene. always a hotbed
here, has also gone through some
changes. While the Vanguard (cur.
rently presenting Dexter Gordon) n
still one of the most successful, it has
been joined by a multitude dottier
contenders.
These include Storyville (George
Wein's new club that started as t

floating jam session but

now

presents structured schedules), Hop-

pers. Beefsteak Charlie's.
Basil. Ladies Fort, The Tin

Sweet
Palace.

Harley Street. Boomers, The Angry
Squire, Strykers, Eddie Condons,
Gregory's, Jimmy Ryan's, Mikell's,
The West End Cafe, among others.
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Side One:
CHINA GROVE
Tom Johnston
LONG TRAIN RUNNIN'
Tom Johnston

Side Two:

JESUS IS JUST ALRIGHT
A

Reynolds

IT KEEPS YOU RUNNIN'
Michael McDonald

TAKI1' IT

SOUTH CITY MIDNIGHT LADY
Patrick Simmons
TAKE ME IN YOUR ARMS

TO THE STREETS
Michael McDonald
LISTEN TO THE MUSIC

Holland Dozier Holland

Johnston
BLACK WATER
Patrick Simmons
ROOKIE' DOWN THE HIGHWAY
Tom Johnston
Tom

WITHOUT YOU

The Doobie Brothers
All selections aro BM]. except "Black Water.' "South City
Midnight Lady" and "Jesus IsJust Alright" (ASCAP).

Produced by 'led 7bmpleman

on Warner Bros. records & tapes
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Wi"IlilitArmourtcing the arrival of...

ENDLESS FLIGHT

LEO SAYER
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